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Special Notices 

References in this publication to IBM products, programs, or services do not imply 
that IBM intends to make these available in all countries in which IBM operates. 
Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or 
imply that only IBM's product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally 
equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any of IBM's intellec
tual property rights or other legally protectible rights may be used instead of the 
IBM product, program, or service. Evaluation and verification of operation in con
junction with other products, programs, or services, except those expressly desig
nated by IBM, are the user's responsibility. 

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in this 
document. The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these 
patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to the IBM Director of Commer
cial Relations, IBM Corporation, Purchase, NY 10577. 

This book is intended to help the customer perform various storage management 
tasks. It contains commands to use the Data Facility Data Set Services (DFDSS) 
program. This book documents no programming interface for use by customers in 
writing programs that request or receive the services of DFDSS, except as noted 
below. 

This book also documents general-use programming interfaces and associated guid
ance information, product-sensitive programming inte1faces associated guidance infor
mation. and product implementation information. 

General-use programming interfaces allow the customer to write programs that 
request or receive the services of DFDSS. 

General-use programming interface and associated guidance information is explicitly 
identified where it occurs, either by an introductory statement to a chapter or section 
that is entirely general-use programming interface and associated guidance 
information, or by the following marking: 

General-Use Programming Interface 

Description of general-use programming inte~face and associated guidance 
information ... 

End of General-Use Programming Interface _______ ______, 

Product-sensitive programming interfaces are provided ro allow the. customer instal
lation to perform tasks such as tailoring, monitoring, modification. tuning, or diag
nosis of this IBM product. Use of such interfaces creates dependencies on the 
detailed design or implementation of the IBM product. Product-sensitive interfaces 
should be used only for these specialized purposes. Because of their dependencies on 
detailed design and implementation, it is to be expected that programs written to 
such interfaces may need to be changed in order to run \Vi th new product releases or 
versions, or as a result of service. 

Product-sensitive programming interface and associated guidance information is explic
itly identified where it occurs, either by an introductory statement to a chapter or 

©Copyright IBM Corp. 1984. 1989. All Rights Reserved. ii.1 
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section that is entirely product-sensitive programming interface and associated guid
ance information, or by the following marking: 

Product-Sensitive Programming Interface 

Description of product-sensitive programming interface and associated guidance infor
mation ... 

.__ ______ End of Product-Sensitive Programming Interface ______ __. 

Product implementation information is detailed design and implementation informa
tion that is provided to assist customers in performing tasks such as tailoring, moni
toring, modifying, tuning, and diagnosing which by their nature require the use of 
information that depends on the detailed design and implementation of DFDSS. 
Product implementation information identified in this book documents no program
ming interfaces for use by customers in writing programs that request or receive the 
services DFDSS. 

Warning: Do not use product implementation information for programming interface 
purposes. 

Product implementation information is explicitly identified where it occurs, either by 
an introductory statement to a chapter or section that is entirely product implementa
tion information, or by the following marking: 

Product Implementation Information 

Description of product implementation information ... 

.__ _______ End of Product Implementation Information -------~ 

Note: Examples provided in this book contain sets of program statements offered to 
users as an illustration of how to obtain product services and are not to be used as 
programming interfaces. 

The following terms are trademarks of IBM and are used in this publication: 

DB2 

DFSMS 

ESA/370 

MVS/DFP 

MVS/ESA 

MVS/SP 

MVS/XA 

System/370 
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Preface 

This manual describes the commands to use Data Facility Data Set Services 
(DFDSS) and is intended for the storage administrator and the system programmer. 
Its purpose is to explain the command syntax to perform various storage manage
ment tasks. 

Major Divisions of This Book 
This book is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1, Specifying DFDSS Commands describes syntax requirements and 
their conventions and summarizes the JCL you might need to use DFDSS. 

Chapter 2, Choosing the Data Sets You Want Processed-Filtering describes the 
filtering process, filtering by data set name or by data set characteristics, and the 
standard catalog search order. 

Chapter 3, Syntax-Function Commands describes the DFDSS commands, their 
keywords, and examples of how they are used. 

Chapter 4, Syntax-Auxiliary Commands describes the commands that allow you 
to control DFDSS processing in the SYSIN data set. 

Chapter 5, Stand-alone DFDSS Restore Program describes how to use the stand
alone DFDSS restore program and provides examples of job streams to process 
stand-alone DFDSS restore. 

Chapter 6, Customizing DFDSS and Its Interfaces explains how you can cus
tomize DFDSS by coding exit routines and tailoring Interactive Storage Man
agement Facility (ISMF) panels. 

Appendix A, Compatibility Considerations for Prior Releases provides informa
tion regarding compatibility of prior releases with DFDSS Version 2 Release 5. 

Appendix B, Serialization and Authorization Checking discusses how serialization 
is accomplished, the purpose of serialization, and how DFDSS checks user 
a uthoriza ti on. 

Appendix C, User Interaction Module Exit Options discusses the various parts of 
the Application Interface. 

Appendix D, Examples of the Application Program with the User Interaction 
Module (UIM) provides examples and explanations of the UIM exit functions. 

Appendix E, Data Area Descriptions describes two data area descriptions. 

Appendix F, Macro Library as Part of Programming Interfaces for Customers 
identifies product-sensitive and general-use programming interfaces. 

Required Product Knowledge 
To use this manual you need some knowledge of Data Facility Product (DFP), Data 
Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM), Resource Access Control FaCility 
(RACF). and job control language (JCL). 

Special Notices iii 
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DFDSS Machine Requirements 

DFDSS Books 

DFDSS Versiou 2 Release 5 is designed to operate on any IBM processor that is 
supported by MYS/System Product Version I, Version 2, or Version 3. 

• Data Facility Data Set Services: General Information, GC26-4123, introduces you 
to DFDSS and helps in evaluating its use. 

• Data Facility Data Set Services: User's Guide, SC26-4388, gives guidance on how 
to use DFDSS. 

• Data Facility Data Set Services: Messages, SC26-4390, lists DFDSS messages. 

• Data Facility Data Set Services: Diagnosis Guide, L Y27-9538, tells how to diag
nose errors you may encounter while using DFDSS. 

• Data Facility Data Set Services/Interactive Storage Management Facility: Instal
lation Planning Guide, SC26-4129, tells what to consider when planning for and 
installing DFDSS/ISMF. 

Referenced Books 

iv DFDSS: Reference 

Within the text, the following books are referenced: 

• MVS/ESA Application Development Guide, GC28-1821 

• MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Customization, SC26-4560 

• MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Utilities, SC26-4559 

• MVS/ DFP Version 3 Release 2: Access Method Services for the Integrated 
Catalog Facility, SC26-4562 

• MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Managing VSAM Data Sets, SC26-4568 

• MVS/ESA JCL User's Guide, GC28-1830 

• MVS/ESA JCL Reference, GC28-1829 

• Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF) General Information Manual, 
GC28-0722 

• Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF) Security Administrator's Guide, 
SC28-1340. 
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Summary of Changes 

Version 2 Release 5, December 1989 

xii 

DFDSS Version 2 Release 5 provides additional storage management facilities and 
enhancements to help you: 

• Take advantage of a new type of data set. 

MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2 now provides a specially designed data set, called 
a partitioned data set extended (PDSE). DFDSS supports the POSE, which 
offers significant advantages over a partitioned data set (PDS). DFDSS also 
provides new keywords to convert a PDS to a PDSE and a PDSE to a PDS. 

This support requires MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2 or a later release. 

• Use new application interface exit points. 

New options for application interface exits further enhance the interaction 
between DFDSS and its invoking program at the data set level. DFDSS passes 
control to the user interaction module (UIM) when a data set is selected and 
w~en the processing of that data set is completed. At these exit points, the UIM_ 
can perform a number of tasks. For example, you can customize the UIM to 
end processing of the data set or to bypass options such as serialization and 
security verification. 

• Process data sets with a high-level qualifier of SYSl. By using the 
PROCESSSYSl) key 1xord. you ca~: 

Rele~:.se c.inused space in partitioned or seque:::ia~ data sets wi~h a high-level 
qualif:e:- of SYSl. 

- \lo«.: iai:a secs -_,\ith a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

Speci:'y the DELETE keyword with the DU\1P command to dump and 
delete data sets with a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

- Repla-:e preallocated data sets that have a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

• Process data sets that have undefined DSORG. By using the 
PROCESS<UNDEFINEDSORG) keyword, you can copy or restore undefined 
DSORG data sets to an unlike device that has a larger track capacity. 

~ Specit\ occh the OPTI~IIZE and COMPRESS keywords for dumps. 

'i:,:;u no [0nger must choose between performance\ by specifying OPTEvHZE1 ,_~:

~:i.·:ir:g :;~,._~:.::~ iby specifying C0\-1PRESS). You c~1:: back up da:J b; using b(<-. 
:~.:ywords. 

• Reduce CPU time by improving the data compression algorithm during DU\~P. 

• Use stand-alone RESTORE to restore compressed dump data. 

• Reduce I 0 to the VVDS during logical data set D-U~IP/RESTORE. data se! 
COPY and CONVERTV. 

,. Declare a larger block size for a SYSPRINT data set or the output data set from 
the PRINT command. 

DFDSS now allows a block size greater than 141. 

~ Copyright IB~l C._)rp. 1984, 1989_ :\ll Rights Reserved. 



Command Syntax 

Chapter 1. Specifying DFDSS Commands 

This chapter is divided into the following sections: 

• "Command Syntax" describes syntax requirements. 

• "How Many Subkeywords Are Allowed?" on page 2 lists possible combinations . 
of subkeywords that you can specify in the input (command) stream. 

• "Specifying Subkeywords in a Command Data Set" on page 3 explains how to 
use keywords in a command data set. 

• "How to Read Syntax Diagrams" on page 3 explains the syntax conventions 
used in this book. 

• "The JCL You Need" on page 5 summarizes the job control language (JCL) 
that you might need to use DFDSS. 

Command Syntax 
You can write DFDSS commands in free form in card columns 2 through 72 (inclu
sive). Ariy character in column 1 and past column 72 is ignored thus causing unpre

. dictable result~ when the task is processed. Syntax requirem~n.ts are: 

• A command must appear first, followed by its keywords. 

A command is separated from its keywords by one or more blanks, a comment, 
or both. For example: 

DUMP FULL INDD(DASDl) OUTDD(TAPEl) 

• A comment is a string of characters preceded by/* and followed by*/. A 
comment must be started and finished on the same line. For example: 

/* THIS IS A COMMENT */ 

• A separator consists of a comma (,), or one or more blanks, or a comment. 

• Ke_nvards are separated from one another by one or more separators. 

• Subke_vwords are separated from one another by one or more separators. 
Subkeywords follow their associated keywords and are separated from them by a 
pair of enclosing parentheses. One or more blanks can, optionally, precede and 
follo\v each parenthesis in the pair. For example: 

REBLOCK{ DATASETl ) 

or 

REBLOCK{DATASETl) 

If two or more subkeywords are permissible for a single keyword, these are sepa
rated from one another by at least one blank. Subkeywords can also be sepa
rated from one another by commas, where each comma can, optionally, be 
preceded and followed by one or more blanks. For example: 

REBLOCK(DATASETl , DATASET2) 

or 

REBLOCK{DATASET1,DATASET2) 

or 

REBLOCK{DATASETl DATASET2) 

Chapter 1. Specifying DFDSS Commands 1 



• Continuation of a command is specified by a hyphen (-) as the right-most non
blank character, preceded by one or more blanks. For example: 

COPY DATASET (INCLUDE(DATASETl)) ALLDATA(*) -
CATALOG REBLOCK(DATASETl) 

The absence of such a hyphen indicates the end of the command. If a keyword 
or subkeyword cannot fit on the remainder of a line, it can be started on that 
line, followed immediately· by a plus sign ( +) in· column 72, ·and continued on 
the next line. 

• The end of a command can also be specified by a semicolon. Everything to the 
right of the semicolon is ignored. 

How Many Subkeywords Are Allowed? 

2 D FDSS: Ref ere nee 

The following is not a comprehensive list of keywords with subkeywords, but rather 
a list of keywords that can have a maximum of 255 subkeywords specified in the 
inline command stream. 

ALLDATA(subkeyword) 
BY( sub keyword) 
BY(LIST( sub keyword)) 
BYP AS SACS(subkeyword) 

· CONVERT(PDS(subkeyword)) 
CONVERT(PDSE(subkeyword)) 
DDNA\1E(subkeyword) 
DYN A..vI( subkeyword) 
EXCL UDE(subkeyword) 
EXCL CDE(LIST(subkeyword)) 
INCAT1 subkeyword) 
INCL l.-DE(subkeyword) 
INDD ~AME( subkeyword) 
INDl:~A.M(subkeyword) 

LOGIC _-\L VOL UME(subkeyword) 
LOG I~DDNAME( subkeyword) 
LOGI~DYNAM(subkeyword) 

NOP AC KING( dsn) 
OUTD D N AME(subkeyword) 
OUTDI. ~AM(subkeyword) 
OUTTRACKS(subkeyword) 
PASS\VORD(subkeyword) 
PERCE);TUTILIZED(subkeyword) 
REBLOCK(subkeyword) 
REBLOCKADDRESS(subkeyword) 
RENA:\fE(subkeyword) 
RENA\fEUNCONDITIONAL(subkeyword) 
TRACKOVERFLOW(subkeyword) 
TRACKS(subkeyvvord) 



Syntax Conventions .· ".· 

Specifying Subkeywords in a Command Data Set 
As an alternative to specifying the data set names in the inline (command) stream, 
you can specify the ddname of a sequential or data set member of a partitioned data 
set that contains the list of data set names. This allows you to specify more than 
255 data set names. The keywords that allow this ddname specification are: 

DATASET(FILTERDD(ddn)) 
EXCLUDE(DDNAME(ddn)) 
FIL TERDD(ddn) 
PASSWORD(ddn) 

How to Read Syntax Diagrams 
There is one basic rule for reading the syntax diagrams: Follow only one line at a 
time from the beginning to the end, and code everything you encounter on that line. 

The following rules apply to the conventions used in the syntax diagrams for all the 
DFDSS commands: 

• Read the syntax diagrams from left to right and from top to bottom. 

• Each syntax diagram begins with a double arrowhead (..,..) and ends with 
·opposing arrows ( ...... ). 

• An arrow (_.) at the end of a line indicates that the syntax continues on the next 
line. A continuation line begins with an arrow (.,_). 

• Commands and keywords can contain uppercase and lowercase letters. The 
uppercase portion is the minimum needed to code the command properly; the 
lowercase portion is optional. For example, COPYDump can be coded in any of the 
following ways: COPYD, COPYDU, COPYDUM, or COPYDUMP. 

Note: All commands must be entered in uppercase. Lowercase is not recog
nized. 

• Some commands and keywords have alternative abbreviations; these appear as 
part of the stack for that command or keyword. For example, the alternative 
abbreviation for COPYDump is CPYD. 

~COPYDum~ 

LcPYD__J 

• Words in all lowercase letters represent information you supply. For example, 
volser or ddn. 

• You must provide all items enclosed in parentheses, ( ). You must include the 
parentheses. 

• Where you can choose from two or more keywords, the choices are stacked one 
above the other. If one choice within the stack lies on the main path, the 
keyword is required, and you must choose one or none. In the following 
example you must choose either BLK, TRK, or SOURCE. 

t BLK 
TRK 
SOURCE 

Chapter 1. Specifying DFDSS Commands 3 
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-~ ... • ,,..,,~ ...... ·:,i+~,- .. .,.., "' 

• If a stack is placed below the main path, the keyword is optional, and you can 
choose one or none. In the following example CATalog and RECATalog are 
optional keywords. You can choose either one or the other, but not both . 

.,., ~ATalo~ 
--RECATalog_J 

• The repeat symbol (fl) show"s.that you can ~pecif~ ~keyword (or keywords) 
and variables more than once. The repeat symbol appears above the keywords 
and variables that can be repeated. When a comma appears in the repeat 
symbol, you must separate repeated keywords with a comma. 

The following example illustrates all the rules described above. The numbers in the 
diagram are keyed to the explanations that follow. 

COPYDump Command -------------------~ 

D El II 

--.coPYD___,,:1NDDn--r(ddnJ,ou~oon---i-C~JJ II 
Lcpyo----J LIDD----1 4DDi---__. 

.... 

,. lLOGlcalvol,..~(CJ)] 
LVOL------' 

Figure 1. Example of a Syntax Diagram for the COPYDump Command 

II Either the command COPYD (or any other acceptable abbreviation of COPYDump) or 
the alterna:e abbreviation CPYD must be specified. 

El Either the keyword INDD (or any acceptable abbreviation of INDDname) or the 
alternate abbreviation IDD must be specified, followed by one ddn. You must 
provide the ddn enclosed in parenthesis. 

IJ Either the keyword OUTDO (or any acceptable abbreviation of OUTDDname) or the 
alternate abbreviation ODD must be specified, followed by up to 255 ddns. Each list 
of ddns must be enclosed in parentheses and each ddn must be separated by a 
comma. 

IJ When there is a single arrow head at the end of a line, the syntax continues on 
the next line. 

D The LOG and LVOL keywords are optional. because they fall below the mainpath. 
You can specify as many volume serial numbers (volser) as needed on either keyword 
with each raiser separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

El The substitution block IJ is used to simplify the syntax diagram. It indicates 
that a block of the syntax diagram is located outside of the main diagram. You 
insert the keywords for that block where the symbol appears. You then return to 
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the main diagram to continue with the command. For example, with the RESTORE 
command there are optional keywords for both FULL and TRACKS 

~ESTore-cFUL.:J LTJ 
FUL ii 

11 Optional Keywords used with FULL 

• L.cAHcelerrof:J ~COP~ 
CPYV 

• 

The following example shows how the COPYDump command might be used (the JCL is 
included): 

//JOB2 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE2 DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE20, 
JI LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,CATALOG),DSN=USER.BACKUP.REL3A 
//OUTT2 DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE21, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATALOG),DSN=USER.BACKUP.REL3A.A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPYDUMP 

/* 

INDD(TAPE2) 
OUTDD(OUTT2) 
LVOL(338001) 

/* DUMP TAPE TO BE COPIED */ -
/* NEW DUMP TAPE */ -
/* SER NO OF VOL TO BE COPIED */ 

The JCL You Need 
The examples in this manual are shown with the necessary JCL. You may need the 
following JCL to use DFDSS: 

Statement Usage 

JOB (required) Initiates your job. 

EXEC (required) Specifies the program name (PGM = ADRDSSU) or, if 
the job control statements reside in a procedure library, 
the procedure name. See "How to Control DFDSS via 
PARM Information in the EXEC Statement" on page 6 
for additional information that can be entered in the 
PARM parameter of the EXEC statement. 

SYSPRINT DD (required) Defines a sequential message data set. The data set can 
be written to a system output device, a tape volume, or a 
direct-access device. If the DCB keyword LRECL is 
specified on the DD statement, it must be in the ranges 
of 84 to 137 inclusive. If BLKSIZE is specified, it must 
be at least four greater than the LRECL. If an LRECL 
less than 84 is chosen, the return code is 8 and an error 
message is issued. If the specified LRECL is greater 
than 13 7, then LRECL and BLKSIZE are set to 13 7 and 
141, respectively. 

SYSIN DD (required) Defines a command data set consisting of cards or card
image records that contains your DFDSS commands. It 
usually resides in the input stream, however, it can be 
defined as a blocked or unblocked sequential data set or 
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input DD (optional) 

output DD (optional) 

filter DD (optional) 

password DD. (optional) 

as a member of a partitioned data set. Records must be 
fixed format, LRECL = 80. 

Defines the input (also called the source). The ddname, 
input, is supplied by you and is referred to by your 
DFDSS commands. This DD statement is not required 
for some operations. Do not specify BUFNO. 

Defines the output (also called the target). The ddname, 
output, is supplied by you and is referred to by your 
DFDSS commands. This DD statement is not required 
for some DFDSS operations. Do not specify BUFNO. 
Code a volume count when a new data set will reside on 
six or more volumes. (Note that DISP =MOD is not 
supported for an output DD statement.) 

Defines a data set consisting of cards or card-image 
records that contains the filtering criteria (INCLUDE, 
EXCLUDE, and BY) to be used in a data set command. 
The ddname, filter, is supplied by you and is referred to 
by your DFDSS commands. 

Note: You cannot concatenate DD statements to the 
filter DD statement. 

Defines a data set consisting of card-image :records that 
contains data set names and their passwords. The 
ddname, password, is supplied by you and is referred to 
by your DFDSS commands. 

For more information on coding JCL, see .JfVS/ESA JCL Reference. 

How to Control DFDSS via PARM Information in the EXEC Statement 

6 DFDSS: Reference 

The EXEC statement for DFDSS can contain PARM information that is used by 
the progra::i. You can use the following keyword parameters: 

TYPRU~ =SCAN 
Only control card syntax checking is done. No tasks are processed. 

TYPRU~ = ~ORUN 
For COPY, DUMP, RESTORE, COMPRESS, CONVERTV, and RELEASE 
operations, only data set filtering is to be done without actually processing data 
sets. Printed output for the run indicates the data sets selected. For a 
DEFR.-\G operation, the initial volume statistics are to be printed without actu
ally relocating any extents. For a CONvERTV operation, a full report is 
produced, but no volumes or data sets are actually converted. 

PAGENO = nnnn 
The nnnn is a 1- to 4-digit number indicating the starting page number to be 
used for the SYSPRINT data set. The default is 1. 

LINECNT = nnnn 
The nnnn is a 1- to 4-digit number indicating the number of lines to be printed 
per page for the SYSPRINT data set. The default is 60. Specify 
LINECNT = 9999 to prevent a page ejection. 

SIZE=nnnnK 
The nnnn is a 1- to 4-digit number indicating the number of K bytes (lK equals 
1024 bytes) of main storage to be used by DFDSS. This amount must be less 
than or equal to that specified by the REGION keyword. The default value is 
the region size. 
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ABEND=nnn 
The nnn is a 3-digit decimal message number (ADRnnnx). If this is specified, 
and this message is to be issued, DFDSS performs a user 0001 ABEND dump 
after issuing the message, and the task stops. To get a dump, include a DD 
statement for SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP. This keyword is provided for 
debugging purposes only. 

AMSGCNT = nnnn 
The abend message occurrence count that tells DFDSS to end abnormally on 
the nth occurrence of the message specified in ABEND= nnn. The nnnn for 
AMSGCNT can be a number between 1 and 9999. The default is 1 (first occur
rence). 

RACFLOG =YES 
Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) logging is done for all function tasks. 
This parameter can be overridden or set by the user installation options exit. 
See "RACF Logging during Authorization Checking" on page 177 for a 
description of DFDSS RACF logging. 

TRACE=YES 
When used during a DEFRAG operation, this results in printing messages that 
indicate the relocated extents. This is a debugging tool. 

UTILl\'ISG =YES 
Messages from auxiliary programs, such as IEBCOPY and ICKDSF, are copied 
into 'the DFDSS SYSPRINT output .. 

XABUFF = ABOVE161BELOW16 
The I 0 buffers used by DFDSS for COPY, COPYDUMP, DEFRAG, DUMP. 
PRI0T, and RESTORE operations are to be above or below 16 megabytes 
virtual storage. The default, when DFDSS runs under MVS;XA, is ABOVE16. 
This parameter is ignored when DFDSS runs under MVS/370. 

WORKC~IT = workunit 
You can supply an esoteric DASD unit name (for example, SYSDA). generic 
DASD unit name (for example, 3380), or a specific DASD address. DFDSS 
passes this unit to dynamic allocation when temporary data sets are allocated. 

\VORKYOL = volser 
You can supply a volser on which DFDSS should allocate temporary data set 
DFDSS passes the volser to dynamic allocation. 

Notes: 

1. WORKUNIT, WORKVOL, or both parameters can be specified when 
invoking DFDSS. 

2. \Vhen DFDSS invokes the IDCAMS utility to copy an ICF user catalog, the 
export data set is allocated as a permanent data set. The permanent data set 
cannot be placed on the volume specified by WORKUNIT and/or 
WORKVOL. 

3. An esoteric unit name that requests virtual I/O can be used in the 
WORKUNIT parameter, but when DFDSS invokes the IEHMOVE utility 
during data set copy, the default dynamic allocation unit name is used 
(SYSALLDA). 
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Examples of PARM information are: 

II EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU, 
II PARM='PAGEN0=8,LINECNT=57,SIZE=500K,UTILMSG=YES' 

II EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU,PARM= 1 TYPRUN=SCAN,XABUFF=ABOVEl6 1 

For further information on "the PARM parameter of an EXEC statement, see 
MVS/ESA Application Development Guide. 



Chapter 2. Choosing the Data Sets You Want 
Processed-Filtering 

This chapter is divided into the following sections: 

1 
· · · 'Filtering~· · 

• "How DFDSS Filters Data Sets" describes how DFDSS filters data ·sets by data 
set name and by data set characteristic. 

• "Filtering by Data Set Names" on page 10 explains how to specify fully- and 
partially-qualified data set names for filtering. This section includes rules for 
spelling out qualifiers and examples of qualified data set names. 

• "Filtering by Data Set Characteristics" on page 12 lists the data set character
istics on which filtering can be done. 

• "Standard Catalog Search Order" on page 16 identifies the standard order in 
which DFDSS searches for a data set name. 

·How DFDSS Filters Data Sets 
DFDSS fil(ers data sets by: 

1. Applying inclusion and/or exclusion criteria to fully- or partially-qualified data 
set names. 

a. If you specify inclusion (INCLUDE) criteria, DFDSS tentatively selects all 
data sets that fit any of the criteria. 

~ote: If inclusion (INCL UDE) criteria are not specified, then EXCLUDE 
or BY must be. In this case, DFDSS tentatively selects all data sets (equiv
alent to INCLUDE(**)). For the DEFRAG command, INCLUDEf**) is 
always implied. 

b. If you specify exclusion (EXCLUDE) criteria, DFDSS surveys the data sets 
selected in Step la and rejects the data sets that fit any of the criteria. 

2. Applying data set characteristics (BY) criteria to the data sets tentatively selected 
in Step 1. DFDSS selects only those data sets that satisfy all BY criteria. 

DFDSS lets you find out which data sets are selected by the filtering process without 
actually performing the requested operation(s). You can do this by specifying the 
TYPRUl\"=NORUN option on the JCL EXEC PARM field. 

Considerations for VSAM Data Sets: 
• INCL UDE and/or EXCLUDE filtering is performed on the cluster names of the 

data sets. 

• If the BY criterion DSORG, MULTI, CATLG, or FSIZE is specified, filtering is 
done at the cluster level. If you specify other BY criteria, the data components 
of the selected clusters are further filtered on those BY criteria by using informa
tion from the VTOC. If a data component is selected, the index component for 
the cluster is also selected. 

• DFDSS supports the BY criterion EXPDT as it exists in the VTOC only. For 
releases prior to D FP Version 3 Release 1, when a VSAM data set is defined by 
IDC A:V1S, the expiration date is in the catalog instead of the VTOC. Hence, the 
EXPDT is not used by DFDSS. 
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• A fully-qualified name is required in order to dump a VSAM data set that is in 
open-for-update status. 

• For physical data set RESTORE: To prevent index components from being 
restored inadvertently, you must specify the fully-qualified name of the cluster. 

• For data set PRINT: The fully-qualified name of the data set to be printed is 
required. Support is at the ,~o~~onent, not the clu~te~, leve~ ... 

Filtering by Data Set Names 
Afully-qualified data set name is one in which all qualifiers are completely spelled 
out. A partially-qualified data set name is one in which asterisks(*) and percent 
signs (%) are used to represent qualifiers or parts of qualifiers. 

Using an * in Partially-Qualified Data Set Names 
The single asterisk, *, is used in place of exactly one qualifier. In addition, it can be 
used to indicate to DFDSS that only part of a qualifier has been specified; for 
example, just the first, last, middle, or first and.last parts. 

When used with other qualifiers, the double asterisk, **, indicates either the nonexist
ence of leading, trailing, or middle qualifiers, or the fact that they play no role in the 

. selection process. 

The following rules regarding asterisks in a qualifier must be observed: 

• Two asterisks are the maximum permissible in a qualifier. 

• If there are two asterisks in a qualifier, then the asterisks must be the first and 
last characters. 

Consequently, the following are permissible qualifiers: 

** 
*A* 

The following are not permissible qualifiers: 

**A* 
*A*B* 
*A*B 
A*B*C 

Using a o/o in Partially-Qualified Data Set Names 

10 D FDSS: Reference 

The % acts as a place holder for a single character during data set name filtering. 
The rules for using % are: 

• Each % corresponds to exactly one character. 

• % can be specified more than once, consecutively or in any level of the qualifier. 

• A% cannot match a null (' 1 
), blank (' 1 

), or period ('. '). 

• Use of a % in filtering does not change any of the other filtering specifications 
for data set names. 
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Consequently, specifying 

I%M.A.%AT%%ET 

will match the data set names 

!AM.A.DATASET 
IBM.A.BATTYET 

but not 

IAM.A.DATASE 
!AM.AA.DATASET 
IAM.A.ATASET 
IM.A.DATASET 

Examples of Fully- and Partially-Qualified Data Set Names 
Examples of fully-qualified data set names: 

USER2LD 

SYS!. UTI L3. LOAD 

The first and only qualifier is USER2LD. 

The first qualifier is SYSJ, the second, UTILJ, and the third, 
LOAD. 

USER2.PROGRAM1.LIST The first qualifier is USER2, the second, PROGRAMJ, and 
the third, LIST. 

Examples of partially-qualified data set names using **: 

**.LOAD 

SYS!.** 

USER2. **.LIST 

All data sets whose last, or only, qualifier is LOAD. 

All data sets whose first, or only, qualifier is SYSJ. 

All data sets whose first and last qualifiers are USER2 and 
LIST, respectively, including USER2.LIST. 

Additional examples of partially-qualified data set names: 

*.LOAD 

SYSl. * 

SYSl. *.LOAD 

SYSl. UT*. LIST 

**.*LIB 

**.*LIB* 

*.*PU*.* 

*.*.P*M 

** 

All data sets with two qualifiers whose last qualifier is LOAD. 

All data sets with two qualifiers whose first qualifier is SYSJ. 

All data sets with three qualifiers whose first and last qual
ifiers are SYSJ and LOAD, respectively. 

All data sets with three qualifiers whose first and last qual
ifiers are SYSJ and LIST, respectively, and whose second 
qualifier begins with UT. 

All data sets whose last. or only, qualifier ends with LIB. 

All data sets whose last. or only, qualifier has LIB in it. 

All data sets with three qualifiers whose second qualifier has 
PL!in it. 

All data sets with three qualifiers whose last qualifier begins 
with P and ends with 1W. 

All data sets. 

%. LIST All data sets with one character in the first qualifier 
and LIST in the last qualifier. 
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USER%.* 

*%%* 

All data sets with two qualifiers whose first qualifier is USER 
followed by some other character. 

All data sets whose single qualifier consists of two or more 
characters. 

:'.'<iote: Single quotation marks around either a fully- or partially-qualified data set 
name indicates the name is fully-qualified. Do not use single quotation marks to 

. enclose a data set name that will appear in a DFDSS control statement. ·. ' · 

Relative Generation Filtering 
DFDSS allows filtering on relative generations of a generation data group (GDG) 
data set in the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and REBLOCK data set name lists. A 
GDG is specified as dsn(n) where dsn is a fully- or partially-qualified base name 
without the last qualifier (GggggVvv), and n is the relative generation number or * 
for all generations. 

Examples of relative generation filtering are: 

dsn(O) For the current generation 

dsn( - x) · For ·the xth prior' generation 

dsn( + x) For the xth future generation 

dsn(*) For all generations. 

For logical operations, you must use either the fully-qualified data set name, the 
partially-qualified base name with the last qualifier (GggggVvv), or the above rela
tive generation filtering. Partial qualification of the last qualifier (GggggVvv) is not 
supported. 

Filtering by Data Set Characteristics 

12 DFDSS: Reference 

:\.fter DFDSS has tentatively selected data sets by applying INCLUDE and 
EXCLUDE criteria, you can apply BY criteria to further restrict the data sets finally 
chosen. You can. for example, use BY to select data sets by creation date, storage 
class, and a wide variety of other criteria. The BY keyword takes this form: 

_c' l 1·1 
.___BY-( -op,-(-t-arg-'-)) )---------

Where 

schar 

Represents 

The selection characteristics: 

Keyword 

ALLOC 

CATLG 

CREDT 

Criteria 

Allocation type (cylinder, track. block, absolute track, 
or movable). 

Whether the data set is currently cataloged or not 
(using the standard catalog search order). 

Creation date (absolute or relative). 



op 

DSCHA 

DSORG 

EXPDT 

EXT NT 

FSIZE 

MULTI 

REFDT 

DATACLAS 

MGMT CLAS 

STORCLAS 

The operator: 

Operator 

EQor= 

LE or<= 

LT or< 

GT or> 

GE or>= 

··Filtering- by Data Set Char~cteristlc8· 

Whether the data-set-changed flag is on or off. 

Data set organization (SAM, PAM, PDS, PDSE, 
BDAM, EXCP, ISAM, or VSAM). 

Expiration date (absolute or relative)1 

Number of allocated or used extents for the entire data 
. set on all the volumes on which it resides. 

Number of allocated or used tracks for the entire data 
set on all the volumes on which it resides (data set 
size). 

Whether the data set is single- or multivolume. 

Last-referenced date (absolute or relative)2. 

Data class for SMS 

Management class for SMS 

Storage class for SMS 

Meaning 

Equal to 

Less than or equal to 

Less than 

Greater than 

Greater than or equal to 

NE or -, = Not equal to. 
f 

arg An argument that qualifies the selection characteristic (schar) 

Figure 2 on page 14 summarizes the permissible combinations of schar, op, and arg. 

t Data sets without expiration dates explicitly assigned to them are considered to have an expiration date of zero. If 
you wish to exclude these data sets from expiration date processing, you must specifically exclude them in your 
filtering list, that is, BY EXPDT NE 00000. 

2 To filter on the last-referenced date for VSAM data sets, if Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM) 
is not installed, module IDATMSTP (in load module IDAO 192A) must be modified to send a return code of 4 to its 
caller. 
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Figure 2 (Page 1 of 2). BY Keywords 

scbar 

ALLOC 

CATLG 

CREDT 
EXPDT 
REFDT 

DSC HA 

DSORG 

op 

EQ 
NE 

EQ 

LT 
GT 
EQ 
NE 
GE 
LE 

EQ 
NE 

EQ 
NE 
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arg 

CYL (cylinder allocation) 
TRK (track allocation) 
BLK (block length allocation) 
ABSTR (absolute track allocation) 
MOY (movable data sets) 

' ~ ' " ~., .._ ~ ' 

YES (or 1) 
;..;o (or O) 

yyddd[,n]: Year and day, modified by a 1- to 4-digit 
positive or negative number, n. For example, 86100 
means the lOOth day of 1986. 
*[.n]: Run date. modified by the 1- to 4-digit positive 
or negative number, n. For example, * ,-5 means five 
days before this job is run. 

YES (o•· l) 
;..;o (or 0) 

SA.:\I 
PA:\I 
PDS 
POSE 
BDAM 
ISAM 
VSAM 
EXCP 

Notes 

If MOY is picked, the data sets to be proc
essed cannot be allocated as any of the fol
lowing: 

• PSU (physical sequential unmovable) 
.. , • POU (partitioned organization unmov- ~ 

able) 
• DAU (BDAM unmovable) 
• ABSTR (absolute tracks) 
• ISAM (indexed sequential access 

method). 

For the COMPRESS command, if MOY is 
picked, only data sets allocated as POU 
cannot be compressed. 

If YES is specified, only data sets that are 
currently cataloged are processed. If NO is 
specified, only uncataloged data sets are 
processed. 

Note: A data set is considered not cata
loged if it is not cataloged in the standard 
order of search or if the catalog that the 
data set is cataloged in is not available. 
For the DUMP command. specifying YES is 
valid only for a physical dump. 
For the COPY command, .specifying yes is 
valid only for a COPY with INDD or 
LOGINDD. 
For the RESTORE command, the target 
data set is tested to determine if it is cata
loged or not. 

If you specify a yy of 00 through 50. 
DFDSS assumes you want years 2000 
through 2050: if you specify a yy of 51 
through 99, DFDSS assumes 1951 through 
1999. 
CREDT and EXPDT: For a multivolume 
data set, the date from its first volume's 
VTOC is used for checking. 
REFDT: For a multivolume data set, the 
latest date from all its VTOCs is used for 
checking. 
For the RELEASE and DEFRAG com
mands, the date in the VTOC of the volume 
being processed is used for filtering both 
single- and multivolume data sets. 

For a multivolume data set, the value used 
for checking is I if any of the indicators 
from all of its VTOCs is l. Otherwise, the 
value used is 0. 

EXCP applies to data sets not allocated as 
any of the listed organizations and not 
accessed by using any of the listed access 
methods. 
For the COMPRESS command, because 
DFDSS assumes data set organization, you 
do not need to specify it. 
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Figure 2 (Page 2 of 2). BY Keywords 

schar 

EX TNT 
FSIZE 

MULTI 

DATACLAS 
MGMTCLAS 
STORCLAS 

op 

LT 
GT 
EQ 
NE 
GE 
LE 

EQ 

EQ 
NE 

arg 

nnnnn: where nnnnn is a 1- to 5-digit number (in the 
range 0 to 99999) 

YES (or l) 
NO (or 0) 

An appropriate SMS class name. 

:\otes to Figure 2: 

Notes 

This is the number of used or allocated 
extents (EXTNT) or used or allocated 
tracks ( FSIZE) for an entire data set on all 
the volume(s) on which it resides. 
For the RESTORE command, the dump 
•"data set" determines the number of used or .. 
allocated extents or tracks. 
For the DUMP and COPY commands, if 
ALLDA TA or ALLEXCP is specified, 
FSIZE is equal to the allocated tracks and 
EXTNT is equal to the allocated extents. 

If YES is specified, DFDSS processes only 
multivolume data sets. If NO is specified, 
DFDSS processes only single-volume data 
sets. 
For the DEFRAG command. if a data set's 
volume sequence number is greater than 
one in tht! VTOC, DFDSS assumes it is 
multivolume. If this sequence number is 1, 
DFDSS assumes it is a single-volume data 
set. 
For the COMPRESS command, because 
DFDSS assumes the data set is single
volume, you do not need to specify 
MULTI. 

• When multiple arguments are specified for an NE operation, DFDSS selects 
only those data sets not matching any of the arguments. 

• When multiple arguments are specified for an EQ operation, DFDSS selects 
those data sets matching any of the arguments. 

• BY criteria do not apply for the CONVERTV or COPYDUMP commands. 

Some Examples of the BY Keywords 
If you code 

BY((ALLOC EQ CYL) (CATLG EQ YES)) 

you will receive all cataloged data sets with cylinder allocation. 

If you code 

BY(FSIZE GE 100) 

you will receive all data sets whose size is greater than or equal to 100 tracks. 

If you code 

BY(DSORG EQ (PAM.SAM)) 

DFDSS will select all PAM and SAM data sets. 
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For a complete description of the standard catalog search order, see the appropriate 
MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Access Method Services for the Integrated Catalog 
Facility. 

W~~n S~.~logs are se~r~he4 for a 4a~a set .~~~' th~ ~tap.~,i;cl.. ord~~, of the sea~ch is: 

1. For DFP Version 3 Release 1, or subsequent releases, DFDSS first searches the 
catalogs specified with INCAT, if any. 

2. DFDSS searches the user catalog(s) specified in the current job step 
(STEPCAT), or if none is specified for the job step, the user catalog(s) specified 
for the current job (JOBCAT). If more than one catalog is specified for the job 
step or job, the catalogs are searched in order of concatenation. 

Note: If data sets with the same name are cataloged in more than one catalog 
within the standard search order, DFDSS selects only the first one encountered. 
Also, STEPCA T and JOBCAT can be u~ed only in a non-SMS environment. 

3. If the data set name is a qualified name. and is the name o.f a user catalog, or the 
data set name is the same as· the alias of a user catalog or the alias of a CVOL, 
DFDSS searches that user catalog or CVOL. 

4. DFDSS searches the master catalog. 
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Chapter 3. Syntax-Function Commands 

This chapter describes function commands. Function commands specify tasks, which 
are operations to be performed. The commands are: 

COMPRESS 
CONVER TV 
COPY 
COPYDUMP 
DEFRAG 
DUMP 
PRINT 
RELEASE 
RESTORE. 

The Dara Facility Data Set Services: User's Guide contains usage notes, including 
D FDSS restrictions. Refer to these notes as needed. 

This chapter begins with a task-oriented overview of each command, followed by 
detailed descriptions in alphabetical order. Each description contains: 

A:: ·Jverview of the function command 
Syntax for the command 
Explanation of keywords and subkeywords for the command 
Data integrity considerations and format of the output data set 
Examples of command operations using keywords. 

Produc~ implementation information is contained in this chapter. 

What DFDSS Commands Can Do 

Backup and Recovery 

Data Movement 

\Virt DFDSS. you can back up your data in case ·Jf hardware failure or user error. 
You c:::.:i use DFDSS to back up data on DASD and to restore the backup if the 
original is lost, damaged, or changed inadvertemly. In addition to providing for 
routine backup requirements, DFDSS can be used to back up application data for 
disaster recovery and vital records purposes . 

.. You c~:.c: use DFDSS to back up and recover da :J. sets, entire volumes, or specific 
tnd:.s. The DFDSS DU:\f P command is t.:sed -co oack up tracks, volumes, and data 
sets. T::e RESTORE command is used to recov~:- them. 

"\fovir:g data is an essential part of storage ma:iagement. In order to replace storage 
devices. add storage capacity, and meet storage requirements, you must move data. 
The data movement support that DFDSS provides allows you to: 

• "\fove data sets from old to ne\.v direct-access storage devices (DASD) 
• Move data sets between SMS- and non-SMS-managed volumes 
• "\fove data sets off a volume \Vhen hardware maintenance is required 
• "\fove or copy data sets for other purposes. 
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You can move data sets from one DASD volume to another volume of like or unlike 
device type3• Or, you can copy a full volume or ranges of tracks, in which case the 
DASD must be of like device type. 

The DFDSS COPY command is used to perform data set, volume, and track move
men:. 

Conversion to and from Storage Management Subsystem {SMS) 
SMS allows you to match the needs of users' data (like data set organization, size, 
and format) to the characteristics of storage devices without requiring users to know 
or understand your installation's hardware configuration. With SMS, users can 
store and retrieve data without being aware of space limitations, device character
istics. or volume serial numbers. 

The DFDSS CONVERTV command is used to convert existing volumes to and 
from SMS management without data movement. 

Space Management 
With DFDSS, you can effectively manage space. DFDSS provides features to con
solidate free space on volumes, compress partitioned data sets, and release unused 
space in data sets. 

The DFDSS DEFRAG coinmarid is used to~c6ris6Iidate the free space on a volunie 
to help prevent out of space abends on new allocations. The DFDSS COMPRESS 
command is used to compress partitioned data sets by taking unused space and con
solidating it at the end of the data set. The DFDSS RELEASE command is used to 
release unused space in sequential and partitioned data sets for use by other data 
Sci:S. 

Converslon from a PDS to a POSE and from a POSE to a PDS 
T(,e DFDSS cbrn s,;;~ COPY cor::::r::::.'.1d can be used tL.J m.~1\e a PDS and convert it to 

Printing for Diagnostic Purposes 
You ,_:-c.n print DASD data to SYSPRINT or to a sequential data set in print format. 
For data set printing, tracks are printed in logical sequence of the data set on the 
volume. not in the physical cylinder and head sequence. 

The DFDSS PRINT command is used to print a single-\'Olume non-VSAM data set, 
-~ si::;.::-volur:1~ VS:.\\1 data set corr~ponent, all or pan of the VTOC or ranges of 
lf~l~ ~~ 

Like devices hJve the: same tr.t..:k capacit~ and number of trJ.cb per cylinder (for example. 3380 Standard and 3380 
Model D or E). Unlike DASO devices have different track capacities, a different number of tracks per cylinder (for 
ex.ample, 3350 and 3380). or both. 
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COMPRESS Command 
The COMPRESS command compresses partitioned data sets on a specified volume. 
Compressing removes unused space between members in a partitioned data set. This 
recovered space is then available for reuse at tl~e end of the data set. Depending on 
the filtering criteria you specify, you can compress either all or some of the parti
tioned data sets .. This command is useful for compressing system partitioned data 
sets before you apply maintenance (thus avoiding certain space-related abends). 

Note: You must not compress the data sets that contain DFDSS or IEBCOPY exe
cutable code. 

The actual PDS compression is done on the existing volume using the IEBCOPY 
utility. To prevent loss of data if the system or IEBCOPY abnormally ends during 
processing, back up volumes or data sets that meet the filtering criteria before using 
the COMPRESS command. 

COMPRESS cannot process partitioned data sets that: 

• Are unmovable 
• Contain track overflow records 
• Have no directory. 

COMPRESS Command Syntax 
.,._coMpress--r-m~> lij 

b~(ddn) 
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Additional Keywords Used with COMPRESS 
E1: 

Optional Keywords 

INClude-(~~J)~-------..-..-----------.--.-.....--. 

I'] 
EX Cl ude-(-tdsn ).....--------.-...,..------------.---' 

P.I. 
1:1 · 

L_DYNALloc_J C:wAIT(numsecs,nurnretries)OJ 

., LPASs·..,,c:-::T(~dn----~-..--)_J 
Lpswo ~ 

I [cat:J-am~ 
/pswd 

dsn 

Explanation of COMPRESS Command Keywords 

BY 

DDName 

20 DFDSS: Reference 

>-BY(c.~:01 [ J [ J 
INCLUDE(~~]) EXClude(~~J) 

specifies that the data sets selected up to this point, by the processing of the 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE keywords, are to be further filtered. To select the data 
set, all BY criteria must be met. See the separate discussions of INCLUDE and 
EXCLUDE for information on how these keywords are specified. 

~DDName-(~~J)-----------------• 
ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume whose partitioned 
data sets, if selected, are to be compressed. To assure correct processing, each of the 
DD statements corresponding to a DDNAME (ddn) must identify only one volume 
serial number. 



DYNALloc 

DYNAM 

EXCiude 

FILterdd 

'COMPRESS Command 

.. loYNAL 1 oc] 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of enqueue, to serialize the use of selected partim 
tioned data sets. The data sets whose extents are to be relocated are serialized 
throughout COMPRESS. This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS 
environment. 

Consider: 

• The serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 

• Run time increases when DYNALLOC is used to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

specifies a dynamically allocated volume whose partitioned data sets, if selected, are 
to be compressed. If the volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. 
Consider using DYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASD volumes. 
This does not appreciably increase run time and permits easier coding of JCL and 
command input. 

vols er 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be processed. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be processed. This keyword is 
optional. 

I.] 
.-(EXClude-(t<fsn )~[----. --.J-l.------. -------

INClude(~s]) I~] I 
BY( i(-schar ,op, (targl)l)-

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set to be excluded from the data sets selected by 
INCLUDE. Either a fully- or a partially-qualified data set name can be used. See 
the separate discussions of INCLUDE and BY for information on how these 
keywords are specified. 

~FILterda=----r-(ddn) 
LFoo----~ 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains the filtering criteria to use. This is in 
the form of card-image records, in DFDSS command syntax, that contain the 
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INCiude 

PASsword 
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INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY keywords that complete the syntax of the COM
PRESS command. 

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set eligible to be compressed. Either a fully- or a 
partially-qualified data set name can be used. See "Filtering by Data Set Names" on 
page 10. If INCLUDE is omitted (but EXCLUDE or BY is specified) or if 
INCLUDE(**) is specified, all partitioned data sets are eligible to be selected for 
compressing. See the separate discussions of EXCLUDE or BY for information on 
how these keywords are specified. 

~ L[:~~~(~· dn • ~ }:=J 

[
catnamel__ 

____r-fpswd 
dsn 

specifies the passwords DFDSS is to use for selected password-protected data sets. 
(Password checking is bypassed for RACF-protected data sets.) This must be speci
fied only if: 

• You do not have the required RACF DASDVOL or RACF DATASET access. 
• The installation authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 
• You do not want to be prompted for the password. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains data set names and their passwords. 
This data set must contain card-image records in DFDSS command syntax format. 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully-qualified data set name. pswd is its password. If no password follows 
the slash(/), dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

Printing of actual data set passwords specified in your input command stream is sup
pressed in the SYSPRINT output. 

Note: When a system utility (such as IEBCOPY) is being used to perform the 
COMPRESS, the user must supply the password for each password-protected data 
set selected. 



WAIT 

"COMPRESS Comni~lld 

~ c=wAIT(numsecs,numretries)OJ 

specifies to DFDSS the length of a wait in seconds and the number of retries to 
obtain control of a volume or data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, between retries. ···· 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number ohimes an attempt to gain 
control of a volume or data set is to be retried. 

The default for numsecs,numretries is W AIT(2,2), which specifies two retries at 
2-second intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either 
numsecs or numretries. 

Example of a COMPRESS Operation 
Compressing Selected Partitioned Data Sets 

//JOBl JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COMPRESS 

/* 

DYNAM(338000) /* DYNAM ALLOC VOL 338000 */ -
EXCLUDE(SYSl.**) /* EXCL 1 SYSl .... 1 DATA SETS */ -

/* IF THEY MEET THIS CRITERION */ -
BY((DSCHA EQ 0)) /*DATA SET WAS BACKED UP */ 

Compress partitioned data sets on volume 338000 if: 

• They are not system data sets (EXCL UDE(SYSl. **)), and 

• They have not been updated since the last time they were backed up (dumped). 
This ensures that the data set can be recovered if the system fails while COM
PRESS is running (DSCHA EQ 0). 
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CONVERTV Command 
The CO:NvER TV command is used to convert existing volumes to and from SMS 
management without data movement. The CONVERTV command performs three 
functions: · 

1. Lock volumes that are ready for conversion to prevent new data set allocations 
· (PREPARE keyword). '"' ···· ·. ·· ·, 

2. Examine volumes identified by SMS to determine if they can be converted to 
SMS management (TEST keyword). No conversion is actually performed, but 
DFDSS identifies any data sets that cannot be converted to SMS management 
and why they cannot be converted. 

3. Perform conversion of volumes into or out of SMS management. Any condi
tions that prevent conversion are identified. 

Note: DFP Version 3 Release 1 or subsequent releases and RACF Facility Class 
authorization are required for CONVERTV. 

CONVERTV Command Syntax 
11+-CONVERTV1SMS-~-..----------~-.--.----.-.11 

11 Lml-J 
NONSMS·-· ---.--

ALLMulti__J . 
PREP are·-------------' 

Optional Keywords with SMS 
El: 
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LREDETermi ne-1 

INCAT(C:J) 



coNVERTV ·command.':,; · 

Explanation of CONVERTV Command Keywords 

ALLMulti 

CATalog 

DDName 

DY NAM 

L~~~SIASJ [ALLMulti=:J 

specifies that cataloged, multi-volume data sets found on volumes identified in the 
DDNAME or DYNAM volume lists that have extents residing on volumes not in 
the list will be processed successfully. If ALLMUL TI is not specified, such data sets 
are not eligible for conversion. 

Note: For SMS processing, the first extent of a multivolume data set must reside on 
one of the volumes in the input volume list or that data set is not processed. This 
restriction does not apply to NONSMS processing. 

specifies that if a data set's catalog entry is not found in the standard order of 
search, the data set is to be cataloged during the conversion. 

If the CATALOG keyword has not been specified, and a data set's catalog entry is 
not found in the standard order of search, the data set is not converted. 

INCAT 
specifies input catalog(s) that are not in the standard search order. This allows 
non-VSAM data sets cataloged outside the standard order of search to be processed. 

catname 
specifies a fully-qualified data set name. 

If CATALOG is specified without INCAT, a single volume, non-VSAM data set 
cataloged outside the standard order of search might be cataloged in more than one 
place. 

~DDName-(~~J)-----------------
ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume to be processed. 
This keyword is required when DYNAM is not specified. 

>--DYNAM---(L ,01 ser ~=;;Ii----------+ 
,unit 

specifies that a volume being processed must be dynamically allocated. If the 
volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. This keyword is 
required if DDNAME is not specified. 

vols er 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be processed. 
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NONSMS 

PREP are 

REDETermine 

SMS 

TEST 
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unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be processed. This keyword is 
optional. 

11--NONSMS--------------------

specifies that a volume and all ofthe data sets on that volume.are to be converted 
from SMS management. 

11--PREPar--------------------

specifies that a volume is to be prepared for SMS without conversion of data sets. 
This prevents the volume from changing prior to performing the full SMS conver
sion. After PREPARE is requested, the volume is placed in initial status and you 
cannot allocate new data sets. However, you can delete existing data sets. 

NONSMS must be specified to return the volume to non-SMS management. 

11--SMS---.-----..--------------
LREDET ermi nej 

specifies that the SMS class information is to be reset for data sets previously con
verted to SMS management. REDETERMINE allows management class and 
storage class to be reset, but does not update the data class. 

If REDETERMINE is used with the TEST keyword, a report is produced specifying 
all data sets eligible for conversion, including those already converted. 

11--SMS---------------------

specifies that a volume and all of the data sets on that volume are to be converted to 
SMS management. SMS is the default when SMS, NONSMS, or PREP ARE is not 
specified. 

TEST 

specif.:.) that DFDSS is to verify that a volume and its data sets are eligible for con
version or for preparation. The TEST keyword functions just as if 
TYPRUN=NORUN had been specified on the JCL EXEC PARM field. 

:'.\ote: It is also possible to use TEST to verify that the ACS algorithms would 
process correctly because the resulting report indicates the classes associated with the 
Yarious data sets on the volume. 



CONVERTV Command· . 

.,,. .... ., ... '·; ••• -. ~~ •. · -Y<-• 

Examples of CONVERTV Operations 
Example 1: Using CONVERTV to simulate conversion 

//JOBl JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

CONVERTV SMS . .. 
DYNAM((VOL001,3380),(VOL002,3380)(VOL003))
TEST 

/* 

The preceding example uses the TEST keyword to simulate conversion. The TEST 
keyword produces a report that indicates whether the three volumes (VOLOOl, 
VOL002, and VOL003) can be converted to SMS management. 

Example 2: Using CONVERTV to go to SMS 

//JOBl JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//DVOLl DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOl=SER=338001,DISP=OLD 
//DVOL2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=338002,DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

/* 

CONVERTV -
DDNAME(DVOL1,DVOL2) -
SMS -
INCAT(SYS1.ICFCAT.V338002) -
ALLMULTI -
CATALOG 

The non-SMS volume 338002 and the SMS volume (in INITIAL state) 338001 are 
converted to SMS. The volume 338001 was placed in the initial state by the storage 
administrator. Regardless of where the data sets reside, all multivolume data sets 
whose first extent is on volume 338001 or 338002 are processed. In addition, there 
are some data sets on volume 338002 cataloged in the user catalog 
SYS1.ICFCAT.V338002. These data sets are uncataloged from the user catalog and 
cataloged in the standard order of search. The INCAT keyword provides access to 
the user catalog because STEPCAT is not allowed. 

Example 3: Using CONVERTV to go from SMS 

//JOBl JOB accounting information,nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSIN DD * 

/* 

CONVERTV -
DYNAM(338003) -
NONSMS 

This example removes a volume that is SMS-managed to non-SMS control. 
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COPY Command 
With the COPY command, you can copy data from one DASO volume to another. 
You can copy data sets between DASO of like or unlike device type or a full volume 
or ranges of tracks between DASD of like device type. 

DFDSS offers two ways to process COPY commands: 

• Logical processing is data-set oriented, which means it operates against data sets 
and volumes independently of physical device format. 

• Physical processing can operate against data sets, volumes, and tracks, but is ori
ented toward moving data at the track-image level. 

The processing method is determined by the keywords specified on the command. 

For information on how to use the COPY command, see Data Facility Data Set 
Services: User's Guide. 

COPY Command Syntax for DATASET 
.._COPy-c~~TASetT<ba--r T 

FI~terd&::r-(ddn)___J 
FD 

Additional Keywords Used with DAT ASet 
B: 

INClude-(~:J)-...-----~-.----------r-T'"""'T"'-+ 
EXClude(~:J) f'}JJ'J 

BY(i(schar,op,( arg ) ) 

EXCl ude-J:J)~--------------.--' 
INClude(~:J) ~·}]]·~ 

BY(i(-schar,op,( arg) ) 

J(schar :op, cf.:Jl-.-----..--.-----.,......, 
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Optional Keywords Used with DAT ASet .... 
1:1 · 

ALLData-(~:J) 
ALLData-(*}---' 

ALLExcp-
ALLX---' 

' [ J] J LcANcelerro;:J [ r. ~ J 
BYPASSACS(td:n ) INCAT( ca~name ) 

.. 

DYNALloc CATalog--------1 
RECATalog(newcatname)---1 
RECATa 1 og (*)--------' 

INDDname,--(~:J, ____ _ 

IDQ----J r--·=i 
IND~(t(volser-[ ]) )-
IDY ,unit 

r] 
LOG I NDDname--.lr---( iddn )----1 

LIDO r--·=i 
LOGI~(t(volser-[ ]) ) 
LIDY ,unit 

4ENti ty(model dsn) L;4 J 
VOLser(volser) 

GMTCLAS(management-class-name) 
NULLMGMTCLAS--r------~ 

'-----NOPACKi ng ( ~~J )------------' 

DELete 

. COPY·Commaild. 
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• CC:~;~wor°T(~dn ' ~ )=:J 

[
catnamel_ 

___rfpswd 
dsn 

PERCENTUtilized--y-(J:l) 
PCTUr--------

PURge
PR G 

LPROCESS(1SYS1-.....------)J 

UNDEFinedsorg 

UNDEFinedsorg-...------.---' 

• 1 . J t-RELBLockaddress--y-(~s~) 
LRELBLKA----"-

L---SYSl 

RENAMEUnconditional 
RENUNC----~ 

{pfx)-----• 

• EsHA~ 
SHR 

cr::J)--
(pfx). cl:~J) 

[TGTA11oc~(~BLK~):J 
CYL 
TRK 
SOURCE 
SRC 

LTGTGDS-(~DEFERRE 
ACT! VE----1 
ROLLEDOFF 
SOURCE--____, 
SRC-----' 

• [ TOLerate-(~1-IOERror----...----..,.--.-)~ 
l-ENQF a i 1 uro----.----.----' 

.··· ·: 



STORCLAS(storage-class-name) 
NULLSTORCLAS·--------' 
NSC-----" TRACKOverflo---r-(~:~) 

TRKQr------"""' 

AIT(numsecs,numretries) 

COPY Command Syntax for FULL or TRACKS 

·~ ~:, -~.· .. COPY, Command 

11+-CQPy FULL~--.....-------------.....---

FUL 

INDDname-,-------(ddn) 
roo---i 
INDYnam-,--(vol se1 ) 
IDY______J l.,unit_J 

O~~DDname-r-(ddn) 

OUTDYnam----r-( VO 1 Ser ) 
DY___J L., uni t_J 
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Optional Keywords Used with FULL 
II: 

ALLData-(~:J) 
ALLData-(*)---

CANcelerro 

11 

koPY~ 
-CPYV CC:~~~(~dn -. --J-)=1 

[
cat:J-ame JJ 

/pswd 

~TOLerate-(~IOERror---)=1 

~WAIT (numsecs, numretri es) 

dsn 

WRitecheck
WRC--~ 

Optional Keywords Used with TRACKS 
[!J: 
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~ANcelerro~ lCOPY~I CPYV~ 

1 
UTTRacks,--clrc1--.--[------.-JJ 

UunRKS--1 ,ht [ 
,c2 L J 

,h2 

'c~~~r=----.......1 )::J 

W-['caattnnaamm~/pswd.-i_j 
dsn 

.. I _J 
-70Lerate-(~IOERror--) 

l-wAIT(numsecs,numretries) WRitecheck
WRC---
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Explanation of COPY Command Keywords 

ALLData 

ALLExcp 

' ~ALLData-(~J:J 
ALLData-(*} 

dsn 
specifies the name of a SAM (DSORG=PS or PSU) or PAM (DSORG=PO or 
POU) data set or a data set with a null DSORG field, for which: 

• When the source data set and the target data set are on the same device type, all 
allocated space on the source is to be allocated and copied to the target for 
SAM data sets or for PDS load modules without REBLOCK specified. When 
DFDSS copies a PDS that is not a load module or when DFDSS copies a PDS 
load module with REBLOCK specified, all allocated space on the source is to be 
allocated on the target. However, only the used space is copied. 

• When the source data set and the target data set are different device types, all 
allocated space on the source is to be allocated on the target but only used space 
is to be copied. 

See Figure 4 on page 56 for results when you use ALLEXCP/ALLDATA. 

~ote: Any time a data set can have data beyond the limits described by the DSCB 
DSI LST AR field, or contains a null DSl LSTAR field, or is a first or intermediate 
volume of a multivolume data set that contains a null DSlLSTAR field, you must 
specify ALLDATA(dsn) to copy all its data. JES2/JES3 data sets can have these 
characteristics, as can CICS journal and MSVCJRNL data sets. 

* (asterisk) 
specifies that, for all SAM and PAM data sets and data sets with a null DSORG 
field whose DSlLSTAR field is nonzero: 

• When the source data set and the target data set are on the same device type, all 
allocated space on the source is to be allocated and copied to the target for 
SAM data sets or for PDS load modules without REBLOCK specified. When 
DFDSS copies a PDS that is not a load module or when DFDSS copies a PDS 
load module with REBLOCK specified, all allocated space on the source is to be 
allocated on the target. However, only the used space is copied. 

• When the source data set and the target data set are on different device types, all 
allocated space on the source is to be allocated on the target, but only used 
space is to be copied. 

~ EALLE~ 
ALLX 

specifies that, for data sets whose DSCB DSlLSTAR field is zero (SAM or PAM 
data sets or data sets with a null DSORG field): 

• When the source data set has an EOF as its first record, all allocated space on 
the source is to be allocated and an EOF is copied. 

• When the source data set does not have an EOF as its first record, the data set 
is not processed. 

See Figure 4 on page 56 for results when you use ALLEXCP/ALLDATA. 
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BYPASSACS 

CANcelerror 
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~'" ..... :.• ~ .; ~ .·.i-. ; '<i 

, [ALLMul ti] 

specifies that cataloged, multivolume data sets that have volumes missing from the 
LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM volume list will be copied in their entirety. 
To qualify for ALLMUL TI processing, a data set must have at least one primary 
volume specified in the LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM list, and it must be 
cataloged. Data from the missing volume(s) will be copied for applicable data sets. 

Note: ALLMUL TI is valid only when LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM is 
specified. 

__ J:~:o1 l J l J . 
INCLUDE(~~]) EXCludeJ~J) 

specifies that the data sets selected up to this point, by the processing of the 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE keywords, are to be further filtered. To select the data 
set, all BY criteria must be met. See "Filtering by Data Set Characteristics" on 
page 12 for further information on BY filtering. 

specifies that the Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines are not invoked to deter
mine the target data set class names. In order to bypass ACS filtering, the user must 
have RACF Facility Class authorization. 

See "Assignment of Class Names by Using RESTORE and COPY" on page 120 for 
information on the assignment of class names by using COPY. 

dsn 
specifies a fully-qualified data set name. 

" lcANce l errof'J 

specifies that the COPY is to be ended if a permanent read error, such as a data 
check, occurs. If this keyword is not specified and a permanent read error occurs, 
the track in error is not copied and the COPY continues. On COPY operations in 
which a utility performs the copy, DFDSS ignores this keyword. CANCELERROR 
has no effect on the following types of errors on a DASD volume: 

Equipment check 
Command reject 
Intervention required 
Busout parity. 



CATalog 

COPYVolid 

COP,Y Comm~nd 

.. .. 
~~~~: i ~~ og ( newcatname )~ 

RECATal og(*)----' 

specifies that on a data set COPY, DFDSS is to catalog data sets that it allocates. 

CATALOG 
catalogs the target data set as determined by the standard catalog search order. This 
is the default for VSAM, multivolume data sets, and SMS-managed data sets. 

RECAT ALOG(*) 
catalogs the target data set in the same catalog that points to the source data set. If 
the source data set was not cataloged, the new data set is not cataloged either. 

RECA TALOG(newcatname) 
catalogs the target data set in the newcatname catalog. 

Notes: 

1. Be careful when using RECATALOG(newcatname) because the target data set 
may be cataloged outside of the standard order of search. 

2. CATALOG or RECAT ALOG fails if the target data set is already cataloged in 
the same catalog and DELETE, RENAMED, or UNCATALOG is not speci
fied. RECAT ALOG is ignored for SMS targets. 

3. An alternate index (AIX) is always cataloged in the same catalog as its associ
ated base cluster. If the base cluster is recataloged, the AIX is recataloged. 

4. If you omit the CATALOG or RECAT ALOG keyword for a non-VSAM data 
set, the target data set will be uncataloged. 

11 

Ecopv~ 
CPYV 

specifies that the volume serial number (VOLID) from the input DASD volume is to 
be copied to the output DASD volume. This applies to full copy operations and to 
tracks copy operations if track 0 is copied. 

Note: COPYVOLID is required for a full-volume COPY of an SMS-managed input 
volume. 

When the volume serial number is changed by using a COPYVOLID keyword or if 
the volume serial of the dumped volume and the volume to be restored to are dif
ferent, profiles are not built for the RACF-protected data sets on the restored 
volume or for the k.ACF DASDVOL for the RACF-protected DASD volume. 

When the volume serial number on a DASD volume is changed, the volume serial 
field in the UCB of the receiving volume is cleared and the operator is notified. The 
operating system then initiates a demount of the volume. 
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J' 

CONVERT( PDSE( dsn)) 
specifies that the PDS(s) listed in the dsn are to be converted to PDSE 

CONVERT (PDS(dsn)) 
specifies that the PDSE listed in the dsn are to be converted to PDS(s). 

Notes: 

1. The CONVERT keyword requires at least MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2 and 
MVS/SP Version 3 Release I .OE. 

2. If the target data set is a PDSE, it must be SMS-managed; and it must be a data 
library (non-load modules). 

[~~~ 

specifies a data set COPY operation using filtering. See Chapter 2, "Choosing the 
Data Sets You Want Processed-Filtering" on page 9 for an explanation of the fil
tering process used. Unless DATASET is specified with ALLDATA or ALLEXCP, 
only used tracks are copied for SAM and PAM data sets and for data sets with a 
null DSORG field (for example, JES2/JES3 data sets). If the free space map in the 
VTOC is invalid, all tracks are copied. The FILTERDD or INCLUDE keyword 
must be substituted when this choice is selected. 

:Sote: VSAM catalogs are not supported for data set processing. If VSAM catalogs 
are processed, the results can be unpredictable. 

loELeteJ 

deletes VSAM and non-VSAM data sets from the source volume after a successful 
copy. This moves, in effect, a data set from one volume to another. The data sets 
are scratched and uncataloged. 

Notes: 

1. If you do not specify DELETE when copying cataloged data sets, the target 
data set must either be cataloged (with RECAT ALOG) in a different catalog or 
renamed (with RENAMED). 

2. Unexpired source data sets are deleted only if you also specify PURGE. 

3. Even if PROCESS (SYSl) is specified, SYSl .VVDS and SYSl .VTOCIX data 
sets cannot be c. pied and deleted. 

4. Do not specify SHARE if you specify DELETE. 



DYNALloc 

EXCiude 

FILterdd 

FORce 
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5. If DFDSS encounters a damaged PDS during logical data set COPY, it displays 
messages indicating the nature and relative location of the problem. In order to 
maintain complt!te data integrity, DFDSS does not delete the source data set. 
The COPY of the data set fails, and the target is deleted. In order to copy and 
delete a damaged PDS, use the NOP ACKING keyword. 

~ loYNAL 1 oc] 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of enqueue, to serialize the use of data sets. 
The data sets whose extents are to be relocated are serialized throughout COPY. 
This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS environment. 

Consider: 

• The serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 

• Run time increases when you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set to be excluded from the data sets selected by 
INCLUDE. Either a fully- or a partially-qualified data set name can be used. See 
the separate discussions of INCLUDE and BY for information on how these 
keywords are specified. 

L~b~terddT(ddn) 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains the filtering criteria to be used. This 
is in the form of card-image records, in DFDSS command syntax, that contain the 
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY keywords described below. 

Note: You must use FILTERDD when you have more than 255 entries in 
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, or BY list keywords. 

FORce 

specifies that DFDSS copy one or more unmovable data sets to a like or unlike 
device type. Unmovable data sets are those allocated as absolute track (ABSTR) or 
as unmovable (PSU, POU, DAU, or ISU). FORCE applies to ISAM data sets only 
when they are allocated with the unmovable attribute. The allocation attribute, 
unmovable or ABSTR, is carried over to the output volume. 
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When copying to like devices, DFDSS copies the data sets to the same track locations 
on the target volume. In this case, FORCE is not required if all the following condi
tions are true: 

• The operating system is MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 1 or a later release. 
• The target volume uses an indexed VTOC. 
• The space where the unmovable data set is to reside is available. 

If any of these conditions is not true, DFDSS does not copy any unmovable data 
sets unless FORCE is specified. In this case, DFDSS places the unmovable data sets 
in any available location. 

When cop)ing to unlike devices, you must specify FORCE. The unmovable data sets 
are placed in any available location. 

[FULL 
FUL 

specifies that an entire DASD volume is to be copied. This is the default. Unallo
cated tracks are not copied. Unless specified by ALLDATA or AL.{..EXCP, only the 
used (rather than allocated) tracks are copied for SAM data sets, PAM data sets, 
and for data sets with unknown data set organization (for example, JES2/JES3 data 
sets with a null DSORG field). If the VTOC has errors, all tracks are copied. Used 
tracks consist of the tracks from the beginning of the data set to the last-used track 
(as indicated in the DSlLSTAR field of the Format 1 DSCB). 

Notes: 

1. You cannot specify SHARE or TOL(ENQF) for FULL operations. 

2. VSAM catalogs are not supported for full volume processing. If VSAM catalogs 
are processed, the results can be unpredictable. 

specifies one or more user catalogs to be searched before the standard order of 
search for locating data sets. STEPCAT and JOBCAT are not allowed for proc
essing SMS-managed data sets. This keyword allows you to identify specific source 
catalogs. To specify INCAT, you must have the proper RACF Facility Class 
authorization. Refer to Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF) Security 
Administrator's Guide for additional information: 

catname 
specifies a fully-qualified catalog name. 



INCiude 

INDDname 

INDYnam 
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dsn 
specifies the name of a data set eligible to be copied. Either a fully- or a partially
qualified data set name can be used. See "Filtering by Data Set Names" on 
page 10. If INCLUDE is omitted (but EXCLUDE or BY is specified) or 
INCLUDE(**) is specified, all data sets are eligible to be selected for copying. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume to be copied. For a 
data set COPY, you can specify multiple names (that is, multiple volumes), separated 
by commas. For single-volume data sets, each of the DD statements corresponding 
to a DDNAME (ddn) must identify only one volume serial number 

Note: If no input volume(s) is specified for a data set COPY, DFDSS selects from 
all data sets cataloged in the catalogs accessible through the standard search order. 
If either INDDNAME or INDYNAM is specified, DFDSS still uses the standard 
catalog search order, but it selects data sets only from the specified volume(s). For 
multivolume data sets, use LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM with 
ALLMULTI. 

When DFDSS invokes IEHMOVE to copy multivolume non-VSAM data sets, 
IEHMOVE requires that the first DD statement in the job stream must identify all 
input volumes. DFDSS requires separate DD statements for the input volumes. To 
accommodate both requirements, you must code your JCL as follows: 

//INDDl DD UNIT=(SYSDA,2),VOL=SER=(VOL1,VOL2),DISP=SHR 
//INDD2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=VOL2,DISP=SHR 

and code your DFDSS control statement: 

COPY LOGIN DD (I NDDl, INDD2) ... 

specifies that the volume(s) to be copied is to be dynamically allocated. If the 
volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. Only one volume is 
allowed for a full or tracks COPY; one or more volumes are allowed for a data set 
COPY. Consider using INDYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASD 
volumes. This does not appreciably increase run time and permits easier coding of 
JCL and command input. 

vols er 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be copied. 
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unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be copied. This keyword is optional. 

1 
LOG I NDDname,--.---( ~:J )------' 

tu ooi----~ 
specifies that data sets be selected from the specified volume or volumes (which you 
can also do by specifying INDDNAME or INDYNAM) and also allows you to 
specify ALLMUL TI (which cannot be done with INDDNAME or INDYNAM). 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume that contains the 
data set(s) to be copied. For single-volume data sets, each of the DD statements 
corresponding to a DDNAME (ddn) must identify only one volume serial number. 
See the note under LOGINDYNAM. 

,. . 

specifies that the volume(s) that contains the data set(s) to be copied is dynamically 
allocated. If the volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. 

volser 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be copied. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be copied. This keyword is optional. 

Note: If neither LOGINDDNAME nor LOGINDYNAM is specified, DFDSS 
selects from all data sets cataloged in the catalogs accessible through the standard 
search order. If either LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM is specified, DFDSS 
still uses the standard catalog search order, but it selects data sets only from the 
specified volume(s). A multivolume data set that has extents on volumes not speci
fied with LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM is copied only if you specify the 
ALLMUL TI keyword. 

,. lMENtity(model dsn) lM J 
VOLser(volser) 

.. 

specifies, for RACF-protected data sets, an entity (modeldsn) and, optionally, the 
serial number of the volume containing that entity (volser). These keywords are used 
to define the data sets to RACF. Specification of MVOLSER is optional for one of 
the following: 

• When the model entity (MENTITY) is cataloged in an integrated catalog facility 
catalog. 

• When a non-VSAM data set is cataloged in the standard catalog search order. 

When MVOLSER is specified for a VSAM model entity, volser must be the volume 
serial number of the catalog in which the model entity is cataloged. If these 
keywords are not specified, DFDSS defines the data set to RACF by modeling the 
target profile after the source data set, if the source is discretely protected (for 
details, see Figure 3 on page 43). Target data sets (preallocated or nonpreallocated) 



MGMTCLAS 

NOPACKing 
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are RACF-protected only if the corresponding source data sets were so protected. If 
a source data set is protected with a generic profile, RACF generic profile checking 
must be activated prior to invoking COPY. 

If you do not specify MENTITY and you have RACF Release 1.5 or later installed, 
Figure 3 on page 43 shows how profiles must be defined. 

GMTCLAS(management-class-name)~ 
NULLMGMTCLAS---------' 
NMC-----' 

specifies the user-desired management class that will replace the source management 
class as input to the ACS routines. You must have the proper RACF authority for 
the management class specified. The keyword itself does not require RACF authori
zation. 

NULLMGMTCLAS specifies that the input to the ACS routines will be a null man
agement class rather than the source data set's management class. 

~IGMTCLAS and NULLMGMTCLAS are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify 
these keywords together. 

~otes: 

1. All SMS-managed data sets specified in the BYPASSACS keyword will be 
assigned the specified management class because the ACS routines will not be 
invoked. Non-SMS-managed data sets do not have a management class. 

2. See "Assignment of Class Names by Using RESTORE and COPY" on page 120 
for information on the assignment of class names using COPY. 

'-----NOPACKi ng ( ~~] )-------------' 
specifies that DFDSS is to allocate the target data set only to the same or like device 
types as the source data set is allocated on and that DFDSS is to use track level 1/0 
to perform data movement. This results in an exact track-for-track image of the 
source data set on the target volume. 

dsn 
specifies the fully- or partially-qualified name(s) of a PDS to be processed. 

~OPACKing is only valid with a PDS. If REBLOCK is specified, REBLOCK is 
ignored for the data set. If the data set is specified with CONVERT(PDSE()), 
NOPACKing is ignored for the data set. 

A PDS copied or restored by using NOPACKing will not be compressed during data 
movement. 

NOPACKing can be used for a damaged PDS that is currently usable by an applica
tion but would be made unusable by compression or other rearrangement of the 
physical layout of the data. 
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ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the output DASD volume. 
To assure correct processing, each of the DD statements corresponding to a 
DDNAME (ddn) must identify only one volume serial number. For a data set 
COPY, you can specify multiple names separated by commas. 

specifies that the output DASO volume is to be dynamically allocated. If the 
volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. Only one volume is 
allowed for a full or tracks COPY; one or more volumes are allowed for a data set 
COPY. 

volser 
specifies the volume serial number of the volume. 

unit 
specifies the device type of the volume. This keyword is optional. 

• ~umac~cL-...-L-------r-JJ 
OUTTRKS ,hl-----~ 

.. 

specifies, for a tracks COPY, the cylinder (cc) and head number (hh) on the output 
volume to which the tracks from the input volume are to be copied. If you do not 
specify OUTTRACKS, the tracks are copied to the place on the output volume 
where they were on the input volume. 

.. cc:~~~(Edn -. --]----.-)~ 
cat:}am JJ /pswd dsn 

specifies the passwords that DFDSS is to use for password-protected data sets. 
(Password checking is bypassed for RACF-protected data sets.) This is required 
only when: 

• You do not have the required RACF DASDVOL or RACF DATASET access. 
• The installation authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 
• You do not want to be prompted for the password. 

Passwords must be specified for data sets as follows: 

• Read passwords for source data sets when DELETE is not specified. 
• Alter passwords for target data sets when DELETE is specified. 
• Master passwords for catalogs. 
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Password checking is done at the cluster level for VSAM data sets. Passwords for a 
tracks COPY are required only for the data sets on which the requested ranges fall. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set, or 
member of a partitioned data set, that contains data set names and their passwords. 
This data set must contain card-image records in DFDSS command syntax format. 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully-qualified data set name. pswd is its password. If no password follows 
the slash(/), dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

catname /pswd 
catname is a fully-qualified catalog data set name. pswd is its password. This is 
supported for VSAM data sets only. 

Printing of actual data set passwords specified in the input command stream is sup
pressed in the SYSPRINT output. 

When a system utility is being used to perform the DFDSS COPY, the user must 
supply the password for each password-protected data set selected or have the 
proper RACF data set access authority. Figure 3 on page 43 shows how profiles 
must be defined. 

No No RENAME RENAME 
RENAME RENAME Keyword Keyword 
Keyword Keyword No DELETE 
No DELETE DELETE Keyword 
DELETE Keyword Keyword 
Keyword 

Unprotected No profile No profile No profile No profile 
source to define. to define. to define. to define. 

Generic Leave Leave Leave Leave 
profile for source source source source 
source profile. No profile. No profile.4 profile.4 

target target 
profile to profile to 
define. define. 

Discrete Leave Delete Leave Delete 
profile for source source source source 
source profile. profile. profile. profile. 

Define dis- Define dis- Define a Define a 
crete target crete target discrete discrete 
profile.5 profile.5 target target 

profile.5 profile.5 

Figure 3. Defining Profiles When RACF 1.5 or Later Is Installed 

4 Issue RACHECK to determine if a generic or discrete profile already exists for the renamed target. If so, there is 
no profile to define. If not, a discrete profile will be defined. DFDSS gets the volser from the data set serial 
number field in the Format 1 DSCB. If, for instance, the volume has been clipped and renamed, ensure that this 
field is correct. 

5 When a discrete profile exists for a preallocated target data set, that profile is not deleted and no new profile is 
defined. 
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., lPERCElfTUti l i ze'"TJJ J 
PCTU---~-

specifies that DFDSS must stop allocating data sets to the target volume(s) when the 
allocated space reaches n percent of the total space on the target volume. The 
default value is 100. Specify more than one n if you have more than one target 
volume (for instance, a volume for overflow). This keyword is used as a guide only 
and might not be precise for all situations. This keyword might be ignored by 
DFDSS for VSAM data sets allocated to multiple target volumes. 

LPROCESS(1SYS1--.-------.....----r)J 

UNDEFinedsor 

UNDEFi nedsorg1
-..------.---' 

SYSl 

specifies that DFDSS is to allow data sets with a high-level qualifier of SYSl to be 
copied to a preallocated target and that SYSI data sets can be deleted. However, 
even if DELETE is specified, SYSl.VVDSs and SYSl.VTOCIXs are not copied and 
deleted. To specify PROCESS, you must have the proper RACF Facility Class 
authorization. Refer to Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF) Security 
Administrator's Guide for additional information. 

PROCESS also specifies that DFDSS allows undefined DSORG data sets to be 
copied to an unlike target with a larger capacity. Refer to Figure 4 on page 56 to 
discern the action taken by DFDSS. 

specifies. for a full or tracks COPY, that unexpired data sets on the target volume 
can be overlaid. If PURGE is not specified and unexpired data sets reside on the 
target tracks, the COPY operation is ended. 

For a data set COPY, PURGE specifies that unexpired source data sets are to be 
deleted after they are successfully copied. This keyword is only valid when 
DELETE is also specified. 

specifies that DFDSS is to reblock one or more of the selected SAM or PAM data 
sets unless otherwise overridden by the user reblock exit routine. 

dsn 
specifies the fully- or partially-qualified name(s) of a SAM or PAM data set to be 
copied and reblocked. 
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If a PDS is also specified in NOPACKing, the PDS is not reblocked. The following 
data sets will not be eligibl~ for reblocking: 

• Non-load module PAM data sets with NOTE lists 
• SAM or PAM data sets with RECFM = U. 

When copying PAM load modules to an unlike device, DFDSS uses IEBCOPY with 
COPYMOD specified. This may result in a reblocked data set. When copying to a 
like device, IEBCOPY is used. 

Under MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 2 or later release, DFDSS uses the 
DASDCALC macro to determine the optimal block size for the target. The 
reblocking method used, DFDSS or DASDCALC, is presented to the installation 
reblock exit. Track overflow data sets can be reblocked by using either method. 

• 

1 

RELBlockaddressl (DJ ~ELBLKA------' 
identifies the BDAM data sets whose names match the fully- or partially-qualified 
names specified (dsn). These BDAM data sets are organized by relative block 
address instead of TTR and are to be copied block by block without maintaining the 
relative track and record number for each record, provided the blocks fit on the 
tracks of the target volume. This keyword is ignored for TTR-organized BDAM 
data sets and for BDAM data sets with standard user labels. 

RENAME Unconditional 

RENAMEUnconditional 
RENUNC-------' 

(pfx)------1 

cr:::l---< 
(pfx). cr:~:i) 

specifies that the data set must be copied with the new name, regardless of whether 
the data set exists on DASD with the old name. If the data set exists on the target 
volume with the new name, an allocation error occurs, and the data set is not 
copied, regardless of whether REPLACE is specified. 

pf x 
specifies the prefix used to replace the first-level qualifier of the data set name. It is 
optional, but if specified, must be the first parameter in the list of subkeywords. The 
prefix is used only if the (on,nn) parameters are not specified or the old name filters 
do not match the data set name. 

on 
specifies the old name to be used as a filtering criterion to check if it matches the 
data set name. 

nn 
specifies the new name to be used to derive the new data set name when the data set 
name matches the corresponding old name filtering criterion. 

The syntax rules for pfx (prefix), on (old name), and nn (new name) are the same as 
in the RENAME keyword in a RESTORE operation. See "REName" on page 112 
under the RESTORE command for more information. 
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• [REPlace:J 

specifies that DFDSS is to search the target volumes for usable preallocated data 
sets. If no preallocated target is found, DFDSS attempts to allocate a data set. 

Note: If REPLACE is specified with COPY, the classes already associated with the 
preallocated data set remain the same. 

"" lsHA;:J 
Ls HR~ 

specifies that DFDSS is to share the data sets to be copied for read access with other 
programs. 

SHARE and FULL are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify these keywords 
together. 

Do not specify DELETE if you specify SHARE. You must have exclusive control 
over data sets that are to be deleted; SHARE does not require such exclusive 
control. 

• [SPHERE] 

specifies that, for any VSAM cluster copied, all associated AIX clusters and paths 
are to be copied. Individual names of sphere components do not need to be speci
fied. Only the base cluster name is required. 

STORCLAS(storage-class-name) 
NULLSTORCLAS--.-----__. 
NSC-----' 

specifies the storage class that you want to replace the source storage class as input 
to the ACS routines. You must have the proper RACF authorization for the storage 
class specified. The keyword itself does not require authorization. 

NULLSTORCLAS specifies that the input to the ACS routines is to be a null 
storage class rather than the source data set's storage class. 

STORCLAS and NULLSTORCLAS are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify 
both keywords simultaneously. See "Assignment of Class Names by Using 
RESTORE and COPY" on page 120 for information on assigning class names by 
using COPY. 

Note: If BYPASSACS(dsn) is specified, also all data sets that pass the 
BYPASSACS selection criteria are guaranteed the specified storage class. The com
bination of NULLSTORCLAS and BYPASSACS(dsn) forces the selected data sets 
to be non-SMS. 
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' lrGTAlloc-(~BLK~)J 
CYL 
TRK 
SOURCE 
SRC 

specifies how DFDSS is to allocate the target data set. 

BLK 
specifies to allocate by blocks. 

CYL 
specifies to allocate by cylinders. 

TRK 
specifies to allocate by tracks. 

SOURCE/SRC 

COPY Command 

specifies to allocate with the same space allocation type as that of the source data 
set. 

Notes: 

1. If the TGT ALLOC keyword is omitted, the target allocation defaults to 
SOURCE. 

2. If SRC is specified and if the source data set is allocated by cylinder or if CYL 
is specified, then the final VSAM allocation might be different from the 
requested one because of VSAM allocation rules. 

3. If BLK is specified for VSAM data sets, TRK is used instead. The final VSAM 
allocation might be different from the requested one because of VSAM allo
cation rules. 

LTGTGDS-(~DEFERRE 
ACTIVE---1 
ROLLEDOFF-
SOURCE--.---' 
SRC-----' 

specifies in what status, during a data set operation, that DFDSS is to place non
preallocated SMS-managed GDG data sets: 

DEFERRED 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the DEFERRED status. 

ACTIVE 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the ACTIVE status, for example, 
rolled into the GDG base. 

ROLLEDOFF 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the rolled-off status. 

SOURCE/SRC 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the same status as that of the 
source data set 
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Notes: 

1. If DELETE is specified without RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL while proc
essing SMS-managed generation data sets, the TGTGDS keyword is ignored and 
the source GDS status is copied to the target. 

2. The requested target status of generation data sets must not violate generation 
data group rules. 

' [TOLerate-( 1IOERror----.----~--.-):J 
ENQFail ure·-~----.---

specifies that DFDSS tolerates certain error conditions. For a COPY (except of a 
user catalog) in which a utility performs the copy, this keyword is ignored. 

ENQFailure 
specifies that data sets are to be processed even though shared or exclusive access 
fails. 

ENQF and FULL 
are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify these keywords together. 

For more information on TOL(ENQF), see Appendix B, "Serialization and Authori
zation Checking" on page 165. 

IO ERROR 
specifies that if the input volume can be opened, DFDSS is to continue copying even 
though permanent input errors (busout parity and equipment checks only) occur. 
DFDSS will end after 100 errors when this keyword is specified. The default is to 
end on permanent input errors. On a data set COPY in which a utility performs the 
copy, DFDSS ignores this keyword. 

Note: TOL(IOERror) is ignored if CANcelerror is specified. 

~TRAC~clcc1--.-[----....-J] 
TRKS ,hl L 

,cz L J 
,h2 

specifies ranges of tracks to be copied (that is, a tracks COPY). 

cl,hl 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the beginning of the range. Specify 
hexadecimal numbers as X 1 cl 1 or X' hl 1

• 

c2,h2 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the end of the range. Specify hexadecimal 
numbers as X 1 c2 1 or X' h2'. The c2 must be greater than or equal to c 1. If c2 
equals cl, h2 must be greater than or equal to hl. 
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DFDSS verifies that the range is within the limits of the device. If you do not 
specify all four values for a range, DFDSS provides the missing values unless the 
omitted value causes a syntax error. No intervening values can be omitted. For 
example: 

Specified 
None 
cl 
cl,hl 
cl,hl,c2 
cl,,c2 
,hl 

Results 
Syntax error 
cl ,O,cl ,maximum head number 
cl,hl,cl,maximum head number 
cl,hl,c2,maximum head number 
Syntax error 
Syntax error. 

' 

1 

TRACKOverfl o"T( ~:J J 
YTRK01-------' 

dsn 
specifies the name of data set(s) in which track overflow records are present but are 
not indicated by the Format 1 DSCB. The TRACKOVERFLOW keyword is not 
needed for data sets indicated as having overflow records. When you perform a 
COPY to an unlike device and the target device supports track overflow, specifying 
TRACKOVERFLOW allows DFDSS to correctly track-pack data sets. It sets the 
target's Format 1 DSCB to indicate that overflow records are present. 

.. luNCATal og] 
.. 

specifies that DFDSS is to uncatalog but not scratch successfully copied non-VSAM 
data sets that are currently cataloged on the source volume. Any data set that is not 
a user catalog and has a name beginning with SYSI. cannot be uncataloged. 
UNCATALOG is ignored for VSAM data sets and SMS non-VSAM data sets. 

.. lWAIT(numsecs,numretries)J 

For a volume or tracks COPY, WAIT specifies to DFDSS the length of a wait in 
seconds and the number of retries to obtain control of a volume or data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, between retries. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of times an attempt to gain 
control of a volume is to be retried. 

For a data set COPY, WAIT specifies to DFDSS the length of the wait in seconds, 
and the number of passes to be made through the list of selected data sets to obtain 
control of a data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, to wait before 
attempting another pass through the entire list of selected data sets. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of passes to make through the list 
of selected data sets in an attempt to obtain control of a data set. 
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WRltecheck 

The default for numsecs,numretries is (2,2), which specifies two retries at 2-second 
intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either numsecs or 
numretries. 

For a data set COPY or logical data set DUMP, the WAIT keyword has a different 
meaning when: (1) data sets are being serialized, (2) multiple data sets are being 
processed, and (3) W AIT(O,O) is not specified. In this case, DFDSS makes multiple 
passes through the list of data sets. On each pass, DFDSS processes the data sets 
that (1) can be serialized without waiting for the resource and (2) were not processed 
before. At the end of a pass, if none of the data sets could be processed without 
waiting for a resource, then, in the next pass, at the first occurrence of a data set 
that was not processed, a WAIT is issued. That data set and the remainder of the 
list are processed if possible. 

The above procedure is repeated until all data sets are processed or the WAIT limits 
are reached. For example, if WAIT(3,10) is specified and five data sets are left to be 
processed, up to ten passes are made. On each pass, an unprocessed data set is 
waited upon for 3 seconds. Thus, only a 30-second maximum will ever be W AITed, 
not 150 (5 times 3 times 10). 

• ~~Itecheck-1 
LWRC----'· 

specifies that the data copied is to be verified for successful completion. This 
keyword increases the overall elapsed time. The default is no WRITECHECK. On 
a data set COPY in which a utility performs the copy, DFDSS ignores this keyword. 

Examples of Full and Tracks COPY Operations 
Example 1: 
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//JOBl JOB 
//STEPl EXEC 
//SYSPRINT DD 
//DASDl DD 
//DASD2 DD 
//SYSIN DD 

accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
PGM=ADRDSSU 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=3388,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
UNIT=3388,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=222222),DISP=OLD 
* 

command input (see Examples lA and lB below) 
/* 

Example 1 A: A Full COPY 

COPY INDDNAME(DASDl) OUTDDNAME(DASD2) -
ALLDATA(*) ALLEXCP CANCELERROR WAIT(38,20) 

Example 1 B: A Tracks COPY 

COPY TRACKS(l,0,1,15) INDDNAME(DASDl) -
OUTDDNAME(DASD2) CANCELERROR WAIT(38,20) 

The data from DASO volume 111111 is to be copied to DASD volume 222222. For 
the full COPY, all allocated space in SAM and PAM data sets and data sets with 
null DSORG field is copied (ALLDATA(*)), when the DSlLSTAR field in the 
Format 1 DSCB is nonzero. For these data sets, DFDSS copies all allocated space 
(ALLEXCP) when the DSILSTAR field in the Format 1 DSCB in the VTOC is 
zero. The COPY operation is to be ended if a permanent read error occurs 
(CANCELERROR). Retry 20 times at 30-second intervals (30,20) if the input or 
output volume is busy. 



Example 2: A Tracks COPY With Track Relocation 

//JOB2 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY TRACKS(l,0,1,14) 
OUTTRACKS(3,0) 
INDYNAM(338000) 
OUTDYNAM(338001) 
CANCELERROR 
WRITECHECK 

/* 

/* SOURCE TRACKS */ -
/* TARGET TRACKS */ -
/* ALLOC VOL 338000 DYNAMICALLY */ -
/* ALLOC VOL 338001 DYNAMICALLY */ -
/* STOP ON INPUT ERROR */ -
/* VERIFY DATA WRITTEN TO OUT VOL */ 

COPY Command 

This example shows a tracks COPY operation in which the contents of cylinder l, 
tracks 0 through 14, on source volume 338000 are copied to cylinder 3, tracks 0 
through 14, on target volume 338001. The operation stops if a permanent error 
occurs on the source volume (CANCELERROR). The data written to the target 
volume is to be verified (WRITECHECK). 

Examples of Data Set COPY Operations 
Example 1: A Data Set Move-Only Single Volume Data Sets 

//JOB3 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY DATASET( 
INCLUDE(USERl.**) 
BY(MULTI,=,NO)) 
INDYNAM (338000) 
OUTDYNAM(338001) 
DELETE 

/* 

/* FILTER ON OS W/lST LEV Q USERl */ -
/* FILTER ON SINGLE VOLUME */ -
/* ALLOC VOL 338000 DYNAMICALLY */ -
/* ALLOC VOL 338001 DYNAMICALLY */ -

This example shows a data set COPY in which all single-volume data sets with the 
first-level qualifier USER! on the source volume labeled 338000 are copied to the 
target volume labeled 338001. All source data sets that are selected are deleted. The 
copied non-VSAM data sets are not cataloged. 

Example 2: A Data Set COPY to Move Data Sets to a Single Volume-Device Con
version 

//JOB4 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY DATASET( 
INCLUDE(USERl.**)) /* FILTER ON OS W/lST LEV Q USERl */ -
OUTDYNAM(338001) /* ALLOC VOL 338001 DYNAMICALLY */ -
DELETE CATALOG FORCE -
TGTALLOC(SOURCE) 

/* 

This example shows a data set COPY in which all cataloged data sets with a first
level qualifier of USERI (USERI. **)data sets are to be consolidated on a single 
target volume labeled 338001. The data sets are scattered on multiple source 
volumes. The target volume can be of unlike device type to any of the volumes on 
which the source data sets reside. A few of the data sets might already be on volume 
338001. The data sets are to be cataloged (CATALOG) either in the master catalog 
or in a user catalog that is pointed to by the master catalog. The source data sets 
are scratched and uncataloged (DELETE) after successfully moving them to volume 
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338001, where they will have the same allocation type (BLK, TRK, or CYL) that 
they had on the source volumes. FORCE is specified to include unmovable data 
sets. 

Example 3: A Data Set COPY of a Multlvolume Data Set 

//JOBS JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//IVOLl DD UNIT={SYSDA,2),VOL=SER=(VOL111,VOL222),DISP=SHR 
//IVOL2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=VOL222,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY DATASET( 

/* 

INC(USER.MULTI.VOLUMEl)) /* SELECT THIS DATA SET */ -
INDD(IVOL1,IVOL2) /* IDENTIFY INPUT VOLUMES */ -
OUTDYNAM((338001),(338002),(338003)) /* DYNAM ALLOC VOLS*/ -
PCTU(ae.ae,ae) /* PERCENTUTIL = ae PERCENT */ -
RECATALOG(USERCAT2) 

This example shows a data set COPY in which a multivolume data set is copied to a 
set of target volumes labeled 338001, 338002, and 338003. The source data set is not 
deleted. The copied data set is cataloged in a new catalog, USERCAT2. The data 
set currently exists on multiple source volumes. Multiple output volumes are speci
fied for overflow purposes. These target volumes may already have some data sets 
on them. Some space is left on these volumes to allow expansion of the data sets 
(PCTU) remaining on the volumes. 

Change this example as shown below to include ALLMUL TI processing on missing 
volumes. The INCLUDE keyword is changed to select all data sets on input 
volumes VOLl 11 and VOL222. ALLMULTI specifies that a cataloged data set 
residing on volumes VOLl 11, VOL444, and VOL555 will be copied even though 
VOL444 and VOL555 are omitted from the LOGINDD volume list. 

COPY DATASET( 
INC(**)) /* SELECT ALL DATA SETS */ -
LOGINDD(IVOL1,IVOL2) /* IDENTIFY INPUT VOLUMES */ -
OUTDYNAM((338001),(338002),(338003)) /* DYNAM ALLOC VOLS*/ -
ALLMULTI /* PROCESS MISSING VOLUMES */ -
PCTU(ae,ae,ae) /* PERCENTUTIL = ae PERCENT */ -
RECATALOG(USERCAT2) 

Example 4: A Data Set COPY With DELETE and RENAMEU Options 

//JOB6 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY DATASET( 

/* 

INCLUDE(USERl.**)) /* FILTER ON OS W/lST LEV Q USERl */ -
OUTDYNAM((338001),(338002),(338003)) /* DYNAM ALLOC VOLS*/ -
DELETE 
RENAMEU(USER2) 
RECATALOG(USERCAT2) 

This example shows a data set COPY in which all data sets with the first-level qual
ifier USERl that are in the master catalog are copied to the target volumes labeled 
338001, 338002, and 338003. The copied data sets are renamed (RENAMED) with 
the first-level qualifier USER2, followed by the second through last qualifiers of the 
old names. If data sets with the same name as the new names are on the target 
volumes or if they are already cataloged in USERCA T2, they are not copied. The 
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copied data sets are deleted (DELETE) from the source volumes, uncataloged, and 
cataloged (RECAT ALOG) in the catalog USERCAT2. This provides movement of 
data sets from one set of volumes to another set of volumes, from one catalog to 
another catalog, and the renaming of the data sets. 

Example 5: A Data Set COPY With REBLOCK Option 

//JOB7 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU,PARM='UTILMSG=YES' 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DISK DD UNIT=3350,VOL=(PRIVATE,,,,SER=335001),DISP=SHR 
//DISK2 DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,,,,SER=338001),DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY DATASET( 
INCLUDE(**) ) /* INCLUDE ALL DATA SETS */ -
INDDNAME(DISK) /* INPUT VOLUME */ -
OUTDDNAME(DISK2) /* OUTPUT VOLUME */ -
REBLOCK(**.USERl.**) 

/* 

This example shows a data set COPY in which all data sets on the 3350 source 
volwne labeled 335001 are copied to the 3380 target volwne labeled 338001. If data 
sets with the same name are on the target volume, they are not copied. The SAM 
and PAM data sets that meet the filtering criteria specified in the REBLOCK 
keyword are reblocked on the target volwne. The block size is selected by DFDSS, 
unless it is modified by the user reblock exit routine. 

Example 6: A Data Set COPY to a Preallocated Target Data Set 

//JOBn JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//STEPCAT DD DSN=USERCAT,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASDl DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//DASD2 DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=222222),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY DATASET( 
INCLUDE(USER.TEST.DATA) ) -
INDDNAME(DASDl) -
OUTDDNAME(DASD2) -
REPLACE -
DELETE 

/* 

This example shows a data set COPY in which a source data set 
(USER.TEST.DATA) allocated on volume 111111 and cataloged in catalog 
USERCAT is copied to a preallocated target data set (with the same name as the 
source) on volume 222222. The REPLACE keyword specifies that DFDSS is to 
search the target volume for a usable preallocated data set. The copied data set is 
deleted (DELETE) from the source volume. 
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Example 7: Using COPY to Convert to SMS 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY -
DS(INC(**)) -

/* 

LOGINDYNAM ( -
(338001) -
(338002) -
) -

STORCLAS(DB2PERF) -
MGMTCLAS(DBBACKUP) -
BYPASSACS{**) -
DELETE 

In the first step of this example, all of the data sets on the non-SMS volumes 338001 
and 338002 are copied to SMS volumes on the system. DELETE is used to avoid 
duplicate catalog entries. The ACS routines will not be invoked for this COPY. 
The storage and management classes are provided by the users using the 
STORCLAS and MGMTCLAS keywords. In addition, BYP ASSA CS(**) is speci
fied in order to suppress calls made to the ACS routines. All data sets that are sup
ported by SMS will be given the new storage and management classes. All data sets 
that cannot be SMS managed (for example, ISAM) will not be copied. 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY -
DS(INC(**)) -

/* 

LOGINDYNAM ( -
(338001) -
(338002) -
) -

RENUNC(AUG0387) 

In this next step all data sets on the non-SMS volumes 338001 and 338002 are 
copied to SMS volumes on the system. RENUNC is used to avoid duplicate catalog 
entries. The ACS routines will select a target storage and management class for each 
data set. Those data sets that cannot be SMS managed (storage class ACS routine 
returns a null storage class) will not be copied because no output volume is specified. 
Each data set that is copied will be given a new high-level qualifier (AUG0387) and 
automatically cataloged. 



Example 8: A Data Set Copy Using CONVERT POSE 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPY -
DS(INC(USER.**}} -

/* 

LOGINDYNAM ( -
(338001} -
(338002} -
) -

CONVERT (POSE(**)) -
RENUNC (USER.PDS.**, USER.POSE.**) 

COPY Command 

In this step all data sets on non-SMS volumes 338001 and 338002 are copied to SMS 
volumes on the system. CONVERT PDSE is used to convert data sets to PDSE. 
RENUNC is used to avoid duplicate catalog entries. The ACS routines will select a 
target storage and management class for each data set. Each data set that is copied 
and converted will be given a new secondary qualifier (PDSE) and automatically cat
aloged. 
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Non-empty data sets? y 

Empty data sets -
(DSlLSTAR=O)? 

BLKSIZE = 0 data sets? N 

Undefined DSORG -
data sets? 

To LIKE target device? y 

To UNLIKE target -
device? 

To UNLIKE target -
device (greater track 
capacity)? 

PROCESS(UNDEF) -
specified? 

ALLDA TA specified? N 

ALLEXCP specified? -

Data set has EOF as -
first record? 

Actions 

Allocates and copies all 
allocated space 

Allocates and copies x 
only used space 

Allocates all allocated 
space but copies only 
used space 

Allocates all allocated 
space and copies only 
EOF 

Allocates only used 
space and copies only 
EOF 

Data set is not proc-
essed 

In Figure 4, read each column from top to bottom, reading vertically down the list 
of criteria, to discern the action taken by DFDSS. 

Results of Copying Non - VSAM Data Sets 

y y y y y y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - y y y y y y y y y y y y y - - -

N N N y y y N N N N N N N N y y y y y - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - y y y 

y - - y y - y y y y - - - - y y y y - - - -
- y y - - y - - - - y y y y - - - - y y y y 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - N y y 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - N y 

y N y N y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - N N y y N N y y N N y y - - - -
- - - - - - y N y N y N y N y N y N - - - -

x x x 

x x 

x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x x x x x x x x 

Figure 4. Results of Copying Non-VSAM Data Sets 
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Legend to Figure 4: 

Y Yes 

N No 

N/A 

X Action taken. 
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COPYDUMP Command 
With the COPYDUMP command, you can make from 1 to 255 copies of 
DFDSS-produced dump data. The data to be copied, a sequential data set, can be 
on a tape or a DASO volume, and copies can be written to a tape or a DASO 
volume. If the dump data is produced from multiple DASO volumes by using a 
data set DUMP, you can selectively copy the data from one or more of those 
volumes. 

Extra dump tapes can be used for such things as disaster recovery backup or distrib
ution of dumped data (for example, a newly generated system). 

COPYDUMP Command Syntax 

--,COPYDumPTT INDOnam.,-(ddn),-OUTOOnam.,-( ~~) )----
Lcpyo-----J LIDo----..J Looo-------J 

'. 

1 LOGicalvolume---y--Cr::;:::i)~ 
tLVOL------' 

Explanation of COPYDUMP Command Keywords 

INDDname 

LOGicalvolume 

OUTDDname 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set to be 
copied. This data set can reside on one or more tapes, or on DASO volume(s). 

volser 
specifies the source DASD volume serial number from which dumped data is to be 
copied. Omission of the LOGICAL VOLUME keyword causes DFDSS to copy data 
from all logical volumes in the dump data set. This keyword is useful only if the 
data being copied was created by a physical data set DUMP operation from multiple 
DASO volumes. When copying a logical dump, LOGICAL VOLUME is ignored. 

L~~boonam•r<~J)---------------
ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the output sequential data set. 
This data set can be on a tape or a DASD volume. 
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Example 1: Making Two Coples of a Dump 

//JOB! JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//BACKUP DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE05,DISP=OLD, 
II DSNAME=Vllllll.BACKUP 
//COPY! DO UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPEG6, 
II DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=Vllllll.BACKUPl 
//COPY2 DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPEG7, 
II DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=Vllllll.BACKUP2 
//SYSIN OD * 

COPYDUMP INDD(BACKUP) -
OUTDO(COPY1,COPY2) 

/* 

In this example, two copies are to be made from a D FDSS dump tape 
(OUTDD(COPYl ,COPY2)). 

Example 2: Copying a Dump Created by Using Physical Data Set Processing 

//JOB2 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE2 DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE2G, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=USER.BACKUP.REL3A 
//OUTT2 OD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE21, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),OISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=USER.BACKUP.REL3A.A 
l/SYSIN OD * 

COPYDUMP 

/* 

INDD(TAPE2) 
OUTDD(OUTT2) 
LVOL(338001) 

/* DUMP TAPE TO BE COPIED */ -
I* NEW DUMP TAPE */ -
/* SER NO OF VOL TO BE COPIED */ 

Assume that a physical data set DUMP was used to create a dump tape, volume 
TAPE20. Also assume that source DASD volumes 338000, 338001, and so on were 
specified, resulting in VTOCs being used for data set selection. Only the dump data 
from DASD volume 338001 is to be copied (L VOL(338001)). 

Example 3: Copying a Dump Created by Using Logical Data Set Processing 

/IJOB3 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
/ISTEPi EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
llTAPE3 DD UNIT=348G,VOL=SER=TAPE3G, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=USER.BACKUP.REL38 
//OUTT3 DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE31, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=USER.BACKUP.REL38.A 
//SYSIN DD * 

COPYDUMP 
INDD(TAPE3) /* DUMP TAPE TO BE COPIED */ -
OUTDD(OUTT3) /* NEW DUMP TAPE *I 

I* 

Assume that a logical data set DUMP was used to create a dump tape, volume 
TA.PE30. All dump data is copied. 
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DEFRAG Command 
With the DEFRAG command, you can relocate data set extents on a DASO volume 
(including IBM 3330 virtual volumes) to reduce or eliminate free-space fragmenta
tion, and print a report about free space and other volume statistics. Also, you can 
specify which data sets, if any, are to be excluded from data-set-extent relocation. 

DEFRAG Command Syntax 
11+-0EFral°DName(ddn) 

~YNAl+--((volse1 ))~ 
l,unit] 

Y----r-(L!St( (shar,op,;r;:~:;i)l)) 
L(DDName (ddn) }------' 

YNALloc 

EXCl ud---c( L!St (~J)) 
(DDName(ddn)) 

FRAGmentationindex:r-(n) 
FRAGI------

"' LMAXmove(n}J ~~~~, I /~;a-)=3 
catname-i 

__rfpsw 
dsn 

• ~AIT(numsecs,numretries)~ 

.. 

Explanation of DEFRAG Command Keywords 

BY(DDName) 

BY(LISt) 

lsv~(DDName(ddn)):J 
specifies data set filtering criteria. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains the filtering criteria to use. This is in 
the form of card-image records, in DFDSS command syntax, that contain the BY 
keywords described below. 

~Y~(L!St( (schar,op,;r;:~:;i)l))l 
.. 

specifies data set filtering. To select the data set for inclusion in the DEFRAG oper
ation, all BY criteria must be met. See "Filtering by Data Set Characteristics" on 
page 12 for further information on BY filtering. 
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DYNALloc 

DY NAM 

EXCiude 
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11Ji--00Name(ddn)------------------+ 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that describes the volume to be processed. 

.. 
loYNALloc] 

.. 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of enqueue, to serialize the use of data sets. 
The data sets whose extents are to be relocated are serialized throughout DEFRAG. 
This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS environment. 

Consider: 

.. 

• The serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 

• Run time increases when you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

• Using INDYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASO volumes does 
not appreciably increase run time and permits easier coding of JCL and 
command input. 

.. 

specifies that the volume to be processed is to be dynamically allocated. If the 
volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. 

volser 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASO volume to be processed. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASO volume to be processed. This keyword is 
optional. 

~EXClude--c:(l!St(~:~))~ 
(OOName{ddn)) 

dsn 
specifies a fully- or partially-qualified name of a data set to be excluded from the 
DEFRAG operation. You can specify either a cluster or component name for 
VSAM data sets. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set. 
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FRAGmentationindex 

MAXmove 

PASsword 

LFRAGmentati oni naex-(n)Y 
LFRAGI------~-

specifies that DEFRAG is to end if the fragmentation index is less than n, where n is 
a 1- to 3-digit nur::':Jer. DFDSS prefixes your number, n, with a decimal point. For 
example, 1 becomes .1, 999 becomes .999, 001 becomes .001, and so forth. For more 
information, see Data Facility Data Set Services: User's Guide. 

.. 
~AXmove (n)_j 

n 
is a 1- to 4-digit number that specifies that DFDSS is to attempt to assemble up to n 
tracks in a contiguous free area. If DEFRAG algorithms cannot assemble n contig
uous free tracks with out moving more than n tracks, or if n contiguous free tracks 
already exist, DFDSS issues a message and ends the DEFRAG operation. If 
MAXMOVE is noi: specified, DFDSS tries to assemble a contiguous free area of a 
size equal to the total number of free tracks on the volume. 

The first pass attempts to assemble the largest contiguous amount of free space with 
a minimum amount of data movement. If you want the DEFRAG operation to end 
after the :l.rst pass. specify MA.:'XMOVE. 

The second pass attempts to assemble multiple groups of large areas of contiguous 
free space and generally moves more data around than the first pass. This technique 
usually refines the results of the first pass, but might result in a situation in which 
the largest individual free space is smaller than existed on the DASD originally or 
after the :1.rs: pass. 

~p;.~5.\:~:-(-·:.:r;-------)-" 
L?s,.,:--

• i i 

-ca:~aciel_ Jj 
~ . I /pswd 

-as,-:--

specifies :he passwords D FDSS is to use for pass\vord-protected data sets. (Pass
word checking is bypassed for RACF-protected data sets.) This must be specified 
only if: 

• Y m: do :10t h:r:e the required RACF DASDVOL or R.-\.CF DATASET access. 
• The i:.:st:1llatic:: authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 
• '{oc do :-iot '.\2.::t to be prompted for the pass'.vord. 

For VS_-\\1 data se:s. password checking is done only at the cluster level. 

ddn 
specifies :je name or the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set, or 
member o~~ a partitioned data set that contains data set names and their passwords. 
This data set must contain card-image records in DFDSS command syntax format. 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully-qualified data set name. psH'd is its password. If no password follows 
the slash ( t dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

Printing of actual data set passwords specified in the input command stream is sup
pressed in the SYSPRINT output. 
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WAIT 
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., lWAIT(numsecs ,numretri es)] 
.. 

specifies to DFDSS the length of a wait in seconds and the number of retries to 
obtain control of a volume or data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, between retries. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of times an attempt to gain 
control of a volume or data set is to be retried. 

The default for numsecs,numretries is (2,2), which specifies two retries at 2-second 
intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either numsecs or 
numretries. 

Examples of DEFRAG Operations 
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Example 1: A DEFRAG With Excluded Data Sets 

//JOBl JOB accounting inforination,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//Al DD DSN=USER2.EXCLUDE,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD * 

corrmand input (see examples lA and 18 below) 
/* 

Example 1 A: With the Names of Excluded Data Sets in the Input Stream 

DEFRAG DDNAME(DASD) -
EXCLUDE(LIST(USER2.**.LIST,*.LOAD)) 

Example 1 B: With the Names of Excluded Data Sets In a Data Set 

DEFRAG DDNAME(OASD) -
EXCLUDE(DDNAME(Al)) 

In examples lA and lB, DASD volume 111111 is defragmented. All data sets whose 
first and last qualifiers are USER2 and LIST, respectively, are to be excluded from 
this operation, as are data sets with two qualifiers whose second qualifier is LOAD. 
In example lB, cataloged data set USER2.EXCLUDE contains a single card-image 
record with the following in columns 2 through 72: 

USER2.**.LIST,*.LOAD 

Example 2: A DEFRAG Using a BY Criterion 

//JOB2 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll) ,OISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

DEFRAG DDNAME(DASD) /* VOLUME TO BE PROCESSED */ -
BY(LIST(REFDT LT *,-1)) /*DATE LAST REF LT RUN DATE -1 */ 

/* 

Only data sets last referenced more than one day before the run date are included in 
this DEFRAG operation. That is, those that were last referenced one day before or 
on the run date are excluded. 



DEFRAG ·comfuand 
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Results of a Successful DEFRAG Operation 
Figure 5 on page 63 is the printout from a DEFRAG run for a DASD volume. It 
gives an indication of the free space fragmentation before and after a DEFRAG 
operation, as well as the distribution of data set extents by size. 

The following JCL was used for this job: 

//SAMPLEl JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP4 EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//DASDl DD VOL=SER=DUMPDS,UNIT=3388,DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

DEFRAG DDNAME(DASDl) 
/* 

PAGE 0001 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 89.067 14:55 
DEFRAG DDNAME(DASDl) 150000 

ADR101I RI01 (01), TASKID 001 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'DEFRAG ' 
ADR109I RI01 (01), 89067 14:55:32 INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL STATEMENTS COMPLETED. 
ADR006I (001)-SETUP(Ol), 89067 14:55:32 PROCESSING BEGINS 
ADR208I (001)-DANAL(Ol), BEGINNING STATISTICS ON DUMPDS: 

FREE CYLINDERS • 
FREE TRACKS 
FREE EXTENTS 
LARGEST FREE EXTENT (CY~.TRK) 
FRAGMENTATION INDEX 
PERCENT FREE SPACE 

ADR213I (001)-DANAL(Ol), ENDING STATISTICS ON DUMPDS: 

0027 
0021 
0004 

0027,0000 
0.046 

23 

DATA SET EXTENTS RELOCATED 0002 
TRACKS RELOCATED 0004 
FREE CYLINDERS 0027 
FREE TRACKS 0021 
FREE EXTENTS 0002 
LARGEST FREE EXTENT (CYL,TRK) 0026,0011 
FRAGMENTATiON INDEX 0.044 

PAGE 0002 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 89.067 
ADR212I (001)-DANAL(Ol), EXTENT DISTRIBUTION MAP FOR DUMPDS: 

EXTENT **INPUT FREE** **OUTPUT FREE** 
SIZE 

14:55 

** OCCUPIED ** 

IN NO. CUM. NO. CUM. NO. CUM. 
TRACKS EXTS PCT/100 EXTS PCT/100 EXTS PCT/100 

1 0.000 0.000 10 0.007 
2 0.004 0.000 6 0.016 
3 0.011 0.000 1 0.018 
4 0.011 0.000 1 0.021 

10 0.011 0.000 1 0.028 
15 0.011 0.000 4 0.072 
16 0.049 0.000 0.072 
25 0.049 0.058 0.072 
30 0.049 0.058 0.137 
75 0.049 0.058 0.301 

105 0.049 0.058 0.454 
375 0.049 0.058 1.000 
401 0.049 1.000 1.000 
405 1 1. 000 l. 000 1. 000 

ADR013I (001)-CLTSK(01), 89067 14:55:44 TASK COMPLETED ~iTH RETURN CODE 0000 
ADR012I DSSU (01), 89067 14:55:44 DFDSS PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000 

Figure 5. Printed Output Resulting from a Successful DEFRAG Run 

The value in the first column of message ADR212I is the size of the extent in tracks 
(free space or data set) and is printed only if an extent of that size occurs. The 
second and third columns show the number of free space extents existing before 
processing that were of the size shown in the first column, along with their cumula
tive percentage divided by 100. The fourth and fifth columns give the same informa
tion for free space, but after processing. The sixth and seventh columns give the 
distribution of occupied data set extents, which do not change during a run. 
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DUMP Command 
With the DUMP command, you can dump DASD data to a sequential data set. 
The storage medium for the sequential data set can be a tape, DASO, or a ma.ss 
storage virtual volume. You can dump data sets, an entire volume, or ranges of 
tracks. 

Note: The FULL keyword for the DUMP command specifies that an entire DASD 
volume is to be dumped. The TRACKS keyword for DUMP specifies ranges of 
tracks to be dumped. 

DFDSS offers two ways to process DUMP commands: 

• Logical processing is data-set oriented, which means it operates against data sets 
and volumes independently of physical device format. 

• Physical processing can operate against data sets, volumes, and tracks, but is ori-
ented toward moving data at the track-image level. 

The processing method is determined by the keywords specified on the command. 

DFDSS logical DUMP processing· cannot be used to process partitioned data sets 
containing location-dependent information that does not reside in note lists or in the 
directory. For exam pie, PDS load libraries that contain overlay modules are not 
supported during logical DUMP processing. 

For information on using the DUMP command, see Data Facility Data Set Services: 
User's Guide. 

DUMP Command Syntax for FULL or TRACKS 

-oUMpT;::::.J ,-la_:_',-------..., 

l,-:-:::<s (i(cl 1 )~)---r-.----
L..-~,-~ L hl i LTJ 

'"'·~ , l,cz I II Ill 
~,hZ-

t;:;_on_arn_e=--(ddn)------..--1 -,..-[~~bDDnam°T(~J)_.. 
i INDYna (vo1 ser L J )_J 
'-IOY-- ,unit 
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Optional Keywords Used with FULL 
II: 

• I I'] I E:tt~~ lCANce 1 erro~ 
L_,._LA~_:ata-(ydsn~)~ 

AU ... Oata-(*)_:___j 

• L[~~~~T=[n catna•-J---~-j -):J 

Ll-icatnam /pswd 

dsn 

• L I RESE:........; lOroLerate-(-IOERror-):J 

.~ .... · . .: 

I ,,-......., I lwAIT(numsecs ,numretri es)] 

~~~;Koverfl°""}"""(~s~)~ 

Optional Keywords Used with TRACKS 
II: 

1 

l_:i:~dT( I i;;-ca-t-na-me-.L--. -~--)--
, 

1 

/oswd 
:.........dsn_____J 

L...roLe~~:e-(~roERror-)=-:J 

I :·' I i-\:JAIT(numsecs,numretries)_J 
; 1 I . 
~ -: :.:<Jverfl ow-,-( idsnl)J 
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Logical Data Set DUMP Command Syntax 
-ou~~TASetT(lll]l 

~~~~~-i-(ddn) 
FD 

Additional Keywords Used with DATASet 
II: 

~INClude-(~:~) 
I EXClude(~J) 

EXCl ude-(~~J)~-------------.--' 
INCLUDE(~~]) 1·~] 

BY(i(-schar,op,( arg) ) 

Optional Logical Data Set DUMP Keywords 
[!]: 

l !•=1 J [ALLMultij 

INCAT(icatname ) 

l 

~LOGINOOname--r-(~:~)~~~----i 
I '-LIDO 

~LOGINDYnam--i--(l(,olser ~ jlll 
LIOY---------' ,unit 
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SPHERE 



Physical Data Set DUMP Command Syntax 
~UM~~TASetT(C:DJl 

FI~terdd=r-(ddn) 
FD 

Additional Keywords Used with DATASet 
6: 

1·1 
INCl ude-(.+dsn-)-----~--------.--....-.--

EXClude(~;~) ~·~ 
BY(i(schar,op,(+arg ) ) 

INCl ude(~:J) 

BY(tschar:op,(tJJ)-......---~---..,.--J 
INCLUDE(~JJ EXClude(~J) 

nUMP Command ·,·--·~li;_.!;.:.·. 
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Optional Keywords for Logical and Physical Data Set DUMP 
II 

ALLData-(~~J) 
ALLData-(*)----

• 1=~~~~,~d• - I >~ 
I catnamj- lJ 

/pswa 
dsn 

., lroLerate-(

1
IOERror---""-T"----,.-.,,..-):J -

ENQFa il ur-__,...------,....----

luNC.~Ta ~ :gj LwAIT(numsecs ,numretri es)] 

L.pRQCESS ( SYSl)-------------' 

Explanation of DUMP Command Keywords 

ALLData 

' ~ALLData-(~i 1 

ALLData-(*)~ 
applies to full and data set DUMP operations. 

dsn 

. -..~. 

.. 

• 

• 

specifies the name of a SAM (DSORG=PS or PSU) or PAM (DSORG=PO or 
POU) data set or a data set with a null DSORG field for which all allocated space is 
to be dumped.6 

specifies that all allocated space is to be dumped for: 

• all SA~f and PAM data sets 

and 

6 A data set can have data beyond the limits des. ribed by the DSCB DSlLSTAR field or it can contain a null 
DSlLSTAR field. For example, JES.2.JES3 data sets can have these characteristics, as can CICS journal and 
MSVCJRNL data sets. 
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ALLExcp 

ALL Multi 

BY 

CANcelerror 

.! • ,., . I ~.. ....... . ··~ -

• data sets with a null DSORG field that are selected in the DUMP operation and 
whose DSILSTAR field is nonzero. 

The DSILSTAR field contains the last-used track and last block on that track in 
the form of a TTR. 

is an option for full and data set DUMP operations. It instructs DFDSS to dump 
all space allocated for data sets whose DSCB DSlLSTAR field is zero. This 
includes SAM and PAM data sets, and data sets with a null DSORG field.6 

AL~~ul ti 

specifies that cataloged, multivolume data sets residing on volumes missing from the 
LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM volume list are to be dumped in their 
entirety. To qualify for ALLMULTI processing, a data set must be cataloged and 
have at least one primary volume specified in the LOGINDDNAME or 
LOGINDYNAM list. Data from the missing volume(s) will be dumped for appli
cable data sets. 

Note: The ALLMUL TI keyword is valid only when it is specified in conjunction 
with LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM. 

1· r·JI 
I , ! 

~SY(,(-s:-=.~.op,(targ )..L)~------..,--------,--

l 1,~1 J ! [l I 

INClude(Lsn) LEXClude(,dsn~)J 
specifies :hat the data sets selected up to this point by the processing of the 
INCL L-DE and EXCLUDE keywords are to be further filtered. To select the data 
set, all BY criteria must be met. See the separate discussions ofINCLUDE and 
EXCL L~DE for information on how these keywords are specified. 

Note: A data set is considered not cataloged if it is not cataloged in the standard 
order of search or if the catalog that the data set is cataloged in is not available. 

specifies :hat the DUMP is to be ended if a track-related permanent read error 
occurs. E this keyword is not specified and a permanent read error occurs, the track 
image record is flagged on the output volume as having an I/0 error, and the 
DUMP continues. This track is cleared in a RESTORE operation. When 
CANCELERROR is specified, TOLERATE(IOERROR) is ignored. 

Note: CANCELERROR has no effec~ on the following types of errors on a DASD 
volume: 

Equipment check 
Command reject 
Intervention required 
Busout parity. 
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DUMP Command 

COM press 

DATASet 

DELete 
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11 

lcoMpress] 

specifies that the dumped data is to be written in compressed form to the output 
medium. This decreases the space occupied by the dump data at the expense of 
increased processor and elapsed times. 

Notes: 

1. The DFDSS stand-alone restore program can restore any physical dump made 
by DFDSS as long as the physical dump is the first data set on the tape volume. 
The dump tapes may contain standard user labels. 

2. If you have a tape drive with the compaction feature and you want to use hard
ware data compaction, you do not need to specify the COMPRESS keyword If 
software data compression is desired, you do not need to specify 
DCB=TRTCH=COMP in the JCL. 

specifies a data set DUMP operation, using filtering. See Chapter 2, "Choosing the 
Data Sets You Want Processed-Filtering'· on page 9 for an explanation of the fil-
tering process used. Unless you use DATASET along with ALLDATA or · 
ALLEXCP, only used tracks are dumped for SAM and PAM data sets and for data 
sets with a null DSORG field (for example, JES2/JES3 data sets). If the free space 
map in the VTOC is invalid, all tracks are dumped. 

~otes: 

1. Either the FIL TERDD or the INCLUDE keyword must be substituted when 
DATASET is selected. 

,., VSAM catalogs are not supported for data set processing. If VSAM catalogs 
are processed. the results can be unpredictable. 

loELete 

applies to physical and logical data set DUMP. For a physical data set DUMP, 
DELETE instructs DFDSS to delete expired single-volume, non-VSAM data sets 
that are successfully serialized and dumped. In addition, DFDSS is to uncatalog 
successfully deleted data sets. DELETE is ignored for VSAM data sets. Even if 
PROCESS(SYSl) is specified, SYSl.VVDS and SYSl.VTOCIX data sets cannot be 
dumped and deleted. 

For a logical data set DUMP. DELETE can be used to delete expired single- and 
multivolume VSAM and non-VSAM data sets. Unmovable data sets can also be 
deleted. User catalogs and VSAM alternate indexes cannot be deleted. Unexpired 
source data sets are deleted only if you also specify PURGE. 

To delete or scratch a password-protected data set, the operator must supply the 
password for DADSM scratch password checking. 

Note: Do not specify SHARE if you specify DELETE. 



DYNALloc 

EXCiude 

Fllterdd 

FULL 

'·'DUMP Connnand 

..... . ....... :. ~· . ~ - ~ .i. ,0' ~· • Ar • ,.-: .. < 

DYNAL1oc 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of enqueue, to serialize the use of data sets. 
This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS environment. 

Consider: 

• The serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 

• Run time increases when you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

JJ-EXClude-(~~J)--.-------.--...------------,.---

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set to be excluded from the data sets selected by 
INCLUDE. Either a fully- or a partially-qualified data set name can be used. See 
the separate discussions of INCL L'DE and BY for information on how these 
keywords are specified. 

specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains the filtering criteria to use. The fil
tering criteria are in the form of card-image records, in DFDSS command syntax, 
containing the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY keywords that complete the DUMP 
command syntax. 

Note: You must use FIL TERDD when you have more than 255 entries in the 
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, or BY list of subkeywords. 

Jl>----rF U L _ • 
LFUL-

specifies that an entire DASD volume is to be dumped. This is the default. Unallo
cated tracks are not dumped. Unless FULL is specified with Al LDAT A or 
ALLEXCP, only used tracks are dumped for SAM and PAM dJ.ta sets and for data 
sets with a null DSORG field (for example, JES2/JES3 data sets). If the free space 
map in the VTOC is invalid, all tracks are dumped. Used tracks consist of the 
tracks from the beginning of the data set to the last-used track (as indicated in the 
DSlLSTAR field of the Format 1 DSCB). 
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DUMP Command 

INCAT 

INCiude 

Notes: 

1. You cannot specify SHARE or TOL(ENQF) for FULL operations. 

2. VSAM catalogs are not supported for full volume processing. If VSAM catalogs 
are processed, the results can be unpredictable. 

[NCAT(c:JJ 
.. 

specifies one or more user catalogs to be searched before the standard order of 
search for locating data sets. STEPCAT and JOBCAT are not allowed for proc
essing SMS-managed data sets. INCAT allows you to identify specific source cata
logs. To specify INCAT you must have the proper RACF facility class 
authorization (refer to Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF) Security 
Administrator's Guide for additional information). 

cat name 
specifies a fully-qualified catalog name. 

A-INClude-(~J) Lxclude(~JJ [ C'I~il J 
BY( (schar,op,( arg) ) 

IN DD name 

INDYnam 
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dsn 
specifies the name of a data set eligible to be dumped. Either a fully- or a partially
qualified data set name can be used. See "Filtering by Data Set Names" on 
page 10. If INCLUDE is omitted (but EXCLCDE or BY is specified) or if 
INCL UDE(**) is specified. all data sets are eligible to be selected for dumping. See 
the separate discussions of EXCLUDE and BY for information on how these 
keywords are specified. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the input volume to be 
dumped. To assure correct processing, each of the DD statements corresponding to 
a DDNA\!E (ddn) must identify only one volume serial number. 

~ote: Only one ddn can be specified for INDDname \vhen you use full or tracks 
DUMP. One or more are allowed for a physical data set DUMP. 

specifies that volume(s) to be dumped are to be dynamically allocated for a full, 
tracks, or physical data set dump. 



LOGINDDname 

LOGINDYnam 

DUMP Command .. 

. (• . ·~ ' .... ~ ' .... ,, . . '~ .. ~ . ~ .-· 

Notes: 

1. If the volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. 

2. Only one volume is allowed for a full or tracks DUMP; one or more volumes 
are allowed for a physical data set DUMP. 

3. Using INDYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASO volumes does 
not appreciably increase run time and permits easier coding of JCL and 
command input. 

vols er 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASO volume to be dumped. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be dumped. This keyword is 
optional. 

Notes: 

1. If either INDDNAME or INDYNAM is specified, physical processing is used to 
perform the dump. 

2. If both INDDNAME and INDYNAM are omitted, a logical data set dump is 
performed. 

3. A logical data set dump is also performed if you specify LOGINDDNAME or 
LOGINDYNAM. 

: 1.·1 
~LLOG!NDDnameT(;ddn.L)-----

LIDO----'-

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the input volume that contains 
the data set(s) for a logical dump. To ensure correct processing, each of the DD 
statements corresponding to a DDNAME (ddn) must identify only one volume serial 
number. 

I ~·--i ! _,11 
~LOGHJOVnamT( (vol ser [ J) )_J 
-LIDY ,unit 

specifies that volume(s) that contain the data set(s) to be dumped using logical proc
essing are to be dynamically allocated. 

~ote: If the volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. 

wiser 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be dumped. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be dumped. This keyword is 
optional. 
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DUMP Command· 

OPTimize 

OUTDDname 

PASsword 
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Notes: 

1. If LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM is specified, DFDSS uses logical 
processing to perform the dump. Logical processing is also used if no input 
volume is specified. 

2. A multivolume data set that has extents on volumes not specified with 
LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM will not be dumped if you omit 
ALLMULTI. 

• loPTimize(n)J 

specifies the number of tracks to be read at a time, as follows: 

If n is I, DFDSS reads one track at a time. 
If n is .2, DFDSS reads two tracks at a time. 
If n is 3, DFDSS reads five tracks at a time. 
If n is 4, DFDSS reads one cylinder at a time. 

If OPTIMIZE is not specified, OPTIMIZE(l) is the default. OPTIMIZE(2), (3), and· 
(4) can be processed efficiently for data sets with no track overflow records. Speci
fying OPTI\1IZE (2), (3), or (4) reduces the time for a dump. Notice that this 
keyword uses more real and virtual storage. Jt also keeps the channel busy for 
longer blocks of time. 

Note: There is no performance gain on mass storage virtual volumes by specifying 
OPTIMIZE. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the (output) dump data set. 
This data set can be on a tape or a DASD volume. Up to 255 DDNAMEs can be 
specified: that is, up to 255 dump copies can be made. 

specifies the passwords DFDSS is to use for password-protected data sets for all 
DUMP operations. (Password checking is bypassed for RACF-protected data sets.) 
This is required only if: 

• You do not have the required volume-level RACF DASDVOL or RACF 
DATASET access. 

• The installation authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 
• You do not want to be prompted for the password. For DFDSS authorization 

checking, see the DELETE keyword for the DUMP command. 

For VSAM data sets, password checking can be done only at the cluster level. 



PROCESS 

PURge 

RES Et 

SHAre 

DUMP Co~~~nd 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains data set names and their passwords. 
This data set must contain card-image records in DFDSS command syntax format. 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully-qualified d':lta set name. pswd is its password. If no password follows 
the slash (/), dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

catname / pswd 
catname is a fully-qualified catalog data set name. pswd is its password. This is 
supported for VSAM data sets only. 

Note: Printing of actual data set passwords specified in your input command stream 
is suppressed in the SYSPRINT output. 

LPROCESS(SYSl)--------~ 
specifies that when the DELETE keyword is also specified, DFDSS is to dump and 
delete data sets with the high-level qualifier of SYS 1. However, even if 
PROCESS(SYSI) is specified, SYSl.VVDSs and SYSl.VTOCIXs are not processed. 
Refer to Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF; Security Administrator's Guide for 
additional information. 

• ti PURd 
PRG 

for a data set DUMP. instructs DFDSS to delete unexpired data sets that are 
dumped successfully. This keyword is valid only when DELETE has been specified. 

:_RES Et 

specifies that the data-set-changed flag (DS 1 DSCHA field) is to be reset for all data 
sets serialized and successfully dumped. This applies to both a full DUMP and a 
data set DUMP. 

~ote: Do not specify SHARE if you specify RESET. You might not want to 
specify RESET if you use a storage management program, such as the Data Facility 
Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM). 

~SHAre-i 
---SHR---1 

specifies that DFDSS is to share the data sets to be dumped for read access with 
other programs. Do not specify DELETE, RESET. or UNCAT ALOG if you 
specify SHARE. Use SHARE carefully to ensure that the contents of the dumped 
copy of the data set are valid. 

SHARE and FULL are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify these keywords 
together. 
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'DUMP Command 

SPHERE 

TO Le rate 

TRACKS 
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~ [SPHERE] 

is an option for a logical data set DUMP. SPHERE specifies that for any VSAM 
cluster dumped DFDSS must also dump all associated AIX clusters and paths. Indi
vidual sphere components need not be specified, only the base cluster name. 

' [ TOLer<'e-( 1!0ERrc r-, --....-------.--..-) o=J 
ENQFai1 ure-----~-_.. 

ENQFailure 
specifies that data sets are to be processed even though shared or exclusive access 
fails. 

TOL(ENQF) and FULL are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify these keywords 
together. 

For more information on TOL(ENQF), see Appendix B, "Serialization and Authori
zation Checking'' on page 165. 

IOERror 
specifies that DFDSS is to continue processing even though input errors occur, but is 
to end after 100 errors. This applies only to input errors and only to equipment 
check and busout parity. 

Notes: 

1. TOL(IOERror) is ignored if CANcelerror is specified. 

2. If a permanent read error occurs, the track image record is flagged on output as 
having an I/0 error and the DUMP continues. 

3. This t:-ack is cleared in a RESTORE operation. 

~TRACKS-r(~(:l-,.-------~JJ 
LTRKS--1 L, h 1-...----.._,.__. 

1~, c 2---.---....,.._, 
L,h2J 

specifies ranges of tracks to be dumped. When you restore the data, this entire 
range or its subset must be specified with the RESTORE command. 

cl,hl 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the beginning of the range. Specify 
hexadecimal numbers as X 1 cl 1 or X 1 hl '. 

c2,h2 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the end of the range. Specify hexadecimal 
numbers as X' c2' or X 'h2 1 • 

Notes: 

1. The c2 must be greater than or equal to cl. 

2. If c2 equals cl, h2 must be greater than or equal to hl. 
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UNCATalog 

DUMP Command 
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DFDSS verifies that the range is within the limits of the device. If you do not 
specify all four values for a range, DFDSS provides the missing values unless the 
omitted value causes a syntax error. No intervening values can be omitted. For 
example: 

Specified Results 

None Syntax error .~ . . ' 

cl cl,O,cl,maximum head number 

cl,hl cLhl,cl,maximum head number 

cl,hl,c2 cl,hl,c2,maximum head number 

cl ,,c2 Syntax error 

,hl Syntax error 

1 TRACKOverflow-r-(~:~)~ TTRKQ~----' 

.. 

dsn 

.... "·-" 

· specifies the name of data set(s) in which track overflow records are present but not· 
indicated by the Format 1 DSCB. The TRACKOVERFLOW keyword is not 
needed for data sets indicated as having overflow records. 

Note: When you perform a logical DUMP, the use of TRACKOVERFLOW marks 
the data set on the dump tape. This allows logical RESTORE to correctly track
pack the data set if req:.:ired." The target's Format l DSCB will be set to indicate 
overflow records are present when the data set is restored. If OPTI:YIIZE(2), (3), or 
(4) is specified, specifying TRACKOVERFLOW can result in fewer EXCPs on the 
source D . ..\SD device. 

applies to physical and logical data set DUMP. 

For a physical data set DUMP. UNCATALOG instructs DFDSS to uncatalog any 
single-volume, non-VSA:YL cataloged data sets successfully dumped from the current 
volume. 

~ote: A data set with a high-level qualifier of SYS 1 cannot be uncataloged. 

For a logical data set Dl.'MP. UN CATALOG instructs DFDSS to uncatalog any 
successfully dumped single- or multivolume non-VSA:Yf data sets that are currently 
cataloged. (For VSA:\f data sets, use the DELETE keyword.) 

Note: UNCAT ALOG is ignored for logical and S:\fS-managed data sets. 

7 Track-packing is a technique used by DFDSS to build target tracks for any DASD device by using input physical 
record information. For example. when copying a data set from a DASD with smaller track capacity to a DASD 
with larger track capacity, DFDSS reads full tracks from the source and copies the physical records from one or 
more input tracks into a single output track of the target data set. 
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DUMP Command 

WAIT 

C:wAIT(numsecs,numretries)~ 

For a voiume, tracks, or physical data set DUMP, WAIT specifies to DFDSS the 
length of a wait and the number of retries to obtain control of a volume or data set. 

numsecs· 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, between retries. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of times DFDSS must retry to 
gain control of a volume or data set. 

For a logical data set DUMP, WAIT specifies to DFDSS the length of wait and the 
number of passes to be made through the list of selected data sets to obtain control 
of a data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, to wait before 
attempting another pass through the list of selected data sets. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of passes to make through the list 
of selected data sets in an attempt to obtain control ofa data seL 

The default for numsecs,numretries is (2,2), which specifies two retries at 2-second 
intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either numsecs or 
numretries. 

For a data set COPY or logical data set DUMP, the WAIT keyword has a different 
meaning when: (1) data sets are being seriaiized, (2) multiple data sets are being 
processed. and (3) W AIT(O,O) is not specified. In this case, DFDSS makes multiple 
passes through the list of selected data sets. On each pass, DFDSS processes the 
data sets that (1) can be serialized without waiting for the resource and (2) were not 
processed before. At the end of a pass~ if none of the data sets could be processed 
without waiting for a resource, then, in the next pass, at the first occurrence of a 
data set that was not processed, a WAIT will be issued. That data set and the 
remainder of the list will be processed if possible. The above procedure will be 
repeated until all data sets are processed or the WAIT limits are reached .. For 
example. if WAIT(3,10) is specified and 5 data sets are left to be processed, up to 10 
passes are made. On each pass, an unprocessed data set is waited upon for 3 
seconds. Thus. only a 30-second maximum will ever be WAITed. not 150 (5 times 3 
times 101. 

Data Integrity Considerations for Full or Tracks DUMP 
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For a full or tracks DUMP, DFDSS serializes the VTOC to preclude DADSM func
tions such as ALLOCATE, EXTEND. RENAME, and SCRATCH from changing 
the contents of the VTOC on the volume during the DUMP. Data sets are not seri
alized on these full or tracks operations. Therefore, some data sets might be opened 
by other jobs during the DUMP. The net result might be that partially updated 
data sets are dumped. For mountable devices, you can minimize this possibility by 
doing the following: 

1. Specify PRIVATE and DEFER in the DD statement. 

2. Specify unit affinity on a second DD statement that defines a mountable device. 
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3. Specify a volume count in the VOLUME keyword of a DD statement that is 
greater than the number of mountable devices to be allocated. 

4. Take the dump when there is low system activity. 

Full da:a. in:egrity can ahvays be guaranteed by performing DUMP operations by 
data set only. 

Product Implementation Information 

Format of the Output Data Set 
For a physical DUMP, each logical volume of a dump data set contains data in the 
following sequence: 

1. Volume header record: identifies and contains data pertinent to the whole 
volume and identifies the type of operation that created the dump. 

2. Map record or records: maps the tracks that were dumped. 
3. Track 0: dump of track 0 of cylinder 0. 
4. VVDS track records if VSAM data sets exist on the volume and were dumped. 
5. VTOC track records. 
6. Da~a track records. including VVDS if it \Vas part of the dump. Item 6 is 

- repeated for each data set. 
7. Two volume trailer records: identifies the end of the data for the DASD 

volume. 

For a logical DUMP, the format of the output data set is: 

1. TJ.pe header record. 
'"' Ls: '-'f pL)tential data sets record. 
3. D~ t<l set header record. 
4 Sphere information record (if the SPHERE keyword was specified and this d~1ta 

se-c is part of a sphere). 
5. Vol ~me header record. 
6. Data track record(s) (one for each track of the data set on this volume). lterns 5 

and 6 are repeared for each volume of the dau set. 
7 Two data set trailer records. Items 3 through - are repeated for each data se~. 

See Appendix E. "Data Area Descriptions'" on page 220 for a detailed mapping 
of the ADRB~1B mapping macro and the AD RT APB mapping macro. 

End of Producr Implement~ltt·~':"l Information _____ _ 

Examples of Full and Tracks DUMP Operations 
1:1 tl1e ~-l,llcwi:ig ex.ample. DA.SD volume 111111 is to be dumped tu the first <.fatci set 
of standard label tape rnlumes T APEO l and TAPE02. 

The command input to be substituted for a full and tracks dump are shmvn below in 

Example lA and Example I B, respectively. To restore the same volume. refer tL1 

Examples 1. IA. and 1 B of the RESTORE commanJ. 
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Example 1: 

//JOBI JOB 
//STEP! EXEC 

accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
PGM=ADRDSSU 

I /SYSPRINT DD 
//DASO DD 

SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),OISP=OLD 

//T!=E Ju U~IT=(3~80,2)VOL=SE~=(TAPE01,TAPEJ2), 

II ~ABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW.~ATLG),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//SYSIN DD * 

co111T1and input (See Examples lA and 18 below) 
/* 

Example 1A: A Full DUMP Operation 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASD) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) 

Example 1 B: A Tracks DUMP Operation 

DUMP TRACKS(l,0,1,5) INCDNAME(DASD) -
OUTDDN.A.ME (TAPE) 

Examples of Physical Data Set DUMP Operations 
· Example 2 shows specified data sets on DASD volumes 111111 and 222222 being 

dumped to the first data set of standard label tape volume TAPE02. 
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Examples 2A through 2G below complement Examples 2A through 2D in the 
RESTORE section, in any combinadon; for exarriple,-·the dump tape produced In 
Exampie 2C can be used as the input tape for Example 2A under the RESTORE 
command. 

Example 2: 

//<~-::~ 
! I _, - - EXE~ ?G~=ADR0SS~ 
//s·-~5::,INT JD 
//OAS:: Du 

· .... ~ 

//-::.:.:: 

S':'SOUT=.~ 

UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
L;~J: -:-=332C, 10i_= (PR: 1:... -: , SE~=222222), DISP=OLD 

I I _ .:.3El= (l, S :_) , DI SP= (NE\~, CAT LG), DS,'i;.}1E=USER2. BACKUP 
1;svs:~ DD * 

c::--a.nd inpu-t: (see Examp:es 2.A., 28, ... 2G that follow) 
/* 

Example 2A: Using the INCLUDE Subkeyword 

ou~: INDDNAME(DASC1,DASD2) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
JATASE 7 (INCLJDE(USER2.**,USER3.*)) 

Example 28: Using the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Subkeywords 

DL~= INDCNAME(DASD1,DASD2j OUTODNA~E(TAFE) -
DATA5ET(INCLUDElUSER2.**,USER3.*) -

EXCLUDE(USER2.**.REP)) 

Example 2C: Using the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY Subkeywords 

ou~: INDDNAME(DASD1,DASD2) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
QATASET(INCLUDE(USER2.**,USER3.*) -

EXCLUDE(USER2.**.REP) -
BY((DSCHA,EQ,l))) 
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Example 20: With Filtering Data in a Data Set 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASD1,DASD2) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DATASET(FILTERDD(Al)) 

.. ~,.nUMP Command 

Note: The following DD statement must be added to the JCL shown above: 

//Al DD DSNAME=USER2.FILTE~.D!SP=5HR 

This cataloged data set (USER2.FIL TER) contains three card-image records. The 
information shown is positioned in columns 2 throt!gh 72 of each record: 

INCLUDE(USER2.**,USER3.*) -
EXCLUDE(USER2.**.REP) -
BY((DSCHA,EQ,l)) 
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Example 2E: With Passwords In the Input Stream 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASD1,DASD2) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(USER2.**,USER3.*)) -
PASSWORD(USER2.ABC.DEF/PSWD1,USER2.XYZ/PSWD2) 

Example 2F: With Passwords In a Data Set 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASD1,DASD2} OUTDDNAME(TAPE) - . 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USER2.**,USER3.*)) -
PASSWORD(PDD) 

statement must be added to the JCL shown above: 

//PDD DD DSNAME=USER2.PASSWORD,DISP=SHR 

· nuMP tomriiand 

This cataloged data set (USER2.PASSWORD) contains a single card-image record. 
The information shown is positioned in columns 2 through 72: 

USER2.ABC.DEF/PSWD1,USER2.XYZ/PSWD2 

Example 2G: Walt for Data Sets If They or Other Data Sets wit~ the Same Name 
Are In Use by Other Jobs 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASDl) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DATASET(INCLUDE{**)) -
WAIT(l ,99) 

If a data set is in use, DFDSS waits for one second, then tries to gain access to the 
resource again. This is done as many as 99 times for each data set. 

Examples of Logical Data Set DUMP Operations 
Example 1: Dumping data sets that are constantly in use 

//J082 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//DASDl DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll) ,DISP=OLD 
//DASD2 DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=222222),DISP=OLD 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE02, 
!! LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG) ,DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
;/SYSIN DD * 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASDl) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) TOL(ENQF) WAIT(O,O) 

/"' 

DFDSS does not wait 0V AIT(O.O)) if a data set is in use. Instead, it processes the 
data set without serialization or enqueuing (TOL(ENQF)). 

:\°ote: In order to dump an open VSAM data set. you must specify the fully
qualified data set name in addition to TOL(ENQF). 
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Example 2: Dumping a User Catalog and Its Aliases: To dump a user catalog, you 
perform a logical data set dump with the fully-qualified user catalog name as the 
data set name. No filtering is allowed. If the user catalog has any aliases, the 
aliases are automatically dumped. 

//JOB2 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A _ 
//DASDl DD UNIT=3389, VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llilll) ,DISP=OLD 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE02, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DS(INCLUDE(MY.USER.CAT)) 

/* 

Example 3: A Logical Data Set DUMP with Catalog Filtering 

//JOB3 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP OUTDD(TAPE) 
DS(INCL(USERl.**)) 

/* 

All data sets cataloged in the standard search order whose first-level qualifier is 
USERl are to be dumped. Because some of these data sets are multivolume, source 
DASD volumes are not specified, resulting in data set selection by catalog. 

Example 3 can be modified as follows to dump only data sets changed since the last 
backup. In addition, data sets that end with a qualifier of LISTING are not to be 
dumped (EXCL(** .LISTING)). 

//SYSIN DD * 
DUMP OUTDD(TAPE) -

DS(INCL(USERl.**) -
EXCL(**.LISTING) -
BY((DSCHA EQ 1))) 

/* 

Example 4: A Logical Data Set DUMP with VTOC Filtering 

//JOBS JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASDl DD VOL=SER=338001,UNIT=3380,DISP=OLD 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE(USER3.**)) -
LOGINDDNAME(DASDl) -
OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DELETE PURGE 

/* 

All data sets on volume 338001 whose first qualifier is USER3 are included in a 
logical data set DUMP. DFDSS filters using the VTOC of volume 338001. Cata
logs are also used, as needed, for multivolume and VSAM data sets. 
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Example 4 can be modified as follows to dynamically allocate volume 338001 and to 
perform ALLMULTI processing. All single volume data sets on volume 338001 are 
included in a logical data set DUMP. ALLMUL TI specifies that a cataloged data 
set residing on volumes 338001, 338003, and 338005 will be dumped even though 
338003 and 338005 are missing from the LOGINDYNAM volume list. 

//JOB6 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT.00 SYSOUT=A· 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) -
ALLMULTI -
LOGINDYNAM(338001) -
OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DELETE PURGE 

/* 

Example 5: A Logical Data Set DUMP for Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) 

//MYJOB JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE84, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP LOGINDYNAM(338001) -
ALLMULTI -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) -
OUTDDNAME(TAPE) -
DELETE 

/* 

A volume is backed up for converting to or from SMS management by using a 
logical data set DUMP. 
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PRINT Command 
With the PRINT command, you can print: 

• A single-volume non-VSAM data set, as specified by a fully-qualified name. 
You must specify the volume where the data set resides, but you do not need to 
specify the range of tracks it occupies. 

• A single-vol~m~ VSAM data s~t comp~nent (not cluster). The component name 
specified must be the name in the Format l DSCB in the VTOC, not the name 
in the catalog. 

• Ranges of tracks. 

• All or part of the VTOC. The VTOC location need not be known. 

Note: In order to print a multivolume data set, multiple PRINT commands with 
the appropriate INDD/INDY keywords must be used. 

Unless ALLDATA is specified, only the used space is printed for SAM or PAM 
data sets or data sets with a null DSORG field. 

If an error occurs in reading a record, DFDSS attempts to print the record in error. 
You can print all requested tracks or just a subset of the tracks that have data 
checks. For.more information about authorization checking, see Appendix B, 
"Serialization and Authorization Checking'' on page 165. 

PRINT Command Syntax 
11+---j-PRint~,~~DATASet-y-(dsn) 

L_PRT---' OS 

rRAc~cL1-c.---------.-
rRKs ,hl [ 

.c2 L J 
,h2 

VTOC(a,b)------------.1 
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Optional Keywords with DAT ASet 
El: 

• [ALLData] loATALength(n)J lOvNALloc] [ERRortracks] 

" L[:~~~(~dn • ~ )=:J 

ca:name} 
/pswd 

s 

• LroLerate-( 1JOERror--~-----.---.-)~ 
ENQFa i lure--.----..----' 

" lOWAIT(numsecs,numretries):J 

Optional Keywords with TRACKS or VTOC 
P.I. 
1:1 · 

" loATALength(n)J [ERRortrack) [KEYl ength(n)J 

• L[:~~~(Edn -. --J--.-)_J 

cat:J-ame 1J 
/pswd 

dsn 

• [TOLerate-(-IOERror-)~ 

" lwAIT(numsecs ,numretri es)] 

Explanation of PRINT Command Keywords 

ALL Data 

ALLData 

.. 

• 

specifies, when the DATASET keyword is also specified, that all allocated space in 
the data set is to be printed. 
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DATALength 

DATASet · 

DYNALloc 

ERRortracks 

INDDname 
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• t=[)ATALength(n)=1 

n 
specifies the logical length, in decimal format, of the data portion of a record. It is 
used only if the count field of a record on any track has a data check. 

~~~TASet=i-(dsn) 

dsn 
specifies the fully-qualified name of the data set to be printed. The data set is 
printed in logical sequence. 

Note: Data set filtering is not allowed with the PRINT command. 

VSAM catalogs are not supported for data set processing. If VSAM catalogs are 
processed, the results can be unpredictable. 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of enqueue, to serialize the use of data sets. 
This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS environment. · 

Consider: 

• The serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/ JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 

• Run rime increases when you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

• Using INDYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASD volumes does 
not appreciably increase run time and permits easier coding of JCL and 
command input. 

LERRortracks 

specifies that only tracks on which data checks occur are to be printed. 

~INDDname-,---(~~J)-------------
:_IDQ--.J 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume that contains the 
data set, range of tracks, or the VTOC to be printed. If you want to print a multi
volume data set, you must print one volume at a time. 



INDYnam 

KEYlength 

OUTDDname 

PASsword 

PRINT Command 

specifies that the volume that contains the data set, range of tracks, or the VTOC to 
be printed is to be dynamically allocated. If real (not virtual), the volume must be 
mounted and online. 

volser 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be printed. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be printed. This keyword is optional. 

lOKEYlength(n):mJ 

n 
specifies the key length, in decimal format, of a record. It is used only if the count 
field of a record on any tr~ck has a data check. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the (output) print data set. 
Each of the DD statements corresponding to a DDNAME (ddn) must identify only 
one volume serial number. If this keyword is not specified, the default is 
SY SPRINT. 

Notes: 

1. If the DCB keyword LRECL is specified on the DD statement, it must be in the 
range of 84 to 137 inclusive. If BLKSIZE is specified, it must be at least four 
greater than the LRECL. 

2. If an LRECL less than 84 is chosen, the return code is 8 and an error message is 
issued. 

3. If the specified LRECL is greater than 137, LRECL and BLKSIZE are set to 
137 and 141, respectively. 

specifies the passwords DFDSS is to use for password-protected data sets. (Pass
word checking is bypassed for RACF-protected data sets.) This is required only if: 

• You do not have the required volume-level RACF DASDVOL or RACF 
DATASET access. 

• The installation authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 

• You do not want to be prompted for the password. 
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SHA re 

TO Le rate 

TRACKS 
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For VSAM data sets, passwords are checked at the cluster level only. 

Note: The PASSWORD keyword is not valid for a PRINT VTOC command. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set, or 
member of a partitioned data set, that contains data set names and their passwords. 
This data set must contaii:, card-image records inpFDSS. command syntax format. 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully-qualified data set name. pswd is its password. If no password follows 
the slash (/), dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

Printing of actual data set passwords specified in your input command stream is sup
pressed in the SYSPRINT output. 

Passwords for password-protected VSAM data sets must be supplied by the oper
ator. They cannot be supplied with the input stream. They are required on tracks 
PRINT operations only. 

Es HA~ 
SHR 

specifies that DFDSS is to share, for read access with other programs, the data set 
that is to be printed. 

I 

L roLerate-(

1
IOERror----.-L----J~~)----1 

ENQFai1ure 

ENQF a i l ure---.-[-
1
-
0
-ER-ro-fJ-r---' 

E:'.\TQFailure 
specifies that data sets are to be processed even though shared or exclusive access 
fails. For more information on TOL(ENQF). see Appendix B, "Serialization and 
Authorization Checking" on page 165. 

IOERror 
specifies that DFDSS is to continue processing even though I/O errors occur, but is 
to end after 100 errors. 

specifies ranges of tracks to be printed. 

cl.hi 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the beginning of the range. Specify 
hexadecimal numbers as X' cl ' or X' hl '. 

c2,h2 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the end of the range. Specify hexadecimal 
numbers as X 'c2' or X 1 h2 1

• The c2 must be greater than or equal to cl. If c2 
equals cl, h2 must be greater than or equal to hl. 



- ~~ . : · .. :--v" •.• • . '· •,. ·" . 

VTOC 

WAIT 

'PRINT Colillnand 

'. ~ ••• , .... ,,. :-• ..... -a.,. .• , ... . •• - ' • ,'' .,'• 

DFDSS verifies that the range is within the limits of the device. If you do not 
specify all four values for a range, DFDSS provides the missing values unless the 
omitted value causes a syntax error. No intervening values can be omitted. For 
example: 

Specified Results 

None . Syntax error 

cl cl,O,cl,maximum head number 

cl,hl cl,hl,cl,maximum head number 

cl,hl,c2 cl,hl,c2,maximum head number 

cl ,,c2 Syn tax error 

,hl Syntax error 

11>--VTOC(a,b)-------------------

specifies that all or part of the VTOC is to be printed. Omitting the VTOC, 
DATASET, and TRACKS keywords causes the entire VTOC to be printed. Part of 
the VTOC can be printed by specifying: 

VTOC(a,b) 

where a and bare the relative track numbers (1 is the first track) of the first and last 
tracks to be printed. The value of b must be equal to or greater than the value of a 
and equal to or less than 65535 (X 1 FFFF '). Either of these numbers can be speci
fied in decimal or hexadecimal. To specify a hexadecimal number, code X' nn 1 • 

If only the first value (a) is specified. only that track is printed. 

If the second value (b) is greater than the relative track number of the last physical 
track of the VTOC, DFDSS prints up to and including the last track of the VTOC. 
Therefore, another way of printing the entire VTOC would be to specify: 

VTOC ( 1, x I FFFF I ) 

~ote: The PASSWORD keyword is not valid for a PRINT VTOC command. 

~ lmwAIT(numsecs,numretries)WJ 

specifies to DFDSS the length of a wait in seconds and the number of retries to 
obtain control of a volume or a data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the interval, in seconds, between retries. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of times an attempt to gain 
control of a volume or data set is to be retried. 

The default for numsecs,numretries is (2,2), which specifies two retries at 2-second 
intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either numsecs or 
numretries. 
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Examples of PRINT Operations 
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Example 1: Print a Data Set 

//JOBl JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASO DD UNIT=338S,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

PRINT DATASET(USER2.COMPILE.LIST) INDDNAME(DASD) 
SHARE PASSWORD(USER2.COMPILE.LIST/PSWD1) 

/* 

Print a hard copy of data set USER2.COMPILE.LIST residing on volume 111111. 

Example 2: Print a Range of Tracks 

//JOB2 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASO DD UNIT=338S,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

PRINT TRACKS(l,S,1,5) INDDNAME(DASD) 
'/* 

Print a hard copy of tracks 0 through 5 from cylinder I on volume 111111. 

Example 3: Print a Component of a VSAM Cluster 

//JOB3 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

PRINT INDYNAM{338000) /* ALLOC VOL 338000 DYNAMICALLY */ -
DS(PARTS.VSAMl.INDEX) /*DATA SET THAT HAS BAD TRACK*/ -
WAIT(O,G) /* DO NOT WAIT IF ENQ FAILS */ -
TOL(ENQF) /* IGNORE ENQ FAILURES */ -
PSWD(PARTS.VSAMl/USERPSWD) /* PASSWORD FOR CLUSTER */ 

/* 

A component of a VSAM data set is to be printed. The printing is to proceed even 
if the component cannot be serialized (enqueued). 

Example 4: Print a Data Set 

//JOB~ JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=* 
//DDl DD VOL=SER=D8E040,UNIT=3380,DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

PRINT INCO(DDl) DS(PRINT.SAMPLE) 
/* 

The outpm shown in Figure 6 on page 91 was produced from the control statement: 

PRINT INDC(DDl) DS(PRINT.SAMPLE) 

Note: If the last record on the track is a track overflow record, the count field of 
the record is followed by ( + ). 



PRINT Commartd 

PAGE 0001 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 89.067 16:08 
PRINT INDO(DOl) DS{PRINT.SAMPLE) 150000 

ADR1011 RIOl (01), TASKID 001 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'PRINT ' 
ADR109I RIOl (01), 89067 16:08:40 INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL STATEMENTS COMPLETED. 
ADR0061 (001)-SETUP(Ol), 89067 16:08:40 PROCESSING BEGINS 
*** TRACK(CCHH) 00010000 RO DATA 0000000000000000 

couNT 0001oooee1ee0100 
0000 FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 0026D4C5 04FOF140 
0020 0600FFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFOOOO oooooeoo 
0040 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
0060 TO OOFF SAME AS ABOVE 
0100 00000000 00000000 

COUNT 0001000002080100 
COUNT 0001000003000000 
COUNT 00010000040000AO 

0000 C1C2C3C4 C5C6C7C8 C90102D3 D4D5D607 
0020 F6F7F8F9 C!C2C3C4 C5C6C7C8 C901D2D3 
0040 F2F3F4F5 F6F7F8F9 ClC2C3C4 C5C6C7C8 
0060 D9E2E3E4 E5E6E7E8 E9FOF1F2 F3F4F5F6 
0080 05060708 09E2~3E4 E5E6E7E8 E9FOF1F2 

COUNT 0001000G05000000 
COUNT 00010000060000F0 

0000 C3C4C5C6 C7C8C901 02030405 06070809 
0020 F8F9C1C2 C3C4C5C6 C7C8C901 02030405 
0040 F4F5F6F7 F8F9C1C2 C3C4CSC6 C7C84040 
0060 E3E4E5E6 E7E8E9FO FlF2F3F4 F5F6F7F8 
0080 070809£2 E3E4E5E5 E7E8E9FO F1F2F3F4 
OOAO CSC6C7C8 C9C:D2D3 04050607 D8D9E2E3 
OOCO ClC2C3C4 C5C6C7C8 C90102D3 04050607 
OOEO F6F7F8F9 C1C2C3C4 C5C6C7C8 40404040 

COUNT 0001000G07000000 

40400000 040004C5 04FOF240 40400000 * •••••••••• MEM01 ••••••• MEMe2 ••••• * 
00000000 00000000 aaeeooeo oeoooooo * ................................ * 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 * ..............•........•.....•.. * 

ALL KEY/DATA 00 

D8D9E2E3 E4E5E6E7 E8E9FOF1 F2F3F4F5 *ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ012345* 
04050607 D8D9E2E3 E4E5E6E7 E8E9FOF1 *6789ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ01* 
C2C3C4C5 C6C7C8C9 01020304 D506D7D8 *23456789ABCDEFGHBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ* 
F7F8F9Cl C2C3C4C5 C6C7C8C9 D1D2D3D4 *RSTUVWXYZ0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLM* 
F3F4F5F6 F7F8F9Cl C2C3C4C5 C6C7C840 *NOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789ABCDEFGH.* 

E2E3E4E5 E6E7E8E9 F0F1F2F3 F4F5F6F7 
D6D70809 E2E3E4E5 E6E7E8E9 FOF1F2F3 
C4C5C6C7 C8C9DlD2 03040506 D70809E2 
F9C1C2C3 C4C5C6C7 C8C9DlD2 D3D4D506 
FSF6F7F8 F9C1C2C3 C4C5C6C7 C8404040 
E4ESE6E7 E8E9FOF1 F2F3F4F5 F6F7F8F9 
08D9E2E3 E4E5E6E7 E8E9FOF1 F2F3F4F5 

*CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ01234567* 
*89ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123* 
*456789ABCDEFGH •• DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS* 
*TUVWXYZ0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO* 
*PQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789ABCDEFGH •.. * 
*:=GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789* 
*ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ012345* 
*6789ABCDEFGH.... * 

ADR013I (001)-CLTSK(Ol), 89067 16:08:40 TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000 
ADR012I DSSU (91), 89067 16:08:41 DFDSS PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000 

Figure 6. Output Resulting from a PRINT Command 
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RELEASE Command 

RELEASE Command 
The RELEASE command releases, on a specified volume(s), allocated but unused 
space from all sequential and partitioned data sets that you select with INCL UDE, 
EXCLUDE, or BY criteria. For an explanation of these criteria, see Chapter 2, 
"Choosing the Data Sets You Want Processed-Filtering" on page 9. DFDSS only 
selects data sets that have releasable·· space. · · · · 

Note: The RELEASE function requires MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 1.0 or a 
later release. 

You must exclude, by using the EXCLUDE keyword, data sets whose DSILSTAR 
(last block pointer in the Format I DSCB) field is not maintained in the VTOC. 
This can occur if you use an access method other than BSAM, QSAM, or BP AM. 
DFDSS does not release space for data sets whose DSILSTAR field is 0. 

RELEASE Command Syntax 

li+--RELeas<>----( ~~~~terd~:=] 

Additional Keywords Used with RELEASE 
ll: 

INCl ude-J::J)~-------------~-.-.. 
EXClude(~:J) ~·~·~ ~ 

BY(i(schar,op,( arg) ) 

EXClude-(~:J)-.-------....---.---------.,.......J 
''J 1· . 1' INClude(+dsn) I f.J / 

BY(-t(-schar,op,( arg) )-' 
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,., .. ~ ._,..~. ,-..~·-•,;.•,.. ................ .,. .,. ,'• ··· .... ~· ·, .~· .................. ,.~)-.:. 

Optional Keywords .... 
1:1 · 

INTRAcksunused-i-(n) 
INTRKS----~ 

11 

L[PASswor~(15· dn • I l::J 
PSWD----' 

I catnam~L ] 
l_ _____r-fpswd 

dsn 

LPROCESS(SYSl)-----------' 

~AIT(numsecs,numretries).-J 

.. 

Explanation of RELEASE Command Keywords 

BY 

DD Name 

The following applies to the RELEASE command: 

• A data set with 16 allocated extents will not have any space released. 
• Free tracks in cylinder-allocated extents are not released. Only free cylinders are 

released. 
• DFDSS excludes system data sets beginning with SYSl, unless the PROCESS 

keyword is used. 

1· ~.1t 
i(-scha 

1 

i i 

111-sv ( r. c:. ( ~arg-) 
1 

)-[-I-N-CL_U_DE-(-~-~-J-)-~-l -L-c:-xc-1-uct_e_( ~-d-~J-J--

specifies that the data sets selected up to this point, by the processing of the 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE keywords, are to be further filtered. To select the data 
set, all BY criteria must be met. See the separate discussions of INCLUDE and 
EXCLUDE for information on how these keywords are specified. 

I·_, 

,.__DDName(t::~-)-----------------
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume whose sequential 
and partitioned data sets, if selected, are to have their unused space released. To 
assure correct processing. each of the DD statements corresponding to a DDNAME 
(ddn) must identify only one volume serial number. 
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DYNALloc 

DYNAM 

EXCiude 

FILterdd 
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• lDvNAL 1 oc] 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of the ENQ macro, to serialize the use of data 
sets. This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS environment. 

Consider: 

• This serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 

• Run time increases when you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

>-----OYN--:-(Lol •• , ~.unit] iL-_---------+ 

specifies that the volume to be processed is to be dynamically allocated. If the 
volume is real (not virtual), it must be mounted and online. Using DYNAM instead 
of DD statements to allocated DASO volumes will not appreciably increase run time 
and permits easier coding of JCL and command input. 

volser 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be processed. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be processed. This keyword is 
optional. 

• 

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set to be excluded from the data sets selected by 
INCLUDE. Either a fully- or a partially-qualified data set name can be used. See 
the separate discussions of INCL UDE and BY for information on how these 
keywords are specified. 

,,____,FILterdd=:r{ddn) 
~rno1--__J___. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains the filtering criteria to use. This is in 
the form of card-image records, in DFDSS command syntax, that contain the 
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY keywords that complete the RELEASE syntax. 

Note: You must use FIL TERDD when you have more than 255 entries in the 
INCL UDE, EXCLUDE, or BY list of subkeywords. 
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INCiude 

MINSECqty 

MINTRAcksunused 

PASsword 

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set whose unused space is eligible to be released. Either 
a fully- or a partially-qualified data set name can be used. See "Filtering by Data 
Set Names" on page 10. If INCLUDE is omitted (but EXCLUDE or BY is speci
fied) or if INCLUDE(**) is specified, all data sets are eligible to be selected for 
releasing. See the separate discussions of EXCLUDE and BY for information on 
how these keywords are specified. 

,, lMrNSECqty(n)J 

Because all the allocated but unused space will be released when you do not specify 
a secondary allocation quantity, you will not be able to add records to the data set 
after the RELEASE operation. MINSECQTY solves this problem. The RELEASE 
operation is not performed unless the secondary allocation quantity in the VTOC is 
equal to or greater than n tracks and the data set has not reached 16 extents. n is a 
1- to 5-digit decimal number with a range from 0 to 99999. If MINSECQTY (n) is 
not specified, a default of 1 track is used. 

,. ~INTRAcksunusedT(n)=:J 
LMr NTRKS-----'-

specifies that the RELEASE operation is to be performed only if the number of 
unused tracks for a selected data set is equal to or greater than n, where n is a 1- to 
5-digit decimal number. When MINTRKS is not specified, a default value of 1 is 
used. If a RELEASE is done, all unused tracks will be released. 

" L[~~~~(~dn -. --J---..-)=:J 

cat:J-ame _Lj 
/pswd 

dsn 

specifies the passwords DFDSS is to use for selected password-protected sequential 
and partitioned data sets. (Password checking is bypassed for RA.CF-protected data 
sets.) This is required only if: 

• You do not have the required volume-level R:.\CF DASDVOL or RACF 
DATASET access. 

• The installation authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 

• You do not want to be prompted for the password. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains data set names and their passwords. 
This data set must contain card-image records in DFDSS command syntax format. 
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RELEASE Command 

1· PROCESS 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

WAIT 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully-qualified data set name. pswd is its password. If no password follows 
the slash (j), dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

Printing of actual data set passwords specified in your input command stream is sup
pressed in the SYSPRINT output. 

L__PROCESS (SYSI)------------

specifies that the RELEASE operation is to be performed for data sets with a high
level qualifier of SYS!. To specify PROCESS, you must have the proper RACF 
Facility Class authorization. Refer to Resource Access Control Facility ( RACF) 
Security Administrator's Guide for additional information. 

• l:WAIT(numsecs,numretries)OJ 

specifies to DFDSS the length of a wait in seconds and the number of retries to 
obtain control of a volume or serialize a data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies· the interval, in seconds, between retries. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of times an attempt to gain 
control of a volume or data set is to be retried. 

The default for numsecs,numretries is (2,2), which specifies two retries at 2-second 
intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either numsecs or 
numretries. 

Example of a RELEASE Operation 
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A RELEASE Operation on Selected Sequential and Partitioned Data Sets 

//JOBi JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPi EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

RELEASE INCLUDE(**) -

/* 

DYNAM(338000) /* DYNAM ALLOC VOL 338000 */ -
MINTRKS(lO) /* THERE ARE 18 OR MORE UNUSED TRKS */ -

/* MINSEC NOT SPEC. IT DEFAULTS TO 1 */ 

Unused tracks of sequential and partitioned data sets on volume 338000 are to be 
released if both: 

• The number of unused tracks in the data set is greater than or equal to 10. 

• The data set can be extended later if required (MINS EC( I)). This need not be 
specified, because it is the default. 



. . 

.. RELEASE Command" .. 

The above example can be modified as follows to release unused tracks of all 
sequential and partitioned data sets, other than system data sets, that have any 
unused tracks: 

//SYSIN DD * 
RELEASE INCLUDE(**) 

DYNAM(338000) /* DYNAM ALLOC VOL 338000 */ 
/* 
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RESTORE Command 
With the RESTORE command, you can restore data to a DASO volume(s) from a 
DFOSS-produced dump volume(s). You can restore data sets, an entire volume, or 
ranges of tracks. You can restore to unlike devices from a logical dump tape. 

Note: The FULL keyword for the RESTORE command specifies that an entire 
DASO volume is to be restored. The TRACKS keyword for RESTORE specifies 
ranges of tracks to be restored. 

DFDSS offers two ways to process RESTORE commands: 

• Logical processing is data-set oriented, which means it operates against data sets 
and volumes independently of physical device format. 

• Physical processing can operate against data sets, volumes, and tracks, but is ori
ented toward moving data at the track-image level. 

The processing method is determined by what type of dump tape is used as input 
and by the keywords specified on the command. 

- -

DFDSS logical RESTORE processing cannot be used to process PAM data sets con-
taining location-dependent information that does not reside in note lists or in the 
directory. For example, PDS load libraries that contain overlay modules are not 
supported during logical RESTORE processing:' 

For more information on using the RESTORE command, see Data Facility Data Set 
Services: User's Guide. 

RESTORE Syntax for FULL or TRACKS 
~ESTore-,-1 FULL--.-----.--..---------------r--

1 '-FUL 

I 

~TRACKS-,( L cl J )--r----r---' 
I.._ rnKs___J L. h i-c.--------.---' 

,c2 L J 
,h2 

~, OU~OOnameT(ddn) J 
i Loo 

~UTOYnam----r-(l(volser ~~) 
-ODY- ,unit 
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Optional Keywords Used with FULL 
II: 

• lcANce 1 errorJ EcOPY~ 
CPYV 

~ L[~~~(~n • ~ )~ 
catname-i 

_sfpswd 
sn 

AIT(numsecs,numretries) 

Optional Keywords Used with TRACKS 
P.I. 
1:1 · 

• [~celerJ 1 OPY: 1 

bPYV~ 

~UTTRacks-,J(cl------JJ 
L-QUTTRKS~ L,hl-------' 

. L[;~~~(Trd~-J---~-r-)=i 
/pswd 

dsn 

i 
PURgei 
PRG__J 

WAIT(numsecs,numretries) 

Logical Data Set RESTORE Command SYntax 
...-RESTore-rDATASetT( 11---r 

-os ,_,__J 
FI;terdd-i-(ddn) 
FD 

- ........... '·t•' 
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Additional Keywords Used with DAT ASet 
II: 

...-.-INClude-(~~J)-------~..----------.........-~ 

I.] EXCl ude-(Ydsn )......-----..,..........--------,....... 

INClude(~:~) ~·~ 
BY(i(-schar,op,(targl) ) 

BY Jc.char: op, (CJ 1-,..--------..--.-----__,......... 
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Optional Logical Data Set RESTORE Keywords 
1!1: 

., lFORceJ lMENtity(modeldsn) lM J 
VOlser(volser) 

PERCENTUtilize~(i::i) 
PCTUi-------'-

· LPROCESS (UNDEFi nedsorg)--------' 

RENamel(pfx) 
J::J)----i 
(pfx),J::J)J 

l__RENAMEUnconditional 
LRENUNC------' 

[TGTAlloc~(~BLK~):=J 
CYL 
TRK 
SOURCE 
SRC 

RESTORE Coinmand 
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Physical Data Set RESTORE Command SYntax 
»--RESTor~~TASetr<cll~J 

C:~~~terdd=r-(ddn) 

Additional Keywords Used with DAT ASet 
II: 

EXClude(DJ c·~ 
~EXClud~(~JJ~·, -----.--s_.~(_(~c-har,_.?P·_( ar_" _) _ _) ~··· 

INClude(~~~) ~·JJJ·~ 
BY(i(-schar,op,( arg) ) 

"-BY Lehar: op, cf.: J1---r-----...--.-----..---' 
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Optional Physical Data Set RESTORE Keywords 
II: 

lLOG!CALvolume--r-(r::;:::i)~ 
L VOL-----'-

LUTTRacks-r(l(cr-.L-------.-)] 
'-OUTTRKS__J , hl------' 

' ~EN~EUnconditionalTE:J), . I 

(pfx), J:.J)_J 

·.·•'RESTORE ·command 
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Optional Logical and Physical Data Set RESTORE Keywords 

BYPASSACS(r::~) 
CANcelerro CATalogr----

RECATalog(newcatname) 
RECATalog(*}----' 

GMTCLAS(management-class-name). 
NULLMGMTCLAS--.....-----
NMC----' 

L[~~~~(Edn . ~)] 
catnamel_ 

__J/pswd 
dsn 

STORCLAS(storage-class-name) 
ULLSTORCLAS----------' 
sc-----..... 

. LTGTGDS-(~EFERRE -
ACT! VE-----4 
ROLLEDOFF 
SOURCE--.---o 
SRC----' 

i=REPlace:J L..sHA;.:=:J • 
l.sHR~ 

'-TOLerate-( :NQFai lure)------------' 

L__WAIT(numsecs,numretries) WRitecheck 
WRC--~ 

Explanation of RESTORE Command Keywords 

BY 
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specifies that the data sets selected up to this point, by the processing of the 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE keywords, are to be further filtered. To select the data 
set. all BY criteria must be met. See "Filtering by Data Set Characteristics" on 
page 12 for further information. Also, separate discussions of INCLUDE and 
EXCLUDE provide information on how these keywords are specified. 
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BYPASSACS 

CANcelerror 

RESTORE crimmand 

,· •. ,1,.,-..,·':-i' 

• LYPASSACS(~:JJ 
specifies that Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines are not to be invoked to 
determine the target data set's storage class or management class names. In order to 
bypass ACS filtering, the user must have RACF Facility Class authorization. See 
Data Facility Data Set Services: User's Guide for profile names. 

lcANce l errofJ 

specifies that the RESTORE is to be stopped if a permanent read error occurs. If 
CANCELERROR is not specified, DFDSS attempts to recover from input errors, 
but the results can be unpredictable because of the difficulty in repositioning and 
assembling the data. 

CATalog or RECATalog 
~~. ------------.-----......---------------------------·~ 

~CATalog. ~ 
tRECATa 1 og(newcatname~l 

RECATalog(*)----" 

For a logical RESTORE, CATALOG instructs DFDSS to catalog data sets that it 
allocates. For a physical RESTORE, CATALOG is used for non-VSAM single 
volume data sets; RECAT ALOG is ignored. 

CATALOG 
catalogs the target data set in a catalog as determined by the standard catalog search 
order. This is the default for VSAM data sets. multivolume data sets, and 
SMS-managed data sets (during logical data set restore). 

RECAT ALOG(newcatname) 
catalogs the target data set in the nev,:catname catalog. 

RECATALOG(*) 
catalogs the target data set in the same catalog that points to the source data set. If 
the source data set was not cataloged, the new data set is not cataloged either. 

Notes: 

1. CATALOG or RECAT ALOG fails if the target data set is already cataloged in 
the same catalog and either RENAME is not specified. 

2. CATALOG and RECATALOG are ignored when the target data set is preallo
cated. 

3. RECATALOG is ignored for SMS-managed data sets. 

4. Be careful when using RECATALOG(newcatname) because the target data set 
may already be cataloged outside of the standard order of search. 

5. CATALOG must be specified to catalog non-VSAM SMS-managed data sets 
during physical data set restore. 
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specifies that the VOLID from the dumped DASD volume is to be copied to the 
output DASD volume. This applies to a full RESTORE operation; it applies to a 
tracks RESTORE only if track 0 is to be restored. . . 

When the volume serial number on a DASD volume is changed, the volume serial 
field in the UCB of the receiving volume is cleared and the operator is notified. The 
operating system then initiates either: 

• A demount if there is another volume with the same serial number 
• A mount to get the volume with the new serial number mounted. 

This might change the mount attributes of the volume. You should exercise oper
ating precautions if there are two or more processors sharing the same DASD 
volume. 

When the volume serial number is changed by using a COPYVOLID keyword or 
when both the dumped volume and the volume to be restored have different serial 
numbers, profiles are not built for the RACF-protected data sets on the restored 
volume or for the RACF DASDVOL for RACF-protected DASD volumes. 

Notes: 

l. If you are doing a full RESTORE and the input has VSAM data sets, the 
VOLID must be copied. 

2. COPr'v'olid is required for a full volume RESTORE of SMS-managed source 
volumes. 

~OATA':.--,.-------------------Los ·¥- -

specifies a data set RESTORE operation, using filtering. See Chapter 2, "Choosing 
the Data Sets You Want Processed-Filtering" on page 9 for an explanation of the 
filtering process used. 

Notes: 

1. Either the FILTERDD or the INCL UDE keyword must be substituted when 
DATASET is selected. 

2. VSA\f catalogs are not supported for data set processing. If VSAM catalogs 
are processed, the results can be unpredictable. 

Loy NAL 1 c c_J 

specifies dynamic allocation, instead of enqueue, to serialize the use of data sets. 
This allows cross-system serialization in a JES3/MVS environment. 

Consider: 

• The serialization is of value only when the dynamic allocation/JES3 interface is 
not disabled. 

• SVC 99 is used to serialize data sets. 



EXCiude 

Fllterdd 

FORce 

FULL 
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• Run time increases when you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed 
to enqueue) because overhead is involved in dynamic allocation and serialization 
across multiple processors. 

• Using INDYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASO volumes does 
not appreciably increase run time and permits easier coding of JCL and 
command input. 

dsn 
specifies the name of a data set to be excluded from the data sets selected by 
INCLUDE. Either a fully- or a partially-qualified data set name can be used. See 
the separate discussion of INCLUDE and BY for information on how these 
keywords are specified. 

c=;~~terdd I (ddn) 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set or 
member of a partitioned data set that contains the filtering criteria to use. This is in 
the form of card-image records, in DFDSS command syntax. containing the 
keywords INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY that complete the RESTORE syntax 
below. 

Note: You must use FILTERDD when you have more than 255 entries in the 
INCL UDE, EXCLUDE, or BY list of subkeywords. 

For a logical data set RESTORE, FORCE specifies that DFDSS will allow an 
unmovable data set or a data set allocated by absolute track allocation to be moved. 

FORCE does not apply to ISAM data sets. 

~FULL 
LFUL 

specifies that an entire DASD volume is to be restored. This is the default. 

~otes: 

1. You cannot specify SHARE or TOL(ENQF) for FULL operations. 

2. VSAM catalogs are not supported for full volume processing. If VSAM catalogs 
are processed, the results can be unpredictable. 
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dsn 
specifies the name of a data set eligible to be restored. Either a fully- or a partially
qualified data set name can be used. See "Filtering by Data Set Names" on 
page 10. If INCLUDE is omitted (but EXCLUDE or BY is specified) or if 
INCLUDE(**) is specified, all data sets are eligible to be selected for restoring. See 
the separate discussions of EXCLUDE and BY for information about how these 
keywords are specified. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the (input) dump data set. · 
This data set can be on a tape or DASD volume. 

lLQG;CALvolum~(r::;:::i)~ LVOL----"-

specifies. for a physical data set RESTORE operation, the volume serial number(s) 
of the source DASD 'lOlume(s) that are to be processed. For example, if you have 
taken a data set dump from volumes 111111, 222222, and so forth, but you want to 
restore only some data sets from source volume 222222, specify 
LOGICAL VOLUME (222222). LOGICAL VOLUME is useful for restoring multi
volume data sets. 

~ENtity(modeldsn) J 
~VOlser(volser) 

specifies a model entity and, optionally, the serial number of the volume containing 
that entity (volser) to be used when DFDSS defines discrete profiles. These 
keywords are used to define the data sets to RACF. Specification of MVOLSER is 
optional when the model entity (MENTITY) is either (1) cataloged in an integrated 
catalog facility catalog or (2) a non-VSAM data set cataloged in the standard 
catalog search order. \Vhen MVOLSER is specified for a VSAM model entity, the 
volser specified must be the volume serial number of the catalog in which the model 
entity is cataloged. If these keywords are not specified, DFDSS defines the data set 
to RACF without using a model. 

During a RESTORE operation, DFDSS defines a data set to RACF only if: 

• The data set was R..\CF-protected with a discrete profile during DUMP 
• Either the data set is not preallocated or it is preallocated but not 

RACF-protected with a discrete profile. 

For a description of RA.CF data sets, refer to Resource Access Control Facility 
( RACF) General Information Manual. 
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GMTCLAS(management-class-name) 
NULLMGMTCLAS~-------' 

MC-----' 
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specifies the user-desired management class that is to replace the source management 
class as input to the ACS routines. You must have the proper RACF authority for 
the management class specified. The keyword itself does not require RACF authori
zation. 

NULLMGMTCLAS specifies that the input to the ACS routines is to be a null 
management class rather than the source data set's management class. 

MGMTCLAS and NULLMGMTCLAS are mutually exclusive. 

Note: All SMS-managed data sets specified in the BYP ASSA CS keyword will be 
assigned the specified management class because the ACS routines will not be 
invoked. Non-SMS-managed data sets do not have a management class. 

specifies that DFDSS is to allocate the target partitioned data set only to devices 
that are the same or like device type as the source, and that DFDSS is to use track 
level I/O to perform data movement. This results in an exact track-for-track image 
of the source data set on the target volume. 

dsn 
specifies the fully- or partially-qualified name(s) of a PDS to be processed. 

>IOPACKing is only valid with a PDS. If REBLOCK is specified, REBLOCK is 
ignored for the data set. 

A PDS restored using NOPACKing is not compressed during data movement. 
NOPACKing can be used for a damaged PDS that is currently usable by an applica
tion but would be made unusable by compression or other rearrangement of the 
physical layout of the data. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies a volume to be restored. To 
assure correct processing, each of the DD statements corresponding to a DDNAME 
(ddn) must identify only one volser. For a logical data set RESTORE or when you 
specify spill files, you can specify multiple names. separated by commas. 
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specifies that the volume to be restored is to be dynamically allocated. If real (not 
virtual), the volume must be mounted and online. For a logical data set RESTORE 
or when you specify spill files, one or more volumes are allowed. 

vols er 
specifies the volume serial number of a DASD volume to be restored. 

unit 
specifies the device type of a DASD volume to be restored. This keyword is 
optional. 

Note: OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM is required for restoring from a physical 
dump and optional for restoring from a logical dump. They are optional for a 
logical RESTORE, except: 

• For multivolume data sets that are preallocated on volumes that are different 
from the original source volumes; or 

• When the original source volume is not available. 

l-ouTTRacks-rci( c l....,L-. h-
1
. ------.-JJ 

-:)UTTRKS__J _ 

specifies. :~or a track RESTORE, the beginning location of the cylinder and head 
number c,:~ the target volume to which the track is to be restored. 

If OUTTRKS is not specified, the track is restored to its original cylinder and head 
number. 

• L[~i:~~(Edn -. --]~)<=] 
cat:J-am JJ /pswd dsn 

specifies :he passwords DFDSS is to use for password-protected data sets for all 
RESTORE operations. (Password checking is bypassed for RACF-protected data 
sets.) Tbs is required only if: 

• You do not have the required volume-level RACF DASDVOL or RACF 
DATASET access. 

• The installation authorization exit does not bypass the checks. 
• You do not want to be prompted for the password. 

ddn 
specifies the name of the DD statement that identifies the sequential data set, or 
member of a partitioned data set, that contains data set names and their passwords 
in the format dsn/pswd[, ... ]. This data set must contain card-image records in 
DFDSS command syntax format. 



PERCENTUtilized 

PROCESS 

PURge 

RE Block 

dsn/pswd 
dsn is a fully- or partially-qualified data set name. pswd is its password. If no pass
word follows the slash (J), dsn is treated as though it were ddn. 

catname/pswd 
catname is a fully-qualified catalog data set name. pswd is its password. This is 
supported for VSAM data sets only. 

Note: · Printing of actual data set passwords specified in your input command stream 
is suppressed in the SYSPRINT output. 

., lPERCENTUt i 1 i zedT( lJ J 
PCTUi--------' 

.. 

specifies that DFDSS must stop allocating data sets to the target volume(s) when the 
allocated space reaches n percent of the total space on the target volume. The 
default is 100. Specify more than one n if you have more than one target volume 
(for instance, a volume for overflow). PERCENTUTILIZED is ignored when the 
target data set is preallocated. 

Note: PERCENTUTILIZED is not supported in an SMS environment. This 
keyword is valid only for logical data set restore operations. 

LPROCESS(UNDEFi nedsorg)--------~ 
specifies that the logical data set RESTORE operation is to be allowed for undefined 
DSORG data sets going to an unlike target device of a larger capacity and that 
DFDSS is to use track level 1/0 to perform data movement. This results in an exact 
track-for-track image of the source data set on target volume. 

specifies that a full or tracks RESTORE is not to be stopped if there are unexpired 
data sets on the target volume. See the REPLACE keyword for a data set 
RESTORE. 

specifies that DFDSS is to reblock one or more of the selected SAM or PAM data 
sets unless otherwise overridden by the user reblock exit routine. 

dsn 
specifies the fully- or partially-qualified name(s) of a SAM or PAM data set to be 
copied and reblocked. 

The following data sets are not eligible for reblocking: 

• PAM data sets with NOTE lists and load modules 
• SAM and PAM data sets with RECFM=U,RECFM=variable spanned. 
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RENam1(pfx) 
J:~J)-~ 
(pfx).J::J) 

specifies that, if a data set with the old name exists on the output DASD volume, 
DFDSS is to allocate a new data set with the new name and restore the data set. If 
the data set with the old name does not exist on the volume, the data set is restored 
with the old name. For a VSAM data set that already exists on another DASD 
volume and is cataloged, the VSAM data set is restored with the new name unless 
the new name also exists and is cataloged. 

For a physical data set RESTORE, RENAME is not supported for VSAM data sets. 
This keyword only applies to movable data sets, therefore, unmovable or ISAM data 
sets will not be renamed. See "Special Considerations for Restore" on page 117 for 
details. RENAME and RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL are mutually exclusive; you 
cannot specify these keywords together. 

pfx 
Specifies the prefix to be used to replace the first-level qualifier of the data set name. 
It is optional, but if specified, must be the first parameter in the list of subkeywords. 
The prefix is used only if the (on,nn) parameters are not specified or the old name 
filters do not match the data set name. 

on 
Specifies the old name to be used as filtering criteria for matching data set names on 
the target volume. 

nn 
Specifies the new name to be used to derive the new data set name if the data set 
name selected by the corresponding old name filtering criteria matches the name of a 
data set that already exists on the target volume. 

If none of the old name filters match the data set name and the prefix is specified, 
the prefix is used to derive the new name. If old name filters do not match and the 
prefix is not specified, the data set is not restored. If the old name filter matches 
and there is an error in the new name filter, the data set is not restored. 

The syntax for the prefix is as follows: 

• Single-level, fully-qualified, unquoted DSNAME 
• 8 characters or less 
• The first character should be an alphabetic character 
• The rest of the characters can be alphanumeric. 

The syntax for the old name filter is exactly like that of the INCLUDE filter, and 
their rules match. For more information, see the INCLUDE keyword for the 
RESTORE command, or see "Filtering by Data Set Names" on page 10. 

Examples of valid syntax for the new name filter are: 

• **-Restore the data set with the old name. This provides a powerful tool 
whereby some data sets can be restored with the old name and others can be 
restored with the new name. 

• *-If DSNAME has one level, then restore with old name. 



~ .,. :, r . • ' . .., .... • ,; , ... _,. ··"'-.•. .. ..:.·· ...... ··- .'··' 

• A. **-First level of DSNAME replaced by A. 

• A. 8. **-First two levels of DSN AME replaced by "A.B". 

• *.A. **-Second level of DSNAME replaced by A. 

• **.BCD-Last level of DSNAME replaced by BCD. 

• DATE.**. LIST-First and last levels are replaced by DATE and LIST. 

• Q. *-If DSNAME has two levels, replace the first by Q. 

• Q. *. B-If DSNAME has three levels, replace the first and last by Q and B. 

• *. *. SYSLIST-If DSNAME has three levels, replace the last by SYSLIST. 

• ABC.DEF-No asterisk in substring; replace the entire name with "ABC.DEF". 

Examples of invalid syntax for the new name filter are: 

• **.DATA. **-Invalid (level to be replaced is ambiguous). 

• *SYS*-Invalid (a qualifier is not completely replaced). 

• SYS*-lnvalid (a qualifier is not completely replaced). 

• *SYS-Invalid (a qualifier is not completely replaced). 

• SYS*TEM-Invalid (a qualifier is not completely replaced). 

If the new name filter has errors, the data set is not restored. The new name that is 
derived is truncated to fit 44 characters. If it ends with a period, that period is also 
truncated. 

If the nev.· name is not fully qualified, then it must contain the same number of qual
ifiers as the old name. For example, given the old name filter DATE.** and the new 
name filter DATE.*.*. LIST, DATE.MARCH. TODAY .OLDLIST would be renamed, but 
DATE.MARCH.OLDLIST would not. 

RENAMEUnconditional 

RENUNC - j•j 
RENAMEUnconditional~~ (pfx) 

<+<on,nn)l) 

L(pfx). (C~J) 
specifies that the data set should be restored with the new name, whether or not the 
data set exists on DASD \l.iith the old name. If the data set exists on the volume 
with the new name, it is not restored. This keyword only applies to movable data 
sets, therefore, unmovable or ISAM data sets will not be renamed. If the old name 
filter matches and there is an error in the new name filter, the data set is not 
restored. See "Special Considerations for Restore" on page 117 for details. 

Notes: 

1. RENAME and RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL are mutually exclusive; you 
cannot specify these keywords together. RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL is not 
supported for physical restore of VSAM data sets. 

2. RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL specifies that the data set must be restored with 
the new name, regardless of whether the data set exists on DASO with the old 
name. If the data set exists on the target volume with the new name, an allo-
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pfx 

cation error occurs and the data set is not restored, regardless of whether 
REPLACE is specified. 

specifies the prefix used to replace the first-level qualifier of the data set name. It is 
optional but, if specified, must be the first parameter in the list of subkeywords. The 
prefix is used only if the (on,nn) parameters are not specified or the old name filters 
do not match the data set name. 

on 
Specifies the old name to be used as a filtering criterion to check if it matches the 
data set name. 

nn 
Specifies the new name to be used to derive the new data set name if the data set 
name matches the corresponding old name filtering criterion. 

For syntax rules, see the discussion of pfx, on, and nn under "REName" on 
page 112. 

lREPlace] 

specifies that if the data set exists on DASD, it can be replaced with the data set 
from the source volume. DFDSS searches the output volumes for preallocated data 
sets. If no output volumes are specified, DFDSS searches the volumes on which the 
data set resided at dump time. If no preallocated target is found, DFDSS attempts 
to allocate a data set. If allocation is successful, the data set is restored. PURGE is 
accepted and is treated the same as REPLACE. 

For non-VSAM data sets, if the target data set is smaller than the source data set, 
DFDSS scratches the target data set and reallocates it with the size of the source 
data set. 

Notes: 

1. REPLACE must be specified to restore preallocated unmovable data sets. 

2. REPLACE is required for movable data sets if a preallocated data set is to be 
replaced. 

3. If REPLACE is specified with RESTORE, the classes already associated with 
the preallocated data set remain the same. See "Special Considerations for 
Restore" on page 117 for more information. 

Es HA~ 
SHR 

specifies that DFDSS is to share, for read access with other programs, the data sets 
that are to be restored. The resetting function is bypassed if SHARE is specified on 
a data set RESTORE. 

SHARE and FULL are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify these keywords 
together. 
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specifies that for any VSAM cluster dumped with the SPHERE keyword, DFDSS 
must also restore all associated AIX clusters and paths. Individual sphere compo
nent names need not be specified; only the base cluster name is required. 

STORCLAS(storage-class-name) 
NULLSTORCLAS~------' 

NSC--~ 

specifies the user-desired storage class that is to replace the source storage class as 
input to the ACS routines. The user must have the proper RACF authorization for 
the storage class specified. The keyword itself does not require authorization. 

NULLSTORCLAS specifies that the input to the ACS routines is to be a null 
storage class rather than the source data set's storage class. 

STORCLAS and NULLSTORCLAS are mutually exclusive. 

Note: If BYPASSACS(dsn) is specified, all data sets that pass the BYPASSACS 
selection criteria are guaranteed the specified storage class. The combination of 
NULLSTORCLAS and BYPASSACS(dsn) forces the selected data sets to be 
non-SMS managed. 

~TRAC~(i(cl~----~)1)] 
LTRKS ,hl L 

.c2 L J 
,h2 

specifies ranges of tracks to be restored (that is, a tracks RESTORE). If any of the 
requested tracks are not in the input file, the RESTORE operation is stopped. 

cl,hl 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the beginning of the range. Specify 
hexadecimal numbers as X 1 cl 1 or X 1 hl 1

• 

c2,h2 
specifies the cylinder and head number of the end of the range. Specify hexadecimal 
numbers as X'c2' or X 1 h2 1

• 

Notes: 

1. The c2 must be greater than or equal to cl. 

2. If c2 equals cl, h2 must be greater than or equal to hl. 

DFDSS verifies that the range is within the limits of the device. If you do not 
specify all four values for a range, DFDSS provides the missing values unless the 
omitted value causes a syntax error. No intervening values can be omitted. For 
example: 

Specified 
None 
cl 
cl,hl 
cl,hl,c2 

Results 
Syntax error 
cl,O,cl,maximum head number 
cl,hl,cl,maximum head number 
cl,hl,c2,maximum head number 
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cl,,c2 
,hi 

Syntax error 
Syntax error 

l:TGT~ 1 1cc~(~BLK~):J 
CYL 
TRK 

.. , SOURCE 
SRC 

. . ,.. -~ 

' ; ..... -~;~ "':'"·· [ ,• "' ' ·~' ·:• . 

.. 

specifies, during a logical data set RESTORE, how DFDSS will allocate the target 
data set. 

BLK 
specifies to allocate by blocks. 

CYL 
specifies to allocate by cylinders. 

TRK 
specifies to allocate by tracks. 

SOURCE/SRC 
specifies to allocate with the same space allocation type as that of the source data 
set. 

Notes: 

1. If the TGT ALLOC keyword is omitted, the target allocation defaults to source. 
2. If BLK is specified for VSAM data sets, TRK is used instead. The final VSAM 

allocation can be different from the requested one because of VSAM allocation 
rules. 

L-GTGDS-(~DEFERRE 
ACTIVE----4 
ROLLEDOFF 
SOURCE--,__... 
SRC-----' 

II--

specifies in what status, during a data set operation, that DFDSS is to place non
preallocated SMS-managed GDG data sets: 

DEFERRED 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the DEFERRED status. 

ACTIVE 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the ACTIVE status, for example, 
rolled into the GDG base. 

ROLLEDOFF 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the rolled-off status. 

SOURCE/SRC 
specifies that the target data set is to be assigned the same status as that of the 
source data set. 

Note: The requested target status of generation data sets must not violate gener
ation data group rules. 
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LroLerate-(ENQFai lure)----------' 

ENQFailure 
specifies that data sets are to be processed even though shared or exclusive access 
fails. TOL(ENQF) and FULL are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify these 
keywords together. 

For more information on TOL(ENQF), see Appendix B, "Serialization and Authori
zation Checking'' on page 165. 

lOWAIT(numsecs,numretries)OJ 

specifies to DFDSS the length of a wait in seconds and the number of retries to 
obtain control of a volume or data set. 

numsecs 
is a number from 1 to 255 that specifies the time interval, in seconds, between 
retries. 

numretries 
is a 1- or 2-digit number that specifies the number of times an attempt to gain 
control of a volume or data set is to be retried. 

The default for numsec,numretries is (2,2), which specifies two retries at 2-second 
intervals. If you do not want to wait for a resource, specify 0 for either numsecs or 
numretries. 

.. 

specifies that the data restored is to be verified for successful completion. This 
keyword increases the overall elapsed time. The default is no WRITECHECK. 

Special Considerations for Restore 
The actions DFDSS performs for RENAME, RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL, or 
REPLACE depend on the keywords you specify and the configurations of data sets 
on volumes. This section contains figures that describe specific environments for 
DFDSS RESTORE operations. 

Figure 7 on page 118 describes, in decision table format, DFDSS RESTORE 
actions for physical processing of SMS-managed data sets. The specified RESTORE 
keywords and the existence of the data set are shown in the upper half. The actions 
taken are shown in the lower half. 

Figure 8 on page 119 describes general DFDSS actions for both physical and logical 
RESTORE on non-VSAM data sets. It is not a program flowchart. Use it to clarify 
the RESTORE actions on non-VSAM data sets under varying conditions. 
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Non-VSAM Physical Restore VSAM Phy Restore 

RENAME N N Y Y Y Y - - - - N N - - - -
RENUNC N N - - - - Y Y Y Y N N - - - -

REPLACE Y Y N N Y Y N N Y Y N N y y N N 

OLD DATA SET EXISTS Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N y N y N 

NEW NAME ON USERVOL --NXN------- - - - -

NEW NAME ON VDSSVOL ---X-XNNNN-- - - - -

Overlay old data set T----------- T - - -
on USERVOL 

Overlay old data set - - - - - - - - f"- - - - - - - -
on VDSSVOL 

ALLOC with old name - - - - - - - - ..,. - - - - - - -
on USERVOL & restore - - - -

ALLOC with new name --T-T------- - - - -
on USERVOL & restore - - - -

ALLOC with old name -T-T-T-----T - T - T 
on VDSSVOL & restore 

ALLOC with new name ------TTTT-- - - - -
on VDSSVOL 

Do not restore ----------T- - - T -

Legend: 
y Yes 
N No 
T Action taken 
x Don't Care 
- Not Applicable 
USERVOL Output volume specified in Restore conmand 
VDSSVOL Output volume selected by VTOC/Data Set Services 

Note: Once a target volume is selected based on the matrix above, 
all the selected data sets on the same input logical volume 
must be restored to the same target volume except that when 
certain errors occur, a message is issued and the data 
set is not restored. 

Figure 7. Physical Data Set Restore Actions on SMS-Managed Data Sets 
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START 

Allocate data 
set and restore 

Overlay the 
data set 

Overlay the 
data set 

(Do (Do 
not Re- not Re-
store store 
data data 
set) set) 

Continue with 
next data set 

(Do not 
Restore 
data set) 

, RESTORE Command 

Derive 
new name 
from prefix 

Allocate using 
newname and 
Restore 

(Do not 
Restore 
data set) 

Derive 
new name 
from filter 

No 

(Do not 
Restore 
data set) 

(Do not 
Restore 
data set) 

Figure 8. RESTORE Actions on Non-VSAM Data Sets. These actions apply to a data set RESTORE with 
RENAME, RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL, and REPLACE keywords. 
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Assignment of Class Names by Using RESTORE and COPY 

Source 
classes 

ACS 
routines 

No 

No 

In an SMS environment, you can use STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, 
NULLSTORCLAS, NULLMGMTCLAS, and BYPASSACS keywords with 
RESTORE and COPY to influence the class names assigned to a data set. Figure 9 
shows how these keywords can influence the storage and management class names of 
the target data set in a RESTORE or COPY operation. 
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Figure 9. DFDSS Target Class Selection 
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Notes to Figure 9 on page 120: 

• If you specify BYPASSACS, the source data set's class names or the class names 
specified with STORCLAS and MGMTCLAS are assigned to the target data 
set. If you do not specify BYP ASSA CS, ACS uses the source data set's class 
names, or the class names specified with STORCLAS and MGMTCLAS as 
input to assign the target data set's class names. 

• If you specify NULLSTORCLAS, DFDSS passes a null storage class to ACS, 
which selects a storage class for the data set. If you specify NULLSTORCLAS 
and BYPASSACS together, the data set becomes non-SMS managed. 

• NULLMGMTCLAS can only be used with SMS-managed data sets. Specifying 
NULLMGMTCLAS and BYP ASSA CS together causes the removal of the ori
ginal management class of the data set. 

Data Integrity Considerations for Full or Tracks RESTORE 
For a full or tracks RESTORE, DFDSS serializes the VTOC to preclude DADSM 
functions such as ALLOCATE, EXTEND, RENAME, and SCRATCH from 
changing the contents of the VTOC on the volume during the RESTORE. Data sets 
are not serialized on these full or tracks operations. Therefore, some data sets might 
be opened by other jobs during the RESTORE. The result might be that partially 
updated data sets are restored. For mountable devices, you can minimize this possi
bility by doing the following: 

VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=xxxxxx) 

Full data integrity can always be guaranteed by performing RESTORE operations 
by data set only. 

Examples of Full and Tracks RESTORE Operations 
Example 1 shows that DASO volume 111111 is to be restored from the first data set 
of standard label tape volumes TAPEOl and TAPE02. 

The command input to be substituted for a full and tracks RESTORE are shown 
below in Example lA and lB respectively. To dump the same volume, refer to 
Examples 1, IA, and lB of the DUMP command. 

Example 1: 

//JOBl JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=(TAPE01,TAPE02), 
// LABEL={l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

command input (see Examples lA and 18 below) 
/* 

Example 1 A: A Full RESTORE 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASD) PURGE 

Example 1 B: A Tracks RESTORE 

RESTORE TRACKS(l,0,1,5) INDDNAME(TAPE) 
OUTDDNAME(DASD) PURGE 
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Example 1 C: A Tracks RESTORE-Restore to Different Tracks 

//JOBTRKS JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=USER2.BACKUP 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE INDD(TAPE) OUTDYNAM(338000) -
TRKS(2oe,10.200,1e) /* INPUT TRK 200,10 ON SOURCE VOL*/ -
OUTTRKS(100,0) /*RESTORE TO 1eo,e ON TARGET VOL */ -
PURGE /* OK TO OVERLAY THE TRK */ -

/* EVEN IF UNEXPIRED DATA SET AT THE LOCATION */ -
PSWD(ABC/WRITPSWD) /* PASSWORD FOR THE DATA SET */ 

/* 

A track of dump data is restored to a cylinder and head number other than that 
from which it was dumped. The dump tape (which might have resulted from a full, 
tracks, or data set DUMP) contains a track dumped from cylinder 200 head 10 that 
is restored to cylinder 100 head 0. 

Examples of Physical Data Set RESTORE Operations 
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Example 2 specifies data sets on standard label tape volume T APE02 are to be 
restored to DASD volume 111111. 

Examples 2A through 2D below complement Examples 2A through 20 in "Exam
ples of Physical Data Set DUMP Operations" on page 80 in any combination. For 
example, the dump tape produced in Example 2C in "DUMP Command" can be 
used as the input tape for Example 2A below. 

Example 2: 

//JOB2 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE02, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//DASDl DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

corrmand input (see Examples 2A, 28, ... below) 
/* 

Exam;:-!::. 2A: Using the INCLUDE Subkeyword to Restore All Data Sets on a Dump 
Tape 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 

Example 28: Using the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE Subkeywords 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE{**) -

EXCLUDE{**.LIST)) 

All data sets with a final qualifier of LIST are restored. 

Example 2~ Using the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and BY Subkeywords 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**) -

EXCLUDE(**.LIST) -
BY((EXPDT,LE,80045))) 
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All data sets that satisfy the BY subkeyword except those specified in the 
EXCLUDE subkeyword are restored. 

Example 2D: With Fiitering Data In a Data Set 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(FILTERDD(Al)) 

Note to Example 2D: The following DD statement must be added to the JCL shown 
in Example 2: 

//Al DD DSNAME=USER2.FILTER,DISP=SHR 

This cataloged data set (USER2.FILTER) contains three card-image records. The 
information shown below is positioned in columns 2 through 72 of each record: 

INCLUDE(**) -
EXCLUDE(**.LIST) -
BY((DSCHA,EQ,l)) 

Example 2E: Using the LOGICALVOLUME and REPLACE Keywords 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) LOGICALVOLUME(llllll) -
REPLACE 

Although the dump tape contains data sets from source volumes 111111 and 222222, 
only the data sets from source volume 111111 are restored. If movable or unmov
able data sets exist on the volume, you must replace the data sets. If no movable 
data sets exist on the volume, you must allocate the data set and restore. 

Example 2F: Using the REPLACE and RENAME Keywords 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE{**)) LOGICALVOLUME(llllll) -
REPLACE -
RENAME((USER2),{USER4.**,USER3.**)) 

In the above example, renaming takes place only for data sets that exist on DASD 
with the old name. Data sets with a first-level qualifier of USER4 are renamed to a 
first-level qualifier of USER3. The first-level qualifiers of all other data sets are 
replaced by USER2. Unmovable data sets are not renamed. 

Example 2G: Using the REPLACE and RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL Keywords 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE{**)) LOGICALVOLUME(llllll) -
REPLACE -
RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL((USER2),{*.PEAR.**,*.PLUM.**), -

(MY.SPECIFIC.OS.YOUR.ANY)) 

RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL is used for movable data sets; REPLACE is used 
for unmovable data sets. With the RENUNC keyword, movable data sets are 
renamed whether or not they exist on DASD with the old name. In the example, 
data sets with a second-level qualifier of PEAR are renamed by using a second-level 
qualifier of PLUM. MY.SPECIFIC.DS is renamed as YOUR.ANY. The first-level 
qualifier of all other movable data sets is changed to USER2. Unmovable data sets 
are not renamed. 
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Example 2H: RESTORE for All Data Sets 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
WAIT (1,99) DATASET(INCLUDE{**)) 

Example 2H shows you what to do if the data sets are in use for a short time 
interval during RESTORE. DFDSS waits for a second at a time and retries as 
many as 99 times if the data set is in use by another job. 

Example 21: Restore Data Sets 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) TOL(ENQF) WAIT(a,a) 

In Example 2I, DFDSS tries to serialize (ENQ) each data set. If the ENQ fails, 
DFDSS does not wait (W AIT(O,O)), and the data set is processed without serializa
tion or enqueuing (TOL(ENQF)). 

Example 3: Using the RENAME Keyword to Restore a VSAM Data Set 
-

//JOB3 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE INDD(TAPE) OUTDYNAM(338000) 
DS(INCL(PARTS.VSAMl)) 
RENAME{*.VSAM1,*.VSAM2) 
CATALOG 
PSWD(PARTS.VSAMl/MYPSWD) 

/* 

A VSAM key-sequenced data set, PARTS.VSAMl, is restored from a logical dump 
tape in this example. It is renamed as PARTS.VSAM2 and cataloged in the same 
catalog as PARTS.VSAMl. The cluster's components, PARTS.VSAMl.DATA and 
PARTS.VSAMI.INDEX, are also renamed. 

Example 4: Using the RECATALOG Keyword 

//JOB4 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE INDD(TAPE) OUTDYNAM((338001),(338002)) -

/* 

DS(INC(PARTS.**)) /*OR DS(INC(**)) */ 
PCTU(80) 
RECATALOG(USERCAT2) 
PSWD(USERCAT/MASTPSWD) /* PASSWORD OF THE CATALOG */ 
TGTALLOC(SOURCE) 

In this example, data sets with a first-level qualifier of PARTS were dumped log
ically. All are restored to volume 338001 and cataloged in catalog USERCAT2. 
These data sets were on volume 338000 at the time of dump. Because the data sets 
may not fit on volume 338001, a spill volume, 338002, is specified. To ensure that 
the data sets on volume 338001 can be extended, 20% of the total space on volume 
338001 is to be left as free space (PCTU(80)). The password for the catalog is speci
fied instead of the password for each data set. TGT ALLOC(SOURCE) specifies 
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that the data sets are to be restored with the same allocation type they had when 
they were dumped. 

Examples of Data Set RESTORE Logical Operations 
Example 1: A Logical Data Set RESTORE-Output Volumes not Specified 

//JOBS JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=USER3.BACKUP 
//SYSPR:NT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE INDD(TAPE) 
DS(INCL(USERl.MULTVOL)) -
REPL.A.cE 

/* 

In Example 1, data set USERl.MUL TVOL is restored. The location to which it is 
to be restored is not given. This RESTORE statement also applies when the data set 
has been scratched inadvertently after the DUMP. A multivolume data set is 
restored to the volumes from which it was dumped, provided the data set is preallo- · 
cated on the output volumes. If it is not preallocated, the data set is restored to the 
first volume from which it was dumped that has adequate space to restore the data 
set as a single-volume data set. 

The RESTORE statement can be modified as follows to support multiple restores of 
both single and multivolume data sets from dump tapes created by one of the above 
examples: 

//SYSIN DD * 
RESTO?~ :NOO(TAPE) /* RESTORE */ -

os(:\:_(USERl.CNTL.**)) /*USER'S CONTROL DATA s~~s */ 
REPL~C~ /* OVERLAY DATA SETS IF THEY EXIST */ 

/* 

Example 2: A Logical RESTORE of an Unmovable Data Set 

//JOB6 JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//TAPE QO UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE04, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLO,KEEP) ,OSN=USER~.BACKUP 
//SYSPRI~T DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE :NOD(TAPE) OUTDYNAM(338000) -
DS(INC~(HIGH.PERF)) 
FORC~ /*TO FORCE RESTORE OF UNMOVABLE DATA ~ci */ 

/* 

The unr::o,:abk data set, HIGH.PERF, does not exist on volume 338000. This data 
set existd on volume 338000 at the time of dump. The location. relative to the 
beginning of the volume. where this data set is to be restored is occupied by other 
data sets. The data set is marked as unmovable on \·otume 338000 because either: 

• You do not want DFHSM to move it to an unlike device type. 

• You do not want the data set to be relocated by DEFRAG for performance 
reasons. 

• It was allocated as an ABSTR data set for performance reasons. 
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Example 3: A Logical Data Set DUMP, Followed by a RESTORE to an Unlike 
Device 

//JOBl JOB accounting infonnation,REGION•nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM•ADRDSSU 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=TAPE01, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT•A 
//SYSIN OD *·· -

DUMP DATASET(INCL(USER2.0LDDS)) -
OUTDD(TAPE) 

/* 

//JOB2 JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT•A 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=TAPE01, 
// LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=222222),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE DATASET( 
INCLUDE(USER2.0LDDS) ) -
INDDNAME(TAPE) -
OUTDDNAME(DASD) -
RENAME(*.OLDDS,*.NEWDS) 

/* 

In the first part of example 3, DFDSS dumps a cataloged data set (USER2.0LDDS) 
from a 3350 source volume to an IBM standard label dump tape (TAPEOI). Next, 
DFDSS restores USER2.0LDDS from TAPEOl to a 3380 target volume (DASD 
volume 222222). The REN AME keyword is used to change the name of the data set 
to USER2SEWDS. 

Example 4: DUMP/RESTORE for Converting to SMS 

/ISYSPRINT JD SYSOUT=* 
//DTAPEOl OD DISP={,CATLG),DSN=V338001.USER3.BACKUP, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),UNIT=3400-6,VOL=SER=TAPE01 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP -

I* 

DS(INC(**)) -
LOGINDYNAM ( -

{338001) -
) -

DELETE COMPRESS -
OUTDDNAME (DTAPEOl) 

This part of the example dumps all of the data sets on the non-SMS volume 338001 
to TAPEOl with the DELETE option. DELETE is required to avoid duplications in 
the RESTORE. 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//DTAPE01 DD DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=V338001.USER3.BACKUP, 
II LABEL={l,SL),UNIT=3400-6,VOL=SER=TAPE01 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE DS(INC(**)) -
STORCLAS(SCOlMJAl) -
INDDNAME (DTAPE01) 

I* 

This second part of the example restores all of the data sets that were dumped in the 
first half of this example. Because no output volume is specified, most of the data 



sets will be allocated on SMS volumes throughout the system. The STORCLAS 
keyword indicates that the storage administrator wants the data sets to have a 
storage class of SCOlMJAl. The ACS routines might or might not assign the target 
data sets the storage class specified. All data sets not converted to SMS (ACS 
STORCLAS routine returns a null storage class) will be restored to the original 
volume. 
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Chapter 4. Syntax-Auxiliary Commands 

This chapter describes the following auxiliary commands you can use to further 
refine DFDSS processing: 

. Write-t~:Operato! (WT<?) 
SERIAL 
PARALLEL 
SET. 

Write-to-Operator Command 
The WTO command lets you write a message to the system console. It can be used, 
for example, to allow the mounting of a required volume or to stop other jobs in the 
system before continuing processing of your DFDSS job. The message is limited to 
70 characters. The command syntax is: 

»+--WTO messag------------------.... 

The message that is issued as a result of using the WTO command will not be pre
fixed with a message ID by DFDSS. If you want a message ID, you must supply it 
as part of the message text. 

One of the following routing codes will be assigned to the message: 

2 Master console information 

11 Prog::::.:nmer information 

Tie follm.ving descriptor code is assigned to the message: 

3 Even: action required 

When a WTO command is encountered, DFDSS waits until the last-requested func
tion command completes before issuing the WTO command. 

Scheduling Tasks 
The following commands are useful for task scheduling activities: 

SERIAL 
PARALLEL 

The keywo;:ds PARALLEL and SERIAL can be truncated to PAR and SER, respec
ti\·ely. No other auxiliary commands can be truncated. There are no alternative 
abbreviations for auxiliary commands. 

SERIAL Command 
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The SERIAL command allows you to re-initiate serial task scheduling (only one task 
at a time) after you have used PARALLEL task scheduling. Tasks are processed in 
the order in which they appear in the input stream. 
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If neither SERIAL nor PARALLEL has been issued, SERIAL is the default. The 
command syntax is: 

...-sERi al---------------------

PARALLEL Command 
The PARALLEL command lets you initiate parallel task scheduling; that is, two or 
more tasks are processed concurrently, provided the required system resources (such 
as virtual storage, DASD, or tape volumes) are available. The commands may not 
necessarily be processed in the order in which they appear in the input stream. The 
command syntax is: 

..,_PARal lel---------------------e..,. 

If a switch occurs from SERIAL to PARALLEL mode or vice versa, DFDSS waits 
for all previously scheduled tasks to be completed before continuing. If PAR
ALLEL is specified but required system resources are not available, some tasks may 
be delayed in processing until the resources are available (that is, when other tasks 
have ended). If DFDSS is operating in PARALLEL mode, an IF statement ensures 
that all prior commands are processed. 

Controlling Task Processing 

Condition Codes 

With the IF-THEN-ELSE-DO-END-SET-EOJ group· of commands, you can direct 
DFDSS through a logical path in your command sequence, based on the condition 
(return) codes of previously completed operations. 

The condition codes tha: are tested in the IF-THE::\"-ELSE command sequence are: 

0 Indicates that the function was processed as directed and expected. Informa
tional messages may have been issued. 

4 Indicates that some problem was encountered in processing the complete func
tion, but it was possible to continue. The continuation may not provide you 
with exactly what you wanted, but no permanent harm will have been done by 
such continuation. .-.\ warning message was issued. 

8 Indicates that a requested function did not process, began processing but ended 
prematurely, or the job ran without processing all requested functions. An error 
(E) message is issued. If an abend occurs in any of the DFDSS subtasks, the 
return code is set to 8. 

12 Indicates that the job did not process. No functions were processed. 

16 Indicates that a function processed and left ac least one volume or data set in an 
unusable condition. For example, a full volume DUMP ended prematurely, 
leaving the output tape in an unusable condition. 

The condition codes that are tested in the IF-THE~-ELSE command sequence and 
that can be set by the SET command cannot be passed from one job step to the 
next. However, the final maximum condition code is passed to the MVS system 
when DFDSS returns control to the system at the completion of step processing. 
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Setting Condition Codes 

·SET Command 
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With the SET command, you can set the LASTCC and MAXCC variables to any 
value from 0 to 16, inclusive. By doing this, you can influence the logical path 
D FOSS takes in the command sequence following the SET command. 

Caution: SET LASTCC should not be used before the first function command. 

The condition code of the last-requested operation (LASTCC) and the maximum 
code of all completed operations (MAXCC) can be determined with an IF 
command. When an IF MAXCC or SET MAXCC command is encountered, 
DFDSS waits for all previously requested function commands to complete before the 
highest return code is determined. Also, when an IF LASTCC or SET LASTCC 
command is encountered, DFDSS waits for the last-requested function command to 
complete before the return code is determined. Following this, if the condition code 
is tested and satisfied, DFDSS ends the commands in the DO-END group or the 
single command that comes after the THEN keyword. If the tested condition is not 
satisfied, DFDSS bypasses the DO-END group or single command that comes after 
the THEN keyword. 

The syntax of the SET command is: 

t+-SET~XCC=numbe1r=:J 
LASTCC=numbe 

SET 

... 

specifies that MAXCC or LASTCC is to be set to a new condition-code value. 
A SET command that occurs within an unprocessed THEN or ELSE clause is 
not processed. 

MAX CC 
specifies that the variable MAXCC is to be set to a new condition-code value. 
Setting MAXCC does not affect the value of LASTCC. 

LAST CC 
specifies that the variable LASTCC is to be set to a new condition-code value. 
If the value assigned to LASTCC is higher than the value of MAXCC, MAXCC 
is also set to the higher value. 

number 
specifies the value to be assigned to MAXCC or LASTCC. The maximum value 
that can be assigned is 16; a higher value is reduced to 16. 

Examples of Controlling Tasks for the SET Command: The examples that follow 
show the use of the SET command. 

Example 1: If you want to set the last condition code established to 12, specify: 

SET LASTCC=l2 

Example 2: If you want to replace the highest condi.·ion code established in proc
essing so far with 8. specify: 

SET MAXCC=B 
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Using Condition Codes 
Condition codes are used to set up the IF-THEN-ELSE statements. LASTCC speci
fies a comparison to the last condition code and MAXCC specifies the maximum 
condition code for comparison. 

Using the IF-THEN-ELSE Command Sequence 
The syntax of the IF-THEN-ELSE command sequence is: 

~IF--r-.LLASTC~op number-r--THEN LO:= command 
~AXCC L DO-command set-EN 

ELSE---i==:command 
DO-command set-EN 

where: 

IF 
specifies that a comparison is to be made, the outcome of which determines 
which logical path (in your command sequence) DFDSS is to take. 

LAST CC 
specifies that LASTCC (condition code of the last-requested operation) is to. be 
compared to a specified number. LASTCC is initialized to zero upon entry to 
DFDSS. 

MAX CC 

op 

specifies that MAXCC (maximum condition code of all completed operations) is 
to be compared to a specified number. MAXCC is initialized to zero upon entry 
to DFDSS. 

specifies an operator that describes the comparison to be made between the con
dition code specified by LASTCC or MAXCC and the number that follows the 
operator. This may be any one of six possible comparisons: 

EQ or = Equal to 

LE or <= Less than or equal to 

LT or < Less than 

GT or > Greater than 

GE or >= Greater than or equal to 

NE or ...., = Not equal to. 

number 
specifies the decimal integer that is to be compared with MA.XCC or LASTCC. 
Values greater than 16 are reduced to 16. 

THEN 
specifies that a single command or a group of commands (enclosed by DO and 
END) is to be processed if the tested condition is satisfied. THEN can be fol
lowed by another IF command. The ELSE clause can neither be on the same 
line as the THEN clause, nor can it be on the same line as the continuation of 
the THEN clause. 

ELSE 
specifies that a single command or a group of commands (enclosed by DO and 
END) is to be processed if the tested condition is not satisfied. ELSE can be 
followed by another IF command. 
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Nesting IF Commands: When an IF command appears in a THEN or an ELSE 
clause, it is called a nested IF command. The maximum level of allowed nesting is 
10, starting with the first time you specify IF. 

Within a nest of IF commands, the innermost ELSE clause is associated with the 
innermost THEN clause, the next innermost ELSE clause with the next innermost 
THEN clause, and so on. If there is an IF command that does not require an ELSE 
clause, use a null ELSE clause (see "NULL Commands," below), unless the nesting 
structure does not require one. If a nesting structure does not require a null ELSE 
clause, you will be told so by the DFDSS job stream. 

DO 
specifies that the group of commands that follow is to be treated as a single unit, 
that is, to be processed as a result of a single IF command. The set of com
mands is ended by END. A command following a DO must begin on a new 
line. 

END 
specifies the end of a set of commands initiated by the nearest unended DO. 
END must be on a line by itself. 

Examples of Controlling Task Processing for the IF-THEN-ELSE Command: The 
examples that follow show the use of the IF-THEN-ELSE command sequence. 

Example 1: In this example, nested IF commands are used to determine whether a 
COPYDUMP, EOJ, or PRINT command is to be processed. 

IF LASTCC > 4 -
THEN IF MAXCC < 12 -

THEN COPYDUMP ... 
EL.SE EOJ 

~LSE IF LASTCC = 4 -
THEN 
ELSE PRINT. .. 

This example specifies that, if the value of LASTCC is greater than 4, the value of 
MAXCC is to be tested. If the value of MAXCC is less than 12, the COPYDUMP 
command is processed, but if the value of MA_.,"\:CC is 12 or greater, the EOJ 
command is processed instead. Again, if the value of LAST CC is 4 or less, 
LAST CC is tested for being exactly 4: No action is to be taken in this case. If, 
however, LASTCC is less than 4, the PRINT command is to be processed. 

Example 2: In this example, nested IF commands are used to determine whether a 
COPYDUMP or a PRINT command is to be processed. 

IF LASTCC > a. -
THEN IF MAXCC < 12 -

THEN COPYDUMP 
ELSE 

ELSE IF LASTCC = 4 -
THEN PRINT ... 

Should the first IF command determine that LASTCC is greater than 4 and the 
second IF command determine that MAXCC is 12 or greater, no function command 
in the example is processed. The null ELSE command is used here to specify that 
the next ELSE is to correspond to the first THEN. 
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Example 3: In this example, if the maximum condition code is zero, a 
COPYDUMP is to be processed and a data set is to be printed. 

IF MAXCC=O -
THEN DO 

END 

Creating a Null Statement 

COPYDUMP •.• 
PRINT 

If THE~ or ELSE is not followed by a continuation character or by a command on 
the same line, the THEN or ELSE results in a null command. The null command is 
used to specify that no action is to be taken if the IF clause is satisfied (a null 
THEN command) or if the IF clause is not satisfied (a null ELSE command). A 
semicolon after the THEN or ELSE keyword also results in a null command. 

If you want to specify a null THEN command, specify: 

IF ... THEN or IF ... THEN; 
ELSE ... ELSE ... 

If you want to' specify a null ELSE command, specify: 

IF ... THEN or IF ... THEN ... 
E~S~ ELSE; 

Common Continuation Errors 
The continuation rules, descri~ed in Chapter 1, "Specifying DFDSS Commands" on 
page 1, must be used carefully when auxiliary commands, comments, or blank 
records appear in your input. You must also be careful not to inadvertently specify 
a null clause when continuing auxiliary commands. 

The following examples show common continuation errors. 

Error Example 1: 

IF LASTCC = 0 -
THEN 

PRIT 

A continuation character (hyphen) is missing after THEN; consequently, a null 
THEN clause is assumed. The PRINT command is unconditionally processed. 

Error Example 2: 

IF LAS EC = 0 -
THEN -

copv:;i__MP .•• 
/* ~--ERNATE PATH */ 

ELSE -
?RINT ... 

Because no continuation character (hyphen) follows the comment, a null ELSE 
clause is assumed. ELSE is not matched with THEN, and an error message is 
issued. The PRINT command is ignored. Notice the correct use of the continuation 
character on the other lines. 
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Error Exam pie 3: 

PRINT tNDO( - /*COMMENT*/ 
DDNl) 

The DDNI on the second line is ignored and nothing is printed because characters 
other than blanks appear after the continuation character (hyphen). 

Ending Your DFDSS Job 
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With the end-of-job (EOJ) command, you can end your DFDSS job after the cur
rently processing operation(s) or scheduled task(s) is completed. The command 
syntax is: 

11+-EQJ--------------------
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Chapter 5. Stand-alone DFDSS Restore Program 

This chapter describes how to use the stand-alone DFDSS restore program and pro
vides examples of job streams to run stand-alone DFDSS restore. 

You can use stand-alone DFDSS restore (ADRDMPRS) to perform either a full or 
a tracks restore from the first data set of DFDSS-produced dump tape(s) without the 
use of a system environment. Alternatively, you can run the stand-alone DFDSS 
restore program in a VM/370 virtual machine. ADRDMPRS operates in either 
ESA/370 mode, System/370 XA mode or System/370 mode. 

Compatibility with System DFDSS 
The dump format used by both the stand-alone DFDSS restore program and system 
DFDSS minimizes the time required for DUMP and RESTORE operations and 
facilitates the restoring of multiple data sets. Stand-alone DFDSS RESTORE can 
restore any physical dump made by DFDSS as long as the physical dump is the first 
data set on the tape volume. The dump tapes may contain standard user labels. 

Input and Output 
D FOSS uses as input: 

• Control statements 
• DFDSS-produced dump tape(s). 

DFDSS produces as output: 

• A restored direct-access volume 
• A message data set. 

Control Statements 
The stand-alone DFDSS restore program is controlled by using control statements. 
Because it is an independent program, operating-system job control statements are 
not used. 

DFDSS control statements consist of: 

• A JOB statement to begin your job. 

• A MSG statement to define an output device for operator messages. 

• A RESTORE statement to identify both the tape source volume (containing 
dumped data to be restored) and the DA.SD receiving volume. 

• An optional VDRL statement to specify the range of tracks to be restored. This 
is required for a tracks RESTORE only. 

• An END statement to end your job. 

The label on each statement is optional and, if specified, must start in column 1. If 
a label is not specified for any of the above statements, each such statement must be 
preceded by a blank character. 
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JOB Statement 

MSG Statement 

Control statements are coded as card images, and are contained in columns 1 
through 71. A statement that exceeds 71 characters must be continued on one or 
more additional card images. A nonblank character must be placed in column 72 to 
indicate continuation. A control statement can be interrupted either in column 71 or 
after any comma. The continued portion of the control statement must begin in 
column 16 of the following card image. 

The JOB statement indicates the beginning of a job. The syntax of the JOB state
ment is: 

.... i. 11-..------.-JQB user-i nformati on-----------t1 .... 
Li abel__j 

JOB must be preceded and followed by at least one blank. If label is specified, it 
must start in column 1. 

The MSG statement defines the message data device. It follows the JOB statement 
and precedes the RESTORE statement. The syntax of the MSG statement is: 

-------MSG-TCDEV =xxxx, TOADDR=cuu--------
L1abel_J 

where: 

:\ISG must be preceded and followed by at least one blank. If label is specified, it 
must start in column 1. 

TODEV=xxxx 
specifies the Lype of output device to receive messages. This can be specified 
generically or by a specific device type. Device types that can be specified are: 

• For console: C:\'SL (for console). l 052. 3210. 3215, 3270. or 3277 

Specify 1052 for the 3138, 3148, or 3158 console. Specify 3270 for the 3278 
Model 2A or 3036 console. Specify 3270 or CNSL only if it is the 
operator"s console. If you have a console other than those listed, specifying 
CNSL may work. (See "Running the Stand-alone DFDSS Restore 
Program'' on page 139.) 

• For printer: PRNT (for printer). 1403. 1443, 3211, 3162. or 3800 

Specify 3210 for the 3203 printer. Specify PR.l\IT for the 4245 or 4248 
printer. 

• For tape: TAPE (for rape). 2400, 2..J.20. 3400, or 3480. 

TOADDR=cuu 
specifies the channel number. c, and unit number. uu, of the message output 
device. 

RESTORE Statement 
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With a RESTORE operation, you can restore a subset of the tracks or all the tracks 
from a full volume dump tape(s) or from a tracks (one or more track ranges) dump 
tape(s). (For information on restoring a track or tracks from a physical data set 
dump tape, see "VDRL Statement" on page 138.) 
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With the RESTORE statement, you specify both the tape source volume (containing 
dumped data to be restored) and the DASD receiving volume. The syntax of the 
RESTORE statement is: 

• • RESTORE-FROMDEV=xxxx, FROMADDR=cu•o------
l 1 abe l _J 

,__ TODEV=xxxx. TOAODR,.cuu. VOLi D•vo 1 ser-1 ---.----...----......... ,. 
L,MODEL=n-l 

where: 

RESTORE must be preceded and followed by at least one blank. If label is speci
fied, it must start in column 1. 

FROMDEV=xxxx 
specifies the type of the source device; for example, 2400. Eligible device names 
are 2400, 2420, 3400, 3424, 3430, 3480, and TAPE. (To use a 3430, specify 
either 3430 or TAPE. To use a 3480, specify 3480 or TAPE.) 

Note: The IBM 3424 Magnetic Tape Device is used for Brazil only. It is a 
rack-mounted tape unit that uses 0.5-inch tape on 10.5-inch reels; and writes 
data in densities of either 1600 or 6250 bits per inch. 

FRO MAD DR= cuu 
specifies the channel number, c, and unit number, uu, of the source device. 

TODEV=xxxx 
specifies the type of the receiving device; for example, 3380. This device type 
must be the same as the device type of the volume originally dumped. Eligible 
devices are: 3330, 3330-1, 2305 (or 2305-1), 3340, 3350, 3375, and 3380 (3344 is 
specified as 3340). 

TOADDR=cuu 
specifies the channel number, c, and unit number, uu, of the receiving device. 

\"OLID =raiser 
specifies the volume serial number of the receiving volume. If volser does not 
match the volume serial number found on the receiving volume, the operator is 
notified and the job is ended. 

~IODEL=n 

specifies a decimal model number (2) for a 2305. If MODEL is omitted and 
TOD EV= 2305 is specified, 2305-2 is assumed. 

Restore tine can be minimized by selecting devices assigned to different channels. 
for example: 

::ol. 
16 

~ESTORE FROMDEV=2400,FROMADDR=282,TODEV=3380, 
TOAOOR=l90,VOLID=llllll 

Col. 
72 

c 

::\'ote: The continuation symbol must appear in column 72 and the next line of text 
must start in column 16. 
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VDRL Statement 

END Statement 
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The optional volume restore limits (VDRL) statement is used to specify the upper 
and lower limits of a tracks RESTORE. When the VDRL statement is used, it must 
be preceded by a RESTORE statement and must be followed by an END statement. 
T[:e upper and lower limits you specify can encompass a subset of the tracks· or all 
of the tracks from the following: 

• A full volume dump·. If you omit VDRL, you restore the full volume. 
• A tracks (one or more track ranges) dump. You must specify VDRL in this 

case. 
• The first logical volume of a physical data set dump. You must specify VDRL 

in this case. 

The syntax of the VDRL statement is: 

---.-L-1-ab_e_i ~=i-VDRL-BEG I N=nnnnn--.-L--EN-D-=n-n-nn_n_J_-.--___ ., • 

where: 

VDRL must be preceded and followed by at least one blank. If label is specified, it 
must start in column l. 

BEGIN= nnnnn 
specifies a 1 to 5 decimal-digit relative track address (cylinder 0, track 0 = 0) of 
the first track to be restored. 

E~D=nnnnn 

specifies a 1 to 5 decimai-digit relative track address of the last track to be 
restored. If only one track is to be restored, this address is the same as that of 
the begi:ming address. If END is omitted, the last track of the volume, excluding 
those tracks reserved as alternates, is assumed to be the upper limit . 

.'.\ote: The BEGIN and END values can encompass t\vo or more track ranges that 
ha 1:e been dumped to tape, even though these values span tracks that were not actu
aEy dumped. 

The END statement marks the end of a job. It appears after the VDRL statement 
(or RESTORE statement. if there is no VDRL statement). The syntax of the END 
st.:. :ement is: 

-label- Lrnouser-information:J 

E.'.\D must 'ce preceded and followed by at least one blank. If label is specified, it 
must start in column 1. 
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Generic Device Names 
Generic device names can be used instead of non-DASD device names when one of 
the supported devices of that class is intended. For example, if an IBM 2520, 2540, 
2501, or 3505 Card Reader is to be used, the generic name CARD may be substi
tuted as follows in response to the ADR505A DEFINE INPUT DEVICE message: 

INPUT=CARO,eec 

Similarly, TAPE can be used for tape devices, PRNT for printer devices, and CNSL 
for consoles. 

Copying to Tape 
After DFDSS is installed and accepted by System Modification Program (SMP) or 
System Modification Program Extended (SMP /E) (as described in the Program 
Directory), the stand-alone DFDSS restore program resides in SYSl.SAMPLIB. 
The following sample job stream will copy the stand-alone DFDSS restore program 
to an unlabeled tape: 

//COPYSA JOB accounting infonnation 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=SYSl.SAMPLIB(ADRDMPRS),DISP=SHR 
/ISYSUT2 DD DSN=SAMPLIB,UNIT=3480,LABEL=(,NL), 
II DISP=(,KEEP),VOL=SER=nnnnnn, 
II DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80) 

Note: BLKSIZE = 80 is required on the tape data set. 

Running the Stand-alone DFDSS Restore Program 
The stand-alone DFDSS restore program runs independently of the MVS system 
environment. It is not supported, however. by the IBM 3066 Console, vvhich is only 
used with the IBM System; 370 Model 168. 

The stand-alone DFDSS restore program must operate in EC mode. Therefore, 
before running the stand-alone DFDSS restore program under VM/370. you should 
enter: 

CP SET ECMODE ON 

The stand-alone DFDSS restore program is loaded as card images on an unlabeled 
tape. Control statements can follow the last card image of the program or can be 
entered on a separate input device. The data to be restored must be on a tape 
mounted on a different tape drive. To run the stand-alone DFDSS restore program: 

1. Place the stand-alone DFDSS restore program deck in the reader or mount the 
tape reel that comains the program. Make the device ready. 

'"' If the DFDSS control statements are to be read from a separate card reader or 
tape drive, make that device ready. 

3. Mount the input tape containing the data to be restored (later specified by the 
keyword FROMADDR =) and make it ready. 

4. Load the program from the reader or tape drive. (Follow the initial program 
load (IPL) procedure for the processor that will process the DFDSS program.) 
When the program is successfully loaded, the processor enters the wait state. 
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The rightmost 2 bytes of the program status word (PSW) of the IPLed processor 
contain the hexadecimal value FFFF. 

5. Define the control statement input device in one of the following ways: 

a. If a supported, channel-attached, operating console is available: 

1) Press the REQUEST or ENTER key of the console. 

2) In response to the message ADR505A DEFINE INPUT DEVICE, enter 
INPUT= xxxx,cuu where xxxx is device type, c is the channel address, 
and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 2400, 2420, 2501, 
2520, 2540, 3400, 3424, 3480, 3505, 3270, 1052, CNSL, CARD, or 
TAPE. 

b. If a supported, channel-attached, operating console is not available: 

1) Follow the procedure to alter real storage for the processor and enter at 
storage location 0110 (hexadecimal): Ocuu (for example, X 1 OOOCOOOO 1

) 

for 2540 or 3505 card readers; lcuu for 2501 or 2520 card readers; or 
2cuu for 2400 series or 3400 series 9-track tapes or 3480 Tape Subsys
tems. 

2) Cause an EXTERNAL INTERRUPT. Follow the procedure required 
by the processor to generate the external interrupt. Normally the inter
rupt is generated by pressing a keyboard function key on ~he processor's 
system console or pressing a button on the processor's operator control 
panel. 

6. The control statements are now read from the specified device and the restore 
operation is started. Control statements are printed on the message output 
device. 

7. At the end of lh~ job, END OF JOB is printed on the message output device and 
the processor enlers a wait state. The processor's PSW contains the hexadecimal 
value EEEE. 

8. When lhe dump file is on multiple tapes, the following message is issued at the 
end of each reel: 

ADR561A END OF TAPE. MOUNT TAPE ON cuu. DEPRESS INTERRUPT KEY 

To continue the restore at this point, unload the currem reel, mount the next 
reel. ready the device, and cause an external interrupt. 
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WAIT State Codes 
Explanations of the programming status word (PSW) WAIT state codes follow. 

Code 

OOE2 
1111 
BCBC 

6666 
EEEE 

FFFF 
FFFFFF 

Explanation 

WAIT state if a machine check occurs. 
Temporary WAIT for completion of input/output .. 
An attempt was made to IPL a processor that does not support EC 
mode. 
WAIT for operator intervention. 
End WAIT state when the stand-alone DFDSS restore program has com
pleted the job. 
WAIT for operator input command. 
Error WAIT in IPL loader because one of the following bits is on in the 
CSW unit status: attention, status modifier, unit check, or unit exception. 
Register 3 contains the unit status/channel status of the CSW. 

Examples of Stand-alone DFDSS Restore Program Jobs 
You can use either IBM standard label or nonlabeled tapes as the source volumes 
for the st2.!1d-alone DFDSS restore prog~am operation. 

Example .1: A Full RESTORE Operation 
A full IBM 3380 DASD volume (serial number 111111) at address 150 is to be 
restored from IBM 3400 tapes at address 280. 

Col. 
2 

JOB 
MSG 
RESTORE 

ENO 

Col. 
1 ~ 
.:.0 

RESTORE 3380 FROM TAPE 
TODEV=3210,TOAOOR=009 
~ROMDEV=3400,FROMADOR=280,TODEV=3380, 

TOADOR=l50,VOLID=llllll 

Col. 
72 

c 

Example 2: A Tracks RESTORE Operation 
An IBM 3380 DASD volume (serial number 111111) at address 150 is to be partially 
restored from IBM 3480 tapes at address 280. 

Col. 
2 

~OB 

MSG 
RESTORE 

VORL 
END 

Col. 
:6 

~~ACKS RESTORE 3380 FROM TAPE 
~ooEV=3210,TOAODR=009 

=qOMDEV=3480,FROMADDR=280,TOOEV=3380, 
TOADDR=lSO,VOLID=llllll 

3EGIN=20,END=219 

Col. 
72 

c 

Example 3: A Tracks RESTORE Operation Using Generic Device Names 
Col. Col. Col. 
2 ~6 72 

JOB 
MSG 
RESTORE 

VDRL 
ENO 

TRACKS RESTORE 3380 FROM TAPE 
TOOEV=CNSL,TOADDR=009 
FROMDEV=TAPE,FROMAODR=280,TODEV=3380, 
TOADDR=l50,VOLID=llllll 

BEGIN=20,END=219 

c 
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Storage Requirements 
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The storage requirement, in bytes, to run the stand-alone DFDSS restore program is 
220K. 
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Chapter 6. Customizing DFDSS and Its Interfaces 

This chapter explains how you can customize DFDSS by coding exit routines and 
tailoring Interactive Storage Management Facility (ISMF) panels. Product-sensitive 
programming interfaces are contained in this chapter. 

The installation exits described in this chapter are interfaces which are provided to 
allow the customer installation to perform tasks such as product tailoring, moni
toring, modification, or diagnosis. They are dependent on the detailed design or 
implementation of DFDSS. Such interfaces should be used only for these specialized 
purposes. Because of their dependencies on detailed design and implementation, it is 
to be expected that programs written to such interfaces may need to be changed in 
order to run with new releases or versions, or as a result of service. 

Coding Installation Exit Routines 
Installation exit routines supplied with DFDSS are: 

Installation Authorization Exit Routine 
forces authorization checking of protected data sets. 

Installation Enqueue Exit Routine 
forces enqueuing of the VTOC for the duration of the full or tracks DUMP or 
COPY, or tracks PRINT, or, if TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) is specified, for 
the duration of a data set DUMP. 

Installation Options Exit Routine 
does not override any default or user-specified command options in the input 
stream. 

Installation Reblock Exit Routine 
during a data set COPY or data set RESTORE, allows DFDSS to use the block 
size it selects for the target data set. 

For MVS/XA installations, all DFDSS exit routines must be link-edited with the 
ADRDSSU load module with AMODE = 31 specified in the link-edit PARMs. 

Installation Authorization Exit Routine (ADRUPSWD) 
DFDSS supports authorization checking of password- and RACF-protected data 
sets and volumes. DFDSS provides an exit routine to enable you to control or over
ride the authorization checks (RACF, password, or operator) done by DFDSS. 

If the user is APF-authorized (the JSCBPASS bit is set) or has the proper level of 
RACF DASDVOL access authority, the ADRUPSWD exit is not called. For 
DEFRA.G, if a RACF DASDVOL profile exists for the volume being processed, the 
ADRUPSWD exit is not called. If the DASDVOL profile exists at all, either it 
allows the volume to be accessed (in which case there is no need to call the exit) or it 
causes the DEFRAG task to fail with a 913 abend (in which case DFDSS cannot 
call the exit). Otherwise, the exit routine supplied with DFDSS causes DFDSS to: 

1. Not relocate protected data sets for which you do not have read access during 
DEFRAG. That is, you must supply a password for each protected data set. 

2. Check authorization at the data set level for all functions other than 
COPYDUMP. 
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If a data set is protected by using both RACF and a password, only RACF checking 
is done. Authorization for password-protected non-VSAM data sets is checked by 
comparing the user-supplied password to that in the PASSWORD data set. Author
ization for VSAM data sets is checked by using the VSAM catalog management ser
vices. Authorization for VSAM data sets not cataloged in the integrated catalog 
facility catalog is checked by opening (OPENJ) the data set for read or write. (This 
OPENJ will fail if the data set has more than 16 extents.) 

Some Suggestions for Using the Installation Authorization Exit 
One use of the installation authorization exit is to improve DFDSS performance. If 
you use this exit to bypass authorization checking, you reduce the amount of proc
essing DFDSS does and improve performance. However, you should carefully con
sider the trade-off between security and performance before you use this exit to 
improve performance. 

Installation-Supplied Authorization Exit Routine 
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Your installation can supply an exit routine to bypass authorization checking for 
both non-VSAM and VSAM data sets. The name of the routine must be 
ADRUPSWD and be link-edited to the DFDSS load module ADRDSSU. It must 
be written in reentrant code. (This routine is not given control for a COPYDUMP 
operation.) 

The routine is given control at two levels: the volume level and the data set level 
(except for DEFRAG, which is given control at the volume level only). Control is 
always given at the volume level first. A description of the two levels follows. 

Volume Level: At this level, on DUMP, COPY, PRINT, and RESTORE, you can 
cetermine if the user is to be allowed to proceed with the specified function. During 
DEFRAG. you can determine if protected data sets are to be relocated. 

Your installation authorization exit routine can do one of the following: 

1. End the operation. 
1 Request processing without authorization checking at the data set level. 
3. Request that the installation authorization exit be entered at the data set level. 

Data Set Level: The routine is given control at this level during DUMP, COPY, 
PRINT, RESTORE, COMPRESS, and RELEASE operations only if the authori
zation exit routine instructs DFDSS to check authorization at the data set level. 
However, the routine is not given control at this level during DEFRAG. At the 
data set le\·el. you can do one of the following: 

1. End processing of the volume . 
..., End processing of the current data set. 
3. Bypass authorization checking of the current data set. 
4. Have DFDSS check authorization for the current data set. 
5. Also. for 2, 3, and 4 above, you can specify whether the exit routine is to be 

entered for subsequent data sets. 
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ADRDSSU loads the following registers as input to ADRUPSWD: 

Register Content 

1 Pointer to a 4-word parameter list. 
13 Address of a 72-byte standard register save area. 
14 Return address. 
15 Address of ADRUPSWD. This register should be used to pass back a 

return code. 

Standard register save and restore conventions must be obser·;ed. 

The four word parameter list contains the following. You can use the AD R UPB 
mapping macro to map this parameter list. See Figure 11 on page 148. 

First word Pointer to the Format 1 DSCB for the protected non-VSAM data set 
or the cluster name for a VSAM data set to 0 for volume level entry. 

Second word Pointer to the catalog name. Set to 0 for volume level entry. 
Third word Pointer to the volume serial number . 

. Fourth word Flags that are set as follows: 

Byte 0 
Bit Meaning 

0 End of the parameter list. This is always" set to 1. 
1 Set to 1 if read access is required on the volume. Set to 0 

if write access is required. 
2 Set to 1 for a DUMP operation. 
3 Set to 1 for a RESTORE operation. 
4 Set to 1 for a COPY operation. 
5 Set to 1 for a PRI~T operation. 
6 Set to 1 for a DEFRAG operation. 
7 Set to 1 for a CO:Yf PRESS operation. 

Byte 1 
Bit 

0 

2 

3 
4 to 7 

Byte 2 
Bit 

0 

1 

Byte 3 

Meaning 

Set to 1 for DEFRAG, PRINT, DC\'1P, or RESTORE for 
a data set operation. 
Set to 1 for a full volume DUMP. RESTORE, or COPY 
operation. 
Set to 1 for a tracks DUMP, RESTORE, COPY. or 
PRINT operation. 
Set to 1 for a RELEASE operatior:. 
Reserved. 

Meaning 

Set to 1 for volume level entry. Set to 0 for data set level 
entry. 
If it is 1, it is entered for a VSAM data set cataloged under 
the integrated catalog facility. Cluster and catalog names 
are passed. If it is 0, and byte 2, bit 0 is also 0, it is 
entered at the data set level for all data sets except VSAM 
data sets. 

Reserved. 
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Your ADRUPSWD routine should issue a return code in register 15 to indicate the 
course of action for further processing by DFDSS. The return codes, in decimal, 
and their meanings are shown in Figure 10 on page 147. 

Note: The installation authorization exit routine supplied with DFDSS passes a 
return code of 12. 

The· first time ADRUPSWD is entered, the DSNAME address is not passed, but the 
VOLSER address is passed. If you elect to check the passwords and have 
ADRDSSU return to you for each data set, then, on the next entry, the DSNAME 
address is also passed. 

An example of how to link-edit your ADRUPSWD routine with DFDSS module 
ADRDSSU follows. This example assumes that ADRUPSWD is in USERLIB (a 
cataloged data set). 

//NAME JOB (user accounting information) 
II EXEC PGM=HEWL, 
II PARM= 1 LIST,LET,NCAL,XREF,RENT,AC=l,AMODE=31 1 

llSYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1)) 
llSYSLMOD DD DSN=SYSl.LINKLIB,DISP=OLD 
//USER DD DSN=USERLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLIN DD * 

INCLUDE . , USER(ADRUPSWD) 
INCLUDE SYSLMOD(ADRDSSU) 
ENTRY ADRDSSU 
NAME ADRDSSU(R) 

/* 



1. Volume level entry: All functions except COPYDUMP 

Return Code 

0 
8 

12 
20 

End 
processing 
for volume? 

No 
No 
No 
Yes 

Meaning 

Data set level 
checks required? 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
N/A 

'Custorlliiing DFDSS 

Should ADRUPSWD be 
entered at data set 
level? 

No 
Yes 
No 
N/A 

If a nonzero return code less than or equal to 12 is returned for DEFRAG, all data sets on the 
volume are to be checked for authorization; any nonzero return code greater than 12 ends 
the function; if any data sets are protected and you do not have DASDVOL authority a return code of 20 
will always end the function. 

For all other functions, the function is ended with message ADR402E-15 if a return code other than 
those listed above is returned by AD R UPSWD. 

2. Data set level entry: All functions except DEFRAG and COPYDUMP -

Return Code 

0 
4 
s 

12 
16 
20 

End 
processing 
for volurr:e: 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 

Note: N/A means not applicable. 

Meaning 

End 
processing of 
data set'? 

No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
N/A 

Checking Should AD R UPSWD 
required? be entered again? 

No No 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes No 
N/A Yes 
N/A N/A 

Figure 10. Return Codes From the Installation Authorization Exit Routine 
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Offsets Type Length Name Description 

0 (0) CHARACTER 16 ADRUPB 
0 (0) ADDRESS 4 UPDSCBAD 0 IF UPIND IS A 1 

. . .. - ' 

Fl DSCB ADDR IF BOTH UPIND 
AND UPVS\fDA T ARE ZERO 
ADDR OF 44-BYTE CLUSTER 
NAME IF CPI~D rs ZERO AND 
UPVSMDA T IS A 1 

4 (4) ADDRESS 4 UPCATP ADDR OF 44 BYTE CATALOG 

NAME IF UPVSMDAT IS A 1 

8 (8) ADDRESS 4 UPUCBVSA UCB VOLSER ADDR 
12 (C) BITSTRING I UPFLGI FLAG BYTE I 

1 UPEOL END OF LIST INDICATOR, ALWAYS 1 ...... .... 
.1 .. .... UPFRTO 1 = SOURCE VOL, 0 = DEST. VOL 
I. l . .... UPDUMP l = DUMP FUNCTION 
••• 1 .... UPREST .. . 1 _= RESTORE FUNCTION ·- - -·. 

.. .... 1 ••• UPCOPY 1 = COPY FUNCTION 
.... .1 .. UP PRINT l = PRINT FUNCTION .... .• 1 . UPDEFRAG I = DEFRAG FUNCTION .... ••• 1 UPCOMPR 1 = COMPRESS FUNCTION 

13 (D) BITSTRING 1 UPFLG2 FLAG BYTE 2 
1 .•. .... UPDSN 1 = DATASET OPERATION 

1 .... UP FULL l = FL"LL VOLUME OPERATION 
..... .... L'PPART l =PARTIAL VOLUME OPERATION 

' .... l'PRLSE 1 = RELEASE FUNCTION .. ... 
~ ~ .. 1111 * RESERVED 

14 (E) BrTSTRING l UPFLG3 FLAG BYTE 3 
..... .... UP IND 1 = VOLL"ME LEVEL CHECK 

0 = DATASET LEVEL CHECK 

.1 • • .... UPVSMDAT l = CL t:STER AND CATALOG 

NAMES PASSED 

15 (F) BfTSTRI?'-iG l UPFLG4 FLAG BYTE 4 RESERVED 
16 (10) CHARACTER . FORCE WORD ALIGNMENT 

Figure 11. ADRCPB Mapping Macro 
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Name Hex Struct 
Offset Level 

ADRUPB 0 l 
UPCATP 4 2 
UPCOMPR c 3 
t:PCOPY c 3 
CPDEFRAG c 3 
UPDSCBAD 0 2 
UPDSN D 3 
UPDUMP c 3 
UPEOL c 3 
UPFLGl c 2 
CPFLG2 D l 
UPFLG3 E 2 
UPFLG4 F 2 
UPFRTO c 3 
UP FULL D 3 
UPIND E 3 
UPP ART D 3 
UP PRINT c 3 
UP REST c 3 
l!PRLSE D 3 
UPUCBVSA 8 2 
UPVSMDAT E 3 

Installation Enqueue Exit Routine 
The installation enqueue exit routine supplied with DFDSS works as follows: 

• For a full or tracks COPY or DUMP, or tracks PRINT-enqueues the VTOC 
during the entire operation · · ·· · · 

• For a data set DUMP (where TOL(ENQF) is not specified-enqueues the VTOC 
only until the VTOC is processed 

• For a data set DUMP (where TOL(ENQF) is specified-enqueues the VTOC 
during the entire DU:\f P. 

Some Suggestions for Using the Installation Enqueue Exit 
You can use this exit to prevent DFDSS from doing enqueue processing. By not 
doing enqueue processing, you can both improve performance and decrease the 
chance of deadlock. However, you must carefully consider the trade-offs between 
data integrity and performance and reduced chance of deadlock. 

Installation-Supplied Enqueue Exit Routine 
You may want to access a volume while it is being dumped, either by another job 
under the control of a second initiator or by another processor in a shared DASD 
environment. If so, your installation can supply an exit routine for the above oper
ations that will cause the VTOC to be enqueued only until it is processed. 

The name of the routine must be ADRUENQ and be link-edited with the DFDSS 
load module ADRDSSU. The routine must be written in reentrant code. 

~ote: The installation enqueue exit routine will have no effect on the DEFRAG, 
COPYDUMP. RESTORE. or data set PRINT commands. 
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...... ,_., .), .i. 

150 DFDSS: Reference 

DFDSS loads the following registers as input to ADRUENQ: 

Register Content 

Pointer to a 2-word parameter list. 
13 Pointer to a standard 18-word save area. 
14 Return address. 
15 Address of ADRUENQ: · ·· · 

The two word parameter list contains the following. You can use the ADRUNQB 
mapping macro, see Figure 12 on page 151, to map this parameter list. 

The first word of the parameter list is a pointer to the volume serial field for the 
volume being dumped. The second word of the parameter list contains flags that are 
set as follows: 

Byte 0 
Bit 

0 
l 
2 
3 
4 -
5 
6 
7 

Byte 1 
Bit 

0 

2 
3 to 7 

Byte 2 
Bit 

0 
1-7 

Byte 3 

Meaning 

End of the parameter list. This is alwa~s set to 1. 
Reserved. 
Set to 1 for a DUMP operation 
Reserved. 

·· Set to I for a COPY operation. · 
Set to 1 for a PRINT operation. 
Reserved. 
Reserved. 

\leaning 

Set to 1 for a data set operation. 
Set to 1 for a full volume DUMP or COPY operation. 
Set to 1 for a tracks DUMP, COPY, or PRINT operation. 
Reserved. 

:\'leaning 

Set to 1 if TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) is used. 
Reserved. 

Reserved. 

Your ADRUENQ routine should issue a return code in register 15 to indicate the 
course of action for further processing by DFDSS. Standard register save and 
restore conventions must be observed. 

The return codes and their meanings are: 

Return Code Meaning 

0 Enqueue on the volume being dumped or copied for the duration of 
the operation. 

4 Enqueue on the volume being dumped or copied only for the dura
tion of VTOC access. 



Offsets 

0 (0) 
0 (0) 
4 (4) 

5 (5) 

(6) 

(7) 

'f., . .,j 

Customizing DFDSS 

An example of how to link-edit your ADRUENQ routine with DFDSS follows. 
This example assumes that module ADRUENQ is in USERLIB (a cataloged data 
set). 

//NAME 
II 
II 
//SYSPRINT 
//SYSUTl . 
llSYSLMOD 
//USER 
//SYSLIN 

/* 

INCLUDE 
INCLUDE 
ENTRY 
NAME 

JOB (user accounting infonnation) 
EXEC PGM=HEWL, 
PARM='LIST,LET,NCAL,XREF,RENT,AC=l,AMODE=31 1 

DD SYSOUT=A 
DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1)) 
DD DSN=SYSl.LINKLIB,DISP=OLD 
DD DSN=USERLIB,OISP=SHR 
DD * 
USER{ADRUENQ) 
SYSLMOD(ADRDSSU) 
ADRDSSU 
AORDSSU(R) 

Type Length Name Description 

CHARACTER 8 ADRUNQB 
ADDRESS 4 UNUCBVSA UCB VOLSER ADDR 
BITSTRING. 1 UNFLGl FLAG BYTE 1 
1 ••• UNEOL END OF LIST INDICATOR, ALWAYS I 
.1 .. RESERVED 
.. 1. UNDUMP 1 = DUMP FUNCTION 
..• 1 RESERVED 

1 ••• UN COPY 1 = COPY FUNCTION 
.1 .. UN PRINT I = PRINT FUNCTION 
.. 1. RESERVED 

BITSTRING UNFLG2 FLAG BYTE 2 
1 ••• UNDSN 1 =DATASET OPERATION 
.1 .. .... UNFULL 1 = FULL VOLUME OPERATION 
•• 1. .... UNPART 1 = PARTIAL VOLUME OPERATION 
... 1 1111 RESERVED 
BITSTRI);G L');FLG3 FLAG BYTE 2 , V-:TOL);QF l =DATASET OPER.~TION .... .... 
CHARACTER RESERVED 

Figure 12. ADRUNQB Mapping Macro 

Name Hex Struct 
Offset Level 

ADRUNQB 0 
UN COPY 4 

UNDSN 
UNDliMP 
liNEOL 4 
UNFLGt 4 2 
L"NFLG2 
UNFLG3 
UNFULL 
UNPART 
UNPRINT 4 
UNTOLNQF 6 
UNUCBVSA 0 2 
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Installation Options Exit Routine 

152 DFDSS: Reference 

The installation options exit routine can control the processing of tasks or change 
some of the defaults or specified options. It is given control initially when DFDSS is 
invoked and also before processing of each task. During initial entry, it can specify 
where the 1/0 and application interface buffers are to reside and it can also change 
the default SERIAL mode to PARALLEL. When entered for each task, the routine 
can change the options, defaults, or values·(as applicable) listed in Fignre -13, 

When you are doing a DEFRAG, an extent of a protected data set is relocated and 
the old extent is cleared (written over with O's) for security. This adds time to the 
DEFRAG process. You can prevent the clearing of the old extent with the installa
tion options exit. 

The exit routine can force the DUMP function to end if a write error occurs on any 
of the output copies. This is done by setting bit UFOIACPY on. The default is to 
continue to produce as many error-free output copies as possible. 

The exit routine supplied with DFDSS does not change any defaults, options, or 
values. 



Item to be 
Changed 

ALLDAT A(*)/no ALLDAT A 

ALLEXCP;no ALLEXCP 

ALLMULTl/no ALLMULTI 

CATALOG;no CATALOG 

COMPRESS/no COMPRESS 

COPYVOLID/no COPYVOLID 

DELETE/no DELETE 

DYNALLOC/no DYNALLOC 

FORCE/no FORCE 

NULLMGMTCLAS/no NULLMGMTCLAS 

NULLSTORCLAS/no NULLSTORCLAS 

PROCESS(SYS 1 )/no PROCESS( SYS 1) 

PROCESS(UNDEF;;no PROCESS(UNDEF) 

PURGE/no PURGE 

REPLACE/no REPLACE 

RACFLOG/no RACFLOG 

REBLOCK r:c1 P.EBLOCK 

REC\TALOG :·10 REC-\TALOG 

RESETmo RESET 

Customizing DFDSS 

Change 

to no ALLDATA/ALLDATA(*) 

to no ALLEXCP / ALLEXCP 

to no ALLMUL Tl/ ALLMUL TI 

to no CATALOG/CATALOG 

to no COMPRESS/COMPRESS 

to no COPYVOLID/COPYVOLID 

to no DELETE/DELETE 

to no DYNALLOC/DYNALLOC 

to no FORCE/FORCE 

to no NULLMGMTCLAS/NULLMGMTCLAS 

to no NULLSTORCLAS/NULLSTORCLAS 

to no PROCESS(SYSl)/PROCESS(SYSl) 

to no PROCESS(UNDEF)/PROCESS(UNDEF) 

to no PURGE/PURGE 

to no REPLACE/REPLACE 

to no RACFLOG/RACFLOG 

to no REBLOCK/REBLOCK 

tonoRECATALOG/RECATALOG 

to no RESET/RESET 
·----·----------------·-·- ----------------------------
SERIAL!PARAL.LEL 

SPHERE/no SPHERE 

TOLERATE( EI'\QFA[L URE) no 
TOLERATE(ENQFAIL URE) 

TGTALLOC/no TGT ALLOC 

UNCATALOG no UNCATALOG 

\VRITECHECK c1G \VRITECHECK 

OPTL\1IZE, FRA.G.:d UHA TIO:'<INDEX, 
SHARE, ar.J \VAIT 

to PARALLEL/SERIAL 

to no SPHERE/SPHERE 

to no 
TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE)/TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) 

tonoTGTALLOC~GTALLOC 

to no UNCATALOG/UNCATALOG 

to no WRITECHECK/WRITECHECK 

Count values 

Figure 13. Task Altcrnrions tv!adc \\1th fnstallation Options Exit 

Some Suggestions for Using the Installation Options Exit 
Y 01L can use this exit to inhibit DFDSS functions. You can then force the use of 
your own options and controls. 
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Installation-Supplied Installation Options Exit Routine 

154 DFDSS: Reference 

Your installation can supply an exit routine to override certain defaults and user
specified parameters in DFDSS commands. The name of the routine must be 
ADRUIXIT and it must be link-edited with the DFDSS load module ADRDSSU. 
It must be written in reentrant code. 

DFDSS loads the following registers as input to ADRUIXIT:, 

Register Content 

1 Pointer to a parameter list, illustrated in the ADRUFO data area below. 
13 Pointer to a standard 18-word save area. 
14 Return address. 
15 Address of AD R UIXIT. This register is also used by you to pass back a 

return code. 

Registers 2 through 13 must be returned unchanged. 

The return codes, in hexadecimal, and their meanings are: 

Return Code Meaning 

0 No changes were made by this exit routine. 
4 The parameter list has been modified.- · 
8 Do not schedule this function (valid only for function command 

entry). 

This exit is entered for the following reasons only~ during processing of DFDSS: 

During program initialization. This is called the PARM change entry. (The 
UFFUNCT field contains all zeros.) 

Just before scheduling a function command. This is called the function entry. 
(The function type is indicated by the UFFUNCT field.) 

You can use the AD RUFO mapping macro, see Figure 14 on page 155, to map the 
parameter list. The parameter list consists of the following sections: 

CFOHDR 
contains information describing the type of entry and, for a function entry, 
details of the function to be scheduled. It also contains an offset to 
i;:-vFUNCT or UFOPARM and the addresses of UFOVOL for input and 
UFOVOL for output. 

lrOFUNCT 
contains information about the function to be scheduled and which can be 
altered by this exit routine. The bits are described in the parameter list. It is 
created for the function entry. 

CFOPARl\I 
contains bits that can be set to change defaults or override commands. The bits 
are described in the parameter list. It is created for the PARM change entry. 

l~OVOL 

is an array of entries describing the volumes used for input and output for the 
specific function commands. 
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Figure 14 (Page 1 of 3). ADRUFO Mapping Macro 

Offsets Type Length Name Description 

0 (0) CHARACTER 20 ADRUFOB 
0 (0) CHARACTER 20 UFOHDR HEADER OF UFO PARM LIST 
0 (0) CHARACTER 4 UFID IDENTIFIER EBCDIC "UFO " 
4 (4) FIXED 2 UFLEN LENGTH OF PARM LIST 
6 (6) FIXED 2 UFBDYOFF OFFSET TO UFOFUNCT OR UFOPARM 
8 (8) ADDRESS 4 UFVOLI@ ADDR OF INPUT VOL LIST I 0 

12 (C) ADDRESS 4 UFVOLO@ ADDR OF OUTPUT VOL LIST I 0 
16 (10) BITSTRING 2 UFFUNCT FUNCTION BEING PERFORMED 'OOOO'X = PARM 

CHANGE ENTRY (THIS FIELD MUST BE KEPT IN 
SYNCHORNIZATION WITH FBMAJOR IN ADRFUNCB) 

16 (10) BITSTRING l UFFUNCTI FUNCTION BYTE ONE 
1 ... .... UFFUDEF I = DEFRAG OPERATION 
.1 .. .... UFFUCOPY I = COPY OPERATION 
•. 1 . .... UFFUREST I = RESTORE OPERATION 
..• 1 .... UFFUDUMP I =DUMP OPERATION .... 1 •.. UFFUPRT l = PRINT OPERATION 
.... .1 .. UFFUCPYD I = COPYDUMP OPERATION 
.... •• 1. * RESERVED 
.... ... 1 UFFUCOMP I =COMPRESS OPERATION 

17 (11) BITSTRING l UFFUNCT2 FUNCTION BYTE TWO 
1 ••• .... UFFURLSE 1 = RELEASE OPERATION 
.1 .. .... UFFUCONV I = CONVERTV OPERATION 
•• 11 1111 * RESERVED 

18 (12) CHARACTER 1 UFFIND FUNCTIONAL INDICATORS 
1 ... .... UFFIFULL 1 = FULL VOLUME REQUEST (DUMP, RESTORE, COPY & 

DEFRAG) 
.1 .. .... UFFIPART l = PARTIAL REQUEST (DUMP, RESTORE, COPY, 

DEFRAG & PRINT) 
•• 1. .... UFFIFILT 1 =REQUEST BY FILTER/DSNAME (DUMP, RESTORE & 

PRINT) 
•.. 1 .... UFFIPRTV l = PRINT VTOC 
.... 1 ••• UFFLOGCL l = LOGICAL DUMP EITHER NO INPUT VOLUMES SPEC-

IFIED (CATALOG FILTERING) OR LOGINDDNAME, 
LOGINDYNAM SPECIFIED 

.... .111 * RESERVED 
19 (13'1 CHARACTER 1 UFAIFLGS APPLICATION INTERFACE FLGS 

.... .... L"FAIINV I= I:--.-VOKED BY APPL. INTERF, 
.1 .. .... CFCf~IAL l =,\DRLTvJ NOT TO BE GIVE:--1 CONTROL 
.. 1 . .... UFCIMCH l =DO NOT ALLOW ADRUIM TO :'vfODIFY OPTIONS. 

VALLES 
•.• 1 .... UFSTOP I =DO NOT SCHEDL"LE TASK (SAME AS RETURN CODE 8 

FRO.\! ADRCIXIT) 
.... 1 ... UFSYSIN l =SYS IN OR AL TERNA TE NOT PRESE:'\IT ALLOWED IF 

CFPARA:\-1 =XXLOOOXX 
.... .1 .. UFSYSPR I =SYSPRINT,'ALTERNATE NOT PRESENT ALLOWED IF 

L"FP . .\R . .\~f =XX 1 OOOXX 
.... .. .:. . UFNOIN l = :--:o INPUT TAPE ONLY FOR RESTORE 
.... 1 UFl\OOlJT I= NO OUTPUT TAPE ONLY FOR DUMP 

20 (l.i\ CHARACTER * 
0 ~0) CHARACTER 28 UFO FUN CT LIST OF OPTIONS FOR FUNCTION, POINTED TO BY THE 

ADDRESS OF UFOHDR + UFBDYOFF, PRESENT IF ANY 
BITS ARE ON IN UFFUNCT 

0 (0\ BITSTRING I UFOIFLGS !ST SET OF OPTION FLAGS 
l ... .... UFO I COMP I = CO\-f PRESS (DC\IP) 
.1 .. .... UFOJCVOL I = COPYYOLID (RESTORE & COPY) 
.. 1. .... UFOIPCRG [ = PCRGE (OV.-lP. COPY & RESTORE) 
... 1 .... UFO!RESE l = RESET CHANGE BIT (DUMP) 
.... 1 ... lJFOlWRCK 1 = WRITECHECK 
.... . .;. .. UFOJALD l = ,-\LLDATA 
.... 1 L'FOIALDL I = ,.\LLDATA(UST), 0 = ALLDATA~ ). VALID ONLY IF 

CFO!:\LD = l. BIT YfAY NOT BE SET ON BY THE EXIT 
BCT \L-\ Y BE RESET TO CHANGE ALLDATA(LIST) TO 
ALLD . .\T,-\(} 

.... ••• l UFOlALLE l = ALLEXCP 
l \[) BITSTRING 1 UF02FLGS :!:-.ID SET OF OPTION FLAGS 

1 .•• .... UF02DYNQ 0 = CSE ENQ TO HOLD DATASET, I = USE DYNALOC 
TO HOLD OS (DUMP. DEFRAG, PRINT & RESTORE) 

.1 .. .... UF02ENQE I = E"\;Q EXCLCSIVE (DUMP. RESTORE AND PRINT) 
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Figure 14 (Page 2 of 3). ADRUFO Mapping Macro 

Offsets Type Length Name Description 

•. 1. .... UF02ENQS I = ENQ SHARED IF EXCL FAILS DUMP, RESTORE & 
PRINT 

••• l .... UF02ENQN I = DO NOT ENQ IF EXCL & SHR FAIL DUMP. RESTORE 
& PRINT 

.... 1 ••• UF02DEL 1 = DELETE AFTER OS DUMP .... .1 •• UF02CTLG I = CATALOG DATA SETS DURING A DATA SET 
RESTORE, COPY 

.... .1 .. UF02RECT I = RECATALOG DURING A DATA SET RESTORE, COPY 

.... . .1. UF02UNC I = UNCATALOG DATA SETS AFTER A DATA SET 
DUMP, COPY 

.... ... 1 . RESERVED 
2 (2) FIXED I UFDUOPTM OPTIMIZE VALUE (DUMP/COPY) (1, 2, 3, OR 4) 
3 (3) BITSTRING I UFOINSOP INSTALLATION OPTIONS 

1 ••• .... UFO ERASE I = ERASE DASO TRACKS 
. 1 .. .... UFOIACPY l = DUMP MUST PRODUCE ALL OUTPUT COPIES OR 

NONE AT ALL 
.. 1. .... UFOBLDIX I = INVOKE ICKDSF TO REBUILD VTOC INDEX 
... 1 .... UFORACLG RACFLOG=YES SPECIFIED OR FORCE RACF LOGGING 
.... 1 ..• uFOBK32K TAPE BLK SIZE 32K 
.... .111 . RESERVED 

4 (4) FIXED 4 UFOFRAGI FRAGMENTATION INDEX(DEFRAG) 9,90,900 = 900, 09 = 90, 
009=9 

8 (8) FIXED 4 UFOMNGAS MINIMUM WASTED SPACE ON A PDS COMPRESSPDS 
12 (C) FIXED 4 UFOMNSQT MINIMUM SECONDARY ALLOCATION QUANITY 
16 (10) FIXED 4 UFOMNTUS MINIMUM UNUSED TRACKS RELEASEUNUSED , 

CHANGEALLOC 
20 (14) BITSTRING l UF03FLGS 3RD OPTION FLAG BYTE 

1 ••• .... UF03FORC l = FORCE UN.MOVABLES ON COPY, RESTORE 
• 1 •• .... UF03REPL 1. = REPLACE(DATASET COPY? RESTORE) 
. . 1. .... UFOFRBLK 1 =FORCE REBLOCKING OF DATA SETS (COPY, 

RESTORE) 
••• 1 .... UFODRBLK 1 =DISABLE REBLOCKING OF DATA SETS (COPY, 

RESTORE) .... 1 ••• UFOALLMU l =SEARCH ALL VOLUMES FOR COPY OR DUMP .... .1 .• UFOSPHER I =PERFORM SPHERE PROCESSING 
,.,. .. 1. UFONOSMS I= NULLSTORCLAS SPECIFIED 
.... ... ~ CFON::VlGMT I= NULLMGMTCLAS SPECIFIED 

21 (15) FIXED l CFO WAITS WAIT TIME IN SECO"\"DS BET\\EEN RESERVE & E:\"Q 
RETRIES(ALL) 

22 ( 16) FIXED I lJFOWAITR NUMBER OF RETRIES 0:\ RESERVE OR ENQ 
FAILURES(ALL COMMANDS) 

23 (17) BITSTRING : lJFOTGTAL TGTALLOC FLAGS 
1 ... .... CFOTGTCY I ~CYLINDER 
. 1 .. .... UFOTGTTR l =TRACK 
. . 1. .... CFOTGTBL I =BLOCK 
• . . 1 .... CFOTGTSR I =SOURCE 
.... 1111 . RESERVED 

24 ( 18) BITSTRING l CFO PROCK PROCESS OPTIONS (THIS FIELD :\IL"ST BE KEPT IN SYNC 
WITH FBPROCK W) 

1 ..• .... lJFOPRUND I = PROCESS UNDEFDSORG 
. 1 .. .... UFOPRSYS l = PROCESS SYS l 
. . 11 1111 * CNDEFINED 

28 (lC) CHARACTER * 
0 (0) CHARACTER 16 UFO PARM EXECUTE CARD PAR.\\IFTER OPTI0'.\i LIST. POT"'.'i"TED 

TO BY THE ADDRESS OF LFOHDR. ·~ LFBDYOFF. 
PRESENT iF ALL BITS \RE Off r--.; U'FLNCT 

0 (0) CHARACTER l CFSERPAR SERIAL/ PARALLEL 
1 ... .... CFFORSER l = FORCE TO SERL\L 
. 1 .• .... LFDEFPAR l = DE FALL r TO P.\R.\LLEL. !G:-<ORED IF LFFORSER 

IS I. 
.. 11 1111 * RESERVED 

l (1) CHARACTER l CFXAFLAG C\TL FLAGS FOR XA \!ODE 
1 •.• .... LFXABUFF t ,- CO BCF ABOVE l6M REQ 
. 1.. .... CFAI31B I= Al BUF ABOVE l6M REQD 
. . 11 1111 . RESERVED 

2 (2) CHARACTER 8 UFWKUNIT WORKUNfT PARA'.\IETER 
IO (A) CHARACTER 6 UFWKVOL WORK VOL PARAMETER 
I6 (IO) CHARACTER * 
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Figure 14 (Page 3 of 3). ADRUFO Mapping Macro 

Offsets Type Length Name Description 

0 (0) CHARACTER • UFO VOL VOLUME LIST HEADER. POINTED TO BY UFVOLI AND 
UFVOLO 

0 (0) CHARACTER 4 UFOVHDR HEADER 
0 (0) FIXED 2 UFOVCNT COUNT OF VOLUME LIST ENTRIES 
2 (2) CHARACTER 2 • RESERVED 
4 (4) CHARACTER 20 UFOVENT (*) VOLUME LIST ENTRY 
4 (4) ADDRESS 4 UFO VU CB@ ADDR OF UCB I 0 
8 (8) CHARACTER 8 UFODDNAM DDNAME ! BLANK 

16 (10) CHARACTER 6 UFOVOLID VOLUME SERIAL I BLANK 
~~ (16) CHARACTER 2 . RESERVED .__ 

Name Hex Hex Struct Name Hex Hex Struct 
Offset Value Level Offset Value Level 

ADRlJFOB 0 l UFOTGTCY 17 3 
UFAIFLGS 13 3 UFOTGTSR 17 3 
UFAIINV 13 4 UFOTGTTR 17 3 
UFAI31B 1 3 UFOVCNT 0 3 
UFBDYOFF 6 3 UFOVENT 4 2 
UFDEFP.-\R 0 3 UFOVHDR 0 2 
L'FDCOPTM 2 2 UFO VOL 0 1 
UFFIFILT 12 4 UFOVOLID 10 3 
UFFIFt;l.L 12 4 UFO VU CB@ 4 3 
UFFIND 12 3 UFOWAITR 16 2 
UFFIPART 12 4 UFOWAITS 15 2 
UFFIPRTV 12 4 UFOlALD 0 3 
UFFLOGCL 12 4 UFOlALDL 0 3 
UFFORSER 0 3 UFOlALLE 0 3 
CFFCCO\fP 10 CFOlCOMP 0 3 
CFFL'CO'-.'\: 11 CFOlCVOL 0 3 
CFFLCO?Y 10 CFOIFLGS 0 2 
UFFLCPYD 10 CFO!PURG 0 3 
CFFLDEF 0 5 CFOlRESE 0 3 
UFFCDL\.-fP 10 5 UFOlWRCK 0 3 
CFFC~CT 10 3 CF02CTLG 1 3 
UFFC~CTl 10 4 CF02DEL 3 
UFFLSCT.: 11 4 UF02DYNQ 3 
UFFLPRT 10 5 liF02ENQE 3 
UFFCREST 10 5 UF02ENQN 3 
CFFCRLSE ll 5 CF02ENQS 3 
UFID 0 3 CF02FLGS 2 
UFLE:'.\ 4 3 UF02RECT l 4 
UFNOI~ 13 4 UF02UNC l 3 
UFNOOCT 13 4 UF03FLGS 14 2 
UFOALL\tu 14 3 UF03FORC 14 3 
UFOBK.3:K 3 3 UF03REPL 14 3 
UFOBLDIX 3 3 UFSERPAR 0 2 
UFODD:'.\.-\:\f 8 UFSTOP 13 4 
LFODRBLK 14 CFSYSIN 13 4 
CFOERA.SE 3 CFSYSPR l3 4 
UFOFR . .\G[ 4 UFUIMAL 13 4 
LiFOFRBLK 14 LFUIMCH 13 4 
UFOFl-~CT () CFVOLI<!_!: 8 
UFOHDR 0 2 UFVOLO@ c 
UFOL-\CPY CFWKUNIT 2 2 
LFOl~SOP 3 2 UFWKVOL A 
UFO\f~GAS 8 2 UFXABUFF 1 3 
UFO\f~SQT c 2 UFXAFLAG 1 2 
UFOM~TCS 10 2 
UFO:\\tG\IT 14 
uFo;-.;os\ts 14 
UFOP.-\R\t 0 
UFOPROCK 18 2 
UFOPRSYS 18 3 
UFOPRL~D 18 3 
UFOR.-\CLG 3 3 
UFOS PH ER 14 3 
UFOTGT.-\L 17 2 
UFOTGTBL 17 3 
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Installation Reblock Exit Routine 
The installation reblock exit routine is given control when a SAM or PAM data set 
is being processed during a data set COPY or RESTORE if either: 

• You specify REBLOCK(dsn [ ... ])in the COPY or RESTORE statement, the 
installation options exit routine (ADRUIXIT) does not override it, and the data 
set being copied meets the filtering criteria passed in the REBLOCK sublist 
(fully- or partially-qualified data set names). 

• The installation options exit routine forces all data set COPY or RESTORE 
functions to use the reblock exit routine. 

Note: The installation re block exit is not given control for RECFM = U data sets. 
However, PDS load module data sets are reblocked, if requested, by IEBCOPY 
COPYMOD. 

The installation options exit routine cannot change the REBLOCK sublist (fully or 
partially qualified data set names), except: 

• It can prevent DFDSS from reblocking if you specified REBLOCK(dsn [ ... ]), 
and 

• It can force DFDSS to reblock all SAM/PAM data sets being copied (equivalent 
to REBLOCK(**)). 

• If the reblockable indicator is on in the data set's Format I DSCB 
(DSIREBLK), DFDSS automatically reblocks the data set to a system deter
mined blocksize. The reblock exit routine is not called. 

The DFDSS reblock exit routine passes a return code of zero, which allows DFDSS 
to use an optimal system generated block size. 

Some Suggestions for Using the Installation Reblock Exit 
You can use this exit to verify or change blocksize. For DFP Version 3 Release I, 
the reblock exit can set a new reblockable indicator that will cause the data set to be 
automatically reblocked when the data set is copied by DFDSS or another program. 

Installation-Supplied Reblock Exit Routine 
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Your installation can replace the DFDSS exit routine to override the 
DFDSS-selected block size. If the exit routine passes an invalid block size, the data 
set is not processed and message ADR453E is issued. 

The name of the reblock exit routine must be ADRREBLK, it must be link-edited 
with the DFDSS load module ADRDSSU. and it must be written in reentrant code. 

DFDSS loads the following registers as input to ADRREBLK: 

Register 1: Pointer to a 6-word parameter list. 
Register 13: Pointer to a standard 18-word save area. 
Register 14: Return address. 
Register 15: Address of ADRREBLK. 

The six word parameter list contains the following information. You can use the 
ADRRBLKB mapping macro, see Figure 15 on page 159, to map this parameter 
list. 
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First word-
Pointer to a 140-byte work area that has the Format 1 DSCB. For multivolume 
data sets, the extent fields are for the first volume only. 

Second word-
Pointer to the 6-byte volume serial of the input volume. For a multivolume data 
set, this volume serial is for the first input volwne. 

Third wonl-
Pointer to the 4-byte device type field of the input volume. This is in the format 
of the UCBTYP field in the UCB. 

Fourth word-
Pointer to the 6-byte volwne serial of the output volwne. For a data set that 
spans multiple output volumes, the serial is for the first volume. 

Fifth word-
Pointer to the 4-byte device type field of the output volume. Its format is 
similar to that for the input volume. 

Sixth word-
High-order bit (bit 0) is on to indicate. the end of the parameter list. The next 
bit (bit I) indicates that the MVS/XA DFP Version 2 DASDCALC function was 
used to calculate the optimum block size for the target data set. 

· The 3rd and 4th bytes of the sixth word contain the block size selected by DFDSS 
for the data set on the output volume. This is in the same format as the DSIBLKL 
field in the Format 1 DSCB (fixed binary). 

Your ADRREBLK routine should issue a return code in register 15 to indicate the 
course of action for further processing by DFDSS. Standard register save and 
restore conventions must be observed. 

The return codes and their meanings are: 

Return Code Meaning 

0 Block size not changed. Use the DFDSS-selected block size. 
4 Block size has been changed by the exit; the new block size is indicated 

in last 2 bytes of word 6 of the parameter list. 
8 Use the input block size (do not reblock). 
12 System determined block size will be used. In addition, the reblockable 

indicator in the Format 1 DSCB (DSlREBLK) will be turned on. 

The example below shows you how to link-edit your ADRREBLK routine. This 
example assumes that module ADRREBLK is in USERLIB (a cataloged APF 
authorized library). 

//NAME 
II 
II 
I /SYSPRINT 
//SYSUTl 
//SYSLMOD 
//USER 
I /SYSLIN 

INCLUDE 
INCLUDE 
ENTRY 
NAME 

/* 

JOB (user accounting information) 
EXEC PGM=HEWL, 
PARM= 1 LIST.LET,NCAL,RENT,AC=l,XREF,AMODE=31' 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(CYL,(1)) 
DD DSN=SYSl.LINKLIB,DISP=OLD 
DD DSN=USERLIB,DISP=SHR 
DD * 
USER (ADRREBLK) 
SYSLMOD(ADRDSSU) 
ADRDSSU 
ADRDSSU(R) 
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Offsets 

0 
0 
4 
8 

12 
16 
20 

21 
22 

Figure 15. 

(0) 
(0) 
(4) 
(8) 
(C) 

(10) 
(14) 

(15) 
(16) 

Type 

CHARACTER 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
BITSTRI~G 

1 ••• 
.1 •• .... 
•• 1 • .... 
. • • 1 1111 
CHARACTER 
FIXED 

Length 

24 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1 

1 
2 

ADRRBLKB ~fapping Macro 

~ame 

ADRRBLKB 
RBDASDCS 
RBDSCB@ 
RBEND 
RBENDLST 
RBIDEV@ 
RBIVOL@ 
RBLKSIZE 
RBODEV@ 
RBOVOL@ 
RBRSTCPY 

Name 

ADRRBLKB 
RBDSCB@ 
RBIVOL@ 
RBIDEV@ 
RBOVOL@ 
RBODEV@ 
RBEND 
RBENDLST 
RBDASDCS 
RBRSTCPY 

RBLKSIZE 

Hex Struct 
Offset Level 

·O l 
14 3 
0 2 

14 2 
14 3 
8 2 
4 2 

16 2 
10 2 
c 2 
14 3 

Description 

PTR TO FORMAT I DSCB 
PTR TO INPUT VOLSER 
PTR TO INPUT DEVICE TYPE 
PTR TO OUTPUT VOLSER 
PTR TO OUTPUT DEVICE TYPE 
LAST WORD IN PARM LIST 
END OF PARAMETER LIST 
I =DASD CALClJ.LATION SERVICE 
1 =CALLED FOR RESTORE 0 =CALLED FOR COPY 
UNUSED 
UNUSED 
SELECTED BLOCKSIZE 

Customizing ISMF 
There may be times when you wish to customize ISMF. Following are the libraries 
you can customize and some restrictions when you customize. lv!VS/ DFP Version 3 
Release 2: Customization discusses ISMF restrictions and customization with 
DFDSS in detail. 

ISMF Libraries That Can Be Customized 
You can customize the following libraries of ISMF: 

The Panel Library 
ISMF allows you to make the following changes to the panel library: 

• Change the initial priming values that ISMF ships 
• Change the default values for data entry panels 
• Provide additional restrictions to values entered for certain fields on panels 
• Remove fields from functional panels 
• Change highlighting and color 
• Change the format of the panel 
• Modify existing functional panel text and help text 
• Add new fields to panels 
• Add new panels. 

The Message Library 
In the message library you can modify existing messages and add new messages. 
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The Skeleton Library 
In. the skeleton library you can modify the job skeletons for ISMF commands 
and line operators. 

The Table Library 
In the table library you can modify the ISPF command tables. 

The Load Library 
In the load library you can modify the ISMF command and line operator tables. 
The tables are contained in nonexecutable CSECTS in the load library. 

The CLIST Library 
In the CLIST library you can modify the options on the CLIST CONTROL 
statement. 

Restrictions to Customizing ISMF 
Following are some general restrictions to customizing ISMF: 

1. Before you change anything, you should make a backup copy of ISMF. Keep 
this unmodified version of the product for diagnostic purposes. IBM support 
and maintenance is provided for only the unmodified version of tSMF. 

2. Do not delete or rename any of the parts of ISMF. Deleting or renaming a part 
could severely impact processing or cause ISMF to fail. 

.. 
3. ISMF is copyrighted. Under the IBM licensing agreement you may modify 

ISMF for your own use. You may not modify it for commercial resale. 
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Appendix A. Compatibility Considerations for Prior Releases 

Access Authority 

Deleting Data Sets 

Data Set DUMP 

Data Set RESTO RE 

LOGICALVOLUME 
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The type of access authority required by DFDSS Version 2 for processing 
RACF-protected data sets and password-protected data sets is the same as in 
DFDSS Version 1 Releases 2.0 and 2.1. In addition, DFDSS Version 2 and DFDSS 
Version 1 Release 2.1 support data sets protected by RACF generic profiles. If you 
do not have DATASET access authority to a multivolume data set, you must have 
DASDVOL access authority to all volumes on which the data set resides. 

In Version 2, if DELETE is specified on a data set COPY, a successfully processed 
data set is scratched from all the volumes on which it resides and is uncataloged. 
(On a data set DUMP, this is true only for a logical dump.) Otherwise, it processes 
as in Version 1 Release 2.1, where only single volume non-VSAM data sets are 
scratched and uncataloged. In Version 1 Release 1 through Release 2.0, non-VSAM 
data sets are scratched but not uncataloged from the source dwnp volume. 

In Version 1, not specifying tiLe input volume(s) resulted in an error message. In 
Version 2 Releases 1 and 2, not specifying the input volumes resulted in a logical 
data set DUMP. The data sets and the volumes to be processed wer~ determined 
from the catalog(s). In Version 2 Releases 3 and 4, a logical data set dump can be 
done on a volume if you use LOGINDD or LOGINDY. 

In Version L not specifying the output volume(s) resulted in an error message. In 
Version 2, if output volume(s) are not specified, the target volume(s) for the 
RESTORE are determined from either: 

The information kept on the dump tape if the data set does not exist in the 
catalog 

The catalog (standard catalog search order) if the data set does exist. In this 
case, REPLACE must be specified. 

In DFDSS Version 2, you can do a data set RESTORE from full volume or data set 
dump tapes created by Version 1. The following limitations apply: 

Because multivolume data sets were not supported on data set dumps in Version 
1, these data sets cannot be restored in their entirety. Also, multivolume data 
sets \vill not be cataloged during a RESTORE. 

DFDSS will not be able to redefine the VSA:M data sets. You may have to 
define them with the RECAT ALOG option. 

In Version 2, the LOGICAL VOLUME keyword is ignored when you do .a 
COPYDU:\IP on data from a Version 2 logical dump. The COPYDUMP function 
cannot isolate data by volume from these tapes. 
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WORKSIZE 
In Version 2, the DEFRAG WORKSIZE keyword is ignored. 

VSAM key range data sets 

PRINT 

In Version 2, data set COPY, logical data set DUMP, logical data set RESTORE, 
and PRINT can process VSAM key range data sets. The cluster names of these data 
sets should be specified in the EXCLUDE keyword if they are to be excluded from 
processing. 

In Version 2, a data set PRINT results in printing tracks in the logical sequence of 
the data set on the volume, not by cylinder-head sequence. Also, you can print 
VSAM components. 

Restoring by Using a Different DFDSS Release 

Dump From 

Vl R2.l 
Full 

V2 
Full 

Vl R.2.1 
Tracks 

V2 
Tracks 

Vl R.2.1 
Physical data set 

V2 
Physical data set 

V2 
Logical data set 

Tapes dumped by using an older version or release of DFDSS can be restored by 
using a newer version or release. IBM does not recommend and does not guarantee 
that tapes dumped by using a newer version or release of DFDSS can be restored by 
using an older release. However, if the dump tape does not contafo any functional 
changes introduced in a n:ewer release, a restore using an older release may be suc
cessful. 

Note: VSAM data sets residing on DFDSS data set Dump tapes created in an 
MVS(XA DFP Version 2 Release 2 (or later release) system cannot be restored in.an 
MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release I or an MVS/370 DFP Version I system without 
certain VSAM N*512 toleration PTFs. 

Figure 16 on page 163 shows whether a tape dumped using one DFDSS release can 
be restored using a different release. Figure 17 on page 163 shows similar informa
tion for stand-alone DFDSS restore. 

RESTORE RESTORE 
From YI R2.1 From V2 

Full Tracks Data Set Full Tracks Data Set 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No Yes No No Yes No 

No Yes No No Yes No 

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

No No No No No Yes8 

Figure 16. System DFDSS RESTORE Compatibility among Releases 
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RESTORE RESTORE 
With Vl R2.1 With V2 

Dump From Full Tracks Full Tracks 

Vl R2.l Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Full 

V2 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Full 

Vl R2.l Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Tracks 

V2 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Tracks 

Vl R2.l No Yes No Yes 
Physical data set 

V2 No Yes No Yes 
Physical data set 

V2 No No No No 
Logical data set 

Figure ~17. Stand-alone DFDSS RESTORE Compatibility Among Releases 

Legend for Figure 16 on page 163 and Figure 17: 

Vl R2.1 DFDSS Version 1 Release 2.1 

V2 DFDSS Version 2 (all releases) 

s Tapes dumped by using an older version or release of DFDSS can be restored by using a newer version or release. 
IBM does not recommend and does not guarantee that tapes dumped by using a newer version or release of DFDSS 
can be restored by using an older release. How 'Ver, if the dump tape does not contain any functional changes 
introduced in a newer release, a restore using an older release may be successful. In particular, restoring VSAM 
data sets using a previous DFDSS release is not recommended. 
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Appendix B. Serialization and Authorization Checking 

Data Integrity-Serialization 
DFDSS uses volume serialization and data set serialization functions to ensure that 
data sets are not modified during the processing of DFDSS commands. Volume 
serialization is accomplished by using the RESERVE macro. Data set serialization 
is accomplished by using the ENQ macro and the DFDSS DYNALLOC function. 
In case of shared DASD, volume serialization ensures that data sets are not being 
added, deleted, renamed, or extended from either the same processor or other 
processors. 

You can override data set serialization with the user enqueue exit routine. (See 
Chapter 6, "Customizing DFDSS and Its Interfaces" on page 143 for additional 
information regarding installation enqueue exit routines.) This allows other pro
grams to access volumes or data sets while DFDSS is running. It does not affect the 
integrity of any data set other than the one currently being processed. Volume 
serialization, however, cannot be overridden. 

Volume Serialization 
For volume serialization, DFDSS issues a RESERVE on the SYSVTOC to prevent 
direct access device storage management (DADSM) functions from changing the 
VTOC entries during DFDSS processing. The RESERVE is issued before processing 
is begun on a particular volume and released when processing is completed. 
However. DFDSS does not issue a RESERVE for a COPYDUMP. data set 
RESTORE. or data set PRINT operation. You will notice that volu:::ne serialization 
by itself does not ensure integrity at the data set level. For example, in the case of a 
dump other than a data set DUMP, data sets are not serialized, and they could be 
changed while a DUMP is being taken. 

DFDSS reserves a VTOC when it is accessed during COMPRESS. RELEASE, and 
COPY (with input volume specified). It is also reserved when updating the 
RACF-defined flag. 

DFDSS operates at the volume and data set levels. To prevent activity on the 
VTOC at the volume level (such as addition, deletion. extension, or renaming of data 
sets), the VTOC is locked during COPY, DEFRAG. DUMP, PRI~T (except data 
set prints). and RESTORE (tracks and full). Of these, the COPY. DEFRAG. 
DUMP. PRINT (tracks). and RESTORE functions may need to access catalogs for 
VSAM data sets, to check authorization to access the data sets on th~ volume. If 
another job on the system (for example, an Access ~fethod Services DEFINE 
command) has already locked the catalog and needs the VTOC for a DA.DSM func
tion (such as the ones described above), a deadlock can result betwe~n DFDSS and 
the other job. To avoid this, you should not run any jobs (for example. 
VSAM/Access Method Services jobs) that need to gain control of both the catalog 
and the VTOC while DFDSS is executing. 
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I Avoiding Lockout 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

When an application program attaches a DFDSS dump or restore task and a task 
that invokes dynamic allocation to allocate a data set (for example, logical 
RESTORE) or invokes DADSM to scratch a data set, there is a possibility that the 
two tasks will lock each other out. To avoid this lockout, DFDSS uses the following 
ENQ scheme: 

• Before DFDSS invokes DADSM SCRATCH, an exclusive ENQ is requested for 
the resource with a major name of ADRLOCK and a minor name of the volser 
(padded with blanks to 8 bytes). 

• Before DFDSS invokes dynamic allocation to allocate a new data set on a spe
cific volume, a shared ENQ is requested for the resource with a major name of 
ADRLOCK and a minor name of the volser (padded with blanks 8 bytes). If 
this is a non-specific dynamic allocation request, an exclusive ENQ with the 
resource with a major name of ADRLOCK and a minor name of NONSPEC is 
requested. 

• If an application program invokes DFDSS FULL DUMP and plans on 
attaching another DFDSS logical RESTORE task, the application should 
request the first resource in exclusive mode (ADRLOCK, volser). The applica
tion should request the second resource in shared mode (ADRLOCK, 
NONSPEC) before attaching the FULL DUMP task. Multiple DUMPs can be 
active in the same address space and a logical RESTORE request will not lock 
out that task. . . · · 

If an application program issues a DADSM request, the application must 
enqueue on ADRLOCK/volser in a shared ENQ or ADRLOCK/NONSPEC in 
an exclusive ENQ. 

:."otes: 

l. When DFDSS is invoked with JCL, lockout does not occur because DFDSS 
allocates a volume before invoking DADSM. If a FULL DUMP has the 
volume enqueued and a restore task has been applied against the same volume, 
the restore task is held until the volume is available. 

"' Only non-SMS, non-VSAM DADSM requests require serialization. 

Data Set Serialization 

Enqueuing-ENQ 
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The follmving material describes using enqueue options for data set serialization. 
Ee.queues are done on the data set name for data set COPY, data set DUMP, data 
se: RESTORE, DEFRAG, PRINT, COMPRESS. and RELEASE to prevent mul
tipie. simultaneous updates to the same data set. 

The SHARE option applies to non-VSAM data sets only (RESTORE. DUMP, and 
COPY). 

If SHARE is not specified by the user with a DFDSS command, DFDSS tries to 
provide the highest level of data integrity by defaulting to exclusive enqueuing. If 
the enqueue fails, the command is put in a wait state for X seconds, where Xis 
specified in W AIT(numsecs,numretries), and the enqueue is retried. If the wait
enqueue sequence fails after Y retries, where Y is specified in 
WAIT(numsecs,numretries), processing ends for the data set. 



Options 

Type of enqueue 

If enqueue is suc
cessful 

If enqueue is not 
successful 
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If you specify the SHARE keyword, DFDSS tries an enqueue for share. If it fails, it 
goes through the same logic as if SHARE had not been specified. If the retries all 
fail, processing ends for the data set. 

You can specify TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) in addition to the default, ENQ, or 
the SHARE option. If TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) is specified, DFDSS attempts 
to get the specified level of enqueue, exclusive or share. If the enqueue fails after the 
specified or default number of retries, DFDSS processes the data set without an 
enqueue. You should specify TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) if you are willing to 
tolerate the exposure of not having data integrity in order to force the successful 
completion of that particular data set operation. DFDSS respects data set integrity 
by not processing partially-qualified VSAM data sets which are opened for update. 
In order to force TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) on data set that is in open status, a 
fully-qualified name is required. This is particularly useful when an installation has 
duplicate data sets (different data sets with the same name but on different volumes) 
and you want to run DFDSS on a data set on one volume while the data set with 
the same name is being used by the system or another job on a different volume. 

Note: Because of ENQ contention, SYSPRINT data sets should not be allocated on 
volumes being processed. TO LERA TE(ENQF AIL URE) cannot apply to data 
movements that involve the use of utilities. 

Figure 18 on page 167 shows the data set enqueue options. 

TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) can be used on VSAM and non-VSAM data sets. 

None 

Exclusive 

Process 

Do not 
process 

SHARE 

Share 

Process 

Do not 
process 

SHARE and 
TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) TOLERi\TE(ENQFAII.URE) 

Exclusive Share 

Process Process 

Process Process 

Figure 18. Data Set Enqueue Options for Non-VSAM Data Sets Specified on DFDSS Commands 

Dynamic Allocation-DYNALLOC 
DYNALLOC is an option for data set DU:Yf P, data. set COPY, data set RESTORE, 
data set PRINT, DEFRAG, COMPRESS. and RELEASE. It allows serialization of 
data sets across processors with shared DA.SD. \vith JES3, and with the interface 
between dynamic allocation and JES3 enabled. SVC 99 causes DYNALLOC to seri
alize data sets. Processing time increases because overhead is involved in dynamic 
allocation and serialization across multiple processors. 

If you use DYNALLOC to serialize data sets (as opposed to ENQ) the job run time 
will increase. If you use INDYNAM instead of DD statements to allocate DASD 
volumes you do not appreciably increase run time and coding of JCL and command 
input is easier. 
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Enqueuing versus Dynamic Allocation of Data Sets 
For data set operations, the default method of serializing usage of data sets is to 
enqueue on the data set name. If DYNALLOC is coded in the control cards, the 
time taken to serialize is much greater than that taken by using the ENQ macro. So 
the DYNALLOC keyword should be used judiciously. It should be used only on a 
JES3 system if the interface between the allocation function and JES3 is not disa
bled. If the interface is disabled, then the end result of serialization using ENQ is 
the same.as using SVC-99; ENQ.takes much less time to serialize data sets. 

When you use DYNALLOC, the selected data sets are allocated to DFDSS. If 
some data sets are allocated to the system, they can only be processed by DFDSS 
with DYNALLOC if SHARE is also specified. Figure 20 on page 170 provides 
additional information on data set serialization. 

Read/Write Serialization Scheme 
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Figure 19 on page 169 shows the serialization scheme used by all operations, except 
COPYDUMP, for read/write access. 
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Non-VSAM Data Sets 

VSAM Data Sets 

On each component 
On the cluster 

Integrated catalog facility catalog 

In addition to above 

On the Volume 

VVDS Data Set 

Input access 
Output access 

If DYNALLOC is used: 

ENQ Names 
Major Name 

SYSDSN 

SYSVSAM 
SYSDSN 

SYSIGGV2 

SYSVTOC 

SYSZVVDS 

ENQ Names 
Minor Name 

Data set name 

See Note 
Cluster name 

Catalog name 

Volume serial 
number 

SYSl.VVDS. 
Vvolser 

ENQ Control, 
Exclusive (E) 
or Share (S) 

E (SHARE not 
specified) 
S (SHARE 
specified) 

E 
E (SHARE not 
specified) 
S (SHARE 
specified) 

E 

E 

s 
E 

For non-VSA.\1 data sets, instead of ENQ, the data set is allocated automatically via SVC99, with 
a disposition of OLD if SHARE is not used; otherwise, SHARE is the disposition. For VSAM data 
sets, in addition to the ENQ, the cluster is allocated dynamically just as for non-VSAM data sets. 

Note: The minor name consists of: 

component n::11e catalog name 

Ll: Total ~ength of minor name 
L2: Component name length 
L3: Catalog name length 

Ll LZ L3 I A I 

On a dat.1 set D U~!P, an ENQ is done once with the character A= B and again with A= 0. 
On a data set RESTORE and DEFRAG, an ENQ is done once with A=B and again with A=I. 
On a da t2 .. set COPY. an E~Q is done once with A= 0. 

Figure l 9. Read \\'rite Access Serialization Scheme 

WAIT Option 

ENQ Scope 

SYSTEM 

SYSTEMS 
SYSTEM 

SYSTEMS 

SYSTEMS 

SYSTEMS 

This option allows you to specify how long, in seconds, DFDSS is to wait for a 
resource and the number of times DFDSS is to retry, should an ENQ or RESERVE 
fail. The default is W AIT(2,2). This means DFDSS is to retry twice at 2-second 
intervals. 
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Function 

COMPRESS 

CONVER TV 

Data Set COPY 

DEFRAG 

Full DUMP 

I 
Data Set DUMP 

I 
I 

Data Set PRINT 

Tracks PRINT 

RELEASE 

I Full RESTORE 

I 
f Data Set RESTORE 

For a data set COPY or logical data set DUMP, the WAIT option has a different 
meaning for serializing data sets when multiple data sets are to be processed and 
W AIT(O,O) is not specified. Multiple passes are made through the list of data sets 
that are selected. On each pass, those data sets that can be serialized without 
waiting for the resource and that were not processed before are processed. At the 
end of a pass, if none of the data sets could be processed without waiting for a 
resource, then, in the next pass, at the first occurrence of ~ data set that_ was not 
processed a WAIT will be issued .. That data set and the remainder of the list will b~ 
processed if possible. The above procedure is repeated until all data sets are proc
essed or the WAIT limits are reached. For example, if WAIT(3,10) is specified and 
5 data sets are left to be processed, up to 10 passes are made. On each pass, the first 
unprocessed data set is waited upon for 3 seconds. Thus, only a 30-second 
maximum will ever be WAITed, not 150 (5 times 3 times 10). 

Data Set 
Volume Level Level 

Data Serialization Serialization 
Set (ENQ or 
Type VTOC VVDS DYNALLOC) 

Non-VSAM Yes N/A DSName 

Non-VSAM Yes ·N/A DSName 
-.· 

Non-VSAM Yes N/A DSName 
VSAM Yes Yes Component and Cluster 

Names 

Non-VSAM Yes N/A DSName 
VSA\f Yes Yes Component and 

Cluster Names 

Non-VS . .\\f Yes N/A N/A 
VSA\1 Yes Yes N.A 

Non-VSA\f Yes N/A lJSName 
VSA~f Yes Yes Component and 

Cluster Names 

Non-VSA\'1 Yes N/A DSName 
VSAM Yes Yes Component Name 

Yes N/A N/A 

Non-VS . .\.Yf Yes N/A DSName 

Non-\·S . .\\I Yes N/A N'A 
VSA\1 Yes Yes N_A 

Non-VSA\1 N/A N/A DSName 
VSAM N/A Yes Component and 

Cluster Names 

Figure 20. Resource Serializ~nion 

~otes to Figure 20: 

• VSAM data sets must be cataloged in an integrated catalog facility catalog. 

• N/A means not applicable. 
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An Example of RESERVE-ENQUEUE Processing 
If you were to enter the following: 

DUMP INDD(INl) OUTDD(OUTl) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(MY.DUMP.DATASETl,MY.DUMP.DATASET2)) -
WAIT(5,2) -
SHARE 

The following would result: 

1. DFDSS issues a RESERVE on SYSVTOC (this is the default) 

If RESERVE fails, DFDSS retries two times at 5-second intervals. 

If RESERVE is successful, DFDSS continues. 

If either of the data set was a VSAM or SMS-managed d~ta set, the VVDS 
would also be serialized by DFDSS. If VVDS serialization fails, none of the 
data sets are dumped. 

2. DFDSS issues a shared enqueue on data set name. If the shared enqueue fails, 
DFDSS retries two times at 5-second intervals. 

If the shared enqueue is successful: 

DFDSS adds the data set name to the list to be dumped._ 
DFDSS loops back to the beginning of this step until an enqueue is 
tried for all data sets. 

If the shared enqueue fails: 

DFDSS issues message ADR412E. 
DFDSS sets condition code = S. 
DFDSS loops back to the beginning of this step until an enqueue is 
tried for all data sets. 

3. After an enqueue is tried for all specified data sets: 

DFDSS dumps the VVDS (if an integrated catalog facility data set was 
selected) and the VTOC and dequeues the VTOC. 

If VVDS was enqueued, it is dequeued by DFDSS. 

DFDSS dumps each data set that was successfully enqueued. 

DFDSS dequeues the enqueued data sets. 

DFDSS issues message ADR3781. 

Keep in mind that. if you specify TOLERA.TE(ENQFAILURE) with the DUMP 
command and the user enqueue exit routine does not override it, the VTOC is not 
dequeued until all the data tracks for all the data sets are dumped. 

DFDSS Authorization Checking 
DFDSS checks authorization on DASD volumes and data sets to ensure that you 
have sufficient authority to access them. The required access authority depends on 
the function being performed and the protection in effect for the entity. The pro
tection mechanism can be either Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) or pass
word. RACF checking takes precedence OYer password checking. The system 
operator is also queried for authorization in certain instances. Some system data 
sets and VSAM data sets are defined to accept authorization from the operator when 
RACF or password checking cannot be used (for example, in accessing the VTOC, 
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VTOC index, or VVDS). System Authorization Facility (SAF) is also supported 
(SAF is not supported for MVS/370). 

Note: If you enter data set passwords in the command data set and your job abnor
mally ends, these passwords may appear in the dump. To prevent this, you should 
put the passwords in a data set and refer to this data set with a DD statement. If 
YO"!J: enter data set passwords in the command data set, theyare suppressed and do 
not appear in the SYSPRINT data set listing.' - - -- - , - ,. - -- --

DFDSS checks Resource Access Control Facility (RA.CF) authorization at the 
volume and data set levels. If RACF Version 1 Release 5 or later release is installed, 
generic profiles are also checked. If RACF Version 1 Release 7 (or later release) and 
MVS/XA Data Facility Product Version 2 Release 1 (or later release) are installed, 
the erase-on-scratch RACF data set profile attribute is supported during data set 
DUMP with DELETE, data set COPY with DELETE, DEFRAG, and RELEASE. 

Access authority to the volume is checked first. If you have the required RACF 
authority at the volume level (for example, alter authority for a full volume 
RESTORE), checking at the data set level is not performed. If you do not have the 
required volume level authority or if the volume is not protected or the protection 
status of the volume cannot be determined, only then is checking performed at the 
data set level. 

For a full volume operation, you must have required access authority to the volume 
itself or to all the data sets on the volume. For a tracks or data set operation, you 
must have the required access authority to the volume itself or to the data sets that 
map the required extents. Full and tracks operations are ended if you do not have 
sufficient authority. For data set level operations. i:~ you do not have volume level 
access, only the subset of those required data sets tl1at you have access to is proc
essed. 

Authorization checks are not done for COPYDU:\1P. 

Authorization checking at the data set level is bypassed in the following cases, where 
it is considered to be equivalent to your having rnl 1.:me l~vel access: 

The JSCBPASS (bypass authorization check) indicator is on in the JSCB Uob 
step control block), or 

Your authorization exit routine so directs. 

An installation-supplied installation authorization exit routine can allow special priv
ileged users to bypass all or some of the authorizl :ion checking. Security processing 
does increase the time required to perform various DFDSS functions. If RACF, 
password checking, or other security features are used for a large number of data 
sets, the elapsed time of an operation can be increased. Note that when you invoke 
this exit you cannot bypass authorization checking initiated by utilities (such as 
IEBCOPY) that are invoked by DFDSS. See ''Installation Authorization Exit 
Routine (ADRUPSWD)" on page 143 for details on the installation authorization 
exit. See Figure 22 on page 176 for information on when DFDSS invokes utilities. 
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Volume Authorization Checking 
RACF DASDVOL protection is the only protection checked by DFDSS at the 
volume level. If other means of protection are normally used in a given installation9 

an installation-supplied installation authorization exit routine must check your access 
authority. See "Installation Authorization Exit Routine (ADRUPSWD)" on 
page 143 for details. The installation authorization exit routine supplied with 
DFDSS does not provide this function.· DFDSS does, however, check for 
DASDVOL access authority if RACF DASDVOL class is active on the system. 

If RACF DASDVOL class is active and a profile exists for the specified volume, 
your access authority is determined. If RACF DASDVOL class is active but a 
profile does not exist for the volume, the volume is not protected. If RACF 
DASDVOL class itself is inactive, the protection status of the volume cannot be 
determined. If RACF DASDVOL is inactive or no profile exists, the user is given 
authority. 

Figure 21 on page 175 lists the RACF DASDVOL access authority checked by 
DFDSS, by function and type of access .. 

Data Set Authorization Checking 
Data set authorization is checked if: 

• System utilities are invoked for data movement. 
• You do not have the required RACF DASDVOL access. 
• Data set authorization checking is not bypassed either with the JSCBPASS bit 

indicator or your authorization exit routine. 

Data sets can be protected by the RACF DATASET class mechanism, the pass\vord 
mechanism. or both. If a data set is protected by both mechanisms, only the RACF 
DATASET access authority is checked. If a data set is not protected by either 
w.echanism. DFDSS assumes that all users have required access to it unless the data 
set is any of the following: 

• A checkpointrestart data set 
• A VTOC index data set 
• A VVDS data set 
• Marked as RACF protected but RACF is inactive 
• A VSAM data set cataloged in an integrated catalog facility catalog but the 

VVDS is not on the volume. 

b these cases. DFDSS prompts the system operator to determine whether you can 
'Je allowed the required access. Keep in mind that the operator is always prompted 
for the v"VDS data set even if it is protected by other means. Also, the operator 
message. ADR369D, contains only the generic phrase RACF PROTECTED 
SYSTEJI DATASET but not individual data set names. The operator is only 
prompted for the first data set encountered in this class. The reply given by the 
operator is used for subsequent data sets of this type on the volume. 

The checking mechanism used is based on the type of data set: VSAM, non-VSAM, 
and so on. The access authority required depends on the function and type of oper
ation being performed: 

• Non-VSAM RACF-protected data sets. If RACF Version 1 Release 5 or 
System Authorization Facility (SAF) is installed on your system, all data sets are 
checked as though they were RACF protected. This is because of the generic 
profile function supported by RACF Version 1 Release 5 and System Authori-
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zation Facility (SAF). If RACF Version 1 Release 4 is installed on your system 
but SAF is not, the data sets are checked for RACF protection only if they are 
specified as RACF protected. Authorization is checked by calling the RACF 
facility. The access authority required is given in Figure 21 on page 175. 

• VSA.'\f data sets. Authorization for accessing VSAM data sets (except VVDS) is 
checked by using the catalog management services. Authorization for overlaying 
the VVDS is obtained by prompting the operator. ·The· master ·password is · 
required to read from or write to a catalog for: 

.--\. DUMP, COPY, or RESTORE 
A tracks PRINT. 

The master password is also required to write to the output volume for: 

A full or tracks RESTORE 
A full or tracks COPY. 

Authorization is checked by calling the RACF facility. The access authority 
required is given in Figure 21 on page 175. 

• VSA.i\f data sets n6t cataloged under the integrated catalog facility catalog .. 
Authorization is checked by opening the data space for input (for input oper
ations l or output (for output operations). The data set must be cataloged in the 
standard order of search. 

• Non-YSAM password-protected data sets. If the DASD volume is the target 
volume for a RESTORE or COPY operation or if it is a DUMP command, the 
write password must be supplied. In all other cases, a read password suffices. 
Passwords must be supplied by using the PASSWORD keyword of the appli
cabl~ .:ommand. 

• \Vhe:. RACF Version 1 Release 5 or an earlier release is installed, if you have 
DASDVOL access at the proper authorization level but not the proper data set 
autho:ization and you do not have the RACF special and operations attributes: 

- When DFDSS attaches utilities in processing non-VSAM data sets for 
COPY and COMPRESS operations. the utilities abend with a 913 code. 

- \\.hen restoring KSDS and key range data sets to unlike devices, message 
.-\DR437E (VSAM open error) is issued and the data set is not restored. 

• When RACF Version 1 Release 6 or a later release is installed, RACF 
DASDVOL authorization checking is honored. However, DASDVOL authority 
is no;: sufficient if you want to use to move (COPY with DELETE) a RACF 
protc~:ed VSAM data set. To copy a data set, DFDSS uses ALTER 
NEW);AME to change the name of the data set being copied. ALTER renames 
both :he data set and the data set's RACF profile. If the user doing the copy is 
not a member of the group containing rhe profile, ALTER will fail. causing 
DFDSS to fail the copy. 



' Function 

COMPRESS 

COPY with DELETE 

COPY without 
DELETE 

I 

l COPYDUMP 

DEFRAG9 

l DEFRAG10 

! DUMP with DELETE 

DUMP without 
DELETE 

PRINT 

I RELEASE 

I 
RESTORE 

( ' .\ -..~' 

Serialization and Authorization Checking 

To copy a RACF protected data set, at least one of the following conditions 
must be met: 

You are a member of the group containing the data set's profile. 

You have RACF OPERATIONS authority. 

The data set's profile takes the form 'HLQ*'; a more specific profile name 
prevents DFDSS from copying the data set. 

If the data set is protected by a discrete profile, you must be a member of 
the group because OPERATIONS authority is not sufficient to rename the 
discrete profile. 

These same conditions apply for copying non-VSAM data sets into 
SMS-managed storage. 

To restore a data set that was RACF protected at dump time, you must 
have update access to the target data set. If the data set is to be renamed 
during RESTORE, you must have read access to the source data set as well 
as update access to the target data set. 

For non-VSAM data sets that were protected under a discrete profile thaf 
no longer exists, you must predefine a new discrete profile or preallocate 
that data set with a discrete profile. 

These conditions do not apply if data set authorization checking is bypassed. 

Type of Access 
on Volume 
or Data Set Full Tracks Data Set 

I 

I i Input I NA N/A I Update 

Input N;A N/A Alter 
Output N'A N/A Update 

Input Read 

I 
Read Read 

Output Alter Alter Update 

N/A N/A N/A I N/A 

Input Read Read Read 

Input Update Update Update 

Input NIA N.!A Alter 

Input Update 

I 
Update Update 11 

I 

Input NA Read I Read 

Input N.IA. N/A Update 

Input N/A N/A Read 
Output Alter Alter Update 

Figure 21. Access Authority Requirement-RA.CF-Protected Data Sets and DASDVOL 

9 RA.CF-protected data set access requirement 

10 DASDVOL access requirement 

11 ALTER is required for Integrated Catalog Facility VSAM catalogs. 
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Utilities Used for Moving Data Sets 
In some cases, DFDSS invokes a utility to move a data set. Figure 22 shows when 
DFDSS invokes a utility for a data set COPY. 

When you move a data set and a utility is used, the data set must be cataloged in the 
standard search order. . . - , 

When DFDSS invokes IEBCOPY to copy a LOADMOD, message IEC507D is 
issued requesting operator authorization to overwrite an unexpired area when the 
source data set has an incorrect RLD count and an unexpired date. 

When DFDSS invokes IEHMOVE to copy data sets, IEHMOVE has DD statement 
requirements that DFDSS cannot always satisfy. To avoid potential abnormal ends, 
do one or both of the following: 

l 
! 
i 
r 
I 
I 

I 
i 

• Specify the source and target volumes as PRIVATE. 

• Ensure that the source and target volumes are not in the list of default volumes 
for dynamic allocation. 

Data Set Type Like Devices Unlike Devices 

SAM DFDSS DFDSS 

PAM DFDss12 DFDss12 

PAM load modules DFDSS IEBCOPYB 
I 

DA\1 nonrelative block 
I 

DFDSS IEHMOVE14 
address mode 

DAM relative block DFDSS DFDSS 
address mode ts 

ISAM to same track. 
I 

DFDSS NIA 
MVS'X~ DFP Version 
2 Release 1 or later 
installed. Target volume 
uses VTOC index. 
Target space available. 

ISAM (all other cases) 
I 

IEBISAM IEBISAM 

ESDS 1 DFDSS DFDSS 

12 All PAM data sets that are not load modules are compressed during a copy to a like or unlike device. DFDSS also 
compresses track overflow data sets. 

13 If copying PAM load modules with REBLOCK, then IEBCOPY is used instead of DFDSS to copy the data set. 

14 Not copied if the target data set is preallocated or if the target device has a smaller track capacity than the source. 

15 DFDSS RELBLOCKADDRESS parameter must be specified. 

16 IDCAMS is used if the target's CISIZE, CASIZE, physical record size. physical block size, or imbed or span attri
butes are different from the source·s. 

17 IDCAMS is used if the source and target CASIZE, physical record size, or physical block size are different; if the 
components span multiple volumes: for a KSDS with Il\1BED and either the source HURBA = HARBA or it has 
extended indexes. 
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Data Set Type Like Devices Unlike Devices 

RRDS DFDSS DFDSS 

KSDS DFDSSI6 IDCAMS (REPRO) 

Key range data set DFDSS17 IDCAMS (REPRO) 

CVOL IEHMOVE. IEHMOVE 

Integrated catalog IDCAMS IDCAMS 
facility user catalogs (EXPORT/IMPORT) (EXPO RT/IMPORT) 

Undefined DSORG DFDSS DFDSS 

Figure 22. Data Mover Selection Matrix for Data Set COPY. 

RACF Logging during Authorization Checking 
If you specify the RACFLOG =YES keyword in your EXEC statement or if the 
installation options exit requests RACF logging, DFDSS allows RACF logging as 
follows: 

• During RACF DASDVOL checking, DFDSS allows logging of successful 
authorizations only. This allows tracking of successful authorizations with 
DASDVOL. Unsuccessful attempts are not logged because the user may still 
gain authorization during data set level checking. 

• During data set level checking of VSAM data sets, DFDSS has no control of 
RACF logging. Logging of these data sets normally occurs as specified in the .. 
applicable RACF profile. 

• During data set level checking of non-VSAM da:a sets, DFDSS allows RACF 
logging as specified in the applicable RACF profile. 

Figure 21 on page 175 provides additional information regarding RACF-protected 
data sets and DASDVOL. 

Example of Security Processing 
Dump data sets by filter criteria; assume RACF and password-protected data sets 
are on the volume. 

DUMP DATASET(INCL(MY.**)) 

The security processing that occurs is as follows: 

Authorization checking is not done if any of the following are true: 

l. The IEFSDPPT program property table indicates that DFDSS does not 
require authorization processing. 

2. An installation exit indicates to bypass authorization checking. 

3. The user has RACF DASDVOL update access. 

The following occurs if authorization checking is performed: 

1. Each data set that is RACF-protected is checked for access authority. If 
you do not have authority or if the RACF profile is missing and the data set 
is RACF indicated, the data set is dumped and message ADR402 is issued. 
Processing continues for other data sets. 

2. Password checking is done if the data set is not RACF-protected but is pass
word protected. Password checking is also done if the data set is protected 
with both the password and RACF protection mechanisms and RACF is 
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inactive or not supported on the system. If authorization is not obtained, 
message ADR402 is issued, the data set is not dumped, and processing con
tinues for other data sets. If this is a system data set (for example, 
checkpoint/restart), operator authorization is obtained. 



Appendix C. 

Application Interface·.:: ' · 

User Interaction Module Exit Options 

This appendix provides information that you may need to refer to when you use the 
User Interaction Modules. General-use programming interfaces are contained in this 
appendix. 

Calling Block Structure 
The parameter structure outlined below can be viewed in block form as shown in 
Figure 23 on page 181. 

ADRDSSU 
is the name of the DFDSS module main entry point. 

OPTPTR 
is the name of the pointer to the option list and is similar to the 
OPTIONADDR description used in MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Utilities. 
This provides a way to specify processing options. This parameter must be spec
ified even if the list is a null list. This means that if you do not want to specify 
any parameters to DFDSS, this pointer must be specified and must point to a 
halfword of binary zeros. The same values that can be specified in the EXEC 
PARM field in the JCL for DFDSS can be specified in the option list. The fir8t 
field of this list is a halfword field (not on a fullword boundary) giving the 
length of the remainder of the list. (This field is hereafter referred to as the 
option list length field.) If you do not want to specify any options, you must set 
the option list length field to binary zeros. If you specify any options in the 
option list, you musr set the total length of the option list (excluding the length 
field itselO in the option list length as a binary value. The options must comply 
with the parameter syntax of the DFDSS EXEC parameter values. 

If yoti do not want to specify subsequent parameters, you can omit them from 
the list. 

DDPTR 
is the name of the pointer to the DDNAME list and is similar to the 
DDNAMEADDR description used in }v!VS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Utilities. 
The DDNAME list provides a way for the user to specify alternate names for 
the SYSIN and/or SYSPRINT data sets. The DDNAME list is a variable 
length field made up of a halfword field followed by unseparated 8-character 
left-justified (right padded \Vith blanks) fields. Each 8-character field is reserved 
for a specific DDNAME. DFDSS uses only two of these fields, that of SYSIN 
(the fifth field) and SYSPRINT (the sixth field). The other fields are provided 
as a s;:andard implementation consistent with existing system utility invocation 
procedures. All fields other than the SYSIN and SYSPRINT fields must be 
filled \Vith binary zeros and are ignored by DFDSS. 

The first field of this list is a halfword (not on a fullword boundary) field giving 
the length of the remainder of the list and contains the binary value representing 
the number 48. (This field is hereafter referred to as the DDNAME list length 
field.) If you specify this parameter but do nc· ;vant to specify any alternate 
DDNAMES for the SYSIN or SYSPRINT data sets, you must set the 
DD NAME list length field to the correct length and all of the 8-character fields 
to binary zeros. 
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If you want to specify an alternate DDNAME for the SYSIN data set, you must 
specify this parameter and must fill the fifth 8-character field with the alternate 
DDNAME; otherwise, this field must be binary zeros. 

If you want to specify an alternate DD NAME for the SYSPRINT data set, you 
must specify this parameter and must fill the sixth 8-character field with. the 
alternate DDNAME; otherwise, this field must be binary zeros. 

If you do not want to specify subsequent parameters, you can omit them from 
the list. 

PAGEPTR 
is the name of the pointer to the page number list and is similar to the 
HDINGADDR description used in MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Utilities. 
This provides a way to specify the starting page number for system output on 
the SYSPRINT data set. The page number list is a fixed-length 6-byte field 
made up of a halfword field followed by a 4-byte EBCDIC page count, which 
specifies the starting page number for DFDSS to use for the SYSPRINT data 
set. If this value is specified here and in the OPTPTR list, this value is used, 
and the corresponding OPTPTR value is ignored. 

The first field of this list is a halfword field giving the length of the remainder of 
the list and normally contains the binary value representing the number 4. This 
field is hereafter referred to as the page number list length field. 

If you" do not want to specify a starting Page Number, you must set the page 
number list length field to binary zeros. If you want to specify a starting Page 
Number, you must specifythis parameter and specify a 4;.character page value. 
If the Page Number is specified (page number list length field is not binary 
zeros). DFDSS resets this field to the current page number upon completion of 
the present invocation. If the Page Number was not specified (page number list 
length field is binary zeros), this field is not changed by DFDSS. 

If you do not want to specify subsequent parameters, you can omit them from 
the list. 

PARAM 
if you had JCL EXEC PARM= values specified in the calling program, DFDSS 
ignores the parameters in the lists pointed to by register 1 upon entry to 
DFDSS. 

CIMPTR 
is the name of the pointer to the user interaction module (UIM) list. There is no 
comparable parameter described in MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2: Utilities. 
This parameter provides a way to specify the name or address of a vector
implemen ted exit module that is to interact with DFDSS for the various I/O and 
data set operations. The UIM list is of variable length and consists of a 
halfword field. The halfword field is followed by a 4-byte address or 8-character 
left-justified (padded on the right with blanks) string field that specifies the 
address of the UIM entry point or the load module name (locatable through the 
normal LINKLIB structure) of the UIM. If you do not want to specify a UIM, 
you should not specify this parameter. 

The first field of this list is a halfword field (not on a full word boundary) giving 
the length of the remainder of the list. It contains the binary value representing 
the number 4 if the address of the UIM is being passed, or the binary value 
representing the number 8 when the name of the UIM is being passed. (This 
field is hereafter referred to as the UIM list length field.) 
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If you want to specify a UIM, you must specify the address of the UIM or the 
name of the UIM in the field following the UIM list length field. Fill that 
length field with the proper binary value of 4 or 8 respectively. See "System 
Programming Information" on page 182 for more details on the use of this 
module. 

When the address of the UIM is specified, DFDSS uses bit 0 of the address to 
determine the addressing mode of the UIM in MVS{XA. If bit 0 is 1, then 
DFDSS assumes that the UIM is to be called in 31-bit addressing mode (which 
is set at link-edit time by specifying AMODE = 31). If bit 0 is 0, the UIM is 
called in 24-bit addressing mode. 

UAPTR 

VL 

is the name of the pointer to the user area list. There is no comparable param
eter in DFDSS Version 2 Release 1 or prior releases. This parameter provides a 
way to specify the address of an area that you want to be passed to the UIM at 
each DFDSS exit point. The user area list is of fixed length, consisting of a 
halfword length field followed by a single 4-byte address that locates the user 
area starting address. 

If you use the user area, the address of the user area must be specified in the 
field after the user area list length field, and the length must be set to 4. 

. indicates that the list is variable length. Both the ATTACH and LINK macros 
require specifying VL = 1. 

X'0004' 

C'NNNN' 

.-----~I Length options 

OPTPTR ---' 

DDPTR 

PAGEPTR 

UIMPTR 

UAPTR 

1--

I X'0004' ~ 
[ address 

length 

!C'MODULE-NAME' 
or address 

X'0030' 

X'OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO' 

X'OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO' 

X'OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO' 

X'OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO' 

C'SYSIN' 

C'SYSPRINT' 

Figure 23. DFDSS Application Interface Structure 
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User Interactions 
User interactions can only take place when DFDSS has been invoked by using the 
Application Interface and the name of the user interaction module (UIM) exit 
routine is supplied to DFDSS. DFDSS can be invoked by any of the system macros 
shown in Figure 24. 

ATTACH EP=ADRDSSU,PARAM=(OPTPTR,DDPTR,PAGEPTR,UIMPTR,UAPTR},VL=l 

or 

LINK EP=ADRDSSU,PARAM=(OPTPTR,DDPTR,PAGEPTR,UIMPTR,UAPTR),VL=l 

or 

CALL (15},(0PTPTR,DDPTR,PAGEPTR,UIMPTR,UAPTR),VL 

Figure 24. Invoking DFDSS with Its Application Interface 

As shown further in Figure 23, a pointer to the UIM exit is passed in the parameter 
list (UIMPTR). Generally, user interactions can be used for: 

• Record management 
• Controlling processing of data sets 
• Gathering statistics on DFDSS operations. 

See Appendix D, "Examples of the Application Program with the User Interaction 
~odule (UIM)" on page 204 for an explanation of the various UIM exits. 

When a UIM exit routine is specified, DFDSS processes normally, then at each 
point in the process (hereafter referred to as DFDSS exit points), the UIM exit 
routine is called conditionally to allow some types of user operations. 

If a DFDSS subtask abnormally ends for any reason, it will be unable to make any 
further calls to the UIM, including the function ending call. 

~ote: DFDSS runs as an authorized problem program. Any program invoking 
DFDSS must also be authorized and in a non-supervisor state. 

System Programming Information 
There are some bit definitions in the installation options control block (ADRUFO) 
that permit DFDSS to communicate with the installation options exit routine. 
When the installation options exit does not want a function to be scheduled, it 
returns a code of 8; for the UIM to do this requires a bit definition of UFSTOP to 
be set in the ADRUFO. If there is not to be a SYSIN and/or SYSPRINT data set 
allocated or all SYSIN/SYSPRINT is to be handled in storage, UFSYSIN and 
l.~FSYSPR specify this to DFDSS. Three additional bits are referred to-UFAIINV, 
L'FUI:\i!AL and UFUIMCHILwhich detennine allowances within the UIM inter
action. 

Two additional bits are defined to indicate the existence or absence of an input 
restore1copydump data set or an output dump copydump data set. These are 
UFNOIN and UFNOOUT respectively. 

18 See Data Facili~v Data Ser Services: Fser's Guide for a definition of these and other acronyms. 
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When DFDSS has been invoked by using the Application Interface and the UIM 
has been specified and is to be called, the following information is passed to the 
UIM on every exit call: 

1. Register 1 points to the interface parameter list pointer. 

2. The interface parameter list pointer is the address of the DFDSS exit identifica
tion block. See "ADREIDO Data Area" on page 198 for a detailed description 
of this block. This list basically consists of: 

• A halfword field specifying the length of the remainder of the list. 

• The remainder of the list that is mapped by the macro ADREIDO. See 
Figure 26 on page 183 for a block format of this area. 

Upon return from the UIM, the user return code field is examined to determine the 
disposition of the current 1/0 record or data set (within the limits allowed to the 
exit). 

Application Interface Blocks: The parameter structure described in Figure 23 on 
page 181 can be viewed in block form as shown in Figure 25. 

I · EJ--.! Interface Pointer j--------..-..j1 Length 

l Exit Identification .Block 

Figure 25. DFDSS Exit Interface Structure 

Exit Identification Block: The exit identification block is shown in block form in 
Figure 26. 

Control Block Eye-catcher (supplied by DFDSS) 

TASK-ID (supplied by DFDSS) 

Installation Exit A 11 owance (supplied by DFDSS) 

DFDSS Processing Option (supplied by DFDSS) 

User Return Code (supplied by UIM) 

Record Area Length (supplied by DFDSS) 

Original Record Length (supplied by DFDSS) 

Original Record Pointer (supplied by DFDSS) 

User Area Pointer (supplied by DFDSS) 

DDNAME/VOLID Pointer (supplied by DFDSS) 

Figure 26. DFDSS Exit Identification Block 
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The exit identification block is passed to the user interaction module every time 
DFDSS gives control to it. Each field is described below, but see "ADREIDO Data 
Area" on page 198 for the formal declarations. 

• Control Block Eye-catcher-This field is a 4-character string field that is supplied 
by DFDSS. It contains the character string EIDB and can be of use in locating 
the control block when you are viewing a storage dump during DEBUG proc
essing. 

• TASK-ID-This field is a fullword binary field that is supplied by DFDSS. The 
number contained in this field is assigned by DFDSS to each function command 
statement submitted in SYSIN, whether obtained from the data set or from the 
UIM. This number is binary zero when DFDSS is calling the UIM for a func
tion that is not related to a user command statement. Each command is num
bered in sequence. When a task is scheduled to process this command, all 
messages associated with this task and all calls to the user interaction module for 
this task are accompanied by this unique number. In this way, the UIM can 
identify which task is being processed and what function is associated with that 
task. 

• Installation Exit Allowance-this field is a fullword binary field supplied by 
DFDSS. The 32 bits defined in this field can be used as flags to determine what 
actions the UIM can perform with respect to the record presented. Some 
actions conditionally allowed are: 

View and conditionally override the installation options. 
Insert data prior to current record. 
Replace the current data record with an exit-record supplied. 
Delete the current data record. 
~Iodify the current data record. 
Disconnect the exit from further interaction. 
Recognize when a disallowed option has been attempted. 
End processing of the data set. 
End processing of the task. 

• DFDSS Processing Option-This field is a halfword binary field that is supplied 
by DFDSS. The number contained in this field can be used by the user inter
action module (UIM) to vector branch to the appropriate processing routine for 
the record or data set being presented to the exit. 

A~ appropriate locations in the DFDSS processing modules, the user interaction 
module is considered for receiving control. These locations are referred to as 
DFDSS Exit Points. 

• User Return Code-This field is a halfword binary field that is filled in by the 
UIM. The number contained in this field identifies the action expected by the 
exit on the record or data set being presented to the exit. This field is examined 
by DFDSS when control returns from the UI~f. Although not all the following 
return codes are allowed at any given exit calL the list does include all accept
able return codes. If a code that is not allowed is returned from the UIM, 
DFDSS passes the EIDB back to the UIM with the EIXERR flag set. This 
allows the UIM one chance to correct the option. If a code that is not allowed is 
then returned again, it is ignored by DFDSS and the record is processed as 
though the exit had returned the code zero (0). This sequence is followed for 
any subsequent incorrect return codes. The meaning of each return code for 
those exits presenting records to the UIM (Eioptions I to 20) is: 

0 The record is processed as would normally have happened if there had not 
been a UIM. The original record is not changed in any way by the exit. 
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4 The record was replaced by the exit. The new record must be placed in the 
area pointed to by the original record pointer field and its length stored in 
the original record length field. 

8 The record is to be inserted. The address of the new record must be stored 
in the original record pointer field or the new record must be stored in the 
area pointed to by the original record pointer field and its length must be 
stored in the original record length field. When this exit is next called, the 
original record is presented again. 

12 The record is to be deleted. The record presented to the UIM is ignored in 
the processing, thus deleting it. 

16 The record was modified by the exit. This return code is the only one 
allowing the original record to be altered and then to be processed by 
DFDSS. Any changes made to the record must be logically correct because 
DFDSS cannot assure the validity of these changes. 

Note: If the record being processed is the installation options record 
(ADRUFO) and any values have been changed, return code 16 niust be 
returned or the changes aJe ignored. 

20 The record is to be processed as though a return code zero (0) had been 
given, but this particular DFDSS exit point will no longer be called from the 
current functional task, although it might be called from others. You must 
be cautious in using this code because multiple record types use the same 
DFDSS exit point. It would be better for the UIM to inspect each record 
type and only give a return code zero (0) when a record is not of interest to 
the exit. 

24 The record is to be processed but at all future visits of DFDSS at this exit 
point, only user statistical records are to be presented to the UIM. 

28 The notification-of-response return code. The WTOR has been handled by 
the UIM and the UIM has supplied the proper response from the WTOR in 
the area pointed to by the original record pointer. The interface allows you 
to handle all WTOR processing in the UIM exit routine and to supply the 
required response to DFDSS in lieu of DFDSS's issuing the WTOR itself. 
Note that the UIM must set the original record length to the proper value. 

32 DFDSS ends the current functional task and issues message ADR356E. This 
return code is supported only for full volume DUMP and RESTORE. 

The meaning of each return code for those exits controlling data set processing 
(Eioptions 21, 22, and 23) is: 

0 The data set is processed as would normally have happened if there had not 
been a UIM. Data set processing is not altered in any way. 

16 This return code is valid from exit 22 only. It indicates to DFDSS to 
examine the bypass processing flags and to modify processing of the data set 
according to which flags are on. These bypass flags are only examined by 
DFDSS if a return code of 16 is returned. Refer to "Bypass Verification Exit 
(Eioption 22)" on page 194 for more details about these flags. 

20 The record is to be processed as though a return code zero (0) had been 
given, but this particular DFDSS exit point will no longer be called from the 
current functional task, although it might be called from others. You must 
be cautious in using this code because multiple record types use the same 
DFDSS exit point. It would be better for the UIM to inspect each record 
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type and only give a return code zero (0) when a record is not of interest to 
the exit. 

32 DFDSS ends the current functional task and issues message ADR356E. This 
return code is supported only for logical data set COPY, logical data set 
DUMP, and logical data set RESTORE. 

36 DFDSS ends processing of the data set named in the param~ter passed to the 
exit. Processing continues with the next data set (if any). If Exit 23 sets this 
return code after the data set has already been processed, then DFDSS does 
not undo the processing, but deletes the data set from the successfully
processed message list (if applicable) and includes it in the unsuccessfully
processed message list even though the data set may have been successfully 
processed up to that point 

• Record Area Length-This field is a fullword binary field that is supplied by 
DFDSS. The number contained in this field represents the total length of the 
area in which the original record is stored. The number can be used by the UIM 
to verify that replacement and inserted records will fit in the provided buffer 
area pointed to by the original record pointer field. The value of this field is 
zero (0) when the UIM is called by exits 21, 22, or 23. 

• Original Record Length-This field is a fullword binary field that is supplied by 
DFDSS but can be changed by the UIM. The number contained in this field 
represents the total length of the record pointed to by the original record 
pointer. The length includes just the length of the record pointed to by the ori
ginal record pointer field and does not include the length of this field itself. The 
value of this field is zero when the UIM is called to supply in-storage SYSIN 
data. The value of this field is zero (0) when the UIM is called by exits 21, 22, 
or 23. 

• Original Record Pointer-This field is a fullword address field that is supplied by 
DFDSS but can be changed by the UIM. This field contains the address of the 
record being passed to the UIM on this call. This address will normally not be 
changed by the exit unless an insertion is being used. Refer to the proper return 
code descriptions for the effect on this field. The value of this field is zero when 
the UIM is called to supply in-storage SYSIN data or called by Exits 21, 22, or 
23. The location of the original record, above or below the 16-megabyte (Mb) 
virtual storage line, is controlled by using the installation options exit. If this 
record is to be above 16 Mb, the UIM has to run in 31-bit addressing mode in 
ord~ .. to address the record. 

• User Area Pointer-This field is a fullword address field that is supplied by the 
application program and is maintained by DFDSS. This field contains the 
address of the user data/work area that was supplied by the application program 
as a communications area for UIM internal process controls. DFDSS saves this 
pointer and supplies it in the EIUSEPTR field of the exit identification block on 
each call to the UIM. If any UIM exit changes the user area pointer, DFDSS 
presents the updated pointer on subsequent calls to the UIM. 

Each DFDSS functional task keeps its own copy of the user area pointer. If the 
pointer is changed by the UIM for one task, it does not be changed in any other 
task. At the beginning of each task, the user area pointer is the one passed to 
DFDSS by the application program. 
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• DDNAME/VOLID Pointer-This field is a fullword address field supplied by 
DFDSS. It contains the address of an area containing the DDNAME of the 
output dump data set, left-justified in an 8-byte area, followed by a 6-byte area 
containing the volume serial number of the volume containing the dump data 
set, also left-justified. This pointer is valid only for the full volume DUMP exit, 
EIOP06. 

Application Interface Descriptions 
Following are the descriptions for all of the exit points available with DFDSS. 

Function Startup (Eioption 0) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS starts a function such as DUMP or 
RESTORE. 

The valid return codes for function startup are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 20 (inhibit all UIM calls) 
• 32 (end processing -- Only valid for a full DUMP and a full RESTORE). 

Reading SYSIN Record (Eioption 1) 
This exit point is called after DFDSS reads a SYSIN record. You can replace, 
insert, delete, or modify a SYSIN record at this exit point. The EIRECPTR points 
to the SYSIN record. 

The valid return codes for reading SYSIN records are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 4 (record replaced) 
• 8 (insert record) 
• 12 (delete record) 
• 16 (record modified) 
• 20 (disconnect exit). 

Printing SYSPRINT Record (Eioption 2) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS is ready to print a SYSPRINT record. You 
can replace, insert, delete, or modify a SYSPRINT record at this exit point. The 
EIRECPTR points to the SYSPRINT record. 

The valid return codes for printing SYSPRINT records are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 4 (record replaced) 
• 8 (insert record) 
• 12 (delete record) 
• 16 (record modified) 
• 20 (disconnect exit). 

Note: When DFDSS is printing a page header record, you can only modify or 
delete the record. 
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Reading Physical Tape Record (Eioption 3) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS has read a record from a data set that has 
been dumped (on tape or DASD) by using the DUMP command. The EIRECPTR 
points to the tape record. The valid return codes for reading physical tape records 
are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 8 (insert record-Only valid when UFNOIN is set in the user installation options 

exit). 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function-Only valid for a full DUMP and a full RESTORE). 

Reading Logical Tape Record (Eioption 4) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS has read a record from a data set which was 
created with a logical DUMP command and dumped on tape or DASD. The 
EIRECPTR points to the tape record. 

The valid return codes for reading logical tape records are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 8 (insert record) 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 24 (select user statistics records) 
• 32 (end function-Only valid for a full DUMP and a full RESTORE). 

Note: If code 24 is returned, DFDSS will only call this exit point when DFDSS 
processes user statistics records. 

Writing Logical Tape Record (Eioption 5) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS writes a logical record to a dumped dataset, 
on tape or DASD, while performing a logical DUMP. If you insert a record at this 
exit point, DFDSS marks it as a statistics record, not a data record. The 
EIRECPTR points to the tape record. 

The valid return codes for writing logical tape records are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 8 (insert record) 
• 20 (disconnect exit). 

Writing Physical Tape Record (Eioption 6) 
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This exit point is called when DFDSS writes a physical record to a dumped data set 
on tape or DASD. The EIRECPTR points to the tape record and the EIDDID 
points to DDINFO. 

The valid return codes for writing physical tape records are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 12 (delete record-Only valid when UFNOOUT is set in the user installation 

options Exit). 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function-Only valid for a full DUMP). 



Reading Disk Track (Eioption 7) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS has read a track from DASD. The 
EIRECPTR points to the track buffer. 

The valid return codes for reading disk tracks are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function-Only valid for a full DUMP). 

Writing Disk Track (Eioption 8) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS is ready to write a track to DASD. The 
EIRECPTR points to the track buffer. 

The valid return codes for writing disk tracks are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function-Only valid for a full RESTORE). 

Reading Utility SYSPRINT (Eioption 9) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS is reading output from an attached utility. 
You can replace, insert, delete, or modify a utility SYSPRINT record at this exit 
point. The EIRECPTR points to the Utility SYSPRINT record. 

The valid return codes for reading utility SYSPRINT are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 4 (record replaced) 
• 8 (insert record) 
• 12 (delete record) 
• 16 (record modified) 
• 20 (disconnect exit). 

Reserved (Eioption 10) 
This exit point is not currently used by D FDSS. 

Writing WTO Message (Eioption 11) 
This exit point is called when DFDSS is ready to write a WTO message which was 
specified in the SYSIN. You can replace. insert, delete, or modify the WTO message 
at this exit point. The EIRECPTR points to the WTO message. 

The valid return codes for \\.Titing WTO messages are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 4 (record replaced) 
• 8 (insert record) 
• 12 ( ddete record) 
• 16 (record modified) 
• 20 (disconnect exit). 
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• For each component or data set: 
The number of volumes it resides on 

- The volser of each volume 
The RBA of the control interval in the VVDS of the VVDS entry of each 
volume. 

EIRECPTR points to EIREC20. EI20DA@ and EI20IX@ point to EI20DSI. 

Note: Because SMS-managed multivolume non-VSAM data sets have a VVDS 
entry only on the first volume, RBA information is passed for just one volume. The 
RBA in all other volume entries will be zero. Likewise, the RBA information for 
non-SMS-managed non-VSAM data sets will always be zero. 

The valid return codes for volume notification are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function-Only valid for full or physical data set DUMP and full or 

physical data set RESTORE). 

Data Set Verification (Eioption 21) 
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This exit allows the user interaction module (UIM) to end logical COPY, DUMP, 
and RESTORE processing for individual data sets. This exit is given control 
through the UIM at the start of logical COPY, logical DUMP, and logical 
RESTORE processing for each data set. DFDSS provides the UIM with the data 
set name through the EIREC21 structure within the exit identification block, 
ADREIDO. EIREC21 is shown in Figure 27 on page 197. The name provided is 
the original data set name prior to rename processing, if any, for COPY and 
RESTORE. The UIM returns to DFDSS with a return code in the exit identifica
tion block. 

The valid return codes for data set verification are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function) 
• 36 (end data set) 

DFDSS will continue processing with the next data set, if any. If the user speci
fies the SPHERE keyword and processing for a base cluster is ended through 
this exit, processing for all AIXs related to the base cluster is also ended. If the 
user specifies the SPHERE keyword and the UIM attempts to end processing for 
an AIX that is related to a base cluster that was selected for processing, DFDSS 
invokes the UIM again. If the UIM attempts to end processing for the AIX 
again, DFDSS issues warning message ADR770W and ignores the request. If 
the user does not specify the SPHERE keyword, AIXs can be ended even if they 
are related to base clusters selected for processing. Ending a base cluster 
without the SPHERE keyword does not cause any related AIX.s to be ended. 

Note: See the Note for Eioptions 21, 22, 23 on page 194. 
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Bypass Verification Exit (Eioption 22) 
This exit allows a user to force DFDSS to bypass serialization and security verifica
tion during logical COPY, DUMP, and RESTORE processing for individual data 
sets. It also allows a user to tum on a tolerate-migrated-volser indicator that forces 
DFDSS ~o restore a data set with a migrated volser. This exit is given control 
through the UIM at the start of logical COPY, logical DUMP, and logical 
RESTORE processing for each data set. DFDSS provides the UIM with the data 
set name through the EIREC22 structure within the exit identification block, 
ADREIDO. EIREC22 is shown in Figure 27 on page 197. The data set name pro
vided is the original name prior to rename processing, if any, for COPY or 
RESTORE. The UIM returns to DFDSS with a return code in the exit identifica
tion block. 

The valid return codes for data set verification are: 

• 0 (continue normal processing) 
• 16 (bypass one or more of the following:) 

Serialization via ENQ or SVC 99 is bypassed if the UIM exit turns on the 
bypass serializatjon indicator, EU2BSER. Serialization is bypassed for the 
source data set for COPY and DUMP. Serialization is also bypassed for the 
target data set for COPY and RESTORE. DFDSS assumes that all neces
sary serialization has already been performed by the invoker of DFDSS. 
However, DFDSS does no checking to ensure that this is true. DFDSS per
forms normal serialization if the UIM exit does not turn on the bypass 
serialization indicator. 

DFDSS does not delete or uncatalog data sets that were bypassed for serial
ization even if the DELETE or UNCAT keywords are specified. If a preal
located data set is not 12.:-ge enough during a data set RESTORE and the 
bypass serialization indicator is on. DFDSS does not scratch and reallocate 
that target data set and the RESTORE fails. 

- RACF verification and all other data set security checking is bypassed if the 
UM exit turns on the bypass RACF indicator, EI22BSEC. If EI22BSEC is 
set on, DFDSS checks to ensure that the application program is authorized 
to bypass RACF and security processing. The application program is 
authorized to bypass RACF and security processing if the JSCBPASS flag is 
on in the job step control block. If the EI22BSEC and JSCBPASS indica
tors are on, RACF verification and all other data set security processing 
including password checking is bypassed. DFDSS does not do any RACF 
authorization checks. DFDSS does not create any RACF profiles for the 
copied or restored target data set. DFDSS assumes that all necessary 
RACF authorization and security checking has already been performed by 
the invoker of DFDSS. For a COPY or RESTORE operation, RACF pro
files are not created for the target data set. 

If the user turns on the bypass RACF indicator and the JSCBPASS indi
cator is off, DFDSS sets the error flag, EIXERR, on in the exit identifica
tion block and invokes the UIM again. If the user sets the bypass RA.CF 
indicator again, DFDSS issues error message ADR 772W and processing 
continues as normal. DFDSS does still allow serialization to be bypassed 
and tolerate migrated volser processing if those indicators are set. 

DFDSS performs normal RACF and security processing if the UIM exit 
does not turn on the bypass RACF indicator. 

If the tolerate-migrated-volser indicator is set on by the UIM, DFDSS takes 
special action to support the restoration of a non-VSAM data set with a 
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volser of MIGRAT for a logical data set RESTORE operation in an SMS 
environment or when CATALOG has been specified. DFDSS ignores the 
EI22BMIG indicator for COPY and DUMP operations and VSAM data 
sets. 

When DFDSS is restoring a non- \!SAM data set and the tolerate-migrated
volser indicator is set on, a catalog LOCATE is issued to determine the 
status of the data set being restored. Based on the result of that LOCATE, 
different actions will be taken. 

No catalog entry is found: In this case, the data set being restored is not 
considered to be migrated. A normal DFDSS logical restore is per
formed. The tolerate-migrated-volser indicator is ignored. 

A catalog entry is found, but the VOLSER is not MIGRAT: Again, the 
data set is not considered to be migrated. As above, normal processing 
continues as though the indicator had not been set. 

A catalog entry is found and the VOLSER is MIG RAT: The data set is 
indeed migrated and requires special processing. Instead of cataloging 
the data set after allocating it, DFDSS alters the existing MIGRAT 
volser entry to the actual volume the data set was restored to. Once the 
catalog entry has been changed from MIGRAT to the new data set's 
\·olsers, the restore continues as normal. 

Note: · Because the migrated data set is not recalled during this restore, 
the user of this interface is responsible for deleting the migrated copy of 
the data set and updating the necessary control files. 

DFDSS performs normal non-VSAM data set cataloging if the UIM exit 
does not turn on the tolerate-migrated-volser indicator. 

If the lT\f exit sets the return code to EIRCI 6 but fails to turn on any of the 
bypass verification indicators, DFDSS ignores all bypass options and performs 
normally. If the UIM exit sets the return code to EIRC16 for a VSAM data set 
and turns on the tolerate-migrated-volser indicator, DFDSS does not treat it as 
an error condition and ignores the tolerate-migrated-volser indicator. 

• 20 (disconnect exit) 
• 32 (end function) 
• 36 (end data set). 

Refer to EIRC36 in '"Data Set Verification (Eioption 21)" on page 192 for 
details on ending spheres. 

Note: See the Note for Eioptions 2 L 22. 23 on page l 94. 

Data Set Processed Notification Exit (Eioption 23) 
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This exit indicates to the UL\;f whether or not the logical COPY, DUMP. or 
RESTORE processing for in&vidual data sets was successful. This exit is given 
control through the UIM at the conclusion of logical COPY, logical DUMP, and 
logical RESTORE processing for each data set. DFDSS provides the UIM with 
information through the EIREC23 structure within the exit identification block, 
ADREIDO. EIREC23 is shO\.vn in Figure 27 on page 197 .. 

DFDSS pro\·ides the UIM with the following information at the conclusion of proc
essing for logical DUMP of each data set: 

• The data set name that was dumped. 
• A return code for the data set that indicates whether processing was successful. 



0 (Data set completely successful (informational)) 
4 (Data set partially successful (warning)) 
8 (Data set unsuccessful (error)) 
12 (Ending error) 
16 (Ending error) 

Application· Interface 

• The source SMS flag (DSlSMSFG) from the Format l DSCB. 
• The source data set organization (DSlDSORG) from the Format 1 DSCB for a 

non-VSAM data set. 
• Flags to indicate data set type for a VSAM data set. 

DFDSS provides the UIM with the following information at the conclusion of proc
essing for logical COPY and logical RESTORE of each data set: 

• The original data set name that was copied or restored. This is the data set 
name prior to rename processing, if any. 

• The new data set name being copied or restored if rename processing was per
formed. 

• A return code for the data set that indicates whether processing succeeded: 
0 Data set completely successful (informational) 
4 Data set partially successful (warning) 
8 Data set unsuccessful (error) 
12 Ending error 
16 Ending error 

• The source and target SMS flags (DSISMSFG) from the Fomiat I DSCB. 
• The source and target data set organization (DSlDSORG) from the Format 1 

DSCB for a non-VSAM data set. 
• Flags to indicate data set type for a VSAM data set. 
• A count of the volumes that the data set was copied or restored to. 
• Alis: ,:;.f the volume seri::..l ~umbers iVOLSERs) that the data set \vas copied or 

res:'-'=-~d to. 

The UI\f returns to DFDSS with a return code in the exit identification block. The 
valid re~i__::-n codes for data sec \ erificati0n are: 

• 0 (c0::::inue normal processing) 
• 20 : c:;~..:or:.nect exit) 
• 32 ( e::d function) 
• 36 1 e::d data set) 

It does not undo any successful processing, but deletes the data set from the 
successfully-processed message list (if applicable) and includes it in the 
uns'..:-:-.:-essfully-processed :::;.essage list. It is the responsibility of the user of this 
ime:-:'~:ce to delete [he cupid. dumped. or restored data set from the target 
vol:.::::es. DFDSS contin:.les processing with rhe next data set, if any. Refer to 
EIRC ~6 in '"Data Set Ve:-i:ication. \Eioption 2 l r· on page 192 for details on 
enJi::g spheres. 

~ote for Ii options 2 L 22. 23: If Eiopcions 21. 22. and 23 end the function (the User 
Interacti1..>n Module (UIM) passes back a return code 32 to DFDSS) during data set 
COPY. DFDSS can be processing more than one data set at the time. This can 
happen if utilities are needed to process some of the data sets. DFDSS does the 
following steps before ending: 

• No unprocessed data sets are scheduled for processing. 
• All data sets in utility processing are allowed to complete normally. 
• No r:ew calls are made to exits 21. 22. or 23. Th.is includes data sets in utility 

processing that are allowed to complete. 
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• Spheres that are being processed because of the SPHERE keyword and that are 
not complete at the end of the function will have the target parts deleted to pre
serve sphere integrity. Preallocated spheres are left partially copied. 

• Spheres being processed without the SPHERE keyword or individual sphere 
components being copied are left partially completed. 

Avoiding Lockout 
Refer to "Avoiding Lockout" on page 166 for a description of the ENQ scheme to 
prevent lockout. 
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Record Processing: If the UIM makes any changes to the presented record 
(assuming it can validly do so), return code 16 must be returned or the changes are 
ignored. If the record is to be replaced in total, return code 4 must be returned or 
the original record is used. If a record is to be inserted before the current record, 
return code 8 must be returned or the record is ignored. If the current record is to 
be deleted, return code 12 must be returned or the current record is processed. If the 
exit is no longer interested in processing any records appearing at the current 
DFDSS exit point, return code 20 must be returned or the exit is called at the next 
visitation of DFDSS to the exit point. The current record will still be processed in 
either event. If you want to receive only user statistical records at any specific exit, 
return code 24 must be returned. If you want to process a WTOR within the UIM, 
the response must be returned to DFDSS with a return code 28. 

If a record is being returnee! that is longer than the ori~inal record, the exit must 
either replzice the record in the area pointed to by the originai record pointer or 
supply ano:her area and store the address to the record in the original record pointer 
field. In either case, the length must be stored in the original record length field and 
a return code of 4 must be used. If a record is being returned that is shorter than 
the original record, the exit can supply an area and store the address to the record in 
the original record pointer field or, if allowed, can merely replace the original record 
with the shorter one. In either case, the length of the new record must be placed in 
the original record length field. If the new area option was used, return code 4 must 
be used. If the new record overlaid the original, return code 16 must be used. 
Figure 27 on page 197 describes the data area corresponding to the DFDSS exit 
identification block. 

Data Set Processing: Eioptions 21, 22. and 23 are three exits that give you added 
control over data set processing during a logical data set COPY, DUMP, and 
RESTORE. These exits are called immediately prior tG and immediately after each 
data set's being processed, on a data set by data set basis, and allow you to make a 
number of processing changes. 

Eioptions 21 and 22 are called, one after the other, at the start of processing of each 
data set. DFDSS passes each exit the name of the data set being processed. Based 
on that name, each exit allows you to end processing of just that data set (return 
code 36); end processing of the whole functional task (return code 32); disconnect 
the exit so that it is no longer called prior to subsequent data sets being processed by 
that task (return code 20); or do nothing (return code 0). Eioptions 22 also allows 
you to modify the way in which the data set is to be processed (return code 16). 
Refer to ''Bypass Ver. fication Exit (Eioption 22)" on page 193 for more details. 
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Eioption 23 is called immediately after a data set has been processed and also allows 
you to end processing of the data set, end processing of the task, disconnect the exit, 
or do nothing. 

ADREIDO Data Area 
The following figures describe the data area corresponding to the DFDSS exit iden
tification block. 

Figure 27 (Page l of 3). ADREIDO Mapping Macro 

Offsets Type Length Name Description 

0 (0) CHARACTER 42 ADREIB 
0 (0) FIXED 2 EIDLLEN LENGTH OF ADREIB 2 
2 (2) CHARACTER 4 EIID BLOCK IDENTIFIER EBCDIC .. EIDB* 
6 (6) FIXED 4 EITSKID TASK ID NUMBER 

10 (A) BITSTRING 4 EIXALLOW USER EXIT ALLOWANCE OPTIONS 
10 (A) BITSTRING I EIXALOWO ALLOWANCE OPTION BYTE I 

1 .•. EIXREP ALLOW REPLACE OF RECORD 
.1 .. EIJGNS ALLOW INSERTION OF RECORD 
.. 1. EIXDEL ALLOW DELETIO~ OF RECORD 
••. 1 .... EIXMOD ALLOW MODIFICATION OF RECORD 

1 ••• EIXDIS ALLOW DISCONNECT OF EXIT 
.1 .. EIXWTOR ALLOW WTOR RESPONSE 
.. 1. EIXSTAT ALLOW SELECTIO~ OF USER STATS 
... 1 EIXTERM ALLOW FCNCTIO:\ ENDING 

11 (B) BITSTRING EIXALOWl ALLOWANCE OPTION BYTE 2 
1 ••• .... EIXTDSET ALLOW DATA SET ENDING 
.111 1111 UNCSED 

12 (C) BITSTRING EIXALOW2 ALLOWANCE OPTION BYTE 3 
12 (C) BITSTRING RESERVED 
13 (D) BIT STRING EIXALOW3 ALLOWANCE OPTION BYTE 4 

1 ... .... EIXERR DISALLOWED OPTION ATTEMPTED 
.111 l 111 RESERVED 

14 (E) FIXED EIOPTION PROCESSING OPTIO:\" 
16 ( lO) FIXED EIRETCOD EXIT RETCR:\ CODE 
18 (12) FIXED 4 EIRECAL.'i RECORD AREA LE'\GTH 
22 (16) FIXED 4 EIRECLEN ORIGINAL RECORD LENGTH 
26 (IA) ADDRESS 4 EIRECPTR ORIGINAL RECORD ADDRESS 
30 (IE) -\DD RESS -l EICSEPTR CSER D.-\TA AREA A.DDRESS 
34 (22) .-\DD RESS -1 EID DID EIOP06 DDl"A,\tlE YOUD PTR 
38 (26) BITSTRING 4 EIXFLAGS OTHER FLAGS 
38 (26) BITSTRING 1 EIXFLAGO FLAG BYTE 0 

1 ••• EIXABEND FOR EIOP02 ONLY. l =MESSAGE IS ADROl3 INDICATING 
.-\:\.-\BEND COi'iDITION 

.l .. EIXNTERR FOR EIOP02 ONLY. l = YIESSAGE IS TYPE 'E' AND IS NOT 
324 OR 347 

•• 11 llll RESERVED 
39 (27) BITSTRING EIXFLAGI FLAG BYTE 1 
39 (27) BITSTRING RESERVED 
40 (28) BITSTRING EIXFLAG2 FLAG BYTE 2 
40 (28) BITSTRING RESERVED 
41 (29) BITSTRI:'.'iG EIXFLAG3 FL.-\G BYTE 3 
41 (29) BITSTRING RESERVED 
42 (2A) CHARACTER FORCE SIZE OF co:--;TROL BLOCK TO WORD 

BOC~DARY 

0 (0) CHARACTER 16 EIDDINFO LT\! Oti I:".'FO 
0 (0) CHARACTER .~ EIDDNA.\1E 0 P DEVICE DDN.-\\fE 
8 (8) CHARACTER 6 EIVOLID O·P VOLSER 

14 (E) FIXED I EIRETC RESERVED FOR RETCODE 
15 (F) FIXED RESERVED FOR FLAGS 
0 (0) CHARACTER 56 EIREC20 
0 (0) CHARACTER 44 EI20DSN DATA SET NAME CLL"STER NAME 

44 (2C) BITSTRING EI20FLGS SO.\tE FLAGS 
1 ••. EI20VSAM l =DA TA SET IS VS.-\.\{ 0 =DAT A SET IS NO:"IVSAM 
.1 .. .... EI20RACF l =DA. TA SET IS PROTECTED BY A DISCRETE RA.CF 

PROFILE 
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Figure 27 (Page 2 of 3). ADREIDO Mapping Macro 

Offsets Type Lellgth Name Description 

•• 11 1111 * RESERVED 
45 (2D) CHARACTER l * RESERVED 
46 (2E) FIXED 1 EI20DA# :SUMBER OF DATA COMPONENTS 
47 (2F) FIXED ' EI20IX# ~UMBER OF INDEX COMPONENTS (0 IF NONVSAM) ! 

48 (30) ADDRESS 4 EI20DA@ POINTER TO DATA COMPONENT INFO FOR VSAM/DATA 
SET INFO FOR NONVSAM 

52 (34) ADDRESS 4 EI20IX@ POINTER TO INDEX COMPONENT INFO FOR VSAM/O 
FOR NONVSAM 

0 (0) CHARACTER 60 EI20DSI DATA SET INFO 
0 (0) CHARACTER 44 EI20CON COMPONEl'<T NAME (BLANKS FOR NONVSAM) 

44 (2C) FIXED 2 EI20NVOL #OF VOLUMES IN DS 
46 (2E) CHARACTER 2 * RESERVED 
48 (30) CHARACTER 12 EI20VLI VOLUME INFORMATION 
48 (30) CHARACTER 6 EI20VOL VOLSER 
54 (36) CHARACTER 2 * RESERVED 
56 (38) FIXED 4 EI20RBA RBA OF VVDS ENTRY/0 IF NONE 

0 (0) CHARACTER 44 EIREC21 
0 (0) CHARACTER 44 EI21DSN DATA SET/CLUSTER NAME 
0 (0) CHARACTER so EIREC22 
0 (0) CHARACTER 44 EI22DSN DATA SET/CLUSTER NAME 

44 (2C) BITSTRING 1 EI22FLGS EXIT 22 FLAGS 
1 ..• .... EI22BSER I =BYPASS ENQ/SVC 99 SERIALIZATION 
.1 •• .... EI22BSEC I =BYPASS SECURITY CHECK.ING RACF PROFILE CRE-

ATION -
•• 1 • .... EI22BMIG I =TOLERATE MIGRATED VOLSER FOR NONVSAM 

DSETS (RESTORE ONLY) 
... 1 .... EI22BFBU RESERVED 
.... 1111 * RESERVED 

45 {20) CHARACTER s El22SFLG SOURCE DATA SET FLAGS 
45 (20) CHARACTER I E22SSMSF SOURCE SMS FLAGS (DSISMSFG) FROM FORMAT I 

DSCB 
46 (2E) CHARACTER 2 E22SDSRG SOURCE DATA SET ORG(DSlDSORG) FROM FORMAT l 

DSCB 
48 (30) BITSTRING 2 E22SVFLG SOURCE VSAM DSET FLAGS 

1 .•• .... E22SESDS 1 =ESDS DATA SET 
.... .... E22SKSDS '. =KSDS DA.TA SET 
.. -. .... E22SKRDS '. = KRDS D.-\ TA SET 
....... .... E22SLDS l =LINEAR DATA SET 
.... l. .. E22SRRDS l = RRDS DA. TA SET 
.... .1 •. E22SPSSI 1 = PAGE/S\VAP STGINDEX. ETC. UNSUPPORTED DATA 

SETS 
.... .• 1 • E22SVVDS l = VVDS DAT.-\ SET 
.... ... 1 E22SBCS l = BCS DAT.-\ SET 
1 ... .... E22SAIX l =AIX DATA SET 
.111 1111 * RESERVED 

0 (0) CH.-\RACTER ., EIREC23 
0 (0) CHARACTER ..:...1 EI23DSN DA TA SET CL CSTER NA~lE 

44 (2C) CHARACTER ..:...t EI23NEWN :\'EW DSET CL CSTER NAYIE 
88 (58) FIXED 2 EI23DSRC RETURN CODE FOR DATA SET PROCESSING 
90 (5A) CHARACTER 5 EI23SFLG SOURCE DA TA SET FLAGS 
90 (SA) CHARACTER i E23SSMSF SOURCE SMS FLAGS (DSISMSFG) FROM FORMAT I 

DSCB 
91 (5B) CHARACTER ~ E23SDSRG SOURCE DAT.-\ SET ORG(DSIDSORG) FROM FORMAT I -

DSCB 
93 (5D) BITSTRI:-.;G ~ E23SVFLG SOCRCE VS.-\>-I DSET FLAGS -

1 ... .... E23SESDS ! = ESDS DAT . .\ SET 
.1 .. .... E23SKSDS 1 = KSDS DAT.-\ SET 
.. : . .... E23SKRDS 1 = KRDS DAT . .\ SET 
... 1 .... E23SLDS l =LINEAR D . .\ TA SET 

' E23SRRDS 1 = RRDS D.-\ T.-\ SET .... J. ••• 

.... .1. . E23SPSSI 1 =PAGE/SWAP STGINDEX, ETC. UNSUPPORTED DATA 
SETS 

.... •. 1 . E23SVVDS l = VVDS DAT_-\ SET 

.... •.. 1 E23SBCS 1 =BCS DATA SET 
1 ... .... E23SAIX 1 =AIX DAT . .\ SET 
.111 1111 * RESERVED 

95 (SF) CHARACTER .5 EI23TFLG SOUR.CE DA TA SET FLAGS 
95 (SF) CHARACTER l E23TSMSF SOURCE S~lS FLAGS (OSISMSFG) FROM FORMAT 1 

DSCB 
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Figure 27 (Page 3 of 3). ADREIDO Mapping Macro 

Offsets Type Length Name Description 

96 (60) CHARACTER 2 E23TDSRG SOURCE DATA SET ORG(DSlDSORG) FROM FORMAT 1 
DSCB 

98 (62) BITSTRI~G '.! E23TVFLG TARGET VSAM DSET FLAGS 
1. .. .... E23TESDS 1 =ESDS DATA SET 
• 1 •• .... E23TKSDS 1 =KSDS DATA SET 
. . 1. .... E23TKRDS 1 =KRDS DATA SET 
• . • 1 .... E23IlDS . I= LINEAR DATA SET .... 1 .•• E23TRRDS 1 =RRDS DATA SET 
.... • 1 •• E23TPSSI I= PAGE/SWAP!STGINDEX. ETC . UNSUPPORTED DATA I 

SETS I .... .. 1 . E23TVVDS 1 = VVDS DATA SET 
.... ••• 1 E23TBCS 1 =BCS DATA SET 
1 ••. .... E23TAIX I =AIX DATA SET 
.111 11 ~l "' RESERVED 

100 (64) FIXED l EI23VOL# NUMBER OF VOLUMES 
101 (65) CHARACTER 6 EI23VSER (*) VOLSER ARRAY 

Figure 28. Constants 

Lengtla Type Value Name Description 

4 CHARACTER EIDB ADREIBID BLOCK IDENTIFIER 
2 DECIMAL 0 EIRCOO CONTINUE NORMAL PROCESS 
2 DECIMAL 4 EIRC04 RECORD REPLACED 
2 DECIMAL 8 EIRCOS INSERT RECORD 
2 DECIMAL 12 EIRC12 DELETE RECORD 
2 DECIMAL 16 EIRC16 RECORD \10DfFIED 
2 DECL\.fAL 20 EIRC20 DfSCO:\:'-:ECT EXIT 
2 DECIMAL 24 EIRC24 SELECT L'SER STATS RECS 
2 DECI.\1AL 28 EIRC28 WTOR RESPONSE 
2 DECIMAL 32 EIRC32 END FCNCTION 
2 DECI:MAL 36 EIRC36 E'\'D DSET O'\'LY 

DECL\.tAL 0 EIOPOO FU~CTIO:\ STARTCP E>."TRY 
2 DECIMAL EIOPOl READI>."G SYSIN RECORD 
2 DECL\.fAL 2 EIOP02 PRINTING SYSPRINT RECORD 
2 DECI:MAL EIOP03 READING PHYSICAL TAPE 

DECIMAL 4 EIOP04 READI:'-:G LOGICAL TAPE 
2 DECI:\fAL 5 EIOP05 WRITING LOGICAL TAPE 
2 DECIMAL 6 EIOP06 WRITING PHYSICAL TAPE 
2 DECIMAL 7 EIOP07 READING DISK TRACK 
2 DECIMAL 8 EIOP08 WRITING DISK TRACK 
2 DECI\.IAL 9 EIOP09 READING UTILITY SYSPRINT 
2 DECI\.iAL 10 EIOP!O WRITING UTILITY SYSPRINT 
2 DECI\1AL 11 EIOPl 1 WRITING WTO MESSAGE 
2 DECI\.fAL 12 EIOP12 WRITING WTOR MESSAGE 

DECL\fAL 13 EIOP13 PRESE'.'iTI>iG ADRuFO REC 
DEC!:VfAL 14 EIOP!4 FC!'<CTION E:\DING 

2 DECI:\tAL 15 EIOP!5 PRESENTING WTOR RESPONSE 
2 DEC!\.1AL 16 EIOPl6 T . .\PE vOL SECl.JRITY 

DECI\IAL l 7 E!OPl7 TAPE :VIOCNT(NON SPEC) 
2 DECI.\fAL IS EiOP18 Il\SERT LOGICAL REC 
2 DECI:'vtAL 19 EIOP19 TAPE OliTPCT ERROR 
2 DECIMAL 20 EIOP20 VOLL'\ff :"<OTIFICATIO:-..: 
2 DECI:\fAL 21 EIOP21 DSET VERIFICA rroN 
2 DECI:\!AL 22 EfOP22 BYPASS VERlflCA TION 
2 DECI\fAL 23 EIOP23 DS PROC :'\iOTIFICATIO:>; 
4 DECI\fAL 42 EIDBLEN LENGTH OF BLOCK 
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An Example of Invoking DFDSS by Using an Application Program 
The following example shows that a full DASD volume is to be dumped to a tape 
volume(s). DFDSS is LINKed somewhere in MYJOB to perform the DUMP, and, 
conditionally, the DEFRAG functions. 

//JOBl JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=MYJOB 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=MY.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//TAPE DO UNIT=3480.VOL=SER=(TAPE01,TAPE02), 
II LABEL=(l,NL),OISP=(NEW,KEEP) 
//SYSIN OD * 

DUMP INOO(DASD) OUTDO(TAPE) 
IF LASTCC = e -

THEN DEFR DDN{DASD) 
/* 

The preceding example does not show how the invocation of DFDSS was brought 
about, but does show that the user program, MYlOB, was run. Somewhere within 
MYJOB it is desired to run DFDSS to perform the functions specified in the SYSIN 
data set. At this point, the next example shows the necessary code used to LINK to 
DFDSS. Because no EXEC PARMs were specified and the standard SYSIN and 
SYSPRINT data set names are to be used, there is no need to pass special parame
ters. 

LINK EP=ADRDSSU,PARAM=(OPTPTR) ,VL=l 

CNOP 2,4 
OPTPTR DC H(O) 

Note: For additional information on the Application Interface, see Appendix D, 
"Examples of the Application Program with the User Interaction Module (UIM)" on 
page 203 

How to Determine DFDSS Version, Release, and Modification Level 
Subsystems that invoke DFDSS dynamically need to know if DFDSS is installed on 
the system, and if it is, its version, release, and modification level. A 
DFDSS-provided macro attempts to load the DFDSS load module. If the load is 
successfuL it determines the DFDSS version, release, and modification level and 
passes the requested information in a register. The macro also causes the load 
module to be deleted from main storage. 

ADRMCLVL (in SYSl.SAMPLIB) is an in-line executable assembler-language 
macro that can be invoked by a caller. The caller can be in problem program state 
and have a user key. The caller must save registers 0, 1, 14. and 15 before invoking 
the macro. No other registers are disturbed. 
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On return, register 1 contains information as follows: 

• If the release level of AD RDS SU cannot be determined, register 1 contains 
x I 04000000 I • 

• Otherwise, register l, byte 0 contains X 100 1
, and the three low-order bytes 

contain: 

- Byte 1: Version number (in binary) 
1 Version 1 
2 = Version 2 

Byte 2: Release number (in binary) 
1 = Release 1 
2 = Release 2 
3 = Release 3 
4 Release 4 
5 = Release 5 

Byte 3: Modification level (in binary) 
0 = Modification level 0 
1 = Mo<fification level 1 
2 = Modification level 2 

Figur~ 29 shows the expansion oft~~ macro ADRMCLVL. 

MACRO 
ADRMCLVL 

LOAD EP=ADRRELVL,ERRET=ADRl&SYSNDX 
LR 1,0 

1,0(:) 
ACR2 !"51 S!'ICX 

5:._L. l,24(8) 
ADR3&SYSNDX 

~egister : contents: 
byte 0: 0 if no errors, 4 otherwise 
byte :: version number (O if errors or indeend) 
byte 2: release number (O if errors or indeend) 
byte 3: modification number (0 if errors or indeend) 

Figure 29. Expansion of Macro ADRMCLVL 
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Appendix D. Examples of the Application Program with the 
User Interaction Module (UIM) 

Application 
Calls Program 
DFDSS 

Note: The example shown is not written in reentrant code. If you are planning to 
share a UIM between tasks, you should code the module in reentrant code. 

The example has not been submitted to any formal test and is distributed as it is, 
without any warranty either expressed or implied. The use of this example or the 
implementation of any of these techniques is a customer responsibility and depends 
on the customer's ability to evaluate and integrate them into the customer's opera
tional environment. Although each item may have been reviewed by IBM for accu
racy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee that the same or similar results will 
be obtained elsewhere. Customers attempting to adapt these techniques to their own 
environment do so at their own risk. See Figure 31 on page 204 and Figure 32 on 
page 206 for a complete sample program listing showing how a user might use all of 
the UIM exit functions to receive control from DFDSS. Figure 33 on page 218 
shows what an output listing might look like as the result of the sample program in 
Figure 31 on page 204 and Figure 32 on page 206 . 

.... .. " ADRDSSU Calls UIM Read Sysin Exit 
Exit Functions 

Write Logical Tape Exit 

Function Termir.ation Exit 

Figure 30. The Application Program Process 
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********************************************************************** 
* 
* Module Name = USRAIPGM 
* 
*Descriptive Name= DFDSS Application Interface Program Example 
* for the·Reference Guide. 
* 
* Function 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Operation 

Invoke DFDSS supplying alternate UIM: USRUIM 

Place SYSIN records in the Userarea. The UIM 
will pass these records to DFDSS. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

********************************************************************** 
USRAIPGM 
USRAIPGM 
USRAIPGM 
* 

* 

* 

OPTPTR 
OPTIONS 
OPT LEN 

DDNPTR 
DO NAMES 

DDNLEN 

PAGEPTR 
PAGE NO 
PAGE LEN 

UIMPTR 
UIM 
UIMLEN 
* 

CSE CT 
AMODE 31 
RMODE ANY 

STM 14,12,12(13) 
BALR 12,0 
USING *,12 
LA 3,SAVEAREA 
ST 3,8(13) 
ST 13,4(3) 
LR 13,3 

LOAD EP=ADRDSSU 
LR 15,0 
l...A 3,USER..~~,EA 

ST 3,UA@ 
CALL (15),(0?TPTR,DDNPTR,PAGEPTR,UIMPTR,UAPTR),VL 
L 13,4(13) 
RETURN (14, 12~, ,RC=(l5) 

CNOP 2,4 
DC AL2 (OPTL..EN) 
DC C 1 SIZE=~096K 1 

EQU *-OPTI CNS 
CNOP 2,4 
DC AL2 (DON LEN) 
DC XL8'00' 
DC XL8 1 00 1 

DC XL8 1 0C' 
DC XL8 1 0C' 
DC CL8 1 MYD.~TA I 

DC CL8 I SYS?RINT I 

EQU *-DDNAMES 
CNOP 2,4 
DC AL2 ( PAGELEN) 
DC CL4 1 0l00 1 

EQU *-PAGEPTR 
CNOP 2,4 
DC AL2 (U IM LEN) 
DC CL8 1 USRUIM 1 

EQU *-UIM 

Figure 31 (Part 1 of 2). Application Interface Program Example 
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CNOP 2,4 
UAPTR DC AL2(UALEN) 
UA@ OS A 
UALEN EQU *-UA@ 
* 
USERAREA DC 

DC 
COMl EQU 
SECNDCOM DC 

DC 
COM2 EQU 
THIRDCOM DC 

DC 
COMJ EQU 
FOURCOM DC 

DC 
COM4 EQU 
ENDCOMM DC 
* 

ALl(COMl) Length of first conmand 
C' WTO ''USRAIPGM INVOKING DFDSS''' 
*-USERAREA-1 
AL1(COM2) Length of first conmand 
C' DUMP DS(INC(**)) LOGINDD(DASD) OUTDD(TAPE)' 
*-SECNDCOM-1 
All(COM3) Length of third conmand 
C' IF LASTCC=0 - 1 

*-THIRDCOM-1 
All(COM4) Length of fourth corrmand 
C' THEN DEFRAG DDN(DASD)' 
*-FOURCOM-1 
X'00' End of conmand flag 

SAVEAREA DS 18F 
* 

END 

Figure 31 (Part 2 of 2). Application Interface Program Example 

UIM 
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********************************************************************** 
* 
* Module Name = USRUIM 
* 
* Descriptive Name DFDSS User Interaction Module Example for the 
* Reference Guide. 
* 
* Function 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

! * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Exit Point 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

rn 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

Perform various functions at different exit 
points. 

Operation 

Initialize counters for task 
Insert SYSIN records from Userarea 
Insert table of accounting data 
Count Tape Blocks Read 
Count Logical Tape Blocks Read 
Count Logical Tape Blocks Written 
Count Tape Blocks Written 
Count DASO Tracks Read 
Count DASO Tracks Written 
Nothing 
{Reserved) 
Insert a WTO message 
Never allow ADR3690 
Force Reblocking 
Convert counts to printable characters 
Nothing 
llways bypass password protection for tape 
Supply TAPEOl as a tape volser 
Nothing 
Save Tape DDNAME and volser which had error 
Save Data Set name 
Do not process temporary data sets 
Bypass serialization of SYSl data sets 
~nd function if processing errors 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

*********************~************************************************ 

* 
USRUIM 
USRUIM 
USRUIM 

CSECT 
AMODE 31 
RMOOE ANY 

*******************~~~********************************************** 

* Registers with special uses * 
*********************XX********************************************* 

* 
EIDBASE EQU 2 
OPTION EQU 3 
WORKREG EQU 4 
LENGTH EQU 5 
TEMPBASE EQU 6 
RC EQU 7 
SYSPBASE EQU 8 
MSGOFF EQU 9 

Base reg for ADREIB. 
Reg to test option 
Work register 
Reg to get length of records 
Temporary base reg for exits 
Register for return code 
Register for sysprint recs 
Register for offsets to table 
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******************************************************************** 
*Save Registers and Establish Addressability. * 
******************************************************************** 

USING *,15 
STM 14,12,12(13) 
BALR 12,0 
USING *,12 
DROP 15 
8 BEGIN 
DC Cll6 1 CSECT - USRUIM 1 

Initial Addressability 
Save regs 
New base addressability 

******************************************************************** 
*Establish Addressability to EIDB * 
******************************************************************** 
BEGIN LR 15, 13 

LA 13,SAVEAREA 
ST 15,SAVEAREA+4 
ST 13,SAVEAREA+B 
USING ADREIB,EIDBASE 
L EIDBASE,0(,1) 
LH OPTIOH,EIOPTION 
SLL OPTION,2 
LA 15,VECTABLE 
L 15,0(0PTION,15) 
BALR 14,15 
L 13,SAVEAREA+4 
RETURN (14, 12) 

Save caller SA pointer 
Set my SA pointer 
Backward Chain 
Forward Chain 
Addressability to EIDB 
Address of EIDB 
Get DFDSS processing option 
Multiply times four 
Point to vector tab1e start 
Point to processor routine 
Go to processor routine 
Restore SA pointer 
Return to DFOSS 

******************************************************************** 
* Processing Routines * 
*******************~~**************************************~******** 

*************~****~~**************~~~~*xx******************x~~****** 

* AIOPTOO: Function Startup 
* Initialize counters for tape and dasd accounting. 
* Insert message identifying tasK into table 

* 
* 
* 

********************~***************************************~******* 

AIOPTOO XC RTBCNT,RTBCNT Initialize Tape Blocks Read 
XC WTBCNT,WTBCNT Initialize Tape Blocks Written 
XC RLTBCNT,RLTBCNT Init Logical Tape Blocks Read 
XC WLTBCNT,WLTBCNT Init Logical Tape Blocks Written 
XC RDTCNT,RDTCNT Initialize Disk Tracks Read 
XC WDTCNT,WDTCNT Initialize Disk Tracks Written 
ICM WORKREG,15,EITSKID Get current task identifier 
CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK OPTOOTSK(2),CVDWORK+6(2) Unpack into message ~nsert 
QI OPTOOTSK+l,X'FO' Make last character printable 
L MSGOFF,MSGCOUNT Get current MSGCOUNT 
MH MSGOFF,MSGLEN Muitiply by MSGLEN to get 
LA WORKREG,MSGTABLE offset into message table 
LA TEMPBASE,0(MSGOFF,WORKREG) 
USING TABLEMAP,TEMPBASE 
MVC TABENTRY(l33),0PT00MSG Move into msgtable 
DROP TEMPBASE 
L WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Increment MSGCOUNT 
LA WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
ST WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Save new count 
LH RC,EIRC00 Set normal process retcode 

Figure 32 (Part 2 of 12). User Interaction Module Example 
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STH RC,EIRETCOD Store retcode in EIDB 
BR 14 Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPTOl: Read SYSIN Record 
* Get SYSIN records from the UserArea and give them to DFDSS 
* using the Insert Record return code. 

* 
* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPTOl TM SYSINFL,SYSIFRST Q. First entry to SYSIN exit? 

BO NXTSYS A. No, get next input 
OI SYSINFL,SYSIFRST Indicate first time taken 
ICM TEMPBASE,15,EIUSEPTR Get address of UA 
ST TEMPBASE,CURCOMM Save pointer to first record 

NXTSYS L TEMPBASE,CURCOMM Get current command pointer 
LA WORKREG,1(,TEMPBASE) Get past length 
STCM WORKREG,15,EIRECPTR Initialize the pointer 
SR LENGTH, LENGTH Clear workreg 
IC LENGTH,0(,TEMPBASE) Get length of record 
LTR LENGTH,LENGTH Q. End of SYSIN data? 
BZ SYSDEL A. Yes, bypass SYSIN OS 
STCM LENGTH,15,EIRECLEN Set record length 
LA TEMPBASE,l(LENGTH,TEMPBASE) Point to new record 
ST TEM?BASE,CURCOMM Save new pointer 
LH RC,EIRCG8 Set insert record __ retcode 
B SYS EXIT Continue setup 

SYSDEL ICM LENGTH,15,EIRECLEN Get current record length 
LTR LENGTH,LENGTH Q. EOF condition ? (reclen=0) 
BZ SYSRCG0 A. Yes, process it. 
LH RC, EIRC12 Set delete record retcode 
8 SYSEFi Continue Setup 

SYSRCOG LH RC' EI .~coo 
SYSEXIT STH RC, E IR ET COD Store retcode in EIDB 

BR 14 Return to intercept processor 
****x~************~x~~********~*~~~********************************* 

* AIOPT02: Write SYSPRINT * 
* Insert SYSPRINT records before message ADR012I * 
*******************~~*********************************************** 

AIOPT02 ICM SYSPBASE,15,EIRECPTR 
USING SYSPMAP,SYSPBASE 
CLC MSGID(8),ADR012I Q. Last SYSPRINT red? 
BNE NOTLAST A. No, don't insert records 
TM SYSPRFL, INS DONE Q. Are we done inserting? 
BO NOTLA.ST A. Yes, don't insert records 
L WORKREG,INSERTCT 
LR MSGOFF,WORKREG Save INSERTCT for off set 
LA WORKREG,l(WORKREG) Increment INSERTCT and 
c WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Q. Have we printed all reds? 
BNH INSERT A. No, insert another record 
OI SYSPRFL, INSDONE Indicate we are done inserting 
LA WORKREG,TRAILER Point to trailer record 
STCM WORKREG,15,EIRECPTR Store into EIRECPTR 
LH WORKREG,MSGLEN Update EIRECLEN 
STCM WORKREG,15,EIRECLEN 
LH RC,EIRC08 Set insert record retcode 
B SYSPEXIT 

Figure 32 (Part 3 of 12). User Interaction Module Example 
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INSERT MH 
LA 
LA 
STCM 
LH 
STCM 
l 
LA 
ST 
LH 
B 

MSGOFF,MSGLEN Multiply by MSGLEN to get 
WORKREG,MSGTABLE offset into message table 
WORKREG,0(MSGOFF,WORKREG) 
WORKREG,15,EIRECPTR Store address in EIRECPTR 
WORKREG,MSGLEN 
WORKREG,15,EIRECLEN 
WORKREG,INSERTCT 
WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
WORKREG, I NS ERTCT 
RC, EIRC08 
SYSPEXIT 

Store length in EIRECLEN 
Increment MSGCOUNT 

Save new count 
Set insert record retcode 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 

NOTLAST LH 
SYSPEXIT STH 

BR 

RC, EIRC00 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT03: Read Tape Block Exit * 
* Count Tape Block records read * 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT03 LH WORKREG,RTBCNT Increment Read Tape Block 

LA WORKREG,l(WORKREG) count 
STH WORKREG,RTBCNT 
LH RC, EIRC00 Set normal process retcode 
STH RC,EIRETCOO Store retcode in EIDB 
BR - 14 Return to intercept processor 

*******************~************************************************ 

* AIOPT04: Read Logical Tape Block Exit * 
* Count Logical Tape Block records read * 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT04 LH WORKR~G,RLTBCNT 

LA WOR<R~3,l(WORKREG) 

STH WORK~~G,RLTBCNT 

LH RC,Eii\C00 
STH RC,ciqETCOD 
BR 14 

Increment Read logical Tape 
Block count 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

**********~•******·~··******~*************************************** 

* AIOPT05: Write Logical Tape Block Exit * 
* Count Logical Ta:e Block records written * 
**********~*******••••********************************************** 

AIOPT05 LH WORKREG,WLTBCNT Increment Write logical Tape 
LA WORKREG,l(WORKREG) Block count 
STH WORKREG,WLTBCNT 
LH RC,EiKCOO Set normal process retcode 
5-r•1 
I~ RC,E:C<.::TCOO Store retcode in EIDB 

8;'.~ 14 Return to intercept processor 
**************~****~••********************************************** 

* AIOPT06: Write Tape Block Exit * 
* Count Tape Block records written 
*******************·~·********************************************** 

AIOPT06 LH 

* 

LA 
STH 
LH 
STH 
BR 

1<'10RK:~::3, WTBCNT 
WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
WORKREG,WTBCNT 
RC, EIRCOO 
RC,EIRETCOO 
14 

Increment Write Logical 
Tape Block count 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

Figure 32 (Part 4 of l2). User Interaction Module Example 
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******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT07: Read DASO Track Exit 
* Count DASO Tracks read 

* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPT07 LH 

LA 
STH 
LH 
STH 
BR 

WORKREG,RDTCNT 
WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
WORKREG,RDTCNT 
RC,EIRC00 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 

Increment Read DASO Track 
count 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT08: Write DASO Track Exit * 
* Count DASO Tracks written * 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT08 LH 

LA 
STH 
LH 
STH 
BR 

WORKREG,WDTCNT 
WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
WORKREG,WDTCNT 
RC,EIRC08 
RC, EIRETCOD 
14 

Increment Write DASO Track 
count 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor , 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT09: Read Utility SYSPRINT * 
-******************************************************************* . -

AIOPT89 LH 
STH 
BR 

RC,EIRC00 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

*****************************~*****************x******************** 

* AIOPTlO: Reserved 

! AIOPTlO LH 
STH 
BR 

RC, EIRCOO 
RC, EI RETCOD 
14 

* AIOPTll: Write WTO Message 
* Delete the WTO and insert my own 

Set ncr~21 precess retcode 
Sto;e retcode in EIDB 

* 

Return to intercept processor 

* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPTll LH 

LTR 
BZ 

OPTllDEL LH 
B 

OPTllINS U\ 
STH 
LA 
STCM 
LA 
STCM 
LH 
B 

OPTllXIT STH 
BR 

WORKREG,WTOCT 
WORKREG,WORKREG 
OPTllINS 
RC,EIRC12 
OPTllXIT 
WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
WORKREG,WTOCT 
WORKREG,UIMWTO 
WORKREG,15,EIRECPTR 
WORKREG, WT OLEN 
WORKREG,15,EIRECLEN 
RC, EIRC08 
OPTllXIT 
RC, EIRETCOO 
14 

Check WTO count 
Q. Is WTOCT O? 
A. Yes, insert one 
Set delete record retcode 
(delete all other WTOs) 
Increment WTOCT 

Get address of WTO 
Store i: in EIRECPTR 
Get length of WTO 
Store length it in EIRECLEN 
Set insert record retcode 

Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

Figure 32 (Part 5 of 12). l.Jser Interaction Module Example 
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******************************************************************** 

I 

* AIOPT12: Write WTOR Message * 

' 
* Check for ADR3690, never allow it to write over VTOC, etc * 
******************************************************************** 

I 

I 

AIOPT12 ICM 
CLC 
BNE 
LA 
STCM 
LA 
STCM 
LH 
B 

OPT12RC0 LH 
OPT12XIT STH 

BR 

WORKREG,15,EIRECPTR 
12(8,WORKREG),ADR3690 
OPT12RC0 
WORKREG,UIMRESP 
WORKREG,15,EIRECPTR 
WORKREG,RESPLEN 
WORKREG,15,EIRECLEN 
RC, EIRC28 
OPT12XIT 
RC,EIRC00 
RC, EIRETCOD 
14 

Q. Authorize request? 
A. No, let DFDSS issue WTOR 
Get address of response 
Store in EIRECPTR 
Get length of response 
Store in EIRECLEN 
Set WTOR Response retcode 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

I ******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT13: Present ADRUFO Record * 
* If parm call, set IO and AI buffers above 16M 
* If function call and Copy, force reblocking. 

* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPT13 ICM TEMPBASE,15,EIRECPTR 

USING AORUFOB,TEMPBASE 
CLC UFFUNCT,PARM 
BE PARMCALL 

FUNCTION TM UFFUNCTl,UFFUCOPY 
BNO OPT13RCO 
SR WORKREG,WORKREG 
ICM WORKREG,3,UFBDYOFF 
'~ h~ WCR'.GEG, TEMPBASE 
us=NG UFOFUNCT,WORKREG 
OI UFOINSOP,UFOFRBLK 
LH RC,EIRC16 
8 OPT13XIT 

PARMCALL SR WORKREG,WORKREG 
ICM WORKREG,3,UFBOYOFF 
AR WORKREG,TEMPBASE 
USING UFOFUNCT,WORKREG 
or UFXAFLAG,UFXABUFF 
OI UFXAFLAG,UFAI31B 
LH RC,EIRC16 
LA WORKREG,2 
ST WORKREG,MSGCOUNT 
L,~ TEMPBASE,MSGTABLE 
USING TABLEMAP,TEMPBASE 
MVC TABENTRY(l33),HEADER 
I\ TEMPBASE,133(TEMPBASE) Lr\ 

MVC TABENTRY(133),BLANKS 
8 OPT13XIT 

OPT13RCO LH RC,EIRCOO 
OPT13X IT DROP TEMPBASE 

STH RC, EI RETCOD 
BR 14 

Establish addressability to UFO 
Q. Is this a PARM call? 
A. Yes, go to parm call 
Is this a COPY? 
No, don't change options 

Get offset for PARM list 
Add to address of u~o 
Establish addressability 
Force reblocking 
Set modify record retcode 

This is a parm call. 
Get offset for PARM list 
Add to address of UFO 
Establish addressability 
Make sure IO buffers are >16M 
Make sure AI buffers are >16M 
Set modify record retcode 
Initialize message table: 
Initialize msgcount 
Get address of table 

Move header into msgtable 
Move past first message 
Move blank line into table 
Exit. 
Set normal process retcode 

Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

Figure 32 (Part 6 of 12). User Interaction Module Example 
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******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT14: Function Ending * 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT14 LH WORKREG,RTBCNT Get Tape Blocks Read 

CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK RTBINS,CVDWORK Unpack into message insert 
01 RTBINS+7,X'FG' Make last character printable 
LH WORKREG,WTBCNT Get Tape Blocks Written 
CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK WTBINS,CVDWORK Unpack into message insert 
OI WTBINS+7 ,x I F0' Make last character printable 
LH WORKREG,RLTBCNT Get Tape Logical Blocks Read 
CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK RL TB INS, CVDWORK Unpack into message insert 
OI RL TBINS+7 ,x I F0' Make last character printable 
LH WORKREG,WLTBCNT Get Tape Logical Blocks Written 
CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK WLTBINS,CVDWORK Unpack into message insert 
OI WLTBINS+7,X'F0' Make last character printable 
LH WORKREG,RDTCNT Get Disk Tracks Read 
CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK RDTINS,CVDWORK Unpack into message insert 
01 RDTINS+7 ,x I F0 1 Make last character printable 
LH WORKREG,WOTCNT Get Disk Tracks Written 
CVD WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK WOTINS,CVDWORK Unpack into message insert 
OI WDTINS+? ,X' F0' Make last character printable 
L MSGOFF,MSGCOUNT Get current MSGCOUNT 
MH MSGOFF,MSGLEN Multiply by MSGLEN to get 
LA WORKREG,MSGTABLE off set into message table 
LA TEMPBASE,G(MSGOFF,WORKREG) 
USING TABLEMAP,TEMPBASE 
MVC TABENTRY(133),READMSG Move into msgtable 
LA TEMPBASE,133(TEMPBASE) Increment pointer for 2nd msg 
MVC TABENTRY(133),WRITEMSG Move into msgtable 
DROP TEMPBASE 
L WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Increment MSGCOUNT 
LA WORKREG,2(WORKREG) 
ST WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Save new count 
LH RC ,EIRC00 Set normal process retcode 
STH RC,EIRETCOD Store retcode in EIDB 
BR 14 Return to intercept processor 

*************~****************************************************** 

* AIOPT15: Present WTOR Response * 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT15 LH 

STH 
BR 

RC, EIRCOO 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

Figure 32 (Part 7 of 12). User Interaction Module Example 
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******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT16: OPEN/EOF Tape Security and Verification 
* Always bypass password protection 

* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPT16 ICM 

LH 
ST 
LH 
STH 
BR 

TEMPBASE,15,EIRECPTR 
RC,EIRC16 
RC,0(TEMPBASE) 
RC, EIRC16 
RC, EIRETCOD 
14 

Get address of record 
Bypass password protection 
Store in EIRECPTR 
Set modify record retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT~7: OPEN/EOF Non-specific Tape Mount 
* Supply DFDSS with TAPEOl 

* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPT17 ICM TEMPBASE,15,EIRECPTR 

MVC 0(6,TEMPBASE),TAPEOl 
LH RC,EIRC16 
STH RC,EIRETCOD 
BR 14 

Get address of record 
Supply TAPEOl as specific volser 
Set modify record retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT18: Insert logical VSAM Record during Logical Restore * 
************~******************************************************* 

AIOPT18 LH 
STH 
BR 

RC,EIRCGO 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 

Set normal process retcode 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT19: Output Tape I/O Error * 
* Save DONAME, Volser, and Return code, print record. * 
*********~x~~~*****~~~********************************************** 

,.;IQPT19 I :•.1 TEMPB~SE,15,EIRECPTR Get address of EIRECORD 
usniG EIDDINFO,TEMPBASE Est addressability to DDINFO 
MVC OPT19DD, EIDDNAME Move DDNAME to message 
Ml',~ .. I~ OPTl 9'/S, EI VO LID Move VOLSER to message 
SR WORKREG,WORKREG Clear out work register 
IC WORKREG,EIRETC Get return code 
cvo WORKREG,CVDWORK Convert to decimal 
UNPK OPT19RC(2),CVDWORK+6(2) Unpack into message insert 
OI OPT19RC+ l ,XI FO I Make last character printable 
DROP TEMPBASE 
L MSGOFF,MSGCOUNT Get current MSGCOUNT 
MH MSGOFF,MSGLEN Multiply by MSGLEN to get 
L.A WORKREG,MSGTABLE offset into message table 
L-\ TEMPB~SE,O(MSGOFF,WORKREG) 
USI:'lG TABLEMAP,TEMPBASE 
MVC TABENTRY(133),0PT19MSG Move into msgtable 
ORCP TEMPSASE 
L WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Increment MSGCOUNT 
L..4. WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
ST WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Save new count 
LH RC,EIRCOO Set normal process retcode 
STH RC,EIRETCOD Store retcode in EIDB 
BR 14 Return to intercept processor 

Figure 32 (P:irt S of 12). User Interaction Module Example 
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I 
I 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT20: Volume Infonnation Exit 
* Save Data Set name 

* 
* 

******************************************************************** 
AIOPT20 ICM TEMPBASE,15,EIRECPTR Establish addressability to 

USING EIREC20,TEMPBASE EIREC20 
MVC OPT20DSN(44),EI20DSN Move data set name into message 
DROP TEMPBASE 
L MSGOFF,MSGCOUNT Get current MSGCOUNT 
MH MSGOFF,MSGLEN Multiply by MSGLEN to get 
LA WORKREG,MSGTABLE offset into message table 
LA TEMPBASE,0(MSGOFF,WORKREG) 
USING TABLEMAP,TEMPBASE 
MVC TABENTRY(133),0PT20MSG Move into msgtable 
DROP TEMPBASE 
L WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Increment MSGCOUNT 
LA WORKREG,l(WORKREG) 
ST WORKREG,MSGCOUNT Save new count 
LH RC,EIRC00 Set normal process retcode 
STH RC,EIRETCOD Store retcode in EIDB 
BR 14 Return to intercept processor 

******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT21: Data Set Verification Exit 
* · Do Not Process TEMP Data Sets -
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT21 CLC 

BNE 
LH 
B 

LABELl LH 
LABEL2 STH 

BR 

EI21DSN(4), TMPL 
LABELl 
RC, EIRC36 
L,A.BEL2 
RC, EIRCOO 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 

If first 4 chars of dsname='TEMP 1 

Then 
Do not process data set 
Else 
Set normal return code 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

************x~~***************~************************************* 

* AIOPT22: Bypass Verification Exit 
* Bypass Serialization of SYSl Data Sets 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT22 CLC EI21DSN(4) ,SYSL If first 4 chars of dsname= 1 SYSl 1 

BNE LABl Then 
LH RC, EIRC16 Bypass serialization of data set 
NI EI22FLGS,B 10lllllll 1 Set EI22BSER bit on 
B LAB2 Else 

LABl LH RC, EIRC00 Set normal return code 
LAB2 STH RC,EIRETCOD Store retcode in EIDB 

BR 14 Return to intercept processor 

Figure 32 (Part 9 of 12). User Interaction Module Example 
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******************************************************************** 
* AIOPT23: Data Set Processed Notification Exit 
* End Function If Errors in Processing 
******************************************************************** 
AIOPT23 LH 

LTR 
BZ 
LH 
B 

LABLl LH 
LABL2 STH 

BR 
* 
CURCOMM DC 
SYSINFL DC 
SYSIFRST EQU 
SYSPRFL DC 
I1iSDONE EQU 
TMPL DC 
SYSL DC 
* 
SAVEAREA DC 
* 
VECTABLE DC 
VEC81 DC 
VEC02 DC 
VEC83 DC 
VEC84 DC 
VEC05 DC 
VEC06 DC 
VEC07 DC 
VEC08 DC 
VEC09 DC 
VEClO DC 
VECll DC 
VEC12 DC 
VEC13 DC 
VEC14 DC 
VEC15 DC 
VEC16 DC 
VEC17 DC 
VEC18 DC 
VEC19 DC 
VEC20 DC 
VEC21 DC 
VEC22 DC 
VEC23 DC 
* 

WORKREG,EI23DSRC 
WORKREG,WORKREG 
LABLl 
RC, EIRC36 
LABL2 
RC, EIRCOO 
RC,EIRETCOD 
14 

F1 0 1 

x·ee• 
X1 88 1 

X1 08 1 

X1 88 1 

c I TEMP' 
c I SYSl I 

18F' 8 1 

A(AIOPT00) · . 
A (AIOPTOl) 
A(AIOPT02) 
A (AIOPT03) 
A(AIOPT04) 
,A.(AIOPT05) 
.~ (,4IOPT06) 
A (,4IOPT07) 
A (AIOPT08) 
,A (AIOPT09) 
A(AIOPTlO) 
A(AIOPTll) 
A (AIOPT12) 
A(AIOPT13) 
A (AIOPT14) 
A(AIOPT15) 
A(AIOPT16) 
A (AIOPTl 7) 
A (AIOPT18) 
A(,AIOPT19) 
A (AIOPT20) 
A (AIOPT21) 
.::.. (AIOPT22) 
A (AIOPT23) 

If data set processing RC not zero 
Then 

End function 
Else 
Set normal return code 
Store retcode in EIDB 
Return to intercept processor 

Address of current colTITiand 
SYS IN Flag 
First entry SYSIN Performed 
SY SPRINT Flag 
Done inserting SYSPRINT recs 
TEMP high-level qualifier 
SYSl high-level qualifier 

My save area 

Function Startup Exit 
Read SYSIN Exit 
Write SYSPRINT Exit 
Read Tape Block Exit 
Read Logical Tape Exit 
Write Logical Tape ~xit 

Write Tape Block Ex~t 

Read DASO Track Exi: 
Write DASO Track Exit 
Read Utility Sysprint Exit 
Reserved 
Write WTO Message Exit 
Write WTOR Message Exit 
Present ADRUFO Record Exit 
Function Ending Exit 
Present WTOR Response 
OPEN/EDF Tape Sec/Ver Exit 
OPEN/EDF Non-Spec Tape Mount 
Insert logical VSAM Red -Restore 
Output Tape I/O Er;or Exit 
Volume Information Exit 
Data Set Verification Exit 
Bypass Verification Exit 
Data Set Processed Notification Exit 

Figure 32 (Part 10 of 12). Cser Interaction Module Example 
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UIM" 

UIMWTO DC 
WTOLEN EQU 
* 
UIMRESP DC 
RESP LEN EQU 
* 
ADR369D DC 
ADR012I DC 
* 
MSG LEN DC 
INSERTCT DC 
MSGCOUNT DC 
* 
RT BC NT DC 
WTBCNT DC 
* 
RLTBCNT DC 
WLTBCNT DC 
* 
RDTCNT DC 
WDTCNT DC 
* 
WTOCT DC 
* 
PARM DC 
* 
TAPEOl DC 
* 
* 
HEADER DC 

DC 

* 
TRAILER DC 

DC 

* 
BLANKS DC 
* 
READMSG DC 
RDTINS DC 

DC 
RTBINS DC 

DC 
RUBINS DC 

DC 
* 

C'>>> 

*-UIMWTO 
USRUIM is active <<< 1 

C'T' 
*-UIMRESP 

CL8'ADR369D' 
CL8 1 ADR012I I 

H1 133 1 

F1 8 1 

F1 0 1 

H'0' 
H'0' 

WO' 
H'0' 

H'0' 
H'0' 

H1 0 1 

CL6 1 TAPE01' 

Show that we are active 

Reply T to ADR369 

DFDSS Authorization WTOR 
Last DFDSS message id 

Length of messages 
Count of messages given to DFDSS 
Count of messages in table 

Count of Tape Blocks Read 
Count of Tape Blocks Written 

Count Logical Tape Blocks Read 
Count Logical Tape Blocks Writn 

Count Disk Tracks Read -
Count Disk Tracks Written 

Count of WTOs 

Parm call test for Opt 13 

Tape volser for Opt 17 

C' **~**********~********* Begin USRUIM Messages 
CL(133-(*-HEAOER)) '*************************************( 
*************************************' 

C' *********************** End USRUIM Messages 
CL(l33-(*-TRAILER)) '************************************( 
**************************************' 

CL133 I I Blank message 

C' Disk Tracks Read: 
C1 XXXXXXXX 1 

C' Tape Blocks Read: 
C'XXXXXXXX' 
C' Logical Tape Blocks Read: 
C'XXXXXXXX' 
CL(133-(*-READMSG)) I I 

Figure 32 (Part 11 of 12). user Interaction Module Example 
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WRITEMSG DC 
WDTINS DC 

DC 
WTBINS DC 

DC 
WLTBINS DC 

DC 
* 
OPTOOMSG DC 
OPTOGTSK DC 

DC 
* 
OPT19MSG DC 
OPT1900 DC 

DC 
OPT19VS DC 

DC 
OPT19RC DC 

DC 
* 
OPT2GMSG DC 
OPT2GDSN DC 

DC 
DC 

* 
CVDWORK OS 
* 

C' Disk Tracks Written: ' 
C'XXXXXXXX' 
C' Tape Blocks Written: • 
C'XXXXXXXX' 
c· Logical Tape Blocks Written: I 

C'XXXXXXXX' 
CL{133-(*-WRITEMSG))' I 

c· Messages follow for task: I 

c·xx• 
CL(133-(*-0PT00MSG))' I 

C' Permanent Tape Error for DDNAME: ' 
C'XXXXXXXX' 
c I VOLS ER: I 

c•xxxxxx• 
c· Return Code: I 

C'XX 1 

CL(l33-(*-0PT19MSG))' I 

C' EI20DSN = I I I 

c·xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxx· 
c II II 
CL(l33-(*-0PT20MSG)) 1 1 

D Workarea for decimal conversions 

ADREID0 Macro to map EIDB 
* 

. I ~SRUIM 
ADRUFO Macro to map UFO 

CSE CT 
· MSGTASLE OS CL13300 

i I * 
Room in table for 100 msgs 

I 
TABLEMAP DSECT 

I TABENTRY OS CL133 

I ;::::AP ~!ECT ~~~ 
1 

ENO 
l 

DSECT to insert msgs into table 

DSECT to find MSGID in DFDSS 
messages 

Figure :: (Part 12 of 12). Cser Interaction Module Example 

UIM. 
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UIM 

.. ~ .. ~ ... ' 

lPAGE 0001 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 88.008 16:28 
-ADR0101 PRIME(01), SIZE VALUE OF 4096K WILL BE USED FOR GETMAIN 

WTO 'USRAIPGM INVOKING DFDSS' 
AOR1011 RI01 (01), TASKID 001 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'WTO ' 

DUMP DS(INC(**)) LOGINDD(DASD) OUTDD(TAPE) 
ADR101I R!Ol '81), TASI(~:; 002 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'DUMP ' 

IF LASTCC=O -
ADR101I RI01 (01), TASKiD 003 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'IF ' 

THEN DEFRAG DDN(DASD) 
AOR191I RI01 (01), TASKID 094 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO C()ftiMAND 'DEFRAG ' 
ADR1091 RI01 (01), 88008 16:28:31 INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL STATEMENTS COMPLETED. 

0ADR006I (002)-SETUP(01), 88008 16:28:31 PROCESSING BEGINS 
0ADR317I (002)-0P~C~(Ol), THE :~V!CE SIZE FIELD IN THE VTOC IS INCORRECT IF VOLUME SYSTEM IS NOT A MINIVOLUME. DEVICE SIZE OF 0100 j 

CYLI~CERS WILL BE USED 
OADR454I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e 
0ADR013I 
0ADR006I 
0ADR317I 

(002)-DT~SC(Ol), THE =JLLOWING DATA SETS WERE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED ,. 
SYSl.LINKLIB 
SYS! .CMDLIB 
SYS:. TELCMLIB 
SYS:. VTAMLIB 
SYS I.HELP 
SYS2. LINKLIB 
SYS: .DGTCLIB 
SYS:.DGTSLIB 
SYS: .JGTPLIB 
SYSl.DGTMLIB 
SYSl.DGTTLIB 
SYSl .DGTLLIB 
USERA. LINKLIB 
USERC. LINKLIB 

(002)-CLTSK(01), 88008 16:30:04 TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000 
(004)-SETUP(01), 88008 16:30:06 PROCESSING BEGINS 

CYLINDERS WILL BE USED 
(004)-0P~CL(Ol), THE :~vicE srzE FIELD IN THE VToc IS INCORRECT I~ VOLUME SYSTEM IS NOT A MINIVOLUME. DEVICE srzE OF 0100

1 
0ADR317I (904)-0PNCL(Sl}, THE DEVICE SIZE FIELD IN THE VTOC IS IMCORRECT IF VOLUME SYSTEM IS NOT A MINIVOlUHE. DEVICE SIZE OF 0100 

CYLINDERS WILL BE USED 
0ADR208I (004)-DANAL(01), BEGINNING STATISTICS ON SYSTEM: 
lPAGE 0002 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 88.008 16:28 

0 
0 
0 
0 

FREE CYLINDERS 0009 
FREE -RACKS 0013 
FREE EXTENTS 0003 
LARGEST FREE EXTENT (CYL,TRK) 0005,0000 
F~:.;''E'f'."ATICN : 11CEX .258 
~E;:E~- FREE S?lCE 09 

OADR220I (004)-C~~:._ Jl), INiE;,:._ BEGINS l- CC:~~ 0091:0000 A 
ND ENDS AT CC:~~ ::92:0000 
OADR209I (004)-Cc'-.;3,Gl), MOVE: ~XiENT 001 FROM :J096:0000-0097:0014 TO 0084:0000-0085:0014 FOR USERC.LINK~:a 
OADR213I (004)-DA~:.:..'01), ENO:~; STATISTICS ON SYSTEM: 
0 er:. 5 Ei EX TEWS RE'..JC.~.TED 0001 
0 n:.:<5 =l.ELOCATED 0030 
0 F~EE :YLINDERS 0009 
0 FREE -~CKS 0013 
0 FREE EXTENTS 0002 
0 ~.:.;.;::- FREE EXiE:ff 1:·1 :..,nK) 0009,0000 
0 FR,:.;·,,~~TATION I~DEX .074 
lPAGE 0003 DFDSS 3565-327 DA-:. =ACILITY QATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 88.008 16:28 
-ADR212I (004)-DA~(:.:..;Ol), EXTE',- DISTRIBUTION MAP FOR SYSTEM: 

Figure 33 (Part 1 of 2). Output Resulting from Use of the UIM Exits 
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TNL SN35-0375 (01 Sept 1990) to SC26-4389-l UIM 

0 EXTENT **INPUT 
SIZE 

IN NO. 
TRACKS EXTS 

1 
2 

10 
12 
13 
14 
20 
30 
36 
43 

FREE** 

CUM. 
PCT/100 
0.000 
0.000 
'J.000 
J.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.202 
:.202 
CJ.493 

**OUTPUT FREE ... * 

NO. CUM. 
EXTS PCT /100 

0.000 
0.000 
'J.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
0.087 
3.087 

75 1.000 0.087 
100 1.000 0.087 
135 1.000 1.000 

>499 1.000 1.000 
ADR013I (004)-CLTSK(Ol), 38008 16:30:20 TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000 

** OCCUPIED ** 

NO. CUM. 
EXTS PCT /100 

3 0.002 
7 0.012 

1 
2 
2 

1 
1 
2 

'J.Cll9 
0.)34 
0.043 
0.043 
0.053 
8.083 
0.127 
CJ. :54 
0.186 
0.241 
0.389 
0.389 
l.'300 

**********************• Begin USRUIM Messages ************************************************************************** 

Messages follow for :ask: 02 
Disk Tracks Read: J0001159 
Disk Tracks Written: 00000000 

Messages follow for task: 04 

Tape Blocks Read: 00000000 
Tape Blocks Written: 00001990 

Log i ca 1 T aoe B 1 oc ks Read: 00000000 
Logical Tape Blocks Written: 00001158 

Disk Tracks Read: 00000030 Tape Blocks Read: 00000000 Logical Tape Blocks Read: 00000000 
Disk Tracks Written: 00000060 Tape Blocks Written: 00000000 Logical Tape Blocks Written: 00000000 

*********************** End USRUIM Messages *******************************************************************~****** 

0ADR012I DSSU (01). 88008 16:30:20 DFDSS PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000 
1 I 

---~~~~~~~~~~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~-__J 

Figure 33 (Part " of Output R.::suiti::g from Cse or' the UL\-1 Exits 
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AIJKTA.l"B IJata Area ,.TNL SN35-:-0375 {01 Septl990)'to SC26-4389-J 

. • •. · ..,_ '·· .r - -• ~ . 

Appendix E. Data Area Descriptions 

This appendix contains two data area descriptions corresponding to control blocks 
ADRBMB and ADRTAPB. 

For a description of ADRUFO, see Figure 14 on page 155. 

For a description of ADREIDO, see Figure 27 on page 197. 

Product implementation information is contained in this chapter. 

ADRBMB Data Area 

Figure 34. 

Offsets 

0 
0 
0 
4 

8 

IO 
12 

Name 

AD RB.MB 
BMBTT'.'vfAP 
B~tHDR 

BMID 
BMNPTR 
BMNTRK 

220 

Product Implementation Information 

ADRBMB Mapping Macro 

Type Length 

(0) CHARACTER 
(0) CHARACTER 12 
(0) CHARACTER 4 
(4) ADDRESS 4 

(8) FIXED 2 

(A) CHARACTER 2 
(C) BITSTRI>:G 0 

Hex Offset Struct LeYel 

0 (0) 

12 :C 
0 \0) 

0 (1)1 

4 (-+l 

8 (8'1 

Name 

AD RB MB 
BMHDR 
BMID 
BMi\"PTR 

BMNTRK 

BMBIT\.f..\P 

Description 

. BIT~AP HEADER . 
BLK IDENTIFIER EBCDTC "BMBB~ 
ADDR OF NEXT BITMAP 
SEGMENT/O 
NUMBER OF TRACKS MAPPED BY 
SEGMENT 
RESERVED 
BIT\.IAP L\ YOCT. CO"iT!Gl'OL'S 
B[TS FOR E.4.Ci-f TRACK. ! = 
OPER.\TE O'. COR RESPO\ Df:'\l..i 
TRACK. n = SKf P TR . .\CK 

tJ Copyright IBM Corp. 1984. l989. All Rights Reserved. 
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ADRT APB Data Area 

Figure 35 (Page 1 of 3). ADRTAPB Mapping Macro 
Off<;cts 

0 
0 
0 
4 

10 

11 

DT\ 01. 

:o 

16 

Type 

\0) CHARACTER 
(0) CHARACTER 
(0) FIXED 
(4) FIXED 
(5) FIXED 
16) FIXED 
,'il FIXED 
19J CHARACTER 
L. 
.1.. 
.. 1. 
... 1 

.... llll 

(A) BITSTRING 
1. .. 
!.. 
.l.. 
. I. . 
.. !. 
.. !. 
.. 1 

1... 
.I.. 
.1.. 
.. !. 
... 1 

(8) BITSTRING 
1 

... l llll 
Cl CHARACTER 
·'-" U-l.\R . .\CTER 

.1)1 CH . .\RACTER 
01 CHAR.-KTER 

14) CHARACTER 
': CH..\R.-\CTER 

FIXED 
: . .\}FIXED 
,C) FIXED 
1E1 FIXED 

':01 CHARACTER 
il6l CHARACTER 
I l ~) CHARACTER 
. : -1 CHARACTER 
: Bl CH . .\RACTER 
'. f, CH.\RACTER 
2~i FIXED 

· 241 BITSTRING 

.. l 
~ .. 

.. 1. 

... ! 

i25) FIXED 
(27) BITSTRING 

.. 1. 

Length 

16 
6 
4 
I 
1 

4 

46 
4 
4 
.J. 

6 
1 
8 
4 
4 

~:ime 

ADRTAPB 
DTPSCHK 
DTPSEQNO 
DTPNOSEG 
DTPSEGNO 
DTPSEGLN 
DTPPFXL'.\i 
DTPD\.!PID 
DTPFt.:LD 
DTPPARTD 
DTPDASDD 
DTPLOGCL 

DTP RC ID! 
DTPYHDR 
DTPTHDR 
DTPBTM 
DTPDSNL 
DTPTRKO 
DTPDSHDR 
DTPVTOC 
DTPVOLD 
DTPDATA 
DTPVTRLR 
DTPDTRLR 
DTPVVDS 
DTPSPHDR 
DTPRCFLl 
DTPDDISP 

DT?DDDSP 

DT?E;..;oco 

C'C?3CDY 

DTVOL 
DTVTOCB 
DTVTOCE 
D-,-'·."OLSZ 
DTVLOGCY 
DTVTRKCY 
DTVBLKSZ 
DTV\.1AXCB 

DTVSERL 
DTVVTOCI 
DTVTI:'-.!D 
DTVD . .\Y 
DT\:T~\1E 

DTVDEVTY 
DT\\IOD>:O 
DTVl'\jDl 
DT\"v'IRT 
DTV.\ll'<I 
or;cv.-1.F 

DTVFCvtP 
DT\' l...'\.'LCD 
DTVLVF 

DTVVVDS 

DTVB\!SZ 
DTVIND2 
DTVL:\V'I 

DTVL'II 

DTVGNVI 

ADRTAPB Data Area 

SEGMENT SEQUENCE NUMBER 
NUM OF SEGMENTS PER RECORD 
SEG~'1ENT Nl.'M OF RECORD 
SEGMENT LENGTH INCL PREFIX 
U:':GTH OF PREFIX(CONSTANT !61 
TYPE OF DUMP ID 
SO FLiLL Dc:\f P 
40 PARTIAL DUMP 
20 DATASET DUMP 
10 LOGICAL DUMP THIS BIT IS 
CALLED DTPCATDD IN V2 RI. BIT I0 
STRUCTURE TO MAINTAIN COM
PATIBILITY BETWEEN V2 RI, V2 R2 
AND V2 R3 
RESERVED DO NOT USE LAST 4 BITS 

IN DTPDMPID TO ENSURE DOWN
WARD COMPATIBILITY 
RECORD IDENTIFIER 1 
80 VOLUME HEADER 
TAPE HEADER 
40 MAP OF DUMPED TRKS 
DS NA.\IE/CATALOO- LST 
20TRACK 0 
DATA SET HEADER 
10 VTOC TRACK 
VOL.L.\lc DEFI;..;IT!Oi\ 
08 DAT A TRACK 
04 VOLUME TRAILER 
OS TRAILER 
02 VVDS TRACK 
01 SPHERE REC HEADER 
FLAG BYTE 
IF ON. DATA EQ'L'AL TO LENGTH 

OF ADRTAPB HAS BEEN DISPLACED 
FROM THIS SEGMENT TO THE LAST 
SEG\l'.:'.\:T OF THE TRACK 
:F C.:\. L . .\ST S.CG\l f:~.-T DfSPL\CED 
:: . ..\. T.\ \['.Sc 3E ?.E?L..\C:EiJ ::'ii.ZS'T 
t S~i:: D~?DDlSP,; 

• = E'-.D OF CDF D.-\T.\ SET 
RESERVED 
RESERVED 

VTOC BEGL'-:'-;I'-:G CCHH 
VTOC E:"<DJ:--;G CCHH 
l..':·~;L_~_.\iC SlZEt C·S.+DEVSZ) 
:i OF CYLl'\'DERS !:\ VOLC.\fE 
;±OF TR . .\CKS PER CYLI><DER 
'.-f.-\XI.\fC.\f BLOCKSIZE 
MAXl\lCM CO\!PRESS BCFFER I~ 

WORDS 
VOLC\fE SERIAL OF SOL'RCE VOL 
VTOC l:\DIC..\TORS 
D.\ TE-~ TL.\!E CF D..\ Y OF DL\!P 
D.-\ TE )QYYDDDC 
TI\tE OF Ci.-\.\. t~< DECI\L\L 
DE~-'T\.? n~· \"OLL.\.l~{ L'CBTBYT-fl 
'lUD EI_ :"-. i_ \!8ER 
1iOLC\!E TYPE i~DlC.-.\.TORS 
;;u ',;::\. r;·\;_ \'OLt.:\lE 
-iU \!!:\! DlSK 
20 \'C>LL..\!:O: H.-\S l:\'DEXED VTOC 
10 NOT CSED 
08 FILE CO\!PRESSED 
0-+ L':\ . .\LLCC.-\ TED SP\.CE DL\!PED 
02 OTHER LOGIC..\LVOLL'\!ES \lXY 
FOLLOW THIS LOGICALVOLt;ME 
01 VVDS DATASET DUMPED 

BEFORE VTOC 
BIT\!.-\? SIZE :~,; \VOROS 
VOLL\!E TYPE l-:\DIC.'-\TORS 
XO NONVSA\.l D . .\ TA SETS NOT ON 

VOLL\!E 
40 VS\M DAT.-\ SETS NOT ON 
VOLL~1!E 

20 NO:'.\iVSA\1 DA TA SETS NOT ON 
ANY VOLU\.lE 
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ADRTAPB Data·Area 

Figure 35 (Page 2 of 3). ADRTAPB Mapping Macro 
Offsets 

DTVLEN 
DTVLEN 

40 

42 
43 
44 
45 

DTHDR 
0 
0 
0 
4 
8 

9 
II 
12 
13 
15 
17 

DTLDSN 
~ 

0 
I 

DTDSHDR 
0 
0 
l 

15 
59 

103 
103 

104 

105 

DTSPHERE 

I) 

DTSI:--FO 
l) 

0 
44 
88 
89 

Type 

... I 

l. .. 

.I .. 

(28) FIXED 

(2AJ FIXED 
<2B) FIXED 
(2C) FIXED 
(20) FIXED 

(0) CHARACTER 
(0) CHARACTER 
(0) CHARACTER 
l4J CHARACTER 
(8) CHARACTER 
I... ... . 
.!.. ... . 
.. ll 1111 
(lt) FIXED 
(B) FIXED 
(C) FIXED 
(D) FIXED 
(F) FIXED 

• (11) CHARACTER. 
1. .. ,,. .. 
.1.. 

... : 1111 

(0) CHARACTER 
(0) FIXED 
(l) CHARACTER 

(0) CHARACTER 
(0) FIXED 
(ll FIXED 
(2) CHARACTER 
(4) CHARACTER 
151 CH.-\RACTER 
·~: BITSTRING 

.. !. 

.! .. 

.. i. 

171 CHARACTcR 
!fl CHARACTER 
l3B) CHARACTER 
(67) CHARACTER 
(67) FIXED 

(68) FIXED 

(60) CHARACTER 
I 
.l .. 
.i 

~ : ... 

101 CH.-\R.-\CTER 
101 FIXED 

<Ol CHARACTER 
10) CHAR.·\CTER 
(2C} CH . .\RACTcR 
(5S) CH . .\RACTER 
( 591 BITSTRING 

l .. 

.l. 
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Length 

2 

18 
8 
4 
4 
l 

45 
l 

44 

106 
l 
I 
2 
l 

102 
44 
J4 
l 
l 

Name 

DTVGVI 

DTVSMS 

DTVSMSI 

DTVLEN 

DTVVERNO 
DTVLVLNO 
DTVVXTNO 
DTVVXTOF 

DTHDR 
DTHTIMD 
DTHDAY 
DTHTIME 
DTHIND2 
DTHGNVI 
DTHGVI 

DTHLEN 
DTHVERNO 
DTHLVLNO 
DTHBLKSZ 
DTHNDS 
DTHINDl 
DTHFCMP 
DTHUNLCD 
DTHSFER 

DTLDSN 
DTLLEN 
DTLCAT 

DTDSHDR 
DTDLEN 
DTDCATLN 
DTDDSORG 
DTDOPTCD 
DTD.'\;VOL 
~:·TDi:"D 

DTD[PWD 
DTDTPWD 

DTDIRACF 
DTDR:\C?? 
DTDR.-\CFD 
DTDR.ACFG 
DTDAUAS 
DTDSPER 
DTDS\!S 
DTDPWD 
DTDCAT 
DTDDSN 
DTDVOLCT 
DTDVCTD 

DTDVCT! 

DTD!ND2 
DTD.-\lXSP 
DTDCDF 
DTDPDSE 

DTSP!-lERf. 
rnsLEN 

DTSINFO 
DTSA!X~~1! 

DTSPATHN 
DTSPATHA 
DTSPATHF 

DTSPATHI 

DTSP . .\THE 

'TNL SN35-0375 (01 Set>t 1990) to'SC26~3s9:)' ;•d ::~' 

Description 

10 VSAM DATA SETS NOT ON ANY 
VOLUME 
SOURCE VOLUME IS SMS 

MANAGED 
:;;(;r:RCE '.f)I._ rs .~\:S i'<IT!AL STAGE 

L"NL'SED 

LEN OF HEADER = SEGMENT 
LENGTH PREFIX 
DFDSS VERSION NUMBER 
DFDSS \!ODl?IC NL\E!ER 
Nl.'MBER OF VVDS EXTENTS 
OFFSET T') '.'VDS EXTENT 

DATE & TL\!E.DAY OF DU\-!P 
DAY 
TlME 
DATA SET TYPE INDICATORS 
\IO NON VSA\1 DA TA SETS 
:-;o VSA\I DA TA SETS 
RESERVED 
HEADER LE>.;GTH 
DFDSS VERSION NUMBER 
DFDSS MODIFIC. NUMBER 
MAX BLKSIZE 
NO. POTE~TIAL DS 
LNDICATORS 
FILE COMPRESSED 
UNALLOCATED SPACE DU\1PED 
SPHERE OPTION 
'.<=~T'?.'."'.:D 

LENGTH OF DATA. SET NAME 
CATALOG ~A\IE 

LENGTH OF D.\TA SET NA\1E 
LEl\iGTH OF CATALOG NA.ME 
DATA SET ORGA (FROM Fl) 
~5 OPT1C'>: '_ ')C~; F'.\.0\f F:) 
',.~_.\iSr:s: _-.. ·-~ ;=-.:;R L:·.-\T.-". ::;E·:: 

. ~C\T . .;;_()G 
~\CF PRO'."l!_E 

:=- ::i rz ·' _ ~ . __ _ :. :__ \ (-; ~ 
;;- t{.\\ :-· =..:tsc.:z:::·~:::. :)~\CFE ... i 

· ~::.'.t:~\U_ ?RUFE .. :: 
._.SEK ;":_-l.T.\~\-::G _-1,_LfAS 

= SPHER.': Rh~ORD FOLLOWS 

C ·.-\. T.-\;:..tJ<.J > .. -\\1 E 
D\TA SET .\ . .\\!E 
\'OLCOl.::"<T 1FR0\1 BCS) 
VOLCOL-'-'T !"OR DATA. CO:\WO
'iEYf OR '-.O'iVSA\<l DA T.-1. SET 
'i(}l_Col·" T FOR !'<DEX CO\!PO

'."E'-; ! O?, z::::;n C-'i)R ''0 l'.'DEX 

? .-\ ~-H >~ :\ \~ ~~ 
PA TH \ TTR!R'~_.TE 
? \TH !~<~:·e,. FL.\C 

I[- :it::!·. P.I.~-;.~ ,y,\'-.,cRlD iS ~O:'\
T-\l'"ED !'-.THIS BLOCK 1SEE 
f1TSPTHtJ', ;-,:)[~ DESCRiPTiO;-.;) 
P\:l-l E:\P!:<. \ T!ON D,\ TE IS CON
<.\INED l', ~!LS BUX K (SEE 
~HSPTHEP r.·;R DESCRl?T!O" I. lF 
:"1.TT )rT :1.i',U~~.:: THE EXPIRE 
Ff~'.LDS 



TNL SN35-0375 (01Sept1990) to SC26-4389-l ADRT APB Data ~Area 

Figure 35 (Page 3 of 3). ADRTAPB Mapping Macro 
Offsets Type Length Name Description 

.. I. .... DTSPATHP PATH HAS PASSWORD THAT IS 
CONTAINED I~ THIS BLOCK (SEE 
DTSEXPIR FOR DESCRIPTION). IF 
EXISTS. BEGINS AT DTSPATHD. 

... l !.. DTS?RACF P . .\TH RACF ?'.... . .\GS 

... 1 .... DTSRACFD l ~DISCRETE PROFILE 

.... 1. .. DTSRACFG I ·~GENERIC PROFILE 

.... .111 NOT USED 
90 (5A) CHARACTER 8 DTSPTHON FORMAT OF OWNERID 
98 (62) CHARACTER 4 DTSPTHEP EXPIRATIO~ DATE FOR'.'vfAT: 
98 (62) CHARACTER 3 DTSEXPIR YYDDDF FOR:vtAT 
98 (6'.!) FIXED l DTSEYEAR YY 8 BIT I:" DECIM 
99 (63) FIXED 2 DTSERDAY i2 BITS DAY OF IN DECl:vtAL & 4 BIT 

SIGN CNP . .\CKED 
101 (65) FIXED DTSEXCNY CENTURY BYTE IN DECIMAL 

DTSPASSW 
0 \0) CHARACTER 52 DTSPASSW SECURITY l'-:FO TABLE 
0 (O)CHARACTER 8 DTSMSTRP MASTER PASSWORD. \ILST HAVE 

IN ORDER TO HAVE A;...Y OTHER 
PASSWORDS. 

8 (8} CHARACTER DTSCNTLP CONTROL I'.\IERVAL PASSWORD 
16 ( 10) CHARACTER DTSUPDAT LPDATE PASSWORD 
24 ( 13) CHARACTER DTSREADP READ PASSWORD 
32 (20) CHARACTER DTSCODEN CODE NA\IE 
40 (28) FIXED DTSNUMAT NUMBER OF ATTEMPTS 
42 (2A) CHARACTER DTSAUTNM ADDR OF ACTHORIZATION MOD 
50 (32) FIXED DTSAUTHR AUTHORIZATION REC LENGTH 

DTMVOL 
0 (0) CHARACTER 28 DTMVOL 
0 (0) CHARACTER 6 DTMVSERL VOLUME SERIAL fD 
6 (6) CHARACTER 4 DT'.'vfDEVTY DEVTYPE (l'CBTBYT-i) 
10 (AJ CHARACTER 2 SLACK FILLER 
1: ·C1 CH . .\~ . .\CTER 8 DT\1VOLSZ VOLLME srz::: DS.+DE\'SZl 
12 \C) FIXED 4 DTMTRKCP #BYTESiTRK (TRACK CAPACITY 

WITH OVERHEAD). 
16 (10) FIXED 2 DTMLOGCY #CYLINDERS PER VOLCME 
18 (12) FIXED 2 DT.\HRKCY #TRACKS PER. VOLL.\IE 
20 (14) FIXED 2 DTMMAXCB MAX COMPRESS BUF Ii\ WORDS 
22 (16) CHARACTER 2 DTMIND VOLUME INDICAT 

I... .... DTMVIRT VIRTUAL VOLUME 
.l.. .... DTMMINI MINI VOLL\!E 
.. !. .... DT:vtCVAF VOLUME HAS INDEXED VTOC 

24 ':~l FIXED DTWtVVRS to OF VVRS '..-·.'RS Dl\!PED 
25 :,,1 f=IXi:D DT\l::DSCB = DF l)SC3S ::J'._\!Pr:D 
:s : . .\1 t=IX:'::D DT\!:::EXT =OF EXE'.'-:-' Dl\!?E:S 
,- ; : 3) CH . .\:Z...\CTER DT\l\lOD'.,O \!ODEL '.'_\'.3:'::R. 

; DTBT\IR 
0 I 0) CHAR . .\CTER l2 DTBTMR 
0 (I)\ CHARACTER 12 DTBHDR RESERVED 

CH.\R.-\.CTER 4 DTB3\l!D !D OF TH:: 3:..:.>C !..:. = 3'.'.83 
;.;i FIXED .+ DT3ADDR OF :\EXT 3\'.33 SEG'.!:::'.T COPIED 

FRO\.! ..\.DR.3\' 3 BLOCK 
8 ;31 FIXED DTBTRKi ::. OF TR.KS \'. . .\PPED l'.' 8\fBA SEG 
10 tA) CHARACTER RESERVED 

DTTTRK 
0 11)1 CHARACTER 2.+ DTTTRK \!..\PS THc B .. -\.CK 
0 101 CH.-\.R . .\CTER i6 DTTHDR HEADER ?OR :'.: . .\CH n .. -\.CK 

SEGMEl\T 
11)) FIXED DTTTRKLJ\i LE~GTH OF D.>.. TAO'. TRK 
\2) CHARACTER DTTTRKID TRACK I:"DIC..\ TORS 
l ... DTTIOER IO ERROR O:"\ TR . .\CK 
.... DTTTROVF LAST REC O'. TRK IS OVFLO REC 
... DTTTCMP IF O~. TR . .\C!\. CO\.lPRESSED 
.. ! DITVFRST FIRST VVDS RECORD 

l.. DTTI'.'<VT l:'\V . .\L!D TR . .\\..!-.: FOR\!..\ T 
.l.. DTTST..\T CSER ST.-\. l'E~IC.-\L RECORD 

CHARACTER DTTCCHH CCHH OF 7? .. :..-.:·K 
·31 Fl.'\i:D DTTCC CYLl'.'<DER '.':... \IBF.R 
,5, FL\:'.D DTTHH TRACK '.t''.'.3:'R 
- ! CH.-\.R..-\.CTER DTTVSERL VOLC\!E S'.::'<.I.-\.L 

t6 I :1)) CH . .\RACTER DTTROD.\T RCR.D 0 D.-\ T-\. O'.L Y (J'. IST SE Ci 
24 I l ~) CH . .\RACTER DTTBODY R.l R?\I RECORDS O'. TR . .\CK 

DTTCKD 
:01 CH . .\R . .\CTER DTTCKD CNT. KEY,\: D.\TA FIELDS O:"\ TRK 
10) CH . .\RACTER DTTCNT COL'NT FIE'...D 
101 CHARACTER 5 DTTCCHHR CCHHR OF .ECORD 
(01 CH . .\R.ACTER .+ DTTCCCHH corn OF R:'.CORD 
rOJ FIXED DTTCCC CC OF RECORD 
i2l FIXED DTTCHH HH OF RECORD 
14) FIXED DTTCRCR.D R. OF RECORD 
IS) FIXED DTTKELEN KEY LE'-:GTH 
ibl FIXED DTTDATLN DATA LE'-:GTH 
1 ll) CHARACTER DTRTLR 
rOJ CH . .\RACTER DTRSERL VOLLME SERI..>..L OF FILE 
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- ' ' ···~ ..., "..,, 

Name Hex Offset Struct Level 

DTPDATA A 3 
Name Hex Offset Struct Level DTPDDDSP B 3 

DTPDDISP B 3 
ADRTAPB 0 DTPDMPID 9 2 
BFRPREFX 0 DTPDSHDR A 4 
BPBODY 40 2 DTPDS~l . .'.\.. 4 
BPHWMRK 4 DTPDTRLR ,-\ 4 
BPSCOC 0 2 DTPENDCD B 3 
BPSCOD 2 2 DTPFULD 9 3 
BPWORKA 8 2 DTPLOGCL 9 3 
DTBADDR 4 3 DTPNOSEG 4 3 
DTBBMID 0 3 DTPPARTD 9 3 
DTBHDR 0 DTPPF>..L' 
DTBTMR 0 DTPRCFLl B 
DTBTRK# 8 DTPRCIDl A 2 
DTDAIXSP 69 DTPSCHK 0 2 
DTDALIAS 6 DTPSEGLN 6 2 
DTDCAT F 2 DTPSEG'-."O 5 
DTDCATLN l 2 DTPSEQNO 0 
DTDCDF 69 3 DTPSPHDR A 
DTDDSN 3B DTPTHDR A 4 
DTDDSORG 2 DTPTRKO A 
DTDIND 6 DTPVHDR A 3 
DTDIND2 69 2 DTPVOLD A 4 
DTDIPWD 6 3 DTPVTOC A 3 
DTDIRACF 6 3 DTPVTRLR ,\ 3 
DTDLEN 0 2 DTPVVDS A 3 
DTDNVOL 5 2 DTRSERL 0 2 
DTDOPTCD 4 2 DTRTLR 0 1 
DTDPDSE 69 DTSAIX~\.t 0 
DTDPWD 7 DTSACTHR 32 
DTDRACFD 6 4 DTSAUTNM 2A 2 
DTDRACFG 6 4 DTSCNTLP 8 2 
DTDRACFP 6 DTSCODEN 20 2 
DTDSHDR 0 1 DTSERDAY 63 4 
DTDSMS 6 3 DTSEXCNY 65 3 
DTDSPER 6 DTSEXPIR 62 
DTDTPWD 6 DTSEYEAR 62 4 
DTDVCTD 67 DTSI'\'FO 0 
DTDVCTI 68 DTSLE'\ \) 

DTDVOLCT .s~ D 'S\tSTRP I) 

DTHBLKSZ D DTS:\T\L'.\ T 2:3 
DTHDAY 0 DTSPASSW 0 
DTHDR 0 DTSPATHA 58 
DTHFCMP ll DTSP.\THE 'OL) 

DTHGNVI 8 DTSPATHF 59 
DTHGVI 8 DTSPXfHl 59 
DTHINDl ll DTSP.-\TH::--; 2C 
DTHIND2 8 DTSP\THP 59 
DTHLEN 9 DTSPHERE 0 
DTHLVLNO c DTSPRACF 59 
DTHNDS F 2 DTSPTHEP 62 
DTHSFER 11 DTSPTHO:-< 5A 
DTHTIMD 0 DTSRACFD 59 4 
DTHTIME 4 DTSRACFG 59 4 
DTHUNLCD 11 OTSREADP 18 
DTHVERNO B DTSL'PD . .\. T 10 2 
DTLCAT OTT BODY rn 
DTLDS~ 0 once 4 
OT LL EN 0 DlTCCC 0 
DTM#DSCB 19 DTTCCCHH 0 4 
DT:\t1#EXT lA DTTCCHH 
DTM#VVRS 18 DTTCCHHR () 

DTMCVAF 16 DTTCHH 
DTMDEVTY 6 DTTCKD () 

OT Yi IND 16 DTTC:>:T () 

DT\tlLOGCY 10 DTTCRCRD 4 4 
DTMMAXCB 14 DTTDATL'-." 6 3 
DTMMINI 16 DTTHDR 0 
DTMMODNO lB DTTHH 4 
DT!vtTRKCP c DTTINVT 4 
DTMTRKCY 12 DTTIOER 2 4 
DTMVIRT 16 DTTKELEN 5 3 
DTMVOL 0 DfTRODAT !O 2 
DTMVOLSZ c DTTSTAT 2 4 
DTMVSERL 0 DTTTCMP 2 4 
DTPBODY 10 2 DTTTRK 0 
DTPBTM A DTTTRKID 2 
DTPDASDD 9 DTTTRKLN 0 
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Name 

DTITROVF 
OTTVFRST 
DTTVSERL 
OTVBLKSZ 
DTVBMSZ 
DT':CV.\F 
DTVDAY 
DTVDEVTY 
DTVFCMP 
DTVGNVI 
DTVGVI 
DTVI:\Dl 
OTVI:\02 
DTVLE:\ 
DTVLNVI 
DTVLOGCY 
DT\/LVF 
DTVLVI 
DTVLVLNO 
DTV\.tAXCB 
DTVMI:\I 
DTV\100:\0 
DTVOL 
DTVOLSZ 
OTVSERL 
DTVSMS 
DTVSMSI 
OTVTIMD 
DTVTIME 
DTVTOCB 
DTVTOCE 
DTVTRKCY 
DTVL'NLCD 
DTVVERNO 
DTVVIRT 
OTVVTOCI 
DTVVVDS 
DTVVXTNO 
DT\iV:XTOF 

Hex Offset 

2 
2 
7 
c 

25 
24 
l 7 
IF 
24 
27 
.;., 

24 
27 
2S 
27 
8 

24 
27 
2B 
E 

24 
23 
0 
8 

10 
.,~ _, 
27 
17 
!B 
•) 

4 
A 

24 
2A 
24 
16 
24 
2C 
:o 

Struct Level 

4 
4 
3 
2 
2 

2 
3 
3 
3 

2 
2 

2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 

2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 

End of Product Implementation Information ____________ _. 
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Appendix F. Macro Library as Part of Programming Interfaces 
for Customers 

22-t2 

The macros identified in this appendix are provided to allow a customer installation 
to write programs that use the services of DFDSS. Only those macros identified in 
this appendix should be used to request or receive the services of DFDSS. 

DFDSS provides a library that contains the macros that are intended to help you 
write programs that use the services of DFDSS. The name of the library is: 
SYSl.SAMPLIB. 

DFDSS provides four product-sensitive programming interfaces and one general-use 
programming interface intended for use by customers. 

Listed below are the product-sensitive and general-use programming interface 
macros in SYSl.SAMPLIB: 

Product-Sensitive Programming Interfaces 

Figure 36. Product-Sensitive Programming Interfaces 

Interface Name Macro 

Installation Authorization Exit Routine ADRUPB 

Installation Enqueue Exit Routine ADRUNQB 
- . I::stallat10r: Opt10ns .t.xn Routme 

~ ADRuFO 

I::stallation Reblock Exit Routine ADRRBLKB 

I 

End of Product-Sensitive Programming Interfaces ______ _ 

General-Use Programming Interfaces 

Figure 3 7. General-Use Programming Interfaces 

Interface ~ ame 

_-\;;plication Interface 

Macro 

ADREIDO 
ADRMCLVL 

_______ End of General-Use Programming Interfaces ------~ 

,~Copyright IBM Corp. 1984, 1989. All Rights Reserved. 
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 

This glossary includes definitions of some terms found 
in this document. Some of the terms defined below are 
from: 

• The American National Dictionary for Information 
Processing Systems, copyright 1982 by the Com
puter and Business Equipment Manufacturers Asso
ciation. Copies may be purchased from the 
American National Standards Institute at 1430 
Broadway, New York, New York 10018. These 
definitions are identified by an asterisk (*). 

• The ISO Vocabulary - Information Processing, and 
the ISO Vocabulary - Office Machines, developed by 
the International Standards Organization, Technical 
Committee 97, Subcommittee 1. Definitions from 
published sections of this vocabulary are identified 
by the symbol "(ISO)" preceding the definition. 
Definitions from draft proposals and working 
papers under development by the ISO/TC97 vocab
ulary subcommittee are identified by the symbol 
·'(TC97),'' indicating that final agree:nent has not 
yet been reached among its participating members. 

A 
_-\ BE:"D. .-\bnormal end of task. End -::r a task, a job. 
or a sucsysr:em because of an error conc~:ion that 
cannot be resolved by recovery facilities while the task is 
performed. 

ABE~Dx:x:x. The keyword that identifies the abnormal 
end of DFDSS because of a system-detected error. 

ABSTR. .-\ subparameter of the SPACE parameter in a 
DD statement. It indicates that specified tracks be 
assigned to a data set. 

ACCEPT processing. An SMP/E process necessary for 
installing the FMIDs. SMP/E ACCEPT processing uses 
JCL to a.:cept the modules and macros necessary to run 
the F\fIDs. The FMIDs are accepted i;:ro the DLIBs 
from the :emporary data sets. 

Access method services. .-\ multifunction service 
program that is used to manage both VS.-\M and 
non-VS.-\:\f data sets and integrated catalog facility or 
VSAM catalogs. It is used to define data sets and allo
cate space for them, convert indexed-sequential data sets 
to key-sequenced data sets, modify data set attributes in 
the catalog. reorganize data sets, facilitate data porta
bility between operating systems; create backup copies 
of data sets, data set records and catalog entries. help 
make inaccessible data sets accessible, list the records of 

226 

data sets and catalogs, define and build alternate 
indexes, and convert OS CVOLs and VSAM catalogs to 

integrated catalog facility catalogs. 

ACDS. Active control data set. 

ACS. Automatic class selection. 

AIX. Alternate index. 

alias. An alternate name for a member of a partitioned 
data set. 

ALLOC. A space allocation parameter that indicates 
type, such as cylinders or tracks. 

alternate index (AIX). In systems with VSAM, a key
sequenced data set containing index entries organized by 
the alternate keys of its associated base data records. It 
provides an alternate means of locating records in the 
data component of a cluster on which the alternate 
index is based. 

alternate index cluster. In VSAM, the data and index 
components of an alternate index. 

APAR. Authorized Program Analysis Report. 

Authorized Program Analysis Report (APAR). .-\ 
request for correction of a problem caused by a sus
pected defect in a current unaltered release of a 
prngram. 

APF. Authorized program facility. 

Application Interface. An interface used to invoke 
DFDSS from another program. 

Apply processing. In SMP and SMP/E. the process. ini
tiated by the APPLY command, that places system 
modifications (SYSMODS) into the target system 
librar1es. 

attach. In programming. to create a task that can be 
performed asynchronously with the performance of the 
mainline code. 

authorization. ( 1) (TC97) The right granted to a user to 
communicate with or make use of a computer system. 
(2) The process of giving a user either complete or 
restricted access to an object. resource, or function. 

automatic class selection (ACS). A mechanism for 
assigning SMS classes and storage groups. 

©Copyright IBM Corp. 1984, 1989. All Rights Reseri;ed. 
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Index 

A 
abe:id dumps, data set passwords 172 
ABEND= nnn in the EXEC statement 7 
ABOVE16 in the EXEC statement 7 
access authority 

RA.CF-protected data sets and DASDVOL 175 
access authority. compatibility with Version 1 162 
Access Method Services 177 
addressing mode 143 
ADRBMB mapping macro 

output example 220 
ADRDSSU 179 
ADREIDO data area 

example 200 
ADRMCLVL macro 201 
ADRRBLKB mapping macro 

explanation 158 
output example 159 

ADRREBLK routine 158 
ADRT\PB mapping macro 

output example 221 
ADRUENQ routine 149 
ADRUFO mapping macro 154 

output example 155 
ADRUM module 182 
ADRUIXIT routine 154 
.-\DR.t.~QB '"'-~~:::-?ing m<lcro 150 

:-\DKLPB mapping macro 145 
output exampk 148 

ADRL'PS\VD r'Jutine 1-+.+ 
AIX i<1iternate index). recataloging 35 
ALLDA TA. keyword 

COPY command 33 
D L:\! P corn:n--ind 63 
PRI:\T command 85 

ALLEXCP keyword 
COPY command 33 
DCMP command 69 

ALLMulti keyword 
CO):VERT\. command 25 
COPY rnm:nJ.nd 34 
D t_: \! P comm;_ind 69 

AL LOC sub key"' ord. D C\f P command 14 
allo•:::irion of space .+7. 116 
ALLX keyword 

COPY command 33 
DL:MP command 69 

alternate index. recataloging 35 
Al\fODE=31 143. 181 
AMSGCI\T = nnnn in the EXEC statement 7 
application interface 

blocks 183 

CJ CJpyright IBM Corp. 19~4. 1989. Ail Rights Reserved. 

application interface (continued) 
example 204-205 
structure 181 

application interface summary 196 
application program process 203 
asterisks, rules regarding, in a data set qualifier 10 
authorization checking 144 

data set 173 
general description l 71 
volume 173 

authorization exit routine 
return codes 14 7 
user 144 

auxiliary commands 128 
continuation errors 133 
PARALLEL 128 
SERIAL 128 
SET 129 

8 
backing up (dumping) data 64 
backup copies, multiple 57, 74 
BDAM data sets, copying 45 
BEGIN keyword in VDRL statement (stand-alone 

DFDSS) 138 
BELOW16 in the EXEC statement 7 
BLK subkeyworc _Jf TGTALLOC 

COPY com:r..::.:-_d 4 7 
RESTORE co:Ti.:nand 116 

BLKSIZE and LRECL keywords, specifying in a 
PRI'.'i'T operati0r. 87 

buffers above 16 :-negabytes virtual storage 7 
BY keyword 

COMPRESS command 20 
COPY commd.:J.-:i 34 
criteria 9 
DEFRAG command 59 
DUMP command 69 
filtering criteria 14 
RELEASE command 93 
RESTO RE cc~~mand l 04 

BYPASSACS keyword 

c 

COPY comma~d 34 
RESTORE co:n:nand 105 

calling block structure 179 
CANCELERROR keyword 

COPY command 34 
DUMP comm:.ind 69 
RESTORE command 105 
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CATALOG keyword 
CONVERTV command 25 
COPY command 35 
RESTORE command 105 

catalog search order. standard 16 
C.:\TLG s~i-·~:::.'·"'o::..:. '.JC\1P CiJmrnar.c I.t 
changes in DFDSS, this release xii 
characteristics of data sets 9 
class selection, process diagram 120 
codes, condition 

command synt:lx. hO\\ to read 3 
commands, auxiliary 128 
commands. function 

Sc:.: cl!so fur:ction commands 
example 196 
PAR\L information in the EXEC sta:ement used to 

cont:ol DFDSS 6 
command, null i 3 3 
compaction 70 
compatibility 

among releases of D FOSS 163 
between Versi;n 1 and Version 2 of DFDSS 162 
of stJ'1d-::ilone wi:h system DFDSS : 35 

COMPRi::SS -:0mm.rnJ. 19 
COMPRESS keyword, DUMP command 70 
compr;;ssi:z1g data sec:> 19 
condition codes 

general description 129 
LASTCC 130 
MAXCC 130 

3ce e\::::11ples of DFDSS _iobs 

· .... ' it ~ . : ' ' ' - ~ ._ .. : "\ 

C'c)~\\ ~~<-f ·.\·,:<\: 

('() P \ ,~\:1 :-nrnJ.n"-: 

c1.1;:.\·ening to S\lS. JCL example 5-+ 
pd:-:itioned d~1L1 set 36 
~~~t::i:i1.--,ncJ (Ll:.: set extended 36 

c1.'r:1,·~r: '., PDSE. Jcr_ ::"<a:nple 55 
(._.() ....... ; '." .-·( i 

e.\d:11~'.c.s ·~'.f full 51
-; 

C' 'i';j :\J ·::1.<"'. .:>, 

1 ~ ' 

L -""-' 

nun-\.S-\\! ,_bu ~e:. results of COPY -.'!1 56 
COP\ ~'qe"~lI'•)n 

daL! :1~")"-·::r ~~!~>-·=~\--.:: n1atrlx 176 
CUP\.Dl_ \1P -..:,:,:1:.:~-.-~:-,.i 51 
cupyin~ :'I~1nJ-,Linne DFDSS restore to :.i;ie 139 
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COPYVOLID keyword 
COPY command 35 
RESTO RE command l 06 

CPYV keyword 
COPY command 35 
RESTO RE command 1 06 

CREDT subkeyword, DUMP command 14 
criteria for filtering 9 
CYL subkeyword of TGT ALLOC 

COPY command 4 7 
RESTORE command l 16 

D 
DASO space fragmentation 59 
DASDVOL, access authority requirements 175 
data integrity 

DYNALLOC 167 
ENQ 166 
example of RESERVE-ENQUEUE processing 171 
RESERVE 165 
WAIT option 169 

data mover selection matrix 176 
data set 

authorization checK.:ng 1 73 
BY filtering 14-15 
characteristics (BY criteria) 9 
DUMP 

compatibility with Version 1 162 
examples of 80 

filtering 9 

na:::es. e'<:.tmpks ,_;f :·ully J.nii ~a 
no:J.-VSAM enqueL:e options 16 7 
non-VSAM, results of COPY on 56 

RESTORE 
•:ompatibility with Version 
example of l 22 

S\lS-manageJ data :;.:ts 
non-VSAM 118 
physical RESTORE actions 118 
VSAM 118 

data-set-changed flag, DUMP command 75 
DATA.LENGTH key".vord, PRINT command 86 
DAT -\S cT COPY 

DA T . .\SET keyw1.;rd 
COPY ccv:1ma;-;d _'t 

DL\IP command 77 
PR I :\T command 86 
RESTORE command l 06 

10 

DCB keywords LRECL and BLKSIZE, specifying in a 
PRI~T operation 87 

DD~...\\f E keyword 
CO\-tPRESS command 20 
CO~VERTV command 25 
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DDNAME keyword (continued) 
DEFRAG command 60 
RELEASE command 93 

DDNAME list 179 
DDPTR 179 
deadlocks during DFDSS runs I 65 
DEFRAG ~ommand 

explanation 59 
output example 63 
results of a successful run 63 

degassing data sets 19 
DELETE keyv,:ord 

COPY command 36 
DUMP command 70 

DELETE. compatibility with Version 162 
detailed notes on using DFDSS 

data set passwords, abend dumps 172 
enqueuing versus dynamic allocation I 68 
installation authorization exit 172 
lockouts during DFDSS runs 165 
security processing, example of 177 

device names, generic 139 
DFDSS 

application interface 
str 11ct1..lre 1 S l 

compatibility among releases 163 
data set authorization checking 173 
determining version, release, modification level 

using the ADRMCLVL macro 201 
DFDSS module, main entry point 179 
DFDSS target class selection 121 
exit ide::-::::'.c:::.tion biock 183 
r~1tcri:1~ _-:..9-16 
how au;::-:'""rization is checked for you 171 
input 6 
installa~ic:: exit routi::es 143 
JCL 6 
JCL req:...:::-e:nents " 
job endir.g 134 
lockouts .::.-..::-ing runs l 65 
output C' 

PAR:Vf i:1for:nation in the EXEC statement 6 
stand-alone restore I 3 5 
target cl2.ss selection 120 
using P.-\ R\1 information in the EXEC statement 6 
Version .:. compatibility with Version I 161 

DFDSS. st.::-_C.-alone res:•Jre 135 
DFHSM -, 

DO-E.\'D g:- :-,:p of com:-:;.ands 
conditio:-: ~-or processing 130 
syntax l 3 l 

DS keywor~ 
COPY ..:'-"'::-i:11and 36 
DUMP co:nmand 
PRINT ..:0mmand 86 
RESTORE command 106 

DSCHA sub~eyword. DCMP command 14 

DSORG subkeyword, DUMP command 14 
DSIDSCHA (data-set-changed flag) 75 
DUMP command 64 

compatibility with Version 1 162 
data-set-changed flag 75 
example of a full 79 
example of a tracks 79 
example of data set 80 
multiple copies 74 
syntax 64 

dump data, multiple copies 57. 74 
dump tapes from DFDSS Version I 162 
DYNALLOC keyword 

COMPRESS command 21 
COPY command 37 
DEFRAG command 60 
DUMP command 71 
PR I NT command 86 
RELEASE command 94 
RESTORE command 106 

DYNAM keyword 
COMPRESS command. 21 
DEFRAG command 60 
RELEASE command 94 

dynamic allocation of data s.ets versi..:s enqueu!1:; : 68 

E 
ELSE command 131 
END command. in DO-END 132 
END keyword in VDRL stat~ment (stand-alone 

DFDSS) 13S 
E:\D statement: in stand-alone DFDSS 138 
ending your DFDSS joo 13..J. 
E~Q 166 
E~QFAILCRE subkeyword 

COPY com!i,J.nd -+S 
DLMP com:nJ.nd 76 
PRI).;T com:nand 88 
RESTORE 1.>Jmrrund l: -

enqueue exit routine 
enqueue scheme 1-+9 
options for non-VSAM data sets 167 
user 149 

enqueue scheme 166 
enqueuing versus dynamic allocation of datcl se:s : "~s 
EOJ commJ.nd l 34 
ERRORTRA.CKS kcy\vord. PRI~-1 comn1and ,,.~ 

examples of 
controlling usk processing i 30. 132 

examples of common continuation errors 133 
ex:.imples of DFDSS jobs 

compressing selected data sets 13 
CONVER TV command 
COPYDUMP 58 
data set COPY 51 
data set COP'{ for device com·ersion 51 
data set DC~!P 80 

Inde\ 237 



examples of DFDSS jobs (continued) 
data set RESTORE 122 
DEFRAG 62 
examples of 62 
full COPY 50 
fo11 DL'!'v1P 79 

PRINT 90 
RELEASE 96 
stand<done DFDSS Restore 141 
tracks COPY 50 
:i-&L:ks DUMP 79 
tracks RESTORE 121 

examples of qualified data set names 10 
examole. syntax 4 
EXCLCDE criteria 9 
EXCLUDE keyword 

COMPRESS command 21 
COPY rnmmand 37 
DEFRAG command 60 
DUMP command 71 
RELEASE command 94 
RESTORE command 107 

EXEC s~atement (JCL) 5-8 
e':-::: _:~:::.g s~_1:-,1.:-2lone DFDSS Restore : ~9 
exit identification block 183 
exit interface. structure 183 
exit routines, installation 

See installation exit routines 
EXPDT subl<\.ey\vord. DUMP command 14 
EXPORTiIMPORT (IDCAMS commands) 

F 

\f PRESS con1r:und 
COPY command 37 

R.ELEASE command 
RESTORE command 

FIL TERDD keyword 
C0.\1PRESS command 
COP'{ co:-nmand 

...,.., 
' ' 

9-+ 
10-; 

..,, 
- l 

_,;c:1eral description 9-12 
FORCE key<.vc)rd 

COPY command 37 
RESTORE command 107 

177 

FR.-\GI keyword, DEFRAG command 61 
FR.-\G\fE:'\TATIO~f~DEX keyword. DEFRAG 

c0mmand 61 
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free-space fragmentation 59 
FROMADDR keyword in RESTORE statement (stand

alone DFDSS) 137 
FROMDEV keyword in RESTORE statement (stand

alone DFDSS) 137 
FSIZE subkeyword. DUMP command 14 
FLLL keyword 

COPY command 38 
_ DUMP command 71 

RESTORE command 107 
fully-qualified data set names. examples of 10 
function commands 

G 

See also commands, function 
detailed description of 6 

GDG filtering 12 
generation data group filtering 12 
generic device names 139 
glossary 226-234 

H 
HDINGADDR 180 
how authorization is checked for you 17 i 
how many subkeywords are allowed 2 
how to write installation exit routines 144 

IDCAMS utility 177 
IDD keyword 

57 
COPY command 39 
COPYDC\IP command 
DUMP command 72 
PRI>IT co:nmand S6 
RESTO RE command 108 

IDY keyword 
COPY command 39 
DCMP command 72 
PRINT command 87 

IEBCOPY utility 176 
IEBISAM utility 176 
IEHMOVE utility 176 
IF-THEN-ELSE group of commands 

description 129 
examples 130. 13:::: 
syntax 131 

I>:CA T keyword 
CO>iVERTV command 25 
COPY command 38 
DU~lP command 

I"'.\ICLUDE criteria 9 
I~Clude key\vord 

-:'"'\ ,_ 

COMPRESS command 22 
COPY command 39 
DUMP command 72 
RELEASE command 95 
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INClude keyword (continued) 
RESTORE command 108 

INDDNAME keyword 
COPY command 39 
COPYDUMP command 57 
DUMP command 72 
PRI:'\T command 86 
RESTORE command 108 

INDYNAM keyword 
COPY command 39 
DUMP command 72 
PRI>iT command 87 

input error toleration 
COPY command 48 
DUMP command 76 
PRINT command 88 

input to DFDSS (in DD statement) 6 
installation authorization exit 172 
installation exit routines 

authorization checking 144 
enqueue 149 
installation .options 154 

task alterations 153 
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Preface 

This book, Data Facility Data Set Services: Messages, lists messages issued by 
DFDSS, with explanations and suggested responses. The audience for this reference 

:":is'lisei:Fwho enfuuntet.DFDSS;messages·: ~· · ., 

Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS) is hereafter referred to as 
Storage Management Subsystem (SMS). 

Major Divisions of This Book 
This book contains the following sections: 

• Chapter 1, "How to Read DFDSS and Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore Messages" 
provides general information on and examples of DFDSS messages. This 
chapter explains the ~ifferen:ces between pFDSS messages .~d ~he st,and-alone 
·nFDSS restore program (ADRDMPRS) messages. · · · .· ., · · ·· ·. 

• Chapter 2, "System DFDSS Messages" lists the messages issued by System 
DFDSS. 

• Chapter 3, "Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore Messages" lists the messages issued 
by ADRDMPRS. 

• Chapter 4, "Problem Determination Table" provides a table that explains the 
codes referred to in the problem determination section of each message. 

Conventions Used in This Book 
The following conventions are used in the text of the actual message: 

• Braces ( { } ) indicate a required field or parameter. Only one of the items within 
the braces will appear in the actual message text. 

• Brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional field or parameter. The field or parameter 
within the bracket may or may not appear in the actual message text. 

• Items separated by a vertical bar (I) represent alternative items. Only one of the 
items separated by a vertical bar may appear in the actual message text. 

• Items in quotation marks (' ') indicate the actual key entry the operator must 
make in response to the message. 

The following conventions are used in the explanations of the messages: 

• Variables, which are shown in italics, symbolically represent either numeric or 
alphanumeric information that is displayed in the message text. 

• Parameters and optional fields referred to in the descriptions of the messages do 
not necessarily reflect the exact characters that must be entered in a command. 
See the appropriate publication for the exact characters that must be entered for 
each command. 

Information for each message includes, where applicable: 

• Explanation: The meaning of the message, the causes, and the variable fields. 

• System Action: Actions resulting from the conditions causing the message or 
reason code. For example, the system may be waiting for a response. 

©Copyright IB\1 Corp. 1988, 1991 v 
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• Programmer Response: The pertment response, if a response is necessary, and · 
the effect of that response on the system or program. The programmer can be 
the application programmer or the system programmer, depending on the 
problem to be corrected. . ' 

. • Operator Response: The pertine~t response, if a response is necessary, and the 
~ '· . ·;.~ 11:Y:;~~ff.~p o("tqat :~sp<>t15*;ori~Jhe.,:~y~~~~;qr P!~gr~~~:;1it.~~:t~~'(;~~f!:ti~\5;"l)'~Y:·)'/if'!:~1~~~~'!".CfJ}r;. 
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• Problem Determination: If a problem occurs again or is persistent to the point 
that system efficiency suffers, the actions that can be performed to obtain 
adequate data for trained hardware or programming-support personnel to 
diagnose the problem. 

Problem determination items refer to Chapter 4, "Problem Determination 
Table" on page 73. This' table does not teach diagnostic techniques but illforms · 
the operator or programmer of actions to take when problems occur again. The 
problem determination instructions are aids to identifying hardware or 
programming problems and to ensuring that essential programming information 
is available for qualified support personnel to diagnose and correct the problem. 

- '":··.· 

Data Facility Data Set Services: General Information, GC26-4123, introduces 
you to DFDSS and helps in evaluating its use. It is primarily directed to data 
processing management. 

Data Facility Data Set Services: User's Guide, SC26-4388, gives guidance on 
how to use DFDSS. 

Data Facility Data Set Services: Reference, SC26-4389, describes DFOSS 
command syntax. 

Daca Facility Data Set Services: Diagnosis Guide, LY27-9538, tells how to 
diagnose errors you might encounter while using DFDSS. 

Data Facility Data Set Services/ Interactive Storage Management Facility: 
Installation Planning Guide, SC26-4129, tells what to consider when you plan 
for and install DFDSS/ISMF. 

Within the text, references are made to some of the publications listed below. 
Others are publications that may be useful. 

:\IVS/3i0 Publications: 

Short Title 

JCL User's Guide 

JCL Refer2nce 

Linkage Ediwr and Loader 

System Ce.vzeration 

Long Title 

AlVS/370 JCL Cser's Guide 

;\tf VS/370 JCL Reference 

MVS/370 Linkage Editor and 
Loader User's Guide 

Al VS/370 !nsta!!ation: System 
Generation 

Order Number 

GC28-1349 

GC28-1350 

GC26-4061 

GC26-4063 
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· ··MVS/XA Publicatioris:· 

Short Title Long Title 

JCL Reference l'vf VS/ Extended Architecture 
JCL Reference 

· :JCL:User's Guide.;:::.:~;·:\~'. :~.~;;·,;i-~>L.~· ,· MVS/Extefided~hchitecture 
JCL User's Guide 

linkage Editor and Loader 

System Generation 

MVS/ESA Publications: 

Short Title 

Application Development Macro 
Reference 

Catalog Administration Guide 

CVAF Diagnosis Reference 

Data Management iV!acro 
Instructions 

DFP: Gen.era! Information 

JCL Reference 

JCL User's Guide 

Storage Administration Reference 

System-Data Administration 

VSA /vf Administration: :1vfacro 
Instruction Reference 

M VS/ Extended Architecture 
Linkage Editor and Loader 
User's Guide 

M VS/ Extended Architecture 
Installation: System Generation 

Long Title 

MVS/ESA Applicaci~n 
Development Guide 

}vf VS/ESA Application 
Development Macro Reference. 

M VS/ ESA Catalog 
Administration Guide 

M VS/ ESA Common VTOC 
Access Facility Diagnosis 
Reference 

1Vf VS/ ESA Data 1Hanagement 
lvfacro Instructions 

AFVS/ ESA Data Facility 
Producr Version 3: General 
I nfMmation 

lv! VS/ ESA JCL Reference 

l'vf VS/ ESA JCL User's Guide 

M VS/ ESA Storage 
Administration Reference 

J!f VS/ ESA System-Data 
Administration 

:'vf VS/ESA VSAJ1f 
Administration: Macro 
I nsrruction Reference 

l\ifVS/DFP Version 3.3 Publications: 

Short Title 

Access /vfethod Services Reference 

MVS/DFP: General Information 

Long Title 

,H VS/ DFP Version 3 Release 3: 
Access lvf et hod Services for the 
Integrated Catalog Facility 

M VS/ DFP Version 3 Release 3: 
General Information 

Order Number 

GC28-1352 

GC26-4143 

GC26-4148 

Order Number 

GCi8-182l 

GC28-1822 

SC26-4502 
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SC26-4506 
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Order Number 
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GC26-4552 
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Summary of Changes 

r ,,:Versiorr2 ·Release 5/.June:;19 
This June 1991 revisi is provided to incorporate technical 
and editorial changes n addition to the changes, 
Appendix A, "Use o 75 has been added. 

I 
I 
I 

Version 2 Release 5, Decemb 
DFDSS Version 2 Re storage management facilities and 

enhancements to hel 

• Take advantage o 

MVS/DFP V~rsi
1

: des ~· speclally designed data set, 
called a partitione E). DFDSS supports the POSE, 

which o~ers si~·· .... ·· artitioned data set (PDS). DFDSS 
· also provides ne .OS to a POSE and a POSE to a 

PDS. 

This support req . 3 Release 2 or a later release. 

Use new applicatJ 

New options for als further enhance the interaction 
between DFDSS <{ri at the data set level. DFDSS passes 
control to the use~IM) when a data set ~s sel~cted and 
when the processllimpleted. At these exit pomts, the 
UI:'vl can perform~r example. you can customize the 
UIM to end procei to bypass options such as serialization 

and security verific, 

• Process data sets ttalifier of SYS 1. By using the 
PROCESS(SYS I) 

- Release unuse r sequential data sets that have a 

high-level qua.It 

\fove data sedl qualifier of SYS l. 
' i 

Specify the Df~the DL'\1P command to dump and 
delete data set:!l qualifier of SYS l. 

Replace preall!ave a high-level qualifier of SYS 1. 
i 

• Process data sets t~ 0 R G. By using the 
PROCESS(UND!ford, you can copy or restore undefmed 
DSORG data sets pat has a larger track capacity. 

Specify both the ojO MPRESS keywords for dumps. 

You no longer mu rformance (by specifying 0 PTIMIZE) 
or saving space (b .ESS). You can back up data by using 

both keywords. I 
Reduce CPU time ta-compression algorithm during 

DUMP. . 

©Copyright IBM Corp. t 988, i 991 
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• Use Stand-alone RESTORE tO" rest6re compressed'~'dufup data.· . · .. ·~, ... 

• Reduce 1/0 to the VSAM volume data sef(VVDS) during logical data set 
DUMP/RESTORE, data set COPY, and CONVERTV. 

• Declare a larger block size for a SYSPRINT data set or for the output data set 
from the PRINT command. 

·:.~ti~J~s no;;·allo~~·;{;rc;~~~~~~\~;~~~~~iiiiii···r~·1~~~f::~r)~':>~~:··.::r.~~'.~t1r~fatt~~'.'~.:-' 

• Perform authorization checking during RESTO RE for data sets that have not 
been preallocated. 

• Specify the target status of SMS-managed generation data sets. 

• Relieve virtual storage constraints by moving DFDSS internal control bloc){s. 
above the l 6M byte line. · · ·· 

Version 2 Release 4, December 1988 

Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) Support 
• When processing a data set, DFDSS recognizes and preserves the data, 

management, and storage classes associated with the data set. 

• COPY and DUMP/RESTORE commands move data sets between 
SMS-managed and non-SMS-managed volumes. 

• The new CONVERTV command converts volumes to and from SMS 
management without data movement. 

• DFDSS allows data set selection based on data, management, and storage class 
naIIles. 

• The new INCAT keyword allows DFDSS to locate source data sets cataloged 
outside the standard search order for COPY, DCMP, and CONVER TV. This 
keyword can be used in place of JOBCAT/STEPCAT statements, which are 
prohibited when processing SMS-managed data sets. 

Functional Enhancements 

Xii DFDSS: Messages 

• The new SPHERE keyword allows DFDSS to move an entire VSAM sphere 
(base cluster and all associated alternate index clusters and paths) with one 
invocation of COPY, DUMP, or RESTORE. 

• DFDSS COPY and RESTORE have the capability to allocate multivolume 
VSA\-1 target data sets. 

• The % character acts as a place holder for DFDSS data set naIIle filtering. 

• DFDSS reblocks data sets that have the reblockable indicator set on. 

• The REBLOCK keyword (already supported for COPY) is supported for 
logical RESTO RE. 

• Multiple arguments for filtering criteria can be specified on the BY keyword. 

• A new application interface exit point (EIOP20) has been added. DFDSS 
passes control to this exit when a data set is allocated by DFDSS during a 
physical data set RESTO RE operation. 

• When DFDSS (COPY or logical RESTORE) detects an underallocation of the 
non-VSAM target data set on an unlike device, it estimates the amount of 



additional space needed and extends the data set accordingly. The copy or 
restore then continues, using the additional space. 

Summary of Changes Xiii 
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Chapter 1. How to Read DFDSS and Stand-Alone DFDSS 
Restore Messages 

\. · . .; ~·/", ." 
,.,,'..,i 

System DFDSS, which runs under the MYS system environment. Chapter 2, 
"System DFDSS Messages" lists system DFDSS messages. 

Stand-alone DFDSS restore, called ADRDMPRS, which runs independently of 
the MYS system environment. ADRDMPRS is limited to one function-a full 
or partial (tracks) restore from a physical dump tape. Chapter 3, "Stand-Alone 
DFDSS Restore Messages" lists ADRDMPRS messages. 

How This Book Explains Messages 
Each DFDSS message, whether system or stand-alone restore, is accompanied by: 

• An explanation 
• A description of the system action 
• A suggested programmer response 
• A suggested operator response 
• A reference to items in the problem determination table. 

Refer to Chapter 4, "Problem Determination Table" on page 73 for an explanation 
of the problem detennination codes listed in the messages. 

The Format of System DFDSS Messages 
ADR is the component name for DFDSS messages, and ADRDSSU is the program 
that produces the messages. For programmers, ADRDSSU produces the messages 
in the SYSPRINT data set, and for operators, by way of the console. The format 
of messages written to SYSPRINT: 

ADRnnnt (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), message text 

The format of messages written to the console: 

zzADRnnnt (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), message text 

Figure I illustrates the format of a system DFDSS message. 

©Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 1991 1 
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..----------Message reply ID. 

--------- Standard 3-character beginning 

,___ _____ Message number 

.-------- Console operator type code or 
SYSPRINT message severity code 

.-------- Taski d of the requested function 

.--------Diagnostic information 

· Message' text 
+ • • • • • 

zzADRnnnt (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE 
TO SCHEDULE TASK 

. Figure 1. Format of a System DFDSS Message 

Standard character representations for system DFDSS messages are: 

zz Message reply identification (absent if reply is not required). 

ADR Standard 3-character prefix. 

nnn Message number. This three-digit number is unique to each 
message. 

t Type code. This I-character code identifies either the console 
operator type or the SYSPRINT message severity. For console 
messages, the types are: 

A Action: Operator must perform a specific action. 
D Decision: Operator must choose an alternative action. 
I Information: No operator action is required. 
W Warning: No operator action is required, but an error 

occurred. 

For SYSPRINT messages, the type code indicates the severity: 

I Informational message . 
. W Warning message. Task continues, but an error occurred. 
E Error message. The particular task might end or might 

continue without completing all requests. 
T Termination message. DFDSS. ends. 

(xxx) The taskid of the requested function. For each function requested in 
the input control statements, a taskid is assigned. Each message 
related to a task contains this taskid in the message. If the message is 
general (that is, not relating to a particular function), this field is 
omitted. 

mmmmm(yy) Diagnostic information used by IBM service representatives as an aid 
in problem determination. 
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ADR0061 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), date time EXECUTION 
{BEGINSJENDSJHALTED} 

Explanation: . This message gives the date and time a. particular 
.task ~gip~ or e!l~~, proc,es~ing.•:"Yj<'··v::.~ "' .~ ;_, .:~·,~ ... ~7~1 ir}',. : . 
System· Action: None.' 1 ·< <'?:• J,,: .... ,._ ,, .... ' '" '"' · ,,,. .... ~ ' · 

Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR007E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TASK CONTAINS AN 
INVALID NUMBER OF 1/0 FILE REQUESTS 

Explanation: .The number of input and/or output files specified 
in the control statements was incorrect. The following are 
possible conditions: 

• A full or tracks RESTORE or COPY did not have exactly 
one input and one output file. 

• A full or tracks DUMP had more than one input volume. 
·. . .. ... . •. • ... ..,_-.,, . . . .. .. ,;, •. ". • ... ,,.,. , ..... -~·.,·"· ,, .. . , .. :•.c ,. :·· . 

A DEFRAG function specified more than one volume. , 

System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
:::ont:n•..:es with the :-iext control statement. The return code is 
&. 
Programmer Response: Correct the statement, arid r·erun the 
job. 
Operator Response: . None. . , . 
Problem Determination: Table 1; items 1, 3;4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR008E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INSUFFICIE'.'IT STORAGE 
AV AiLABLE TO SCHEDULE TASK 

Explanation: I nst.:fficient storage space was a vaiiable for this 
t"unctic::.. \1essage AD RO 18 I follows this message to indicate 
~he storage for this task. 
System Action: The task is :lot performed. Processing 
.::cntir.~es with the next control statement. The return code is 
3. 
Programmer Response: Probable user error. Correct the error 
as ir;cica~ed 1Jy message ADR018I, and resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR009T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INV AUD {LINECNT I 
SIZE I TYPRUN I PAGENO I ABEND I 
AMSGCNT I TRACE I UTILMSG I XABliFF I 
RACFLOG} VALUE SPECIFIED IN PAR:Vl 
STA TE:\-1E~T 

Explanation: The indicated parameter on the EXEC statement 
'.vas !:--.cc:r:-ectly specifi.ed. 

• A LINECNT value must be between I and 9999. 

• A SIZE value must be less than or equal to 9999K bytes. 

• TYPRLJ N must be TYPRUN =SCAN or 
TYPRUN = NORUN. 

• A PAGENO value must be between 0 and 9999. 

• An ABEND value must be between 0 and 999. 

• An A:VtSGCNT value must be between 1 and 9999. 

• A TRACE value must be YES or not specified at all. 

• The CTILMSG value must be either YES or NO. 

• The XABUFF value must be either ABOVE16 or 
BELOW16. 

5 
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• l\~ Ri\CFLOG v~!ue must be either YES or NO. 

·.,. .... ~". _,,.>1.f·•:~~~·... • ;~-~""11.'<-··'~~·i~~:''·•·"·•"'" .:.•. ·'·· :~~;-;.~~"'·"-'°'"~ji·<·ij<'i..~ ' ..... .... 
System Action: The job ends. The return'COde is 12. ··· 
P.rogrammer Response: Make. sure that the indicated value. is 
valid. Check for keypunch or spelling errors. Correct any 
errors, and resubmit the job; 
Operator Response: None: 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

'·J\01toio1 · ·~. ,: :'(xxx).mitliDnim(JJ~·s1zE v AtuE"'·oF Size·wtt:i. ; : 
BE USED FOR GETMAIN 

Explanation: This message indicates the value of the SIZE 
parameter that the requester specifies. The value does not 
inciude the storage acquired by the progra:ns or utilities that 
DFDSS calls. 
System Action: The storage used by DFDSS will not exceed 
the indicated value. 
Programmer _Resp4)nse: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADROl 11 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), LINEC'.'JT VALUE OF 
linecount WILL BE USED 

Explanation: This message indicates the value.of the 
· -- · , LIN ECNT parameter ·that the requester specifies. · · 

System Action: SYSPRINT output will be printed at the 
indicated lines per page. If a value of 9999 is specified, no page 
eject occurs. 
Programmer Re$ponsei .. None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR0121 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), date time DFDSS 
PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST 
RETCRN CODE IS re [FROM:] 

Explanation: This rr:essage :s :ssued afte~ 3. DFDSS job step 
completes. The highest condi::cn code (\L\XCC) set during 
the job step is printed (see message AD R:: 3 I) and re~urned :o 
the DFDSS invoker in register l 5. If the highest condition 
code is not zero, a list of the :as:<s comp:e:ed with :'.':a:. code is 
printed. If the highest condi::::-: code is ~e.:eived frcr.-: the 
syntax checking of the contrc: s:atemer:~s. :he word SYNTAX 
is printed. If the highest conc'.:ion code !s generated by a SET 
command, the words SET CO.'.fMAND a~e printec. 
System Action: i'i one. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: N or.e. 

ADR0131 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), date time TASK 
{CO:\lPLETED A.BENDED} WITH 
(RETCRN\ SYSTEM ABE:"D\ CSER ABE:\'.D} 
CODE {nn\yyyy} 

Explanation: If the comma::c cid not a'.:::::d, the value nn is 
the condition code generated c'..lring processing of ::-:e 
command. If the command a':lended, the abend code yyyy is 
also printed. The system al::e::d code is '.::-. hexadecimal, and the 
user abend code is in decima:. 
System Action: If the command abendec, LASTCC is set to 8, 
or it is set to nn. If MAXCC is less tha:: LASTCC, \llAXCC 
is set so it is equal to LASTCC. 
Programmer Response: N or:e. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: If :!:e command did not abend on a 
user-requested 001 a bend, see System Cedes. 
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ADR0141. . .. Jxxx}:mm0101m(yy), date time ALL 
'.~~"':;~~ .. ;:"':!"~,~~ ... PREViousty·scHEDULED'TASKS;'::·· . ·"''.''"' 

COMPLETED. {SERIALIPARALLEL} MODE 
N·ow iN EFFECT ·. . .... 

Explanation: A switch was made from serial mode to parallel 
mod~ ~r fr~fu parallel mode to serial mode (at the· request of 
the user in the control statement or by the instq.llation-wide 

I options exit,r:outine). 
System Action:,,,All previously scheduled;task_s.~ither. running 

' ~or waiting ,.tc)·run' ni ve· ~~ornpleted:C · Proeesslng 'continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADROlSI 

Explanation: 

(xxx}:mmmmm(yy), {MAXIMUM CONDITION 
CODE!RETURN CODE OF TASK} HAS 
BEEN RESET. FROM rel TO rc2 , ~ 
A SET command was encountered a~d 

successfully reset a condition code. The text indicates which 
taskid was affected, what the return code was before and after 
the reset, and to what the return code was reseL 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator ~use:··~~-~··;·''."' ···:· •. ·· ,. 0 :>'""':-:"'""''":•:. · 
Problem Determi'nati~nt Tabie 1. itemd:3. 4:··:13;'2o;··and 29. 

ADR016I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), RACF LOGGING OPTION 
IN EFFECT FOR THIS TASK · 

Explanation: RACF logging. fo·r. volurr;e and data 'set 
authorizations by D FOSS will be performed in accordance with 
the resourC:e profile specifications.~ The option is ·in effect 
because RACFLOG =YES was specified or the · 
installation-wide options exit forced it. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR017E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TASK NOT SCHEDULED 
DUE TO ERROR. TASK RETURN CODE re 
error 

System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR0181 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), STORAGE REQUIRED nK. 
STORAGE AVAILABLE nK 

Explanation: A task was not performed or the job did not 
start because of lack of storage. This message follows either 
message ADR002T or ADR008E and indicates the 
approximate amount of storage required when the job is rerun. 
The values ref er only to the failure indicated in message 
AD R002T or AD R008 E and do not take into account storage 
required for subsequent task scheduling. 
System Action: Message ADR002T or ADR008E indicates the 
return code and system action. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 
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ADR019E ... .(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), -THE {IN~UTIOUTPUT} 

FILE HAS AN INVALID DEVICE TYPE FOR 
THE COMMAND SPECIFIED 

Explanation: The DASO device is not supported for the 
command specified. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 

. 8. . . . . . 
.. ,, ~ .. ~ .. ':'-: P.fograminef"Respon$e: Probable user· .. error. Correct)J1e .. '.• -~-~ . 

error, and resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR020E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DDNAME ddname NOT 
FOUND 

Explanation: A ddname specified in a DFDSS control 
statement has no corresponding ddname in a DD statement. 
Either a necessary DD statement is missing, or a ddname is 
misspelled in an existing DD statement. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer .R~ponse: Probabl~ user em>.~.· Correc.t the 
error, and rf!sUbmit the job.· ·-~;··:., w ~ ~ 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3) 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR0211 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE ALLOCATION OF 
THE MESSAGE DATA SET HAS FAILED. 
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR CODE: 
eeee, INFORMATION CODE: iiii. MESSAGES 
WILL BE SPOOLED TO SYSPRINT. 

Explanation: D FOSS attempted to allocate a temporary data 
set to store task-related messages. If :he WORKUNIT or the 
WORK VOL ca:-ameters, or both, were specified, they will be 
used to alloc;te :he temporary data set. The error and 
infor1:1.ation codes are returned by dynamic allocation. The 
codes are listed in OS/VS2 MVS System Programming Ubrary: 
Job i\hmagemenr, or in .\.IVS Extended Archirecrure Sys:em 
Progroimmlng Ubrary: Sysrem 1\tfacros and Facilities, Volume I. 
An undocumer,ted error code may be displayed if an 
instailation-wide validation exit is used to deny dynamic 
alloca::on but '.ails to ge: a reason code returned by dy::amic 
allocation. 
System Action: Messages may not be grouped according to 
task, if D FOSS is running in parallel mode. The return code is 
0. 
Programmer Response: Correct the problem as indicated by 
the error and information codes, or specify a different volume 
or esoteric narr.e with the WORKC:\IT and/or WORK VOL 
para:-::eters. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, a:1d 29. 

ADR022T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), I'.'-iV ALID DCB SPECIFIED 
FOR {SYSPRINTlddname} 

Explanation: The DCB for the SYSPRINT file (or its 
acceptabie alternative) must have a RECFM of VB or VBA. 
The logical record length (LRECL) must have a value between 
84 and 137. The BLKSIZE must have a value of at least 4 
greater than the LRECL. The actual printed line will be 5 less 
than the LRECL. If the LRECL is greater than 137, it is 
changed to 137 and message AD R030W is printed. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 

Programmer Response: Probable user error. Correct the 
errer~ and resubmit thejob:"'The-BLKSIZE; LRECL,·:and 
RECFM need not be specified and can default. If they are 
specified, RECFM must be VB or VBA; LRECL must be 
between 84 and 137 (inclusive); and BLKSIZE must be at least 
4 greater than the LRECL. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, and 29 . 

ADR024E '(xxx}-mmmmm(yy}~ TRACKS/OUTTRACKS 
VALUE IS INVALID FOR DEVICE. VALID 
CYLINDER RANGE IS 0 TO cccc. VALID 
TRACK RANGE IS 0 TO hhhh 

Explanation: Invalid for the specified device types are: (1) the 
range specified in the TRACKS keyword of a DUMP, COPY, 
RESTORE, or PRINT, or (2) the range specified for the 
OUTTRACKS keyword for COPY or RESTORE. The 
TRACKS values must fall within the cylinder and track range 
indicated in the message. The cccc and hhhh are high cylinder 
and head numbers, respectively, in decimal notation. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. . . . • .· . . . 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20;·and 29. 

ADR025E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), (INPCTJOUTPCT} 
DEVICE TYPE IS INVALID FOR TASK 

Exphtnation: The input or ·output device type for the command 
is not allowed. For a DUMP or a CONVERTV, input must 
be DASO. For a RESTORE, output must be DASO. For a 
COPY, both input and output must be DASO. For a PRINT, 
input must be DASO. For a DEFRAG, the volume must be 
DASO. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Proc.:ssing 
continues with the next control staterr..er:t. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error, and reissue the 
command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items : , 3, 4, i3, 20, and 29. 

ADR026E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), {volser;ddname} IS I~VALID 
AS OBJECT DDNAME 

Explanation: A reference was made to an incorrect ddname. 
The following restrictions apply to DD references from the 
control statements: 

• SYS PRINT (or its alternative) can be referred to only from 
the PRINT command. 

• SYS IN (or its alternative) cannot ce referred to at all. 

• The indicated volser was specified more than once for the 
INDYNAM parameter on a COPY, CONVERTV, or 
DUMP command. 

• The volser associated with the indicated ddname was 
specified more than once for the I:\ DD N A\it E or 
OUTDDNAME parameter on a COPY, CO:"iVERTV, or 
DUMP command. 

System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error, and reissue the 
command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items ! , 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 
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:•''A°I>Roitr : · · <xxx):IDinDimm<yy>, oFDss 1s NOT 
" . SUPPORTED BY THE CURRENT SCP 

Explanation: DFDSS performs only on MVS/370 with DFP, 
MVS/XA~ and MVS/ESA. ·The system identification in the· 
nucleus is not one of these. 
System Action: The job ends. The retu:::. code is 12. 
Programmer Response: If the system is one of the above, 

,·correct .the system identification in the nucleus.· and reJubmit< .. , 'the ·job~· :· · "'"· - .;> ........ ,....... ... • "-: '"" < ·;·~... "··- ,,. .. ,.,_ .. .,_ · 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items:. 3, 4, 13, and 29. 
Obtain a dump of the CVT in the nucleus, and contact IBM. 

ADR028I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TYPRCN =SCAN 
REQUESTED. ONLY CO~TROL CARD 
SYNTAX CHECKING WILL BE DONE 

Explanation: No tasks will be performed. Only checking of 
the input control statements will be done. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I,.items l, 3, 4, ~-3, and 29. 

ADR029T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), KEY\VORD PRECEDING 
POSITION no IN PARM STATEMENT IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: In the EXEC statement, the keyword preceding 
the = sign in the indicated position of t!:e parameter of the 
PARM keyword is not recognized as a valid keyword option. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Correct the errc::- in the PARM 
statement, and rerun the job. The valid ?arameter keywords 
are shown in the DFDSS: Reference. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items : . ~, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR030W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DCB VALUES HA VE 
BEE:"i :\-IODIFIED FOR ddname 

Explanation: In the DCB information y:·..:. specified, either the 
LRECL or the BLKSIZE value was ou:s:.:e the allowable 
range. The LRECL and the BLKSIZE a::-e set to default values 
of 137 and 141, respectively. 
System Action: The job continues with ::-.e modified DCB for 
the ddname. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: In the future, SU';:ply a correct DCB or 
let the DCB for the ddname default to its ailowable values. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items : . 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR031l (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TYPRL:--.: = NORUN 
REQUESTED. TASKS WILL EXECUTE IN 
NORUN MODE 

Explanation: TYPRUN = NORLN was specified in the EXEC 
statement parameter. Subtasks will run ~:: NORU N mode. 
System Action: All subtasks except CO:"VERTV, DEFRAG, 
and data set DUMP and RESTORE wi:: :;ypass processing. 
Data set DUMP and RESTORE will pe::-:orm only data set 
filtering and will not perform DUMP or RESTORE functions. 
CONVERTV will perform data set filte:-'.::g and volume and 
data set eligibility tests, but wiil not actuaJy convert any 
volumes. DEFRAG will print the fragrr.entation index but will 
not relocate data set extents. Message AD R040I for the 
scheduled tasks follows this message. 
Programmer Response: None. 
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''Operiator-Response: ..... None:w~~~jM;'~ .... ,.;.~.;,:,,,;) . ~.<;.-~;,. ( .:· ii::;;;·k\ · · 4.,. 

·Problem'"betermination:' Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR033W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INSUFFICIENT STORAGE 
AVAILABLE FOR OPTIMIZE n. OPTIMIZE 
n-1 WILL BE ATTEMPTED 

Explanation: Not enough storage was available to schedule the 
·-.'function \\lith,theindicated OPTIMIZE.value~•"'fhe OPTIMIZE· 
. vaiuihs redueeci by 1,' and a~ofher'; ati'e'rnpt'I~· Hl°adt!:~ This'· · ;. 

message can appear more than once as the OPTIMIZE value is 
decreased. 
System Action: The function performs with a reduced 
OPTIMIZE value. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: For the next run, either reduce the 
OPTIMIZE value in the control statement or increase the 
available storage. 
Operator Response: · None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR0351 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INSTALLATION EXIT 
ALTERED keyword {DEFAULT I REQUEST I 
OPTION I VALUE }[TO xxxxx] 

Explanation: The insta.llation"."wide options wqoutine has .- · '· 
changed the default "o~ requested option or' valu~- to. that 
indicated in the message. See the Data Facility Data Set 
Services: Reference under "Coding Installation-wide Exit 
Routines" for details. 
System Action:·. The DFDSS function will run'with the altered 
options. 
Programmer Response: Check. with your. system. programi:ner 
for the exit routine operation to get the desired result. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR036W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TASK NOT SCHEDULED 
AT REQUEST OF INSTALLATION EXIT 

Explanation: The installation-wide exit requested that this task 
not be i:;er'.ormed. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues ·w·ith the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Check with your system programmer 
for restrictions placed by the exit. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR037E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), FAIL URE WHILE 
ATTACHING TASK, [ATTACH RETURN 
CODE IS re I INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO 
ATTEMPT ATTACH] 

Explanation: A task could not be attached because one of the 
following conditions existed: 

• The system-attach macro returned a nonzero return code 
while attaching a task. Probably not enough storage was 
availabie to attach the task. 

• Not enough storage was available to even attempt the 
attach for the task. 

System Action: Processing is attempted on other tasks. Final 
return code is set to 8. 
Programmer Response: Either increase the region size, specify 
a smaller size parameter, or both, then rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 13, 29, and 35. 



ADR038E 
.) 

(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), RELEASE.FUNCTION 
NOT AVAILABLE'"'"'. ..... , ....... ,.'/"''"<•~"'"" 

Explanation: DFDSS determined from the CVAF table that 
no CV AF PARTREL macro support is installed on your 
system. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control sta~ement. The return code is 
8. 
Programm'a- Response: None. 
Operator· Response: None. ,. 
Problem Determination: None. 

·, ... ~ : .. , ... ,• 

ADR0401 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSING BYPASSED 
DUE TO NORUN OPTION 

Explanation: Further processing is bypassed because 
TYPRUN = NORUN was specified in an EXEC statement 
parameter. This option re~ults in the following: 

• COPY FULL(fRACKS-Task ends. 

• COPY DATA SET-Filtering is performed and the names 
of the selected data sets are printed; data sets are not 
copied. 

• COPYDUMP-Task (;lnds. 

• D EFRAG-Only volume' statistics are printed; data set 
extents are not relocated. 

• DUMP FULL(fRACKS-Task ends. 

• DUMP DATA SET-Filtering is performed and the names 
of the selected data sets are printed; data sets are not 
dumped. 

• PRINT-Task ends. 

• RESTORE FULL(fRACKS-Task ends. 

• RESTORE DATA SET-Filte:-'.:-:g is performed and the 
:iames of ::-:e selected data sets a::-e printed; data sets are 
not restored. 

• COM PRESS and RELEASE-F'.Jtering is performed and 
the names of the selected data se:s are printed; data sets are 
not restored. 

System Action: Further processing :s bypassed for the volume 
or task. 
Programmer Response: \i one. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR0411 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), 1/0 BUFFER 
{ABOVEIBELOW} 16MB VIRTUAL 
REQlJESTED 

Explanation: You requested that :'.".e D FOSS I/O buffers 
reside above or '.::elow 16 megabytes virtual address. 
System Action: If you requested t'.:a: ':)uffer storage reside 
above 16 mega'::lytes virtual address. D FOSS will attempt to 
allocate storage for the buffers above 16 megabytes virtual 
address. 
Programmer Response: \i one. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

.(x~x)-~m~mm(yy). {1/0 I APPLICATION 
INTERFACE} BUFFER WAS OBTAINED 
BELOW 16MB VIRTUAL ADDRESS · 

Explanation: Not enough storage was available above 16 
megabytes virtual address to satisfy the buffer. request. Under 
MVS/370, this message is issued if you specify :\BOVEl6. 
System Action: The buffer is obtained below 16 megabytes 
virtual address, and·DFDSS processing continues. . 

., ·Programmer Response:<·' None:' ':-: · "".Y:"· :: . .~'~ "~ ~·~?~·~: .. 
Operator Response:· i\.fo'ne. .,,. , " · · ··-" · ...... ,, 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR1011 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), TASKID xxx HAS BEEN 
ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'yyyyyyyy' 

Explanation: The indicated taskid was assigned to the indicated 
command. All future messages related to this command will 
contain the indicated taskid following the message number. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR1021 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy}J COMMAND BYPASSED 
DUE TO .. CONDITION CODES. 

Explanation: An IF-THEN-ELSE command sequence caused 
the command to be bypassed. When you specify an 
IF-THEN-ELSE command sequence. either the THEN or the 
ELSE clause is performed, and the one not performed is 
bypassed. 
System Action: The bypassed portion of the command 
sequence is checked for syntax errors but is not performed. 
D FOSS processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iter::s l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR103W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), A 'DO' OR 'END' WAS 
ENCOUNTERED OCTSIDE OF AN 
IF-THEN-ELSE TEST 

Explanation: A DO was encountered without a preceding 
IF-THEN-ELSE test. 
System Action: A DO encountered w!':en there is no 
IF-THEN-ELSE in effect does not cause DFDSS to take 
special action. However, it must have a matching END 
command. DFDSS processing continues. The return code is 4. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR104E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), A~ !\'!PROPERLY 
PLACED COMMA HAS BEEN 
ENCOCNTERED 

Explanation: An improperly placed cor.i.ma was found in 
scanning the command. Commas car:;-:ot indicate the omission 
of positional parameters. The omission of leading positional 
parameters is not permitted. 
System Action: The command is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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Aoa losw · ~··cX':XX}mmmrnm<yj), ·coMMANO:.ENo · · 
DELIMITER APPEARS WITHIN 
APOSTROPHES 

Explanation: A quoted.string contains the optional command 
delimiter (a semicolon) .. A closing single quotation mark might 
be omitted. 
System Action: The usage is accepted, and the semicolon is 
treated as .a valid character: instea4 .,Qf a ,<Je,lqnit~t •. ~T.~e .return .. 
code 'is 4. · .. ··.· · ·· · · · · " ·J ,.. ' ··, -;:,.. ·;.,~:j 

Programmer Response: Check the usage of the semicolon, and 
correct if necessary. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR106W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TOO MANY RIGHT 
PARENTHESES FOUND. EX~ESS IGNORED 

Explanation: Too many closing parentheses were found at the 
end of the command or following a first-level parameter. 
System Action: The excess is ignored, and the processing is 
continued for the command. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Remove the excess parentheses. 
Operator Response: None. 
Prelalem ~- Table I. items 1. 3. 4•·13. 20. and 29. 

ADR107E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TOO FEW RIGHT 
PARENTHESES FOUND AT END OF 
COMMAND 

Explanation: Too few closing parentheses were found at the 
end of the command to properly close the subparameter lists. 
This message may also be issued when the continuation 
character is omitted in a list of subkeywords. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Carree: :he comrr:and syntax and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR1081 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), date time EOJ 
ENCOUNTERED. ALL TASKS WILL 
Qt.:IESCE 

Explanation: An EOJ commar.d was encountered. A 
subsequent message, AD RO 13 I, indicates when all tasks are 
completed. 
System Action: After performing tasks before the EOJ 
command, D FOSS ends. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR1091 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), date time INITIAL SCAN 
OF CSER CO~TROL STATEMENTS 
COMPLETED 

Explanation: All control state:-::ents were scanned for correct 
function name and IF/DO/E:\D balancing. 
System Action: Processing phase now begins. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tabie I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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"·ADRUOW·' (xxx)-mmmnlm(yy), WRITE TO OPERATOR,,_.,,,'~.: 
MESSAGE HAS BEEN TRUNCATED .. 

Explanation: A WfO command longer than 72 characters was 
. encountered. 

System Action: The excess was truncated although the WI'O 
was issued. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Shorten the WfO text, or issue 

m~l~~pl~~WJ? c?.~~~°':ci.f .,!.o. acc~~.t;1~9:~~-.!9~J:f h, ;:~· :;..: > ~~ 
·Operator Respon5e: ;rNone. ·· .;~;: : ::'F><.>'• .:/< ._.: ... ·, .'.·~:,.-

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR120E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TOO MANY POSITIONAL 
PARAMETERS AFTER 'xxxxx' 

Explanation: Too many positional parameters are specified 
following the characters xxxx for a parameter list. 
System Action: The task. is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement': The ·return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Remove the excess parameters from 
the command, and reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR121E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CONSTANT 'xxxxxxxx' 
EXCEEDS CHARACTER LENGTH LIMIT 

Explanation: The indicated constant contains more characters 
than the maximum permitted by the command syntax. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the constant, and reissue the 
command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR122E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INCORRECT NUMBER OF 
CONST ANTS/ENTRIES IN LIST 
BEGl:\"'.'I:\'G AT 'yyyy' 

Explanation: An incorrect number of constants (or entries) 
was found in the list beginning at yyyy. 
System Action: The command is not performed. Processing 
continues with the nex: control statement. The return code :s 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR123E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ITEM 'xxxx' DOES NOT 
ADHERE TO RESTRICTIO'.'S 

Explanation: The indicated parameter does not conform to the 
required naming conventions. For example, a ddname contains 
invalid characters. Check the password data set for syntax 
errors. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the parameter error, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 



ADR124E"'· - (xxx}-mmmmm(yy)~· DELIMITER •xxxx' IS NOT 
PROPERLY PRECEDED BY A CONSTANT 
OR i<EvWORD .. .. 

Explanation: A delimiter was found where a subparameter list 
or data was expected. The delimiter is improperly used. 
Parentheses might be improperly positioned, or a positional 
parameter might be missing. 

.· System Action: The task is not performed. Processing ,:.-.-.. , 
··continues with the next coritr'ol statemeht;; "The.return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the sy:1tax error, and reissue 
the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR125E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), LEFT PARENTHESIS 
MISSING FOLLOWING KEYWORD 'xxxx' 

Explanation: An opening parenthesis, which should begin the 
required subparameter list or value associated with the 
command keyword, does not follow the keyword xxxx. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. , .. , .. :."''"'''. 
-Programmer ResPonse: Check the req~irements .of the. 
keyword, correct the syntax, and reissue the command. 
Operator Response: N or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l_. 3, 4, 13, 20. and 29. 

ADR126E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), RIGHT PARENTHESIS 
MISSl~G AFTER 'xxxx' 

Explanation: A closing parenthesis was not found where 
expected, or a subparameter list was not properly delimited. 
System Action: The task :s not perforrr.ed. Processing 
contir:.ues with the next ccr:trol statem.e;it. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: N C:1e. 
Problem Determination: T a.°"le I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 2 9. 

ADR127E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), INVALID PARENTHESIS 
FOR SPECIFYING REPEATED 
SlJBPARA\tETER LIST 

Explanation: Parentheses :..ised for deli:nitihg repeated 
subparameter lists are missing or not matched. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: C0rrect the command syntax, and 
reiss"...:e the command. 
Operator Response: :-..; or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iterr.s 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR128E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), INVALID LEFT 
PARE:"liTHESIS AFTER 'xxxx' 

Explanation: An opening parenthesis that appeared to delimit 
the positional parameter xxxx was found, but the positional 
parameter was not a constant or a list of constants. 
System Action: The task :s not performed. Processing 
continues with the next cor.trol statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: N or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR129E- "''(xxx)-innimmni()'y)~ KEYWORD •xxxx' IS 
IMPROPER 

Explanation:· The command contains a misspelled, improperly 
specified, or inapplicable keyword. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: . Correct· the command .. syntax, and 
reissue the command. /·.' '.,; _;.,+ • ,. ~ . • . -J.J'K,.:'J . ' . 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR130E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), KEYWORD 'xxxx' 
APPEARS TOO OFTEN 

Explanation: The keyword xxxx appeared too often in the 
command. A parameter list might be incorrectly specified. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax by 
removing the keyword, and reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem .Determinatiop· ·Table·I .. -items l~ 3~·4; 13'~·20. and 29. · 

ADR131E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), ABOVE TEXT BYPASSED 
UNTIL NEXT COMMAND 

Explanatien: An error was_ encountered during the syntax 
check of this command, and syntax checking ended. Messages 
printed before this message indicate the nature of the error. 
System Action: Processing continues with the 'next control 
statement. If this task was to be performed, it will not be, and 
a return code of 8 is set. If the command was being bypassed 
(see message ADRI02I), the return code is not reset by this 
error. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items!, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR132E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), IMPROPER PASSWORD 
ENCOUNTERED AFTER 'xxxxxxxx' 

Explanation: A password, denoted by a slash (/), was 
encountered where a password was not allowed; an expected 
password was missing; or a password longer than 8 characters 
was specified. This is not a verification of the password but an 
error in the syntax. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct t.he command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR133E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), TOO MANY REPEATED 
SUBPARAMETER LISTS APPEAR IN THE 
COMMAND 

Explanation: Too many repeated subparameter lists appear in 
the command. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue ~he command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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.. /ADR134E ··v(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), A HEX OR BINARY 
. CONSTANT IS IMPROPERLY SPECfrIED 

Explanation: A hexadecimal or binary constant is n.ot specified 
in the correct format: X' hh ... hh' or B' bb ... bb', respectively. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with che :-iext control statement. The return code is 
8. 

''APR_139E ......... (xxx~fu<Wh INCONSISTENT''~".~:~:·~· >,, 
PARAMETERS INVOLVING 'xxxx' 

' Expl~nation: Some commands cbniain para~eters defined as 
mutually exclusive. Fc;>r such commands, if one param~ter is 
specified,'the other parameter is not allowed. · · · · · 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 

Programme~ R:espo.!15e:~ , Correct the. cp.£llmand syntaJ' .. ~n~.,:.·· -..,;"'"'""""· ,,. ~! ,,...,,~~.,; ~ ,.,..s; ~~°"'~:,:;;·,_~'""'" "' .;. :j;'.: ~\ r,~:i1;~~~·h!,· J~j;:.t/..,?.:·~H~·.J.:r f ·.• ··· · ·;'.~.•-.•~~ ... ·i .. ~ ... ~ 
: . ~reissue itie cOinmand ·~ ' . : .. · ·"< -·; ·;: .. · · :} ?"·~. ~,,.,,,.. - '. ,: \~.~:'i~-l'J.o-grammer RespoiJSe: ~·cofrechhe· comrriari(f"syntax::and ~~" ,.,.. 

Operator Response: None. reissue the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. Operator Response: !'ione. 

ADR135E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), IMPROPER NUMERIC 
DIGIT FOUND IN 'xxxx' 

Explanation: The constant xxxx contains an invalid character. 
A decimal number can be specified only with the symbols 0 
through 9; a hexadecimal number can, be specified only with the 
symbols 0 through 9 and A through F; and a binary number 
can be specified only with the symbols 0 and 1. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 

_ P,rogr~mm~r: Resp~~~.:~,.'2orrect t~e command .~ygta,x, and 
reissue the command. - : · · ·; · · · · ' 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR136E' ·(xxx)-mminmm(yy), CONSTANT 'xxxxxxxx' IS 
NOT WITHIN VALUE RANGE 

Explanation: The value of the indicated constant is outside the 
range of values allowed for the associated param~ter. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: C:eck the comma;;d syntax for 
ailowed values, co::-ec: the error, then reisst.:e the command. 
Operator Response: :\one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR137E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TOO :\-1...\:'\iY 
co,~STANTS/ENTRIES IN LIST 
BEGI:'\:\T\G AT 'xxxx' 

Explanation: Too ::-.a.'.1y constants or entries are specified in 
the command beginr:mg at xxxx. 
System Action: The command is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Cor:-ect the command syntax, and 
reissue the comma:-:c. 
Operator Response: :'\one. 
Problem Determin~cion: Table I, ite:ns 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

:\DR 138E (xxx~mmmmm(yy), REQLIRED (SUB) 
PARA\.lETER OF 'xxxx' IS :Y11SSING 

Explanation: A rec_uired parameter or subparameter that is 
identified by xxxx ;s :Tl1ssing. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the nex~ control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Add the missing parameter, and rerun 
the job. 
Operator Response: '.\I one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR140E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INVALID 'BY' CRITERIA 
Explanation: A value in the BY keyword is incorrect for the 
~tern b~!ng tested., For. exa.mple. a date ,may have been . 
improperly specified. · · -
System Action: The task is not performed. Pr_ocessing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response:. None~.... · • ,,;.,.·,~-·.··._ .. <; · · '·'' 
Problem betermination: Table I, itemsi:3:4, 13, 20,"and 29:· 

ADR141E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR IN DATA SET 
NAMEdsname 

Explanation: A data set ·name was specified incorrectly for one 
of the following reasons: 

• The le.ngth ~ight be gr~ater tha~ 44 characters. 

• If the data set name is not in quotation marks, a qualifier 
might be longer tha:: 8 characters. 

• The G DG might ":::e ::-.correctly specified. 

System Action: The tas~ :s not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
reissl:.e the command. 
Operator Response: '.'; o::-.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3,4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR1421 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), KEYWORD yyyyyyyy HAS 
BEEN IG'.'.iORED 

Explanation: The keyword yyyyyyyy does not apply and was 
ignored for one of the fcilowing reasons: 

• LOGICALNESS-T'.:e input data set was created by a 
logical data set D L. \1 P. 

• \VORKSIZE-This :..:evword is no longer required. 
, '\ 

System Action: The '.<e;o;crd is ignored. -
Programmer Response: 0:7'.it the keyword on future runs. 
Operator Response: '.\ o;;e. 
Problem Determination: :'\one. 

ADR143E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INVALID SYNTAX IN 
DATA SET SPECIFIED BY DDNAME ddname 

Explanation: Invalid da:a exists in the data set associated with 
the DD statement speci:'.ed by the FILTERDD keyword. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. T::e return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the parameters in error, and 
rerun the job. 
Operator Response: N or:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 



ADR 144E. , (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INCOMPLETE 
SPECIFICATION IN DATA SET 
REFERENCED BY DDNAME ddname 

Explanation: An end-of-file condition was encountered in 
scanning the character string contained in the ddname specified 
as a PASSWORD, FILTERDD, or EXCLUDE parameter. 
This condition can be caused by incorrect continuation syntax 
or by missing records in the input stream. 
System-Action:. The task is not performed. Th~ re~uin code is" 
8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, or add 
the missing records, then resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR145E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), KEYWORD keywordname 
MUST BE SPECIFIED ON DFP LEVELS 
PRIOR TO Vrelno. 

Explanation: The indicated keyword (keywordname) is 
required when D FOSS is run on levels of D FP before the 
indicated release (relno). 
System Action: Processing of the data set ends. The return 
code is 8. . .,.. ···-~ • 
Programmer Response: · Add the keyword or install the 
appropriate release of DFP, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADRlSOE (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TASK TERMINATED DUE 
TO INSUFFICIENT MAIN STORAGE 

Explanation:· Not. enough storage was available to set up the 
commands in the input stream for the indicated task. 
System Action: The task is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next co:-:trol statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Either increase REG I 0 N size or 
increase the SIZE parameter, or both, then retry the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Taole I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR169T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), NO RECORDS IN SYSIN 
STREA:\-1 

Explanation: The SYSIN stream was empty. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Ensure that the SYS IN (or acceptable 
alternative ddname) DD statement refers to a nonempty file, 
and retry the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR170T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR OPENING 
DDNAME ddname 

Explanation: The SYS IN (or acceptable alternative ddname) 
file cannot be opened. 
System Action: The job e:;.ds. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Reestablish the SYSIN file, and 
resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR17lT. · · (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
TASKS EXCEEDED 

Explanation: The SYSIN stream contains more than 255 
tasks .. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: If necessary, ;un multiple job steps to 
accommodate the number of requested tasks. 
Operator Response: None. . .·. . . , . . . 
Problem Detennination: Tabie· 1, items 1. 3. 4,". t 3 ~- 2((·and 29. 

ADR172T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR DURING INITIAL 
SCAN 

Explanation: During the initial scan of the control statements, 
an error was encountered. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Correct the problem as indicated by 
the previous message, and retry the job. · 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR173T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), 1/0 ERROR WHILE 
READING ddname, xxxxxxx 

Explanation: ·. An 1/0 error was encountered in' reading the 
SYSIN file (or acceptable alternative ddname). The ddname is 
followed by the SYNAD information obtained by the 
SYNADAF macro. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer ReSponse: Correct the cause of the error or 
reestablish the SYSIN file, and retry the job. 
Operator Response: None. , , 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR174T (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), RE\'tAINDER OF 
C0~1MAND INPUT STREAM WAS 
IGNORED 

Explanation: An error occurred that prohibits further scanning 
of the comma::d stream. Messages prir.ted before this message 
indicate the na:-.:re of the error. 
System Action: The program ends. The return code is 12. 
The condition code (MAXCC) is always set to 12 when this 
situation is er:c:Jt.::-1.tered. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error, and resubmit the 
job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR175T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), COMMAND 'xxxxxxxx' IS 
L'NKNOWN 

Explanation: T-:e command name is not recognized. 
System Action: The program ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Reissue the command with the correct 
command name. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR176T (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), AN 'ELSE' COMMAND IS 
1:\-IPROPERLY PLACED 

Explanation: An ELSE clause appeared in the command 
without a corresponding IF statement. 
System Action: The remainder of the stream is ignored. 
D FOSS processing ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, and 
resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR!77T ("x"}mmmmm(yy), AI'"~ 'END' COI"vir\tiAND iS 
INVALID 

Explanation: An END statement was encountered without a 
matching DO statement. 
System Action: The remainder of the stream is ignored. 
DFDSS processing ends. Message ADR 172T follows this 
message. The return code :s · 2. 
Programmer Response: Cc:-:-ect the DO-END sequence, and 
resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Ta"::e I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR178T (xxx)-mmmmm<yy), AN 'IF' COMMAND IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The sequence 8f the IF-THEN-ELSE statement 
is incorrect. Only the syste::: variables LASTCC and MAXCC 
can be specified, and the va~'..:.es must be decimal numbers from 
0 through 99999. However, a value greater than 16 will be 
reduced to 16. If the variac:e LASTCC is specified, a function 
command must have been ;: ~eviously er.countered in the input 
command stream. 
System Action: The remaincer of the stream is ignored. 
DFDSS processing ends. \tessage ADRl 72T follows this 
message._ The return code- is 12, _ 
Programmer Response: Check the requirements of the 
IF-THEN-ELSE statement sequence, correct the error, then 
reissue the command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tabie· I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR179T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), A 'SET' COMMAND IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: An invalid SET command was encountered. 
Only the system variables LASTCC and 'vIAXCC can be 
specified, ard the values ::-:_,: :e decimal :--.umbers from 0 
through 99999. Hov,:eve; :::. - :.~ue grea:e~ than 16 will be 
reduced to 16. If the varia:."; LASTCC ~s specified, a function 
command must have been ;~2·11ously encountered in the input 
command stream. 
System Action: The rema.::-.:;;~ of the co:-:-:ma:id stream is 
ignored. The return cocie '.s . :. 
Programmer Response: C:-.e.::< the requirements of the SET 
statement, correct the erro:- :-:e:i resubrr:it the job. 
Operator Response: N or.e. 
Problem Determination: Ta::2 I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR180T (xxx)-mmmmm<yy), IMPROPER OR MISSING 
'THEN' 

Explanation: The THE:'--i c::.._se of the IF-THEN-ELSE 
command sequence is miss::-.~ :::r is m1ss;::elled. 
System Action: The rema::-.;e:- of the c~rr:mand stream is 
ignored. The return code :s : : . 
Programmer Response: Cc~~e::: the er~or, and reissue the 
command. 
Operator Response: N or:e. 
Problem Determination: Ta.::e I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR181T (xxx)-mmmmm\:~"), TOO \IANY LEVELS OF 
'IF' COM:\-1..\.'\0 NESTI~G 

Explanation: More than l C i F statements were nested, or an 
unended DO group was dis.::::·. ered when the command input 
stream ended. 
System Action: The rema1::ce:- of the command stream is 
ignored. The return code :s : :. 
Programmer Response: Res:~_cture the command stream to 
avoid the excessive nesting a:-.-: :o end all DO groups, then 
resubmit the job. 
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Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR182T (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), INPUT STREAM 
END-OF-FILE FOUND BEFORE END OF 
COMMAND 

Explanation: An end-of-file condition was encountered while 
scanning the command. This condition can be caused by 
incorrect command-continuation syntax or by missing records 
in the input stream. · 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Correct the command syntax, or add 
the missing records, then resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR183I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE REPLACE KEYWORD 
REPLACES THE PURGE KEYWORD FOR A 
DAT A SET RESTORE 

Explanation: The REPLACE keyword replaces the PURGE 
keyword for a data set RESTORE. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR201E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VTOC lN ERROR PRIOR 
TO PROCESSL~G 

Explanation: An error occurred in processing the VTOC. The 
error condition can be caused by one of the following: 

• An I/0 error occurred. This is usually accompanied by 
system I iO error messages. 

• A logical error occurred during indexed VTOC processing. 
When ex:e:1ts are relocated on an indexed volume, a 
:ecove:-;: e::vironment is set up by DFDSS. If DEFRAG 
ends ::;efore completing the relocation, the audit trail left by 
the recovery routines indicates to a subsequent DEFRAG 
opera:'.0:1 :hat a mismatch exists between the VTOC index 
;ecorC:s ar:.d the extents. 

• A fa1>.:;e occurred during LSPACE(SVC 78) processing. 

• The \'TOC structure is incompatible. Message ADR21 OE 
accor::;a::.1es this message. More than one of the extents, 
either ca:a set or free space, points to the same location on 
the vcit.:rne. 

• A prior DEFRAG run or a DADSM function ended 
before ·Jpdating the VTOC free-space maps. 

System Action: The D EFRAG function ends. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Do the following when appiicable, then 
rerun the DEF RAG function: 

• If LO -=~~or messages accompany this message, take 
correc::'.e action recommended at your site for the type of 
error. 

• If message ADR2 IOE accompanies this message, recover 
by eitl-:e; deleting one of the overlapping data sets or by 
using A.\L\SPZAP to change the incorrect extent pointer 
to a co:-;ect known value. 

• In all '~ther cases, allocate a temporary data set. This 
invokes DADSM modules to rebuild the free-space map or 
to cor:-ect the mismatch error. If this procedure does not 
correc: ::Ce problem on a nonindexed volume, use 
;\\fASPZ.-\P to turn the DIRF bit off and the DOS bit on 
in the \TOC entry. Then, allocate a temporary data set. 

Operator Response: None. 



Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 20, 
25b, 29, and 3 5. 

ADR204W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR ENCOUNTERED 
ON EXTENT nnn OF dsname. EXTENT IS 
BYPASSED. 

Explanation: An 1/0 e'1or occurred in processing an extent of 
the data set for a DEF RAG operation. 
System Action: The extent is not moved. Processing is 
continued with the next data set extent. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Use the PRINT command to print the 
contents of the tiack or use IEHATLAS to recover the data 
and assign an alternate :rack. If a system 1/0 error message 
accompanies this message, take the appropriate action 
recommended at your site for the error. 
Operator Response: '.\:one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR2051 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), EXTENT nnn OF DA TA 
SET dsname IS ALLOCATED BY CYLINDER, 
BUT IT IS NOT ON A CYLINDER 
BOUNDARY 

Explanation: The VTOC entry indicates that the data set is 
either allocated by cylinder or has the round attribute. 
However, the extent does not begin and/or end on a cylinder 
boundary. 
System Action: DEFRAG attempts to relocate the extent so 
that it begins and ends on a cylinder boundary. If DEFRAG is 
successful, the VTOC er-.:ry remains unchanged. If DEFRAG 
is unsuccessful, the extent is relocated as though it were 
originally allocated by tracks, and the VTOC entry is updated 
accordingly. 

If this message is issued 1Jecause the round bit is set, the round 
bit '.s not tu1:-ied off. I:: e:~::.er case, the message can be 
:-ece'.ved or: suoseque:-,: D EFRAG operat'.o:-:s :-or :he same data 
set. 
Programmer Response: ~one. 

Operator Response: ~ c::e. 
Problem Determination: Taoie I, :~err:s i, 3 . .!, 13, 20, 25, and 
2.9. 

ADR206E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), I/0 ERROR OCCCRRED 
WHILE RE.--\Dl.'G VTOC. FC.,CTION IS 
TER;vll:"liA TED 

Explanation: An I /0 error occuned in reading the VTOC. 
System Action: The func:ion ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: L se I EH ATLAS to :-ecover the data, 
assign an alte1:--.a:e track, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: .'\ 02:-:e. 
Problem Determin:.ttion: Table f, :terns 1, 2, .3. 4, 13, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR207E (x:xx}-mmmmm(yy), ERROR WHILE SETTING 
DOS BIT I.'i THE VTOC DCRI'.'JG DEFRAG. 
TASK rs TERMINATED 

Explanation: On a noni:icexed VTOC, DEF RAG sets the 
DOS bit on in the VTOC before it starts processing and resets 
it at the end. n:is message appears if the setting or resetting 
cannot be done. 
System Action: DEFRAG e:ids. The return ;:ode is 8. 
Programmer Response: I:- :he DOS bit is on, allocate a 
temporary data set on the volume to allow DA.DSM to rebuild 
the free space information, :i'len scratch the temporary data set. 
Operator Response: '.'J or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, J, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

· ADR204W ADR2ft'I .. .. 

ADR2081 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), date time BEGINNING 
STATISTICS ON volser: 

FREE CYLINDERS 
FREE TRACKS 
FREE EXTENTS 
LARGEST FREE EXTENT (CYL,TRK) 
FRAGMENTATION INDEX 
PERCENT FREE SPACE 

cc cc 
tttt 
nnnn 

cccc,tttt 
o. fff 

pp 

Explanation: The D EFRAG function issues this message at 
the beginning of the task. This message is also issued when the 
CHECKVTOC keyword is specif:ed for DC:VtP or COPY. 
The free cylinder value is the number of complete free 
cylinders. The free track value is the number of free tracks in 
addition to free cylinders. The cccc and tttt are the cylinder 
and track values (decimal) respectively. The nnnn indicates the 
number of free extents on the volume, and (cccc,tttt) indicates 
the size of the largest free extent in cylinders and additional 
tracks. The pp is the percentage of free space on the volume. 
The .fff is the fragmentation index. This index can be a value 
between 0.000 and 1.000, for which a higher value indicates a 
higher level of fragmentation. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR2091 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), MOVED EXTENT nnn 
FROM cc:hh-cc:hh TO cc:hh-cc:hh FOR dsname 

Explanation: T~e nnnth extent of data set dsname was 
successfully relocated from the original cc:hh-cc:hh to a new 
cc:hh-cc:hh. 
System Action: :--i one. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: '~ or,e. 
Problem Determination: './ o:-:e. 

ADR210E (xxx~mmmmm(yy), {FREE SPACEidsname} 
A'.'D (FREE SPACE'dsname} OVERLAP 
FRO:VI CC:HH cchhl TO CC:HH cchh2 

Explanation: T:"'.e ir.dicated data set :1ames and/or FREE 
SPACEs ove:-:ay on tl':e volume according to the VTOC. The 
VTOC is in e:-:-:c:-. 
System Action: I:· this '.7'.essage :s :ssued during DEF RAG 
processing, fr.e:-: ::Ce DEFRAG '.u::ic:ion ends with a return 
code of 8. ~ o ex:e:-its 1xill be moved by DEFRAG. If this 
message is issued as a result of the CH ECK VTOC keyword 
during DU\f P 01 COPY process!ng, then the continuation of 
the DUMP or COPY ;cr8cessing :s determined by :l-:e 
CANCELER RO R keyword speci::cation. 
Programmer Response: Recovec :Cy etther deleting c:.e oC the 
overlapping cia:a. .>ets or ~y usir.g _.\.\IASPZAP to c~a:-.ge the 
incorrect exter.: :::ointer to a cor:-ec: value, if known. 
Operator Response: .'\ ()r:e. 
Problem Determin:ltion: Table I, ::e:-::s !, 3, 4, 13, 2C, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR2111 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname IN lJSE 
A'.'D WAS :\JOT :VtOVED 

Explanation: A::other JOb enqueued or allocated the data set 
while DEFRAG ,,,,.as trying to relocate one of its extents. The 
particular exter.t 1.1:as not relocated. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: './one. 
Operator Response: ~ or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table l. ::ems 1, J, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR2121 - ADR228W 

ADR2121 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), EXTENT DISTRIBUTION 
MAP FOR volser: 

EXTENT *FREE SPACE BEFORE* *FREE SPACE AFTER* * ALLOCATED * 
SIZE 

IN NO. : _,-;. •JO. Ci.JM. ~IQ. CUM. 
TRACKS EXTS Pc-::·J0 EXTS PCT/100 EXTS PCT/100 

ttt eeee n.nnn eeee n.nnn eeee n.nnn 

Explanation: The distribution map indicates the free-space 
fragmentation before and after the run and the distribution by 
size of data set extents. The map following this message lists 
both the number of FREE SPACE BEFORE extents (eeee) and 
the number of FREE SPACE AFTER extents (eeee) for each 
given size in tracks (ttt), along with the number of 
ALLOCATED extents (eeee). A cumulative percentage of 
allocated extents is aiso provided for each of the three 
categories (n.nnn). 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR2131 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ENDING STATISTICS ON 
volser. 

DATA SET EXTENTS RELOCATED nnnn 
TRACKS RELOCATED tttt 
FREE CYLINDERS cccc 
FREE TRACKS tttt 
FREE EXTENTS eeee 
L~RGEST FREE EXTENT (CYL,TRK) cccc,tttt 
FRAG~·1 E~lTATIO~l I~IDEX . fff 
[••• = NON-ST~NDARD 0/S VOLUME] 

Explanation: This :::essage, pr'.:::ed at the e::d of the 
DEFRAG run, ir.c'.ca:es the r. 1..::-:;bers of relocated data set 
ex~ents and trac:<:s. \fessage AD R208 [ des;::~:bes :he other 
values. An LSP.J..CZ SVC oc:c.::-:s the vakes '.ndicated in 
FREE CYLINDERS. FREE TR . .\CKS, FREE EXTENTS, and 
LARGEST FREE EXTE'.\IT. \Vhen aster:sks (***) appear for 
these values, the :a.~;e: was a :-:c::standard OS volume or a 
OOS/VSE volume. 
System Action: .'\ c:-:e. 
Programmer Response: When asterisks appear in the message, 
verify that the 0 I RF :iit of the volume is off in the VTOC 
entry. 
Operator Response: '-i one. 
Problem DeterminJtion: '.: o:-le. 

ADR2201 (xx:x>-mmmmm(yy), INTERVAL BEGINS AT 
CC:HH cc:hh A.'\D ENDS AT CC:HH cc:hh 

Explanation: . .\:--. ;:.~ea of DAS D was seiec:ed from which a 
data set extent ca:: ':e ~elocated. The interval begins at the first 
cc:hh and ends a: ::-:e second cc:'.-:'.!. 
System Action: '.: 0:-:e. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: '.:one. 
Problem DeterminJtion: :--.;one. 
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ADR221E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), OVERLAP 
ENCOUNTERED ON EXTENT nnn OF 
dsname 

Explanation: The indicated data set extent overlaps another 
data set extent on the volume according to the VTOC. 
Message AD R2 l 0 E accompanies this message. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Refer to ADR210E. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, anc! 
29. 

ADR226W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CCHH RANGE cchht TO 
cchh2 IS UNACCOUNTED FOR IN VTOC. 

Explanation: The indicated cchh range is not described in the 
VTOC. This range will be ignored. 
System Action: Processing continues on the remainder of the 
volume. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, and 
29. 

ADR227E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CVAF ERROR ON 
VOLUME volser, CODE Fcec 

Explanation: An error was encountered during a common 
VTOC access facility .(CVAF) call for the volume. The fc is the 
CV AF function code, and ec is the CV AF error code. See the 
C VA F Diagnosis Reference for an explanation of the error 
codes. 
System Action: The function ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If the CVAF function code-error code 
(fcec) is X 'OCOO ', allocate a temporary data set on the volume 
to cause DAOSM to repair the VTOC; :hen rerun the job. 
For other errors, take the appropriate ac:ion recommended ·:;:: 
CVAF. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: If the CV AF function code-error cede 
(f'cec) is net X 'OCOO ', folicw Table!, ite'7'.s 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 2.C, 
2.5a, 2.9, anci 35. 

ADR228W (xxx)-mmrnmm(yy), INSLFFICIENT FREE 
SPACE OR FREE SPACE 
FRAGMENTATION TO PROCESS DEFRAG 
FUNCTION OR A FREE SPACE EXTENT 
MEETS THE MAXMOVE SPECIFICATION. 
TASK IS TERMINATED 

Explanation: The D EFRAG function determined one of the 
following: 

• The volume was insufficiently fragrr:er:ted to process tr.e 
function 

• There was insufficient free space to process the function 
• There was a free-space extent large er:ough to meet the 
MAX~!OV E specification. 

• If there is fragmented free space on the volume, DEFRAG 
cannot relocate extents with its algorithms or cannot 
relocate them because they are extents which 0 EFRAG 
does not process (e.g., VVDS, VTOCIX, etc.) to further 
reduce the fragmentation. 

System Action: DEFRAG does not alter the volume. The 
return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 



ADR229W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser HAS 
TRACKS UNACCOUNTED FOR. THE DOS 
BIT IN THE VTOC WILL REMAIN ON 
FOLLOWING PROCESSING 

Explanation: On a nonindexed VTOC, the DEFRAG function 
encoun~ered u:-.ce::ned data or free space. This space will not 
be processed. However, the DOS bit will remain on following 
the run. After the DEFRAG run, when the DADSM function 
allocates or scratches a data set on the volume, the free space 
information wi:: :::e rebuiit, reclaiming the unaccountable space 
as free space. 
System Action: The remainder of the volume is processed. 
The return code :s 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items!, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR2301 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), MAXMOVE VALUE 
EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF FREE TRACKS 
O:\" THE VOLUME. IT HAS BEEN 
ADJUSTED TO THE LOWER VALUE OF 
nnnn TRACKS 

Explanation: The MAXMOVE value must be less than or 
equal to the nur.:oer of free tracks on the volume being 
processed. !:1 ::::s case, the value exceeds the number and is 
adjusted to the iower value. 
System Action: Processing continues with a MAXMOVE 
value equal to ::-.e number of free tracks on the volume. 
Programmer Response: The MAXMOVE value, if not 
specified, defaults to the total number of free tracks on the 
volume. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Ta::::e I, !terns l, 3, 4, ! 3, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR231 E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), ERROR WHILE 
. \CCESSI:\'G VVDS FOR DATA SET dsname 
0 '. VOLL'\IE volser. OP= x, VVDS RC= yyyy 

Explanation: r:-.2 \VOS '.s accessed :or the specified call 
d:.ir:ng a DEFR.-\G, CO~\ ERTV, or data set RESTORE. 

0 

2 

3 

Insert\\~. '.\iVR 

Get a V\ R 1NVR fo~ update 

Put a V\'R NVR for update 

Gener'.c ~;:;;.d of ccc..;;onents of a cluster 

Read J. \ \ :<. 1 .'iVR. 

Tr.e yyyy ~s th.: -2:..:rn coce :~om fr,e VVDS manager. See the 
reason cede u'.".;.:c~ ~et urn ccce 50 in message I DC3009I in 
Sys:em .\,f,:ssa~~.c-. 

System Action: r:· :l":e ope:-a.:1on is DEFRAG, the extent is not 
relocated. If :h: c;;eratior: 's data set RESTORE, the affected 
da:a set !s r;ot ~cs:cJred. o·.:-:er messages identifying the affected 
data set accom;;a'.".y this rr:essage. The return code is set to 8. 
Programmer Response: Ta~e the appropriate action 
recommended :·c~ :he reasor.. codes listed under message 
IDC3009l. 
Oper:itor Response: None. 
Problem Determination: See return code 50 in message 
IDC30091 in t:-.e System \.fessages. Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 
13, 20, and 29. 

:.·:··:~:l··~\"~/~J-~· ,., ".~~ .. ·.i··~.: ~ .. . l 

ADR229W ADR2351 

ADR232E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VVDS DOES NOT MATCH 
VTOC (EXTENTS!DSORG) FOR 
COMPONENT componentname, CLUSTER 
clustername ON VOLUME volser 

Explanation: DEFRAG detected a mismatch between the 
VTOC a:-:.d the VY OS. 

EXTENTS: The number or locations of extents for this 
component as reported in the VVDS do not match the number 
or locations of extents reported in the VTOC. A VSAM extend 
operation on the component might have been interrupted 
because of a program or system failure. 

DSORG: DEFRAG detected a VVDS entry for a VSAM 
component which is named the same as a VTOC, non-VSAM 
entry. 
System Action: The component is not relocated. Final return 
code is set to 8. 
Programmer Response: EXTENTS: Run Access Method 
Services DIAGNOSE for the component, and fix the problem 
by using tile procedure recommended in the Access .'vlerhod 
Services Reference. 

DSORG: Dump or copy the conter.ts of the offending cluster. 
Then run access method services to delete and recreate the 
offending cluster. Finally, run RESTORE or COPY to replace 
the contents. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items !, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR233W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ACTUAL 
FRAGMENTATIO:\' I:\'DEX IS LESS THAN 
THE REQUESTED VA.LUE ON VOLCME 
volser 

Explanation: The vol'J:-::e ~s '.".'..:::::~::.~:-:-.er::::.: -,, · .. :.2 '::ce:--.'. 

indicated .:-: :::.e user inpu:. 
System Action: D EFRAG e~C.s. r::e :·et~r:-: ~~;ce :s -l. 

Programmer Response: '.\one. 
Operator Response: :--_;ore . 
Problem Determination: T::.;~:e [ .. :2:-:'.s ., j, -+, ,..;, :;.::, ic:C. 2·~. 

ADR2341 (xxx}-rnmrnmm(yy), SEQLE;\;CE 
CCHH1 -CCHH2 :~xTF:."\T DC:SCR:?i.fO'\ 

Explanation: This is t:-ie rr:es:;::.:;e :-.. ;a.-..:e: ;·;):- .-\D R.23 :5 i. r:~is 

message is :ssued when TY PR L :\ = '.'. 0 R L ~ is spec1'.'.ed f:::ir 
DEFRAG, or when the CHECKVTOC keyword and 
TYPRC~ = '.\iORCN are spediec for DL':Vf P or COPY. 
System Action: Processing cor::'.r:'...:es. 
Programmer Response: ,'.;ore. 
Operator Response: '.\i o::.e. 
Problem Determin:ition: :-.; c::r:e. 

ADR235I (xxx)-mmrnmm(_::. \ nnnnnnn;1 cc:hh l cc:~1h2 ·:·:'.: 
FREE SP:\CE ti..;n;i:rn.: ·""'~'-.':\CCOLYlTl! 
FOR*** 

Explanation: This is the voiu:::.e .:x:<:::r. :;iar.;8~:-,:s '.~:.·..:s:;J.~~e. 

This message is issued when rY PR L .'\ .cc :\CR L :-< s :;;ccified 
for DEFRAG, or when the CHECKVTOC keyword and 
TYPRC.\i = '.'\'ORGN are specified for DU:\·!P or COPY. One 
message [s '.ssued for each ex:ent C:-1 :he volume. nnnnnnr:n 'S 

the relative sequence in which ::Ce ex:ent ">Vas encountered 
during VTOC analysis, cc:hh l cc:hh2 is the range the extent 
occupies on the volume, and cee '.s the extent number of the 
data set or free space or unacc-..~unted for extent. 
System Action: Processtng cont!:-:c:es. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: :\ or.e. 
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ADR236W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VTOC ON VOLUME volser 
DOES NOT CONTAIN A FREE DSCB 

Explanation: The referenced volume does not contain any free 
DSCBs. Because DEFRAG requires a free DSCB for 
processing protected data sets, protected data set relocation 
cannot "::e done. 
System Action: Only unprotected data sets are relocated. The 
final return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: If a temporary data set exists on the 
volume, scratch it (to free a DSCB), and rerun the DEFRAG 
job to ~elocate protected data sets. If a temporary data set 
does not exist on the volume, DUMP a data set, specifying 
DELETE (to free a DSCB), and rerun DEFRAG to process 
protected data sets. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR237W (xxxrmmmmm(yy), NOT E'.'JOUGH FORMAT-5 
DSCBS AVAILABLE 

Explanation: On a nonindexed VTOC, DEFRAG cannot find 
enough space in the VTOC to rebuild the free space 
information at the end of DEFRAG to reflect the free space on 
the volume. 
System Action: The DOS bit is left on in the VTOC. The 
rewr:-: coc!e is set :o 4. 
Programmer Response: Allocate a temporary data set so 
DADSM can rebuild the Format Schain. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR238I (xxxrmmmmm(yy), NO DATA SETS WERE 
\-lOVED DCRI'.'JG THIS PASS. 
PROCESSI'.'IG CONTI:--.-CES. 

Explanation: No data sets could be moved by DEFRAG. 
This r:;ay be due to data sets that are in use, on the link list, or 
exte:::s :oo large '.or tl:.e available free s~ace area. 
System Action: ~one. 

Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADRZ40E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), INSCFFICIENT FREE 
SPACE EXTENTS TO PROCESS DEFRAG 
FUNCTION. TASK IS TERMINATED. 

Explanation: There were less than 2 free space extents on the 
volur..e. DEFRAG requires at least 2 free space extents to 
precess. 
System Action: DEFRAG :erminates '.v:::iout altering the 
voiL::-:-.e. The return code is 4. 

Programmer Response: :--.; one. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR:-H I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TARGET VTOC [INDEX] 
BEGINNING AT cc:hh A~D ENDING AT cc:hh 
IS {BEING USED I OVERLAID} 

Explanation: Either the target VTOC or index VTOC in the 
indica:-:d cc:hh range is being preserved, or the source VTOC 
locat:c:r:. was used for the target VTOC. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 
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ADR2421 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CHECKVTOC KEYWORD 
IGNORED. NO INPUT VOLUMES 
SPECIFIED 

Explanation: The CH ECK VTOC keyword was specified with 
the DUMP or COPY command, but no input volumes were 
specified. No VTOC analysis is performed. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: Specify an input volume via the 
INDDNAME or INDYNAM keywords. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR243W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VTOC ERRORS FOUND 
ON VOLUME volser. PROCESSING 
CONTINUES 

Explanation: The CHECKVTOC keyword was specified with 
the DUMP or COPY command, and VTOC errors were 
encountered on the specified volume. Because the 
CANCELERROR keyword was not specified, the DUMP or 
COPY operation proceeds. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Refer to the warning and error 
messages preceding this message. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Refer to the warning and error 
messages preceding this message. 

ADR244E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSING BYPASSED 
DUE TO CANCELERROR KEYWORD AND 
VTOC ERRORS FOUND ON VOLUME volser 

Explanation: The CHECKVTOC keyword was specified with 
the DUMP or COPY command, and VTOC errors were 
encountered on the specified volume. Because the 
CANCELERROR keyword is specified, the DUMP or COPY 
operation is ter:Tci:-:ated. 
System Action: Processing terminates. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Refer to the warning and error 
messages prececing :his message. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Refer to the warning and error 
messages preceding this message. 

ADR301E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), AN ERROR WAS 
ENCOUNTERED WHILE FILTERING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser. VOLUME WAS 
NOT PROCESSED. 

Explanation: I iO or logical errors were encountered in 
accessing the VTOC or V VOS on the specified volume during a 
data set DU:VtP, COPY, or CONVERTV operation. 
System Action: The specified voiume is bypassed. Processing 
continues with the next volume, if any. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: For l/0 errors, follow your site's 
recommendations for I;O errors, and resubmit the job. For 
logical errors encountered in the V VOS, run Access Method 
Services DI AG '.'i OS E against the indicated volume and correct 
the problem. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, 
25b, and 29. If it is a logical error, use the PRINT command 
to print the VTOC and VVDS tracks before taking action 29. 



ADR302E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INPUT AND OUTPUT 
DEVICE TYPES DO NOT MATCH. UCB 
TYPE OF INPUT xxxx, OUTPUT xxxx 

Explanation: The source and target volumes of a TRACKS or 
FULL volume COPY or RESTORE are not of like or similar 
device types. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Probable user error. Select a 
matching device ~ype, correct the cont;-ol statement in error, 
and rerun the job. If you want to copy to an unlike device, 
specify DATASET on your COPY command. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, and 20. If 
this message occurs when the device types are the same, see 
Table !, items 29 and 35. 

AOR303E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), CO\'lMAND NOT 
SUPPORTED WITH SYSTEM RESIDENCE 
VOLUME 

Explanation: A full volume RESTO RE or CO PY onto, or 
DEFRAG of, :he system residence volume is not allowed. The 
system residence volume was specified for output. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Pro~rammer Response: Tb.is is a user error. Do not 
RESTORE, COPY onto, or DEFRAG the system residence 
volume. Correct the controi statement in error, and rerun the 
job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, and 13. If this 
message occurs when the system residence volume was not 
specified as the output volume, see Table I, items 29 and 35. 

ADR304E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR E.';COL~TERED 
\VHILE ACCESSI:'-JG (VTOC:VVOS} IMAGE 
OF VOLL\1£ volser O.'°' DDi\iA:VlE ddname, 
xxxxx 

Explanation: .-\:-: ::~ror :::05:cal or I 0: ·..vas er:co:.mtered in 
ana;yz:'.1g the ::-:-:a5e er fr,e \TOC er \\'OS or: :he dumped 
tape during da:a set RESTORE processmg. The types of 
possi::i!e logical e:-:-ors ca:-: :Ce: 

• .-\ non-VTOC or non-V VOS reco;c 
• . .\n invalid :'or;nat of ::-:e VY OS 
• \i o data on track 
• l/0 errors encountered on the track during the DUMP 
• An end of t:le during :i:e VTOC or VVDS search. 

!f physical l/O errors were encountered, other l'O error 
messages precece ::-.is message. The xxxxx ir. the message is 
the SY \i .·\D ~:-::·:_::~:;-,a::.:on :::assed oy ·.:Ce access :T,ethod routines. 
System Action: T:Ce volc.::-:--.e :s bypassed. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: \fa~e sure the function completed 
nor;::a;ty durir:~ :.-.e D L \! P process. If the er:-cr is in the 
VVOS, non-VS-\\! data se~s can be res~ored when you specify 
DSORG NE VSA\-1 in the BY criteria. Use a different backup 
copy to do the RESTORE. 
Operator Response: \i o:;e. 
Problem Determination: Ta.::;le I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, Sb, 13, and 
20. If it is a log~cal error, :;s~ the VV OS and YTOC records on 
the dump tape a:-:c take act'.on 29. 

ADR302E ADR307E 

ADR305E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO SERIALIZE 
{VTOCIVVDS} ON VOLUME volser 

Explanation: DFDSS failed to get exclusive control of the 
associated DASO volume via enqueuing of the volume's 
VOLID or VVDS during a 
DC ,v!PiRESTORE/COPY /CONVERTV /DEF RAG operation, 
or a TRACKS or YTOC PRINT operation even after a 
specified or defaulted number of retries. If the resource is 
VTOC, DADSM functions might have been performing while 
DFDSS was trying to serialize the use of the DASO volume. 
If the rescurce is VY OS, catalog or VSA\-1 functions might 
have been accessing the VVDS. 
System Action: For all operations except DUMP/RESTORE, 
the function ends with a return code of 8. A logical data set 
dump with LOGINDD or LOGIN DY specified also ends with 
a return code of 8. Processing continues with the next control 
statement. For a data set DUMP/RESTORE operation 
without LOGIN DD or LOG!NDY specified, the volume is 
bypassed; a return code of 8 is set, but processing continues on 
any other volumes. 
Programmer Response: Either code 
VOL= (PRIVATE.SER= xxxxxx) in the associated DD 
statement, or request the operator to issue a mount command 
for the volume with the USE= PRIVATE subparameter to 
reduce the possibility of other jobs allocating to (or accessing) 
the volume. Change the WAIT parameters to increase the 
WAIT seconds and the retry count. When system activity on 
the volume is reduced, rerun or resubrrJt the job. 
Operator Response: Mount the volume with USE= PRIVATE 
before rerunning the job. 
Problem Determination: If no other jobs are running at the 
time. see Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, Sa, 13, 20, 29, and 35. 

ADR306E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), L':'-JABLE TO {COPY I 
RESTORE} THE VOLL:YlE BECALSE 
OL'TPL'T VOLC:VIE volser IS I~ LSE. TASK 
IS TER:\1INATED 

Explanation: A FULL volume COPY or RESTORE was 
ar.tempted on :he vclur;i.e, but another joo lS using the ·;olume. 
It is poss'.b:e c.'.'.a: another job ~s accessing a data set on t!:',e 
volume. T1is rr,essage can also be issued during a data set 
COPY when INDD is specified. In this case, the VTOC on the 
volume was already enqueued. 
System Action: The task ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Either code 
VOL= (PRIVATE.SER= xxxxxx) in the associated DD 
statement, or request the operator to issue a mount command 
with the CSE= PRIVATE subparameter to reduce the 
possibility of other JObs allocating (or accessing) the volume. 
In the ca3e of data set CO PY, remove the I:--,; DD keyword and 

For tnforrnation regarding the DFP "F CATALOG, 
LNALLOC.-\ TE" problem, see :he DFDSS Cser's Guide under 
"Restor:ng Voiumes", subheading of "Output Volume 
Specification." 
Operator Response: \fount the volume with CSE= PRIVATE 
before rerc.:r,ning the job. 
Problem Determination: If no other jobs are running at the 
time, see Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, Sa, 13, 20, 29, and 35. 

ADR307E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), U:'-JABLE TO OPEN 
VOLUME volser, xx-yyy 

Explanation: DFDSS is unable to OPEN the indicated volume 
for the indicated reason code (xx). The yyy is the return code 
passed by 0 BT AI:'\: or RDJFCB. The possible reason codes 
are: 

4 OBT . .\l.'i failure on VTOC's VTOC entry. 
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6 The VTOC's VTOC entry is not t!':e first record in the 
VTOC. 

8 RDJFCB failure 

12 0 PEN failure. 

See your System-Data Administration book for an explanation 
of the 0 BT AI N or RDJFCB error re tu:-:-: codes. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If the reason code is 6: DFDSS does 
not support volumes for which the VTOC's VTOC entry is not 
the first record in the YTOC. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR308E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ACCESS DENIED FOR 
VOLUME volser 

Explanation: One of the following explanations applies: 

• The user was unable to obtain the necessary RACF or 
password access: 

- To the volume during a data set 
DUMP /CO PY /CO~ Y ERTV /PRr '.'IT /RESTORE 
operation 
To the volume during a COMPRESS or RELEASE 
operation 

- To a data set on the volume fer ::.. :'Jll or tracks 
DUMP/RESTORE/COPY/PRI:-.lT operation. 

• The installation-wide exit routine den'.ed access to the 
volume. 

• The operator denied access to a check;:ioint/restart, 
RACF-protected, or system data set on the volume. 

• I/O e:-rors were encounte:-ed during c:-.ecking authorization 
of tb.e volume, and the o~e:-ator de::'.e'.: '.urther processing. 

System Action: The task er.ds on a fuli c:- :racks operation. 
The volume is bypassed for a data set c~;;:-a:ion or for a 
COMPRESS or RELEASE. T'.i.e retur:-. cede is 8. 
Programmer Response: Oc:a~:--. proper ::..cces~ authority, and 
retry the ;ob. 
Operator Response: If the ~:-::;gramme:- :-.::..s proper authority, 
reply U to ADR3690 or ADR3710. 
Problem Determination: Ta'.::e I, items : , :.. 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR309E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), SOURCE AND TARGET 
DEVICE CAPACITIES DO NOT MATCH. 
CYLINDER CAPACITY OF SOURCE 
VOLC:YlE xxxx, TARGET \'OLUME xxxx 

Explanation: The capacity c:· :'.":e source '. c'.'Jme is greater than 
that of ~'.-:e target volume. Ti':e xxxx is :."'.e ::.!ghest cylinder 
number in hexadecimal. 
System Action: The task e:-:cs. Process::-.5 continues with the 
next cont:-:;! statement. The :-e~urn coce :s 8. 
Programmer Response: Check whether :'.":e source or target 
volume is: 

• An OS/VS-formatted V \.1/370 minid[s;.: 

• A 3380E (source) and a 33800 (targe:·: 

• A 3380K (source) and a 3380E or 33S~D (target) 

• A 3380E (source) and a 3390-1 (targe: :n 3380 
compatibility mode) 

• A 3380K (source) and a 3390-1 or -2 . :arget in 3380 
compatibility mode) 
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Such conditions are not allowed on a full volume operation, or 
if the range falls outside the capacity of the volume on a tracks 
operation. Select the correct input and output volumes, correct 
the statement in error, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, Sa, 13, 20, 25b, 
29, and 35. 

ADR310W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR FOUND IN VTOC. 
UNALLOCATED SPACE WILL BE 
PROCESSED FOR VOLUME volser 

Explanation: This message is printed for the following reasons: 

• A volume without an indexed VTOC indicates no valid free 
space information entries exists in the VTOC. 

• On a volume without an indexed VTOC, a nonzero return 
code was received from OBTAIN because an 1/0 error 
occurred, the DSCB was not found, or an invalid work 
area pointer was passed to 0 BT AI N. 

• A nonzero return code was passed by DFP on a volume 
with an indexed VTOC. 

• A volume with an indexed VTOC was accessed on a system 
without D FP installed. 

• The OIRF bit is ON; or, on a volume without an indexed 
VTOC, the DOS bit is 0 N. 

System Action: The entire volume~ including unallocated. space, 
is dumped or copied. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: For an 1/0 error, take the corrective 
action recommended at your site. If the DOS bit is on for a 
volume without an indexed VTOC, allocate a temporary data 
set to let OADSM rebuild the VTOC entry. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table l, items l, 2, 3, d, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR311E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TRACKS OPERATION 
iVICST SPECIFY PLRGE TO OVERLAY 
{TRACK ZERO I VTOC I VVDS I VTOCIX} 

Explanation: The PURGE parameter was not specified for a 
TRACKS COPY or RESTORE on track 0, the VTOC, the 
VVDS, or the VTOC index data set. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If you want to overlay any of these, 
specify the PURGE keyword in the command, and rerun the 
job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tabie I, items 1, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR312W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DURING A TRACKS 
OPERATION, THE VTOC OR TRACK 0 \VAS 
OVERLAID 

Explanation: For an attempted TRACKS COPY or 
RESTO RE on the VTOC or track 0, the location and extents 
of the VTOC on the source and target volumes did not match. 
System Action: The VTOC or track 0 is overlaid. The COPY 
or RESTORE continues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Make sure that the overlay was 
intended. If not, restore the output volume from a prior 
backup. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 



ADR313E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), OPERATOR DENIED 
OVERLAY OF {TRACK ZERO I VTOC I 
VVDS I VTOCIX} ON VOLUME volser 

Explanation: A TRACKS COPY or RESTORE was attempted 
on track 0, VTOC, VVOS, or VTOC index data set. The 
operator was pro:npted :-o~ :he necessary authorization, but the 
authorization was denied. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Rerun the job, and have the operator 
allow the VTOC sr trac~ ~ :o be overlaid. 
Operator Response: If ye~ have suffic:ent authority to overlay 
track 0 or VTOC, reply r..,· to message ADR3450. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, and 
29. 

ADR314E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), ERROR ENCOUNTERED 
WHILE ACCESSING {VTOCIVVDS} ON 
volser. PROCESSI:'\G CONTINUES 

Explanation: An l/0 error was encountered in dumping the 
VTOC or VVDS of the specified volume. 
System Action: A retur:i. cede of 8 or 16 is set on the input or 
output error, respectively. Processing continues on input errors 
and ends on output errors. If CANCELERROR is specified, 
processing ends on input e:-:-ors but continues for subsequent 
volumes on a ca:a set D L' \1 P. 
Programmer Response: For a data set operation, use 
IEHATLAS or Device Support Facilities to recover the bad 
VTOC or VVDS track and rerun the job. If it is the VVDS, 
follow the procedure recommended at your site for VVDS 
errors (run Access Method Services DIAGNOSE and take 
appropriate action). On a data set DUMP, you can recover 
the logical volumes that 'Ne:-e successf:..illy dumped by running a 
COPYDL\!P s;:;e:-atior: a:-:c specifyir:g ::te volume serial 
n1..:.moe:-s i:c fr.-2 L.OG!C...\L'. OLl...:\lE ;::a:-ameter. 
Operator Response: ;\ c:--.'2. 
Problem Determination: T.::.::e I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, 
25a, and 30. 

ADRJlSI (xxx.rmmmmrn{yy), REQURED CHA:"\:-..:EL 
C0\1'1A."\DS :\IOT SLPPORTED ON 
\"OLC\lE "•)Iser. OPTI.\.fIZE(l) WILL BE 
LSED 

Explanation: T:Ce device c;:es not support the Read Multiple 
Count, Key, and Data or Read Track channel commands; or 
I/O errors were encountered in testing whether the Read 
l'v!ultiple Count, Key, anc Da:a and Read Track channel 
commands are s,__;pported ::-. ::-ie device. OPTLvfIZE(2), 
OPTI\!IZE(J\ a:-:c OPTI\1'.ZE(4) are applicable oniy 1f one of 
these channel c·:c~:-:--.ands .s s.:ppor'.ed. This -:a:--, also occur if 
the device can :e J.-2\;esseC \:a mu~:1yle ..:cnt:-oi ;..:nits. Some 
multiple contro; ,__;;-:its su~:c~: eitf:e: cl-lannel command and 
ot'.-lers do not. 
System Action: OPT!.\!IZE :) is i_;sed :o run :he DL':'v!P 
function. 
Programmer Response: To ~et the per:·ormar,ce advantages, 
ensure that ail con~roi un::s a.:tached :.o the device support the 
Read Multiple Count, Ke;-, a.:-id Data or Read Track channel 
commands. 
Operator Response: '.\o:-:e. 
Problem Determination: Taj:e l, items:, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR313E ADR3181 

ADR316W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), AN {l/OILOGICAL} 
ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED ON THE 
(VOLUME LABEL TRACK I VTOC I VVDS I 
DATA TRACKS}, AND ONE OR MORE 
TRACKS WERE '\OT PROCESSED 

Explanation: An error occurred on the specified track or 
tracks on the source volume and CANCELERROR was not 
specified. Other messages that precede this message indicate 
the track or tracks that had the error. 
System Action: The tracks that had the errors were not 
processed. If you are doing a D L MP and the error was on 
VVDS, a data set RESTORE car:not be done for VSAM data 
sets. If the error was on the VTOC, a data set RESTORE 
cannot be done for any data set, but a full or tracks RESTO RE 
is possible. If the error was on the volume label track and 
track zero is to be copied or restored, correct the error and 
rerun the job. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: If you are doing a DUMP and the 
output is intended for a data set RESTORE, correct the error 
and rerun the job. If it is a logical error on the VY DS, VTOC, 
or volume label track, do a TRACKS PRINT of the VVDS, 
VTOC, or volume label track to c:-ieck their format. Also, if it 
is the VVDS, run Access Method Services DIAGNOSE on the 
V VOS io determine the nature of the problem. Correct the 
error. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
30. If it is a logical error on the VVDS or" VTOC, see Table I, 
items Sb and 3 5. 

ADR317I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE DEVICE SIZE FIELD 
IN THE VTOC IS INCORRECT IF VOLUME 
volser IS '.\iOT A \11'.'JIVOLUME. DEVICE 
SIZE OF nmm CYLI:\DERS WILL BE CSED 

Explanation: D FOSS uses t::e -:':v1ce size value passed oy :::e 
operating syste:n·s DEVTYP :::aGo. To determine whether 
this is correct, D FOSS does an LO on the volume using the 
high cyiir.der val\.!e. If t'.le l/0 '.::.'.'.s (failure can occu; if it is a 
V \!/]'70 :r;i;-:ivol:..::ne) ar:d :he c-:'::ce size field in the VTOC is 
less than :'.-:e c)r:e ;iassed 'Jy DE\ TYP, the value in the VTOC 
is used. 
System Action: T'.ie device size r::::in (in hexadecimal) is used. 
Programmer Response: If it is :-.c:t a mini volume and the nn:rn 
value is incorrec:, the DFDSS :-·..::-.ction completed in error. 
Run AMAS PZAP to cor~ect tf:e device size field in the VTOC 
to reflect a full volume, then rer;,:n :he job. If it is a 
minivolume, action by DFDSS is correct. Verify that your 
minivolume size equals ~he size :r:dicated in the message. 
Operator Response: N o~e. 
Problem Determination: Tabie I. ::ems 1., 2, 3,4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR31Sl (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), y TRACKS Ot;T OF x 
WERE DC.\'lPED FR 0.\1 VOLUME volser 
CSING NO,'\!-OPTI\.tIZE CHANNEL 
PROGRA.\I AFTER ENCOlJlVfERING 
TRACK OVERFLOW RECORDS 

Explanation: 0 PT! MIZE chanr.el programs fail on tracks that 
have overflow records. An atte::-;pt was made to dump x 
tracks us1r:g optimize channel p:-:Jgram chain. Of these x 
tracks, y c:-acks were dumped us:r:g a nonoptimized channel 
program chain because track ove:-f1ow records were 
encountered in ·~sing optimize ct'.annel programs. 
System Action: The y tracks a:-e ?rocessed using normal 
channel progra:-:is. This results ::-. performance degradation. 
Programmer Response: If the n~:-r:ber is large, the names of 
data sets not marked as track ove:-'.low data sets in the VTOC 
must be spedied in the TRACKOV ERFLOW keyword if 
OPTIM1ZE(2), (3), or (4) is spe;:::':ed. If ALLDATA or 
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ALLEXCP is specified for a data set, the ailocateci tracks 
beyond the end of the used data might have residual track 
overflow records. If so, do not code ALLDATA or ALLEXCP 
for these data sets. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR319W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME SERIAL NOT 
CHANGED ON VOLUME volser 

Explanation: An 1/0 error was encounte:-ed in trying to read 
track 0 from the target volurr,e at the end of the COPY or 
RESTO RE. :V1essage AD R348 E precedes :his message. The 
rest of the tracks were successfi..illy copied or restored. 
System Action: Processing ends. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: The COPY or RESTORE completed 
successfully but the volume serial did not change. Use 
AMASPZAP to update the serial number of the volume, or 
COPY or RESTORE track 0 again. If ar. alternate track can 
be assigned to track 0, use Device Suppor: Facilities to do so. 
Rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
30. 

ADR3201 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VOLL\1E SERIAL xxxxxx 
ON L~IT cuu IS CHANGED TO yyyyyy 

Explanation: The volume ser:al was cha:-:ged upon user s 
request. The operator is notif:ed of the change .. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tab:e I, items ; . :, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR321E (xxx}-mmrnrnm(~y), DATA SET dsnarne ~OT 
O~ VOLL:V1E >olser 

Explanation: The requested cc..:a set is :-:c: 011 the volume. 
System Action: Processing cc:-:tinues wi:'.-. :he next data set. 
The ~e:-_:~:: code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Cc~~2:: the da:c. ;:2: :-.ame or locate 
:he correc: volume, and rer:..::-: :~e job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: TJ.'::e I, items : , ~, ~. 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR322E (xxx)-mmmmrn(:-y), DATA SET dsname WAS 
:"OT SELECTED DUE TO DCPLICATE 
:"A\>lE 

Explanation: Du:-ir.g a DFDSS DLMP ::~COPY, an attempt 
was r::J.ce :o p:ocess c11e or :::ore data se·_s wi~h the same 
na~e. 

System Action: The data se: :s not seiec:eC:. The return code is 
8. P~ccess~;-,g cor-.::nues for c::-:er data s;;;:s. 
Programmer Response: Rec2:-:r.e the ca:z... se: \vith a u:;;que 
name or se1ect oniy that voi-_::-:-:e to precess by specifying the 
input vol!..lmes. Rerun the :c::c. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Ta'::'.e I, items : , 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 
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ADR323E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), ACCESS DENIED FOR 
DATA SET dsname ON VOLUME volser 

Explanation: The user does not have password or RACF 
access to the data set, or the operator denied access to the 
checkpoint/restart or system data set. 
System Action: The PRINT task ends. Process!ng continues 
with the next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Acquire authorization to access the 
data set, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: If the user has authorization to access the 
data set, reply U to message ADR3690 or ADR371 D. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 29, 
and 35. 

ADR324E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE VOLUME/DATA SET 
SPECIFIED BY {DDNAME ddname!VOLUME 
volser} HAS BECOME UNUSABLE 

Explanation: A RESTORE, COPY, or DUMP has not 
completed successfully, consequently leaving the output volume 
or data set in questionable condition. For a COPY or 
RESTO RE, the volume serial number defines the device that 
has become unusable. For a DUMP, the DD statement 
ddname defines the tape or DASO data set that has become 
unusable as input to the RESTORE. The volume has become 
unusable because D FOSS control information was written to 
the volume yet no valid data sets were copied to it, leaving the 
volume unusaoie for any restore copies from that volume. 
Other messages indicatbg the cause of the error precede this 
message. 
System Action: For RESTORE and COPY, the current task 
ends with a return code of 16, and processing continues with 
the next task. For DUMP, output is halted to the indicated 
ddname but continues for other ddnames, provided the 
installation.1,v'.c!e options exit does not force the cancellation of 
all out;JUt c::o:: the occurrence of a single error. If the 
:nstallation-·x:de options exit f"crces such a cancelation, the task 
ends with a ~e:'.l;n code of 16, ar:d processing continues with 
the next task. 
Programmer Response: If this r:i.essage is accompanied by 1/0 
error messa5es, :ake corrective action recommended in your 
site for such -=~~ors and rerun :r,e job. If the error was on the 
output DAS D during a COPY or RESTO RE, a rerun might 
fail during a-..::'.'.orization check'.:-:g of the volume. In this case, 
initialize the volume offline to c'.ean the volume before 
rerunning tl-:e CO PY or RESTO RE. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I. items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR325E (XXX)-rnmmmm(yy), VOLliME volser HAS 
C~EXPIRED 0.-\. TA SETS. 

Explanation: .\full or tracks COPY or RESTORE tried to 
over!ay ur.ex:;::ed data sets. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control s:z..tement. The ~eurn code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If overlay is intended, specify the 
PURGE o;:::cn, and rerun the JOb. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, and 
29. 



ADR327W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), NO DATA SETS 
PROCESSED FROM {VOLUME 
volserjLOGICAL VOLUME volser} 

Explanation: One of the following applies: 

• A data set DUMP, COPY, CONVERTV, or RESTORE 
did not seiect any data sets that matched the filtering 
criteria. 

• The selected data sets cannot be processed because of. 
failure to ENQ or to allocate. 

• The selec~ed data sets cannot be iJrocessed because of 
failure to access the protected data sets. 

• For a RELEASE, no data sets were selected because none 
have releasable space. 

System Action: Processing continues on the next volume. The 
return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, and 
29. 

ADR328E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR DURING DATA 
SET SELECTION. VOLUME volser IS 
BYPASSED 

Explanation: A data set DUMP, COPY, CONVERTV, or 
RESTORE with filtering failed on the indicated volume during 
VTOC or VVDS processing. For a RESTORE, the volser is· 
the volume serial of the source volume. 
System Action: Processing continues on the next source 
volume. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Determine the failure from the 
previous messages associated with this taskid. 
Operator Response: '.'i or:e. 
Problem Determination: Ta':Jle I, ite:-:-:s : , 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR329I (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET DUMP OF 
\'OLL:VtE volser (BEGI.':SjENDS} ON TAPE 
serial SEQLE~CE seq 

Explanation: A C:ata set DCM P for the indicated volume 
started or ended on the s~ecified tape and on the specified data 
sequence nurr:~er. 
System Action: ~one. 

Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADRJJOW (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), OLTPUT VOLUME volser 
1:--.: LSE. PROCESSI:--.:G CONTINUED 

Explanation: The outcut volume was !n use by other jobs in 
:he system dur'.:-.f; a tracks COPY or RESTORE. Some of the 
data sets mapped by these ::-acks might have been in use while 
D FOSS was processing the volume. 
Svstem Action: The :racks operation is continued. If the data 
s;ts mapped by these tracks .;,,ere in use, the contents of these 
tracks are unpredictable. The return code is set to 4. 
Programmer Response: Analyze the job log to check if the 
data sets mapped by the tracks were in use at the time of the 
COPY or RESTORE. If they were, rerun the COPY or 
RESTORE if necessary. For information regarding the DFP 
"F CATALOG, UN ALLOCATE" problem, see the DFDSS 
User's Guide under "Restoring Volumes", subheading of 
"Output Volur:ie Specification." 
Operator Response: :\Jone. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 29, 
and 35. Display the contents of the CCB when this job is 

ADR327W ADR3361 

running to check on the number of data sets allocated or 
opened to this device. 

ADR331E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), OUTPUT BLKSIZE yyyyy 
FOR DATA SET ON DDNAME ddname IS 
SMALLER THAN INPCT BLKSIZE zzzzz 

Explanation: The block size specified in the JCL (or, if not 
specified, the defaulted block size) for output on DASO is 
smaller than the block size of the input volume created during 
the DUMP. This is not allowed. The yyyyy and zzzzz are in 
decimal notation. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Do not specify block size in the JCL, 
or, if a DASO data set is required, use a DASO that allows a 
larger block size. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. The first record on the dump tape contains the input block 
size. 

ADR333W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET CHANGE 
INDICATOR NOT RESET FOR 
{dsnamejdustemame componentname} ON volser, 
{l/O ERRORjOBTAIN ERRORjNOT ENQ BY 
DFDSS, re} 

Explanation: In the VTOC on the indicated volume, the data 
set change indicator cannot be reset in the data set's VTOC 
entry. Either DADSM OBTAIN failed, an 1/0 error occurred 
while writing the data set VTOC entry, or the data set was not 
enqueued by D FOSS. re is the error code passed by the 
OBTAIN macro. 
System Action: The data set change indicator was not reset for 
the data set. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Either rerun the job, or use 
AMASPZAP to reset the indicator. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR335W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET CHA~GE 
INDICATOR NOT RESET FOR ANY DATA 
SETO~ A VTOC TRACK O:'i VOLC:VIE 
volser 

Explanation: An input 1/0 error was encountered on a VTOC 
track when the data set change indicator was being reset in the 
VTOC entries. 
System Action: The data set change indicator is not reset in 
any of the VTOC entries on the track. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Wait until the next run to rese~ :f:e 
change indicator, or iUn I EH LIST to list the VTOC and use 
AMASPZAP to ieset the VTOC entries. 
Operator Response: '.'i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items;, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR3361 (xxxrmmmmm(yy), LOGICAL ERROR WHILE 
READl:\iG VOLUME volser, TRACK cchh, 
CCW opcode 

Explanation: An unexpected error was encountered during a 
read operation that used the Read Multiple Count, Key, and 
Data or Read Track channel command. Normally, you need 
not take any action; however, see "Programmer Response". 
System Action: The track is reread using other channel 
commands. 
Programmer Response: If you get this message too many 
times in a job, then either the DASO ERP program that retries 
a temporary data check or DFDSS might be in error. 
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Oper~tcr Response: :"Jone. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 35, 5, and 29. 

ADR338W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET CHANGE 
INDICATOR NOT RESET FOR ANY DATA 
SET O'.\J VOLU'1E volser 

Explan:Hion: Dr· DSS was _:-:able to acquire exclusive access of 
the VTOC on the specified ·.:olume for resetting the data set 
change. indicator in the VTOC entries. 
System Action: The data set change indicator is not reset for 
any da:a set on the volume. The return code is 4. 
Operator Response: >: or.e. 
Problem Determination: Ta::e I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, a:id 
29. 

ADR339W (:xxx)-mmmmm(yy), 1/0 ERRORS WERE 
ENCOUNTERED ON THE FOLLOWING 
DATA SETS DURING PROCESSING FROM 
volser 

Expl:.rnation: A da:a set D L \1 P or CO PY was specified, but 
one or more data sets enco.,,.:itered 1/0 errors. The list of data 
sets following this message ir:dicates which data sets did not 
dump or copy successfully ':ecause of liO errors. 
System Action: If DELETE or RESET options were indicated 
in the control statements, t'.":e data sets indicated in the list are 
not deleted and the data se: change indicator is not reset. The 

Programmer Response: If a. RESTO RE is attempted for these 
data sets, the tracks that had the error are not restorable and 
will be cleared. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Ta:-!e I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
30. 

lxxxrn;mmmm• :·v), OLTPL'T 1/0 ERROR 
L~,COL',:TEr<.ED 0., VOLL:\lE volser 
DL!ff\G RESET OF THE DATA SET 
CHA:-\GE 1:-\DICATOR I~ THE VTOC 

Exn!:J:i:.lt~on: \ ;-'~:--~..:.:---.c~.: ~_:put e:lo:-- \Vas e~counte;ed on 
::-,e :-_2 _·_ ·. ,),_;::'.t: -<~.:e ::-.:: :::.:.·_a se'. change indicator was being 
~'>c. ~ .. ·::::,:: i :··..:.: D L \! P :- :-:e out!)L.:: '.'rom the DUMP is still 
;_;sa::<2 .. -\:--~LO e~~,;~ :t.ess::.~:: ii1dicating the nature of the error 

Progr;,immer Response: [ :· ::-.e liO error message indicates that 
the ,_ . .:: ..::-r.e is usa~.::ie, :ake ::-.:: same action as in message 
ADF.~~)\\'; ct'.'.e~'-"'.Se, res::::~e the volume. 
Oµ•::-~lt·)r Response: .~ <~i.'2 

!'r"hkm Dct·~rmination: -:-.:.:.::I, ite:-r.s l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 

r \\\ -rnmmmm1 yy), DATA SET CHANGE 
1•.;rnc.\TOR rL\S BEE:'\ RESET FOR ALL 
\,>i....\.LiF!ED DAL\. SETS ON VOLUME 
> i)iser 

ExµL:in;.;tion: h:r- "'" \TCC ·2:-:tries that had the indicator on, 
'.he daca set ·~hange indic;:;.:2~ ,..,.as reset during a full volume 
DL\!P 
System Action: '~one. 

Pr•);;r::immer Response: >: ~':-.e. 
Opcr:nor Response: ~ o:.-:: 
Problem Dctcrmin;,ition: T::.::e [,items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
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ADR343E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), VTOC IS FULL ON THE 
SINGLE TARGET VOLUME. NO MORE 
DATA SETS WILL BE PROCESSED. 

Explanation: D FOSS cannot continue to allocate data sets on 
the volume specified by the user because its VTOC is full. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Use ICKDSF or a similar product to 
expand the VTOC of the target volume, and rerun the job or 
specify additional target volumes. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR3441 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLSER ON UCB cuu IS A 
DUPLICATE. VOLUME MADE 
UNAVAILABLE. 

Explanation: A RESTO RE or CO PY resulted in a duplicate 
volume serial number in the UCB. 
System Action: The volume on the specified UCB is made 
unavailable to the system. Message ADR320l precedes this 
message. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: To make the new volume available to the 
system, the old volume with this volume serial must be 
unloaded or varied offline before the new volume is made 
available to the system. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR345D (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), REQCEST 
AUTHORIZATION TO OVERLAY {TRACK 
ZEROjVTOCjVTOCINDEXjVVDS}ON 
CCB cuu, jobname, stepname, procname. REPLY 
U ORT 

Explanation: A TRACKS COPY or RESTORE is being 
attempted o:--. a :oor::on of the VTOC o: on track zero. 
Syste~ Action: . P:-ocessing contir:ues according to the 
operator's ~esponse. The return code :s C. 
Programmer Response: Instruct the operator to let DFOSS 
continue p~ocess'.:-:g, and rerun :'.:e jo':. 
Operator Response: A response of R zz. C ailows D FOSS to 
overlav :;-aci< C or t:.e VTOC. A resoonse of R zz, Tends the 
operation, ar:d processing continues \~ith the next function. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iter:-'.s : , 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR3461 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VTOC INDEX WILL BE 
DISABLED ON VOLC:VlE volser 

Explanation: The installation-wide exit requested that the 
VTOC index rcot be reconstructed. 
System Action: The DFDSS function continues processing. 
The SYS'..\TOCIX.volser data set is noc reconstructed by 
ICKDSF. 
Programmer Response: The ICKDSF program can be 
performed se;nrately from DFDSS. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR347E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PER.\llANENT 1/0 ERROR 
ON DDNAME ddname,xxxxxxxxxxxx 

Explanation: A permanent 1/0 error occurred on the indicated 
DD state:::ent. The ddname is followed by the SYNAD 
information passed by EXCP. 
System Action: A DUMP ends with a return code of 16. 
Continuation of a RESTO RE depends on the 
CANCELER RO R option coded by the '.lser. If 
CANCELERROR is coded, the RESTORE ends with a return 
code of 16; otherwise, recovery is attempted but results are 



unpredictable. Processing continues ·;vith the next input control 
statement if a return code of 16 is se:. 
Programmer Response: For a DU \1 P, take appropriate 
corrective action, and rerun the job. For a RESTORE, use a 
different version of the backup copy. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: rable I, ite:-:-.s : , 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, and 
30. 

ADR348E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PER'1ANENT 
(INPUT!OLTPUT} ERROR ON VOLUME 
volser cchh opcode cs~~ sense 

Explanation: T'.'le DASO device co:--.:3.~:ied a permanen~ I/O 
error. The cchh, opcode, csw, and sense are printed in 
hexadecimal digits. 
~ystem Action: Another message ex~:aining the ending action, 
1f any, follows this message. The re~:..;rn code is&. 
Programmer Response: Take approc:-iate action recommended 
at your site for the error identified by :he sense information in 
the message. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ite::;s 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
30. 

ADR349W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR ENCOUNTERED 
WHILE REBUILDl:'\G FS-DSCB ON 
VOLC:\IE •olser 

Explanation: An error occurred when a temporary D FOSS 
data set, &&DFDSS.TE:'vf PDS.volse:-. was to be allocated. 
System Action: The DOS converted VTOC bit for the 
indicated volume is set on. The free space information should 
be accurate. The return cede is 4. 
Programmer Response: Lise the I EH LIST utility program to 
determine the VTOC accu~acy. If ~:-.e~e were other OFDSS or 
alloc1::or. erro: :::essages, -.ou :nig'.-.: .-.eed to oerforrr: fr.e 
COPY or RESTORE io:: ~::-ain. ~ . 
Operator Response: ;; one.= 
Problem Determination: Taole I, ite:-:-.s : , 2, 3, 4, 13, and 25b. 

ADR3SOE (xxx;.-mmrnmm(yy), {T 0 LOGICAL ERROR} 
E~COL:'\TERED O.'\ YVDSiVVDS IMAGE} 
O.'\ volser 

Explanation: 0:-:e ::::f' ::-:e :·:.:cwing ::.:::: .. :::s: 

• !JO errors we~e enco;.;:--.:ered wr.::-: :::e VYDS tracks i,i,:ere 
being read. 

• Logical errcrs were encountered ·.:.:::le the VY OS was being 
scanned for authoriza::on check::--. .;: on a TRACKS or 
FL LL vo~u:--:--.e opera::c:-:. -

• L)g:cal er~<c:-s ·.ve:-e e:-::c-...;nterec ·:. :-.::e data se~s were -.:eing 
se:ec:ed C'..:~::-:5 a da:a s::: DL'vlP ~:- RESTORE. 

Syste~,;:ction: [:-::his_ e,~:-.:-:- o~curs .::_~:'."'g a FL.:LL volu:-::e or 
TRACJ\.:::, ope~:i: .. c;; w:--,::e -::--.ecK1ng ;;._·.:-. .)nzattan, otne;
messages accor:-.;a::y th:s .-:-.essage. I:· :.-.:s error occurs dL:r::ig 
data set select:o::, ::he vo!u:::e is bypasoed. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: 

• For a logic a'. e:-ror dur:::g 0U1\1 P Run Access Method 
Services D!AG'-JOSE c::. the vo:-..::-:-.e to determine the 
problem, a::d correct t: '::y using :.-.e :Jrocedure 
recommended by the .-L-cess M;:.~:;:.::" .Services Reference. 

• For a logicai or physica: error du~:'."'2 RESTORE: Lse a 
previous bacKup copy to restore ·.C..e ~desired VSAM data 
set. 

ADR348E - ADR354W 

• For a physical I/O error during DUMP: Take the 
appropriate action recommended in your site, or contact 
your system programmer. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. . 

ADR351E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNEXPECTED END OF 
FILE ON DDNAME ddname 

Explanation: An unexpected end of file was encountered before 
the normal end of processing. The input used might have been 
created in a DUMP that abnormally ended. 
System Action: The task ends. The output volume or data 
sets may be unusable. Processing continues with the next 
control statement. The return code is 8 or 16. 
Programmer Response: Use a good copy of the backup, and 
rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR352W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLID ON lJNIT cuu, 
THAT HAD VSAM DA TA SETS, HAS BEEN 
CHANGED FROM volserl TO volser2 
DURING A TRACKS OPERATION 

Explan2tion: The output volume contains YSAM data sets. 
The VOLID was changed on the volume. If the tracks 
mapping these data sets were not copied or restored, these data 
sets might be inaccessible because of the change in the. VO LID. 
System Action: The VOLID was changed. The return code is 
4. 
Programmer Response: If the data sets are inaccessible, reset 
the YO LID to the original value. 
Operator Response: :-.i one. 
Problem Determination: Tabie l, items 1, 2, 3, .:.:., : J, 2C, a:1d 
29. 

ADR353I (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWT~G DATA 
SETS \VERE SELECTED FRO.\I VOLL:VIE 
volser 

Explanation: TY PRU N = N 0 RUN was specified in the EX EC 
state!Tl.er.t parame:e:-, and in data sets, :he list o' :-:ail.es t~a: 
follows this message met the filtering criteria on t:-:e volume. 
System Action: The data sets are not processed. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR354W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), ERRORS E.'\COL:"iTERED 
WHILE PROCESSING {VVDS\VTOC} O.'\ 
VOLL'1E volser 

Explanation: Erro:s were encountered while the V VOS or 
VTOC were being processed. 
System Action: If the error is on the YTOC, you cannot do a 
data set RESTORE on VSA\1 data sets. Only '.ull or tracks 
RESTORE can be done from the DUMP output. The return 
code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Other error messages accompany this 
message. If you want to do a data set RESTO RE from the 
0 UMP output, take the appropriate action and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 
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ADR355W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), CHANGE VOLID ON 
UNIT cuu FROM volsrl TO volsr2 

Explanation: A full CO PY or RESTO RE onto the volume was 
done from the source volume without specifying 
COPYVOLID. The VVDS data set narr:e in the VTOC and 
the volume ser:a'. ct" ~he V V R for the V VOS on the output 
volume were carried over from the input volume. This does 
not agree with the volume serial of the output volume. 
System Action: The VSAM data sets on the receiving volume 
cannot be accessed unti~ the volume ser;al of the receiving 
volume is changec!. The rctur:i code is .c.. 
Programmer Response: If you want to access VSAM data sets, 
use Device Support Facilities to change the volume serial of the 
receiving volume. Do not rerun the COPY or RESTORE job 
until the volume serial is changed because authorization checks 
may fail. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 13, 20, 25b, and 
29. 

ADR356E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TASK TERMINATED BY 
t.:1\1 EXIT (nn) 

Explanation: The indicated User Interaction Module exit point, 
nn, ended the related D FOSS function before normal 
completion. 
System Action: T'.":e return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items i, 3, 5, 13, 20, 29, and 
35. 

ADR357W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSING VSAM 
0.-\TA SETS CATALOGED IN THE 
I.'.'TEGR.-\TED CATALOG FACILITY IS :'\OT 
SLPPORTED L."\DER THIS OPERATI:'\G 
SYSTE:VI. 

Explanation: T:-.e ::-.put volume contair:ed VSA\.'l data sets 
cataloged in the [:-.:egrated Cat.alog Fac:'.:·.y Catalog, or a 
:-eqeest (specific .::~ ::-:-.plied) :o ;:irocess ~:.ese data sets was 
:::ade. SL!ch prccessc:-:g !s no: s'...lppor:eC: :::y DFDSS under this 
operating systerr.. You can process these C:ata sets only in the 
\t!VS1370 or \tl\'S XA Data Facility P:cC::.:ct environment with 
the REALLOC \! :.:c~o Supper: installed. 
System Action: 1:· :-equested, non-VSA\tl data sets are 
processed. The re::.::-n code is 4. 
Programmer Response: If non-VSAM da:a set processing is 
desired, but not re~t.:ested, rerun the job :-equesting only 
rion- VSAM data se~ ;:irocessing. 
Operator Response: '-i or.e. 
Problem Determin;:ition: If ::-.e syste::i :s :-:.::ming in the 
DFP/370 or DFP .\.-\with REALLOC \!aero Support 
tnstalled, take a SYS:-\BE:"JD DUMP o;; :-:-:essage ADR357W. 
Table I, iter;;s I.:. 3, 4, 5, ·~.-i. 20, 29. a:-:C: 35. 

ADR358W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), PROPER LEVEL levelnum 
OF productname .'iOT O" THE SYSTE:vt. 
{C0.\1\tlAND I VOLCME volser I DATA SET 
dsname} \VILL BE PROCESSED, re. 

Explanation: The proper level of the na:-r:ed licensed product is 
not installed. Tr.e :-eason code, re, indica:es: 

VSAM linear data set support requires MVS/XA Data 
Facility Produc: Version 2 Release 3.0. The target data set 
is allocated as ES OS. 

2 Locked user ca:alog support requires \lVS/XA Data 
Facility Procuc: Version 2 Release 3 .0. The LOCK status 
of the user catalog is ignored. 
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3 VSAM VRRDS data set support requires MVS/XA Data 
Facility Product Version 3 Release 3.0. The target data set 
is allocated as KSDS. 

System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR359W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UTILITY PROCESSING 
FOR DAT A SET dsname COMPLETED WITH 
WARNINGS. 

Explanation: The utility successfully processed the data set but 
issued warning messages during processing. These messages 
are not spooled to SYSPRINT unless the OFDSS parameter 
UTILMSG= YES is specified. 
System Action: Processing continues for other data sets. 
Return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Specify D FOSS parameter 
UTILMSG= YES. and rerun the job to view utility messages. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 13. 

ADR360l (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSING LOCKED 
USER CATALOG catname 

Explanation: The corresponding V V R for the integrated 
catalog facility user catalog being processed had the lock 
indicator set on. 
System Action: The function continues processing. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR361 E (xxx)-mrnmrnm(yy), REQCIRED LEVEL 
leve!num OF productname IS NOT ON 
SYSTEM. {FUNCTIONiVOLUME 
volserjDATA SET dsnamejKEYWORD 
keywordnarne} NOT PROCESSED, re. 

Explanation: The indicated levei of a system product is not 
installed, out it is required to process the particular D FOSS 
function, volume, or data set. The reason codes are: 

CO !'i VERT keyword with POSE sub keyword requires 
MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2 and MYS/SP Version 3 
Release 1.0 E. 

3 SMS function keyword requires MYS DFP Version 3 
Release l. 

System Action: The return code is 8. The functionivolumejdata 
se~ keyword is not processed. 
Programmer Response: Venfy that the indicated level of the 
sys:em product is installed and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: !'i or.e. 
Probiem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25 a, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR362T (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), NO BUFFER AVAILABLE 
& NONE IN WRITE 

Explanation: The D FOSS I/O modules cannot find a free 
buffer. There are outstanding requests for waits or checks. 
System Action: The job ends. The return code is 12. 
Programmer Response: Contact IBM for programming 
support. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, and 29. 



ADR363E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), SOURCE DATA SET 
dsname {IS EMPTY I HAS AN 
UNSUPPORTED DSORG}. IT WILL NOT 
BE COPIED TO PREALLOCATED TARGET 
DATA SET. 

ExplamHion: The data set will not be copied to the 
preallocated ~aiget data set for one of the following reasons: 

• It is empty. 

• It has a BLKSIZE of 0 and the target voiume is of unlike 
device. 

• It has a:i :.:r.suppor:ed DSORG and the target voiume is of 
unlike device. 

System Action: The data set was not copied. Processing 
continues. T'.":e ~eturn c:::de is 8. 
Programmer Response: To have the data set copied, do one of 
the followir.g: 

• For an er:;pty data se:, use ALLDATA or ALLEXCP to 
force copy of all allocated space in the data set. Make sure 
that the selected target volume is of like device and that the 
data set is not being reblocked. 

• For a data set with a BLKSIZE = 0, make sure that the 
selected target volurr:e is of like device. 

• For a da!.a set with a:-: unsupcor:ed DSORG, 17'.ake scire 
that the target volume is of like device. For a data set with 
an unsupported DSORG going to an unlike target device, 
specify tl:e PROCESS keyword with the L'NDEFI;\ED 
subkeyword. The specified or chosen target device must 
have a track capacity equal to or greater than the source. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Ta1Jle !, ite:-:--.s I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADRJ64\V (.\:x:<)-mmmmm(yy), TRACK CA.'\':'-.'OT BE 
RESTORED OLE TO DATA CHECK 
DCRI."'c'G DC:vtP. CCHH cchh, DDNA.\'IE 
ddn;.ime 

Explanation: -\:-: ::::n~ •.;, ::.s '2:1.Cou:-::.;;~ed on a D . .\S D \·:J'.>~'.":"\e 

dunr:g the D l_ \! P. Beca·.:se CA:'\CELERRO R i.vas '°''o: coded, 
a dummy reco~d was dc::-:-.::ed. This record ~s recognized during 
t'.-:e RESTOR= 
System Action: The r:-ic:c::.:ed track is not res:ored. Processing 
continues for o:'.-:er trac~s. The return code is a.. 
Programmer Response: L se I EH ATLAS to re-create the data. 
Operator Response: ~ o:-.e. 
Problem Determination: T::.':)\e I, items !, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR365E (Xxx;-mmmmm(yy), THE CATALOG cntname 
SPECIFIED L"\i {REC..\ TA.LOG i I:'-iCAT} IS 
'-OT AVA.IL\BLE. THE (COP! DC\.IP 
RESTORE CO~VERTV}TASKIS 
TER:VII~ATED. 

Explanation: T'.":e cataio~ s:;ecified in :he REC..\ T.:\LOG or 
!:\CAT para:-:'.e:e: does:-:.::: exist or is not ava,1ab~e or. :he 
system. 
System Action: Perforrr,a:-:ce of the task ends. The return 
code is 8. 
PiOgrammer Response: E~sure that the catalog :iame is 
correct and ava'.~abie. ar.c ~erun the job. 
Operator Response: :"'k;-:e. · 
Problem Determination: Ta:;le I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR363E ADR367E 

ADR366W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), TRACK cchh WRITTEN TO 
VOLUME volser WITH INVALID TRACK 
FORMAT 

Explanation: The track identified by the cchh had invalid track 
format on the source volume dur!:1g DtJ\!P or COPY. It w::.s 
restcred or copied with ~he same condition to the indicated 
target volume. When this track is accessed on the target 
volume. the invalid-track-format condition will recur. Or, a 
BDAM data set that could not be accessed by relative block 
address (that is, it had a standard user label or its record 
forma: was not fixed or fixed block) was being copied from a 
smaller-capacity DASO to a larger-capacity DASO. A track 
of data from the smaller-capacity device could not fit on the 
track of the larger-capacity device. This condition can occur 
when the data set without fixed or fixed-block record format 
has a iarge maximum blocksize but the actual blocks are so 
small that the track of the larger-capacity device cannot contain 
all the smaller blocks because of the increased inner-block gap 
size of the larger-capacity device. AD R366 W is issued for each 
track copied that will not fit on the track of the larger-capacity 
device, and the copy will continue. (You ca:n stop the copying 
of such data sets by using the CANCELERROR keyword. 
Refer to the use of CANCELERROR in the DFDSS Reference 
and in Message ADR367E in this manual.) 
System Action: Operation continues and the remaining tracks, 
if any. are ~es to red. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, !terns I, 2, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR367E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), (RO COUNT 
FIELD!INVALID TRACK FORMAT} ERROR 
O'J (I:\IPUTIOCTPCT} VOLU'.\'1E volser cchh 
opcode csw sense 

Expi;rn;ltio:i: E~:~c :r~e ;:;:::l-:'.'. :~:~;::~< >::.-:: a:: :r:v:::.~!d :~2.-:~< 

r~<Jrrr.a~) 0:- a 3e2.~~~ ID fer RO o~ :::is t:--ad< failed. 
System Action: If the RO count fie:d error is encountered on 
an inpu: •;olu:-r.e a'.".d C:\:"SCELERROR was specif:ed. :'.-le 
:·· . .l~,c:.:c=-. -=~;.::: \v·.:~--. J. rz:tl~:-:-1 \;0CC .):· : ~, ~)t:-:'2:'°\Vtse, p:-ccessing 
~c:~~-~r.'~~.) :i:-:. . ..: -:... :-,_;~.-~~:-: CC(~2 ~J:· J. .S :.)e:. 

If lhe :nvaiid-t.rack-format condition was encountered, all the 

~he ()Ut~·J: vcl-...i~e ,~COPY anG DL \iP), and the track is 
!71arked as hav1r:.g an \nvalid-track-:'or~at condition on the 
output tape ( D L' \-! P only). l n this case, the .return code is set 
to 8. Also, this message is :ssued i1,stead of ADR366W when 
copyir.g BD ... \\I data sets when an \nvalid-t.rack-for:nat error 
ccct..:rs ;.)~ ~ \-\.·:-i:e :.) an ·~:1,J:.pu~ 'y'(.;;·~:-r:t! if the keyword 
C..\'-.'CC.'....ER..R.OR has jeer, ';Jec::~e:::. T'.:e C()py· of :'.'.e da~a 
~et ~,~ce:':~:-" .. :; ·.~e ·.~·,:a:ld-tra'2k-:'r-:;r~-:a: 2:-:·ur is stoppec! 1 :l:--.C. the 
:a.: .. ge .. _ i:.:i:21. sc~ :s C.r:~.:::ed. 8c:..::.iu.:::e 8~ ::"":r.; ~..:0:1c'~rrc~~t tJrccessing 
c.C ~_:te G 1.J.t.;:',,..;.~ j·._.::·:2:--s or: ~r.e \\;' RlTEs 1 3.S ~nany as th~ee tr.val'.d 
:~~cks :-:--.::;>: ·:~.: ·.v7':::·.;;-t :1er··.J;": ~:-'C(::3'-1s::~g '-.. ;f t:--.e data se~ \;an be 
er:C.eC ":·.:~a~ ~3, ~-~:-~e .:_\[)RJC!I.:. ::-:t::::s25es ~1ight Ce issL:eci 8efore 
the copy car: 'se er:.dcd). The CO PY joo will continue to 

Programmer Response: [ :· the :·unc~io;-, ends because of the RO 
count fie'.d error, cor~ect the RO record using Device Support 
Factiities a:id rerun :he JOh. For an invalid-track-format 
c8:id!t,cn, ~he u:-:c~ ;-ieeJs co reconstruct the track in error after 
the RESTORE. 

If CA:\CELERROR has been speci'.ied, the invalid track 
format t"ack '.s e~aseJ fr~;m the tJ.:ge~ and the target data set is 
deleted C'~nng COPY or RESTO RF ;;:-occssing. 
Operator Response: :\one. 
Problem Determination: Table!, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 
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ADR368E - ADR373E 

ADR368E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), I/0 ERROR ON DDNAME 
ddname WHILE {PROCESSING 
VTOCIADVANCING TO i\"EXT TRAILER 
RECORD} xxxxxx 

Explanation: An I/O error was encountered in processing the 
VTOC or in bypassing the fiie for a data se: RESTO RE. The 
xxxxxx is the SYNAD information passed by the access 
method routines. 
System Action: If the operation was to precess the VTOC, the 
restore ends and no further processing is performed. If the 
operation was to advance to the next trai:e~ ~ecord, the restore 
continues 'oecause the I/O error occurred o:: a record that was 
not needed for this restore. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If the operation was to process the 
VTOC, use a different version of the backu? copy. If the 
operation was to advance to the next trailer record, permanent 
errors will result if a future RESTORE is attempted to restore 
the record that had the 1/0 error. 
Operator Response: ."i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2., 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
30. 

ADR369D (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), AUTHORIZE FOR 
{READ!WRITE} ACCESS {A 
CHECKPOINT/RESTART DATA SET!A 
RACF DATA SET O'i 'iO'i-RACF 
SYSTEM!A VVDSI A VTOCIXIICF VSAM 
DATA SET ON NON-ICF SYSTEM} ON 
volser,jobname,stepname, REPLY U ORT 

Explanation: The requested authorization is for: 
• A checkpoint/restart data set 
• A RACF data set on a non-RACF sys:em 
• A VVDS or VTOCIX data set 
• Ail i:-:.eg~a:ed ca:a:og facil'.:y-cata'.oge-: VSX'v1 data set on 

a r.c:-:'.:-::egratec ..::a:aiog ;'ac::::y sys:e:-:-.. 
System Action: Processing co:-:::nues acc:::~c:::g t.o the 
operatior. action. If the opera:or replies T, a full or tracks 
operatic:-: e:-:ds and. on a da:a set operatic:-:. :he data set is not 
processed. The re:u~r, code :s 8. A. ~epiy ~ :· C a.L.:thorizes t!-1e 
data set :o "::e processed. 
Programmer Response: Ins::-·.:..::: :he ope:-::.::::;- to authorize the 
processing via a re:cly of U, ar:d reru:t the :ob. 
Operator Response: Respond R. zz,L· to ..:::_se DFDSS to 
continue ;rocessmg the data se: or volur..e. Respond R 22, T to 
end the L:nction and cause processing to cor.tinue for the next 
data set or next control statement. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1. :. 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR370E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), I'i\"AL!D SEQCE'.'iCE 
'.'iL\tBER O'i DD:\A.\lE ddname LAST 
YYYYYYYY :\'.EXT zzzzzzzz 

Explanation: Dur;r,g :i. RESTO RE, ::-:e se:::_..:e:1.ce :-iumce;- of 
\.he reco~c ~cad (zzzzzzzz in hexadec:ma:~ :.:d not match the 
previous :-ecord processed (yyyyyyyy in !-:e.xadecimal). If there 
is an er:d of vo\l!1c;e :nvolved, a :ape :nig::: :-:ave been mounted 
in the v,:rong sequence. 
System Action: Processing continues wit'.". ::-:e next control 
statement. If the output volume was upca:ed, a return code of 
16 is set: otherwise, a return code of 8 is se:. 
Programmer Response: Probaole user er~c:-. :'vlount the 
proper restore tape, or use the correct dt.:::-.::; data set. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, ~, 4, 13, and 28. If 
tapes we:e not involved or tapes were rr.c-.:r.:ed in the right 
sequence, take actions Sb, 29, and 35. 
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ADR371D (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), 1/0 ERROR ON volser 
DURING AUTH CHECKING FOR 
{INPUTIOUTPUT} ACCESS, jobname, 
stepname, REPLY U ORT 

Explanation: An 1/0 error was encountered while the VTOC 
was accessed for authorization checking. 
System Action: Processing continues, depending on the 
response from the operator. A reply of T ends the function 
with a return code of 8. · · · 
Programmer Response: Instruct the operator to let DFDSS 
continue processing, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: If the user has authorization to access the 
volume, reply R 22, U to continue the function. Otherwise, 
reply R 22, T to end the function. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR372W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ALIAS dsname NOT 
RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG catname, 
re 

Explanation: The user catalog alias was not restored for the 
restored user catalog. The reason code, re, indicates why, as 
follows: 

00 User catalog aliases are not restored when the user catalog 
is restored to a nonempty preallocated target. 

04 The user catalog for this alias was not restored 
successfully. 

08 A duplicate name exists in the master catalog for the alias. 

12 A catalog error other than duplicate data set name 
occurred while the alias was being restored. 

System Action: The user catalog alias is not restored. 
Processing continues with the nex: cia~a set. The systerr: return 
code is 4. 

Programmer Response: The user catalog was restored. To 
define the alias, do the foliowing according to the reason code: 

00 Lse the IDCA:V!S DEFI:\E ,\Li.-\S command to ce:-:ne 
the alias if it does not exist ar:d :s desired. 

04 Other messages indicate why the user catalog was not 
restorec. Correct the proble:-r'. a::d :-erun the restore. 

08 If the duplicate name in the master catalog is an alias for 
the restored user catalog, no action is necessary. If the 
duplicate name is not an alias, correct the problem. If the 
alias is required, define it using the IDCAMS DEFI'.'IE 
ALIAS command. 

12 Detern;:ne the error from message AD R497 E that ;:;recedes 
:his message and cor~ect :he proclem. Then defir.e :he 
alias using the IDCAMS DEFI'E ALIAS command. 

Operator Response: :--.i one. 
Problem Determination: Table i, i:er.ts i, 3, 4, 13, and 2 9. 

ADR373E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), REQUESTED TRACK (cchh 
I (SOME)} NOT O:\'. !:\'.PUT DDNA:\lE 
ddname 

Explanation: The track requested for the RESTO RE is not on 
the input file. It was probably not dumped. If the cchh is not 
printed, then some of the requested tracks are not on the input 
volume. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The retL:~n code is 8 if the task is a 
data set RESTO RE or a full or cracks RESTORE that does not 
result in an unusable output volume. The return code is 16 if a 
full or tracks RESTORE results in an unusable output volume. 
Subsequent tracks are not restored. 



Programmer Response: Either change the track range 
requested, or RESTORE from a different copy of the backup. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. List the second and third records on the input file to 
determine the tracks that are on the input file. See the Data 
Facility Dara Set Services. Diagnosis Guide under "Format oi 
the DFDSS Dump Data Set" for descriptions of these records. 

ADR374E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), L''.'JABLE TO OPEN 
DDNAME ddname, xx-yyy 

Explanation: DFDSS was unable to OPEN the indicated data 
set for the indicated reason code (xx). The yyy is the return 
code passed by RDJFCB. The possible reason codes are: 

8 

10 

12 

14 

RDJFCB failure. 

Invalid parameters passed in JCL. The following are 
the probable reasons: 

• SYSIN/SYSOUT data set 
• DIS P = SH R coded for the output data set 
• BLKSIZE less than 7892 bytes 
• DSO RG other than PS 
• BU F N 0 specified. 

OPEN failure. 

Invalid file format passed in the JCL. One of the 
following is true: 

• RECFM is not FB or F 
• RECLEN is not 80 
• BLKSIZE is not a multiple of the record length. 

System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control statement. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the parameters in error, a::c' 
rer:..rn the jc·::. 
Operator Response: :\ cr:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, 
29, and 35. 

ADR375E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname IS 
PARTITIONED, BLT HAS NO DIRECTORY. 
IT CAN ONLY BE (COPIED!RESTORED} 
TO A LIKE DEVICE 

Explanation: T'.!e data set is partitioned, but has no directory. 
It can be co~:ed or restored only to a like device, but no like 
devices were available or usable. 
System Action: Function fails for that data set. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Rerun the job, ensuring that a like 
device witr. s-...::"'.:cient space is available. 
Operator Response: :\ c;.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 15, 
20, ai1d 29. 

ADR376E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), CNABLE TO ACQCIRE 
ADDITIONAL STORAGE FOR THE TASK 

Explanation: Additional storage was required LO continue the 
function, bli: :: was not available. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next controi s:atement. The return code is 8. An abend 80A 
might occu:- ct.::-ing D FOSS post processing. 
Programmer Response: Provide adequate storage by increasing 
either the REGION size, the SIZE parameter, or both, or 
respecify the r!ltering criteria to reduce the number of data sets 
for the opera::on. Rerun the JOb. See the Data Faciliry Data 
Set Services. r..:ser's Guide under "Storage Requirements" for 
more information on storage estimates. 
Operator Response: None. 

ADR374E 

Problem Determination: Table l, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR377W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), COMMAND IS NOT 
SUPPORTED FOR DATA SET dsname ON 
VOLUME volser 

Explanation: The COPY, DUMP, or data set RESTORE 
command does not support the data set organization of the 
indicated data set. The volume indicated is the logical volume 
during a RESTORE. The PRINT command does not su~port 
split-cylinder data sets or nonintegrated catalog facility VSA\1 
data sets. 
System Action: Processing continues for other data sets. The 
return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR3781 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS WERE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED 
FROM VOLUME volser 

Explanation: A list of data set names follows this message. 
The volume indicated is the logical volume for a RESTORE. 
System Action: None. 
Pro~rammer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR379E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), {OBTAIN ERROR xxxxjNO 
F2/F3 DSCB!NOT F2/F3 DSCB!ERROR I'.'J Fl 
DSCBiERROR IN F3 DSCBITOO MA~Y 
EXTENTSINO EXTENTS} [AT CCHH cchhJ 
ON VOLL.\-IE volser FOR 
{DSNA.\-lEiCLCSTER:--..:A.\-lE name 
COMPONENTNA.\-lE name} 

Explanation: Errors were encountered when the extents :·:Jr :he 
data se: were accessed. The possible errors are: 

• 0 BTAI N failed while t:Ce extents :·or the data set a:-e 
re::-:eved. 

• T'.:e VTOC entry indicated that the data set had more :han 
t:-:;-ee extents, but the additional ex:ent descriptions -:::::'..:ic 
not be located. The VTOC entry for an ISA.\tt data set did 
not include the ISAM-specific information. 

• T!te record retrieved from the VTOC was not of the 
expected type. 

• The description for one of the first three extents had e:-;c:s. 

• T:-.e descriptions for ex:ents beyond ::-i.e th~rd ex:en: '.-.ac. 
-=~r,Jrs. 

• T'.-:e :-iumber of exten:s was more ::-:an the number 
s-...:cported (!6 for a non-VSAM ca:a set and 123 f"o:- a 
\/SAM data set). 

• The extent informatior: in the VTOC entry is r:ull. 

During a RESTORE, the volume serial is the logical voit::-:te. 
System Action: For non-VSAM data sets, only the retrieved 
extents are processed. If the error occ:.:rred during a data set 
DU .\1 P and the data set is restored du:-;ng a subsequent data 
set RESTORE, only the successfully dumped extents are 
restored. If the error occurred on a VSA.\tl data set, it is not 
processed. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: L' se I EH LIST to verify the DSC Bs for 
the VTOC. If the VTOC does not contain errors, rerun the Job 
to dump the data set. Use a prior backup copy of the dump to 
restore the data set if it occurs during a RESTORE. 
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ADR380E - ADR380E 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, 
2Sb, and 29. 

ADR380E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname NOT 
PROCESSED, (rcjrc-xxx) 

Explanation: The data set was not copiec, restored, converted, 
or released. The reason codes, re, are: 

0 

2 

3-xxx 

3-004 

3-008 

3-012 

3-016 

3-020 

3-024 

3-048 

3-052 

3-072 

3-076 

3-100 

3-104 

3-116 

3-120 

3-132 

3-148 

3-152 

3-156 

3-164 

3-168 

An unmovable/ABSTR/ISAM data set was not 
preallocated. Either the system does not support 
allocation of these cata sets, or you are atte:npting 
physical restore of a nonpreal!ocated 
unmovable/ABSTR/ISAM data set. 

Replace was not si:;ecified for t:::e unmovable data set. 

There were unmatched extents on input and output 
for an unmovable/ABSTR/ISA\.1 data set. The 
extents of the source unmovabie data set are printed. 

DADSM was unac:e to ai!oca:e a data set. The 'xxx' 
indicates DADSM (SVC 32) return codes. See your 
System-Data Administration book or MVS/370 
DADSM Diagnosis Reference or .\1VS/XA Data 

·Facility Product Version 2: Diagnosis Reference for 
more information. 

The dsname of request already exists on this volume; 
initial allocation was not poss1b~e under the given 
name. 

No room was available in the VTOC. 

A permanent 1/0 error or an error returned by 
CVAF was encoun:e::-ed. 

Direct access to the absolute t:-ack was unava!lable. 

The average recorc :ength is g~~:::.:e:- than 65535 
bytes. 

The ~ara7,ete: '.is: ·.:.:::.s '.n·.·a'.'.c. 

The JFCB •;,;as '.::·;::.>: or a ;;a~:~:.: DSCB ;:c::-::er was 
specified. 

The DOS VTOC ..::~:-.:-:ct 'se c:::::-.'. ~~:ed to a:'. OS 
YTOC. 

~o space paramete:- was given :Jr a new da:a set, or 
zero space was req~ested at absolute track zero. 

CYL and CONTIG ~equests cc:::":ict. 

The space subpara:-:-:e:er was '.::·;?.'.id. 

L se:- labels \.ve~e ;-:c: suppor:eC.. 

DSS I ZE = 0 ar:d !:"'.::-.::71um allcx::. ::on unit ;s g~eater 
:han 0. 

OSSIZE :s :tot a :-:-:~:::p!e of ::-:e :-:-.:!1imurr; c...:ocat;o:: 
unit. 

Space request mus: ~e ABSTR :·::::~ a DOS vciume. 

Overlapping extents ·.vere in the \ TOC. 

Overlapping DOS spi!t-cylinde:- ex:ents were '.:t the 
YTOC. 

DADSM allocation ended beca~se of possib:e YTOC 
errors. 

Allocation ended bec:n.:.se of DOS stacked pack 
format. 

RACO EF failed; data already was defined. 
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3-172 

3-176 

3-180 

3-184 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11-xx 

12 

13-xx 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

The user was not authorized to define the data set. 

The installation-wide exit rejected the request with a 
return code of 8. 

The installation-wide exit rejected the request with a 
ret;,irn code of 4. 

RACF was defined with modeling specified; the 
model was not found. 

The authorization check failed. 

The block sizes of the target and source data sets do 
not match. This can be caused by attempting to 
move a data set created in an N* S 12 environment to 
a non-N* 512 environment, or vice versa. 

The volume sequence number did not match. 

DSORG did not match. 

There was an error in the rename filter. 

The movable data set on the receiving volume is not 
the same size as the data set on the source volume. 
The data set is in use and cannot be scratched and 
reallocated. 

The movable data -set on the receiving vol~me is 
smaller than the data set on the source volume. 
Failure occ:.irred in the scrntch; the data set cannot 
be scratched and reallocated. 

The VVDS calls failed. See return code SO under 
message IDC30091 in the System Messages for 'xx.' 

The extents mapped by the VTOC and VVDS on 
DASO do not match the VVDS on the input logical 
volume. 

Re:r'.evir.g ::-:e extents f~om the VTOC failed. xx is 

Ccmponen: r.ames do not match. Either the 
component was redefined since the data set was 
ta:keC ;,.i~: o:- ;: is a :-::.t..:'.:ivol~rr1e data set, and the 
inpu: ar,c c~:put voluT.es are different volumes of a 
rr.ult.ivolt,;r;-,e data set. 

The number of components differs on input and 
ot.:t;iut. E:t'.',er the component was redefined since the 
data set was backed up; or it is a multivolume data 
set, and inp;,it and output volumes are different 
volumes of a multivolume data set. 

The beginning RBA for the components does not 
match on ~nput and output. The input and output 
voiurr:es are different voi'J.mes of a multivolume data 
se::.. 

Primaryisecondary indicators do not match on input 
and ou::.;;u'.. The input a;;d output volumes are 
different vo!u:nes of a :::ultivolume data set. 

REPLACE or RENAME (conditional or 
U:1conditior:al) was not specified for the movable 
non-VSA.\.! data set, or REPLACE was not specified 
for a VSA\.I data set. 

The extents mapped by the YTOC do not match the 
V VOS on :'.":e output volume. 

20-xxxx,yyyy The data set on the output volume is. smaller than 
on the input logical volume. xxxx = data 
component size in tracks (hexadecimal). yyyy = 
index cor.:ponent si;:e in tracks (hexadecimal). 

21 The VYDS, BCS, or VTOCIX cannot be restored to 
a different volume. 



22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

The :ccation of where the unmovable data set is to be 
allocated is not free, and FORCE is not specified. 

The i::1dicated data set is a duplicate data set and 
exists on more than one input volume. 

The ::~ea!located :arget data set was defined with a 
la:-5::~ -:ont:-o; :i.:-ea size than the source data set. 

DFDSS cannot restore data sets with a volume serial 
of MIGRAT. 

CVO L cannot be replaced. 

lnp·_: :utpi.:: block cannot be built because one or 
mo~e ::.:- the roi!owing conditions exists: 

• Dcname is not found. 
• D::r:arr.e is a SYSIN or SYSPRINT. 
• G;:·.ice is not DASO. 
• Device is not supported. 
• I :-.correc: r ar.ges are specified for DAS D. 

Tl-:e .:.:.:a.:og ;"e::..:r:-: code 'has unexpected. 

No c.;:;:iut volumes were available because one of the 
fo!lc.i.::-:g conditions exists: 

• T::ere are no volumes in the output volume list 
:::at fulfill the requirements of the target volumes 
:.-.at is, same or like device type). 

• i .:-.e data set ;s preaiiocated, and its attributes do 
::ct match those of the source data set. (The 
:.:.:-;et ca~a set is single volume and the source 
ca:a set is multivolume, or vice versa.) 

A:: volumes of a preallocated multivolume data 
se: are not included in the output volume list. 

::._:- .:.::e:-:-::: :s ::-:ace :c:: :-es:ore an unmovable 
.:.:.·."- se: ,_,·:-:::e :):...l:::.:t v:::.'.:...l::-:es a:-e soecif:ed 

:. _:_-_::;~: 1: ~~as: as m;...:c~ space as is required by 
e ::..::-. cc~:-es;:c:-:c:r:g sot.:rce volume. 

• :-.e vc:'J:-:-:es c:-: which :r:e preallocated VSA\1 
.:.-:-·.:::--: ~·2s~ce .:o :-:ct :-:-:a:..:~1 tf-:e volumes listed in 
:.-.~ :::.:~,:c; e::::-:: for ::-:e -:::uster. This can 
:-.::.::::e::. '.or exa:-:-:p:e, :: ::-:e preallocated cluster is 
.:::.:::.'.oged ou:s:cie :he star.dard order of search or 
; -.:: -:::a.cgec a: ail. ·xr-.::e another cluster with 

·. - e sa:-:-.e :-.aL::e :s cataioged in the standard order 

. ..\ \SA\! data set was preallocated on the target 
·.:. _::i.es, ~u: :iO catalog entry was found. 

Tl:e · .... ..::-ne se:-;_a:s of the ~reallocated, cataloged 

Ve.·_:-·.:: 

T:.::.: ·. S ·\.'vl ·.:ia.~J. ;e: ;,vas :~e:i::ocated on source 
'-·c.<_:-:-.~: ·:·~: :~--::: ..:;;.:a>:)g c~::~~_, ~.vas no~ found. 

Sp::.-::: ,-:-: :i-.e cu:;:_: volt.:r-:-1es was insufficient to 
:-es:_ ... ~~ ::-:e Ga.:2.. se:. 

Oa:::. :e: :ic: ;:;recessed. Catalog eri.try for an 
S\!S-:-:-.::.:-:aZ,ed C.:a:a se~ was found but there was no 
cor:-e:: ~:-.d::-.g VTOC e;:t;"y. 

Tf-:e '. S . ..\:Vt cefi:-,e '.ailed. 

Prc-:e:: :-.g c'. a VS.-\\! use:- catalog is not supported 
w'.-,e:- '.\.DD'~ . ..\\! E or IN OYNAM is specified. 

Tl-:.:: :-.e·.~ nar::e spec;iied with RENAME or 
RE.' ..\\!EL already exists on the volume. The 
REP :....-\CE ;:ara:":":e:er cannot be specified with the 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

50 

52 

54 

56 

58 

60 

70 

71 
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RENA\.tE or RENAMEU keywords. REPLACE is 
ignored if it is specified. 

The V V R for a component of the data set was found, 
but no corresponding DSCB was found. 

RENA\fE'RENAMEU is not sup~orted for 
unmova·:::e data sets. 

A nonexistent catalog is specified in the 
RECAT ALOG parameter, but the target data set is 
not S\fS :-:-:anaged. 

During ;::-.ysical restore, the target voiur:1e is r:ot 
SMS !T'.a::aged, but one of the following situations 
occurs: 

• The ACS routine returned an SMS storage class. 
• Tl-:e -.:ser specified BY PASS ACS with 

STORCLAS. 
• The user specified BYPASSACS without 

STORCLAS, but the source data set was S:VtS 
ma:: aged. 

The NOPACKING keyword was specified for the 
data set, out the preallocated target was on an unlike 
devi.ce. 

During ;::hysical restore, the target volume is S:'viS 
managec, ':Jut one of the following situations occurs: 

• The ACS routine returned NU LL storage ciass. 
• The user specified BYPASSACS with 
~ L' LLSTO RC LAS. 

• The user specified BY P ASSA CS without . 
NULLSTORCLAS, but the source data set was 
r:c: S\!S managed. 

• The da~a set is not suppoited by SMS. 

The so·...l~c2 -:omponent iS mcitivoiu:-:-:e, a:-.d ::~e 

preal:c-:::.:ec :arge~ is either a diffo~e:-.: s:ze c:- :s :-.c·.v 
single -.. c. ~::-.e. 

The prea::ccated target is too small a::.d is not :::e 
~:rs:~;:::.:-: ::·~· i :-::.ul:ivolu::~e da:J. set . 

Alicea: . ..::-. ;'. .. :-r2source faiieci because DFDSS _::ec a 
utility :.:: ;:e:-:-crm data mcvement. Processing e:-:cs. 

per t~::.::-: :'":::- the target device beca;_:se of an ~:-: .. a:rd 
source ca:a set blocksize. 

The :-eq:..:es:ed data set is a POSE, but :VtVS/DFP 
Versie:. 3 Release 2 or later is not avaliable o:, :'.;e 
system. 

The :ec_es:-:d data set is a POSE, ~ut \!VS SP 
Vers:c:--.: ::Z2lease l.OE or later is ::o: ava1la:::~2 ~· .. 
the syL::~. 

T:1e re.::_;;s:-:c.i dztt:i. set is a POSE ju: S.\!SX :s :-.~: 

cur~e:.:.:- ::. -. a!laole andior :he POSE car:'1.ot ~e 
aiioca:ec. ::.:-:d accessed at this ttme. 

The re-.:...les:-:d data set is a POSE, :Out :l-:e :a~5e: 
volu:-r:e .se:ec:ed is not SMS-managec. A POSE can 
reside c::-.:y on SMS-managed volumes. 

The ie2_...les:ed data set is a POSE but there is a 
preallc;:::.:cc target data set that is not a POSE. 

Dyna:-:-:'.-: ::.'.'.ocation failed for DFDSS export cata 
set. 

The S \!S ::-.dicator in the VTOC entry is off, s:ating 
that tl-:e ~::.:a set is not S\-!S, but the volume is S\lS 
managec 
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System Action: The return code is 8. The data set is not 
processed. 
Programmer Response: Take the following action, depending 
on the reason code (re): 

0 Preallocate the data set with the size and location of the 
extents to mate:: those o:: ::--,e source ':oiume, or specify 
FORCE. Rerun the job. 

Specify REPLACE and rerun the job. 

2 Copy/Restore of unmovabie/ABSTR,ISAM data sets is 
allowed only ;f :::e size a:::c !ocation of :he extents match 
and the data set is preallocated. Initialize a new DASO 
volume with the VTOC extent matching the input logical 
volume, do a TRACKS COPY/RESTORE to copy the 
VTOC and TRACK 0, and do a data set 
COPY/RESTORE of the failing data set. Use the 
appropriate utility for the type of data set to move the data 
set from the scratch volur:;e to the failing volume. 

3 Take appropriate ac:ion according :o :he DADS M return 
code. 

4 Acquire adequate authorization (RACF or password). If it 
is a checkpoint/restart or system data set, instruct the • 
operator to allow the function to continue. You can also 
change the user authorization exit routine to allow access 
to the data set. Rerun t!-:e job. 

5 Copy or restore the data set in the same environment in 
which it was created. 

6 For a multivolume non-VSAM data set, the volume 
sequence number must match. For a VSAM data set, the 
beginning RBA of the da:a set on t'.:e volume must match. 

7 If it is the same data set, use AMAS PZAP to modify the 
DSO RG f"!e'.c :::: VTOC e:::::-y. Re:--.::--. :he job. 

8 Cor:-ect :he Re'.;.-\.\[ E ::.:e: speci:-:;:::..:::rn. Rer'..ln the job. 

9 Ren.::-i the JCO ·x:-.er: ::--.e :::a:a set is :--.o: in use. 

10 Sc:-J.:;::'.1 the ca:: set ::i.:-:c :-e:-·-.:n the 'c:. 

11 See :-eur;;. ;::0ce 5 ~ '-.:::ce:- :-:-.essage r DC3009 ir: System 
,\,f essages. 

1 2 L' se a diff ere:--.: ":· ::.c'c.::: ~: ::- y to res:0~e the data set. 

13 Contact your s:!sterr: prog:-arnmer. 

14 If it is not a :iluitivolurr:e data set, deiete the data set on 
DASO and resubmit the ~ob. If it is a multivolume data 
set a:-id a RESTO RE ir: w::ich the da:a set is not restored 
fror'.1 the cor:-ec: '.;:put '.c~:cal volur:::e, resubmit the job to 
res:o:-e from :'.-".e ?rope:- :.::;'.cal vo'.'..l:-:-.e. If it is a COPY, 
pJ.ss ·.:Ce ::::~ope:- ::c;n:: a:-.c. )r outp·..:: ·,c[umes and rerun the 
jOr. 

17 See reason code nurnbe:-- · -·1 

18 Specify REPL\CE, RE:\.-\:V!E, or RENAME
U:\CONDITIO"iAL ~RESTORE oniy) if it is a 
non-VSAM data set. Specify REPLACE if it is a VSAM 
data set. 

19 Run the DIAG.'\OSE co:-:;mand of . .\ccess Method 
Services to dete:-mine ::--.e error. 

20 Delete the data set and ~edefine it. 

21 FL)f non-S\IS-rnanaged data sets, res:ore to the correct 
DASO voiume, or use c:--.e LVOL parameter to restore 
from the correct logical volume. For an SMS-managed 
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user catalog, specify the correct DASO volume in the 
OUTDD/OUTDY parameter, and ensure that the volume 
is in a Storage Class with the guaranteed space attribute. 

22 Specify FORCE or free the corresponding location on the 
target volume, and rerun the job. 

23 If it is a multivolume data set, correct Ihe lasr volume 
indicator and the volume sequence number fields in the 
VTOC, or catalog the data set in the proper sequence in 
the appropriate catalog. Rerun the job. 

24 Specify RENAME or RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL or 
delete the preallocated target data set, then rerun the job. 

25 Recall the data set and retry the restore operation. 

26 Delete the CVOL from the target volume, then rerun the 
job. 

27 Take one or more of the appropriate actions listed below, 
then rerun the job: 

• Ensure that a DDNAME statement is present in job 
step. 

• Ensure that the ddname is not that of a SYSIN or 
SYS PRINT. 

• Ensure that the device specified is a DASO. 
• Ensure that the device is supported on the system. 
• Ensure that the correct ranges are specified for DASO. 

28 Refer to message AD R497 E, printed before this message, 
and take the appropriate action. 

29 Take one of the actions listed below; then rerun the job: 

• Supply a new choice of output volumes. 

• Ensure that the attributes of the source and the 
preallocated target match. 

• Ensure that the data set ts _;a:a:oged ar:d :he catalog 
volumes and output volurr:es o:; which it is 
preallocated match. 

• Restore as a movable data set by specifying the 
FORCE keyword. 

• Supply :.he name of the ca:a:cg :n which the 
preallocated cluster resides, either by using 
JOBCAT/STEPCAT or :'.":e RECATALOG keyword. 
If the preallocated target clus:e:- is not cataloged in any 
catalog, then either catalog it or delete it. 

• Ensure that the preallocated target data set is cataloged 
in the standard order of search. 

30 Ensure that the correct target voiu;::es for the multivolume 
data set are specified in the out;;:..:: DD statements, then 
rerun t:-,e job. 

31 Ensure that a STEPCAT DD or a JOBCAT DD statement 
exists for the catalog with the \S . .\\1 data set on it. If a 
STEPCAT DD or JOBCAT DD statement already exists, 
ensure that it points to the correc: catalog, then rerun the 
job. 

32 Provide a different choice of output volumes, then rerun 
the job. 

33 Provide a different choice of output volumes, then rerun 
the job. 

34 Delete the catalog entry for the faiiing data set. Full 
volume dump/restore does not ailocate data sets. 
However, it does restore all of the data tracks as well as 
the VTOC. Thus, full volume restore can be used to 
restore cataloged SMS-managed data sets with no 
corresponding VTOC entries. 



35 Choose a different name for the target data set or specify 
REPLACE, then rerun the job. 

36 Ensure that the catalog to be moved meets the INCLUDE, 
EXCLUDE, or BY filtering criteria, then rerun the job. 

37 Ensure :ha: t::.e ::ew ::ame spec:'..ed with RENAME or 
RENAME C does not already exist on the volume. If the 
new name already exists, it must be deleted or another new 
name must be specified before retrying the command. 
REPLACE is ignored if RENA\.1E or RENAMEU is 
used. 

38 Delete the VY R for the failing component, and rerun the 
job. 

39 Specify REPLACE to replace the unmovable data set 
under the old name, and rerun the job. 

40 Ensure that the catalog name is correct and available if the 
target data set is not S:'v1S-managed, and rerun the job. 

41 Specify either an S:'vfS target or a NULLSTORCLAS. 

42 Delete and reallocate the target partitioned data set on a 
like device, or rerun the job without specifying 
NOPACKING for the data set. 

43 Specify a non-SMS target. 

44 Delete the data set on DASO, and resubmit the job. 

45 Delete the data set on DASO, and resubmit the job. 

46 Rerun the job when the data set is not in use. 

50 Ensure that the source data set has a valid blocksize or 
preallocate a target data set with a valid blocksize. Specify 
the REPLACE keyword. 

52 Process :!-:e POSE using a syste:-::. that has MVS/DFP 
\iersior. 3 R::'.ease 2 er greate:- ::-.s:alled or do not select the 
POSE. 

54 Process ::-.e POSE :..:s::-:g a syste:-::. that has MYS/SP 
Version 3 Release l.O E or grea:er installed or do not select 
::-:e PDSE. 

56 Ensure ::Ca: S\1SX: :s ava1:abie a:-.C: that the POSE can be 
alloca:ed a::d accessec on :he sys:em. Rerun the job. 

58 E:;sure ::-:a: ::-:e :a;ge: voiL.::ne :·-:~ :'.le POSE is 
S :'vfS-mar;aged or do not se!ec: :::e P DS E. 

60 Process the P DS E 1.:smg the 
RENAMEiRE'.\A:'vfEuNCO:\DITIONAL keywords, or 
rename t\".e ;:;realloca:ed target ca:a set, or delete the 
;irea!located :arge: ca~a set. 

70 Deterrr:i::e ::-:e co;-:c:::on :'.:at ca..:sed the alloca:ion to fail 
for exa:--:c~'.e. a1.::'.-:v<za::c:: :·a:'...:~e. a::c so on), correct the 

'2r:or cor.di::c~::. a::c ~e:u:--. :::e ~o'.::. To bypass the problem, 
:'.le use~ '7:1.:s: ce'.'.::e a ger:eric ~~c:r-tle wit!1 'HLQ.*' 

71 Cor:ect ::Ce VTOC e:::~y ar:d ~e:..:n the job. 

Operator Response: '.'i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, i:e:-:-.s 1. 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
25b. Take actior;s 29 ar:d 35 on 3-4S, 3-52, 3-76, 3-100, 3-104, 
3-116, 3-120, a:ld 3-12.4. On a RESTORE, dump the VTOC 
track records on the ir,out that are at the beginning of the file. 

ADR381E ADR383W 

ADR38tE (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ALL OUTPUT VOLUMES 
INACCESSIBLE. DATA SETS NOT 
PROCESSED 

Explanation: The OUTDO subparameter is missing, or the 
output volume cannot be opened for a data set COPY or 
RESTORE. Message ADR307E might precede this message. 
System Action: The task ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR382W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS WERE NOT PROCESSED FROM 
VOLUME volser DUE TO ERRORS 

Explanation: The data sets in the list were not processed. 
Other messages that precede this message identify the error. 
System Action: The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Correct the problem according to 
preceding messages. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR383W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname NOT 
SELECTED 

Explanation: The data set was not selected. This condition can 
occur for several reasons including: 

• The fully qualified data set name did not pass the 
EXCLUDE, or BY filtering criteria. 

• T'.--.e data set name was specified more than once in the 
INCLUDE list. 

• L.::gical input volumes were specified during DUMP or 
COPY and D FOSS was unabie to locate :!le catalog '.n 
·.i.:'.-:ich the VSA.'v1 data set resides. 

• A VSAM data or index component r.ame was incorrectly 
s::;ecifiec! instead of tl:e cluster narr:e. D FOSS only 
p~'.)cesses VSA.vf data sets at the cluster name level. 

• r-:e data set has been migrated (volser = migrat). 

System Action: Tl":e data set is not processed. The returr; coce 
is 4. 

Programmer Response: Rerun the job after doing one of the 
followrr.g: 

• L. se the proper filtering criteria. 

• Do not duplicate data set names in the INCLUDE list. 

• E::s'..lre any VSA:'v! data sets to be processed are catalogec 
::: ::-:e standard order of search. 

• E::sure that YSAM cluster names were specified in the 
:: ~ :e :-:ng criteria. 

• I'.- :he data set you want is not cataloged, use the correct 
v;:;:;_:me serial number. If you want to operate on the 
::-.:grated data set, issue a DFHSM RECALL command for 
r:-:e data set. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, a:ld 
29. !:·:~is a RESTORE, print the VTOC track records on the 
dump tape. 
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ADR384E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNCATALOG FAILED 
FOR data set ON volser, {rclrc-xx} 

Explanation: The UNCATALOG operation failed for the 
indicated data set. The return code from the system uncatalog 
operation is given in re and the reason cede, if any, in xx. 
System Action: P:-ccessing cci:.Cinues. T:-:e ;etum code is 8. 
Programmer Response: See the Catalog Administration Guide 
under "Using Catalog Management Macro Instructions for OS 
CVOLs" for an explanation of return and reason codes, and 
take the appropriate action. 
Operator Response: :-,; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR385E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), CATALOG FAILED FOR 
data set ON volser, {rclrc-xx} 

Explanation: The CATALOG operation failed for the 
indicated data set. The return code from the system catalog 
operation is give:; ~:1 :c and the reason cede, if any, in xx. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: See the Catalog Administration Guide 
under "l..:sing Catalog Management Mac~o Instructions for OS 
CVOLs" for an explanation cf return and reason codes. and . 
take the appropriate action. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determin~tion: Tab'.e I, \, 2, J . ..:.. ! J, 2C, and 29. 

ADR386W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), UNIT '.';AME xxxxxx OF 
LOGICAL VOLUME volser DOES NOT 
MATCH ANY OUTPUT VOLUME DEVICE 
T'iPE 

Explanation: None of the output DASO volumes matched the 

;::·~:o~~~:~ ~fr.~;·~:~.~rc;~-~;~~ess0:~:r.~ ~~~;~s;~:d :t;0:\~~ to 
:-.=store to an ~r:~::<e c:e~..rice f:-8~1 a phys~:i. Jata set ciump :a:;:e. 
Svstem Action: P~ccessin2. cc:-.::nues -.1,::.-: :t:.e next source 
v;Iume, if any, or: ~r:e inp~t fiie. The rer:.::-:1 cede is 4. 
Programmer Response: Suc;:~y :he :r::.:c·:-.::-,g <'lUt~ut DA.SD 
vol:..i~e. ~i1C :e~:...::-: :::e job. i ~ ycu wa:-:: :._: resture t·J an uniiKe 

Operator Response: :--.;one. 
Probiem Determin:.ition: Tc.':;';: I. :t;::rs: :. 3, l, 13, 20. :i.:-:d 
29. 

ADR387E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING 
LOGICAL VOLCMES DID NOT PROCESS 
FRO'rl OlJ\;lP FILE: 

Explanation: The :.:ser requested a data set RESTORE from 
:t:e l1s:eC. ~og.::..:2.: \'0~'.....r::es f~o~l ~he 1~~·~: :-:~e, but the logica~ 
~;o'.~:-:--:es J.:-:~ :-:.'-~: :.)~ :::e !r:~:_: :'.~e. "'\ ~:s: ::·~· '/c;):jme serials 
:~oi~c-.. vs the rll~S.SJ.~~.:. 

System Action: ::-:: ~'2::J•~ ccC.e ~s 3. 
Programmer Response: I: '.~c; source "·c ~:":".e was processed, 
use the com~ct Rt:STORE ii.le or the co::ect source volume 
serial numbers. :i.:,d rerun :he ;ob. 
Operator Response: >.;one. 
Problem Determination: Ta8~e !, items ! , 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR388W (.x.xx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname NOT 
O~ ANY VOLC'r1E. 

Expl;rnation: The ~equested data sets are :iot on the source 
volumes on the :r.:::clt file. E;:her the w~or.g input file was used, 
an incorrect data ~et name was passed. or all the \/SAM data 
sets or ail :he ;;,':---VSA:V1 da:a sets we~e ~e,ected because of the 
DSO RG fiiten:-1~ c~rteria. This message is printed if fully 
qualified names -are passed and there ace r.o allocated data sets 
by that name er. :'.':ose volumes. 
System Action: T":c :et:.:r:-1 cede is 4. 
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Programmer Response: Correct the error, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. Use INCL(**) and the NORUN keyword to list all the 
data sets on the volume. 

ADR389E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), INVALID INPUT ON 
DDNAME ddname, {INPUT DATA SET NOT 
PRODUCED BY DFDSS I DATA SET 
RESTORE NOT FEASIBLE FROM TRACKS 
DUMP! VSAM DATA SET RESTORE NOT 
FEASIBLE FRO:vt RELEASE 1 DUMP I 
ONLY VSAM DATA SETS ON INPUT I 
ONLY NONVSAM DATA SETS ON INPUT I 
FULL RESTORE NOT FEASIBLE FROM 
TRACKS OR DATA SET DUMP i EXPECTED 
INPUT RECORD NOT FOUND I INPUT 
VOLUMES MOUNTED OFF SEQUENCE} 

Explanation: Either the input is invalid for the type of 
RESTO RE desired or the :nput was not ;Jroduced by D FOSS. 
(For example, a dump tape was created using a data set 
DUMP and you tried to restore it via a full RESTORE.) If 
uniabeled tapes were used, you might have mounted them in 
the wrong sequence. 
System Action: The task ends. Processing continues with the 
next control staterr.ent. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Take the approp;iate action, depending 
on the error, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR3901 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname WAS 
SCR.\ TCHED FRO"VI volser BECACSE OF 
c-..;\tATCHFD SIZE. IT \\'ILL BE 
RE.-\L L 0 CA TED. 

Explanation: The :-:-:cva~:e da:a set's SIZE rin tracks) on :'.:e 
DASO volume was ::ot equal to the data set SIZE on the tape. 
Bec::.use Ri::.PLACE ·.v::.s :;e·c'f:-2: ::-,s:e:::.c:. :cf RE:-~A.\lE OC' 
RE',":\\fEL'.:CO'.'<DIT!O.'-.;,~L 'C" RESTORE:;, :he data se: 
>:.vas scratched :o a.~:uca:e ::--.e ex~er.:s r:-:a~;ed In Lhe inp~t 
logicat volume. 
SYstem Action: O::>.:~::.:~.:;;, c:;:::'.:,'-i~S. [:- :o.:;cca:'.c:-, '.s feas'.~'.e 

o;. :his volume, m~ssage ADR3%i foLcv.:s this Message. If 
ailocation is not feas1bie on :;,is volume, rr'.essage AD R380 E 
and/or message ADR4'72E follows this message. 
Programmer Response: If reallocation faiis, preallocate the 
data set with adequa:e space, and rerun t:-ie job. 
Operator Response: '.\ o;;,e. 
Problem Determination: Tabie !, ite:T.s ; , 2, 3, 4, i3, 20, a:-:d 
:.9. 

.\DR391E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), RESTORE OF dsname 
REQLIRES Ol:TPCT \ OLC:Yl£S 

Explanation: The ;-,a;:~ec data set wa:; not. cataloged when 
C'.lmped. Because :.e'.::-.e~ the dump ca:a'.og information nor 
:~e ~riginal source vo:..:::.es are avaiiac'.e :or allocation, the 
output volumes mc.:s: '::e specified to restore the data set. 
System Action: Processing ends for the data set. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Specify at !eas: ,;ne output volume 
c;sing OUTDO or OLTDY>iA\t, and rerun the restore, 
Operator Response: '.\ or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table i, !terns 1, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 



ADR392E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), dsname EXISTS ON volser 
WITH NEWNAME newname 

Explanation: Allocation of the data set using the name 
generated from the RENAME parameter was attempted, but a 
data set with the new name exists on the volume. 
System Action: Message ADR380E :night follow this :nessage. 
The re::..:rn code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Either scratch the existing data set 
with the name created from the RENAME parameter, or use 
another name in the RENAME parameter to generate a data 
set name that does not exist on the volume. Rerun the job. 
Operator Response: .'-· or.e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 

ADR3931 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ALIAS dsname RESTORED 
FOR USER CATALOG catname 

Explanation: The user catalog alias was restored for the 
catalog. 
System Action: :-.; one. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR394W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), C.'iABLE TO ALLOCATE 
dsname O:'\i volser WITH NEW.'\/A:vtE dsno.lme 

Explanation: Allocation of the data set using the name 
generated from the RE;\i'AME parameter was attempted, but 
the allccation '.ailed. 
System Action: This message is preceded by another error 
message, indicating the reason for the failure. The return code 
is 4. 
Programmer Response: Appropriate responses are listed under 
the preceC.~~-~ ~essage. 
Operator Response: '.i cr,e. 
Problem Dete;mination: Tfrle '., ;:2:-:-.s ; , 2., 2, 4, lJ, 2C, and 

29. 

(\xx;>-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname 
:\LLOC:\TE (AS A POS} WITH :\E\V:\A..\IE 
d.sname [, !:\ CATALOG catn;ime], 01" 
VOLC:VlE(S): {volser · volser list} 

Expl::inacion: r:-.e J;;,ta s.:: '.>as bee:-. ?..\Jcated on the voi--.::-:-:e or 
volumes ::s:ed o.v~:h :he :\EW\iA:VlE ge:1erated from the 
RENA\!E ;:a:-a:neter. If the data se: :s a VSA:'-11 cluster, the 
catalog ::arr.e may be listed as well. I: the taiget data set of a 
POSE is a::ccated as a POS, the ne'.v target type is listed as 
well, a:cc :i".e data set !s converted tc ::-:e ne'.v target type. 
System .-\ction: '<We. 
Prngrammer Response: ~ c:ce. 
Operator Response: ~ cr:e. 

Problem Decerminacion: T:i.oie !, tte:-:-:s :, 3, ..l, 13, 20, and 29. 

,\DR.3961 (u.x;-mmmmm(yy), 0.-\ TA SET (dsname ! 
CLL'STER clusname CO.\IPO,E'.\IT compname} 
..\LLOC..\TED [AS A PDSJ[, I:\ CATALOG 
c;itnameJ, O~ VOLL\IE(S): (volser ! volser 
list} 

Explanation: The data set has been a'.located on the volume or 
volurr:es ::s:ed. r:· che data set is a VS.-\\t cluster, the catalog 
name 1'7'.'.'.y ·:::-e lis:ed as weii. !f the target data set of a POSE is 
allocated :::.s a P DS, the new target type iS listed as well, and the 
data set '.s ..:cir,vected to the new target type. 

ADR392E ADR397E 

System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29, 

ADRJ97E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DAT.\ SET dsname .~OT 
{COPIED I RESTORED). DATA BLOCKSIZE 
OF blksize EXCEEDS TARGET DEVICE 
TRACK CAPACITY OF trk.size. 

Explanation: DFDSS allocated or located the target data set 
on a DAS D device with the indicated track capacity. This was 
done because the clock size of the source data set was less than 
the track capaci~y of the target device. However, during 
processing, DFDSS encountered a data block from the source 
data set that was larger than the track capacity of the target 
device. The data block cannot be placed on the target device, 
so the D F DSS function fails for the data set. 

This situation can occur only when the track capacity of the 
target device is less than that of the source device. 0 FOSS 
allocates to si.;ch a device only when target volumes of same, 
like, or larger track capacity are not specified or are specified 
but do not have space available. 
System Action: The specified data set is not processed. If 

- DFDSS allocated the target data set, it is deleted. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Perform one of the following actions, 
and rerun Lhe ~oo: 

• Provide DFDSS with a target DASD device with a track 
capacity iarge enough to contain the block size specified in 
the message, by using OUTDO or OUTDYNAM. Specify 
only target volumes that have a track capacity larger than 
the block size specified in the message. This includes 
volumes of the same or a like device type as the source and 
a!1y vo::..::--:-.es o~- a dev!ce ty::;e \vtth a large trac~ capacity. 
You r:-:~s: J.~so e~::::i::a:e the REPLACE k~y 1.1 .. ,c:i:d ~fa 
prea~'.oca:::d :a~5et is lccac.ed er; a device w1th a smaller 
c~acl< ca?aci:y ::.,_a:i the i:::'.cck size indicated in ~he message. 

• Pre1I:oca:e a :a:--;et Cata )Ct o:-: a vclL:.me 1A.:i:h a ::--1ck 
~apaci::-, .3.:-~2 cr:uL..:gh to contJ.:~: :he block size spec!fied m 
:he :-:-:ess;:.ze S pe...:ify :!le vol1...::-:--.e :~) D FDSS cy Lsing 
OUTDO or OLTDYNA.vt and i.;se the REPLACE 
1:<eyi.vc:-C ~c ~·.:-~:~e DFDSS :o :..:se ~~J~ ~re3.llc~a:e(~ :.i~ge~. 

'The :a:-ge: Cev:~~ s::o1~ld ::Leet :~e conditions spec1fied in 
the piecec::-:5 sc~:..:tion. 

• Specify the RES LOCK keyword. If the source data set 
can be ~etliocked and the source data set logical record 
ler.gth is :ess ::-:an :he target :rack capacity, DFOSS 
~eblocks ::C.e ca:a set as it is cos'.ed or restored. Certain 
dZi:a _~;L:s i.:~=---~c: ~::-:e r~C·kckeC:. sc c;;.e er- tl;e 5\):~~:or-:s 

Ces:.::-:~2C. :·:--~ve :-:-:-..:sr. t-e ~se~. \V;-:ct:-:er ~)r z-i.o: ~::e C:a:a set 
ca:l i:;e :-::::.:: ~...: . ..:•.:'..::. :.::J.~ be :es:ed :.::, spec:fying REB LOCK 
1:-'J~ ~-:::-·...:.:--.~::-:; l:- ::~c ~\ . ..r:c:~~:~ ~-~l:~s aga:n, :Jse ~)r:e of the 
precec:r--~s 5c~·-..::tc.r.~. 

• If you v.:e~e pe:fcrming a COPY, you can upcate :he 
source VTOC e:-:::y Lu c-et1ec: :":e i::Jlcc~ size specified ir. the 
message ':::-; :.:s:::g .-\.v!AS PZAP if you are authorized to 
use it. w:.,_en :he 3ob is rerun, D F DSS will select a usable 
target vol~:ne ':nsed on the updated block size. 

Operator Response: .'ione. 
Probiem Determination: Table I, i:ems l, 3, 4, I J, 20, 25b, 25c, 
and 29. 
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·ADR398W - ADK4U5.1£ 

ADR398W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DAT A SET dsname 
BLOCKSIZE OF blocksize IS INCORRECT. 
LARGEST BLOCKSIZE IS blocksize 

Explanation: While performing a CO PY or RESTO RE of the 
data set, D FOSS encountered at least one data block whose 
size exceeded the :::aximum block size specified in the VTOC. 
The data set is copied or restored with the block size intact. 
The largest block size found is indicated. 
System Action: Processing continues for the specified data seL 
The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Take appropriate actions to correct 
this situation. 
Operator Response: '.'./one. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR401W U:'\EXPECTED RETURN CODE xxxx 
REASON CODE yyyy FROM UCBLOOK 
MACRO. VOLUME ON UCB zzzz IS MADE 
U~A VAILABLE. 

Explanation: UCB LOOK macro returned unexpected return 
code while DFDSS was trying to check for a duplicate 
VOLSER. Return and reason code are in decimal. zzzz 
represents the device number. 
System Action: Processing continues. Volume on UCB zzzz is 
made unavailable. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: This message is not normally expected 
and indicates a FOE;~ar7.mir.g or system problem. Ensure that 
no duplicate VOL.SER exists. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, 29, 
and 35. 

ADR402E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), AUTHORIZATION CHECK 
FAILED FOR dsname, [O:'\ VOLL\1E volser,J 
re !:'\ CATALOG catname} 

Explanation: T'.":e ::...::::o~:za::on check ;-a::ed for :::e ir.dicated 
reason code, re. T'.:e poss::::e :-eason coces are: 

The operate~ s:::-ecif:ed T :o message AD R369 D, which 
denies access :c o:-:e c:- ::.e fcllowir-.g: 

A check;:o~:;tres:a:-: cata set 
A RACF ciata set on a non-RACF system 
A VVDS ::~ VTOCIX data set er an ir,teg~ated catalog 
facility-ca:a:oged VSA.'v1 data set on a nonintegrated 
catalog faci'.ity system, or 

Input/output errors were encountered on the VTOC or 
VVDS. 

2 RACF UPD . ..\TE authcrization failed for the data set 
name. 

3 RACF ALTER aL:::>o:-·za:ion failed :-or the cata set name. 

4 RACF READ authoriza::on failed fer the data set name. 

5 The i.;ser au:h.::~:za::on ex:: rejected :'.;e volse~. 

6 The user au~:-,onzation exit rejected the data set name. 

7 The passworc ·,1:as not st.:pplied for :'.:e data set name. 

8 READ password was specified, but WRITE password was 
required. 

9 The password was incor:-ect for the data set name. 

IO An error occi.;rred while :r1e PASS WO RD data set was 
being accessed. 

11 OPEN failec while verifying the password for the VSAM 
data set. 
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12 Duplicate or missing cluster entries for the data set in the 
VVDS. 

13 The expiration date did not pass for the data set name. 

14-xxx-yyy The authorization check failed for the VSAM data 
set. The xxx and yyy are the return codes and reason 
codes from catalog services. See return code/reason code 
under message IDC3009I in System Messages for an 
explanation. 

15 The return code from the user authorization exit is invalid. 

16 No access to the volume was passed. 

32 One of the following conditions occurred: 

• Permanent error while reading the VTOC, VVDS, or 
the password data set and the operator denied 
permission to continue 

• Unable to get the storage required 

• Permanent error on the password data set. 

System Action: Other messages indicate the actions taken for 
the various conditions. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: For all reason codes except code 14, 
acquire proper authorization for the data set, and rerun the 
job. (For code 2, 3, or 4, authorization may have failed 
because of other attributes, for example, SECLEVEL.) For 
code 14, see return code/reason code under message I DC3009 I 
m the System Messages manual. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, 
and 29. 

ADR404E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), COMMAND NOT 
ALLOWED ON AN OPEN CATALOG, 
CATALOG catname 

E:.:planation: A CO PY or RESTO RE of a catalog is not 
a~:owed on an open htegrated Catalog Facility catalog. 
System Action: Ti:e data set is r:ct ;rocessed. The return code 
:s 8. 
Programmer Response: Run the ~cc when the catalog is not 
ac::ve on the sys:e::-:. 
Operator Response: '.'lone. 
Problem Determination: If the catalog is not open, take a 
SYSABEND on :i:essage ADR..!.C..!.E. Tabie l, items 1, 3, 4, 5, 
:3, 20, 29, and 35. 

ADR405E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DY'.'JAMIC ALLOCATION 
OF VOLUME volser FAILED. ERROR CODE 
eeee. I'.'JFOR\'IA. TI0'.'1 CODE iiii 

Explanation: DFDSS attempted :o dynamically allocate the 
::-:c:cated volume a:-:c failed. The er~or and information codes 
z..~e ~eturned bv dv:-:3.mic allocat1or, and listed in the System 
Programming Lib;ary Applicalicn Development Guide. Error 
-:cde X '049C' car: ~esult if: ( l) :~e volume is online and not 
::-.ounted, and (2) :he unit r:ame 1,1,3.:> not passed because 
D FDSS tried to allocate the volume as a virtual volume after 
a:location as a real volume had failed. An undocumented error 
code can be displayed if an installation-wide validation exit is 
used to deny allocations for dynamic allocation but fails to get 
the reason code ret'..lrned by dynamic allocation. 
System Action: The task or volume is bypassed. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the problem indicated by the 
e:ror and information codes listed in the System Programming 
Lbrary: Applica[icn Developmenl Guide. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 



ADR406E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), dsn CANNOT BE 
RESTORED FROM ddname 

Explanation: The specified data set, dsn, cannot be restored 
from the logicai dump data set assigned by ddname. This 
situation occurs when you attempt to restore one of the 
following: 

• An ISAM data set 

• A CVOL to an unlike device 

• A B DAM ca ta set "o an unlike device with a target track 
capacity s:-:-:a'.ler :ha:-. :'.":e source track ca;::acity without 
specifying :'.',e FORCE keyword. 

System Action: The indicated data set is not restored. The 
return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If the data set is an !SAM data set or 
a CVOL, rerun the job, specifying a like device type as the 
target of RESTORE. If the data set is a BDAM data set, 
specify the FORCE keyword and rerun the 1ob. 
Operator Response: No:::e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR407E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO FIND 
MODEL VOLSER FOR MODEL ENTITY 
{model entity name I vsam catalog name} 

Explanation: T:-:e model e::::ity (MENTITY) supplied was not 
found in the s::.;;ciard caca~og search order or is a VSAM data 
set cataloged in a noninteg:ated catalog facility VSAM catalog. 
System Action: The COPY or RESTORE is ended. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Verify that the spelling is correct for 
the M ENTITY s:..ipplied a:-:c that it is cata!cged in one of the 
catalogs used in the standa::-d catalog search order; or ensure 
that the \<tE:'\TITY '.s :-:c: ca:aloged ir; a VS..\\1 catalog. Then 
rerur, tr.e ;ob. 
Operator Response: .'\ c:-.-:. 
Problem Determination: Ta:Jie I, items 1, 3, <l., 13, 20, and 29. 

(·cc(~mrnmmm(yy), LOCATE FAILED FOR 
C.\ T.\LOG c::1tname 

Explanation: A.:: er:-or c-::c:..::-red in atte:npt::-:g :o locate the 
volser of the ca:a'.og nar:.e containing the VSAM model entity 
(0.-IE:\TITY) -::-.:~:·. 

System Action: T'.ie CO?Y or RESTORE :s e:-:ded. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: L se I DCA:VtS to define the catalog 
specified in tr.is :-:-:essage, a:-:d rerun the job. 
Operator Response: :\or:e. 
Problem Determination: Ta.'.)le I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR409E (nx)-mrnmmm~yy), CLL'STER dusname HAS 
PRE DFP3!t) VVRS WHICH .-\RE 
!"\CO\lP..\ T!BLE \VITH S\IS 

Explanation: c:_:s:e~ w::.::: -.:~eated by a vers:c:-: of DFP prior to 
DFP 3.1.0. T:-:.e~efore, ~:-:e \'YRS for the cl:...:ster do not contain 
ail the f'.elds :-.e-.:,2ssary f'c~ S \tS, even thoug'.": a:i SMS subcell 
was ad<.ied t.o ::-:.e V v RS. 
System Action: The volL::-:-:e is left in its initial status. The 
return code ts S. 
Programmer Response: REPRO the data oct of the data set, 
delete the data se~. then ~ec~eate the data set on D FP version 
3. l .O or later sys:em. !f yc·.i have a large nur:l.ber of these data 
sets, contact ycG~ 18\il se~·;:ce representative. 
Operator Response: :--.; l)l.e 
Problem Oetermination: :--.; .:J:ie. 

· ADR406E - ~ADR4H1;:; 

ADR411W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET {dsname I 
clustername COMPONENT componentname} 
[IN CATALOG catname] ON VOLUME volser 
WAS NOT SERIALIZED ON REQUEST 

Explanation: An ENQ(EXCLUSIVE), ENQ(SHARE), or 
dynamic allocation with DIS P =OLD or SH R failed after a 
specified (or defaulted) number of retries. TOL(ENQF) was 
specified by the installation-wide exit or by the user. 
System Action: If you were doing a COPY and DFDSS is 
moving the data itself, the data set is processed without the 
enqueue, and the return code is 4. If you were doing a CO PY 
and DFDSS invokes a utility to move the data, the data set is 
not processed further, and the return code is 8. If you were 
doing a data set DUMP, the data set is processed without the 
enqueue, and the return code is 4. If you specified RESET on 
the data set dump, the data set is processed, but the data set 
changed indicator is not reset in the data set's VTOC entry. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR'f l 2E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DAT A SET 
{dsnameJclustername COMPONENT 
componentname} [IN CATALOG catname] ON 
VOLUME volser FAILED SERIALIZATION 

Explanation: An ENQ(EXCLlJSIY E), ENQ(SHARE), or 
dynamic allocation with DISP =OLD or SHR failed after a 
specified (or defaulted) number of retries. TOL(ENQF) was 
not specified by the user. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Rerun the job when the data set is not 
ir. use by other users. You can inc:-ease the WAIT paralT.eters, 
and :f you are not using the COMPRESS :::o:n:i!and to 
comp1ess a PDS, you can specify TOL(E~QF). 
Operator Response: :-.: one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR413E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DAT:\ SET dsname 0 ·°' 
VOLL':YlE volser WAS .";'OT {DELETED 1 

UNALLOCATED,} {xx!xx-yyyy: zzzz} 
Expi;rnation: The data set cannot ce scratci':ec, uncatalcgec, or 
unal:ccated via dynamic allocation. The error codes (xx) are: 

0 dynamic allocation installation-wide validation routine 
denied the request. The reason code is zzzz. 

dynamic allocation information error code is yyyy. The 
reason code is zzzz. Tne codes are expiained in the Syslem 
P.·ogramming Library· App!Zca;iy; Deve;;,>pmenr C:<ide. 

GC28-1852. 

2 l EF.-\84C3 was cailed :o release d:ua set '.ntegrity bLt " 
:a:.ea. 

System Action: The reu.:rn code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Scratch the data set by other means. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR4t4E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname 0.";' 

VOLU\t1E volser NOT SCRATCHED, 
{xx1xx-yy,zzz} 

Explanation: The data set cannot be scratched. fhe error 
codes (xx) are: 

0 D EQ on the data set failed. 

The initiator enqueued the data set. 
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2 The scratch failed. The yy is the return code and/or status 
code. The zzz is the reason code from DADSM 
SCRATCH, as described in the System-Dara 
Administration. 

System Action: The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Sc~::.:ch the ca:;::. set bv other means. 
Operator Response: N or.e. , 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR415\V (xxx}-mmmmmryy), '.'JO DATA SETS WERE 
COPIED, DL\lPED, OR RESTORED FROM 
{ANY VOLL\1E I VOLCME volser I 
LOGICALVOLUME volser} 

Explanation: A data set CO PY, data.~et DUMP, or data set 
RESTORE did not select a::;- data sets. One of the following 
applies: 

• No da:a sets matched :'.:e filtering criteria. 

• Data sets matched the :-~::ering criteria but failed 
serialization or authorization and were not processed. 

• Permanent I/O errors cccurred on the output tape during 
the DUMP process. _ 

System Action: If I/O errcrs occurred on output during 
DUMP, the return code is se: to 16·, otherwise, it is set to 4. If 
there we:-e ::0 I, 0 errors, ::.::C:: ;f ~he f ai:~re was on one volume, 
other volumes will be processed. 
Programmer Response: N c:-:e. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. If !t was a RESTORE, print t!":e VTOC tracks on the 
dump tape. 

.-\DR416E ix:xx;-mrnmrnm1 yy), DATA SET dsname [I'.'J 
CATALOG csmameJ W.-\S .'\iOT DELETED, re 

Explanation: T:-:e C:ata se: ., ::.s ;io~ ce:e:ed for cne of the 
following ~easons: 

0 !~ :s a \ S . .1...\1 ca:a se:. ~FOSS :.:ces :10t suppo:t 
DELETE :-2~ \ S.-\\.l 

~/~ or o:::er errors, s~c.-. as author:zation or enqueue 
:a::;..:~e . .::,::.::·..:~~ec en ::-.-: .:a:a set, :;~ :-.o cataiog entry was 
four:.C :~:::- ::-..e da:a se:. 

2 Eithe:- :'.":e cata set is ::;;: a single-vo'.ume data set, or it 
can.not ':::e deter".1ined ::· :'.-:e data set is single volume or 
mutt:vc.-..:::-:e ar.a r: iS :-..::: ;::resently cataloged. 

3 The d::..:a se: was note::-: ..:eued by D FOSS. 

4 T'-.e .:'..::.:.-;. ::'e: \1,as :-.ot =~ :.:essed. L :s ;;rocably an empty 
da:J. ~-::. 

5 The ;.:'.::.:::. :::e: has r:ot -:<:: ~ed 'Jy :'.":e ex~ira:ion date. If this 
retur:: .:~·ce :~ ~ecetv.:c :·:~ J. aata se: COPY, the dsname 
ap;::ea~.:-.; ::: :he r:1essa~e :s a terr:;::o~ary name that 
D FDSS ;e::.e:-a:ed to :::~ :;:erly nar::e :he data set on the 
targe: '. ~' . ..:~e. You :-:-.-~: ::cw de:.::e :he data set with the 
tempc:-a:-y :-iame from :.-:e source \'o:t.:me. 

System Action: The data se: .s not de'.eted. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: De~e:e the data set by other means. 
For re as or: cede 5, specify P ~- RG E to ce'.ete the unexpired 
data set. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Deccrmination: T-'.:::e !, items : , 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 
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ADR417W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), COPY /RESTORE OF 
DATA SET dsname IS INCOMPLETE, re 

Explanation: The data set was copied or restored, but errors 
occurred during processing; or the data tracks were not copied 
or restored because the VTOC entry could not be reset; or the 
RACF indicator could :iot be set for the data set. The reason 
code (re) is as follows: 

0 The protected data set was copied or restored, but 
definition of the RACF discrete profile failed. 

The data set was copied or restored, but the VTOC entry 
cannot be retrieved for updating. 

2 The data set was copied or restored but errors occurred 
while the VTOC entry was being updated. 

3 For physical data set RESTORE, the data set is restored 
but 1/0 errors occurred on one or more tracks of the data 
set (resulting from errors during dump). For logical data 
set RESTO RE and data set CO PY, no further data is 
copied or restored. If the data set was not preallocated, it 
is deleted. 

4 A RACF-protected data set was copied or restored to a 
system ~hat does not support R~C_F. 

5 The data set was not copied or restored because the VTOC 
entry cannot be retrieved to set the RACF indicator or be 
updated for :f:e c!a:a set. 

6 The data set was not copied or restored because errors 
occurred while the VTOC entry was either being rewritten 
to reset the RACF indicator or being updated for the data 
set. 

7 The target VSAM data set cannot be protected with a 
discrete RACF profile because it was not renamed, the 
ta~get ca::.alog res1ces on the sar::e volume as ::he sot..:rce 
catalog, ad a :.:'.iscre'.e RA.CF prof:le already exists for the 
source data se:. 

8 The data set was not copied because a track overf1ow 
;ecord \Vas fct.:.~d ~;-: ::---.e da:a se~. 

System Action: P~oc~ssi:ig cor:~i:-,;.:es. T)-:e reti.;r:i. coce :s 4. 
Programmer Response: Take :he following ac~1on, <leper.ding 
on the reason code (re): 

0 Define the data set to RACF. 

Use Ai'vtAS PZAP to reset the relevant fields in the \TOC 
entry for the data set, or scratch the data set and rerun the 
COPY or RESTORE. 

2 See reason cede l. 

3 Ot~ i:iput C;"":-crs, :--estore the C.a:a set from a back·...;.p copy. 
Or: O\.!t~·~t 2:-:;.)r3. :a~e correc::ve action recommenced in 
your s1te, ar:G ren.!n the job. 

4 P;;;.sswcrd-pro:ec: the data set. 

5 Lise AMASPZAP to reset the RA.CF indicator, and rerun 
:he job. 

6 Correct the problem for the system l/O error message that 
precedes this message, and rerun the job. 

7 The data set does not have the RACF indicator set. If the 
source data set was deleted, define the target data set to 
RACF. If the source data set was not deleted, you can 
define the target data set to RACF with a generic profile. 
However, in an aiways call (RACF 1.5 or greater) 
environment, the data set is protected by the discrete 
RACF profile. 

8 Use an appropriate system utility to copy the data set. 

Operator Response: None. 



Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sb, 
and 29. 

ADR4181 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING 
COMPONENTS FOR CLUSTER clustername 
ON volser .\1AY HAVE TO BE CATALOGED 
I.'\' CA TA LOG catname 

Explanation: The cluster that did not exist on the volume was 
copied or restored to the volume. VTOC and VVDS entries 
were created on the volume for the cluster. r f the indicated 
catalog does not have entries for the cluster, you must 
recataiog the cluster before access1~g :he data set. 
System Action: :"..Jone. 
Programmer Response: Cse the Access Method Services 
DEFINE RECATALOG command :o recatalog the 
components and cluster in the indica:ed catalog before 
accessing the data set. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ite'.7\s I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR419W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CLCSTER clustername IN 
CATALOG catname 0:--J DASO WITH 
{INHIBIT CPDA TE I OPEN} IN DI CA TOR 
WILL BE COPIED OR RESTORED 

Explanation: A fully qualified name 1.i.:as passed for the data 
set. It is copied or res:oreci althoi.:g:-. ~: has the indicated 
condition. The inhibit-update indicator means that the data set 
is a read-only copy of a data set. Open-for-update means that 
the data set was in the 0 PEN status. Either it was not closed 
correctly or it was in use by another job on the same 
processing unit. 
System Action: If the data set had :he inhibit-update indicator 
in the VY R. this indicator is left or.. !'.the data set had the 
OPE:\ :ncica:cr, ::m '.r:ci'.ca:or is rese:. i:· :r,e input copy had 
t:Ce 0 PE:-.; :r:c:.:a:or, t':l:s :s .::arr'.ec :: "e~ :o ou:put DAS D. The 
retur:c code :s ~. 
Progrnmmer Response: l:· message ADR.:1.11 W accompanies 
this message, •.:-:e ca:a se~ -.vas in t.:se ·.~:-:e:: t'.'.e COPY or 
RESTO RE ·x1s ccne. r-.e C:ata se: .::-. ::-:e :ar6et volt.:me may 
::-:e:e:·cre ce ~:-:.,J.:'.c. Re;::Jcess the ::::-.:a. set without specifying 
TOL:E.'\iQF). 
Operator Response: .'\i O".e. 
Problem Determination: Tao le I, l:e:-:-.s : , 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
and 29. 

ADR420E (xxx}-rnmmmm(yy), {\'\ OS !VTOCIX} DATA 
SET CA.Y,OT BE RESTORED WITH 
{OTHER VSA,\I I A.''r OTHER} DATA 
SET(S) 

Explanation: Res:oie o:· ::-.e V VOS c:J.:a set :snot allowed with 
~cs:oie oi' oti':.;~ \ S . ..\.\! c:a:J. sets f~ :-::-:-. :r.e same icgical volume. 
Res~cre of the \TOC[X c::.:a set is:-.::: :J.l!owed with restore of 

System Action: r:-.c v,);:.;;:--.e ~s not ;::.::-.:essed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: I:- :'.".e VV OS ca:a set and other 
VSA.,\1 data sets r;eed to ce restorec :·~:Jm the same input 
log[cal volume. rerun the !ob by pass::-:g two RESTO RE 
commands. Restore the V VOS on ::-:e first RESTO RE 
comrr:and, anc restore other VSA:\! ca:a sets on the second 
RESTO RE col:'lmand. If VTOCIX C.a:a set and other data sets 
need to be res:cred from t::e same i:-:;c:.;t logical volume, rerun 

ADR4181. - ADR423W 

the job by passing two RESTO RE commands. Restore the 
VTOCIX on the first RESTORE command, and restore other 
data sets on the second RESTORE command. The return code 
is 8. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR421E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname NOT 
PROCESSED, FULLY QUALIFIED NAME 
NOT PASSED, n 

Explanation: A :-ully qualified name was not passed for a data 
set CO PY, DC \-1 P, or RESTO RE. The n in the message can 
be: 

For a VVDS during RESTORE 

2 For a catalog during COPY, DUMP, or RESTORE 

3 For a read-only data set during COPY or RESTORE 

4 For a data set that has the OPEN-for-update indicator 
during DUMP or COPY 

5 For the VTOCIX data set during RESTORE 

6 For a fully qualified cluster name not passed when only the 
index component exists on the volume 

7 For SYS 1.STGINDEX data set during RESTORE 

8 For a multivoiume data set during DUMP. 

System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Resubmit the job by passing the fully 
qualified name. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ite::-.s ~. 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25'o, 
and 29. 

ADR422I (xxxr-mmrnmm(yy), LOGICAL VOLCME volser 
BYPASSED BECALSE IT ONLY HAS 
'VS . .\\l i :"iO:'\i-VSA\I} DATA SETS 

Explanation: T'.-.e ~equested type cf cata sets is not on the 
logical volurr:e. 
System Action: T:Ce volume is bypassed. Data set RESTORE 
ccnt:rJ . ..:es w:t~1 ,):.-.e~ :ogical volumes. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: .'\i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
Print the first reco:d on the dump tape. It identifies the type of 
DUMP and whe~:-:er VSAM or non-VSAM data sets exist on 
the volume. 

ADR423\V (nx>-mmmmm(yy), SELECTED DATA SET 
dsn;ime IS A \-1LLTIVOLL:V1E DATA SET 

Explanation: A. :·..:::y qt.::i.~ified na;-:-ie '.vas passed [n the 
[~CLL'DE pa~a:':".e:e~ of a data set DL'\!P or RESTORE 
command. Th:s ;s a :-:1Ultivolume data set. The data set from 
all of the volt.::-::es :-:-light not have cee:< processed. 
System Action: T:Ce ~eturn code is 4. 

Programmer Response: Make sure that the entire data set 
from all of the voi'..:~es on which it resides was processed. If 
not, rerun the joc cy passing the LVOL parameter and 
corresponding DA.SD volumes to process the entire data set. 
Operator Response: '.'-:one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR424E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), AN ERROR OCCURRED 
WHILE RETRIEVING {VVDSIVTOCIX} 
EXTENTS FROM VOLUME volser, re 

Explanation: DADSM OBTAIN returned an error code (re) 
while the VVDS or VTOC extents were being retrieved from 
the indicated volur.:e. See your System-Data Administration 
book for an explanation of the 0 BTAI N error codes. 
System Action: If it is a data set COPY or DUMP, the 
volume is bypassed. The command is ended on a data set 
RESTO RE. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Take corrective action for the error, 
and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: :-.I one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR425E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CONFLICTING BY 
CRITERIA SPECIFIED 

Explanation: Either VSAM and non-VSAM data sets were not 
wanted or VSAM data set processing was not supported on the 
system. 
System Action: The command ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the BY criteria in the 
command, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: :-.I one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR426W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), EXTENT 1 SIZE OF 
OUTPUT PARTITIONED DATA SET dsname 
IS SMALLER THAN EXTENT 1 SIZE OF 
INPUT 

Explanation: The first extent of a newly allocated partitioned 
data set ~s srr:alie:- :'.":a:-. t'.-:e or.e ::-iat existed during DUMP. 
For pa:-:itioned ca:a se:s. the ci:-ectory m:.:st be i:: :he first 
extent. This rr:essage :s issued ·:::ecause DFDSS cannot 
determine the size ;:;:· ::-:e directory to verify that it can fit in the 
first allocated ex~e::t. 
System Action: T-:e ::a:a set :s :-estored. T'.":e ret:J:-n code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Chee:< :'.:at the d~rec:ory is in the first 
extent. Do this 'oy ~·..:i"":ning I EH LIST with the LISTPDS 
option. If the me:-::::::ers cannot be listed, scratch the data set 
and :ry to obtain a. :a.~ger cor.::g;.;ous exten: 'oy n.:nning 
DEFRAG, then res:ore the da:a set. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR-'27E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR I~ {VVDS\VVDS 
l\1.-\GE} O.'\ {VOLC:VlEiLOGIC\L 
VOLL'\tE} volser WHILE ACCESSING 
CO\IPO:"E:"TS OF CLLSTER clustername 
!:" CA TA.LOG catname 

Explanation: D F DSS ~ound e:-~ors while retrieving 
components for t:Ce c'.uster during a COPY, DUMP, or 
RESTO RE. Sor.:e -;omponents cannot be located for the 
cluster in the VVDS or VVDS image, or, if it was a 
RESTO RE, the V VOS was not dumped successfully during a 
full volume DU :'vt P. Inconsistencies exist in the V V Rs, or the 
VV Rs have invalid '.or mats. 
System Action: The data set is not copied, dumped, or 
restored. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: If it is a RESTORE, use a different 
backup copy of the data set, and rerun the job. If it is a 
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DUMP, run Access Method Services DIAGNOSE against the 
data set to determine the nature of the error, and take the 
action recommended. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 29, and 
36b. 

ADR428E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VTOC ENTRIES NOT 
FOUND FOR CLUSTER clustername IN 
CATALOG catname ON {VOLUME 
volserjLOGICAL VOLUME volser} 

Explanation: VTOC entries are missing for one or more 
components of the cluster on the volume. For a logical 
volume, the error is in the source volume and was not detected 
during DUMP. 
Programmer Response: If the operation was not a RESTO RE, 
run Access Method Services DIAGNOSE to detect the error 
and take the actions recommended. If the operation was a 
RESTORE, use a previous backup copy, and resubmit the job. 
The return code is 8. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
If it is a COPY or DUMP, 36a and 36b. 

ADR429W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname WAS 
RESTORED TO AN SMS-MANAGED 
VOLL:\1£ BUT IT WAS NOT CATALOGED 
BECAUSE THE ~ATALOG KEYWORD WAS 
NOT SPECIFIED 

Explanation: The named non-VSAM data set was restored to 
an S MS-managed volume. Because the catalog keyword was 
not specified on the RESTORE command, DFDSS did not 
catalog the data set when it was restored. 
System Action: The data set is restored. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: You !71USt catalog the data set before it 
ca'.i be accessed becai.:se tt is now under SMS management. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

.-\DR430E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR IN CLliSTER 
clustername IN CATALOG catname ON 
VOLL:\lE volser 

Explanation: A faii'..::-e occurred d'.lring definition of the cluster 
components in the V VOS or VTOC during a data set CO PY 
or RESTORE. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Run Access Method Services 
DIAGNOSE on the data set on the volume, and take the 
appropriate action before rerunning the job to process the data 
se~. 

Operator Response: \i one. 
Problem Determination: Table!, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
2.50, 29, 36a, and 36'o. 

ADR4311 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname [IN 
CATALOG catname] HAS BEEN DELETED 

Explanation: The data set was deleted on user request. 
System Action: The data set was deleted from the volume. 
Programmer Response: If the data set was cataloged, it must 
be uncataloged by using other utilities. 
Operator Response: :-.I one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
25b, and 29. 



ADR432E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VVR FOR COMPONENT 
componentname [IN CATALOG catname J IS IN 
ERROR 

Explanation: A data set cell, AM DS B cell, or volume cell 
cannot be located in the V V R for the component in the V V DS 
or VVDS image rircput to data set RESTORE). The format of 
the VVR may ':e ::1 e~ror. 

System Action: The data set to which the component belongs 
is not processed. Other messages indicating the affected cluster 
that is not processed accompany this message. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: If lhe faiiure :s on a V V DS on DASO, 
run Access Method Services DIAG~OSE to determine the 
nature of the error, and take the recommended action. If it is 
the input to the RESTO RE, use a previous backup copy to 
restore the data set. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, 29, 
36a, and 36b. 

ADR433E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), LOGICAL ERROR IN 
BuFFER ON TRACK cchh 

Explanation: A '.ogical error was discovered in the track data 
after it had been read into the buffer and before writing it to 
DASO. The length of the track data does not match the sum 
of the count, key, and data fields of all records on the track in 
the :'.:luffer. r-::s ?rcoie::-. can a.r'.se :f :::.e ~rack was not 
reconstructed correctly by DFDSS during the RESTORE or if 
the track was not written correctly during the 0 UMP or, 
similarly, during a COPY. 
System Action: The track is not processed. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Contact IBM to correct the problem. 
Operator Response: .\lone. 
Problem Determination: Table I, i:e::-.s : , J, 4, So, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR434E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname [IN 
C.\ T.\.LOG catnam< W.\S :--;OT 
C',: C..\TALOGEO, re 

Explanation: T:-:~ da:a. se: was ;:o: -.:::cataloged :-or one of the 
following reasc:-: codes :_re): 

0 [t [s a VS . ..\\! :::a:a se:. (D FOSS coes not support 
UNCAT . ..\LOG for VSA:V!.) 

1/0 or other errors, such as authorization or enqueue 
failure, occ'..:::-ed on ~he data set, or no catalog entry was 
found for :'.-:e data set. 

2 Eithe: tl":e :.:a:a set's :-:ot a sing:e-volume data set, or it 
ca:-i.nut be ~:::e:--:-:.::-:eC :t~ :::e da:a se: ~s single volume or 
mli~~i \/\.)1 1...:~2 J.:;C: :: :s :;.ct ;::rese:-.~~~:.- cataloged. 

3 The daca se: ·xas :-:o: e:-:q:.:ec:ec ':y D FOSS. 

4 The data >e: "'as '.'c: tJrocessed. I: :s probably a null data 
set. 

5 ft ;s an S\!S-:-:-:a:-.aged data set. L'-,:CATALOG is ignored 
for S MS-:-:-:a:-:aged data sets. 

System Action: P:-ccessing continues. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: uncatalog :'.~e data set by other 
means. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, ite:;,s i, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 
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ADR435E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DAT A SET dsname WAS 
NOT CATALOGED 

Explanation: The data set was not cataloged because either the 
data set is not a single-volume data set, or it cannot be 
determined whether the data set is a single-volume or 
multivolume data set. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Catalog the data set by other means. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 

ADR436E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), LOGICAL ERROR IN 
BUFFER ON VOLUME volser, TRACK cchh 

Explanation: A logical error was found in the track data after 
it had been read into the buffer and before writing it to tape. 
System Action: The track is not processed. The command is 
ended. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Contact IBM to correct the problem. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR437E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CLUSTER clustername [IN 
CATALOG catname] CANNOT BE {OPENED 
I CLOSED} retcode rsncode 

Explanation: The specified cluster cannot be opened or closed 
for VSAM 1/0 processing. VSAM responded with a return 
code and a reason code after processing had failed. 
System Action: The indicated data set is not restored. The 
return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Use your VSAM Administration. 
Macro Instruction Reference to identify the problems indicated 
by tl:e return code and the reason code. Take corrective 
actions, and rer~:-: :'.-:e job. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR438E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VSA:Vl 1/0 FAILED FOR 
cluster retcode rsncode 

Explanation: VSA\-1 [jO processing failed for the specified 
cluster name. VSA\-1 provided a return code and a reason code 
after processing r.ac r'aiied. 
System Action: The indicated data set is not restored. The 
return cede is 8. 
Programmer Response: Use your VSAM Administration: 
Macro Instruction Reference to identify the problems indicated 
by the return code and the reason code. Take corrective 
actions, then rerun :he job. 
Operator Response: :\one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, .:i, 13, 20, a:'.ci :29. 

ADR~39E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), PRL\LLOC\ TED DA TA 
SET dsname \.VAS SELECTED BUT IS ',:OT 
CSABLE, re 

Explanation: D FOSS found a preallocated data set but 
determined that it was unusable for the following reason (re): 

04 The preallocated cluster type is not equal to the target 
cluster type. 

08 An AIX is defined over the preailocated cluster. 

12 The source data RECORDSIZE is incompatible with the 
target CISIZE and/or control area size attributes. 

16 The preallocated target relative key position andjor key 
length is not equal to the source cluster values. 
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. :.ADR439E ...;... ·ADR439E 

20 The preallocated '.<eyed VSAM cluster is not empty or 
REUSABLE. 

24 The preallocated KSDS KEYRANGES do not match those 
of the source cluster. 

28 The index component of the preallocated target cluster 
dues not :-iavt::: 5-~~:.cien~ a;lucat.ed space :or the sour;;e 
index compone::::. 

32 At least one data component of the preallocated target 
cluster does not have sufficient allocated space for the 
corresponding sc'..:rce data component. 

40 At least or..e cc:-:-:::;onent of the prealiocated target cluster 
spans volumes. 

44 An update of t::e :arget VTOC entry failed. The target 
must be updatec :o make the target data set look empty if 
a utility will do :£'.e data transfer. 

48 The VSA\11 da:a set rr.1..!st be copied or restored with 
utilities, which ~equires that both the source ar.d the target 
data sets ce ca:z...0ged ir. :r.e standarc order of search. 
However, because they both have the same name, this is 
not possible. 

52 The preallocated, unmovable data set is not on the same or 
a like device type as the source data set. · 

56 The prealloca:ed DSO RG is not equal to the target 
DSORG. 

60 The preallocated data set space is insufficient. 

64 The preallocated PDS has an insufficient number of 
directory blocks to contain the source directory. 

68 The prealloca:ec ::ata se: cneck:ng could not be completed. 

72 The prealloca:ec C:a:a ~et extents do r:ot match the source 

de· ... rce :ype. 

80 T'.-:e c~::a~:cca :-:·: ::at::. 5,:::t :C::.s :-:c SL L ex:ent. 

88 A~1 I,'O error '.;,. :..~ ::~c~)~:-'.~.c:-eC Jr. ::--.e ~:~:-ectory of the 
preallocated -:a~:.::or.ed .':i1:a se:. 

92 The ca ta set :;:;::-.; ~es:J~ec.i s a P DS w·.:h no directory 
blocks and ca:-.:-.c: :,e ~es:ored to a preallocated data set. 

96 The prea1locat2c >?here does not :natc'.": the source sphere. 

100 The preal!ocJ.:ec :a.ta set '.s i.musable ·:ecause the source 
bto~k si,:e i.S g~::.;.:~:- ::~::.:l :~e :a~set ~e~f-~ce tia...:k capaci~y. 

108 T~e h:~:c-ue,_: :: .:.,::-2 '::. :..:e • H LR P .'<: ~,:- c'.":e preallocated 
PD.SE \;J..111~--: ~: :-:;::-.~'1't2ci. D~:iJSS ~-~~Si th~ HL"RP>i ~--

ensure that :t .s _sa8ie. 

System Action: r:-.·:' :pec::-:ec :.:1::i se'. :s :~c: processed. The 
returr'. cede is 3. 

Programmer Response: If use of a prea:'.oca~ed data set is not 
required ar.d rnore ·_:-:.:.:; or.e ,~:1tput volt.:r:-:e is specified, rerun 
the joo '-Vitho1.:t s;e::c::-~:ing REPLACE. I'. :_se of the 
preallocated data s2: .:i rec;uired. correct :he problem as 
indicated by the reasc:-: code (re), and rerun the job. 

04 Delete and ":ce:-::-.e ~he :a:-get cluste:-, censuring that the 
cluster types ~'~'° ::-:e sa:nt2. 

08 Delete any r\l X and PATH associattons defined over the 
target dust.er. 
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12 Delete and redefine the target cluster using the source 
cluster RECORDSIZE attributes. 

16 Either delete and redefine the target cluster using the 
source cluster KEY attributes, or ALTER the target cluster 
KEY attributes to equal the source. 

20 Delete a:i.d redefine :::-,e :arget cluster. If the target is to be 
copied to repeatedly a:-;d is not a key range cluster, specify 
the REUSE attribute on the DEFINE. 

24 Delete and redefine the target cluster, ensuring that the 
KEYRANGES(lowkey highkey) for target cluster are equal 
to the KEYRANGES('.owkey highkey) for the source 
cluster. 

28 Delete and redefine the target cluster with at least as much 
primary index space as the source index has, or force the 
target cluster index to extend to at least as much space as 
the source index. 

32 Delete and redefine the target cluster with at least as much 
primary data space as the largest source data component, 
or force the target cluster data components to extend to at 
least as much space as the source data components. 

40 Delete and redefine tl:e target cluster, ensuring that no 
components span volumes (CANDIDATE volumes 
excepted). 

44 One of the following ac:ions should be taken: delete the 
target and rerun DFDSS, allowing it to perform the 
allocation; delete the existing target and reallocate a new 
one, leaving it empty; or use AMASPZAP to alter the 
target data set VTOC entry to make the data set appear 
empty. 

48 Do not preallocate the data set. 

52 :\lloca:e an unmo':c. ': ~e :arget data set on the same or a 
like dev'.::;e type, o: s;:-ec::·y the FORCE keyword. 

56 Ens:..:re ::Cat the prea .. .::.::a:ed DSORG is equal to the source 
DSORG. 

60 E::-:s:..:"e ::-:a: '.he a:-:--.c _:-.: nf s;;ace allocated for the 
priCa::cca:ed data se: .s 3:..::·ficient to contain the source data 
set. 

64 Er.si..:re that the r.u:-:-::-e~ of directory blocks defined for the 
prea::oca:ed P OS :s s-:·:~cient to con tam :he source 
directory blocks. 

68 Refer to the previous D FOSS message for the probable 
reason. 

72 Ensure :hat the prea~:ocated data set extents match the 
source data set exte;.:s. 

76 E:;st.:re :::at the REBLOCKADDRESS keyword was 
spe.:.:ifi.eC ar:d that ::--.e ~o~rce: 

• rs '.'"',OT. a startC2.:-:: ..:ser label data set 
• Has a RECF\1 ,':· :'.xed or fixed block. 

Or scrai.ch and rea::c-::a:e the target on the same device as 
the suc.rce or on a ~:~,~ device. 

80 Allocate a preailoca:i;;c data set with standard user labels. 

84 Allocate a standa~d ~ser label data set with more than just 
the staridard user :a:-e: extent. 

88 Scratch and realloc:i:e :he target partitioned data set to 
either a different loc3.::on on the target volume or a 
differe;,t target voL.::-:-.e. 

92 Scratch the target CJ.:a set and ai!ow D FOSS to allocate it 
during the restore '-':.'.:e~ation. 



96 Ensure that the preallocated sphere's AIX names, number 
of AIXs, number of paths, and path names match the 
source sphere's AIX names, number of AIXs, number of 
paths, and path names. 

100 Either re block the data set or specify a target device that is 
large enough for t~e source block size. 

104 Delete ar.d realloca:e the target partitioned data set on a 
like device, or rerun the job without specifying 
NOPACKING for the data set. 

108 Ensure :hat the prea:located POSE is usable and accessible. 

Operator Response: :\one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR440E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), L'.'jEXPECTED RETURN 
CODE FROM externalname: xxx-yyy, WHILE 
PROCESSI:\IG DATA SET dsname 

Explanation: In ~rocess:ng the specified data set, the named 
external rot.:ti:-:e was caLed, and it returned an unexpected 
return and/or reason code. 
System Action: Process!:1g is ended for the specified data set. 
The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: This message is not normally expected 
and indicates a program::ling or system problem. Rerun the 
job with PAR.\f = 'ABE:\D =440' on the EXEC statement 
a.r:d a SYS L D L .v1 P DD statement. Contact IBM for ' 
progra.n1ming supporL 
Operator Response: N or:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR441 W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), LOGICAL ERROR IN 
BVFFER 0'.'j TRACK cchh 

Explanation: -\ ~:~g'.ca~ -=~~ :~ was C::sc:wered :n tr.e :rack data 
:::..:"":-=~ ~·- r.ac ':22:-. ~::aC. ::-.-.: :~-:e '.'Jc::·:::~ a:-:C. ce:·ore 1,v:-it;ng !t to 
D.-\SD. The ~-=:-.5:·.n of:~-::.: :~ack da:a does not match the sum 
c:' · .. :.e count, '.<:::-, a::d C.a:c. :-:eids of a~; :-ecords on :he :rack in 
the buffer. T'.-::s :nessage :s issued '.:-:s:ead of .-\D R.:'.l.33 E when 

System Action: T:-:e ::-a.::--: .s :-:o: ;:-:::c::ssed. Th;; :-e:c;rn code is 

Programmer Response: Lse DFDSS PRI'JT to examine the 
::-::..:~ ::ata. c~:-.:::..:: r 8\: ::.:: correc'. :~-:e prot:;em if unable to 
Ce:e:-:-::.ine the ;:a·..:se. 
Operator Response: 'Jo:-:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items i, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, and 
29. 

-\DR~42l (\xx:-mmrnmmcyy), DA TA SET dsname 
P~EALLOC..\TED :-. I.'\ CATALOG catnamel, 
O'\ VOLC\JE(S): (~olser: volser list} " 

Explanation: r:-:e data .oe: .,,·as selec:ec for :eolacerr:ent as a 
r:-·.:::. .. ~.~cated ::i~;-:: :~a:J. ~-::. The ~2..:-g~: ~a~a1cg ~a:-r.e, lf 
\:-:,~'-':-'., '.s pr'.:-.::::: T:Cc :::.:-~e: volc::-:-::.: o:- opt~o:-:a~ voiume list is 
always prir.tec ·.1:::'.1 this :-:-.essage. 
System Action: '; r;ne. 
Programmer Response: :--,· ::-:e. 
Operator Response: \I or.e. 
Problem Determination: Ta'::le I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

' . ...... ~ 

ADR440E -- ADR444E 

ADR443W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DUE TO ERRORS, 
TARGET COMPONENT name IS NOW 
NAMED name. CLUSTER cluster name, 
CATALOG catname 

Explanation: During CO PY processing, the target cluster and 
components can :e allocated i.:srng generated r.ar.-:es. After the 
CO PY, the target cluster name and component names are 
altered to match the source names. This message indicates that 
the target cluster name was successfully altered,' but the alter 
for a component failed. 
System Action: Processing continues with the r.ext data se~. 
Message ADR469W follows this message. The return code is 4. 
Run Access Method Services LISTCAT against the target 
catalog to determine the reason for the Access Method Services 
ALTER failure. You can alter the component name to match 
the source by using Access Method Services ALTER 
NEWNAME. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items!, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 26, 
and 29. 

ADR444E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname { IS 
EMPTY I HAS AN UNSUPPORTED 
DSORG}. IT WILL NOT BE COPIED 

Explanation: The data set cannot be copied to an unlike device 
for one of the following reasons: 

• It has an unsupported DSORG. 

• It has a BLKSIZE of 0. 

• It is empty (DSlLSTAR 
as its first record. 

0) but does not have an EOF 

The data set car.not be co?ied ~o a like device if it is both 

• Its r'.rst reco:-d :s :;ot an EOF ~ecord. 

System Action: T'.-le data set was not copied. Processing 
continues. Tl-:e ::::·..:-~ co(~e ~s 8. 
Progrnrnmer Response: To have fr:e da:a set ccc1ed. do or.e of 
the followi:cg: · 

• For a data se: 1,1,·ith an unsuppcr:ed DSO RG, make sure 
::hat :r,e selec:ec ::.rget voiur:te !S of a like device ::voe. For 
a data set w1t'.': a:1 unsuppor:ed DSORG going to ·a·n unlike 
target device, specify the PROCESS keyword with the 
UNDEFINED subkeyword. The target device specified or 
chosen must have a track capacity equal to or greater than 
the source. 

• For a data se: ·.i.::::-: a BLKS l ZE = 0, make sure :hat the 
selec:ed targe: \·c~L:-:-:e is of a '.~~e Cevice type. 

• For an err.pty c.a:a set, use ALLD:-\TA or ALLEXCP to 
'.crce C'-'~Y o: a~: :.:>0ca:ed s:;ace '.n the C:ata se:. \fake s·cl:-e 
that the se'.ec:c:: :a~::ret volume :s ot- a \\ke dev:ce tv;;e and 
the data set is r.or. o~ing rebiocKed. . . 

Operator Response: '.::me. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items i, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 
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· AU K4451 .- AU K45Zt; 

ADR4451 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), SOLiRCE VSAM DATA 
SET dsname [IN CATALOG catname] IS 
EMPTY 

Explanation: The source VSA:vt data se: is empty; therefore 
the target data set is allocated, but no data movement is 
oerformed. If the data set is oreallocace~. the existing data set 
is c!eleted then reallocated us:~g the sc:..~:::e as the model. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 0. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR446E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname [IN 
CATALOG catname] CO'.'JTAINS NO 
DIRECTORY BLOCKS 

Explanation: A ~artitioned data set w:::-: no directory was 
encountered. This was caused by not specifying at least one 
directory block at the time the data set ·.vas created. 
System Action: The data set is not precessed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR4471 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VSA\1 DATA SET dsname 
[I~ CATALOG catnam< WAS DELETED 
FROM VOLC:\'IE volser, re 

Explanation: The target VSA:vt data set was-deleted. The 
reason codes (re) are: 

The target KSDS/VRRDS on an unlike device was not 
reusable. 

2 The data set organization of the :arget did not match 
:'.-:.e source. 

3 T:-:e CI s:ze :;:·:he :a~s-=: did:-.:: :-:-.atch the soL:rce. 

4 T'.-:e I\.IBED attribu:e :;,~the:::.~;-:: did not match the 
source. 

5 

6 

T:Ce KEY .e:-~:h ot- :::e :arget ::::: :-:Jt match the source. 

T~e reco:-d ~e:-:gth of ::-.e :arge: :::.: :;ot match the 
source. 

i L1e REPLICATE a::~:::;ute o:· :.-.-: :arget did not match 
the source. 

8 The SPA:\:\ ED attribute of tr.e :arget did not match 
the source. 

B The source C:ata set is empty. 

Svstem .-\ction: P~ccessir:g .::c::t:nues. :=-: ~ reason codes 2 and 
.:! ·:,~ ~. :'.-:e source a::ribute-s :)':e;ride ::-.: ::e of the preallocated 
:ar;e:. The ret'..:~:-: c:Jde is J. 
Programmer Response: .'i c:-:e. 
Oper;.itor Response: '-i one. 
Problem Determination: '-i c:-:e. 

ADR..+48! (x:xx}-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname 
DL\lPED LSI'.'IG ."iO','-OPTL\'llZE 
CHA~."iEL PROGRA\!S AFTER TRACK 
O\'ERFLOW RECORDS WERE 
E."iCOCNTERED 

Explanation: The source da:.a set co;-.:a.:-:ed track overf1ow 
records and OPTI\1IZE(2), (3), or (4': ·xas specified for the 
dump. 
Svstem Action: T:Ce source data set t~a.::l<s were processed by 
u~::cg ;;onoptimized channel ?rograrr:s. This results in 
perr·ormance degradation if the data se: ~s not f1agged as track 
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overf1ow in the VTOC entry or is not in the 
TRACKOVERFLOW keyword list. 
Programmer Response: No direct programmer action is 
required, because the data set was dumped successfully. 
Optimized channel programs fail on tracks containing overf1ow 
records, thus forcing a channel retry with nonoptimized channel 
programs in orcer to ~ead the tracks. The:-efore, data sets 
containing track overflow records that are not flagged as such 
in the VTOC entry must be prevented from using an optimized 
channel program. If ALLDATA or ALLEXCP is specified for 
the data set, and it does not contain any track overf1ow 
records, the allocated tracks beyond the end of the used data 
may have residual track overf1ow records that cause the 
message to be issued. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR4491 (xxx}mmmmm(yy), MESSAGE DATA SET 
USED TO STORE TASK RELATED 
MESSAGES FOR THIS TASK IS FULL AND 
CANi\'OT BE EXTENDED FURTHER. 
MESSAGES WILL BE SPOOLED TO 
SYSPRINT. SUBSEQUENT MESSAGES 
FOR THIS TASK WILL BE STORED AND 
GROliPED TOGETHER 

Explanation: The message data set used to store messages for 
this task (in order to l<eep messages grouped by task when 
DFDSS is running in parailei mode) has run out of space. All 
the messages stored thus far for this task are spooled to 
SYSPRINT. If DFDSS is indeed running in parallel mode, this 
can cause the messages for this task to be broken into groups 
with messages from other tasks located in between them. 
System Action: The :-:-:essage data set is reinitialized, and 
messages continue to be stored and grouped together until the 
task ends or the messa~e data set becomes full again. 
Program1Per Response: '~one. 

Operator Response: .'.. o:<e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR450E (xxx;>-mmmmm(yy), THE ~C\lBER OF I:'-iPCT 
A'.'10 OLTPl..'T TRACK RA:\GES DOES ~OT 
.YIATCH 

Explanation: The ilu:-::i:Jer of input track ranges does not 
correspor:d to the :-:..::-:-.:::e~ of output trac:< ranges. Each input 
track range requires a .:::orresponding output track range. Each 
output track range req:..:ires a corresponding input track range. 
System Action: The :ask is ended. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Specify the same number of input and 
output track ranges. 
Operator Response: :---.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iter:Js [, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29 . 

ADR452E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), {IEH\IOVE I IEBCOPY I 
JEBISA\l ' IDCA\IS i ICKDSF} l..'TILITY 
FAILED \\:HILE PROCESSING {DATA SET 
dsname . VOLUME volser}, (ABEND I 
RETLR~} CODE IS nnn 

Explanation: Dur::.5 ;:-:ocessing of a D FOSS function, a 
system utility was in·ol<ed to process the specified data set. 
The utility encountered errors, and processing failed. 
System ,\ction: The ca·.a set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Take one of the following actions: 

• For abending ~::~:::es, see the System Codes for an 
exolanation of the ai:Jend code. If the abend is because of 
in~ufficient stora::e (DASO or virtual), you must run the 
utility itself (not ~hr~ugh DFDSS), as described in your 
Utilities manual. If I EH MOVE abends with code OC4, it 



could be because DFDSS called it with a task 1/0 table 
(TIOT) referring to more DD statements than IEHMOVE 
can handle. In this case, change the D FOSS filtering to 
select fewer data sets. 

• For I EH MOVE, IEBCOPY, or IEBISAM error return 
codes, '.'1..:r. '.~e :ob by S?ecifyir.g ::Ce DFDSS 
UT!Uv!SG =YES parameter. See the MVS/XA System 
Messages or MVS/370 Utilities Messages for an 
explanation of the utility messages. 

• For I DC-\.\15 er:-or :-eturn codes, :--..:n the job by specifying 
t~1e D FOSS CTI UvfSG = YES pa:-ar::eter. See the System 
Messages for an explanation of the messages. 

• For ICKDSF error return codes, run the job and specify 
the DFDSS UTILMSG= YES parameter. See the Device 
Support Facilities User's Gulde and Reference for an 
explanation of the messages. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR453E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), USER REBLOCK EXIT 
SPECIFIED AN INVALID BLOCK SIZE FOR 
DATA SET dsname. DATA SET WILL NOT 
BE PROCESSED 

Explanation: T'.-.e data set was eligible '.or reblocking, and the 
user reblock exit was called. However, the block size returned 
to DFDSS from the exit was invalid for the data set. 
System Action: The data set is not allocated or copied. The 
return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the block size for the data set 
in the exit routine. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Ta~le !, ite:-ns·:, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR4541 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWl~G DATA 
SETS WERE SL'CCESSFULLY PROCESSED 

Explanation: f>-:: ;5: o:' 3;,:;::cess:''-iily ::::-2cessed da:a sets 
foi!o\VS :h:s ::--.·ossa;e. 
System Action: P:-ocessiGg continues. 
Programmer Response: "cne. 
Operator Response: .'-. c:--,e. 
Problem Determination: :\one. 

ADR455W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS WERE .~OT SLCCESSFULLY 
PROCESSED 

Explanation: f'-.e ~'st er ca:a sets ~:-:a: -.vere not successfully 
pr'::cessed r·<J~~'J 1J.:s :::~s r;.cssage. 
System Action: P:-::c:.:ss;:.g ;::ont::-:ues. The return code is set to 
·1 -. 
Programmer Response: :\ o:.e. 
Operator Response: :\ oc:e. 
Problem Determination: :\one. 

ADR456l (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), THE '.JlJ:VlBER OF DAT A 
SETS PROCESSED O.'\ VOLCME volser IS 
nnnnn 

Explanation: The number, nnnnn, is :he number of data sets 
successfuily processed. For C0.\-1 PRESS, the data set names 
follow this message. 
System Action: Processmg continues. 
Programmer Response: "one. 
Operator Response: N or.e. 
Problem Determination: \i one. 

ADR4571 

ADR453E . - ADR461W ' 

(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE NUMBER OF 
TRACKS MADE AVAILABLE ON VOLUME 
volser IS nnnnn 

Explanation: RELEASE processing released nnnnn tracks. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR4581 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), (TOTAL I USED} 
NUMBER OF TRACKS ON VOLUME volser 
IS nnnnn 

Explanation: The number, nnnnn, indicates either the total 
number of tracks on the volume or the number of used tracks 
on the volume after RELEASE processing. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR459E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR ENCOUNTERED 
WHILE FILTERING ON THE CATALOG. 

. _Explanation: This message is preceded. by message AD R497 E 
or ADR724E. When this message is preceded by ADR497E, 
refer to IDC3009I in System Messages for an explanation and 
correcti';e action. When preceded by ADR724E, refer to 
IGWOlzzz in System Messages for an explanation and 
corrective action. 
System Action: The current volume is bypassed. Processing 
continues with the next volume, if any. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: For I/O errors, follow 
recommendations by your instailation for 1/0 errors, and 
resubmit the job. For logical errors encountered in the VVDS, 
rc:n Access \1ethod Serv:ces DIAGNOSE against L.he '.ndicated 
volume. a:-:C. take necessa:y ac:ion to correct the prob1e:-n. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: T:i.bie I, items I, 2, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, 
25b, and 29. If it is a logical error, use the PRINT command 
to print:'.-.<:: VTOC and V\'DS L.racks before ta'.<:ng ac::or. 29. 

ADR460l (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UTILITY GE:"iERA TED 
\-1ESSAGES FOLLOW FOR (DATA SET 
dsname I VOLL\olE volser} 

Explanation: During processing of a DFDSS function, a 
system '.l:iii~y was invoked that generated SYSPRINT data. 
The utility messages are printed following this message when 
UTIL\1SG =YES is specified in the PAR:Vf information of the 
DFDSS EXEC statement. 
System Action: The function continues processing. 
Programmt!r Response: :\ or:e. 
Operator Response: ~on,,;. 

Problem Determination: :\one. 

ADR46l\V (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNMOVABLE DATA SET 
dsname WITH FOLLOWING EXTENTS 
CA,'\JNOT BE PROCESSED 

Explanation: The unmovable data set that has the listed 
extents cannot be processed. Either the system does not 
support ailocation of unmovable data sets or the extents are 
not free on the target volume. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is set to ..i. 

Programmer Response: Either specify FORCE if you want to 
move the unmovable data set, or free the required extents and 
rerun tr.e JOb. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 2Sa, and 29. 
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ADR46ZE (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), NON-VSAM DATA SET 
dsname [IN CATALOG catname] IS NOT 
PROCESSABLE 

Explanation: The CVOL catalog entry is not processed 
because the DELETE subparameter was not specified and the 
RENAMEU'.'ICO'.'JD!TIO!\IAL subparameter was specified. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Copy the CVOL catalog, specifying 
DELETE, and remove the RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL 
subparameter. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR463E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CLUSTER clustername WAS 
NOT {DELETEDiDEFINEDIALLOCATED} 
BECAUSE VOLCME(S) WERE NOT 
AVAILABLE 

Explanation: The allocation of the volumes failed because the 
volumes are not available. The cluster was not deleted, defined, 
or allocated. 
System Action: The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Ensure that the volumes where the 
cluster resides are available. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR464l (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DAT A SET dsname HAS 
BEEN UNCATALOGED FROM CATALOG 
catname 

Explanation: The named data set was uncataloged at the user's 
request. 
System Action: :\one. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Respo11se: :--.; o::e. 
Pr1Jblem Determination: '.\ :.::-.e. 

ADR465I (xxxt-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname HAS 
BEE"i CATALOGED f\; CA TA LOG catname 

Explanation: r·.-: :-.a::ced C:a:J. set was -::::.:aloged at tf:e user's 

System Action: '.\ cr.e. 
Programmer Response: '.\ o:ce. 
Operator Response: \i or.e. 
Problem Determination: >i or;e. 

ADR466E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), Ul\iEXPECTED RETURN 
CODE nn FRO\'l PARTREL :VIACRO IN 
\10DCLE mod.name WHILE PROCESSING 
De\ TA SET dsname 

Explanation: A P ·\ K.TREL ;-:-,ac70 \\.'?..~ .ssued t.o release all 
ur;;.;:;c;c D,·\S D s:ca-::e :'ror;: a sequent:J.: ::~ ;artitioned data set, 
anc a:: ·..;nex::ecceC: ~ett.:r:; ;;,'Ce was rece ':ed during RELEASE 
prc..:ess:r:g. A ~e:~~:-t .;;oce o: 3 1r.ciicJ.:es ~:-:at a data set was 
ope::. :\r;y other ~et;.;rn .;;~;(ie ;Jrobab:y ::ccicates an invalid 
VTOC. 
System Action: P~(;cessir.g ct" the co~:-::a:;,d is ended. The 
returll code is 8. 
Programmer Response: See the System-Dara Administration 
for an explanation of PART REL return codes. 
Operator Response: .'\i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items i, 3, 4, I 3, 20, 25a, 25b, 
and 29. 
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ADR467E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DURING A TARGET 
TRACKS COPY, THE OUTPUT TRACKS 
FALL WITHIN THE INPUT TRACK RANGE; 
AND THE INPUT AND OUTPUT VOLUMES 
ARE THE SAME 

Explanation: A CO PY request was issued with the 
OUTTRACKS option. The input volume serial number and 
output volume serial number are the same, and the output 
tracks overlap the input tracks .. 
System Action: Processing of the command is ended. The 
return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Select nonoverlapping tracks for input 
and output. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
and 29. 

ADR468E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VSAM DA TA SET dsname 
[IN CATALOG catname] IS NOT 
PROCESSABLE 

Explanation: The VSAM entry was not processed because one 
or more of the following conditions exist: 

• If REPLACE was specified, either the data set does not 
qualify for preallocation or a preallocated target does not 
exist, and one of the following conditions applies: 

If DELETE is specified and the entry name is a SYS l., 
page, or swap data set, the REN AM EU subparameter 
was not specified. 

If the entry name is a cluster name and DELETE was 
not specified, then: (1) the REN AM EU subparameter 
was not specified, or (2) the RECAT subparameter was 
not specified. 

[: .. ::-:e entry :ca:::e is an a!terr;a:e index or a '..:ser 
;:a:a'.og name: .1) the DELETE subpara::1eter was not 
s~ecifled, or (2) the RENA:VfEL subpararr.eter was 
specified. 

• r: RE? LACE ;,1.:as ::ot specir'led, or:e of' the foiicv,;'.ng 
cc:-.c:::o::s applies: 

I:· DELETE is specified and the entry name is a SYS 1., 
::::.;e, or swa~ cata set, the RE:'\A\1EU su~;::iarameter 
'.•:as r.ot specit'.ed. 

I:· the entry name is a cluster name and DELETE was 
r:ot specified: ( 1) the REN AM EU sub parameter was 
:cot specified or (2) the RECAT subparameter was not 
specified. 

r:· ·.:Ce entry name is an alterna~e ir:dex or a '...:ser 
;:::.:aiog nJ.me: (1) th.e DELETE s-.:oparar::e:er was not 
5::edied or (21 :he RE'.\! A\-! EL s:..tbpara:-neter was 
s::edied. 

I:· ·.~e entry :la:ri.e \s a user cataiog name, 
I:'\ DD~ A\1 E or INDY N A:V1 was specified. 

System .-\ction: P:-ocessing continues. The return cede is 8. 
Programmer Response: Take one of ~he following actions: 

• [f REPLACE was specified: 

I:· ::Ce data set ls eligible for preallocation, ensure that a 
s·..:a'.ifying target. is available on the target volumes. 

I:· :he data set is not eligible for preallocation or a 
REPLACE operation is not required, then determine 
'.'...:r:her action from the following lists. 

• If tl-.e entry name is a SYS I., page, or swap data set and 
DELETE is specified, copy the entry specifying 
RE'.\:\\! EU(newname). 



• If the entry name is a cluster name: (1) copy the cluster by 
specifying DELETE or (2) copy the cluster by specifying 
RENAMEU(newname) or (3) copy the cluster by 
specifying RECAT(catname). 

• If the entry name is an alternate index or a user catalog 
n::.:-:-:e, co::::- ::-:e a::c:-.:::.:e index o:- _ser catalog, s;::ec;fyii1g 
DELETE, a::d remove :he RE>..:A:VIEU subparameter. 

• If the entry name is a user catalog name, do not specify 
INDDNAME or INDYNAM. 

Operator Response: '.'\one. 
Problem Determination: Table!, iterr.s 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR469W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS WERE COPIED, BUT ENCOC~TERED 
POSTPROCESSING ERRORS 

Explanation: After a data set was copied, a postprocessing 
error was enco--.::-,tered. The error occurred during an attempt 
to catalog, ur.ca:a!og, scratch, correct a VSAM cluster 
component name, or RACF /password-protect the source or 
target data set. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: See earlier messages for specific errors. 
Operator Response: None. -
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR470W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), NO DATA SETS 
SELECTED FOR COPY 

Explanation: No data sets were selected for processing. The 
data sets found !n the cata!og or on the input volumes did not 
pass 11\CLL.iDE, EXCLLDE, or BY filtering or cannot be 
copied. 
System Action: ?:-oce;.:::-.; ccr.tin:..:es ·.:.::~;,. the r:ex: cc:-.::-ol 
s:::.:e:..:::-.:. The ~-=:...:r:-. c.~:.::e .s .1. 

Programmer Response: \\.:-.en inp:.:: -. c:umes are spec;f:ed, 
ensure :ha: a:: cc:-:-.por.e:-,:s of a clus:e:- a:-id all pieces o: a 
multivolume ca:a set are co::tained o:-: :he input volc:r::es. 
C:Can.ge :'.'.ter::-.; .::~::e:ia, :c:::: a STE PC AT, '..J: spe;;;:·;-' c:'.'.erer:: 
'.:-.!Jut '.''.J~·..:;:ies. ::-.:::-. ~e~"....:-. -.:-.e job. 
Operator Response: '.\ o:-.e. 
Problem Determination: Ta'-Jle I, ite~s l, 3, 4, 13, 20, ar:d 29. 

ADR471E (xxx,rmmmmm(yy), OLE TO ERRORS, 
SOLRCE (CLCSTER,CO,\tlPONENT} name IS 
."OW .'\iA\lED name. CLUSTER clustername, 
CA T .. \LOG catname 

Explanation: D-~::-.g CC PY process:::.;, the source c;-..:s:er an.c 
...:c~··~-·1~>-::--:.e:---:~s -.::.:..:-:. ·-:-e :-~2:---.:..:-:-:e:: ~n orCe~ ~ ... ~ aliow t~e CO PY targ~: 
. .:::'-.lste~ :o :e a~:-=:---=C: :o +_:_-: :::Gurce :-"lJ.~~- [ ~~ ti1e targe:-:8-soi..:-:<:: 
a;'._e~ :·:::.:'.s, :he ::~;-::;.:::a :2: ;s de!e:2c, and :-cstor:r.g ::-:e soc~ce 
cluste~ :o ~ts c<~~:--:al s:~:c 5 attem~teC.. This rr~essage is ~ssueC 
:·0~ cJ.2~-: l~~er -:::-.::.~c :·2:: ..... -::. The c::...:s:·2~ name a:i.G -.:a:a~og 

r:arne ::--:C:cat~ ::--.:: ~a:::c: ·.l~c: :~Jca:io:; ,~~~:he :·ailing Ca:a scL 
System Action: P~ocess1:-.; continues ,,,.,,.ith the next da:a set. 
\lessa:.::;e .-\DR..:.~5E f,): 1 '~)·.,s :his ;r.ess::.;e. The ~etur:-: c2ce 1s g 
Programmer Response: R...::-: A~cess \lethod Services 
DIAG'~OSE :'.;a::-:st the so.lrce and :a:-get catalogs to 
deterrr:!:1e the :-eason for ::-:e Access \fethod Services ALTER 
'.ailures. Restc:-e :.-.e cr'.g~::::..~ cluster :-:ar:ce, using A-:cess 
\fethod Services . .\LTER '.\ EWNA\1 E. 
Operator Response: >.i or:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iterr:s 1, 2, 3, 4, i3, 20, 26, 
29, ar.d 36. 

ADR472E 

ADR469W - ADR472E 

(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO SELECT A 
TARGET VOLUME FOR DATA SET dsname 
[IN CATALOG catname], re 

Explanation: DFDSS was unable to select a target volume 
from the available target volumes for one of the following 
reasons ::re). 

04 No target volume has enough space to accommodate the 
target data seL 

08 At least one duplicate data set was e:1countered on a :a:-get 
volume, and the REPLACE keywo:d was not specifted. If 
the duplicate data set is named SYS l .xxxx, you must also 
specify PROCESS(SYSl). However, DFDSS will not 
replace a SYSI.xxxx data set that is a CVOL, Integrated 
Catalog Facility user catalog, VVDS, or VTOCIX, 
regardless of the REPLACE and PROCESS(SYSl) 
keywords. 

If the target volume did not contain a duplicate data set, 
the!1 this reason code means the target volume did not have 
enough space for the data set. For an IS.AM data set, the 
matching space in the target volume was not available. 

12 The data set is non-YSAM and is allocated as either 
unmovable or absolute track. DFDSS was able to select 
only unlike targets for target allocation and the FORCE 
keyword was not specified. 

16 The data set is non-VSAM and either unmovable or 
absolute track allocated. An absolute allocation failure, or 
lack of system support for absolute allocation, precludes 
the use of absolute allocation; however, the FORCE 
keyword was not specified. 

20 A directory read failed for the partitioned data set. 

~4 A::.. e:-:-or ·.vas e:---.~ount2rcd :;;~!le ::--.c \ V R :--~c·,J:-Cs ~or ~~e 

\'S.-\\f data se: ·.:.:ere beir1g :e3.c. 

28 Oup'.icate VTOC entries 1,vere e:-:cc'....:-.:e~ed or: :'.:e or.ly or 
ail available tar5et voiumes for the \SA:VI da:a set. 

31 .-\ ~~;;~~ca:c 2~::-:: :c~ :l-:e VS..\.\1 C:2-:.:. s:.:~ 1,•.,-~s ·.::-. ..::_j:_::-.:e:-ed 
~~ L~-:.e target c2.:::.~og. 

36 Ar: error was e:ccountercd r.iuring :::-:: cef:r.e or :::e tar5et 
VS..\\-f data se:. 

40 GET\fA!~ e:-~ors were encour.te:-ec '.x.::-.ile :'.-:e m:erna: 
control blocks :or the data set were ':::e!r.g built. 

44 The data set was a direct access (8 DA:'vt) data set, and 
or:'.y target dev'.ces of smaller track -::a;::acity :han the 
source were a va:lable. The data se: was not specified !n 
:h-:: RELBLOCK..\DDRESS '.<eyw:~:-::'. ::st, or:: was 
s::ec'.r\ed rn RELBLOCK..\DDRESS ·--..:: t::,~ ca:a se: :s ::ot . . 

,,2 ... : has a ::;:~:-i.carc 

user iabel or :ts :-ecord format is ::c: F or F 8 . 

DFDSS Goe:) ~.-J~ alloca~e er :i:~er:~;:: :.J ~opy .. _;"tc da~J. :~~c. 

48 The source data set block size 1.vas ;:-ea:er than the track 
ca;jacity of a!'. vo'.urr:es DFDSS w::.s a":::'.e to se:ec: for 
a:io~a:~on. T~e Cata set vlas net :~c:..:2..ted as ~.rJ.·.:k 

over:low ir. t'."'.e \'TOC entry. 

52 An indexed VTOC was not availab:e. 

56 '.\ ot enough space is available in t'.-.e \'TOC on the target 
volume. 

60 The DA.DSM ir:stallation exit rejec:ec the allocation 
request. 

64 '.'io output volu:-:-:e was specified c~,~ ::Ce COPY function, 
and the data set is not SMS managed. 
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68 Usable space on all the target volumes combined was 
insufficient to define the target data set. 

72 During a non-SMS allocation, no target volumes were 
available and at least one output volume was not selected 
because it was SMS managed. 

76 The N 0 PACK I :'\i G keyword was spec:::ed for the data set, 
but no space was available or no like devices were specified 
as targets. 

80 No target volume that has device track capacity equal to 
or greater than the source is available for selection. 

84 The data set was a direct access (BDA\1) data set and the 
only available target devices were unable to contain the 
source track's worth of data due to the blocksize of the 
data set. For example, if the source device is a D(f3380 
and the oniy available devices are D(f3390S, and the data 
set's blocksize is 190 with a key length of 0, then a track 
on the target cannot contain as much cata as a track on 
the source. 

The data set was not specified in the 
RELBLOCKADDRESS keyword list, or it was specified in 
the REBLOCKADDRESS but it was not accessed by a 
relative block address (Le., it has a standard user label or. 
it's record format is not F or FB). DFDSS does not 
allocate or attempt to copy the data set. 

88 During a non-S.\15 allocation, no usao;e target volumes 
were available. 

92 During DFDSS data set COPY, an attempt was made to 
copy the data set back to its source volume with DELETE 
specified, but neither RENAME nor 
RENAMEUNCONDITIO'.'IAL was specified. 

System Action: T'.-.e cata set is ::ot copied. T'.1e return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Deper.c::::g on tC:e ~eason code, take 
the following acc:cr: a:::d rerun ::":e job: 

04 Either increase ::Ce value fc:- PERCE:\'TUTILIZED, or 
specify adc'.::c:.a. ·.arget vc:~:-7".es. 

08 Specify addi:1c:-.a: :arget vc:_mes, de:e:e :he duplicate data 
set, specify REPLACE, or s~ecify PROCESS(SYSl). For 
IS.-\\! da:a se:s. s~ecify a ·. ::::>..:r:ie t'.-:a: ":as free space on 
the matching :~ac~s. 

12 Either specify FORCE if t:-.e unlike taiget volumes are 
desired, or specify additionai target voi:Jmes of the same 
device type that t!:.e data set currently :-esides on. 

16 Specify FORCE o; specify additional :a:-get volumes. 

20 Enscre tha: ::.e ;;artitionec ::ata set '.s ~sable. 

2-+ E:-isure :hat ::-.e c::..:ster a:.c ::s compc:-:e:-:.:s are usable. 

32 If a target ca:J.:cg was spec:'.:ed by Gs::::g RECATALOG, 
either delete ::Ce existing da:a set in t'.-:a: catalog, or specify 
a different ca::.J.'.cg. If a target cataicg •.i..:as not specified, 
the data set :s :::eing defined m a cata:cg set by the 
STEPCAT/JOBCA.T/MASTERCAT s:ructure. Either 
determine whe:-e the duplicate entry ex'.sts and delete it, or 
modify the ca:aiog structuie using a STEPCAT statement 
in the job JCL. 

36 :Vtessage AD R-!97 E accompanies this message. Determine 
the cause of the error and correct it. 

40 Increase the region size. 

44 Specify target devices of the same or iarger track capacity 
for the direct access (BDA\1) data set. 
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48 Specify target devices of the same or larger track capacity 
for the data set, or use an appropriate system utility to 
copy the data set. 

52 Specify a volume with an indexed VTOC. 

56 Enlarge the VTOC on the target volume or specify 
additional target volumes. 

60 Specify additional target volumes. 

64 Specify OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM. 

68 Either specify additional target volumes or, if 
PERCENTUTILIZED was specified, increase the 
PERCENTUTILIZED value. 

72 Specify non-SMS-managed volumes in the OUTDO or 
OUTDYN. 

76 Either rerun the job without specifying NOPACKING for 
the data set, or rerun the job specifying the same or like 
devices with enough room to allocate the data set. 

80 If the target data set is SMS, make sure that the storage 
class selected maps to a storage group that has devices 
with track capacity equal to or greater than the source. If 
the target data set is non-SMS, specify a target volume 
that has track capacity equal to or greater tlian the source. 

84 Specify target devices of the same or larger track capacity 
for the direct access (BDAM) data set. 

88 Specify usable non-SMS target_volumes in the OUTDO_ or 
OUTDYN statement. · · · 

92 Choose a target volume different from the data set's source 
volumes, or use the RENAMEU keyword to rename the 
data set. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items!, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR473E (xxx~mmmmm(yy), FAILURE WHILE 
ATTACHI.'\G LTILITY \ilOOLLE, RC= xx 

Explanation: DFDSS was unable to attach a utiiity module. 
The reason codes, xx, are documented in the Application 
Development Guide 
System Action: '.'Io data se~s are processed. T'.-,e :ask ended. 
Processing continues with the next control statement. The 
return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the problem as indicated by 
rcxx, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR474I 

Explanation: 

(xxx~mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname IS 
EMPTY, BLT IT WILL BE {COPIED 
/RESTORED} 

During a CO PY operation: 

• For an empty non-VSAM data set, the data set is 
allocated if the source data set has an EO F in its first 
record. Only an EOF record is written to the target 
data set. 

• For an empty VSAM data set, the data set is allocated 
but no data is copied. 

During a RESTO RE operation: 

• The target data set is ailocated but no data is restored. 

System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 

;. '! "=' •••• ~ .-



Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR4751 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), FOLLOWING DATA SETS 
WERE SELECTED 

Explanation: TYPRLN = .'.;ORLJN ·;.;as specified::: the EXEC 
statement parameter, and the following list of data set names 
met the filtering criteria. 
System Action: The data sets are not dumped, copied, or 
restored. 
Programmer Response: >: c.ne. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: :\one. 

ADR-l76E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), UTILITY PROCESSOR 
TERMINATED BECAUSE OF 
SYSPRINT/SYSIN PROCESSING FAILURES 

Explanation: Errors in ut:'.ity SYSPRINT or SYS!:\ data set 
processing occurred, causir:g the utiiity processor :as:< to end. 
System Action: Utility processing is ended. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Rerun the job, ensuring that adequate 
DASO temporary space is available. • 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR477E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VVDS/VVR/CELL 
ERRORS £~COUNTERED FOR CLUSTER 
name 

Explanation: Data set COPY or RESTORE encou::tered 
errors while reading or updating VY OS/VY R/CELL 

System Action: T'.-:e da:a se: is not cc::::ed or :-estc~ed. 
P~ccessmg cor:::::·_:es. T:-.e ~eturn coce :s 8. 
Programmer Response: ~ ;;::e. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: T:..-:'.e I, i:e:-:-:5 : , 3, .:.:., 13, :·> :i.nd 29. 

ADR~78W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VSA.\1 CLCSTER cluster 
name NOT DL'\1PED, COMPONE.';T 
component name SIZE IS GREATER THA,'i .-\. 
SI:\GLE SOLRCE VOLLJ\-IE 

Explanation: The VSA\! c>..;ster was :cot dumped cecause it 
had a multivolume compc:-:ent that was larger than an entire 
source volume. To restore :he data se:, it would be :1.ecessary 
to a:locate the cor:-,ponent C::1 multiple volumes, but :he system 
does :;ot suppor: the a!lcca::on of VSA\1 data sets 8::1 multiple 

System Action: T:-:e da:3. .;e: 1,vas no: C:--.;:nped. P~ccessing 

co:::~:-:ues. The ~eturn code :s 4. 
Programmer Response: T .:.:..:e one oz ::-:e following :..c::ons: 

• Lse DFDSS DL\!P, s;ecifying ::-.e input volL::--.es that 
cor:tain the VSA:V! c'.i..:s:er. D FOSS RESTO RE can restore 
::-.e data set from the c·..:::-1p tape ::: ;::hysical di..:::--.;:: format. 

• L se Access \1ethod Services EX PO RT to dum;:: :he VSA:V1 
-:::,...ster. Lse Access \!e:hod Services !\!PORT :o restore 
:~om the EXPORT-c~ea:ed durr,p :ape. 

Operator Response: N or.e. 

ADR4751 - ADR483W 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR479E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), LOGICAL DA TA SET 
DUMP TAPE DOES NOT CONTAIN 
{VSAMINON-VSAM} DATA SETS 

Explanation: The requested type of data set is not on the 
logically formatted dump tape. Either the 8 Y criterion is 
incorrect or the wrong tape was specified in the RESTORE 
command. 
System Action: No data sets are restored. Processing 
continues. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Either change the BY criterion 
DSORG or use a different dump tape, and rerun the job. For 
an empty VSAM data set, no action is required. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR480W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS WERE NOT PROCESSED FROM THE 
LOGICALLY FOR,vlATTED DUMP TAPE 
DUE TO ERRORS: 

Explanation: The data sets in the list were not processed. The 
error is identified by other messages that precede this message. 
System Action: The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Correct the problem according to 
preceding messages. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, i~ems 1, 3, 4, 13. 20, and 29. 

ADR481E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO ALTER 
VSAM CLUSTER clustername [IN CATALOG 
catname] 

Explanation: The VSAM ALTER NEWNAME failed while 
a::empt!ng to alter the source cluster :iame. 
System Action: P~ocessing ..::or:tir:ues. Tl-:e return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR482E (xxx~mmmmm(yy), l/O ERROR O,'i DD;,A.vtE 
ddname WHILE PROCESSL'iG taperec 

Explanation: 1/0 errors were ~ncountered while ~he indicated 
type of dump tape :-ecord was being read during logical data set 
RESTORE processing. 
System Action: The data set is bypassed. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Use an alternate backup copy to 
restore the data set. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR483W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DAT A SET dsname -'OT 
CATALOGED 

Explanation: The data set was r,ot cataloged. 
REC:\Tr\LOG(") was specified, but the source data set was 
not cataloged. 
System Action: P:ocessing cor:tinues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR484W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), COMMAND IS NOT 
SUPPORTED FOR DATA SET dsname 
DURING LOGICAL DATA SET 
PROCESSING 

Explanation: Data set RESTORE from a logically formatted 
dump tape does not support the data oet organization of t!ie 
indicated data set. 
System Action: Processing continues for other data sets. The 
return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR485E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CATALOG catname IS NOT 
IN STEPCAT/JOBCAT/MASTERCAT 
STRUCTCRE. DATA SET dsname WILL NOT 
BE PROCESSED 

Explanation: The cluster named in the message required 
DFDSS to use IDCAMS or YSAM 1/0 to perform the COPY 
or RESTORE. This requires that both the source and target 
cluster (allocated by DFDSS) be accessible via the catalog 
structure. 
System Action: Processing coQ.tinues with the next data set. 
The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Add a STEPCAT or JOBCAT JCL 
statement specifying the named catalog, or concatenate it to 
your existing STEPCAT/JO BCA. T JCL statement, and rerun 
the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR486l (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNMOVABLE DATA SET 
dsname RESTORED TO FREE SPACE 

Explanation: The -..::.:-:tovable data se~ :;ped-:ec ::: the wessage 
cannot be restcrec ·_:;:he cyli:-'.cer/track '.0ca:i·0r: :rom w'.i.ich it 
was dumped. Beca,_;se FORCE was spec:f:ed in the RESTORE 
command, this da:a set was restored to :ree space. 
System Action: Processing cor:tinues. 
Programmer Response: \; o:.e. 
Operator Response: \;one. 
Problem Determination: Table!, items;, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR487\V (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SF~ dsname ~OT 
O~ LOGICALLY FORMATTED DUMP 
TAPE 

Explanation: During a data set RESTORE from a logically 
formatted dump tape, the data set was not found on the tape. 
Possibly the data se~ name is contained in :he da:a set name list 
at the beginning of t'.-:e dump tape, but the cata set was not 
dumped. 1This car: occur tf t:Ce data set cot..:id r:ot be serialized 
at dump time.) Et:'.":e:- the wror.g input f"'de ·vas used, a::'. 
incorrect data set :i.ame was specified, or the data set was 
rejected t:ec:wse or ::--.e DSO RG filtering cr;:er1a. This :nessage 
is printed :f fully '11..!a~:t~ed nar:;es are specif:ed. 
System Action: Processing continues. The retu:n code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Carree: the error, and rerun the 2ob. 
Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR488E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ERROR ENCOUNTERED 
WHILE ACCESSING {VTOCIVVDS} FOR 
DATA SET dsname ON VOLUME volser ON 
DDNAME ddname 

Explanation: An inconsistency on the VTOC or VVDS was 
encountered during data set RESTO RE from a logically 
formatted dump tape. 
System Action: Processing continues for other data sets. The 
return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Use an alternate backup copy to 
restore the data set. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 20, 
25a, 29, 36a, and 36b. 

ADR489I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), 
{ dsname lclustername I component name} WAS 
{SELECTEDIRESTORED} 

Explanation: After a data set was successfully restored or after 
a data set was successfully selected (when 
TYPRUN =NO RUN), the data set name is printed for a 
non-VSAM data set. Component names are printed for a 
VSAM data set. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR490W (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), ERROR 
{OPENINGiREADING} UTILITY SYSPRINT 
MESSAGES. UTILITY MESSAGES WILL BE 
LOST 

Explanation: An error occurred either in opening or in reading 
the utillty SYSPRiNT file. 
Sy:~tem Action: D FOSS continues ~:-~cessing for the :ask, but 
utility SYS PRINT messages are ios:. The return code is 4. 

Programmer Response: N or:e. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ::e:-:-.s l, 3, 4, \3, 20, a::d 29. 

ADR491E (xxx}-mmmrnm(yy), TASK TER:\'IINA TED DCE 
TO I'.'ISCFFICIE~T STORAGE FOR LT\l I/O 
BCFFER AND/OR EXIT IDE~TIFICA TION 
BLOCK 

Explanation: If the application interface is used, the system 
requires a buffer to pass 1/0 records to the user interaction 
module (L:I:'vf). If virtual storage cannot be obtained for the 
buffer or the UIM exit identification :Clock, the related DFDSS 
function is ended. 
System Action: .'.Jone. The ;ett..:r:i. coce is 8. 

Programmer Response: lnc:-ease e::::e~ the SIZE parar;;eter, 
the region size, or both, and re;un :l":e job. 
Operator Hesponse: :--,; one. 
Problem Determination: Tab!e I, i:e:::s l, 3, '1, 13, 20, :.9, and 
35. 

ADR492E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), ERROR OCCURRED 
DURING COPY OF CATALOG catname, 
RC-xx. [EXPORT DATA SET dsname IS ON 
VOLCME volser] 

Explanation: The catalog was being moved using Access 
Method Services EXPORT or IMPORT when IDCA\!S errors 
occurred. Corrective a~tion may be required to restore the 
source catalog to a usable condition. The reason code describes 
the error as follows: 



01 An error occurred when the catalog was exported to a 
temporary sequential data set. The COPY is discontinued, 
and the source catalog remains in usable condition. For 
this reason code, the second portion of the message is not 
printed. 

02 ,.\ failure ::cc\.!rred ·..11he11 the targc: catalog was imported. 
The source cataiog was deleted and must be recovered by 
the user. 

System Action: Processing continues with the ::ext COPY. 
The return code lS 8. 
Programmer Response: E:isure that the DFDSS parameter 
option UT!L.'v!SG =YES is specifl.ed when running jobs that 
perform catalog moves. All reason codes are accompanied by 
I DCAMS messages that clarify the remedial actions necessary. 
See the Sysrem ."1essages for an explanation of the messages. 

Take the following actions, depending on the reason code: 

01 C se the I DCAMS messages as a guide in correcting the 
error. Re:-c.:;: t:~e jCb. 

02 Restore the source catalog before attempting to rerun the 
job. If the catalog was backed up before the COPY was 
attempted, :.he backup can be used to restore the catalog. 
Otherwise, the catalog can be restored by importing the 
catalog fror.1 the export data set described in the message. 
See the Access Method Services Reference for an 
expianat:o:-: cf the i\-1PORT command. Deiete the export 
data set described in tl:e message before rerunning the job. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I. items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR493E (xxx)..mmmmm<yy), L-'C...\ TA.LOG/DELETE IS 
'.OT ALLOWED FOR DATA SET d.sname [L'i 
C..\ T.-\LOG catnameJ 

Explanation: E :.~er exc::.:s:·"e control or· :'.":e cata set is not 
obtained or it :s a SYS/. system, page, or swap data set that 
canr:o: Je ur.ca:::..~cged. 
System Action: ?~ocess:'."':5 .:::.cn:.1nues. T'.-:e :-e:c.::-r: code is 8. 
Programmer Response: F c~ exclus:ve .::or:L,o:, ei::ter ~e:nove 
the SHARE :<2y·.;,,o~d or e;:s-..ire exclusive controi of the data 
se:. 'Jn1ess the::::.:.:::. set :s:.:. \·ToC!X J~::. \:VOS. Fo~ SYS!. 
syste:-:-1, page, ·c~ 3•.vap da:a sets, speci;'y PROCESS(SYS!) to 
uncatalog or c2:e:e the data set. 

Note: PROCESS (SYS 1) does not lift processing restrictions 
for VTOCIXs ar:c VVDSs. 
Operator Response: :--i one. 
Problem Determination: Taoie I, items 1, 3, 4. 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR..+94\V \XX'O-mmmmm(yy), {OPE.~·CLOSEi!jO} 

ERR.ORO.'\ .vlESSAGE DAT:\. SET FOR 
TASK. TASK RELATED :YlESSAGES .\'lA Y 
BE LOST 

Explanation: Ar: OPE.'\, CLOSE, or l;O error occurred on a 
message data se: _;:ed to s:c::-e task-re'.a:ed r:1essages. 
System Action; D FOSS cc::T.inues p:-c:cessmg r'cr the task, but 
messages ~or ::-.'2 :ask may be iost. Tr.e retur!1 code is 4. 

Programmer Response: :-: one. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Taoie I, items!, J, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR493E ADR497E 

ADR495E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), ECB UNEXPECTEDLY 
POSTED IN MODULE modname, ECB 
CONTENTS ARE xxxxxxxx 

Explanation: An ECB related to an attached task was 
unexpectedly pos:2d. 
System Action: Command processing is ended. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, 2Sb, 
and 29. 

ADR496E (xxx~mmmmm(yy), UNEXPECTED RETURN 
CODE nn FRO:vt DETACH ISSUED FROM 
MODULE modname 

Explanation: An attempt to detach a subtask failed. 
System Action: The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: See the Application Development 
Guide manual for an explanation of DETACH return codes. 

ADR497E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), A CATALOG ERROR 
OCCURRED WHILE action-description. 
RETCR'.'1 CODE IS xx, REASON CODE IS 
nn-yyy 

Explanation: Catalog Management module IGGOCLnn 
returned this return code, xx, and ieason code, yyy, as the 
result of a catalog error or an exception condition while 
DFDSS was performing the action described by 
acrion-descriprion. 

Action-descript:o:-: can be a;i.y or.e of the following: 

• REN A\-1 I:'\ G CO\:! PO'.'\ E.'\T compname TO compname2 

• RENAMING AIX aixname TO aixname2 

RA.CF PROTECTI.'\G dsname 

• RA.CF L''.'\ PROTECTlNG dsname 

ALTERI.'\G A.CCESS TO L"SER CATALOG catname 

• RENA:V1!:\G DATA SET dsnameTO dsname2 

• CO:\VERTI:'\G CLUSTER c!usnarne TO SMS 

• CONVERTING CLUSTER c!usname T.O NONSMS 

• RE\10VING CA\!DIDATE VOLUMES FR0\1 
CO \1 PON E:\T c:Jmpname 

• DEF!Nl:\G CLLSTER ::::·:.;sname 

• CATALOGING DATA SET ds:·iame 

• DEFI.'\l:'\G . .\IX aixname 

• DEFINING PAGES PACE dsname 

• DEFl.'i!NG LSER CATALOG calname 

• DEFI\!I:--.iG PATH pathname TO clusname 

• DEFINING ALIAS aliasname TO cfusname 

• SEARCHI:-\G FOR DATA SETS BEGI:"-JNING WITH 
pre; Ix 

• OBTAINING INFORiv!ATION FOR DATA SET 
dsname 

• OBTAINl.'\G VOLUME INFORMATION FOR DATA 
SET dsname 

• DETER;'vtrNI'.'G TARGET CATALOG FOR DATA 
SET dsname 
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• DELETING CLUSTER clusname 

• DELETING DATA SET dsname 

• DELETING USER CATALOG catname 

• DELETING AIX aixname 

• DELETING PATH pathname 

• EXPORTING CATALOG catname 

• IMPORTING CATALOG c:imame 

• RECATALOGING CLLSTER clusn:i.,.,._2 

• RECATALOGING AIX aixname 

• RECATALOGING DATA SET dsnarr.e 

• READING CATALOG ca:name 

• ALTERING THE VOLU'.'v1E LIST FOR DATA SET 
dsname. 

System Action: Command processing is e:-.ced. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: See message IDC30091 in the System 
Messages for specific return code and reasc:1 code information. 
For return code 40 or 44, change the DFDSS filtering to 
reduce the number of selected CVOL-cata'.cged data sets to 
fewer than 1455, or increase t!;e region size :'. you are selecting 
fewe::- than 1455; then rerun t:-.e _co. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, :! . 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR498E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname CAN 
NOT BE COPIED/RESTORED. 
PREALLOCATE THE DATA SET WITH trks 
TRACKS 

Explanation: D FOSS cannc: :e:;:~::"tine ::-.e ::.:-:-.cur.t cf s~ace 
required to contain the data se: :efore pe~:·=~:-:-.::-.g the 
COPY. RESTORE to an unli:<e ::evice. 
System Action: The data set :s :-:ot processec. The return code 
is se: :o 8. 
Programmer Response: Prea~::::ca:e :he ::::.· . .:. se: with ail 
ailoca::on of trks tracks on ::-:e ·:oiumes .. 5:e::: ::-: message 
ADR3961 or ADR442I, or COPYiRESTC:<..E t:-:e data set to a 
'.i:.:e cev:ce. 
Operator Response: >i one. 
Problem Determination: Tao:e I, items:, - 3, 4, 13, 20, 26, 
29, and 36. 

ADR500 through ADR699 

See Chapter 3, "Stand-Alone DFDSS R.:-store .Ylessages" 

ADRiOlE (xxx}-mmmmmiyy), C.'."EXPECTED RETLRN 
CODE FRO.\l externalname: xxx-yyy. 

Explanation: The named ex:e~:-.al rout'.:-:e ·.:.as called, and it 
returned an unexpected retur:-. a;;d/or rea~.:::-: ;;ode. 
System Action: Processing is e::ded. Tb: ~e:~rn code is 8. 
Programmer Response: This :-:-.essage is :-. .::: ;-iormally expected 
and indicates a programming .:::- system ;:::-.:':-lem. If 
externalname is STORAGE \l.--\~AGE\lc'-.'.T SUBSYSTEM, 
ensure that SMS is active. l:· S\lS is no: ::...::::ve, activate SMS 
and rerun the job. If SMS is a::-eady ac::'.e. rerun the job with 
PAR\l = 'AB END= 701 ' o:-: :~e EX EC s:a:ement and a 
SYSL'DL:MP DD statement. ::.::d conta.::: [8\! for 
programming support. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tac'.e I, items : . 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR702E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), JOBCAT/STEPCAT NOT 
ALLOWED WHEN PROCESSING SMS 
MANAGED DATA SET dsname. 

Explanation: A JOBCAT or STEPCAT DD statement was 
specified, and one of the data sets being dumped or copied was 
S MS managed. 
System Action: Task ends with return code 8. 
Programmer Response: Eliminate JOBCAT/STEPCAT in the 
JCL and rerun the job. For those data steps that are not 
cataloged in the standard search order, specify INCAT and give 
one catalog name or a list of catalog names. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR703E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname NOT 
SELECTED DUE TO MISSING NVR 

Explanation: The data set, which is non-VSAM and SMS 
managed, was not selected because the non-VSAM volume 
record (NVR) for it cannot be found. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Run Access Method Services 
DIAGNOSE for the data set, fix the error, and..rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, and 
29. 

ADR704E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DAT A SET dsname 
ORGANIZATION IS NOT SUPPORTED 

Explanation: The following types of data sets are not 
supported by D FOSS in an S~!S environment: 

• Data set cataloged in more than one catalog 
• CVOLs 
• ISA\-1 da:a sets 
• Absolute :~ack allocation 
• linmovabie data sets 
• VTOCIX/V VOS 
• PAGE/S\V.-\P data sets 
• SYSl.STG!'-.'.DEX data set 
• BOAM data sets with OPTCO =A. 

System Action: The data set is not processed, and the return 
code is set to 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR705E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), I:--.:VALID {STORAGE 
CLASS ! MANAGE:\i1ENT CLASS} l'liA:\lE 
{scname i mcname) SPECIFIED 

Explanation: .--\ :10r,existent storage class or manage'.T'.ent class 
was specified ~n the STORCLAS or :VIGMTCLAS keyword. 
System Action: Task ends with ret'..irn code 8. 
Programmer Response: Specify a valid storage 
class/management class and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR706E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DCE TO ERRORS, 
SOURCE DATA SET dsname IS NOW 
NAMED name 

Explanation: During CO PY processing, the source data set 
can be renamed in order to allow allocation of the 
SMS-managed target data set. If the target allocation fails, an 
attempt is made to restore the source data set to its original 
state. If the ALTER of the source data set fails, this message 
is issued. The data set name indicates the name of the failing 
data set. 



System Action: Processing continues with the next data set. 
The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Run Access Method Services 
DIAGNOSE against the source catalog to determine the 
reason for the Access Method Services ALTER failure. 
Restore the origi:ia! da:a set name us'.::g Access Method 
Services ALTER '.\E'.V'.\A'vtE. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 26, 
and 29. 

ADR707E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), NOT AUTHORIZED TO 
t;SE {BYPASSACS I CONVERTV I INCAT I 
PROCESS(SYSl) I STORAGE CLASS I 
MA:"AGE:'v1ENT CLASS} {KEYWORD I 
scname ! mcname} FOR DATA SET dsname 

Explanation: Proper RACF authority is required as follows: 

• BYPASSACS ~eyword-RACF FACILITY class authority 
to bypass ACS. 

• CONVERTV keyword-RACF FACILITY class authority 
to convert volume. 

• INCAT keyword-RACF FACILITY class authority for 
direct catalog call. 

• PROCESS(SYS 1) keyword-RACF FACILITY class 
au:hority to :e:-:-:ove :-es:~iction.:> c:-. processing of S YSJ 
system data sets. 

• STORCLAS(scr.ame)-RACF STORCLAS class authority 
to use storage class scname. The RESOWN ER of the data 
set must have the authority to use the indicated storage 
class (which rr:ay :-:ave been chose:-. :or the data set by the 
ACS routines or by the user if BY P ASSACS was specified 
for the data se:\. 

• \!GMTCL.\S rr:~·>:;.;-'Y:e -RACF \!G'vtTCLAS class 
authority to :..:se :-:-:a::agement class mcname. The 
RESO\Vi'\ ER of :::e cal.a set mi..:s: ::ave the authority to 
use the indica:ec :-:-:ar.agement class '.which may have been 
chosen for ::-:e :a:a se: ~y the ACS ~outines or by the user 
if BYP:-\SSACS ·x::..s s;:ecified fc~ :~.e data set). 

System Action: 0::.:-:er :-nessage will :::c:cate action taken. The 
~e::..:r;i. code is 3. 
Programmer Response: . ..\quire the ;:~oper RACF authority 
and rerun the job. For BYPASSACS, you must be permitted 
access to either the STGAD:VtIN.ADR.COPY.BYPASSACS 
or the STGADMI'.\.ADR.RESTORE.BYPASSACS profiles. 
For CONVERT\', you must be perrr,i::ed access to the 
STGADMIN.ADR.CO'.\VERTV prc::::e. For INCAT, you 
:T:...:st be per~1::ec access :-::: either :.'.-.e 
STG.-\D'vtl N.A.0 R.CO PY. I :\CAT c~ :.~e 

STG...\D'v!IN . ...\DR..DL\!P I:"-iCAT :~2:iles. For 
PROCESS(SYS'.\ ye.: :-:-:Ls: be perr.::::ed access to the 
STGAD:V! I\: .AD R..CO P'r'. PROCESS.SYS, 
STGAD:vt iN.ADR. D L .\! P.PROCESS.SYS, or 
STGADM IN.AD R. RELEASE.PROCESS.SYS profiles. For 
STORCLAS a:--.d \!G\!TCLAS, the RESOWNER of the data 
set must be peri7i1::ec access to the a;;~opriate storage class or 
management class ;~oi".le. 
Operator Response: '.\one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iter.:s :, 2, 3, 4, Sb, 13, 20, 
and 29. 

ADR708E 

AD R707E .:_ AD R7111 

(xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname WAS 
NOT PROCESSED BECAUSE IT IS 
SMS-MANAGED AND JOBCAT/STEPCAT 
WAS SPECIFIED 

Explanation: DFDSS COPY or RESTORE cannot create an 
SMS-managed data set because JOBCAT or STEPCAT was 
specified. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Eliminate JO SCAT /STEPCA T in the 
JCL and rerun the job. For source data sets that are not 
cataloged in the standard search order, specify INCAT and give 
one or a list of catalog names. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR709E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), AN ERROR OCCURRED 
IN sms-service WHILE action-description. 
sms-service MESSAGES FOLLOW 

Explanation: An error occurred in the specified SMS service 
while DFDSS was performing the action describe.d by action 
description. Error messages produced by the servicein error are 
printed following this message. · 

S MS service can be any one of the following: 
• Automatic Class Selection (ACS) 
• VTOC/Data Set Services (V DSS). 

Action description can be any one of the following: 

• DETERMINING SMS CONSTRUCTS FOR DATA SET 
dsname [WITH NEWNAME dsname2] 

• ALLOCATING DATA SET dsname [WITH NEWNAME 
dsname2] 

• RENA\!I'.'.'G DATA SET dsnamel TO dsnarr.e2 

• SCRATCHING DATA SET dsname. 

System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Refer to the messages foilowing this 
message to determine the actual error and to correct :he 
probiem. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, .;t, 13, and 29. 

ADR710E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), COPYVOLID REQUIRED 
TO {RESTOREjCOPY} INP'CT VOLUME 
volserl TO O'CTPUT VOLC:\tlE volser2 

Explanation: The source voiume of a FL LL volume COPY or 
RESTORE ;s S\!S managed. In order to perfor:n this 
operation, :he COPYVOLID keyword mus: be specified. 
System Action: The function is ended with a return code of 8. 
Programmer Response: If you want :o COPY or RESTO RF 
an SMS-mar.aged volume, specify the COPYVOLID keyword 
in the control statement, and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, .1, iJ, 20, and 29. 

ADR71 ll (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname HAS 
BEEN ALLOCATED [AS A PDS I AS A POSE 
J [WITH NEWNA:VIE dsname2] USING 
STORCLAS scname {DATA.CLAS dcnamelNO 
DATACLAS}, AND {MGMTCLAS 
mcname!NO MGMTCLAS} 

Explanation: If the RENAME parameter was specified, the 
data set has been allocated with the new name in the storage 
ciass listed. The data class and management class assigned to 
the data set are also listed, if they exist. If the target data set 
of a PDS or a P DS E is allocated with a different type than the 
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source, the new target type is listed as well, and the data set is 
converted to the new target type. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR712W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE CATALOG catname 
SPECIFIED IN RECATALOG IS NOT 
AVAILABLE 

Explanation: The catalog specified in the RECATALOG 
parameter does no~ exist or is not avaiiab(e on the system. 
System Action: I: ::-1e target data set ;s S:VtS managed, the 
REC AT ALOG parameter is ignored, and the system 
determines the catalog. If the target data set is not SMS 
managed, then message ADR380E is iss·..ied, and the task 
continues with the next data set. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: If the target data set is not SMS 
managed, ensure tZ:at the catalog name :s correct and available, 
tl-.e:1 :-e:-c:r. the jcb 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR713E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO ALLOCATE 
SMS \'1ANAGED DAT A SET dsname 
BEC...\LSE :"JEITHER DELETE NOR 
RE."\A.\IEL WAS SPECIFIED 

Explanation: An attempt to copy a cataloged data set into 
syste;.:-:::anaged s:o:-age failed because t'.'-.e source data set was 
not deleted and the target data set was not renamed. 
System Action: The data set is not copied. The return code is 
8. 

Programmer Response: Specify either DELETE to delete the 
scc:~.:e c'.2.:a set Cl:- RE'~A\! EC :o :er:a:-:-.e the target data set, 

Oper:.Hor Response: ~ '.)'.".e. 

Problem Detcrrnin3tion: L:..C:~e I, '.te:T'.s ·. ~, 4, U, 20, a:1d 29. 

(xx:c~mmmmmc::· ), L."iABLE TO RESTORE 
LSER C.-\ T.-\LOG ucatn;:ime BECAUSE THE 
SYSTE.\1-SELECTED T.-\RGET VOLU:YlE 
target\.ol DOES '\!OT \IA TCH THE SOURCE 
VOLL\1E sourcevol 

Explanation: A '.:Se~ .:a:aiog :-::ust be 'es:ored to a volume with 
:he sa:-:-.e serial m::::'.:er as the volume f~c:n which it was 
dum~e<i. Because :t:e user catalog is S \IS-managed, the target 
volu:-:-:e is determi::ed by the system. 
System Action: Tt:e ·..:ser catalog is not :-estored. The return 
coCe :s 3. 
Prog~3mmer Response: S:::ec'.'.:: '.[le co~-e::: O,\SD voiume in 
:'-.e C< T[)[),Of_.T'.J': ;;a~a:'"".c::e:-, :i.:.C: -::--.s..:re that the volume 
:s ::-: ::. s:::~2g:; c:aos ·.:..:::-. :i:e 5·..:arar:teec s:::ace attribute. 
OperJtor Response: '-.: .;:-.e. 
Problem Determination: Tac e I, iterr:s : . 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, ar:d 
29. 

ADR-1.5\V (xxx)-mmmmm<yy), L~.-\BLE TO ALTER 
ST.-\TLS OF S\tS :\'1A.,AGED GENERATION 
DATA SET dsname TO (ACTIVE I 
ROLLED-OFF}. IT WILL BE LEFT IN 
DEFERRED STATUS. 

Explanation: D F DSS was attempting to update the status of 
an S\IS-r:ianaged ~e:-:eratior. data set fro::: deferred to either 
ac:f•;2 .:;; rolled-off. '.:..:t it was unable to co so because of a 
VV DS :-:'.anager e:-:-c:-. \t!ess;ige ADR23: E describing the 
V VOS :-nanager cr~or will precede this :7'.essage. 
System Action: The data set is left in deferred status. The 
re::ur:: code is 4. 
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Programmer Response: Take the action recommended by 
message AD R231 E. To change the status to active, use the 
Access Method Services command ALTER ROLLIN. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR716W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO CONVERT 
USER CATALOG catname {TO I FROM} SMS 
MANAGE:\1ENT. VOLU\1E volser HAS 
BEEN PLACED IN INITIAL STATUS. 

Explanation: DFDSS physical data set restore has restored a 
non-SMS-managed Integrated Catalog Facility user catalog to 
an SMS-managed volume or an SMS-managed user catalog to 
a non-SMS-managed volume without performing the 
appropriate conversion to or from SMS management. To avoid 
contaminating the volume, it was placed in INITIAL status. 
System Action: The user catalog is restored, and the output 
volume is placed in INITIAL status. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: 

• Connect the user catalog to the master catalog. 

• Use the DFDSS CONVERTV command to return the 
volume to its status before the restore. CONVERTV will 
also perform the appropriate conversion on the user 
catalog. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, and 29. 

ADR717E 

Explanation: 

(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), SYSTEM SERVICES 
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE 
action-description. {RETURN INFORMATION 
IS vv-ii-ww-zzz I ABEND CODE IS nnn1 [AND 
:YlESSAGES FOLLOW:] 

• The system services' version number (vv), module ID (ii), 
return code (ww), and reason code (zzz) were returned as 
:he res'..:it of an e::-c:- o:- exceot'.on cond'.ticr. w;..._::e DFDSS 
was pe:-f'orrr;ing :'.le a-::::icn desc;:1bed by 
'actior;-description.' 

• If the system services abended, nnn is the abend code. See 
SyHem Codes for a:-: explanation of the abend code. 
DFDSS was performing the action described by 
"action-description" at the time of the abend. 

Action-description can be any one of the following: 

• RACF PROTECTI'.\G dsname 

• RACF L'.\PROTECTI'.\G dsr.::;me 

• REN A\ll :--..:G DA TA. SET dsn::zme TO :isn::irr.e2 

• OBTAI'-:l\.'G l:'\FOR.\1r\TIO.'~ FOR DATA SET 
dsname 

• OBTAINING VOLL:V!E INFOR\.1ATION FOR DATA 
SET dsname 

• DETERMINING TARGET CATALOG FOR DATA 
SET dsname 

• ALTERI:'>iG THE CHECKPOINT ATTRIBCTE OF 
DATA SET dsname 

• DUMPI!'JG DAT.-\ SET dsname 

• COPYI\iG DATA SET dsname 

• RESTORING DATA SET dsname 

System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 



Programmer Response: Refer to I G WO I zzz in the System 
Messages following this message to determine the actual error 
and the measures to be taken to correct the problem. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR718W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), SYSTE,Vl SERVICES 
ENCOUNTERED A WARNING CONDITION 
WHILE action-description. RETURN 
INFORMATION IS vv-ii-ww-zzz [AND 
\-lESSAGES FOLLOW:] 

Explanation: The system services' version number (vv), module 
ID (ii), return code (ww), and reason code (2zz) were returned 
as the result of a warning condition while D FOSS was 
performing the action desc:-ibed by "action-description." 

Action-description can be any one of the following: 

• COPYING DATA SET dsname 

• RESTORING DATA SET dsname 

• DUMPING DATA SET dsname 

System Action: Processing continues with the next data set. 
The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Refer to IGWOizzz in System 
Messages following this message to determine the actual error 
and the measures to be taken to correct the problem. 
Operator Response: :--.; one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR719E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname 
CANNOT BE CONVERTED TO { A POSE I A 
PDS }. 

Explanation: CONVERT keyword with PDS or POSE 
s:..::-:ikeyword was s::::ecJ:ec :-: the CO PY comrr.and for :he data 
se~. H·Jwe'/Cr, ~: .:an~ot ·::;; :onver:eG ::ecause of the foilcwin.g 
reason code (r(: 

0 l The target data set is preallocated, and its data set type 
c0:;.f!icts 'N'.:'.: :t:e CO'~VERT PDS or CO',: VERT POSE 
Keyworc. Fer exa::-.;:::e. if CO',: VERT POSE is specified, 
:::e prea'.'.oc1:ed ta:-s2: <.:a:a set ::-:~st be a POSE. 

02 The target volume fo::- the data se: is not S:VIS-managed. 

03 POSE s~oport is not available. 

04 Conversion to a PDS E was requested with CONY ERT 
POSE keyword, but the source PDS was a load module. 
Load moduies cannot be converted to a POSE with DFP 
Version 3 Release 2. 

05 Conve:-sic:-: :o PDS 'X2.s rec-;ues:ec'. with the CO:\iVERT 
PDS ~<ey.,vc::-d, ';·..:t ·.:.e :arget PDS was preaiiocated as a 
:oac :-r.cc~.e. :\ PDS E cannot '::e conver:ed to loac 
modules w'.:h D FP \ ersion 3 Re'.ease 2. 

System Action: r:-ie data se: is not precessed. T:-ie return code 
iS 8. 

Progr:.immer Response: Correct the ;iroblem as indicated by 
::Ce reason code >.:j J.:"\d 1eprCJcess the C:ata set: 

01 Re::.ame ,)r delete the preallocated data set. 

02 Specify a!'l S :VIS-ma;-:aged targe'. volume or modify the 
ACS routine to direc: ::ie target allocation to an 
S:VIS-managed volu;:;e. 

03 Do one of the following and rerun the job: 

• L'se I~CLUDE.EXCLUDE/BY filtering so that the 
data set is not se'.ected 

• Delete the data set. 
• Ensure that S\!SX is available on your system. 

ADR718W ADR729E 

04 Change or remove the CONVERT POSE keyword 
specification so that conversion to a PDS E is not 
attempted for load modules. 

05 Rename the POSE or delete the preallocated target PDS 
so that conversion to a load module is not attempted for 
ti'.t: POSE. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR724E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), ERROR DURI~G function 
FOR DATA SET dsname [IN CATALOG 
catname ], vv-ii-ww-zzz. 

Explanation: The version number (vv), module ID (ii), return 
code (ww), and reason code (2zz) were returned by the catalog 
services as the result of a catalog error or an exception 
condition. 
System Action: Command processing is ended. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: See I G WO I 222 in System .'vf essages for 
specific return code and reason code definitions. · 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR725E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), INTER'.'JAL BlJFFERING 
ERROR ENCOUNTERED FOR DATA SET 
dsname [IN CATALOG catname] WHILE 
INTERFACING WITH SYSTEM SERVICES 
FOR DATA MOVEMENT 

Explanation: An error was detected in the 1/0 buffer table. 
This is probably an internal error in DFDSS. 
System Action: Processing ends for the da:a set. Processing 
continues with the next data set that is not a POSE. The 
retur:i ::ode is 3. 
Programmer Response: C0ritact !BM:;::~ =~cg~a:'".:7'.::-:g 

supper:. 
Operator Response: ',:one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

(xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET d..sname \VAS 
:\OT PROCESSED BECACSE IT IS :"iOT 
CATALOGED IN THE STA:\DARD ORDER 
OF SEARCH 

Explan::ition: The da:a set, which is SMS-:r:anaged, was not 
selected because it was found to be cataloged outside the 
standard order of search. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Correct the siL:a::cr: and :erun t;;e 
job. 
Oper:Hor Response: '~one. 

Problem Oeterminarion: Table I, iterr.s 1, .3. :.t, lJ, 2C, 26. a'.1d 
29. 

ADR7Z9E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), LJNABLE TO ALLOCATE 
SCFFICJE.Vf SPACE TO PROCESS DAT.\. 
SET dsname. IT CANNOT BE 
COPIED/RESTORED 

Explanation: D FOSS is unable to allocate s~fficient space to 
contair. :he data set. 
System Action: T'.':e data set is not copied/restored. The return 
code is S. 
Programmer Response: If possible, preallocate the target data 
set with the appropr:ate amount of space. Othenvise, contact 
I 8 M f(1;- ;;rogramr:".::-:g support. 
Operator Response: '.\one. 
Problem Determin:ltion: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 26, 
29, and .36. 
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ADR730W - ADR746W 

ADR730W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CLUSTER clustername IS 
OPEN 

Explanation: The specified VSAM cluster is in open-for-update 
status. This condition will not prevent the data set from being 
processed. 

If the function this message was issued against was either data 
set dump or data set copy, the cluster will be backed up or 
copied. 

Note: The data set may be :..musable if the source was in the 
process of being updated. 

If the function this message was issued against was data set 
restore, the backup copy being restored was open at the time of 
dump. The restored data set may or may not be usable. 
System Action: The cluster will be dumped, copied, or restored 
if it is selected. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: For dump or copy, close the cluster 
and rerun the job if a complete copy is necessary. For restore, 
use the access method services verify or examine commands to 
ensure that the cluster is usable. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table l, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR731E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy) THE SIZE OF THE BLOCK 
OF DATA ACTCALLY READ, NNNNN 
BYTES, IS NOT A MULTIPLE OF LRECL, 
MMMMM. DATA SET dsname IS NOT 
PROCESSED. 

Explanation: During a DFDSS data set COPY or RESTORE 
with REBLOCK specified, an inconsistency was detected 
between the size of a block of data actuaily read from the 
user's data set and the LRECL obtained from the VTOC entry. 
For a data se: with RECF\l = FB to be :egitimate, all b!Qcks of 
data i:-t the data set must ce a:-t integer ::-:· . .duple of LRECL. All 
blocks do not have to be t!;e same lengt::, but they must all be 
an integer multiple of LRECL. One or :::ore blocks of data in 
the cata set r.amed in the r:lessage does :i.ot meet this criteria. 
System Action: T'.'.e dac.a se: :s not precessed. The return code 
is 8. P~ocessing ;:;ontinues :-er other ca:a sets. 
Programmer Response: Ins;::ect the da:a set for any LRECL 
anomalies, ar.d correct any :'.'.at you fir.d. Retry without 
spectfying REB LOCK. 
Operator Response: ;\lone. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 

ADR732E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy) DATA SET dsname WAS 
'.\iOT SELECTED BECACSE IT IS NOT 
CATALOGED 

Explanation: During DFDSS logical DL\1P or COPY with 
or wi:hout !'.\CAT specified, the VSA\.-1 data set is not selected 
beca'-lse its e'.!try was deie:eC:: from the ca:alog before the 
DFDSS job ·.vas run. 
System Action: The data set is not selected. The return code is 
8. Processing continues fo'.' other data sets. 
Programmer Response: Inspect the catalog for the entry of the 
VSA\l data set listed in the message. L se I DCAMS to 
recatalog the VSAM if the data set is not found. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, and 
29. 
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ADR7331 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy) DATA SET dsname DOES 
NOT HAVE A RECORD FORMAT OF FIXED 
OR FIXED BLOCKIHAS A STANDARD 
USER LABEL. RELATIVE BLOCK 
ADDRESS PROCESSING WILL NOT BE 
LSED. 

Explanation: The keyword RELBLOCKADDRESS was 
specified, but the data set did not have a record format of fixed 
or fixed block,· or the data set had a standard user label. The 
data set cannot be processed using relative block address. 
System Action: Processing continues without the use of 
relative block address. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 

ADR744W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), NO VALID MEMBERS 
WERE FOUND FOR PDS dsname. ONLY THE 
DIRECTORY WILL BE UPDATED 

Explanation: No members were found in the PDS or all 
members found had invalid starting TTRs. This message is 
preceded by message ADR74SW for each member with an 
invalid start TTR. 
System Action: Only the directory of the data set is processed. 
The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: For a data set with no members, no 
user action is required. For a data set with all invalid member 
start TTRs, see message ADR745W for direction. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, and 
29. 

ADR745W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), STARTING TTR ttttrr FOR 
'1EMBER memname IN PDS dsname IS 
I'.\iVALID. RL\SO.'i CODE IS xx 

Explanation: The starting TTR or cr.e named rne:-:-.'.Jer is 
invalid for o::e of the following ~easons: 

04 The TIR points to a record before the end of the 
direc:c:-y. 

08 The TTR points to a record after t'.:e enc o:- ::Ce data set 
as given '.n the DSCB l OS I LSTAR field. 

12 The '.'eC8'.'C portion of tl-:e TTR poi:-:ts to a :;:ock after :he 
last vai1d block on the indicated :rack. 

System Action: The member data is not processed. The 
directory entry for the member is transferred unchanged to the 
target data set. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: The data set does not conform to 
standard cor.ventions for a PDS. If the data set must be 
moved as '.s, '.'e'.''...ln the job by specifyi:'.g :he data set in the 
NOPACKI'.\G keyword list a:'.C by providing at ~east one 
taiget volurr.e of a like device as the volume on which the data 
set resides. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tabie !, items 1, 3, 4, i3, 20, 2Sa, and 
29. 

ADR746\V (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), END OF DIRECTORY 
RECORD MISSI'.\iG FOR PDS dsname 

Explanation: The PDS specified does not have an end-of-file 
(EO F) record for the directory or the EO F is not in the correct 
place. 
System Action: An EO F record is supplied for the directory if 
the NO PACKING keyword is r.ot specified. Processing 
continues for this data set. The return code is 4. 

Programmer Response: The data set does not conform to 
standard conventions for a PDS. If the data set must be 
moved as is, rerun the job by specifying the data set in the 



NOPACKING keyword list and by providing at least one 
target volume of a like device as the volume on which the data 
set resides. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR747W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), HIGH MEMBER ENTRY 
MISSING FOR PDS dsname 

Explanation: T::e P OS specified does not have a high memoer 
ent:-y (:;:ember :-:a:-::.e = a'.l 'FF's). Tnis entry s:gnifies tl-'.e 
position of the last active member in the directory. 
System Action: The high member entry is supplied for the 
directory if the N 0 PACKING keyword is not used. 
Processing continues for this data set. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: The data set does not conform to 
standard conventions for a PDS. If the data set must be 
moved as is, rerun the job by specifying the data set in the 
NO PACKING keyword list and by providing at least one 
target volume of a like device as the voiume on which the data 
set resides. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR748W (xxx}-mmmmmlyy), TTR ttttrr f:'\I :VIEMBER 
member OF PDS dsname IS INVALID. BYTE 
OFFSET IS nnnn IN {DIRECTORY ENTRY I 
CCHHR cchhrr}. REASON CODE IS xx 

Explanation: The user or notelist TTR found in the given PDS 
was invalid and cannot be translated by DFOSS track-packing 
logic. The TTR points to a record outside the bounds of the 
current member :.eing processed or past the end of valid 
~eccrds en ::i t;:·ac'.< 1~"'l~hi:i ::-.:; :-:-:ember. The aCsotute disk 
acC:~ess ~;f :::e sc:·..::-ce TTR .:- ::-: a note'.'.st) ar:c '.:s of:·set 
rela::ve :o zero -.<::t'.n ~:Ce ~ec::ird or d'.:-ectory entry are given. 
Ti-:e reason code C:escribes :'.'_e specific condition for the invalid 
TTR as follows: 

O..+ E:e TTR :;__:::-::s :o 2. : .... ::cl< ber·o;-e ::Ce sta;-~:ng block for 
tl:e rr:er.,':e~ 2.s t:-:d~ci:::::..: :n tl-:e :-:-:er.,ber cii:ectory en:ry. 

08 The TTR :ooints to a '-J;ock after the ending block for the 
:-7:C~ter. 

12 The record portion o:· ::Ce TTR points to a block after the 
last valid block on tl-:e '.ndicated track. 

16 The record portion of ::te TTR is zero. Valid blocks 
begin at o:-:e. 

System Action: Tl-:e TTR ::; .:opied wi:'.iout cha::ge. 
P:--ccessir:g ~~or :~:s Ga~.J. ·)e .... :,;~_t)nues. T~e returr:. code ls .:!.. 

Programmer Response: L"'.:: ;.::a:a set does :10t .:onform to 
sta:-idard ccnve:-:::;__>ns r·o~ a P DS. !f the data set must be 
rr.oved as :s, :c:-~:-: ::-:e .Job ·:-y s~ec~fyi~.g :he da:a set in the 
~O PACK L'\G '.<e;: 1.:.:ord ':s: ind by p;-c-,,·:ding at '.east one 
target volume or· a tike dev:.:e as the volume or. which the data 
se~ ~esides. 

Operator Response: ~ ,: r.e. 
Problem Determination: Ti:.e l, items'., J, 4., 13, 20, 25a, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR747W - ADR752E 

ADR749W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), END OF FILE RECORD 
MISSING FOR MEMBER member OF PDS 
dsname AT TTR ttttrr 

Explanation: During the copy or restore of a PDS, an 
expected end of file record for the member specified was not 
found before the starting TTR of the next member. The 
directory shows the next member should start at the given 
TTR. 
System Action: An end of tile record is supplied for the 
member at the TTR given. Processing continues with the next 
member ;n the data set. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: The data set does not conform to 
standard conventions for a PDS and may contain additional 
errors that cannot be detected by DFDSS. If the data set must 
be moved as is, rerun the job by specifying the data set in the 
NOPACKING keyword list and by providing at least one 
target volume of a like device as the volume on which the data 
set resides. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR750E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSING FOR DATA 
SET dsname IS TERMINATED TO PREVENT 
DELETION OF THE SOURCE DATA SET 

Expianation: An ;n valid ccndition or structure was detected in 
the data set during processing. The 0 ELETE keyword was 
also specified. In order to preserve the source data set and 
preclude possible data integrity problems, DFDSS ends the 
processing after data movement and deletes the target data set. 
The invalid condition might be: 

• Invalid TTRs detected in the directory or member entry. 

• :'vlissi::g EOF record fo~ a member. 

System Action: The specified data set was not copied, and the 
return coce :s set to 8. Processing continues with the next data 
set. 
Programmer Response: Correc~ :he ~nvalid cor.d!tions to have 
the PDS copied. 
Operator Response: >~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR751E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), (OPEN I WRITE I CLOSE) 
FAILED WITH RETURN CODE (re) FOR data 
set IN AN A TTE:\<lPT TO EXTEND THE 
DATA SET 

Explanation: D FOSS cannot extend the data because the 
OPEN, \\'RITE, or CLOSE fa:ied t'or ~he data set. 
System Action: T\;e data set :s r:ot ;:::rocessed. T:~e :eturn code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: See the Daca .Hanagement ,'1,facro 
Instruciions manual for an explar.ation of return codes. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: See the Data i'vfanagement Macro 
Insm,ict!cns manuai. 

ADR752E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), (OPEN I WRITE I CLOSE) 
ABE:\IDED WITH ABEND CODE (re) FOR 
data set IN AN ATTEMPT TO EXTEND THE 
DATA SET 

Explanation: 0 F DSS cannot extend the data because the 
OPEN, WRITE, or CLOSE for the data set abnormally ended. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 
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ADR753E - A.DR765W 

ADR753E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), UNABLE TO ESTABLISH 
ESTAE EXIT 

Explanation: D FDSS cannot register a:1 EST AE exit to the 
system and, therefore, cannot process abends. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR760W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DA TA SET dsname WAS 
'.'iOT DU:vtPED WITH SPHERE KEYWORD 
SPECIFIED 

Explanation: An attempt to restore a data set at the sphere 
level that was not dumped at the sphe:-e :eve! failed. 
System Action: Only the data set will ce restored (no other 
sphere information will be restored). The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Rerun the job •.rvithout specifying 
SPHERE. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR761W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), CLUSTER cluster name IN 
CATALOG catalog name WAS RESTORED 
WITHOCT SPHERE l:'\FOR'.VIATION 

Explanation: D FOSS tried :o restore :;. \'SAM cluster that was 
dumped as part of a VSAM sphere. The cluster will be 
restored, but no relationship information will be created. If the 
cluster is a base cluster, then any existi:1g alternate indexes 
might have to be rebuilt. Likewise, if the cluster is an alternate 
index, it might not ;:iroperly renect t!-:e -::·..::-:ent state of its base 
cluster. 
System Action: T'.":e data se~ '.s resto:e-:. The return code is 4. 
Prognmmer Response: r f :::e intent "' ::..: :o restore t.he entire 
sphere, :-erun :::e :c:::, s;::ec:'.y1ng the SP~ 2RE keyword. 
Operator Response: \:one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, iter..s : , 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR762\V (x:x:-(:.-mmmmm(yy), AIX 31xname OF BASE 
CLLSTER clusname .-\LRE:\DY EXISTS 
RELATED TO BASE CLCSTER clusname IN 
CA T.\LO G c::itname 

Explanation: D\.:r~::g DFDSS sphere ;:~:::.:::essing in which 
REPLACE was specified but the prea:'.c.:::ated target was not, 
an alternate index with the same name ·.1.:as found in the target 
catalog. This alternate index is related :o a base cluster that is 
different from the source base cluster. 
System Action: T::e base cl\.:ster was s:.;.:::.:::essfully processed, 
but the spec1f:ed . ..\IX was not processe.: Processing continues 
with tree next AIX T::-,e ~e:·..:~n code :s..:. 
Programmer Response: L se Access \L:::-.ud Services 
commands to DEFI\:E :l:e . ..\IX wit:-:::. .::fferent name, 
D EFI \: E a path, a::c ouii<i "B LD l :\DEX) the aiternate index. 
Operator Response: \:one. 
Problem Determination: Taoie I, iterr.s : , 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 25c, 
and 29. 

ADR763E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), DATA SETS IN SPHERE 
OF BASE CLCSTER clusname [WITH 
NE\\'',:A:\lE clusname2= WERE NOT ALL 
RE'.'iA:VlED. 

Explanation: When copying a sphere wi:hout specifying 
DELETE or RECATALOG, you mus: ~ename all parts of the 
sphere. If the target sphere is to be S\!S managed, the data 
sets must be renarr:ed even if RECA T...\ LOG was specified, 
because RECATALOG is ignored for S \1S-managed data sets. 
System Action: Processing continues '-":th the next data set. 
The return code is 8. 
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Programmer Response: Do one of the following, then rerun 
the job: 

• Specify the DELETE or RECATALOG keyword. 

• Add or change the RENAMEU keyword specification to 
rename all data sets in the sphe~e. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR764E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SETS IN SPHERE 
OF BASE CLUSTER clusname [WITH 
NEWNAME clusname2] WERE DIRECTED 
TO MORE THAN ONE CATALOG 

Explanation: The data sets in the sphere were directed by the 
standard order of search to more than one catalog. The 
VSAM base cluster, data and index components, AIXs, AIX 
components, and path names of a sphere must all resolve to 
the same catalog. 
System Action: Processing continues with the next data set. 
The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Ensure that all data sets in the sphere 
are directed to the same catalog, using one or more of the 
following techniques: 

• Adding or deleting user catalog aliases 

• Renaming the data sets with the RENAME or 
RENAMEU keyword. 

Rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR765\\' (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), SPHERE OF BASE 
CLCSTER clusname I'.'i CATALOG catname IS 
'.\iOT COMPLETE O.'\ THE DlJ:VlP TAPE 

Explanation: D FOSS sphere processing detected that not all of 
:;:e S;J~e:-e ccmpon~:"lts are on t~e d:..::-::.p t~;;e. DFDSS :s 
\l:lable to !ccate all of the a!terr:ate ;r.dexes related to the 
named jase cluster on the dump tape because or errors 
encountered when the sphere was dumped. If the sphere was 
:::~ealloca:ed, ~he existing alter'.".a:;; :::cexes tr.a: were not on th:~ 
dump tape will not reflect the curre:1t state of the restored base 
cluster and will need to be rebuilt. The named catalog is the 
source catalog of the sphere. 
System Action: This error is not detected until after the base 
cluster of the sphere is processed. All alternate indexes on the 
dump tape are restored, and processlng continues with the next 
data set. The return code is 4. 

Programmer Response: Take the a:J~:-opriate action: 
• For r:on-?realiocated data set RESTORE, check the 

DFDSS messages for the A!Xs that were restored, use 
Access \lethod Services ccr.:;-;u:~ds to define the missing 
A.IXs, defir:~ paths for therT., ar:d buiid (BLD!:-\DEX) the 
AIXs. 

• For preaiiocated data set RESTORE, check the DFDSS 
messages for the AlXs that were restored, and use the 
Access :Vtethod Services command BLDINDEX to rebuild 
the existing alternate indexes that were not restored. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13. 20, 25b, 25c, 
and 29. 



ADR766E (xxxrmmmmm(yy), CLUSTER clusname [WITH 
NEWNA\'tE clusname2] CANNOT BE 
MOVED TO {AN SMS I A NONSMS} 
TARGET BECAUSE IT IS PART OF {AN 
SMS I A NONSMS} MANAGED SPHERE [IN 
:-\ DIFFERE~T STORAGE GROUP] 

Explanation: \\"hen DFDSS copies with DELETE between 
SMS and NONSMS or between different storage groups in 
SMS, all parts of a VSA~ sphere must be included. 
System Action: Process'.:'g continues with the next data set. 
The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Do one or more of the following, then 
rerun the job: 

• Specify RENAMEL or RECATALOG instead of 
DELETE. 

• Specify SPHERE to include all parts of the sphere. 

• Specify all parts of ::-.e sphere in :he data set INCLUDE 
parameter. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25b, 25c, 
26, and 29. 

ADR768W (xxxrmmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING 
SPHERE(S) COULD ~OT BE COMPLETELY 
PROCESSED DCE TO ERRORS 

Explanation: During DFDSS sphere processing, one or more 
components of a sphere -:ould not be successfully processed. 
The message lists the stat~s of each piece of the sphere. 
System Action: If possible, processing continues with the next 
sphere ::ompo:-:e:'t for COPY and RESTORE, or the next data 
set for DU:VtP. If the co:r:mand was DUMP, processing for 
each ~ndivid:..:a'. s::::he:e :-.a::s '.fan e~~c~ was detected with an 
AIX. T'."le re:~~:-: ::cce s ~ 

Programmer Response: C-.eck ot'.le~ D FOSS messages for the 
components :~a: failec .. -\:-:er correc:'.;-:g the error conditions, 
run the job again. 
Operator Response: ~ 2:-:2 

Problem Determination: Ta'.:>ie I, i:e:-:-.s l, 3, -+, 13, 20, 25b, 25c, 
ar:d 29. 

ADR769E (XXX)-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSI:'\G OF DATA 
SET dsname TERMI~A TED BY UIM EXIT 
(nn) 

Explanation: The indica:ed User Interaction \.1odule exit nn 
has ended processing fo~ ::-:e named data set before normal 
completion. [ f the SPHERE keyword !s specified and the 
named data set :s a base -::.:.ister, p:-0cessing for all related A!Xs 
ts also enGeC. 
System Action: P;-c..:e:;s·:-.; contini_;es ·.i,;;t'.; :he next data set. 
f'he return -:Jee :s 8. 
Pro~r:.lmmer Response: \. 2ne. 
Operator Response: ', 8:-.e. 
Problem Determination: T:i.ble I, i:e::--,s 1, 3, 4, iJ, 20, 25a, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR770\V (xxx}-mrnmmm(yy), AIX aixname RELATED TO 
BASE CLLSTER clustername WAS NOT 
TER\lI~A TED AS REQUESTED BY lJl\'1 
EXIT (nn) 

Explanation: The ind:ca:ec User lr::eraction Module exit (nn) 
requested that ::;rocess;:-,; :'or the nar:i.ed alternate index be 
ended. The request w:.s ce:tied becac:se the SPHERE keyword 
was specified and the a.:e~:-:ate index is related to the named 
base cluster that was se:::-::ed for processing. 
System Action: Process::-:g continues for the named alternate 
index. The return code :s .:. 
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Programmer Response: Take one or more of the following 
actions: 

• Copy only the base cluster by omitting the SPHERE 
keyword. 

• Change the UIM exit so that termination is not attempted 
for the alternate index. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR772W (xxxrmmmmm(yy), UIM EXIT (nn) IS NOT 
AUTHORIZED TO BYPASS SECURITY 
PROCESSING FOR DATA SET dsname 

Explanation: The indicated User Interaction Module exit (nn) 
attempted to bypass RACF and security processing for the 
named data set. The request was denied because the 
application program was not authorized to bypass security 
because the JSCB PASS flag was off in the job step control 
block. 
System Action: Processing continues with normal security 
processing for the data set. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Alter the application so that it is 
authorized to bypass security processing by ensuring that the 
JSCBPASS flag is on in the job step control block, or change 
the U I \.-1 exit so that it does not attempt to bypass security 
process:ng. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR773E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), PREALLOCATED TARGET 
DATA SET dsname [IN CATALOG catname] 
0:\ VOLC'.IE volser WAS ~OT SCRATCHED 
A~D REALLOCATED BEC\CSE DFDSS DID 
:"JOT SERL-\UZE THE DAT A SET, re 

Explanation: D F DSS did ::at delete and reallocate a 
preallocated target data set because DFDSS did not serialize 
:~e :a:-;e: C:J.:1 set. DFDSS ::eeded to Ce:ete a:-:d reallocate the 
?:ealloca:ed :arget because cr:.e or :-::.ore :arget da~a set 
attrioi..::es die :tor. match :he source. The reason code (re) is as 
follows: 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

The target KSDS on ar: unlike device was not reusable. 

The CI size of the target die! not match the source. 

The IM BED attribute of the target did not match the 
source. 

The KEY length of t:-:e target did not match the source. 

The Record length cf ::-:e target did not mac.::h the source. 

The REP UC.-\ TE at:~:2ute of the target did not match 
:he source. 

The SP.-\\;\; ED a~:r-:~i..::e of the :arget did not match the 
source. 

9 The size cf the targe: cata set was smaller than the size 
or the source data set. 

B The source data set is empty. 

DFDSS probably bypassed serialization be.cause UIM exit 22 
requested that serialization be bypassed for the data set. 
System Action: The data set is not processed. Processing 
continues with the next data set. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Do one of the following, then rerun 
the job: 

• Delete the preallocated target and allocate it with attributes 
that match the source data set. 

• Delete the preallocated target and let D FOSS allocate it. 
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• Change U IM exit 22 so that it does not bypass 
serialization. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 25b, 
26, and 29. 

ADR774E (xxx~mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname 
CANNOT BE PROCESSED BECAUSE 
CONVERSION TO A {PDS IPDSE} WAS 
NOT REQt:ESTED, re 

Explanation: The named ca:a set cannot be processed because 
the co:-.; VERT l<:eyword was not specified. The possible 
ieason codes (re) are: 

04 The source data set is a POSE, but there is a usable 
preallocated POS data set on the target volume, and 
CONVERT with POS subkeyword was not specified for 
the data set. 

08 The source data set is a PDS, but there is a usable 
preallocated POSE ca~a set on the target volume, and 
CONVERT with POSE subkeyword was not specified for 
the data set. 

12 The data set being processed is a POSE, and the target 
volume for the data set is not SMS-managed. A POSE 
must be SMS-managed. 

16 A POSE is ~eing ccp'.ec tc an :VfVS/OFP Version 3 
Release 2 (or subsequent releases) system that does not 
have MVS/SP Version 3 Release I .OE. Allocation of 
POSE requires at least \r1VS/OFP Version 3 Release 2 
and MYS/SP Version 3 Release I.OE. 

System Action: The data se~ '.s not processed. The return code 
is 8. 
Programmer Response: Co~~ect the problem as indicated by 
:he reason code ~c and re:::~::cess the data set: 

04 If the source POSE :s :c '.Je copied to the preallocated 
target POS, specify CO:'\VERT with POS subkeyword; 
otherwise, delete or re:-.a:ne the preallocated target POS. 

08 IF Lhe source PDS is :.:: >:copied ~o the preailocated 
:a~get POSE. spec:fy c::: .'~VERT with POSE 
subkeyworc-, ot:Cerwise. :::.elete or rename the preallocated 
target POSE. 

12 If the POSE ~s to be c.:.;::ied to a non-SMS managed 
volume, specify CONVERT with POS subkeyword; 
otherwise, specify an S\!S-managed target volume, or 
modify the ACS routine :o direct the target allocation to 
an SMS-managed volt.:::-:e. 

16 Specify CO.'\VERT 1,v:::-: PDS subkeyword to copy and 
convert the POSE to PDS, or copy the data set on a 
system that :;as at leas: \1VS/DFP version 3 Release 2 
and MVS;SP Version 3 Release i .OE. 

Operator Response: .'.i one. 
Problem Determination: Ta:.e !, items!, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR780I (xxx}-mmmmm(;.y), THE INPUT DL'MP DATA 
SET BEING PROCESSED IS IN {FULL 
VOLL'ME ! TRACKS ! PHYSICAL DATA SET 
I LOGiCAL DATA SET} FORMAT 

Explanation: The dump da:a set now being processed was 
created using the incicated fc::-.at. 
System Action: Processing cc::tinues. 
Programmer Response: N or.e. For information on logical and 
physical processing see Dara F::;cifiry Dara Set Services: User's 
Guide. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: N Oi:e. 
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ADR7811 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname [IN 
CATALOG catname] HAS AN UNDEFINED 
OSORG. TRACK LEVEL I/0 WILL BE 
USED TO PROCESS THE DATA SET TO AN 
UNLIKE DEVICE 

Explanation: The data set has an undefined data set 
organization and is being moved to an unlike target device. 
Track image data movement will be used. Thisresults in an 
exact track-for-track image of the source data set on the target 
volume. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None 
Operator Response: None 
Problem Determination: None 

ADR782W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), DATA SET dsname HAS AN 
INVALID DSORG. VSAM PROCESSING IS 
BYPASSED 

Explanation: The VVOS data set has an invalid data set 
organization, and VSAM processing will not be performed. 
System Action: Processing continues. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Notify Systems Support. 
Operator Response: None 
Problem Determination: None 

ADR799E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), A:'\ UNEXPECTED ERROR 
HAS OCCURRED [WHILE PROCESSING 
{DATA SET datasetname I VOLUME volser}] 

Explanation: 0 FOSS detected an unexpected error during 
processing. It was possibly an internal error. 
System Action: If oossible, OFDSS attempts to continue 
processing; otherwise, the task ends. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Contact IB\-1 for programming 
support. 
Operator Response: :'i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, i:ems 1, 3, 4, I 3, 20, 26, and 
29. 

ADR860l (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), PROCESSING BEGINS ON 
VOLL\lE volser 

Explanation: 0 FOSS began processing the named volume. 
System Action: .'-: c:-.e. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR861T (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), REQUIRED SUBSYSTEM 
subsys IS UNAVAILABLE. TASK IS 
TER\II.'\/ATED 

Explanation: The !~c:cated subsys:e:-:J !s not installed. It is 
required to perforr:c :he CONVERT\" function. 
System Action: T:-:-c ;ob is ended. T'.":e return code is I 2. 
Programmer Response: Verify tha: :he indicated subsystem is 
instailed, and reru;: tne job. 
Operator Response: :'i one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ::e:Tcs I, 3, 4, I 3, 20, 25a, 25b, 
and 29. 



ADR8621 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE REDETERMINE 
KEYWORD WAS SPECIFIED. ALL DATA 
SETS WILL BE REPROCESSED 

Explanation: The REDETERMINE keyword was specified in 
the SMS job stream. The SMS constructs for all of the data 
sets will be reset, inciuding those data sets already SMS 
managed. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR8631 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE TEST KEYWORD 
WAS SPECIFIED. NO DATA SETS OR 
VOLUMES WILL BE CONVERTED 

Explanation: The TEST keyword was specified in the SMS job 
stream. Subtasks will run in the NORUN mode. 
System Action: No volumes or data sets will be converted, but 
volume and data set eligibility checking will be done. A report 
will be issued indicating whether SMS processing would be 
successful. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR864E (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), JOBCAT/STEPCAT IS 
NOT ALLOWED WHEN CONVERTING 
VOLUMES TO OR FROM SMS 
MANAGEMENT. TASK IS TERMINATED 

Explanation: A JO BCAT or STEPCAT DD statement was 
encountered. These statements are not allowed in the SMS 
environment. 
System Action: The tas~ is not performed. Processing 
continues with the next control statement. The return code is 
8. 
Programmer Response: Remove the JOBCAT or STEPCAT 
DD statement. Use the INCAT keyword if it is necessary to 
specify an input catalog. Rerun the job. 
Operator Response: ;-.,; o:-:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items\, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR8681 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser HAD{'*'} 
CANDIDATE VOLUMES WHICH WERE 
{DELETED! CONVERTED TO '*'} 

Explanation: During conversion to SMS, non-VSAM data sets 
with candidate volumes have the candidate volumes converted 
to nonspecific '*' volumes. During conversion from SMS, 
both VSAM and non-VSAM data sets have their nonspecific 
'* ' volumes deleted. 
System Action: '.'Jone. 
Programmer Response: ;-.,; one. 
Operator Response: :\ or,e. 
Problem Determination: '.'i one. 

ADR8691 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser WERE NOT 
CATALOGED IN THE STANDARD ORDER 
OF SEARCH. THEY {WERE!WILL BE} 
CATALOGED IN THE NAMED CATALOG 

dsname CATALOG: new catalog name 
[DELETED FROM: old catalog name] 

II 11 

Explanation: Catalog entries were not found for each of the 
listed data sets in the standard order of search. The listed 
VSAM data sets were deleted from their original catalog and 
recataloged in the standard order of search. For non-VSAM 

ADR8621 
.• ~ .... ~ ... ~:..,I. r;~ . 

ADR872E 

data sets, if the INCAT keyword was specified and an entry for 
the non-VSAM data set was found in one of the catalogs listed 
with this keyword, then that entry was deleted from this catalog 
and the data set was recataloged in the standard order of 
search. 

If IN CAT was not specified or no en try was found in any of 
the catalogs listed, then the system assumed that the 
non-VSAM data set was uncataloged and cataloged it in the 
named catalog. In this case, the DELETED FROM line will 
not be issued. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR8701 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), PREPARE PROCESSING 
{WILL BEIWAS} SUCCESSFUL. VOLUME 
volser {WILL NOW BEllS NOW} IN INITIAL 
STATUS 

Explanation: PREP ARE processing for the named volume 
completed successfully, and the volume is now in INITIAL 
status. No data sets can be allocated or deleted on the volume. 
If TEST was specified in the job stream, this message indicates 
whether the task will be successful if actually run. The volume 
status is not changed with TEST. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR871W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser MUST BE 
ASSIGNED TO A STORAGE GROUP 
BEFORE SMS CONVERSION CAN 
PROCEED 

Explanation: This message is issued with a PREPARE task if 
the named volume is eligible for SMS conversion but is not 
assigned to an S.'vtS storage group. The volume will be 
successfully placed in INITIAL status but must be assigned to 
a storage group before the conversion to S.'vtS management 
can be completed. 
System Action: :'\I one. The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Change the active control data set so 
that the volume is defined to a storage group before attempting 
to convert the volume to SMS management. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items I, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR872E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser IS 
ALREADY IN {INITIALiCONVERTED} 
STATUS. PREPARE PROCESSING {WILL 
FAILIFAILED} 

Explanation: PREPARE processing for the named volume 
failed because the volume was already in IN IT I AL status. 
System Action: Processing of that volume is ended. 
Processing continues with the next volume in the input volume 
list. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, 
2Sb, and 29. 
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ADR873I (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser [IN 
STORAGE GROUP storgrp] IS ELIGIBLE 
FOR CONVERSION {TOjFROM} SMS 
MANAGEMENT 

Explanation: DFDSS determined that the :iamed volume is 
eligible for SMS/non-SMS processing. Co::version of the data 
sets on that volume can now proceed. Swrgrp is the SMS 
storage group in which the volume is defined. The storage 
group is listed only when a volume is converted to SMS 
management. 
System Action: The system proceeds witl:; converting all of the 
data sets on the named volume either to or from SMS 
management. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR874E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLL:\1E volser IS NOT 
ELIGIBLE FOR CONVERSION {TOiFROM} 
SMS MANAGEMENT, re 

Explanation: The named volume failed the eligibility 
requirements for conversion either to or from SMS 
management. re is the re'a.son code for the ineligible volume: 

04 The volume is not a DASO device. 

08 The volume has a nonindexed VTOC. 

12 The volume is not defined to an S MS storage group. 

16 The volume is in unknown status. T::e SMS-converted 
flag is on but the SMS-initial flag is off in the VTOC 
index map. 

20 The volume is in unknown status. Ti":e SMS-converted 
f1ag is on but the S MS-initial flag is c'.f in VTOC entry. 

24 SMS indicators for VTOC index ma;: and VTOC entry 
do not match. 

System Action: Conversion of the volume failed. Processing 
continues with the next volume in the inp;..:: list. The return 
code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Take the appro;~:ate action for each 
reason code: 

04 Do not attempt to convert non-DAS D volumes to SMS 
management. 

08 Define an index for the VTOC, and :-erun the job. 

12 Change the ACDS so that the volurr.e is defined to a 
storage group, and rerun the job. 

16 Contact IBM for programming suport. 

20 Contact IBM for programming su::';ort. 

24 Contact I BM for programming support. 

Operator Response: ~one. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
25b, and 29. 

ADR875E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLl,':\IE volser IS 
ALREADY IN CONVERTED STATUS AND 
REDETERMINE WAS '.\iOT SPECIFIED. 
SMS PROCESSING {WILL FAILIFAILED} 

Explanation: The named volume was already in SMS status, 
and the REDETER\.HNE keyword was r,ot specified in the 
DFDSS job stream. Therefore, SMS processing of that volume 
is ended. 
System Action: Processing continues with the next volume in 
the input volume list. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
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Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR876E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser IS NOT IN 
INITIAL OR CONVERTED STATUS. 
NONSMS PROCESSING {WILL 
FAILIFAILED} 

Explanation: Because the named volume was already in 
non-SMS status, non-SMS processing of the volume is ended. 
System Action: Processing continues with the next volume in 
the input volume list. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
25b, and 29. 

ADR8771 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser {WILL BE!WERE} 
SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED 

dsname CATALOG: catname 
[STORCLAS: scname MGMTCLAS: mcname] 
[VOLUMES: vol001 vol002 vol003 .] 
[ vol00x vol00y voleez .) 

[AIX: aixnameJ 
[PATH: pathname) 

Explanation: The listed data sets were successfully processed 
eithe: to er from SMS manageme::t. 

• At the end of processing they are cataloged in the named 
catalog. 

• If the task was conversion to SMS management, the 
storage and management classes in which the data set is 
defined are listed. 

• If the data set is multivolume, the volumes on which the 
data set resides are listed. 

• If the data set has any AI Xs or P ATHs defined for it, 
these a:-e listed. If any of the AIXs are multivolume, then 
the voiumes on whicr, they reside are listed. 

If TEST was specified, the data sets were not actually 
processed. The message i:ldicates that data sets would be 
successfully processed if the job was run. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR878E (xxx)-mmrnmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser {WILL NOT 
BEjWERE :'\OT} SUCCESSFULLY 
PROCESSED 

dsname CATALOG: catalog name 
REASON: rc,mmmmm(yy)[,volser][,reason] 

[,catlg func,catlg rsn code,catlg mod id, 
parmlist rsn code,catlg service id] 
[,VVR func,VVOS manager rsn code] 

It 11 

A!X: aix name rc[,volser)[,reason] 
[,catlg func,catlg rsn code,catlg mod id, 
parmlist rsn code,catlg service id] 
[,VVR func,VVDS manager rsn code) 

PATH: path name re 
[,catlg func,catlg rsn code,catlg mod id, 
parmlist rsn code,catlg service id] 



Explanation: Thelisted data set (or its associated AIX or 
PATH) failed,.coriversion either to or from SMS management, 
where "re" is the reason code for the data set failing. If the 
data set is multivolume and the error occurred on a volume 
other than the one being processed by CONVERTV at that 
time, then the volser of this other.volume is printed. If a 
multivolume data set fails conversion because one of the other 
volumes that the data set is on is ineligible for SMS processing, 
then this reason is printed after the volser~ If the error · 
occurred in a catalog call, then the catalog function code, 
catalog reason code, catalog module ID, and parmlist reason 
code are printed. Refer to \ISG I DC3009 I in System Messages 
for an explanation of the error, where: 

MSGIDC30091 return code = MSGADR878E catlg 
rsn code 
MSGIDC30091 reason code = MSGADR878E 
parmlist rsn code 
MSGIDC30091 module ID = MSGADR878E catlg 
mod ID 

If the error occurred in a VVR REQUEST function call, then 
the VVR function code that failed and the VVDS manager 
reason code are printed. Refer to Message I DC30091 in 
Sy~iem Messages under return code 50 for an explanation of 
the VVDS manager reason code.· · 

The reason codes are: 

02 The data set is not supported in an SMS environment 
(ISAM, ABSTR, unmovable, modelDSCB, CVOL, 
nonintegrated catalog facility VSAM catalog, or 
nonintegrated catalog facility VSAM data set). 

03 The data set is not supported in a non-SMS environment 
(POSE data set). 

04 The data set is an unca:aloged GOS. 

06 The data se: :s a cata~c;ed GDS, l::ut it is not cataloged in 
the standard order of search. 

08 The data set is a GOS with nor.specific volumes. 

10 The data set :s a GOS ·N'1th cand:date voiumes. 

12 ACS iOUtines did not :-e:urn S\'IS construc~s for the data 
set. 

14 A null stoiage class was returned for the data set. 

16 The storage class defir.ition cannot be retrieved for the 
data set. 

18 The data set is multivolume, extents on volumes volsers 
are not specified in the volume list, and ALLM UL TI is 
not specified. 

20 The data set '.s mul:iv(<-..:me and tl1e first extern of the 
data set is c:-: the vo!i.::::e volser :'.:a: was not specified in 
the DDNA\IE/DY'.\A\1 list. 

21 The data se: is multivcl:..:me and the first extent of an 
AIX of the data set is on the volume volser that was not 
specified in the DDNA\.1E/DY'.\A\1 list. 

22 The data set is multivclume and has extents on volumes 
volsers that are in different storage groups. 

24 The data set has candidate volumes volsers that are in 
different storage groups. 

26 The data set is multivolume and has extents on volumes 
volsers that are ineligible for conversion for the reasons 
given. (Rerer to message ADR874E for volume reason 
code.) 

28 The data set has candidate volumes volsers that are 
ineligible for conversior. for the reasons given. (Refer to 
message AD R874E for volume reason code.) 

30 

32 

34 

36 

38 

40 

42 

44 

46 

The data set is m,1:1lti~olume and ~~ ~ot cat_aloged. 

The data set is not cataloged in the standard search order, 
and the CATALOG keyword was not specified: 

The data set is not cataloged in the standard ·search order, 
and a duplicate entry was found in another catalog. · 

The data set is not cataloged in the standard search order. 
. and a duplicate entry was found in a standard order of 

' search.catalog.' .'. . ::.:: . : ':···· :~:·~·:', . •· 

The VSAM base cluster is in a sphere where all data sets 
are not convertible to SMS management. 

The catalog to which the AIX's sphere is directed is 
different from the catalog to which the AIX's related base 
cluster is directed. All components must be in the same 
catalog. 

The catalog to which the path's sphere is directed is 
different from the catalog to which the path's related base 
cluster is directed. All components must be in the same 
catalog. 

ALTER failed during an attempt to update the catalog 
entry for the data set. 

DELETE NOSCRATCH failed during an attempt to 
delete the catalog entry for the data set. 

48 DEFINE RECATALOG failed during an attempt to 
recatalog the data set. · 

49 DEFINE ALIAS failed during an attempt to define the 
aliases for the data set. 

50 DEFINE CATALOG failed during an attempt to catalog 
the data set. 

52 CATALOG NAME LOCATE failed dt.:r'.ng an attempt 
to determine where the data set should be cataloged 
according to standard order of search. 

54 DEFINE PATH failed during an attempt to define a 
path. 

56 LOCATE failed. 

58 The VSAM base cluster is in a sphere that includes data 
sets with catalog errors. 

60 Read non-VSAM volume record (NVR) failed in the 
VVDS manager. 

62 Get for update of non-VSAM volume record (NVR) 
failed in the VVDS manager. 

64 Put for update of r.on-VSAM volume record (NVR) 
failed in the V VOS manager. 

66 Delete of non-VSA:V! volume record ('.\VR) failed in the 
VVDS manager. 

68 Insert of non-VSA\i! volume record (:-..:VR) failed in the 
VVDS manager. 

70 Read VSAM volume record (VVR) failed in the VVDS 
manager. 

72 Get for update of YSAM volume record (VY R) failed in 
the V V DS manager. 

74 Put of VSAM volume record (VVR) fa!ied in the VVDS 
manager. 

76 The VSAM base cluster is in a sphere that includes data 
sets with V V R errors. 

78 Read of the VTOC faiied during an attempt to update the 
SMS indicator for the data set. 
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80 R~w_r;~te of .the VTOC failed d:uring an attempt to update 
the SMS indicator for the data set. . .. 

82 The VSAM base cluster is in a sphere that includes data 
sets with VTOC entry update errors. 

84 The VSAM component does not have a corresponding 
VTOC entry. 

86 The non~VSAM.data set isSMS managed, but its NVR 
cannot be found. · ' · ··' · ..... , . · · 

88 Storage class authorization for the data set failed. 

90 Management class authorization for the data set failed. 

92 Both storage class and management class authorization 
for the data set failed. 

94 Unable to get extent information from the VTOC. 

96 The data set failed enqueue. 

System Action: Processing continues with the next data set. 
The volume will not be successfully converted to or from SMS 
management. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: 

0.2 - 10 

12 

14 - 16 

18 

20 

21 

22 

24 

26 - 28 

30 

32 

34 

36 

Move or delete the data set from the volume. 

Upd~t~ ACS routines to return SMS c~nstructs for 
the data set. 

Verify ACS routines to ensure that the data set is 
defined to a storage class. 

( 1) Add the other volumes that the data set resides 
on to the volume list, or (2) specify the 
ALLMULTI keyword, or (3) move or delete the 
data set off the volume you are trying to convert. 

( 1) Add the primary volume of the data set to the 
volu:-ne list, or (2) :nave or delete the data set off 
the volume you a:-e trying to convert. 

( 1) Add primary volume of the AIX to the volume 
list, or (2) move or delete the data set off the 
volume you are :rying to convert. 

Change your ac:ive control data set so that all the 
volumes that the data set resides on are defined to 
the same storage g:-oup. 

( 1) Delete the car.didate volumes from the data set's 
catalog entry, or (2) change your ACDS so that all 
the candidate volumes are defined to the same 
storage group as the volumes on which the data set 
resides. 

Refer to message ADR874E for required action. 

( 1) Cata:og the da:a set, or (2) move or delete the 
data set from the volumes that you are trying to 
convert. 

(!)Specify the CATALOG keyword, or (2) 
recatalog the data set into the standard order of 
search. 

( 1) Catalog the data set into the standard order of 
search, or (2) rename the data set, or (3) move or 
delete the data set from the volumes that you are 
trying to convert. 

( 1) Rename the data set, or (2) move or delete the 
data set from the volumes that you are trying to 
convert. 

38 - 42 ( l) Rename the off ending base cluster, the data or 
index component, AIX, AIX data or index 
component, or PATH to be directed to the same 
catalog as the VSAM base cluster, or (2) delete or 
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44- 86 

88-92 

94 

96 

add catalog.aliases .. so .. au par~s of ~he sf>he.re are 
alias-directed to" the saine catalog': .. - .. ·"''· ' 

Contact IBM for programming support. 

(1) Make sure that the RESO_WNER ofthe data set 
is authorized to use the storage and/or management 
class derived for the data set, or (2) update the ACS 
routines to select a different storage and/or 
management class for -the data seL , . ~;~,it;.:>··-~· i ~- , : 

'·' ':·~··".~~"'.: .. . .. · ... · .... -; .. , -.··.· · . ....,'.~ •. ,:< .. :·~<.: . '--~' ... ·.-:.::: .. 
See previous error message associated with the data 
set for specific action. 

Ensure that no other jobs are accessing data sets on 
volumes to be converted, then rerun the 
CONVERTV job. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, 
25b, and 29. 

ADR8791 (xxx~mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser WERE ALREADY 
IN {NON-}SMS STATUS 

dsname .-'''.''":: .. •:_£·''''"'.:;;·-..~·~-re,.,.:~ ;..•CAT~OG: catna•e 
(STORiiAs: scn~me '; • .:.;., ~"'~MGHTCtAS:":mi:name] · 
[VOLUMES: vol001 vol002 vol003 
[ voleex vol00y vol00z 

[A!X: ai xname] 
[PATH_: pathname] 

..·- ··-II -.. -

Explanation: The listed data sets were not processed because 
they were already in the desired SMS status. 

• The data sets are cataloged in the named catalog. 

• If the task was conversion to SMS management, the 
storage and manager:1ent classes in which the data set is 
defined are listed. 

Asterisks (*) shown in the place of storage a.::d 
management class names indicate that no 
primary V V R was found for the cluster. 

Dashes(-) shown in the place of storage ar.c 
management class names indicate incorrectly 
converted old format VV Rs. Refer to message' 
ADR409E. 

• If the data set is multivolume, the volumes on which the 
data set resides are listed. 

• If the data set has any AIXs or PATHs defined for it, 
these are listed. If any of the AIXs are multivolume, tl':en 
the volumes on which they reside are listed. 

System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR8801 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser IS 
EMPTY. NO DATA SETS WERE 
CONVERTED. 

Explanation: Data set conversion was not required because the 
named volume did not have any data sets defined on it. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 



ADR8811 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), VOLUME volser 
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING 
TEMPORARY DATA SETS 

dsname 

Explanation: The named volume contains ~he ~emporary data 
. sets listed. 

System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: :"-1 one. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR882W (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING DATA 
SETS ON VOLUME volser_{WILL NOT 
BEIWERE NOT)SUCCESSFULLY 
PROCESSED, BUT WERE ALREADY IN 
{NON}SMS STATUS. 

dsname CATALOG: catalog name 
REASON: rc,mmmmm(yy)[,volser][.reason] 

[,catlg func,catlg rsn code,catlg mod id, 
parmlist rsn code,catlg service id] 
[,VVR func,VVDS manager rcJ · 

AIX: aix name rc[,volser][,reason] 
[,catlg fu~~.catlg rsn code,catlg mod id, 
parmlist rsn code,catlg service id] 
(,VVR func.VVDS manager rel 

PATH: path name re 
[,catlg func,catlg rsn code,catlg mod id, 
parmlist rsn code,catlg serv1ce 1d] 

Explanation: A:: error was found ,,.,.:-:;:e the listed data set (or 
its associa~ed AIX or PATH) was beir:g processed, but the data 
set was already converted, so this error will not affect the 
volume being successfully converted. "re" is the reason code 
for the data set's falling. Refer to message ADR878E for a full 
explanation of :r:e data set error info~:-:1ation returned and the 
reason codes. 
System Action: Processing continues with the next data set. 
The return code is 4. 
Programmer Response: Refer to message AD R878E. 
Operator Response: '."'1 one. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 2Sa, 
25b, and 29. 

ADR8851 (xxx}-mmmmm(yy), VOLU:VIE volser (WILL 
BE!HAS BEEN} SLCCESSFULLY 
CO'JVERTED {TO!FROM} SMS 
M..\~AGE\i1ENT 

Explanation: All data se:s on the na:-:-:ed volume were 
successfully converted to either SMS or non-SMS status. The 
SMS flags in the VTOC entry and the VTOC index map for 
the volume were successfully updated ~o the appropriate status. 
If TEST was specified, this message indicates that processing 
would have been successful if the job had actually been run. 
No changes occur to the volume under TEST. 
System Action: Processing continues with the next volume in 
the input volume list. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR886E (xxx)-mmmmm{yyh DATA SETS EXIST ON 
VOLUME volser WHICH ARE NOT 
CONVERTIBLE {TOIFROM} SMS 
MANAGEMENT. THE VOLUME {WILL 
BEIWAS} {PLACED!LEFT} IN INITIAL 
STATUS 

Explanation: The named volume failed SMS/non-SMS 
conversion because of data sets that cannot be converted 

· existirig'on the volume. The volume is left in INITIAL status 
at the end of processing. If TEST was specified, this message 
ir.ciicates that processing would have failed if the job had 
actually been run. No changes occur to the volume under 
TEST. 
System Action: Processing continues with the next volume in 
the input volume list. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Appropriate responses are: 

• For SMS processing, the problem can be solved by one of 
the following: 

- Adding the CATALOG, INCAT, and/or ALLMULTI 
keywords to the DFDSS job stream, and rerunning the 
job. 

- R1.m,ning a ~~~'.',S_M_S,Jo_t;>_to place,,t.l.i~ .. Y,ql_ume back in. 
non-SMS stafus, <Ieleting or moving the data sets that· 
caused the processing to fail, and rerunning the SMS 
job. 

• For non-SMS processing, the problem can be solved by 
one of the following: 

- Adding the ALLMULTI keyword to the DFQSS job 
stream, and rerunning the job. · 
Running an SMS job to place the volume back in SMS 
status, deleting or moving the data sets that caused the 
processing to fail, and rerunning the non-S'.\15 job. 

Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items!, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
25b, arid 29. 

ADR891 E (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), 
{CONVERSIONiPREPARATION} OF 
VOLUME volser FAILED, re 

Explanation: The S\.1S/NO~SMS/PREPARE job fa'.ied on the 
named volume because of an error in trying to update the 
VTOC entry or VTOC index map SMS status flags. re is the 
reason code for the failure. 

04 Read of the VTOC entry failed during an attempt to 
update the SMS indicators to INITIAL. 

08 Read of the VTOC entry failed during an atterr.!)C to 
update the SMS indicators after processing da:a sets. 

12 Rewrite of the VTOC entry failed during an a::e:-:ipt to 
update the SMS indicators to INITIAL. 

16 Rewrite of the VTOC entry failed during an a::e:-:ipt to 
update the SMS indicators to NONSMS. 

20 Rewrite of the VTOC entry failed during an at:er.ipt to 
update the SMS indicators to SMS. 

24 Read of the VTOC index map failed during an attempt to 
update the SMS indicators to INITIAL. 

28 Read of the VTOC index map failed during an attempt to 
update the SMS indicators after processing data sets. 

32 Rewrite of the VTOC index map failed during an attempt 
:.o update the SMS indicators to INITIAL. 

36 Rewrite of the VTOC index map failed during an attempt 
to update the SMS indicators to NONSMS. 
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40 Rewrite of the VTOC index map Jailed durlng an attempt 
to update the SMS indicators to SMS. 

44 An attempt to determine if a VVDS exists on the volume 
failed. 

48 An attempt to add a VVDS to the vc:!ume failed. 

System Action: Processing continues with the .next volume in 
.the}nput voluµle list. The ~etuin code is 8.. . ··-~ "},-; 

· Programmer ReSponse: Contact IBM for progr.ainming 
support. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items l, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, and 
29. 

ADR8921 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE STATUS OF EACH 
VOLUME {WILL BE!IS} AS FOLLOWS 

VOLUME FINAL STATUS REASON FOR FAILURE 

volser - PREPARED INITIAL 
volser - CONVERTED SMSINONSMSIINITIAL 
volser 7 FAILED, SMSINONSMSI INITIAL VOLUME NOT ELIGIBLE 
volser-_:-'.· FAILED :SHSjfloftsHsfiftITIAL :'DATA SETS NOT ELIGIBLE 
volser - FAILED SMSINONSMSIINITIAL VTOC.UPOATE FAILED 
volser - FAILED SMSINONSMSIINIT!AL VVDS ERROR 

Explanation: After all of the volumes in the CONVERTV job 
are processed and individual volume and data set processing 
messages are printed, DFDSS issues this report summary 
message, which lists all of the_ volumes and their final status. If 
conversion of a volume failed, the reason for failure is also 
indicated. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: If ar.;' of the vo!;,,;:-:-.es faiied 
processing, refer to that vol:.;.:::e's specif:c ::~::icessing messages 
to determine the reason for fa:lure and c:;~~ective action for the 
error. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: N or:e. 

ADR8931 (xxx)-mmmmm(yy), THE FOLLOWING 
VOLC\-lES CO.:\'.TAIN PIECES OF 
MCLTIVOLL':\IE DATA SETS WHICH WERE 
PROCESSED Dt.;RING THE CONVERTV 
TASK. THE VOLUMES ARE IN THE 
INDICATED STATUS 

volser - SMS!INITIA_ NONSMSIUNKNOWN 

Explanation: Some data sets :::recessed c·.:~:ng the 
CONY ERTV job were mult:volume and : .... ::...::: extents on 
volumes not in the input volurr.e list. Fe:- S\1S processing, the 
SMS status of these volumes is not alterec. For non-SMS 
processing, the volumes are set to I:"i!TIAL. J at least one data 
set with extents on those voiumes was st.:.:.:essfully processed. 

Note: If this message is issued, the user :-:-.ay have pieces of 
SMS-managed data sets on non-SMS vol:.::-:-:es. These volumes 
must also be converted to S:'vtS manager:-:e:::. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 
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'ADR894E ·:· .. ·(xxxrmnimmm(yy), ERRORS OCCURRED 
WHILE TRYING TO PLACE THE 
FOLLOWING VOLUMES IN INITIAL 
STATUS 

volser - reason code 

Explanation: Some data sets processed during the NONSMS 
CONV.E~TV job w~re multivolume and had extents on 

volumes rtot 'iri th~ <input volume liSt. An· errot becur~~d in 
trying to set the S MS status of these listed volumes to 
INITIAL. Refer to message ADR891 E for the explanation of 
the reason code. 
System Action: None. The return code is 8. 
Programmer Response: Contact IBM for programming 
support. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 20, 25a, 
25b, and 29. 



Chapter 3. Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore Messages 

This chapter describes stand-alone DFDSS restore 
messages. See Chapter 1, "How to Read DFDSS 
and Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore ~e.ss,ages," for 
an explanation of the messa-ge format. · · · 

ADR501W INVALID CARD CODE. CORRECT ERROR. 
DEPRESS INTERRUPT KEY. 

Explanation: An invalid card code appeared in the last card 
processed. 
System Action: The system enters a wait state, a waiting 
operator response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probable user error. Check for and 
correct keypunch or multipunch errors. Reset the card reader. 
Press the interrupt key and continue processing. Refer to 
Appendix A, "Use of Interrupt Key"' on page 75 for 
information on interrupt key usage in stand-alone 
environments. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 20, and 29. 

ADR502A CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR. JOB 
TERMINATED. 

Explanation: A control statement contains an incorrect 
keyword, parameter, or name field. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: Probable user error. Check for 
keypunch errors. Correct ~eyword, ;a:-ameter, or name fields. 
Resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 20, and 29. 

ADR503A STA TE:\'tE~T SEQLE~CE ERROR. JOB 
TER:YllNA TED. 

Explanation: Either the statements a;e not in proper sequence 
or unnecessary statements are prese:1:. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: Probable user error. Correct control 
statement sequence, or remove unnecessary statements. 
Resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ite:::s 2, 20, and 29. 

ADR504W SVC INTERRUPT. JOB TER:\'HNATED 
Explanation: An unknown SVC inte:-:-'.lpt occurred. This 
program does not issue SVCs. 
System Action: The job ends. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11, 15, 20, and 29. 

ADRSOSA DEFINE INPUT DEVICE. 
Explanation: The input device must be identified to the system 
by the operator, as specified under "Operator Response." 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Prepare the input device by placing 
control statements in it. Load the source tape on the source 
device and prepare it. Enter the following message from the 
console: 

© Copyright [8 M Corp. 1988, 1991 

INPUT=dddd,cuu 

where dddd is the device type, and cuu is the channel and unit 
address of the input device. 
Problem Determination: '·None. 

ADR506A THE VOLID IN CONTROL STATEMENT 
DOES NOT AGREE WITH ID IN VOL 
LABEL WHICH FOLLOWS. VOLID = xxx 

Explanation: The VOLID parameter in the control statement 
did not match the volume serial number, xxx, found on the 
receiving volume. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: Probable user error. Correct the error 
and resubmit the job. 
Operator Response: Mount the correct volume, and rerun the 
program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 15, 20, 28, and 29. 

ADR507A ENTER CONTROL CARD STATEMENT 
Explanation: The input control statements are being entered 
from a console; this message is a prompt. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Enter the control statements for JOB, 
MSG, RESTORE, and, optionally, VDRL, and then END. 
Problem Determination: None. · 

ADRStOI BAD TRACK cchh 
Explanation: A defective track was found at the location 
specified by cc, the cylinder number, and hh, the head number. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: Make sure that message ADRS 11 I 
was issued for each bad track. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR511I ALTER:"JATE cchh i ~ONE 
Explanation: An alternate track at the location specified by cc, 
the cylinder number, and hh, the head number, is the track that 
replaces the defective track. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR552W PROGRAM INTERRCPT. JOB 
TER:\'lINATED. 

Explanation: A program interrupt occurred. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11, 20, and 29. 
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ADRSSJA CONSOLE FAILED TO READ LAST 
·MESSAGE. DEPRESS INTERRUPT KEY. 

Explanation: The console failed io read the Input message. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 

I Operator Response: Press the interrupt key, and attempt to 

I 
enter the input message again. Refer to Appendix A, "Use of 

··.. . Interrupt Ke)''~_ on page. 75 for informatiort qn interrupt key ··,~· 
- usage in stand-alone' environments::·'.. . ; ;-._: v-;' ~' '. >. ' • 

Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR554A READY READER cuu. DEPRESS 
INTERRUPT KEY. 

Explanation: The reader on channel c, unit uu, has a card or 
transport jam or is out of cards. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Correct the faulty condition, ready the 
reader, and press the interrupt key to continue the program. If 
the card or transport jam occurs again, reproduce the jammed 
cards and try again. Refer to Appendix A, "Use of Interrupt 
Key" on page 75 for information on interrupt key usage in 
stand-alone env,ironments. •,>. . . .. • .. . 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30: 

ADR555A READY PRI!'TER cuu. DEPRESS 
INTERRUPT KEY. 

Explanation: The printer on channel c, unit uu, is not ready. 
This can be caused by a forms check, an open interlock, or the 
STOP key being pressed. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Correct the faulty condition, ready the 
device, and press the interrupt ~~y. Refer to Appendix A, 
"Use of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for informacion on 
interrupt key usage in stand-a;one environments. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR556A READY TAPE cuu. DEPRESS I~TERRUPT 
KEY. 

Explanation: The tape drive on channel c, unit uu, is not 
ready. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Correct the faulty condition, ready the 
device, and press the interrupt key. Refer to Appendix A, 
"Use of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for information on 
interrupt key usage in stand-aione environments. 
Problem Determination: Table l, item 30. 

ADR557A READY DASO cuu. DEPRESS I~TERRUPT 
KEY. 

Explanation: The direct-access device on channel c, unit uu, is 
not ready. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Correct the faulty condition, ready the 
device, and press the interrupt key. Refer to Appendix A, 
"Use of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for informa:ion on 
interrupt key usage in stand-aione environments. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR558A WRONG TAPE ON cuu. COND = x. 
:VlOCNT PROPER TAPE. 

Explanation: The tape on the drive on channel c, unit uu, does 
not pertain to this job. The values of "x" are: 
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1. . This is not a D FOSS-created dump tape, or, if it is, the 
.''"'~sfana::iltorie prograrii does no( support the forrriai on the 

tape. (The tape may have been created by an incompatible 
D FOSS reiease.) · ·· 

2 An incorrect tape was mounted in response to ADR561A. 

3 The dump tape is not compatible with the function 
specified. A full volume RESTORE is being attempted 
from a tracks or physical data set DUMP tape. -: ·-'~" . 

5 A-RESTb"~·~ is\~i~g ~ttempted. f~-;~ ,~. DFDS~ ~ersi~n 2 
logical data set dump tape. 

System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probable user error. Mount the correct 
tape, and press the interrupt key to continue. Refer to 
Appendix A, "Use of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for 
information on interrupt key usage in stand-alone 
environments. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11, 20, 28, and 29. 

ADR559A READER CHECK. CORRECT ERROR. 
DEPRESS INTERRUPT KEY. 

ExplanatiOll!0 A reader check occurred. . · : . ,.,. .. ,.~, · . 
System Action: The sy.stem waits for the operator'~ res-ponse. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Correct the faulty condition, and clear the 
reader check. Ready the reader and continue the program by 
pressing the console interrupt key. Refer to Appendix A, "Use 
of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for information on interrupt key 
usage in stand-alone environments. If reader _checics occur 
frequently, check the input cards with a card guide for 
off-punched cards. Ensure that the cards are both punched 
correctly and in good condition. 
Problem Determination: Tabie I, item 30. 

ADR560A PRINT CHECK. CORRECT ERROR. 
DEPRESS INTERRUPT KEY. 

Explanation: A print check occurred. 
System Action: The system waits fOi the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Clear the print check by pressing Check 
Reset on the printer. Press the interrupt key on the console to 
continue processing. Refer to Appendix A, "Use of Interrupt 
Key" on page 7 5 for information on interrupt key usage in 
stand-alone environments. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR561A END OF TAPE. MOUNT TAPE ON cuu. 
DEPRESS INTERRCPT KEY. 

Explanation: It is the end of the present tape reel on channel c, 
unit uu. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Mount the next tape volume on the active 
tape device, the FROM DEV device. Press the interrupt key on 
the console to continue the program. Refer to Appendix A, 
"Use of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for information on 
interrupt key usage in stand-alone environments. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR563A END OF JOB. 
Explanation: A normal end-of-job condition occurred. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 



"'ADR565A , ATTEMPT TO RESTORE TO WRONG , 
DEVICE. JOB TERMINATED. 

Explanation: The program attempted to restore data to a 
device type other than the type from which it was dumped. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: P:-coable user error. Correct the 
TODEV operand to reflect the device from which the data was 
dumped, and r~run the job. . .; . ·" 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 15, 20, 28, and 29. 

ADR568I TRACK 0 HAS AN ALTERNATE ASSIGNED. 
THIS VOLUME HAS BECOME 
NON-IPL-ABLE 

Explanation: Track 0 was flagged as a defective track. (This 
volume is usable as a work volume but may not be usable as a 
system residence volume.) 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: If the volume is to be used as an IPLable 
volume, try IPLing from that volume. If it fails, mount 
another volume and rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR569A PRINTER EQUIPMENT CHECK. CORRECT 
ERROR. DEPRESS INTERRUPT KEY. 

Explanation: A printer equipment check occurred. 
System Action: The system waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: .Correct the error at the printer. Press the 
interrupt key and continue ?rocessing. Refer to Appendix A, 
"Use of Interrupt Key" on page 75 for information on 
interrupt key usage in stand-alone environments. 
Problem Determination: Ta'::lie I, item 30. 

ADR570A SEQL:ENCE ERROR ON RESTORE TAPE. 
JOB TERMINATED. 

Explanation: T:-te restore :a;e has a missing, incorrect, or 
extra record. 
System Action: The prog;-a:n is unable to continue with the 
RESTORE. The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: ~ c:::-:e. 
Operator Response: Proca':le error during DUMP. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11, 20, 28, and 29. 

ADR5711 TRACK NOT RESTORED DUE TO !/O 
ERROR DCRING DUMP, TRACK cchh 

Explanation: An l/0 error was encountered in reading the 
track during DL'\IIP. 
System Action: The trac'.< c::n the disk is not written on. 
Programmer Response: Ve~:fy that the track is not necessary. 
Operator Response: Nor:.e, 
Problem Determination: 'cr.e. 

ADR601 W CO\-L\·'lA,'\;D REJECT. device, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: The specified .:hannel rejected an incorrect 
channel command word (CCW) list. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: :--.; one. 
Operator Response: Rerur: :he program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11 and 29. 

ADR602A INTERV. REQUIRED; cuu : .. ,.,,. ·· 
Explanation: The device on channel c, unit uu, is not ready. 
System Action: The system· waits for the operator's response. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: The specified device requires operator 
intervention to ready it. If for no apparent reason the device is 
not ready, initiate the following problem determination. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

.. '· . .. ,, . ·.~ ·?·-· ' . ~ . 

ADR603W BUS OUT CHECK. c 
Explanation: A bus out check occurred on channel c. 
Probable hardware error. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 12 and 30. 

ADR604W EQUIPMENT CHECK. 
Explanation: An equipment failure occurred. Probable 
hardware error. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR605W DA TA CHECK. device, opcode, status, sense 
bytes 

Explanation: A solid data check occurred on the specified 
device. Probable hardware error. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item JO. 

ADR606W OVERRUN. c 
Explanation: An overrun check occurred on the specified 
channel. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR608W DATA CONV. CHECK. device, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: A data converter check occurred on the specified 
device. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Move data to another device, and rer'-.ln 
the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I. item 30. 

ADR609W END OF CYLll\iDER. device, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: An unusual end-of-cylinder condition occurred on 
the specified device. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 
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ADR610W INVALID ADDRESS. device, opcode status, 
sense bytes, cchh 

Explanation: An invalid address was issued to the specified 
device. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Determine if the cchh address shown in 
~~e mE?,s~age)s valid for ihe. ~dicated cl.evice. , . . ··.. . .~ .. "· , ... 

· Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 13~ and 29. 

ADR6 l 1 W NOT AV Al LAB LE. device, opcode, status, sense 
bytes 

Explanation: The specified device is not attached to the system. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Ensure that the ENABLE/DISABLE 
switch on the device and/or the tape control is in the ENABLE 
position. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR612W READ DATA CHECK. device, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: A permanent read data check was detected on 
the specified tape unit. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Clean the read/write heads of the. tape 
unit, and rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR614W TRACK OVERRUN. 
Explanation: A track overrun condition occurred. 
System Action: The job is er,ded. 
Programmer Response: :-..; or,e. 
Operator Response: Rerun t!ie program. 
Problem Determination: Table !, items l l and 29. 

ADR616I ASYN CC 
Explanation: DFDSS received an ir..terr·.::::: containing a unit 
check to a device for which a Start I;O was initiated but not 
started. 
System Action: The task is :er:ninated. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11 and 29. 

ADR617W NO RECORD FOCi'liD 
Explanation: Two index rr:ar~ers were ce:ected during a CCW 
chain, and :he record being scught was r:c: found. 
System Action: The job is e:::ced. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probaale ~ardware 2~ror. Execute Device 
Support Facilities to reinitialize :he DA.SD volume. Rerun the 
job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR618W INDETERMINATE ERROR. 
Explanation: An indeterminate I/0 error 0ccurred. 
Sy~em Action: The job isende~ 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Verify that the control unit and channel 
are not shared. Rerun the program. 
Problem Determination: Table I. item 29. 
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ADR619W·.~.··UNEXPECTED ERROR. device,-opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation:· The error return is valid, but it is not associated 
with the specified device. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 29 . 

... : .... ~- • ' ..... . 1:-· t: •.. ... . ' . .-'!::·,·, .(_. •. ' ·, ' '·, 

.:if. , . ·.'•.;f'",~:r . ~ ·' .,, ·:··'.'.'"~: ,,,:. ,. " ·"": . 

ADR620W CHAN. CTRL ERROR. cxx, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: A channel control check occurred on the channel 
specified by cxx. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probable hardware error. Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 12 and 30.' · 

ADR621W INTERFACE ERROR. cxx, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: An interface control check occurred on the 
channel specified by cxx. 
System Action: The job is ended."'' .. (:· '· 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probable hardware error. Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 12 and 30. 

ADR622W CHAN. DATA CHECK. cxx, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: A channel data check occurred on the channel 
specified by cxx. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Progr3mmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: P::-obable ha:-dware error. Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ltems 12 and 30. 

ADR624W PROGRAM CHECK. 
Explanation: .-\ p:cgram check occurred because of an 
incorrect CC'.\'. 
System Action: T::e job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the !)rogram. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11, 13, 20, and 29. 

ADR625W PROTECTION CHECK. (device, cuu), opcode, 
status, sense bytes 

Explanation: A ~rctection chec~ occurred on the specified 
device. 
System Action: The 1ob is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the ~rogram. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11 and 29. 

ADR626W L'.'IT EXCEPTIO'.'J. cuu, device, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: .-\ '..!nit exception occurred on the specified unit. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the i)rogram. 
Problem Determination: None. 



ADR627W INCORRECT LENGTH. cuu, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: An incorrect length record condition occurred on 
the specified unit. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: ~one. 

Operator Response: Rerun the program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 29. ,. .. «, 

ADR628W CHAINING CHECK. cxx, opcode, status, sense 
bytes 

Explanation: A chaining check occurred on the channel 
specified by cxx. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probable hardware error. Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11 and 30. 

ADR629W COMMAND SEQ. ERR. 
Explanation: An invalid sequence of CCWs was issued. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Probable hardware error. · Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11 and 30. 

ADR630W SEEK CHECK ERROR. 
Explanation: An invalid SEEK address was issued, or a unit 
malfunction caused a SEEK check. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Procable hardware error. Rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 20, and 30. 

ADR632W TAPE-LOAD POI~T. cuu, opcode, status, sense 
bytes 

Explanation: A tape at load point condition occurred on the 
specif:ed tape unit. 
System Action: The job :s ended. 
Programmer Response: ~;one. 

Operator Response: N or:e. 
Problem Determination: Table I, '.te:ns 11 and 30. 

ADR633W NOISE RECORD. cuu, opcode, status, sense 
bytes 

Explanation: A noise record was found on the specified tape 
unit. 
System Action: The job :s ended. 
Programmer Response: ·'one. 
Operator Response: Ce:J.:: the read. •v:ite heads of the tape 
unit, and rerun the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, ite:ns 28 and 30. 

ADR634W MISSI~G ADR-MARK. cuu, opcode, status, 
sense bytes 

Explanation: A missing :J.cdress mar~er occurred on the 
specified device. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: ~one. 

Operator Response: Rer'.ln the job. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 30. 

ADR635W · RESTORE TERMINATED. OUTPUT 
DEVICE (cccc) TOO SMALL FOR INPUT 
(cccc) 

Explanation: The number of cylinders on the target DASO 
volume is less than either: 

• The number of cylinders dumped from the original input 
volume 

• The hi~h~;t-'cyiinder n~inber: 'to be restored, ~·5 ~pecified on 
a VD RL statement. 

System Action: The RESTORE operation is ended. 
Programmer Response: Supply an appropriate volume that 
matches the input for a full volume RESTORE, or correct the 
VDRL statement and rerun the job. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 29. 

ADR642W INVALID TRK FMT. cuu, opcode, status, sense 
bytes 

Explanation: An attempt was made to write data exceeding 
track capacity on the specified device. 
System .Action: If the inpl1t tape contains the invalid track, the 
RESTORE continues~. othet-Wise, the job is ended.' 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Rerun the program. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 11 and 29. 

ADR643W WRITE INHIBITED. 
Explanation: The WRITE INHIBIT switch is probably on in 
the control unit to inhibit processing of write commands. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: Check the status of the WRITE IN H lB IT 
switch: 

• If the WRITE INHIBIT switch is on to inhibit execution 
of write commands and the disk pack should be written on, 
set the switch off and rerun the job. 

• If the WRITE INHIBIT switch is set on to intentionally 
inhibit processing of write commands, follow the 
procedures established by your installation. 

• If the WRITE INHIBIT switch is off to allow processing 
of write commands, rerun the job. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 13, and 30. 

ADR649W l/O ERROR, JOB TER'111NATED. 
Explanation: This message follows all messages that describe 
input/output error conditions. 
System Action: The job is ended. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: None. 

ADR655I ADDITIONAL SENSE xxxxxxxx (xxxxxxxx .... ) 
Explanation: If the device supplies more than 24 bytes of sense 
data, the additional bytes, beginning with byte 25, will be 
printed in groups of six up to the 64th byte. 
System Action: See previously issued message. 
Programmer Response: See previously issued message. 
Operator Response: None. 
Problem Determination: See previously issued message. 
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Chapt_er 4. Problem Determination Table 

As a DFDSS user, you determine whether you or IBM is responsible for resolving a 
problem. You do this by using IBM procedures to identify a failing hardware unit 

'~ .. , ;~ .. ' 

In most instances, one or more numbers appear after the heading, "Problem 
Determination," for a given message or code. These numbers refer to the numbered 
items that appear in Problem Determination Table I, and they require you to take 
specific actions before calling IBM for support. 

Table I. Standard Problem Determination Actions 
Note: Table I contains only procedures applicable to detennining DFDSS errors. 
For additional diagnosis information, see the appropriate manuals listed in "DFDSS 
Books" on page vi. 

-· '.•.t·-· '"' ·~· .. ,·'!'· ,,.~ ....... ~:-··.. /''I~ '. ··.f:.J!O.;,. '".:.Ji..~~·' 

I. Ensure that MSG LEVEL= ( 1, 1) was·specified in the JOB statement. 
....... '• 

2. Save the console sheet from the primary console. In systems with Mul~iple 
. Console Support (MCS), save a copy of the hard-copy log. 

3. Save the job stream associated with the job. 

4. Save the system output (SYSOUT) associated with the job. 

5. Ensure that the failing job step includes one of the following: 

a. SYSABEND DD statement 
b. SYSUDUMP DD statement. 

6. Not used. 

1. Run the LISTIDR function of the AMBLIST sen.rice aid program to obtain a 
list of all members with a program temporary fix (PTF) or local fix, and save 
the output. Run the program against the: 

a. SYS l.LINKLIB data set 
b. SYS l.SVCLIB data set 
c. Library containing the program that issued the message. 

8. Not used. 

9. >:ot used. 

10. 'ot used. 

11. Run the AMDSADMP service aid program to dump the contents of real 
storage and page data sets on magnetic tape. After restarting the system. run 
the GO function of the AMDPRDMP service aid program to print the real 
storage portion of the dump tape produced by AMDSADMP. Save both the 
tape from AMDSADMP (in case further information from the tape is required) 
and the listing from AMDPRDMP. 

12. Run the SEREP program, and save the resulting output. 

13. Save all the associated output. 

14. In the normal response to this message, the programmer/operator was requested 
to run a specific program. Save all output from that program. 
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J 5 . . Save the program, listing associated with the .job .. ·. t:-Z:i: , 
... , . -"!.• .. ., . 

16. Not used. 

17. Have .the system generation (SYSGEN) output available from: 

a. Stage I 
b. Stage II. 

.: " ,, ~· ..... ~. ' _ ........ ''I 

18. Not used. 

19. Not used. 

20. Save the control statements associated with the job. 

21. Not used. 

22. Not used. 

23. Not used. 

24. Not used. 

25.~ Run the I~HLIST system utility. program_ to obt~. a list qf tµe: 

a. Volume table of contents of the associated volume by specifying the 
FORMAT option 

h~ Volume table of contents of the associated volume by specifying the DUMP 
option 

·c. Directory of the associated data set 

d. System catalog. 

26. Run the Access Method Services LISTCAT ALL command to list the source 
and target catalog entries. 

27. Not used. 

23. Save the associated volume. 

29. Contact IBM for programming support. 

30. Contact IBM for hardware support. 

31. Not used. 

32. Not used. 

33. Not used. 

34. Not used. 

35. Rerun the job with the parameter ABEND= nnn, where nnn is the three-digit 
message number on which the dump must be taken, and insert a SYSUDUI'VIP 
DD statement in the JCL. This causes a User 0001 abend at the time the 
message ADRnnnx is issued. (Not applicable to stand-alone DFDSS restore 
messages.) 

36. Run the DIAGNOSE command of Access Method Services to determine the 
cause of the error on the: 

a. VVDS on the volume 
b. Data set on the volume and the catalog. 

(Not applicable to stand-alone DFDSS restore messages.) 



Appendix A. Use of Interrupt Key 

I Some of the Stand-alone D FDSS Restore Messages and Operator Response 
I descriptions in Chapter 3, "Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore Messages" on page 67 
I refer to the interrµp~ key ... Qepending on the env4"ollIIlent in which you are running, 
I the required actiOn ;aries as 'described below.,: ' :; .. . .··. ~ ·: .:· · · · .~ · - .. -

Stand-alone Restore Environment 
In the native mode (real stand-alone), you press the external interrupt key on the 
processor console. The processor console is the cons~le from which you IPLed the 
stand-alone restore program. 

Stand-alone Restore in VM Environment 
When running the Stand-alone DFDSS Restore program in a VM environment, 
you do the equivalent of pressing an external interrupt key. This is accomplished by 
issuing the VM CP command, EXTERNAL, from the same console that you are 
using to send commands to the stand-alone restore program. (In VM, you do 
everything from the same console.) The EXTERNAL command can be executed 
by entering: 

#CP EXTERNAL 

The #CP is entered to ensure that the processor (V\'I) receives the command and 
doesn't pass it along to the stand-alone restore program. If stand-alone restore is in 
full-screen mode, you may have to press PAI to put the terminal into CP READ 
mode before issuing the EXTERNAL command. This information is documented 
in VJl:SP CP General User Command Reference. 
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Glossary 

This glossary includes definitions of some terms found in 
this document. Some of the terms and definitions are 
taken from Dictionary of Computing, copyright 1987 by 

.- ·International Business Machines Coryoration~. It can be 
obfuined from IBM uncier"Form ·Numbe~ SC20~1699. 

Some of the terms defined are taken from: 

• The American National Standard Dictionary for 
Information Systems,ANSl XJ.172-1990, copyright 
1990 by the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI). Copies may be purchased from the 
American National Standards Institute, 1430 
Broadway, New York, New York 10018. 
Definitions are identified by the symbol (A) after the 
definition. 

• The Information Technology Vocabulary, developed 
by Subc00tmittee l, Jo inf Technical Comnlittee l, of 
the International Organization for Standardization 
and the International Electrotechnical Commission 
(ISO/IEC JTCl/SCl). Definitions of published 

A 

parts of this vocabulary are identified by the symbol 
(I) after the definition; definitions taken from draft 
international standards, committee drafts, and 
working papers being developed by ISO /IEC 
JTCl/SCl are identified by the the symbol (f) after 
the definition, indicating that final agreement has 
not yet been reached among tJ1e participating 
National Bodies of SCl. 

ABEND. Abnormal end of task. End of a task, a job, 
or a subsystem because of an error condition that 
cannot be resolved by recovery facilities while the task is 
performed. 

ABEND:xxx. The keyword that identifies the abnormal 
end of DFDSS because of a system-detected error. 

ABSTR. A subparameter of the SPACE parameter in 
a DD statement. It indicates that specified tracks be 
assigned to a data set. 

ACCEPT processing. An SMP /E process necessary for 
installing the F\!IIDs. SMP/E ACCEPT processing uses 
J CL to accept the modules and macros necessary to run 
the FMIDs. The FMIDs are accepted into the DLIBs 
from the temporary data sets. 

Access method services. A multifunction service 
program that is used to manage both VSAM and 
non-VSAM data sets and integrated catalog facility or 
VSAM catalogs. It is used to define data sets and 
allocate space for them, convert indexed-sequential data 
sets to key-sequenced data sets, modify data set 
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attributes in the catalog, reorganize data sets, facilitate 
data portability between operating systems, create 
backup copies of data sets, data set records and catalog 

.. ~ .. · · entries. help make inae:cessible .. da~ se!S ~~s.ible, list 
'the 'records of data' set.S and catalogs' cfefine 'and build 
alternate indexes, and convert OS CVO Ls and VSAM 
catalogs to integrated catalog facility catalogs. 

ACDS. Active control data set. 

ACS. Automatic class selection. 

AIX. Alternate index. 

alias. An alternate name for a member of a partitioned 
data set. 

.. ALLOC. A space allocation parameter: 'ifiat indicaies 
type, such as cylinders or tracks. 

alternate index (AIX). In systems with VSAM, a 
key-sequenced data set containing index entries 
organized by the alternate keys of its associated base 
data records. It provides an alternate means of locating 
records in the data component of a cluster on which the 
alternate index is based. 

alternate index cluster. In VSAM, the data and index 
components of an alternate index. 

AP AR. Authorized Program Analysis Report. 

Authorized Program Analysis Report (AP AR). A 
request for correction of a problem caused by a 
suspected defect in a current unaltered release of a 
program. 

APF. Authorized program facility. 

Application Interface. An interface used to invoke 
D FOSS from another program. 

Apply processing. In SMP and SMP/E, the process, 
initiated by the APPLY command, that places system 
modifications (SYSMODS) into the target system 
libraries. 

attach. In programming, to create a task that can be 
performed asynchronously with the performance of the 
mainline code. 

authorization. (1) (f C97) The right granted to a user to 
communicate with or make use of a computer system. 
(2) The process of giving a user either complete or 
restricted access to an object, resource, or function. 

automatic class selection (ACS). A mechanism for 
assigning SMS classes and storage groups. 
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B 
base cluster. In systems with VSAM, a key-sequenced 
or entry-sequenced .data set over which one or .. more 
alternate indexes are built. 

_ .. "•~~'··~---~:~~~~~~~t~~g ~~~r,~ Wf§J! -~TI1! n~e <?.f}fe-:~ata!?~ "· 
.. · · -. ".:.:: ·- ·.-structure m the mtegrated catalog 1acility envtronment. " 

An integrated catalog facility catalog consists of a BCS 
and its related VSAM volume data sets (VVDSs). 

basic direct access method (BDAM). An access method 
used to directly retrieve or update particular blocks of a 
data set on a direct access device. 

b~ic partitioned access method (BP AM). An access 
method that can be applied to create program libraries 
in direct access storage for convenient storage and 
retrieval of programs. 

basic sequential access ~~od (BSAM). An ~ccess _ 
'method for storfug or retrieving data blocks in a 
continuous sequence, using either a sequential access or 
a direct access device. 

BCS. Basic catalog structure. 

BDAM. Basic direct access method. 

BLK. A subparameter of the SPACE parameter in a 
DD statement. It specifies that space is allocated by 
blocks. 

block length. Synonym for block size. 

block size. (1) (TC97) The number of data elements in 
a block. (2) * A measure of the size of a block, usually 
specified in units such as records, words, computer 
words, or characters. (3) Synonymous with block 
length. 

BP AM. Basic partitioned access method. 

bpi. bits per inch. 

BSAM. Basic sequential access method. 

c 
call. (ISO) * The action of bringing a computer 
program, a routine, or a subroutine into effect, usually 
by specifying the entry conditions and jumping to an 
entry point. 

card image. * A one-to-one representation of the hole 
patterns of a punched card; for example, a matrix in 
which a one represents a punch and a zero represents 
the absence of a punch. 

CCHHR. Cylinder, cylinder, head, head, record. 
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C::.CW.. Channel ,command wor.d. 

CDE .. Contents directory entry. 

CDS. Control data set. 

channel command word ( CCW). A doubleword at the 
· ._, location .. in_ m~ .sto~age. s_pecifi¢ -l:>Y th_~. ~el::-'''..\ 
_ .. :~ddr~~s ,:isicS~d. -. bn~"or more ccw s inal{e\1p the . , . 

channel program that direct.s data channel operations. 

Cl. Control interval. 

CLIST. Command list. 

component identification keyword. The first keyword, 
represented as a number, in a set of keywords used to 
describe a D FDSS program failure. 

COMPRESS command. The DFDSS function that 
reduces partitioned data sets by taking unused space and 

·: .. ;~nsolidating ifatthe"end of the-data1iet. ·. · · 

concatenation. An operation that joins two characters 
or strings in the order specified, forming ~:me string 
Whose length is equal to the sum of the lengths of the 
two characters or strings. 

control interval (Cl). A fixed-length area of auxiliary 
storage space in which VSAM stores records. It is the 
unit of information transmitted to or from auxiliary file, 
storage by VSAM. 

control volume (CVOL). A volume that contains one or 
more indexes of the catalog. 

constructs. A collective name for data class, storage 
class, management class, and storage group. 

CONVERTV command. The D FDSS function that 
convert.s volumes to and from Storage Management 
Subsystem management without data movement. 

COPY command. The DFDSS function that performs 
data sets, volumes, and tracks movement. 

CP. Control Program. 

CREDT. Creation date. 

CSW. Channel status word. 

CVAF. Common VTOC access facility. 

CVOL. Control volume. 

CVT. Communication vector table. 

CYL. A subparameter of the SPACE parameter in a 
DD statement. It specifies that space is allocated by 
cylinders. 



D· 

DADSM. The direct access space management 
program that maintains the VfOC, VfOCIX, and space 
on a volume. 

DASD. Direct access storage device. 

DASD ERP. DASO error recovery procedure. 

data class. A list of data set allocation parameters and 
their values that are used when allocating a new 
SMS-managed data set. 

data compression (run-length). A method of encoding 
repetitive series of identical characters so that they 
occupy less space on a dump tape. Data compression is 
supported by both physical dump and logical dump 
pro~ing., ::"}'· ·:,_. ·" 

Data Facility Data Set Services (DFDSS). A DASO 
data and space management tool for backup and 
recovery, space management functions, and copying · 
data between like and unlike devices. DFDSS is the 
primary data mover of the Data Facility family. 

Data Facility family. A family of products, consisting of 
DFP, DFDSS, DFHSM, and DFSORT, that performs 
key data and storage management functions. 

Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager 
(DFHSM). A facility that automates space and 
availability management by backing up and migrating 
data within a hierarchy of storage. 

Data Facility Product (DFP). The key architectural 
component of the Storage Management and non-Storage 
Management Subsystem environments. DFP manages 
programs, data, and devices in the MVS environment. 

Data Facility Sort (DFSORT). A data and storage 
management tool that handles sorting, merging, and 
copying applications. 

Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem 
(DFSMS). The complementary functions of MVS/DFP 
and other individual products of the Data Facility 
family, which, together with RACF provide a 
system-managed, administrator-controlled storage 
environment. 

data set backup. Backup to protect against the loss of 
individual data sets. 

data set change indicator. A bit that is set by OPEN 
when the data set is opened for processing other than 
input. This flag is supported on MVS systems that have 
data-set-changed flag support installed. 

· .... , ~'I Jll . .._ ..... jll'.lf'..' '" f 

> .• ·:;s·:.';;J,..'.;t.<;;,;. 

DAU. Direct acce,ss unmovable_ ... , .. 

DB2*. IBM DATABASE 2. 

DCB. Data control block. 

DEFRAG command. The DFDSS function that 
consolidates the free space on a volum~ to help prevent 
out-of-spa'ce abendson' new allocations. 

DEQ. An Assembler language macro instruction used 
to remove control of one or more serially reusable 
resources from the active task. 

DFDSS. Data Facility Data Set Services. 

DFHSM. Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager. 

DFP. Data Facility Product. 

DFSJ\1S*. Data Facility Storage Management_ 
Sub5ystem , " ., · .. ,, . . :. · ·; " ""' . . .... 

DFSORT. Data Facility Sort. 

DGTHIXSO. The panel identification number for the 
D FOSS Help Index. It is used to verify that 
DFDSS/ISMF is installed correctly. 

DIAGNOSE. An access method services command 
that scans an integrated catalog facility basic catalog 
structure (BCS) or a VVDS to validate the data 
structure. 

DIRF. DADSM interrupt recording facility. If a 
system fails, or a permanent 1/0 error occurs during 
allocation of space or during performance of a routine 
that updates the VfOC, the VfOC may be in error. To 
ensure that an error is recorded, the DADSM routines 
turn on a bit in the VfOC upon entry to a DADS M 
function, and, if no errors occur during processing, turn 
off that bit upon exiting from that function. 

distribution libraries. IBM-supplied partitioned data sets 
on tape containing one or more components that the 
user restores to disk for subsequent inclusion in a new 
system. 

DLIB. Distribution library. 

DOC. In diagnosing program failures, the keyword 
that identifies an error in the documentation of a 
program. 

DOS. Disk Operating System. 

DOS bit. On a volume without an indexed VfOC, a 
bit that indicates that the free space map is invalid. 

DOS/VSE. DOS/Virtual Storage Extended. 

DSCB. Data set control block. 
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DSCHA. A DFDSS.key-w9rd that is .. used in BY. 
ftltering. It indicates that the data set is to be selected if 
the data set has been· changed. 

dsn. Data set name 

. Execute .:h.~nnel progr~ (EXC:P). .. A m~_cro .. use~ to 
access a data set without specifying the organization. 

EXPDT. . Expiration date. 

Extended specify task abnormal exit (EST AE). A task 
DSORG. Data set organization. It is specified in the recovery routine that provides recovery for those 

~-J~~--~-~~91lq?:it~. · -.:·t;":'!,:"·'-.-~(i •i ~> ·, .. :.:'?'e:~~;-:.·;p~ogi:ams.1?,at ~~ -~b!ed!.~,nl~cked,_ ~~~:-~~~ode. 

DUMP command. The DFDSS function used to back 
up data sets, tracks, and volumes. 

dynamic allocation. Assignment of system resources to 
a program when the program is performed rather than 
when it is loaded main storage. 

E 

Early Warning System (EWS). A microfiche copy of 
the information contained in the Software Support 
Facility (SSFK organized bY. component ideiltification 
number and indexed by APAR symptom code. EWS is 
published monthly and available to customers of IBM 
licensed programs. 

ECB. Event control block. 

EC mode. Engineering change mode. 

empty data set. A data set in which the pointer to the 
last-used block is 0. 

ENQ. An Assembler language macro instruction that 
requests the control program to assign control of one or 
more serially reusable resources to the active task. It is 
also used to determine the status of a resource; that is, 
whether it is immediately available or in use, and 
whether control has been previously requested for the 
active task in another ENQ macro instruction. 

entry-sequenced data set (ESDS). In VSAM, a data set 
whose records are loaded without respect to their 
contents and whose RBAs cannot change. Records are 
retrieved and stored by addressed access, and new 
records are added at the end of the data set. 

EOF. End-of-file. 

EOJ. End of job. 

ESDS. Entry-sequenced data set. 

EST AE. Extended specify task abnormal exit. 

EQ. Equal to. 

EWS. Early Warning System. 

EXCP. Execute channel program. 
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extent. A continuous space on a DASD volume 
occupied by a data set or portion of a data set. An 
extent of a data set contains a whole number of control 
areas. 

F 
FC. CV AF function code. 

FCEC. CV AF function-error code. 

filtering. The process of sel~g d~ta-~sets based ()n · 
specified criteria. These criteria consist of fully- or 
partially-qualified data set names and/or of certain data 
set characteristics. 

FMID. Function modification identifier. 

fully-qualified data- set ·name. A da~ set i11 which ail the 
qualifiers are completely spelled out. 

function modification identifier (FMID). A code that 
identifies the release levels of a program product. 

FVL. function vector list. 

G 

GDG. Generation data group. 

GDS. Generation data set. 

Generation data group (GDG). A collection of 
historically related non-VSAM data sets that are 
arranged in chronological order; each data set is a 
generation data set. 

Generation data set. One generation of a generation 
data group. 

GT. Greater than. 

ICKDSF. Device Support Facilities. 

IDCAMS. Access Method Services. 

IMS/VS. Information Management System/Virtual 
Storage. 



INCORROUT. In diagnosing program .failures, the 
keyword that identifies incorrect or missing program 
output. 

incremental backup. A process in ·which data sets are 
backed up only if they have changed since their last 
backup. 

.::- ·: -··>_ ...... · .. ~-(."- .' ~.~~~~-·-- ."','"'.;<·. \,'l"'/:-::t<._' ... 1'- ' 

InstalJation-wid-~ ,exit. The means specifically described 
in an IBM soft.ware product's documentation by which 
an IBM soft.ware product may be modified by a 
customer's system programmers to change or extend the 
functions of the IBM soft.ware product. Such 
modifications consist of exit routines written to replace 
one or more existing modules of an IBM soft.ware 
product, or to add one or more modules or subroutines 
to an IBM software product, for the purpose of 
modifying (including extending) the functions of the IBM 
soft.ware 

integrated catalog facility. A facility by which, VSAM 
data set volume-related fields are separated from the 
catalog and maintained in the VVDS on the volume on 
which the data set resides. 

Interactive Storage Management Facility (ISMF). A 
D FP component that provides an interactive interface to 
DFDSS and DFHSM. ISMF uses menu-driven panels 
to build jobs streams for most DFDSS functions. 
DFDSS/ISMF performs the following functions: 
COMPRESS, CONVERTV, COPY, DEFRAG, 
DUMP, RELEASE, and RESTORE. 

Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF). An 
IBM licensed program used to develop, test, and run 
application programs interactively. ISPF is the 
interactive interface for all storage management 
functions. 

1/0. Input/output. 

IPL. Initial program load. 

ISMF. Interactive Storage Management Facility. 

ISAM. Indexed sequential access method. 

ISMF. Interactive Storage Management Facility. 

ISPF. Interactive Systems Productivity Facility. 

ISPF/PDF. Interactive Systems Productivity 
Facility /Program Development Facility. 

J CL. Job control language. 

JES. Job entry subsystem. 

",.,, ,.._ JES~:·<.An ~y~. subsystem that receives) obs into .the 
. . .... system: converti{ then\ to internal format, ~'ei~cts them 

for operation, processes their output, and purges them 
from the system. In an installation site with more than 
one processor, each JES2 processor independently 
controls its job input, scheduling, and output processing. 

JESJ. An MVS subsystem that receives jobs into the 
system, converts them to internal format,· selects them 
for operation, processes their output, and purges them 
from the system. In complexes that have several 
loosely-coupled processing units, the JES3 program 
manages processors so that the global processor 
exercises centralized control_ over the loca~ processors 
'and' distributes jobs to them Via a common jooqueue. 

JFCB. Job file control block. 

job control language (JCL). A problem:oriented 
language used to identify the job or describe its 
requirements to an operating system. 

job entry subsystem (JES). A system facility for 
spooling, job queuing, and managing I/O. 

JSCB. Job step control block. 

K 

KB. Kilobyte (1 024 bytes). 

key-sequenced data set. A VSAM file or data set whose 
records are loaded in ascending key sequence and 
controlled by an index. Records are retrieved and 
stored by keyed access or by addressed access, and new 
records are inserted in key sequence by means of 
distributed free space. Relative byte addresses can 
change because of control interval or control area splits. 

keyword. A symptom that describes one aspect of a 
program failure. · 

KSDS. Key-sequenced data set. 

L 

LASTCC. Last condition code. 

LDS. Linear data set. 

like devices. Devices that have the same track capacity 
and number of tracks per cylinder (for example, 3380 
Standard and 3380 Model J or K). 
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LINK. An Assembler language macro inst.ruction that 
causes control _to be passed. to a specifi~d entry poinL 
The linkage relationship established is the same as' that 
created by a BAL instruction. 

link-pack area (LP A). An area of virtual storage that 
contains re-enterable routines that are loaded at IPL 

. ,, :._.,.,,,. ... ..-"'~·t'I:!.'·, ~··,•· •·r- 1~~·~.-,.i..a-t~".1-~•IJ'-'"·';J.1'- ·,,,,· • -{!''· ·1 ... ·.. . · 

· fuiitial progi-8m·loaCiriimc{3Jla can 'be''usect concurrently<::· 
by all tasks in the system. 

load module. (f C97) A computer program in a form 
suitable for loading into main storage for operation. 

load module library. A partitioned data set used to store 
and retrieve load modules. 

logical (data set) DUMP operation. A DUMP 
operation in which logical processing is performed. 

logical (data set) processing. Processing that treats each 
. data set ~d its associated_ information as a logical, .· 
entity. As an example, DFDSS processes an enure data 
set before beginning with the next one. 

. -logical (data set) RESTORE operation. A RESTORE. 
operation that uses. as i~put a data set produced by a 
logical DUMP operation. 

logical volume. The output produced from a physical 
DUMP operation, for which all data is derived from a 
single DASO volume. 

LOOP. In diagnosing program failures, the keyword 
that identifies a program failure in which some part of 
the program repeats endlessly. 

LP A. link-pack area. 

LT. Less than 

LRECL. Logical record length. 

LVOL. logical volume. 

M 

maintenance-level keyword. In diagnosing program 
failures, a keyword that identifies the maintenance level 
of DFDSS. 

management class. A list of the migration, backup and 
retention parameters and their values for an 
SMS-managed data set. 

map record. The record that maps the tracks that were 
dumped by DFDSS. 

MAXCC. Maximum condition code. 

MCS. Multiple Console Support. 
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" · ~~~1'1TY . .;;·-Model entity.···· 

minivolume~ In an MVS system running on VM/370, an 
OS/VS-formatted VM/370 minidisk whose size is equal 
to or less than that of the real volume. DFDSS uses the 
device size specified in the in their VTOC. Minivolumes 
are supported only by the system version of DFDSS . 

·-~:-n'.:~;,~~-r~~1~t:~ .. ~.: , '')1);,r~<:7:t;.i:::··''~· .· :tt~;~~::1:~~,::;;.2~~i> 
MSGADRnnnt. In diagnosing program failures, the 
D FOSS message keyword that tells of an error, or 
seems itself to be in error. 

MSS. Mass storage system. 

MVS. Multiple virtual storage. 

N 
NVR. Non-VSAM volume record. 

0 

Operating System (OS). Soft.ware that controls the 
execution of programs; an operating system. 'may provide 
services such resource allocation, scheduling, 
input/output control, and data managem~t. . : 

OS. Operating System. 

OS/VS2. Operating System/Virtual Storage 2. 

p 

pageable link-pack area (PLPA). Link-pack area. 

PAM. Partitioned access method. 

partially-qualified data set name. A data set name in 
which the qualifiers are not spelled out. Asterisks and 
percent signs are used in place of the undefined 
qualifier(s ). 

partitioned data set (POS). A data set in direct access 
storage that is divided into partitions, called members, 
each of which can contain a program, part of a 
program, or data. 

partitioned data set extended (POSE). A 
SMS-managed, page-formatted data set on direct access 
storage. A PDS E contains an indexed directory and 
members similar to the directory and members of 
partitioned data sets. A POSE can be used instead of a 
partitioned data set. 

POS. Partitioned data set. 

POSE. Partitioned data set extended. 

PERFM. In diagnosing program failures, the keyword 
that identifies degradation in program performance. 



physical (data set) DUMP operation.,,. A DUMP 
operation in which physical processing is performed. 

physical (data set) processing. Processing that moves 
data at the track-image level and can operate against 
volumes, tracks, and data sets. As an example, DFDSS 
may only process one volume of a multivolume data set. 

PLP A. Pageable link-pack area. 

POU. Partitioned organization unmovable. 

PRB. Program request block. 

private library. A user-owned library that is sep3:rate 
and distinct from the system library. 

PSU. Physical sequential unmovable. 

PSW. Program status word. 

PTF. Program temporary fix. 

Q 
QSAI\1. Queued sequential access method. 

qualified name. A data set name consisting of a string 
of names separated by periods; for example, 
"TREE.FRUIT.APPLE" is a qualified name. 

qualifier. Each component name in a qualified name 
other than the rightmost name. For example, "TREE" 
and "FRUIT" are qualifiers in 
"TREE.FRUIT.APPLE." 

Queued sequential access method (QSAM). An 
extended version of the basic sequential access method 
(BSAM). Input data blocks awaiting processing or 
output data blocks awaiting transfer to auxiliary storage 
are queued on the system to minimize delays in 1/0 
operations. 

R 

RACF. Resource Access Control Facility. 

RB. Request block. 

RBA. Relative byte address. 

RDJFCB. Read job file control block. 

RECEIVE processing. An SMP/E process necessary to 
install new product libraries. During this process, the 
code, organized as unloaded partition data sets, is 
loaded into temporary SMPTLIB data sets. SMP/E 
RECEIVE processing automatically allocates the 
temporary partitioned data sets that correspond to the 
files on the tape, and loads them from the tape. 

RECFM. Record format. ~~·. . ' ,, . .. ' .•.. .. ~ 

REFDT. A DFDSS keyword used in BY filtering. It 
indicates the last-referenced date. 

relative byte address (RDA). The displacement 
(expressed as a fullword binary integer) of a data record 

'9r a: con~ol in~~ froridhe.~g ,¢?f~~data··set 
to which it belongs, independent of the manner in which 
the data set is stored. 

Relative record data set (RRDS). A VSAM data set 
whose records are loaded into fixed-length slots. 

RELEASE command .. 'fhe D.FDSS function. tqat 
releases the unused space in sequential and partitioned 
data sets for use by other data sets. 

RESERVE. A method of serializing DADSM update 
accesses to the VfOC. It is also a method of serializing 
proc~~sor access~ to ~ .. s~~!.~4. D.t\S~ yolum; •.. , .. · .. , 

' . . ,··· ·:·.·:, ... ;. 

Resource Access Control Facility (RACF). An IBM 
program product that provides for access control by 
identifying and verifying users to the system, a\Jthorizing 
access to DASO data setS, fogging the detected 
unauthorized attempts to enter the system, and logging 
the detected accesses to protected data sets. 

RESTORE command. The DFDSS function used to 
recover data sets, tracks, and volumes. 

RMID. Replacement module identifier. 

RRDS. Relative record data set. 

run-length data compression. Data compression 
(run-length). 

s 
SAF. System Authorization Facility. 

SAM. Sequential access method. 

scheduler task. A DFDSS subtask that interprets and 
schedules commands. 

SCP. System control program. 

SEQ. Sequential or sequential processing 

SEREP. System environmental recording, editing, and 
printing 

SMF. System management facilities. 

SML. MYS Storage Management Library. 

SMP. System Modification Program. 

SMP /E. System Modification Program/Extended. 
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· SMPE. · A cataloged procedurtnhat includes the v·'"';. 

required DD statements for running SMP/E and is used 
in the RECEIVE, APPL 'i, and ACCEPT steps of 

' SMP /E processing. 

SMS. Storage Management Subsystem. 

Softwa..~:suppe>iFFacilitflssF). ~;An IBM '.Qrltin~ data 
base that allows for storage and retrieval of information 
about all current APARs and PTFs. 

SP. System Product. 

sphere. A YSAM cluster with one or more associated 
alternate indexes and paths .. The VSAM cluster 
(sometimes called the base cluster), alternate indexes 
(AIXs ), and paths are sometimes ref erred to as sphere 
components. 

SSF. Software Support Facility. 
~ . "";"('•/"" ·:'··;:•: ·, .. ' . " 

stand-alone DFDSS restore program. One of two 
DFDSS programs. Stand-alone DFDSS restore runs 
independently of the MYS system environment and is 
limited to one function-a fµll or partial (tracks) 
RESTO RE from a dump tape ... 

storage class. ·· A named list of data set storage 
attributes that SMS uses to identify performance and 
availability requirements. 

storage constructs. The group of predefined models 
(data class, management class, storage class, and storage 
group) that are used to classify storage management 
needs and procedures for data sets under the Storage 
Management Subsystem. Each data set has construct 
names associated with it by explicit specification or 
defaulting. 

storage group. A named collection of DAS D volumes 
that have been grouped to meet a defined service 
strategy. 

storage management. The task of managing auxiliary 
storage resources for an installation. 

Storage Management Subsystem (SMS). An MYS 
subsystem that helps automate and centralize the 
management of storage. To manage storage. the storage 
management subsystem provides the storage 
administrator with control over data class, storage class, 
management class, storage group, and automatic class 
selection routine definitions. 

subtask. A task initiated and ended by a higher order 
task. 

SVC. Supervisor call instruction. 

SVRB. Supervisor request block. 

SYSRES. System residence disk. 
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·system·1library ... ;_,•Acollection of data sets or files in ,,;;.,~.-.· 

which the parts of an oper_atln~ system are stored. 

system link library. Syste~ library. 

System Modification Program (SMP). A program used 
t~ ins ta~ ,softw.~~ and. so~are changes on the MYS . 

· · ';'.$ysteni~:~?·~.-;;J1t'f;·~'t\;<~1~::~!·~~~·:::. t ~/7'.~-',:-:,, : .. 

System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E). An 
IBM licensed program used to install software and 
software changes on the MYS system. In addition to 
providing the services of SMP, SMP/E consolidates 
installation data, allows more flexibility in selecting 
changes to be installed, provi~es a dialog int~rfac_e, and 
supports dynamic allocation of data sets. · · · 

T 

TCB. Task control block. 

Time sharing option (TSO). An option on the operating 
system for a System/370 that provides interactive time 
sharing from remote terminals. 

TIOT. Task input/output table. 

TLIBs. Target data sets. 

track packing. A technique used by D FOSS that builds 
target tracks for any DASD device using input physical 
record information. 

TRK. A subparameter of the SPACE parameter in a 
DD statement. It specifies that space is to be allocated 
by tracks. 

TSO. Time-sharing option. 

TSO/E. TSO/Extensions. 

TTR. track-track-record. 

type-of-failure keyword. In diagnosing program failures, 
a keyword that identifies the type of program failure that 
has occurred in DFDSS. 

u 
UACC. Universal access authority. 

UCB. Unit control block. 

UIM. User interaction module. 

unlike devices. Devices that have different track 
capacities, for example, 3350 and 3380. 

used tracks. Tracks from the beginning of data sets to 
the last-used track. 



user exit. A programming service provided by an IBM 
software product that may be requested by an 
application program for the service of transferring 
control back to the application program upon the later 
occurrence of a user-specified event. 

·.... ' ~ ' .. 

VDRL. Volume restore limits. 

VDSS. VTOC/Data Set Services. 

virtual storage access method (VSAM). An access 
method for direct or sequential processing of fixed and 
variable-length records on direct access devices. The 
records in a VSAM data set or file can be organized in 
logical sequence by a key field (key sequence), in the 
physical sequence in which they are written on the data 
set or file (entry-sequence), or by the relative-record 
number. 

VM. Virtual machine. 

VOLID. Volume ID. 

VOLSER. Volume serial number. 

volume backup. Backup of an entire volume to protect 
against the loss of the volume. 

volume header record. The record in the DFDSS dump 
tape that identifies and contains data pertinent to the 
whole volume, and identifies the type of operation that 
created a dump. 

volume trailer record. The record in the DFDSS dump 
tape that identifies the end of the data for a DASO 
volume. 

VRRDS. AVSAM variable record RRDS. · 

VSAM. Virtual storage access method. 

VSAM volume data set (VVDS). A data set that 
describes the VSAM and SMS-managed non-VSAM 
data sets on a volume. The name of the data set is 
SYSi~v\rDS.Vvolser. ·" :·.· ... :, :·. · ~-.: ... '.~·--; , .... ~ 

VSE. Virtual storage extended. 

VTOC. Volume table of contents. 

VTOCIX. The data set on which the location of the 
data set VTOC entries are kept in an index for quick 
access by DA DSM. The name of the data set is 
SYSl .VTOCIX.Vvolser. 

VVDS. VSAM volume data set. 

VVR. • VSAM _volume record. 

w 
WAIT. In diagnosing program failures, the keyword 
that identifies D F DSS suspended activity, while. waiting 
for some condition to be satisfied. DFDSS does not 
issue a message to tell why it is waiting. 

WTO. Write to operator 

x 
XA. Extended Architecture. 
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Preface 

Trademarks 

This book descnbes how touse"Data Facility Data Set Ser\rices (DFDSS) to perform 
various storage management tasks. It is intended primarily for system programmers. 
This ~ook also describes functions tha~ shoul4 J:>e µse~ with the ·interfaces provided 
her~ri~~ u riless-siJeclficill1y~stife<re>tlie~~,e;· th:~ ·inrorinaHolnn:·1biS' hook' must not ·" ·· '· -· · 
be used for programming purposes. However, this book does provide the following 
type of information which is explicitly identified where they occur: 

General-Use Programming Interface: General-use programming interfaces are 
provided to allow the customer to write programs that use the services of DFDSS. 

Note: Examples provided in this publication contain sets of program statements 
offered to users as an illustration of how to obtain product service and are not to be 
used as programming interfaces. 

For information about the syntax of DFDSS commands, see Data Facility Data Set 
Services: Reference. For information about DFDSS messages, see Data Facility ... , 
Data Set Services: M essagei -

Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS) is hereafter referred to as 
Storage Management Subsystem (SMS). · ··-

The following terms are trademarks of IBM and are used in this publication: 

DB2 

DFSMS 

MVS/DFP 

1\-IVS/ESA 

MVS/SP 

MVS/XA 

Major Divisions of This Book 
This book is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1, Introduction to DFDSS presents a brief overvie\v of DFDSS 
functions. 

Chapter 2, Requirements for Running DFDSS describes the requirements for 
running DFDSS. 

Chapter 3, Logical/Physical Processing and Data Set Filtering explains the 
differences between logical and physical processing, and how to use data set 
filtering to select data sets for DFDSS processing. 

Chapter 4, Changing Command Specifications for DFDSS Version 2 Release 5 
explains how to change the specification of commands to make a smooth 
transition to DFDSS Version 2 Release 5.0. 

Chapter 5, Invoking DFDSS explains the different ways you can invoke DFDSS. 

Preface iii 



,C1t~P~!-..... ~'- ~~~~th.t,g. ;Q;fp§~. F.un~tio~ .<ij~µ,s~~ _hQw .You can protect,,yariousTS• 
DFDSS and DFDSSjlSMFfunctions. .. ,, .. ··--· 

... ;. - ,·.~"'!l.,.:;. < .:. -

Chapter 7, Managing Availability with DFDSS describes how to use DFDSS 
DUMP and RESTORE commands to fulfill your data,:availability requirements. 

Chapter 8, Managing Data Movement with DFDSS describes how to use DFDSS 

t,
0

: .. ~~?~~~z-0-~~e~~~,·r~:fa7~'i-.':.0.1~:~t.),~~:~~:~?~~}~~t:'.:'; , ·: .. ~ 
Chapter 9, Converting Data to and from SMS Management describes how to use 
DFDSS to convert data to and from Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) 
control. 

Chapter 10, Managing Space with DFDSS describes how to use DFDSS 
RELEASE, COMPRESS, and DEFRAG commands to manage DASO space. 

'"·AppeDdiX':~A;"'A.CS RoutiDe-Variables lists the variables available to ACS routi'nes. 
during DFDSS COPY, RESTORE, and CONVERTV. 

Appendix B, Changing Command Specifications for DFDSS Version 2 Release 4 
explains what the new keywords were for Version 2 Release 4 and how they 

a_ff,~cs.,PX!?r~~.,P.!9.~~~~~!1~.::-"""·~., .. "' .. 
Appendl~ -c~ ~st;~d-Ai~rie. R.estore P~og~~~ lists ~torage and other devices for the 
stand-alone DFDSS restore program. 

Required Product Knowledge 
,.. - , •• ·.-· .,_ - • Op ' ... -~:. 

To use this manual you need some knowledge of the Data Facility Product (DFP), 
Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM), Resource Access Control 
Facility (RACF), and job control language (JCL). 

Prerequisite Books 

iv DFDSS: User's Guide 

Data Facility Data Set Services: General Information, GC26-4123, introduces you 
to DFDSS and helps in evaluating its use. 

Data Facility Data Set Services: User's Guide, SC26-4388, gives guidance on how 
to use DFDSS. 

Data Facility Data Set Services: Reference, SC26-4389, describes DFDSS 
command syntax. 

Data Facility Data Set Services: Messages, SC26-4390, lists DFDSS messages. 

Data Facili~v Data Set Services: Diagnosis Guide, L Y27-9538, tells how to 
diagnose errors you might encounter while using DFDSS. 

Data Facility Data Set Services/Interactive Storage Management Facility: 
Installation Planning Guide, SC26-4129, describes considerations when you plan 
for and install DFDSS/ISMF. 



Corequlsite Books 
~ _., .... ~ 

-~·,· '-· 
To use this book effectively, you should be familiar with whichever of the fol~owing 
books are as8ociated with your System:"· .. ·,. 

MVS/370 
·~· ..... ; . 

Long Title 

MVS/370 JCL User's Guide 

MVS/370 JCL Reference 
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Guide 
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Summary of Changes 

Version.2.Releasf!_.5,.Decembe~.,1989 .·---"· .... .. ...... ... . . 
-~ , ,.. - , ':"""'· _· '. · · "'. ·· · .· .. ;" <·:""'"":' •· .·!-')"''~~1··''.'.'.~"-~'.·;·:1·.·li...,~t:.:=:.;:··'C(~ .. ··•« """'"·.·-<·, ,..~ 

· · DFDSS Version 2 Release. fprovides·aaditi6~~1 ~tl>rag~ riiarifg~ffierit facili'ti~s· ·~n:d~ ~-
enhancements to help you: 

• Take advantage of a new type of data set. 

MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2 now provides a specially designed data set, called 
a partitioned data set extended (PDSE). DFDSS supports the PDSE, which 
offers significant advantages over a partitioned data set (PDS). DFDSS also 
provides new keywords to convert a PDS to a POSE and a PDSE to a PDS. 

This support requires MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 2 or a later release. 

• Use new application interface exit points. 

New options· rm ·appticanmdriferfiice exns· fifrther' enhance the interaction .... '. 
between DFDSS and its invoking program at the data set level. DFDSS passes 
control to the user interaction module (UIM) when a data set is selected and 
w~en the processing of that data set is completed. At these exit points, the UIM 
can perform a number of tasks. For example, you can customize the UIM to 
end processing of the data set or to bypass options such as serialization and 
security: verification. · · " ·· : ·.·· ·;.. · · ; 

• Process data sets with a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

By using the PROCESS(SYSl) keyword. you can: 

Release unused space in partitioned or sequential data sets with a high-level 
qualifier of SYS 1. 

Move data sets with a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

Specify the DELETE keyword with the DUMP command to dump and 
delete data sets with a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

Replace preallocated data sets that have a high-level qualifier of SYSl. 

• Process data sets that have undefined DSORG. 

By using the PROCESS(UNDEFINEDSORG) keyword, you can copy or 
restore undefined DSORG data sets to an unlike device that has a larger track 
capacity. 

• Specify both the OPTIMIZE and COMPRESS keywords for dumps. 

You no longer must choose between performance (by specifying OPTIMIZE) or 
saving space (by specifying COMPRESS). You can back up data by using both 
keywords. 

• Reduce I/O to the VVDS during logical data set DUMP/RESTORE, data set 
COPY and CONVERTV. 

• Use stand-alone RESTORE to restore compressed dump data. 

• Declare a larger block size for a SYSPRINT data set or the output data set from 
the PRINT command. 

DFDSS now allows a block size greater than 141. 
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• Reduce CPU time by improving the data.compression algorithm during DUMP. 

• Specify the target status of SMS-managed generation data sets. 

Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) Support 
• When processing a data set, DFDSS recognizes and preserves the data, 

management, and storage classes associated with the data set. 

·· . • ~ COPY'ana DUMP /RESTORE ·commands move data sets between SMS- and 
non-SMS-managed volumes. 

• The new CONVERTV command converts volumes to and from SMS 
management without data movement. 

· • · DFDSS allows data. set selection base!i on_ data, ~anagement; and storage Class·". 
, • '':· •"!'IP''$ .· •...••• ., •'.. ... ..;.t--.. • ~ .,... 'I •>fl"':' ... ,,._. .• • ~ ·!. ' . . . • -

names. 

• The new INCAT keyword allows DFDSS to locate source data sets cataloged 
outsic1e the standar~ ~rch :0rder for COPY,. DUMP, and CONVERTV. This 
keyword can be used in place of JOBCAT /STEPCAT statements, which are 
prohibited when processing SMS-ma:naged ~ta sets. 

Functional Enhancements 
• The new SPHERE keyword allows DFDSS to move an entire VSAM sphere 

(base cluster and all associated alternate index clusters and paths) with one 
invocation of COPY, DUMP, or RESTORE. 

• DFDSS COPY and RESTORE have the capability to allocate multivolume 
VSAM target data sets. 

• The % character acts as a place holder for DFDSS data set name filtering. 

• DFDSS reblocks data sets that have the reblockable indicator set on. 

• The REBLOCK keyword (already supported for COPY) is supported for logical 
RESTORE. 

• Multiple arguments for filtering criteria can be specified on the BY keyword. 

• A new application interface exit point (EIOP20) has been added. DFDSS passes 
control to this exit when a data set is allocated by DFDSS during a physical 
data set RESTORE operation. 

• When DFDSS (COPY or logical RESTORE) detects an under-allocation of the 
non-VSAM target data set, it estimates the amount of additional space needed 
and extends the data set accordingly. The copy or restore then continues, using 
the additional space. 
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Version···2 Release 3, June 1987 ;.,; . .1,, .. ~., ... 

Information is added to support DFDSS Version 2 Release 3 enhancements, which 
include: 

• Data Facility Family enhancements. With MYS/Extended Architecture Data 
Facility Product (MVS/XA DFP) Version 2 Release 3 installed: 

•• ·~t . ··,~-~·,t. :· ....... ~· •. • '·-.;.·:.':"~~ ... ""\ 

The Illteractive Stori'ge Management Facility' (ISMF) supports 
volume-oriented functions, for example, DEFRAG and full-volume DUMP. 

DFDSS supports enhanced integrated catalog facility catalog recovery. You 
can restore a user catalog without bringing your application program down. 
This allows continuous applications such as IBM DAT ABASE 2 (DB2) and 
IMS/VS to stay .up wh,ile a damaged user catalog is_replaced. 

DFDSS supports VSAM linear data sets. 

DFDSS supports data set expiration dates beyond the year 1999. 

DFDSS preserves aliases when VSAM user catalogs are copied or dumped 
and restored. They no longer need to be re-created.-.·· 

• Faster copying of DASD data. 

• The ability to do logical processing at a volume level, thus allowing you to 
, restore to an unlike device and to incrementally back up volume pools. The new 

keywords are LOGINDDNAME, LOGINDYNAM, and ALLMULTI. 

• Automatic rebuilding of the VTOC free space chain and VTOC index after a 
full-volume COPY or RESTORE to a like device of larger capacity. 

• Choice in target volume space allocation, allowing you to allocate by cylinders, 
blocks, or tracks, or to preserve the source space allocation. The new keyword 
is TGTALLOC. 

• An improved algorithm to reblock partitioned and sequential data sets. This 
requires MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 2 or a later release. 

• PAM data sets with NOTE lists are updated. 

• DFDSS messages now provide the name of the issuing module, to improve 
serviceability. 

• Optional RACF logging to SMF data sets. 

Summary of Changes XV 
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Data Facility Data Set Services· (DFDSS) is a direct access 'storage device (DASD) 
data and space management tool. You can use DFDSS to: 

·.·. , .' • Copy and move data sets ... between volumes ofJike and'.,unlike device typest ; , 'i-'.':' 
,..._ . •·, •.. r" ~ p.. !•,.. '·~-,.:.,. .. - .. ·~~t"·,:. ;,., .. -f't~,j, • . , ,.,·.~·I 

• Dump and restore data sets, entire volumes, or specific tracks 

• Convert data sets and volumes to and from SMS management 

• Compress partitioned data sets 

• Release unused space in data sets 

• R~,duce ~r eliminate DASD. free-space fragmentation by consolidates free space 
on a volume. 

Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore Program: With the stand-alone DFDSS restore 
program, you can restore: 

• A full volwne or ranges of trackS · 

• Your system residence (SYSRES) volume. if your operating system fails to IPL. 

Refer to Appendix C. "Stand-Alone Restore Program" on page 117 for more''· 
information on the stand-alone re~tore program. 

The Role of DFDSS 
D FDSS can help you perform many of your storage management tasks. The role 
DFDSS plays at your site depends on what other Data Facility products you use. In 
particular, the way you use DFDSS depends on whether or not you also use the 
Data Facility Product. Storage Management Subsystem (SMS). and the Data 
Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHS:\f). · 

To understand the role of DFDSS in an SMS environment. you need a basic 
understanding of SMS. 

Managing User Data with SMS 
SMS can help you efficiently manage space, availability, and performance to meet 
user requirements. 

SMS allows you to match the needs of users· data (like data set organization, size. 
and format) to the characteristics of storage devices without requiring users to know 
or understand the hardware configuration at your site. With SMS. users can store 
and retrieve data without being aware of space limitations, device characteristics. or 
volume serial numbers. 

1 Like devices have the same track capacity and number of tracks per cylinder (for example, 3380 Standard and 3380 
Model D or E). Unlike DASD devices have different track capacities, a different number of tracks per cylinder (for 
example, 3350 and 3380). or both. 
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data at your site. The values you~specify·identify"y01.ir·users' 1h~quirenients'for space; 
availability, and performance.· You define these values to SMS as:· ~1 ;. .-, 

Data Cla~ ·"· · A named list of data· setallocation:and space attributes that · 
SMS assigns to a data set when it is created. 

~'°-~g~~~nt,Cl~~:"''~i· .. b. P.~~g-~~~t,,p(iµ~a~~~~t'i:~tW~'!t~~r~~~.,§~~~!-·t~~-·<·~~:~:<~:·1· 
,· · · · ·· >h.7 ·control DFHSM action· for~data ·set tetention,·1rugration, ·~ "- ·· ·· · · 

Storage Class 

Storage Group 

backup, and release of allocated but unused space. 

A named list of data set storage service attributes that SMS 
uses to identify performance and availability requirements. 

A named collection of DASO volumes that have been 
grouped to meet a defined seryice strategy~'. . 

Automatic class selection (ACS) is the SMS mechanism for assigning SMS classes 
and storage groups (otherwise known as constructs). Depending on the DFDSS 
command you are using, SMS invokes some or all of the ACS routines in the 
following order: 

.. Y: Data -cia8s ACS routine : ·:, - ,Ji.·. 

2. Storage class ACS routine 
3. Management class ACS routine 
4. Storage group ACS routine. 

SMS uses the assigned constructs to automatically place and manage. data and 
storage. For example, you can use a storage class to keep perf ormance-sen.sitive· 
data on high-speed storage devices and management classes to control the movement 
of less active data to tape. Because SMS controls data placement, you are no longer 
required to perform the time-consuming task of hand-placing this sensitive data. 

For a more complete discussion of SMS and how to use it, see MVS/ESA Storage 
Administration Reference. 

Managing Availability with DFDSS 
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DFDSS availability management consists of backing up data on DASD to tape and 
restoring the backup if the original is lost, damaged, or inadvertently changed. 

The two general forms of backup are: 

Data set backup 

Volume backup 

Protects against the loss of individual data sets. 

Protects against the loss of a volume. 

For data set backup, you should consider doing incremental backups to help reduce 
processing time while still meeting your backup requirements. Incremental backup 
means that data sets are backed up only if they have changed since their last backup. 
With this form of backup, data sets are backed up only if they require it. 

Volume backups are used to protect against media failure. You can use volume 
backups in conjunction with incremental data set backups to recover a volume. As a 
result, you need not do volume dumps as frequently. Incremental data set backups 
should be done on a daily basis and volume backups on a weekly basis. If a volume 
is lost for some reason, you can restore the most recent volume backup and apply 
incremental data set backups to the volume to bring it back to its most current 
status. 



Backing Up Volumes and Data Sets .. , . ,~~,~-;;,~_.';:. , . ., .. , ..... ~- .. .,,, . ,,;, 
.. You use the DFDSS DUMP command to back ·up'volumes'and da~ sets, and you 

use the RESTORE command to.recover them .. By doing· a data set°DUMP with 
RESET specified _.and filtering on the data.;set-changed flag, you can make · · 
incremental backups of your data sets with DFDSS. 

In an SMS environment, DFDSS,.saves,.the class ~es for the d:ata sets_ it dumps._..,~ 
When you restore the data set to' an SMS volunie, .. DFDSS irivotCesACS and ·passe§-
it the class names saved with the data set. Based upon this and other input from 
DFDSS (for example, class names specified with the STORCLAS or MGMTCLAS 
keywords), ACS assigns SMS constructs to each data set. 

Because DFDSS restore invokes ACS, you can restore the data sets to SMS 
volumes. Conversely, data sets backed up as SMS data sets can be restored as 
non-SMS data sets. 

In addition to providing for routine backup requirements, you can use DFDSS to 
back up application data for disaster recovery and vital records purposes. By using 
DFDSS logical data set OUM~ ancUiltering o.:r:1 AA~ set .. naJD.es, yo\l".c~ _b_ack ~Pall .,. 
the data sets associated with a particular applicati0n for disastefrecovery Or Vital · 
records. If you do not want to perform a separate DUMP operation for disaster 
recovery, you can specify more than one OUTDDNAME to create up to 255 
separate backup copies when you do your routine backup. These- extra copies cari • · 
then be used for disaster recovery or vital records purposes. The DUMP command 
can also be used to archive data sets that have not been accessed for long periods of 
time. 

Using DFHSM for Backup 
DFHSM provides automated incremental backup. interactive recovery, and 
inventory of what it backs up. You can use DFDSS to complement DFHSM 
backup and recovery or, if you do not have DFHS:\L to provide for all your backup 
and recovery requirements. 

If DFHSM is being used. you should use DFDSS for volume backup and the 
backup of data sets not supported by DFHSM. If DFHSM is not installed, you can 
use DFDSS for all of your volume and data set backup. 

Managing Data Movement with DFDSS 

Moving Data 

DFDSS can help you move data to replace devices. add capacity. and meet 
performance requirements. There are three general types of data movement: data 
set. volume, and tracks movement. 

Using the DFDSS COPY command, you can perform data set, volume, and track 
movement. To perform data set movement, specify COPY with DELETE. This 
causes DFDSS to delete the source data set after it successfully copies the data set. 

Full-volume COPY is useful for moving data between like devices. If you are 
moving volumes to like devices of larger capacity. generally you need to have a 
larger VTOC because the larger device can hold more data sets. DFDSS rebuilds 
indexed VTOCs and recognizes larger VTOCs on target volumes when the VTOCs 
are moved to a like device of larger capacity. Ho\vever, if you are moving data 
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When moving data .sets to unlike. devices,- DFDSS fills. the tracks·as completely· as 
: . ·~ ,,,,. •. " . · · __ .,,,.,,._, ,, ~-· · "'.!.:A,,::· ··f~. ._::f;.<.\····.· _,.,."!:. ~ .:--1', - . . · · ,. '.:o. .• 

possible instead of just copying track for track. In addition, if the reblockable 
indicator is set on, the data set is reblocked to a system-determined block size 
efficient for the device~ _,,,~, U'! ...... ·~ ,~~,~· ~, ... ·. ;· . , ·¢.ti~~···";~" , . "'":! 
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Moving Data in an SMS Environment 
Data set movement is much different in an SMS environment. ACS routines and 
VTOC/Data Set Services determine the target volume in an SMS environment. 

DFDSS moves data sets to different volumes if their storage groups change. 
However, if their storage· groups· dcr not change~ DFDSS might move the data -'sets to -
a different location on the same volume or to different volumes. 

If a new, empty volume is added to a storage group, data sets moved into that 
storage group are likely to be placed on that volume. This can help you when you 
replace ,volumes in ~,stor3:ge group ... ,".," ... ,.,., .. "'"''"""~"'l;(-,1,,.;.;_'1;:_,;;;:'~"" ,.~, , --,•::r. 

If a data set's storage class has the guaranteed space attribute and the user specifies 
input volumes, the data se_t is plc:tced on the specifie~ volume(s) if: 

• A.If v~lumes-sp~~ified with 'OumDNAME o~'6ufnYNAM are SMS managed 
and belong to the same storage group. . ,,. 

--,'"·,;.~. •. ··; ,"""·; ":."'·'~' ·· ... ,.: ,,.:,__~r~,. '',/''-'"' ·;·,J;-:;. 

• The ACS storage group routine assigns the data set to the storage group that 
contains the specified volumes. 

Note: SMS-managed data sets must be cataloged in the standard order of search. 

Converting Data to and from SMS Management 
DFDSS is the primary tool for converting data to and from SMS management. 

There are two ways of converting data to and from SMS management: 

• Conversion of data sets with data movement 
• Conversion of volumes without data movement. 

The following sections briefly describe these two kinds of conversion. 

Conversion of Data Sets by Data Movement 
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To convert data sets by data movement, use DFDSS COPY or DUMP/RESTORE. 
When moving data sets to SMS-managed volumes from non-SMS-managed volumes, 
DFDSS invokes ACS, which may assign class names to the data sets. Alternatively, 
you can specify the BYP ASSA CS and STORCLAS keywords on COPY or 
RESTORE to force the data sets to be SMS managed. 

When moving data sets out of SMS management. specify the BYPASSACS and 
NULLSTORCLAS keywords on COPY or RESTORE. This causes DFDSS to 
bypass ACS and drop the data set's class names. You should also be aware that 
ACS can make data sets non-SMS managed. 



Conversion of Volumes without Data.Movement 
To convert volumes to and fron1 SMS management without data movement, you can 
use the DFDSS CONVERTV command. This conimand allows you to: 

• Prepare a volume for conversion. Using the PREPARE keyword, you can stop 
new allocations and data set extensions to another volume while still allowing 
access to the data on the volume. · 

' .-.A~>-...:~ , . . . : .':':_~:~. ~ ·j~·:c';_~< .-.\ -~ . ' <··~ . .'_~·;~~-.ti~<• . ..1..~"' '~ "; J:~;". '.\·.~ '.!.>'',...~':'-:~' 
• Convert a volume to SMS management: Using the SMS'keYword, you' can· .. 

convert a volume and all its data sets to SMS management. 

• Convert a volume from SMS management. Using the NONSMS keyword, you 
can remove a volume and its data sets from SMS management. 

• Simulate conversion. Using the TEST keyword, you can verify that the volume 
and its data sets are eligible for conversion and see what class names ACS .would 
assign to the data sets. 

Managing Space with DFDSS 
DFDSS has four functions t~~help.you manage your.DASO space: 

COMPRESS Compresses your partitioned data sets by taking unused space 
and consolidating it at the end of the data set. To make the 

. unused space available for other data sets, you must use the 
RELEASE command. 

RELEASE Releases the unused space in sequential and p~rtitioned da.ta 
sets for use by other data sets. 

DEFRAG Consolidates the free space on a volume to help prevent 
out-of-space abends on new allocations. 

DUMP /RESTORE Deletes unwanted data sets and combines data set extents. 
(The COPY command can also be used to combine data set 
extents.) 
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Chapter 2. · Req~i~~ni~nt$ for Ruhr,ling DFD$S ·" · 

··~ . .{' 

Certain requirements must be met in order to run DFDSS. This chapter describes 
these various requirements. 

' _, .... ,. 
- ... ,.,_ -· ····~.' ; >·• ,7 ... ··~·· ..;·:_';\~ .. , ......... · .. l._.i., .... ;; l'",;- .. ~,;·;•(.it.="'iiw.. ..,. 
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Operating Environment 
You can run DFDSS in an MVS system environment. This version of DFDSS runs 
under: 

• MVS/370 DFP Version 1 Release 1 and its corequisite MVS/System Product 
(M_VS/SP) Version 1 Release 3 

• MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 1 and its corequisite MVS/SP Version 2 
Release 1.2 

• MVS/ESA DFP Version 3 Release 1 and its corequisite MVS/SP Version 2 
., Release 2.3 ... , "' .. 

and any subsequent releases of these system control programs unless otherwise 
indicated. 

To take full advantage of the new or improved functions of DFDSS Version 2 
Release 5, you must have MVS/ESA DFP Version 3 Release 2 and MYS/SP Version 
3 Release I .OE. ,· 

Storage Requirements 
In most cases, you can allow DFDSS to determine the amount of storage it uses for 
an operation. Sometimes, however, you might want closer control of the amount of 
storage DFDSS uses. Use the storage estimates in this section as a starting point for 
determining minimum region sizes in which DFDSS can run. Figure 1 and Figure 2 
on page 8 show the minimum storage requirements. in bytes, to run each DFDSS 
operation. Figure 3 on page 9 shmvs the minimwn storage requirements, in bytes, 
to restore PAM and VSAM data sets to unlike devices. The values include the 
storage required to load the DFDSS program into the region. 

Storage requirements depend on your operating system configuration and your 
device and data set characteristics. The storage requirement estimates shown for 
COPY, DUMP, and RESTORE are for full volume COPY, DUMP, or RESTORE 
only; they might vary for a data set operation. 

If DFDSS determines that the storage requirements are greater than the storage 
available during processing, DFDSS issues error message ADR376E to indicate this. 
The out-of-storage condition might cause an abend 80A during DFDSS 
post-processing. 

If you use buffers above 16 megabytes virtual storage, the buffer size is allocated 
independently of the region size. 

If you use the PARALLEL command to run two or more D FDSS tasks 
concurrently, the total storage required is the sum of the storage required for all 
functions to be run in parallel. 

Chapter 2. Rt!quirements for Running DFDSS 7 
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RELEASE dsssize + trksize 

RESTORE (FULL) dsssize & copysize + (buff ersize * 6) 

FigUre 1. Storage Requirements for DFDSS Operations with I/O Buffers below 
16-Megabyte Virtual 

DFDSS Command 

CO.MPRESS 

CONVER TV 

COPY (FULL) 

COPYDUMP 

DEFRAG 

DUMP (FULL) OPT(l) 

DCMP (FULL) OPT(2) 

DCMP (FULL) OPT(3) 

on.IP (FULL) OPT(4) 

PRINT 

RELEASE 

RESTORE (FULL) 

Storage Below 
16 Mb Virtual 

dsssize & copysize _;_ 
1152K * number of 
additional volumes. up to 
four 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize + l 6K if VSAM 
present 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize 

dsssize 

Storage Above 
16 Mb Virtual 

2 * trksize of largest device 

buffersize * 5 

trksize * 5 

buff ersize * 5 

trksize * 5 

buffersize * 7 

buffersize * 6 

buff ersize * 15 

buffersize * (3 * trk/cyl) 

3 * trksize 

trksize 

buffersize * 6 

Figure 2. Minimum Storage Requirements for DFDSS Operations with I/O Buffers above 
16-Megabyte Virtual 



Type or Data· set" , 
PAM Data Sets 

VSAM Data Sets 

dsssize + (((trksize + 64) * 5) + SK) 

dsssize + (((trksize + 64) ~ 5) + (2 *maximum record size) + 
(3 * buff space)) 

Figure 3. Minimum Storage Requirements for a Restore to an Unlike Device 
.... r...,c ...... ,~ .• '. .. '• ... ~ "°f,. ... ~-. ,:..·.~ .. ,> .... ~ r~.n .. ·~ .. -~-

Legend 

K 1024 bytes 

dsssize DFDSS load module size, 1240K 

copysize IEBCOPY load module size 

buffersize The maximum of trksize ·and default maximum block size (32K) 

buffspace Buffer space specified in DEFINE command when data set was allocated 

trksize The size, in bytes, of a track on your DASO volume 

trks/cyl The .. nillllb~rof trac.k.s per ,cylin,qer pn ypur DA!;iD volume 

DASO Requirements 
You can use DFDSS with the following IBM DASD: 

2305 Fixed Head Storage Model 2 · · 

3330 Disk Storage Models 1 and 11 

3340 Direct Access Storage Facility 

3344 Direct Access Storage 

3350 Direct Access Storage (in native mode and in IBM 3330 Models 1 and 11 
compatibility mode) 

3375 Direct Access Storage 

3380 Direct Access Storage (all models) 

3330 virtual volumes residing in an IBM 3850 Mass Storage System. 

In addition, you can use DFDSS with all magnetic tape devices, system consoles, 
printers, and card readers supported by Data Facility Product. 

Stand-Alone DFDSS Restore Program 
Refer to Appendix C, '"Stand-Alone Restore Program .. on page 117 for a list of 
devices you can use with the stand-alone DFDSS restore program. 
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You can use DFDSS with the following DASD volume formats: 

• Volumes with indexed VTOCs 
• Volumes with nonindexed VTOCs 

.. ·-~;OS/YS minivolumes in a VM_ enyironment. 
' r•• • • .•, ~,,. ,\"" • .. .;.~\J": '• ·;: •" • ··. • ";j 

All DASD volumes used by DFDSS must be initialized by Device Support Facilities 
(ICKDSF). 

Data Set Organizations 
DFDSS can copy, d~p, anffrestore data sets of the followi~g organization t;~~: -

SAM (sequential access method) 
PAM (partitioned access method) 

PDS (partitioned data set) 
PDSE (partitioneq data set extended) 

BDA."\f (basic direct access method) · 
ISAM (indexed sequential access method) 
VSA..\.P (virtual storage access method), including: 

ESDS (entry-sequenced data set) 
RRDS (relative record data set) 
KSDS (key-sequenced data set},, 
KSDS with key ranges 
LDS (linear data set) 

DATABASE 2 (DB2) 
DATA.BASE 2 (DB2) data sets, supported 
EXCP (execute channel program) 

... ··_.>." 

Unmovable data set types (PSU, POU, DAU, ABSTR, ISU, BDAM with 
OPTCD=A). 

2 VSAM data sets that are cataloged in an integrated catalog facility catalog 
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Chapter 3. __ Logic:al/Physical Processing . .iil1d.Data Set Filtering 

. \ 

Before you begin. ~sin~ DFDSS, you sh.ould understand the difference b~tween 
logical and physical processing and how to use data set filtering to select data sets 
.~or proce~~!P.g .. J'heJoJJR}Yi.ng secµo~ ~escribe thes;e:two .a~ects of DFD~S~, 

Logical and Physical Processing 
DFDSS can perform two kinds of processing when executing COPY, DUMP, and 
RESTORE commands: 

• Logical processing operates against data sets independently of physical device 
format. 

• Physical processing moves data at the track-image level and operates against 
volumes, tracks, and data sets. 

Each type of processing offers different.capabilities and advantages. 
.:. . . ' . " . '· ... ' ...... ·~ 

During a RESTORE, the data is processed the same way it was dumped because 
physical and logical dump tapes have different formats. If a data set is dumped 
logically, it is restored logically. If it is dumped physically, it is restored physically. 

Logical Processing 
A logical COPY, DUMP, or RESTORE treats each data set and its associated 
information as a logical entity, and processes an entire data set before beginning the 
next one. Each data set is moved as a set of data records, allowing data movement 
between devices with different track and cylinder configurations. 

DFDSS performs logical processing if: 

• You specify the DATASET keyword with COPY. A data set COPY is always a 
logical operation, regardless of how or whether you specify input volumes. 

• You specify the DATASET keyword with DUMP, and either no input volume is 
specified, or LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM is used to specify an input 
volume(s). 

• The RESTORE command is performed and the input tape was created by a 
logical DUMP. 

Both catalogs and VTOCs are used to select data sets for logical processing. The 
catalogs are used to select data sets for COPY and DUMP if you do not specify 
input volumes. If you specify input volumes for COPY, the VTOCs are used to 
select data sets. If you specify input volumes for DUMP with LOGINDDNAME or 
LOGINDYNAM, the VTOCs are used for selecting data sets. 

~ote: To copy or dump entire multivolume data sets, you need not specify all the 
volumes in the LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM volume list when you also 
specify the ALLMUL TI keyword. 
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.~-··When to~Use~t:ogtcal Processlrig~J1£>t:.,::h.$.~~~~~¥1'~~.·:~~:~~~~~~~-·· · 
·J. __ · You should use .logical processing when: , . , '· ·· · .... t.~ .. .., 

• _Data is copied to an ~mlike de!ice.type. 

Logical processing is the only way to move data between unlike device types. 

•._: Data _that ma.y:need to. be ;resto~d to an .unlike. deyice is .. qty!tpe4: 
: '° • •' .,,,,.,.,,1: ·:'-·ic,'• :, - ' /' :·...},:r•~,.. ·,.,.: ,.:~-... ,-;~:· -~' ."'. .~ .~- '" ~ .. • , .. ·1,.. ..,.,,~ .... · .. ',A:~':{::.><'- \"",_,....·:·r~::>~ ;,,;..\.·i·~··' 

Data must be restored the same way it was dumped. This is particularly 
important to bear in mind when making backups that you plan to retain for a 
long period of time (such as vital records backups). If a backup is retained for a 
long period of time, it is possible that the device type it originally resided on will 
no longer be in use at your site when you want to restore it. This means you 
will have to restore it to an m11ike device, which can be done only if the backup 
was made logically:'. .,..,_.. . ' t- .• -· ·, ' 

• Aliases of VSAM user catalogs are to be preserved during copy and restore. 

Aliases are not preserved for physical processing . 

. !·. UJUilovable ... <4t:ta sets .. or~,da~ se~. with ab~oh1tt?, ~ack all~ation are ll,10,Y,~~~.R .... 
different locations. · · · · 

• Multivolume data sets are processed. 

•<.VSAM and mu.ltivoluine data sets.are to be cataloged in a different catalog.~' 

• Data sets are to be deleted from the source volume after a successful dump or 
copy. · ..... '.f :':.; ~- !"« • · "''1'.-t'tt ~-~-

• Both non-VSAM and VSAM data sets are to be renamed after a successful copy 
or restore. 

• You want to control the percentage of space allocated on each of the output 
volumes for copy and restore. 

• You want to copy and convert a PDS to a PDSE or vice versa. 

• You want to copy or restore a data set with an undefined DSORG to an unlike 
device. 

Physical Processing 
Physical processing moves data based on physical track images. Because data 
movement is carried out at the track level, only target devices with track sizes equal 
to those of the source device are supported. Physical processing operates on 
volumes, ranges of tracks, or data sets. For data sets, it relies only on volume 
information (in the VTOC and VVDS) for data set selection, and processes only that 
part of a data set residing on the specified input volumes. 

D FOSS performs physical processing if: 
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• You specify the FULL or TRACKS keyword with COPY or DUMP. This 
results in a physical volume or physical tracks operation. 

• You specify the DATASET keyword on the DUMP command and input 
volumes with the INDDNAME or INDYNAM parameter. This produces a 
physical data set dump. 

• The RESTORE command is executed and the input volume was created by a 
physical DUMP. 



When to Use Physical Processing · · ·· .. ,.,,,._ 
,I ',. ••. , ~' ,•-) • , •. ~ '. -. I 

You should use physic~! processing \Vhep.: 

• Backing up system volumes that you might want te>,. restore with stand-alone 
DFDSS restore. · 

Stand-alone DFDSS restore supports only physical dump tapes. 

• Performance i~-''~ri i~s~e. .. 1 .... ;'.·.· .... 

"'-' J .·'·~ J- ~ ·. -'J....i; ~ '.I' . 
t" ", "'; lt ·" ~ ' 

Generally, the fastest way-measured by elapsed time-to copy or dump an entire 
volume is with a physical full volume command. This is primarily because 
minimal catalog searching is necessary for physical processing. 

• Substituting one physical volume for another or recovering an entire volume. 

With a COPY or RESTORE-full volunie or track~the volume serial number of 
the input DASD volume can be copied to the output DASD volume. 

• Dealing with I/O errors. 

Physical processing provides the capability to COPY, DUMP, and RESTORE a 
specific track or range of tracks_ ~: .. 

Choosing Data Sets for Processing-Filtering 
• , • ~ • '., t-' . .._, :; ·. • ,.:._,er •. ' 

You can select data sets for DFDSS processing by filtering on specified criteria. 
DFDSS can filter on fully- or partially-qualified data set.names (by using the 
INCLUDE or EXCLUDE keyword) and on various data set characteristics (by 
using the BY keyword). 

You can filter data sets with any of the following commands: 

• Logical DUMP 
• Logical RESTORE 
• Physical data set DUMP 
• Physical data set RESTORE 
• Data set COPY 
• COMPRESS 
• DEFRAG 
• RELEASE. 

At least one of the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, or BY parameters must be specified 
with the above commands. 

The follO\ving sections briefly describe what you can filter on and how you might use 
the available criteria. 
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Filtering by Data Set Names :,;,,, ~· ···:: .. '°· ·· >;.,.~ .. r .. ~'\t'~':"·!''..~"'~!'t~! ···::~ ,~. 

Using INCLUDE or EXCLUDE,.· you can filter on fully- or partially-qualified data 
set names~ . A fully-qualified data.. set ~~e is one in which all qualifiers are . 
completely spelled· out.· For example: 

A partially-qualified data set name is one in which the qualifiers are not completely 
spelled out. Using asterisks(*) and percent signs(%), you can select data sets 
without specifying their fully-qualified names. 

The single asterisk(*) is used in place of one qualifier. For example: 

I.__ _o_N_cL_u_oE_C_As_c_.*_· ........ L~--~o-) __ >_"-............. "'··--··~---.. _ .... _ ... _ .. ···--··;·_ ... _ .... _ .. _________ ___..11,_ 

This partially-qualified name matches ABC.DEF.LOAD and ABC.XYZ.LOAD. 
The single * is also use.d t9 indicate to P:f'D~~ th~t only part of a qualifier.has been 
specified. For example~ if you want to filter using only the first three characters of 
the first qualifier of a name, specify it as follows: 

.i 

I (INCLUDE(SYS*.**)) 

This partially-qualified name matches data sets whose first qualifier was SYS! and 
SYSlA. The other qualifiers in the data set name are ignored. 

When used with other qualifiers, the double asterisk (**) indicates that one or more 
leading, trailing, or middle qualifiers do not exist or they do not play a role in the 
selection process. For example: 

I (INCLUDE (**.LOAD)) 

This partially-qualified name selects any data set with LOAD as its last qualifier 
(such as data sets named LOAD, ABC.LOAD, and ABC.DEF.LOAD). 

The percent sign (%)is used as an ignore character. One or more %scan be 
specified in any qualifier. Each specification represents one character in the name 
being filtered and any character in that position in the name is ignored. For 
example: 

I (INCLUDE (SYSLA%%8)) 

This partially-qualified name matches SYSl.AZZB and SYSl.AXYB, but not 
SYSl .AXXXB. 
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.. Filtering by Data Set Characteristics ,. ,,. -~ L'i""'~~:;!~~1:1.;;;Jr;, • .,.{f,'.;:'~~~,1-' ... ~\;,,;~,..... ""':·r-~;-;1·,.~~~,, •. .... v·•. ·~~·~~-· ,.,. 
In addition to filtering on data set names, ycm can ~lso filter on the following d~ta 
set characteristics: · · · 

Allocation type (cylinder, track, block, absolute track, or movable) 
Creation date (absolute or relative) 

.. Expiration date (absoh1t~ or relative) ··' .~, .. · ,.. ':" ~· _ ... ,.·· .. 
~L Last:rererenced date3(absolute or-relativef ·, .......... ,.. . ,. r ,, 

Data set organization (SAM, PAM, PDS, PDSE. BDAM, EXCP, ISAM, or 
VSAM) 
Data set size (number of allocated or used tracks) 
Number of extents 
Whether the data set is single- or multivolume 
Whether the data-set-changed flag is on or off3 
SMS class names (data, management, and storage class) 
Whether a data set is cataloged or not (using the standard catalog search order). 

You can use any of the following operators with the BY keyword: 

EQor= Equal to 
~· -· . ~: .. 

LT or< Less than 

LE or<= Less than or equal to 

GT or> Greater than 

GE or>= Greater than or equal to 

NE or-,= Not equal to. 

When you specify multiple arguments for an NE operation. DFDSS selects only 
those data sets not matching any of the arguments. \Vhen you specify multiple 
arguments for an EQ operation, DFDSS selects those data sets matching any of the 
arguments. 

J Tht= data-set-changed flag (DSCHA) and the last-referenced date (REFDT) are supported only on systems that have 
data-set-changed flag support installed. For VSAM data sets, DSCHA and REFDT are maintained by Data 
Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM). Therefore, if you do not have DFHSM on your system, module 
IDATMSTP (in load module IDA0192A) should be modified to pass a return code of 4 to its caller. 
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, .. :.Some .Examples .of Filtering by Data Set Characteristic:s·1:'.ct•L'.r-·;~:;,,•,,.,~ .j:~'~:0 "~~;;;»<1·~>L_4i~t!~~·r~'r'1-~····;~~--;;~:-"''·~· 

· ·· If you'u8e the following spedfication Qf ihe BX keywqrd, DFDSS selects all data ...... 
sets allocated ih cylinders: ._, ' ' . ' ,_ . ' . . . 

You can specify more than one criterion with the BY keyword. The following 
example selects all data sets allocated in cylinders and whose management class is 
MCNAMEl: 

BY(( ALLOC,EQ,CYL ) ( MGMTCLAS,EQ,MCNAMEl )) 

You can specify multiple arguments for any of the filtering criteria. The following 
e~.~mple sele9ts al~ data sets ~.t ~ve'. f!~<;l{lta class q~ .QCNAMEl or Q~:ISAME2: . 

I BY( DATACLAS,EQ, (DCNAME1,DCNAME2) 

Some Uses of Filtering 
To make good use of filtering by data set names, you should have meaningful 
naming conventions. Your naming conventions should allow you to identify large 
groups of data sets that can be treated similarly. If you have such conventions, you 
can use DFDSS data set name filtering to select large groups of data sets against 
\vhich you can run DFDSS functions. 

For more information on setting up data set naming conventions, see SJtfL: 
Jfanaging Data Sets. 

Suppose you are a storage administrator and every day you want to back up all 
payroll data sets that have changed since they were last backed up. If the data sets 
you need to back up have some identifying qualifier(s), perhaps 
PA YROLL.FEDT AX, you can select them by coding: 

//VRPAY JOB Accounting Information,MORGAN 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU,REGION=4000K 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//DROUT DD DSN=PAYROLL.DAY1,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=3480 
//SYSIN DD * 

DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE(PAYROLL.FEDTAX.**) 
BY ((DSC HA, EQ, YES) (MGMT CLAS, EQ, DAILY))) 

I OUTDD(DROUT) 
I /* 
I 
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Filtering by data set characteristics also allows you _to process large groups of data 
sets. You can tise.BY'cfiteHa to:·,:-. -·· - ' :;.;~f,'.<',,:.::x, '''"':-· '""'"' ··~--,.·· · .··~•.·'· ,:~'":·-. · ..... ~. • 

• Filter on the data-set-changed-flag to back up only those data sets that have not 
been backed up since they were last updated. 

• Filter to select uncataloged data sets for deletion as a means of enforcing 
cataloging. 

~ . 1_ . .,._ •. .,.·.·.,·'!'.~·· .. ~ .... ~·-.·~,.·.1, .. ·- ·.· .~, :·1. . ~ ··•··.'•··~· , . .. ··-:-· .. ·:-,.,,_:.,··:·".""· 

• Fllter to sdect'data sets whose ·expiration date passed for detetiori. ,._ 

• Filter on the last referenced date and archive or delete data sets that have gone 
unreferenced for a long period of time (for example, 18 months). 

• Filter on data set size to ensure that when you use COMPRESS and RELEASE 
you only compress and release space in data sets where the savings may be 
significant. 

• Filter on management class to perform space management. 

It is possible to pass DFDSS filtering criteria in a data set. If you do this, the data 
set _s,~ould have the f~llowing characteris~cs: 

'RECFM = F or 'FB 
LRECL=80 
BLKSIZE = 80 for F or multiple of 80 for FB. 
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Chapter ·4::~:.·'ch~nging Comn1~nd~ Spec.itications· tor·:'.;oFp~s ·--~:~ ·· ~ .. :·. 
1
. Version 2 Release 5. .. · . . · .. .. · 

Some new keywords have been added for DFDSS Version 2 Release 5. The 
following .sections_ briefly explain what ·these new keywords are and how they ,affect 
DFDSS processing. ,.. "·· · ·· · .,. · ··· · · ·. · · · ·· · · · ··· 

Note: Refer to Appendix B, "Changing Command Specifications for OFOSS 
Version 2 Release 4" on page 113 for new keywords for that release. 

Converting to and from a POSE . 
You can use the CONVERT keyword in conjunction with the PDSE subkeyword or 
the PDS subkeyword when you perform a DFDSS COPY operation. If you use the 
POSE subkeyword, the resulting target data set will be converted from the POS 
format to the PDSE format. If you use the PDS subkeyword, the resulting target 
data set will be converted from the PDSE format to tlle,P,J?Sformat. ··MVS/DFI>, V3 :· 
R2 and MVS/SP V3 RI.OE are required for this operation. 

Restrictions for COPY, DUMP, and RESTORE .... 
A POSE cannot be copied, dumped, or restored on a system using releases prior to 
DFDSS Version 2 Relea~,5.nor can they-~. copied, dumped, or restored on a 
system using releases.prior to MVS/DFP V3 R2 and MV.S/SP V3 RI.OE 

Processing SYS1 Data Sets 
You can use the new PROCESS keyword in conjunction with the SYSl subkeyword 
to: 

• Copy SYSl data sets to preallocated targets 

• Move SYS l data sets 

• Allow DELETE when logically or physically dumping SYSl data sets 

• Release unused space in SYSl data sets. 

Processing Undefined DSORG Data Sets 
You can use the new PROCESS keyword in conjunction with the 
UNDEFINEDSORG subkeyword to: 

• Copy a data set with an undefined DSORG to an unlike device of larger track 
capacity 

• Logically restore a data set with an undefined DSORG to an unlike device of 
larger track capacity. 
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Omitting the"·TGT ALLOC .. KejWord 'with~eopy~·or~RESTO'flE~··~~-~~··· ... ~~:· ' ' 
Commands · ' · .· · · ·-:- .. 

If the TGT ALLOC keyword is omitted when you use' the COPY o; RESTORE 
commands, the target allocation default has changed from tracks to source. 

Specifying Both the OPTIMIZE and COMPRESS Keywords for 
Dumps 

,.;,,..;.--· 

You no longer must choose between performance (by specifying OPTIMIZE) or 
saving space (by specifying COMPRESS). The two keywords can be specified 
together; they are no longer mutually .exclusive. 

Selecting Arguments for Filtering by Data Set Characteristics 
PDS or POSE are new arguments that you can use to qualify the selection 

'· ." .. ,~ .. , characteristics·ofa data set.·' ·." .:· ">'' ·· •· v ···~ .... ~; 

1. Specifying the Status of the Target G_eneraU_on .. Data; $,t 
With the TGTGDS keyword, you can perform a data set COPY or RESTORE to 
specify the final status of a SMS-managed GDG data set. 
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Chapter 5. Invoking DFDS~ 

You can invoke DFDSS in any one of three ways: 

• With the Interactive Storage Management Facility (ISMF) 
• WithJCL~ · · ~ .... 
• With the Applic~tion fot~~f~c·~.·~ · J : •. ·,. •·• • • • 

General programming interfaces are contained in this chapter. 

Invoking DFDSS with ISMF 
You can use the menu-driven panels ofISMF, a component of the MVS/XA Data 
Facility Product, to build job streams for many DFDSS space management and 
backup functions of DFDSS. ISMF supports the DFDSS commands COMPRESS, 
CONVERTV, COPY, DEFRAG, DUMP, RELEASE, and RESTORE. 

. ~ . :·,. ·:. , . .J ·:, 'q'·~-... · ~ '"' ; ·~ t' ·,•:~~" ... ,, ••. , .... ··~ 

The information you supply on ISMF panels is used to build and submit job streams 
like those you generate using JCL and DFDSS commands. Using ISMF panels, you 
no longer have to remember DFDSS keywords and syntax. You merely fill in the 
values you want on the panels and ISMF generates the job stream. You can then 
either submit the job or save the job stream for later use. 

Using ISMF panels, you can construct a list of data sets or volumes. The list 
provides you with a variety of information about each volume or data set (for 
example, allocated space and percent of unused space). The list-building process is 
similar to filtering in DFDSS-you supply the selection criteria to ISMF, and ISMF 
builds a list of data sets or volumes that fits your criteria. Because the list provides 
so much different information in one place, you can use it to analyze and manage 
your data and storage more efficiently. 

How to Invoke ISMF 
You invoke ISMF by logging on to TSO. If ISMF is installed as an option on the 
ISPF Master Application Menu or as an option on the ISPF /PDF Primary Option 
Menu, specify the selection option that corresponds to ISMF. To select ISMF in the 
!SPF Master Application Menu (see Figure 4 on page 22), enter I following the 
arrow on the command line. 
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-.. ~........ , 

--------------------- ISPF MASTER APPLICATION MENU 
SELECT APPLICATION ===> I 

" ,. . .. 
-~-----------------

1 SPF 

I ISMF 

P PARMS 
X EXIT 

.;; SPF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 
USERID . :~ IBMUSER 
TIME - 07:30 
TERMINAL - 3279 
PF KEYS - 12 

' ...,.:-. ..... ~ ·•, !I .. 1, · .. :;\;:~¥ ·. -I;' ~ - - .~~~:.'. '_Q .• ;· ,_.~\ .... ,. \: ;,;,)f 
- INTERACTIVE STORAGE MANAGEMENT FACILITY · -

- SPECIFY TERMINATION PARAMETERS AND LIST/LOG DEFAULTS 
- TERMINATE USING LIST/LOG DEFAULTS 

PRESS T~ E!ID ,K¥:~ TO TERMU1Af£ ........ , ;-, ··. 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Figure 4. Starting an ISMF Session from the ISPF Master Application Menu 

Or if you want to. invoke ISMF directly from TSO, use this command: 

ISPSTART PGM(DGTFMD01) NEWAPPL(DGT) 

In either case, the ISMF Primary Option Menu appears (Figure 5), and you can 
begin an ISMF session. 

ISMF PRIMARY OPTION MENU 
ENTER SELECTION OR COMMAND ===> 1 

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 

0 I SMF PRO FI LE 
1 DATA SET 
2 VOLUME 
3 MANAGEMENT CLASS 
4 DATA CLASS 
5 STORAGE CLASS 
X EXIT 

- Change ISMF user profi1e 
- Perform Functions Against Data Sets 
- Perform Functions Against Volumes 
- Specify Data Set Backup and Migration Criteria 
- Specify Data Set Allocation Parameters 
- Specify Data Set Performance and Availability 
- Terminate ISMF 

USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 5. ISMF Primary Option Menu 
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ISMF Data Set Application 
You can use the data set application of ISMF to perform DFDSS functions against 
one or more data sets on a list you create. See ISMF Us~r·s Guide for more 

·information on generating data set and volume lists. 

Building a List of Data Sets 
Complete the Data Set Sel~tion Entry~-PaD:el with the values shown to the right of 
the arr~-~s in Figure 6. Ente'ring •• in the" "Data Set N~e'; field selects all data"" 
sets that have your user ID as their high-level qualifier. 

When each panel first appears, it is primed with the last-used values. If you want 
the default for any field instead, enter blanks over the last-used value. 

DATA SET SELECTION ENTRY PANEL Page 1 of 4 
COMMAND ===> 

FOR A DATA SET LIST, SELECT SOURCE OF GENERATED LIST ===> 2 (1 OR 2) 

l GENERATE FROM .. A SAVED _LIST 
LIST NAME ===> 

2 GENERATE A NEW LIST FROM CRITERIA BELOW 
OATA SET NAME ===> ** 

SPECIFY SOURCE OF THE NEW LIST ===> 1 

1 GENERATE LIST FROM VTOC 
VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER ===> 338002 

2 GENERATE LIST FROM CATALOG 
CATALOG NAME ===> 

CATALOG PASSWORD ===> 
10LUME SERIAL NUMBER ===> 
ACQUIRE DATA FROM VOLUME ===> Y 
ACQUIRE DATA IF OFHSM MIGRATED ===> N 

(1 - VTOC, 2 - Catalog) 

(fully or partially specified) 

(if pass~ord protected) 
(fully or partially specified) 
(Y or N) 
(Y or N) 

USE ENTE~ TO PERFORM SELECTION; USE DOWN COMMAND TO VIEW NEXT SELECTION PANEL: 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

~ / 

Figure 6. Complete Page l of the Data Set Selection Entry Panel 

Press Enter to generate the Data Set List. A list that conforms to your selection 
criteria appears, as shown in Figure 7 on page 24. 
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DATA SET LIST 
COMMAND =•=> copy 

ENTER LINE OPERATORS BELOW: r . .- :.:i --~· . ' 

SCROLL ===> HALF 
Entries 1-5 of 5 
Data Columns 3-7 ·of 31 

LINE ALLOC ALLOC % NOT NUM ALLOC 
' ~ .. ~~ERATOR ,, .. ' .. <~ .. !~J!.~ET .~:4:1:!E.,,,, ,,., ,;,,,,j, .... ,_s:PACE -\•· y~~o,,,;\i'•JJ .. SEp <. -, E~r,,,;_UNIT . 

.... -c; '.·~· "'''"'-"" .......... •--(1)~-- ----·~-:".":7-;--{Z)~-.:-"'.....::..-_ , -- ~.~{3)-- ~ -:-(4)-..-.: ·:t-.{5)- '.(6) .-,.-(7)-
··· '" ' " .. ' .. IBMUSER. CNTL. CNTL 2436 2436 0 1 TRK 

IBMUSER.ISMF.COPY.D87035. 19 19 0 1 BLK 
Tlll457 

IBMUSER.ISMF.COPY.D87035. 19 
Tl20522 

IBMUSER.ISPPROF 
IBMUSER.TONYS.STUFF 

141 
141 

BOTTOM OF DATA 

USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP: USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. ' . . 

Figure 7. The Resulting Data Set List 

19 

141 
47 

0 

0 
66 

BLK 

TRK 
TRK 

' 

. ·The data sets selected have your user ID as the high-level ·qualifier because you 
entered ** in the "Data Set Name" field of the Data Set Selection Entry Panel. 

Copying the Data Sets to a 3380 
Next, you can copy all of the listed data sets to a 3380. Enter COPY on the 
command line of the Data Set List Panel that you gen~rated as shown in Figure 7. 
IS:MF then displays the first page of the COPY Command Entry Panel, Figure 8. 
(Alternatively, to copy an individual data set, enter COPY in the "Line Operator" 
column next to that data set's name.) 

COPY COMMAND ENTRY PANEL Page 1 of 13 
COMMAND ===> 

SPECIFY ONE OR MORE FOR THE 5 DATA SETS: 

TARGET VOLUMES ===> 338001 ===> ===> ===> 
PERCENT UTILIZATION ===> 99 ===> 99 ===> 99 ===> 99 
UNIT ===> 3380 ===> ===> ===> 

TARGET DATA SETS NEW FIRST LEVEL QUALIFIER ===> 

SELECT WHERE TO CATALOG TARGET DATA SETS ===> 3 
1 DO NOT CATALOG 2 SAME CATALOG 3 DEFAULT CATALOG 4 NEW CATALOG 
SPECIFY NEW CATALOG NAME ===> 

OPTIONALLY SPECIFY ONE OR MORE: 
REPLACE DUPLICATES ===> N 
REBLOCK TARGET DATA SETS ===> N 
RACF MODEL DATA SET NAME ===> 
RACF MODEL VOLUME SERIAL ===> 

(Y or N) 
(Y or N) 

VIEW OR CHANGE ADDITIONAL COPY OPTIONS ===> Y (Y or N) 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 8. Completing Page 1 of the COPY Command Entry Panel 
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· '·' • Complete the first page of the COPY.Command ,Entry Panel as shown in Figure 8. 
Press Enter to display page 2 of the COPY Command Entry Panel, Figure 9. 

COPY COMMAND ENTRY PANEL 
COMMAND ===> 

• ·.J . ' • • .:: ' • : • ,• 1 ·' • ~ ., .;:~ ~' ~· \1. • 

OPTIONALLY SPECIFY ONFOR MORE FOR·THE.•5-;DATA SETS: 

IF SOURCE DATA SETS ARE PASSWORD PROTECTED, SPECIFY: 
PASSWORD DSN ===> 

SELECT DISPOSITION OF SOURCE DATA SETS ===> 1 
1 KEEP 
2 UNCATALOG 
3 UNCATALOG AND SCRATCH ALL 
4 UNCATALOG AND SCRATCH IF EXPIRED 
5 UNCATALOG ALL, SCRATCH IF EXPIRED 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; USE DOWN TO VIEW MORE COPY COMMAND OPTIONS; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COftlifAND TO EXIT. ·· 

Figure 9. Completing Page 2 of the COPY Command Entry Panel 

Page 2 of 13 

...... 

Scroll forward if you want to view more entry panels, or press Enter if the field 
defaults are acceptable. If Enter is pressed, the COPY Job Submission Entry Panel. 
Figure 10, appears. 

COPY JOB SUBMISSION ENTRY PANEL 
COMMAND ===> 

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ===> 1 
1 SUBMIT JOB FOR BACKGROUND PROCESSING 
2 SAVE GENERATED JOB IN A DATA SET 

IF OPTION "2" IS SELECTED, SPECIFY: 
DATA SET NAME ===> 
REPLACE CONTENTS ===> N (Y or N) 

JOB STATE~ENT INFORMATION: (verify before proceeding) 
===> llIBMUSERF JOB (account), 'name' 
===>II* 
===>II* 
===>II* 
===>II* 
===>II* 
===> II* 

VIEW OR CHANGE EXECUTE STATEMENTS FROM PROFILE ===> Y (Y or N) 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 10. Verifying the COPY Job Statement Information 

Note: If. instead, you want to save the generated JCL and DFDSS command for 
later use. you can do so. 
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'· .. :.i, "'·; Verify the JOB statement on this"panel. Then press Enter to ·vi~W" .. the DFDSS 
Execute Statelllent.Entry Panel. 

DFDSS EXECUTE STATEMENT ENTRY PANEL 
COMMAND ===> 

l~ • • .:- ·-~-i-. ···:...,·, .... "'-~t,:;··~ ., ·.·'•"'!.'·~···;o,.,.,:~·:!t:''.£~··/"t.•· 

SPECIFY- DFDSS EXECUTE -STATEMENT INFORMATION:' . 

===> //* 
===> //* 
===> //* 
===>//STEP! EXEC PGM=AOROSSU,REGION=nnnnK 
===> //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
===> //* 
===> II* 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 11. The DFDSS Execute Statemen~ Entry Panel 

-,·'; 

Press Enter to submit the job. ISMF then displays the Data Set List, Figure 12. 
The asterisks before each COPY command in the Line Operator column indicate 
that the job was successfully submitted. 

DATA SET LIST 
CJMMAND ===> 

ENTER LINE OPERATORS BELOW: 

LINE ALLOC 
OPERATOR DATA SET NAME SPACE 

---(1)---- ------------(2)------------ --(3)--
*COPY IBMUSER.CNTL.CNTL 2436 
*COPY IBMUSER.ISMF.COPY.087035. 19 

Tlll457 
*COPY IBMUSER.ISMF.COPY.087035. 19 

T120522 
*COPY IBMUSER. ISPPROF 141 
*COPY IBMUSER.TONYS.STUFF 141 

---------- ------ ----------- BOTTOM OF DATA 

USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

COPY JOB CREATED 
SCROLL ===> HALF 

Entries 1-5 of 5 
Data Columns 3-7 of 31 

ALLOC % NOT NUM ALLOC 
USED USED EXT UNii 

--(4)-- -(5)- ( 6) -(7)-
2436 0 1 TRK 

19 0 1 BLK 

19 0 BLK 

1·11 0 TRK 
47 66 !RK 

----------- ------

Figure 12. The List with Successful Submission of the COPY Command 
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ISMF Vo~~me Applic:ation 

Building a Volume List . 
Building a volume list is similar to building a data set list. You simply complete the 
Volume Selection Entry Panel as shown in Figure 13 by specifying your volume 
serial number. Verify that pages 2 and 3 of the VolWI1e Selection Entry Panel are 

.. -.J?l~~I[..they·_~ µp!. bl~' yoµ· r~ve th,e sho~(ilif9rmational,m~ge: . · OTHER 
VALUES PRESENT. 

/' 
VOLUME SELECTION ENTRY PANEL 

COMMAND ===> 

SELECT SOURCE TO GENERATE VOLUME LIST aaa> 2 

GENERATE FROM A SAVED LIST 
LIST NAME ===> 

2 GENERATE A NEW LIST FROM CRITERIA BELOW 

(l .- saved list, 2 - new list) 

SPECIFY SOURCE OF THE NEW LIST ===> 1 (l - Physical, 2 - SMS) 

OPTIOttAll'LSPECifY _ONE OR MORE: 
TYPE OF VOLUME LIST ===> 1 
VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER ===> LIB* 
DEVICE TYPE ===> 
DEVICE NUMBER ===> 

TO DEVICE NUMBER ===> 
ACQUIRE PHYSICAL DATA ===> Y 
ACQUIRE SPACE DATA ===> Y 
STORAGE GROUP NAME •a=> 

CDS NAME ===> 

. . . 

(1-·0nlirie. 2-Not oni'ine. 3-Eithe~) 
(fully or partially specified) 
(fully or partially specified) 
(fully specified) 
(for range of devices) 
(Y or N) 
(Y or N) 
(fully or partially specified} 

(fully specified or 'ACTIVE') 

USE ENTER TO PERFORM SELECTION; USE DOWN COMMAND TO VIEW NEXT SELECTION PANEL; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 13. Complete Page I of the Volume Selection Entry Panel 

Press Enter to generate the volume list, as shown in Figure 14 on page 28. 

• .. ·,.!...;· 
,):. 
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Dumping a Volume 

·, _ . VOLUME LI ST 
cot+tANo ===> SCROLL ===> HALF 

Entr:ies 1-1 of 1 
ENTER LINE OPERATORS BELOW: Data Columns 3-8 of 39 

LINE VOLUME FREE % ALLOC FRAG LARGEST FREE 
· OPERATOR SERIAL SPACE ... FREE.,°SPACE INDEX EXTENT .··EXTENTS .. ~ ., · · ,..,_)::.~.:to~:.:~~~·.:c2)'..:.;''··:..c3>~~ .. ,,c.tr~::·~~·cs>~:: ~ :ct;f.;.t~~<1>-::.'~._ -·-cs>-~'· >:, · 

dump LIBTST 115845 19 506006 461 25296 58 
LIB001 100154 16 521697 300 40145 40 

----------- BOTTOM OF DATA -----------

"-''t'.~'"1. "-":"" '.:.i/"i'"*" \; _··: 

USE HELP COt'MAND FOR HELP:" USE END.COMMAND TO'EXIT. 

Figure 14. The Volume List 

1'ote: DFDSS list commands will not work for volume lists. 

Enter the DUMP line operator for the volume in the list, as shown in Figure 14, to 
dump the volume. ISMF displays the DUMP Entry Panel as shown in Figure 15. 
DFDSS commands can be issued against one volume at a time as a line operator. 

DUMP ENTRY PANEL 
COMMAND ===> 

SPECIFY ONE OR MORE FOR VOLUME: LIBTST 

OUTPUT DSN ===> tape.dump 
IF OUTPUT DATA SET IS NEW OR NOT CATALOGED, SPECIFY: 

VOLUME COUNT ===> 
OUTPUT VOLUMES ===> ===> ===> ===> 
OUTPUT VOLUMES ===> ===> ===> ===> 
OUTPUT VOLUMES ===> ===> ===> ===> 

UNIT ===> 

NUMBER OF COPIES ===> 1 
OUTPUT MEDIA TYPE ===> TAPE 

(1 to 5 copies) 
(TAPE or DASO) 

TYPE OF DUMP ===> 2 (1 LOGICAL, 2 PHYSICAL) 

IF SOURCE DATA SETS ARE PASSWORD PROTECTED, SPECIFY: 
PASSWORD DSN ===> 

VIEW OR CHANGE CURRENT ALLOCATION VALUES ===> Y 
VIEW OR CHANGE ADDITIONAL DUMP OPTIONS ===> Y 

(Y or N) 
(Y or N) 

Page 1 OF 8 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 15. Page 1 of the DUMP Entry Panel 

Complete the DUMP Entry Panel as shown in Figure 15 and press Enter to display 
page 2. 
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OUM~ ENTRY PANEL. 
COMMAND ===> 

SPECIFY ONE OR MORE TAPE ALLOCATION VALUES FOR VOLUME: LIBTST 

LABEL TYPE 
DENSITY 

.FILE POSITION 
STATUS 

===> SL (SL, SUL, NL, NSL, BLP, LTM) 
···> 1600 csee. 1600. 62se) 
... .....;; l: :' ::·-:.>> <r:to)'gggg)·~~·::·::"::· ".:~-. 
===> OLD (NEW, OLD) 

NORMAL DISPOSITION 
ABNORMAL DISPOSITION 
BLOCKSIZE 

===> CATLG (KEEP, DELETE, CATLG, UNCATLG) 
===> DELETE (KEEP, DELETE, CATLG, UNCATLG) 
===> 32760 (7892 to 32760) 

RETENTION PERIOD ===> 9999 (1 to 9999 days) 

MODEL DSCB DSN ===> 

VIEW OR CHANGE ADDITIONAL DUMP OPTIONS ===> Y (Y or N) 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE: 
USE HELP C<MWID FOR HELP;· USE ENO COfottAND TO EXIT •. · ·, ... __ '. 

Figure 16. Page 2 of the DUMP Entry Panel 

Verify that the default values as 'shown in Figure 16 are acceptable and press Enter 
to display page 3. 

Note: A density is not required for a 3480 device type. The default density field is 
set to 1600. 

DUMP ENTRY PANEL 
COMMAND ===> 

SPECIFY ONE OR MORE DUMP CONTROL OPTIONS FOR VOLUME: LIBTST 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RETRIES 
NUMBER OF SECONDS BETWEEN RETRIES 
DUMP IN COMPRESSED FORM 

===> 2 (0 to 99) 
===> 2 (0 to 255) 
===> N (Y or N) 

Page 3 of 8 

AMOUNT OF I/0 BUFFERING ===> lTRK {lTRK, 2TRK, 5TRK, lCYL) 
RESET SOURCE CHANGED INDICATORS ===> Y (Y or N) 

FOR I/O ERROR HANDLING, SELECT ===> 1 
1 TERMINATE IF ANY ERROR 2 TERMINATE AFTER 100 ERRORS 3 ALLOW ALL ERRORS 

FOR DATA SETS THAT INDICATE USED SPACE, SELECT ===> 1 
1 DUMP ONLY USED SPACE 2 DUMP ALL ALLOCATED SPACE 3 LIST DATA SETS 

FOR DATA SETS THAT INDICATE NO USED SPACE, SELECT ===> 2 
1 DUMP ALL ALLOCATED SPACE 2 DO NOT DUMP 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; USE DOWN COMMAND TO VIEW MORE DUMP CONTROL OPTIONS; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 17. Completing the DUMP Entry Panel 

Verify that the default values as shown in Figure 17 are also acceptable. Scroll 
forward if you want to view more entry panels, or press Enter if the field defaults 
are acceptable. If Enter is pressed, the DUMP Job Submission Entry Panel as 
shown in Figure 18 on page 30 is displayed. 
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DUMP JOB SUBMISSION ENTRY PANEL 
C°""1AND •:s:> 

, SELECPONE OF THE FOLLOWING =-•> 2 · ·-
1 SUBMIT JOB FOR BACKGROUND PROCESSING 
2 SAVE GENERATED JOB IN A DATA SET 

IF .oPnoN ,·2~ k.sEi..e~tei,.~~e£cln; 
DATA SET NAME ===> tape.dump 
REPLACE CONTENTS ===> y (Y or N) 

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (verify before proceeding) 
===> llIBMUSERS JOB (account),'name' 
===> II* 
===> II* 
===>II* 
•==> II* 
===>II* 
===> II* 

VIEW OR CHANGE EXECUTE STATEMENTS FROM PROFILE ===> Y (Y or N) 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; 
•,, USE HELP C<M4AND. FOR, HELP: ·USE END C<M4AND:JO. EX.IT-· 1 

• ·, • ?·~·· 

Figure 18. DUMP Job Submission Entry Panel 

. . -

You can change the default selection to Save the DFDSS job stream, as shown in 
Figure 18. Press Enter to display the DFDSS EXECUTE Statement Entry Panel, 
Figure 19. - -

DFDSS EXECUTE STATEMENT ENTRY PANEL 
COMMAND ===> 

S?ECIFY DFDSS EXECUTE STATEMENT INFORMATION: 

===>II* 
===> //* 
===>II* 
===>//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU,REGION=nnnnK 
===> //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

===>II* 
===>II* 

USE ENTER TO CONTINUE; 
USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 19. DFDSS EXECUTE Statement Entry Panel 

Press Enter to save the job and redisplay the Volume List. The asterisk next to 
DUMP in Figure 20 on page 31 indicates that the job stream was successfully built. 
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'·VOLUME LIST 
COt+1AND ===> 

ENTER LINE OPERATORS BELOW: 

SCROLL ===> HALF 
Entries 1-1 of 1 
Data Columns 3-8 of 39 

LINE VOLUME FREE % ALLOC FRAG LARGEST FREE 
.... :OPERATOR· SERIAL:. SPACE ·:·,,~;·FREE- ··.SPACE ... '•INDEX . EXTENT EXTENTS•:,',,;'.· ... ,, '· . 

' :..::..-(1)..:~..;-· ··.::'(2)'.:;:,-; :..·:..(3) .. E•·'(4);.. · :....:(s):..- -(6)- . :..-(7)~- --(ap-· 
*DUMP LIBTST 115845 19 506006 461 25296 58 

LIB001 100154 16 521697 300 40145 40 
---------- ----------- BOTTOM OF DATA 

···~~ 

,,. ... -.,1'; "'" • 

USE HELP COMMAND FOR HELP; USE END COMMAND TO EXIT. 

Figure 20 .. The DUMP Job Stream is Successfully Built 
.••· ••t. ',.:.. "4 

For more information on using ISMF, see either ISMF User's Guide or the ISMF 
· online help panels. · :. 

i:' .. 

Invoking DFDSS with JCL 
DFDSS is controlled by JCL statements and DFDSS commands. The JCL 
statements are used to invoke DFDSS and define the data sets used and created by 
it, whereas the DFDSS commands specify and control tasks. This section describes 
the JCL method of invoking and controlling DFDSS. This knowledge is needed 
even if you invoke DFDSS through an application program (as described in 
'·Invoking DFDSS with the Application Interface" on page 36). 

The JCL You Need 
The following JCL statements can be used to invoke DFDSS: 

StateDlent lJsage 

JOB (required) Initiates your job. 

EXEC (required) Specifies the program name (PGM = ADRDSSU) or, if 
the job control statements reside in a procedure library, 
the procedure name. You can enter additional 
information in the PA.Riv! parameter of the EXEC 
statement; see "Controlling DFDSS with the EXEC 
Statement" on page 33 following this list. 

SYSPRINT DD (required) Defines a sequential message data set. The data set can 
be written to a system output device, a tape volwne, or a 
direct-access device. If the DCB keyword LRECL is 
specified on the DD statement, it must be in the ranges 
of 84 to 137 inclusive. If BLKSIZE is specified, it must 
be at least four greater than the LRECL. If an LRECL 
less than 84 is chosen, the return code is 8 and an error 
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SYSIN DD (required) 

·· ·message is issued. ·-If the specified LRECL is~ater ·· 
.. ·.than 137, then qIBCL and BLKSIZE are set t,9 137 and 
· .,. ... i41, respectively. 

Defi.ne'°s a command data set, consisting of cards or 
card-image records, that contains your DFDSS 

·· --~~¥.~.{~., ;. ,,~~~~~f ii"~ii~~1~~~~s~ ~%e~k~x:~:~~~~~ked · 

input DD (optional) 

output DD (optional) 

filter DD (opuonal) 

password DD (optional) 

sequential data set or as a member of a partitioned data 
set. Records must be fixed format, LRECL = 80. 

Defines the input (also called source). The ddname, 
input, is supplied by you and is referred to by your 
DFDSS commands. This DD statement is not required 
for some operations. Do not specify BUFNO.'' -

Defines the output (also called target). The ddname, 
output, is supplied by you and is referred to by your 
DFDSS commands. This DD statement is not required 
for some DFDSS operations. .[)o notspecify BYfNO. 
~Code ·a volmiie count when a :new data set"'\viii ·~d~ Oll 
six or more volumes. (Note that DISP=MOD is not 
supported for an output DD statement.) 

Defines a data set, consisting of cards or card-image 
records, that contains the filtering criteria (INCLUDE, 
EXCLUDE, and BY) to be used in a data set command. 
The ddname, filter, is supplied by you and is referred to 
by your DFDSS commands. 

Note: You cannot concatenate DD statements to the 
filter DD statement. 

Defines a data set, consisting of card-image records, that 
contains data set names and their passwords. The 
ddname, password, is supplied by you and is referred to 
by your DFDSS commands. 

For more information on coding JCL, see JCL Reference. 

The following example shows an input DD statement that specifies a DASD volume: 

//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOLUME=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 

The following example shows an output DD statement that specifies a tape volume: 

//TAPE DO UNIT=3480,VOLUME=SER=TAPE01,LABEL=(l,SL), 
II DISP=(NEW,CATLG),OSNAME=USER2.DUMP 

A standard label tape is recommended to help prevent an operator error. If you use 
a label, you must include a corresponding DSNAME parameter. 
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The command data set, which is pointed to by the SYSIN ·DD statement, contains - · 
commands that specify operations_ to be performed (function c~mmands) and 
coIID?ands that control the execution of these operations (auxiliary commands). 

Controlling DFDSS with the EXEC Statement 
The EXEC statement for DFDSS can contain PARM information that is used by 

· ~. ,_-.. · -- r •- ~ . : .~~·(·the program. · Yo~ c~n us~ ili~.,r ouo~tig k:eY\Vord parameters: . ' - . · · - · ··' -" 

TYPRUN=SCAN 
Only control card syntax checking is to be done. No tasks are to be executed. 

TYPRUN=NORUN 
For COPY, DUMP, RESTORE, COMPRESS, CONVERTV, and RELEASE 
operations, only data set filtering is to be done, without actually processing data 
sets. Printed output for the run indicates the data sets selected. For a 
DEFRAG operation, the initial volume statistics are to be printed, without 
actually relocating any extents. For a CONVERTV operation, a full report is 
produced, but no volumes or data sets are actually converted. 

PAGENO=nnnn ·- . - _. .._ _ -__ - _._. -: 
The- nnnn.is a "1- to 4:digit ~ulrib~r-!!ldicati~g'tlie starting page number to be -
used for the SYSPRINT data set. The default is 1. 

LINECNT = mmn 
The nnnn i~ a"l-- to 4-digit numbe~-intlicating the number of lines to be printed-. 
per page_ for the SYSPRINT data set The defau1t is 60. Specify 
LINECNT;,,. 9999 to prevent a page ejection. 

SIZE=nnnnK 
The nnnn is a 1- to 4-digit number indicating the number of kilobytes (1 kilobyte 
equals 1024 bytes) of main storage to be used by DFDSS. This amount must be 
less than or equal to that specified by the REGION keyword. The default value 
is the region size. 

ABEND=nnn 
The nnn is a 3-digit decimal message number (ADRnnn.'<:). If this is specified, 
and this message is to be issued, DFDSS executes a user 0001 ABEND dump 
after issuing the message, and the task is ended. To get a dump, include a DD 
statement for SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP. This keyword is provided for 
debugging purposes only. 

AMSGCNT = nnnn 
The abend message occurrence count that tells DFDSS to abend on the nth 
occurrence of the message specified in ABEND= nnn. The nnnn for 
AMSGCNT can be a number between 1 and 9999. The default is 1 (1st 
occurrence). 

RACFLOG=YES 
RACF (Resource Access Control Facility) logging is done for all function tasks. 
This parameter can be overridden or set by the user installation options exit. 
See Data Facility Data Set Services: Reference for a description of DFDSS 
RACF logging. 

TRACE=YES 
When used during a DEFRAG operation. this results in messages being printed 
that indicate the relocated extents. This is a debugging tool. 

UTILMSG =YES 
Messages from auxiliary programs, such as IEBCOPY and ICKDSF, are copied 
into the DFDSS SYSPRINT output. 
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· XABUFF~= ABOVE161BELOW16-~"""' · , .. , -~~,,..t,_,,,.,,""' .. , .... i~ ..... ~.:l,.,·" ._;;. '"'~· k· 

The .I/O bu'frers used by. DFDSS for.COPY, .COPYPUMP, DEFRAG, DUMP, 
PRINT, and RESTORE operations are to be above or below 16 megabytes 
virtual storage. The default, when running under MVSJXA, is ''ABOVE16". 
This parameter is ignored when running under MVS/370 . 

. -,<~<?RKUN,J;!.=.=".-,,~!!~t.?.::-,·::~$·;;;.iJi>i~"' ;,·~:·;:. ·--·"'i.'~:<:';' >i~<-~;:,f,}~-;~..-1.:~1:~ t:.:' , .,, -.· ~ .... :<;·)<~ .. -1.-... ,. •. , · .· · • . 
'·::··~· You can supply an esoteric~DASD unitname0(for example, SYSDA), generic· 

DASD unit name (for example, 3380), or a specific DASO address. DFDSS 
passes this unit to dynamic allocation when temporary data sets are allocated. 

WORKVOL = volser 
You can supply a volser on which DFDSS should allocate temporary data sets. 
DFDSS passes the volser to dynamic allocation. 

Notes: 

1. WORKUNIT, WORKVOL, or both parameters can be specified when you 
invoke DFDSS. 

2. When DFDSS invokes the IDCAMS u~lity to copy an ICF user ca~og, the 
.. . eXpOrt data set is· alloCated is a peniiin~ni ~data 'set? The 'pemlanentdata 'set . . 

cannot be placed on the volume specified by WORKUNIT and/or 
WORK.VOL. 

3. An esoteric unit name that requests. virtual I/O can be used in the 
WORKUNIT parameter, but when DFDSS invokes the IEHMOVE utility 
during data set copy, the default dynamic allocation unit name is used 
(SYSALLDA). 

Examples of PAR~I information are: 

II EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU, 
II PARM= 1 PAGEN0=8,LINECNT=57,SIZE=500K,UTILMSG=YES 1 

II ~XEC PGM=ADRDSSU,PARM= 1 TYPRUN=SCAN,XABUFF=ABOVEl6 1 

For further information on the PARM parameter of an EXEC statement, see 
Application Development Guide. 

Examples of Invoking DFDSS with JCL 
Following are some examples of JCL job streams for invoking DFDSS. 

Note: Devices Available: Throughout the examples in this manual, devices are 
presented as UNIT= 3350 or UNIT= 3380, and a tape device as UNIT= 3480. This 
is for illustration only; you can specify any supported DASD device and any 
supported tape device. Refer to System Generation for the device-type notation to be 
used in the UNIT parameter of a DD statement. 

Moving a Data Set: The following example shows how to move a data set from one 
DASD volume to another using JCL and a DFDSS command. The source data set 
is deleted and the target data set is cataloged to reflect its new location.4 

4 This JCL must be removed when working in an SMS-managed environment. 
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//MYJOB JOB accounting infonnation,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A · 
//DASDl DD UNIT=3350,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//DASD2 DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=222222),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN .... DD · * t~~~··;""}*r::·•· · .'.. · · ~., ..... ,.u:: '.,<(."f9.<<1>, .. •. ~~~:·: , · .. _, .. · ", 

COPY DATASET(INCLUDE(MYDATSET)) -
LOGINDDNAME(DASDl) OUTDDNAME(DASD2) DELETE CATALOG 

/* 

Dumping a Data Set: This example shows how to back up a DASD data sets to 
tape: 

//MYJOB JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEP! EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD ... SYSOUT=A , .. . ~· .. 
//DASO '· DD;' ; UNIT=3380, VOL'=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll) ,DISP=OLD 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE01, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=MYDATSET.BACKUP 
//SYSIN DD * . 

DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE(MYDATSET)) -

/* 
I ~DDNAME (DASO) OUTDDNA~E (TAPE)_ 

Restoring a Data Set: In this example, the data sets (MYDATSET) that was backed 
up on tape in the "Dumping a Data Set" example is restored to the original DASD 
volume on which it resided. 

//MYJOB JOB accounting information,REGION=nnnnK 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE01, 
II LABEL=(l,SL),DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSNAME=MYDATSET.BACKUP 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=llllll),DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

RESTORE DATASET(INCLUDE(MYDATSET)) -
INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASD) REPLACE 

/* 

s Do not use a data set name that DFDSS will reference during execution. Otherwise, enqueue contention with the 
operating system initiator will occur. 
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Invoking DFDSS with the Application Interface · 
i• ( ...... 

You can in'vok;:DFDSS fr~m an ;pplication program by ~sing the application 
interface. This allows you, for example, to gather statistical or auditing infonnation, 
and to specify control variables . 

. ,,. ;~ .. ;-~~'~\i'The application interface ~ows·you to: 
• ,, ;I • :. •. !:" • ~.~ • , •• 1;"'!Cj y;:·;y,: .• l.. , ·•'V ' 

• Fully utilize the invocation capabilities of DFDSS when the ATTACH, LINK, 
or CALL system macro is specified in your application program. 

• Optionally, specify a list of parameters to be used by DFDSS during the 
processing caused by that invocation. 

• Optionally, interact with DFDSS during processing of user installation options 
after the installation options exit has been called. 

• Optionally, interact with DFDSS during the processing at convenient points 
where input/output (I/O) operations are being performed. 

Note: DFDSS runs as an authorized problem program (nonsupervisor state); any 
program in~oking-DFDSS must.also-beauthonzed 'and in nonsupervisor state. 

For more information on the application interface, see Data Facility Data Set 
Services: Reference. 

User Interaction Module Exit Functions 
When DFDSS is invoked from an application program, you can use the user 
interaction module (UIM) to interact with DFDSS at points where I/O operations 
are being performed. UIM exit functions can be used to: 

• Replace. insert. delete, or modify a SYSIN record after DFDSS reads it or a 
SYSPRINT record when DFDSS is ready to print it. 

• Replace, insert, delete, or modify a write-to-operator message before DFDSS 
writes it. 

• Insert a statistics record during a logical DUMP. 

• :\fodify the installation options specified in the ADRUFO control block to 
override the specified options. 

• Bypass password and expiration date checking, or reject the tape volume and 
request a scratch tape, when DFDSS is ready to open a tape. 

• Request a specific volume serial when a nonspecific tape is passed to DFDSS. 

• Get information about the data set being allocated. 

• End a task or processing of individual data sets. 

• Bypass authority checking for individual data sets. This includes both RACF 
and pass·word authorization. 

• Bypass serialization checking of individual data sets. 

For more information and examples of UIM exit functions, see Data Facility Data 
Set Services: Reference. 
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Chapter 6. Protecting DFDSS Fun·~tion.s 
. .· . . . ..;: ' . ' ,,~ '. . . . .. J/; '. ,· . . . 

This chapter discusses the functions of DFDSS to which you can control access by 
using RACF. You can protect DFDSS/ISMF functions and some DFDSS 

~~xr:~f~~S:., .. • .. • .. ·; '~'' ,, ... ::,P: ~<,''.f(~ ' .. •;! 

Protecting DFDSS/ISMF Functions with RACF 
Using the program control feature of RACF Version 1 Release 7 or later releases, 
you can set authorization levels for ISMF functions: ISMF itself, each of the ISMF 
applications, and the individual line operators an~ commands. In addition, each 
ISMF function you identify to RACF for authorization checking is included in the 
RACF report and logging process. You can also use standard RACF authorization 
checking to limit access to individual data sets, volumes, or catalogs. Used in 
conjunction with program control, authorization checking ensures that the 
appropriate ISMF data and functions are available to users when they need them. 

ISMF Functions You Might Want to Protect 
Program control allows you to determine the ISMF functions to which users have 
access. The authorization scheme you set up can apply to both indiVidual users and 
user groups. The DFDSS functions you can protect fall into two general categories: 
line operators and commands. 

With program control, you can set up authorization levels for each category. You 
can also vary the level within a category to suit the needs of your site. Before you 
set up an authorization structure, you might want to consider the following: 

Do you want all users at your site to have access to ISMF? 

Do you want all users to have access to the data set, volume, or profile 
applications? 

Are there line operators or commands to which you want to limit access? 

Setting Up the Authorization Structure 
RACF program control checks authorization before allowing access to an ISMF 
function. Protection for each function is based on the authorization level of the load 
module that contains the function. A user is allowed to execute an ISMF function 
(the RESTORE list command, for example) when one of the following is true: 

The user is authorized to execute the load module corresponding to the function 
requested. Authorization is defined as READ level access or greater. 

The user's RACF profile has the OPERATIONS attribute. 

The user's group is authorized to execute the load module. 

The universal access authority (UACC) for the load module is READ or greater. 
This makes the load module available to anyone who can access ISMF. 
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The name's of the foad .modules 'f oi'o"'FD'ss/fSMF ar~ ~tor~d in ~o~nC:Ltable~ in ,~ 
both the panel library, DGTPLIB, and the load -library' DGTLLIB. The l~ad . 
module names are listed in Figure 21 and Figure 22. The.module names are found·'"' 
in the DGTSMMDl member of the panel library. 

Figure 21 lists the names fo~·:the corresponding line:'operators.HThe'faodule names 
-for line operator.s are found :hl" th~ DGTTLPD3 member of th~ load -fibr~cy. 
Figure 22 lists the names for commands. These names are in the DGTTCTD2 
member of the load library. 

Data Set Application Volume Application 
Line Operator Module Name Module Name 

COMPRESS DGTFCMOl DGTFCSOl 

CONVER TV DGTFCNOl 

COPY DGTFCYOl DGTFCVOl 

DEFRAG D~:i1~F.J~FO 1 "''«·, ·.:;_, 

DUMP DGTFDPOl DGTFDMOl 

RELEASE DGTFRLOI DGTFRVOl 

RESTORE· DGTFRTOl' DGTFROOl 

Figure 21. Module Names for DFDSS/ISMF Line Operators 

Command Module Name 

COMPRESS DGTFCPOl 

COPY DGTFCOOl 

DUMP DGTFDUOl 

RELEASE DGTFREOl 

RESTORE DGTFRROO 

Figure 22. \fodule Names for DFDSS/ISMF Data Set Application Commands 

To view the command table, you need to know the data set names your site uses for 
the panel library and the load library. The installation of DFDSS/ISMF puts the 
panel library in SYSl.DGTPLIB and the load library in SYSl.DGTLLIB. 
However, your site's post-installation procedures might involve moving the 
DFDSS/IS~fF libraries. If they were moved, you can determine the data set name 

- by issuing the TSO LIST ALC command and scanning the low-level qualifiers for 
DGTPLIB and DGTLLIB. 
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Protecting DFDSS/ISMF Modules · v 

(·'"' 

The two steps to protect D FDSS/ISMF modules are: 

1. To define the modules you want to protect, use the REDEFINE command or 
the ISPF RACF entry panels. When you define the modules to RACF, supply 
the name of the load module you want to protect, the name of the data set that 
contains the module, ·and the volume serial number of the volume containing the r;· •. 

data set. Each module 'you identify"is added to the" profile for the PROGRAM 
general resource class. You have several options when you define modules: 

• If you want to define several modules at the same time, you can use asterisk 
notation. For example, DGT* means all the modules beginning with the 
letters DGT. 

• You can add an access list with user IDs and/or group names with their 
associated access authority to the profile. 

• You can define the UACC to give default access to all users or to none. 

• You can use the AUDIT parameter to set up RACF logging or to bypass it. 

2.· To allow t1sers to execute an application, line operator, ot command, use the 
PERMIT command. 

For more information on how to perform these steps and the options you have using 
program control, see RACF Security Administrator's Guide. 

DFDSS Keywords You Can Protect with RACF 
In addition to protecting DFDSS/ISMF functions, you can also protect certain 
DFDSS keywords. If a profile is not set up for these keywords, then anyone can use 
the keyword. Figure 23 lists these keywords and their associated RACF facility 
class profiles: 

Keyword 

BYPASSACS with COPY 

BYPASSACS with RESTORE 

CONVER TV 

I:NCAT(catname) with DUMP 

I~CAT(catname) with COPY 

PROCESS(SYSl) with COPY 

PROCESS(SYSl) with DUMP 

PROCESS(SYSl) with RELEASE 

Profile .Name 

STGADMIN.ADR.COPY.BYPASSACS 

STGADMIN.ADR.RESTORE.BYPASSACS 

STGADMIN.ADR.CONVERTV 

STGADMIN.ADR.DUMP.INCAT 

STGADMIN.ADR.COPY.INCAT 

STGADMIN.ADR.COPY.PROCESS.SYS 

STGADMIN.ADR.DUMP.PROCESS.SYS 

STGADMIN.ADR.RELEASE.PROCESS.SYS 

Figure 23. RACF Facility Class Profile Names for DFDSS Keywords 

Refer to RACF Security Administrator's Guide for additional information on RACF 
facility class profiles. 
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Chapter 7. Managing· A,vailabilit}' with DFDSS'~·w,, .. :< .~~ ~. ·''·., ;· 
. •' . ·~ , ~ . ' 

One ·of the major functions of DFDSS is the backup and recovery of data. Using 
the DUMP and RESTORE commands, you can backup and recover data sets and 
volumes.6 

. .,;_-:·· 

This chapter is organized as follows: 

• "Planning an Availability Strategy" discusses the various considerations for an 
overall availability strategy. This section also describes disaster recovery 
requirements, vital records storage, and archived data sets. 

• "Backing Up Data ~ets" on page, 45,qescribes how to us.e DFDSS to back up 
data sets to meet your general backup requirements. 

• "Backing Up SMS-Managed Data Sets" on page 51 describes how to use 
DFDSS to back up data sets in a SMS environment. 

• "Backing Up Volumes" on page 51 describes how to use DFDSS to back up 
·· .,, · ''''vohiriies to meet your·genetalbaCktip"reqtiiremerits. , · · · · 

• "Restoring Data Sets" on page 53 describes how to use DFDSS to recover data 
sets and volumes to meet your general recovery requirements. 

Planning an Availability Strategy 
In planning your overall availability strategy, you should consider the following 
types of backup: 

Backup of volumes and data sets-The general type of backup to guard against 
users accidentally losing or incorrectly changing their data sets and against 
losing volumes due to hardware failures. 

Disaster recovery backup-Backup to protect against the loss of all your data in a 
major disaster at your site. These backups are stored off site and, in the event 
of a major disaster. are recovered at another site. 

Vital records backup-Backup copies of data sets kept to meet externally imposed 
retention requirements, such as tax records. 

Archival-Backup of data that is unused for a long period of time. You remove 
the data from DASD and retain it on tape in case it is needed again. 

DFDSS is a very flexible backup and recovery tool. You can use DFDSS by itself 
to perform all backups listed above or to complement other backup and recovery 
tools. 

~ote: If you have a 3480 tape drive with the Improved Data Recording Capability 
(IDRC) and you want to use hardware data compaction, you do not need to use the 
COMPRESS keyword with the DUMP command. If you want software 
compression, specify the COMPRESS keyword, but do not specify 
DCB=TRTCH=COMP in the JCL. 

6 You can also use DUMP and RESTORE on ranges of tracks. However, this is usually done as a means of 
diagnosing I/O errors rather than as a means of backing up and recovering data. 
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Gen~ral backup should be done at bo~h the data set and yolume level. To protect 
against users accidentally deleting or changing their data sets, it is usually mo_re 
efficient to do-logical data set backup.of those data sets that changed since they were 
last backed up (incremental backup). Logical backup allows you to restore data sets 
to unlike devices. Incremental backups minimize processing time because you are .. 

.. :- ··not backing up e~ecy -~~ ~!i -~~· ... _~-~:~-~~~:t· :· · ·1 -:r\:~ ~}~~}:.r,~:· 

For data set backup, you need to consider the frequency of backup and the number 
of versions you want to keep. A number of factors can influence the frequency of 
backup and the number of versions to be kept, such as: 

• The rate at which the data changes. 

• The ease or difficulty of rebuilding the data (for example, it is easier to rebuild 
an object library than a source library). 

• The importance of the data. For data that is extremely important to your 
business, you might want to keep extra backup versions. 

These. are. only a few of the things you must consider· when determining frequency of 
backup and nillnber of versions .. A more .complete .dtscussion of these considerations 
can be found in SML: Ma~aging Data Sets. 

Volume backup is necessary to· guard against losing a volume, but it need not be 
done as often if you are doing incremental backup on a regular basis. If you lose a 
volume, you can recover from the latest volume backup, and then recover data sets 
from incremental backups to return the volume to its status before the failure. This 
form of recovery is sometimes referred to as forward recovery. In order to perform 
it, though. you must have a record of all your backups. Data Facility Hierarchical 
Storage Management (DFHSM) keeps its own inventory of the data sets it backs up 
and can perform forward recovery using that inventory. DFDSS prints the names of 
the data sets it dumps and the serial and data set sequence numbers of the tape 
volumes on which the dump begins and ends. You must use this printed record to 
perform forward recovery with DFDSS. 

Backup and Recovery in an SMS Environment 
Two kinds of data exist in an SMS environment: SMS-managed and 
non-SMS-managed data. DFDSS can help you fulfill your availability requirements 
for both kinds of data. 

SMS-Managed Data: If you have Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Management 
(DFHSM) installed, it can perform automatic volume backup (by invoking DFDSS) 
and incremental backup on SMS-managed data. Each data set is assigned a 
management class that indicates how often DFHSM should back it up and how 
many versions of the backup to keep. Using DFHSM this way allows you to 
manage availability at the data set level. 

If you do not have DFHSM installed. you can use DFDSS to back up and recover 
data sets and volumes. By filtering on management class name and the 
data-set-changed flag, you can perform incremental backup on all the data sets 
belonging to a particular management class. To automate this backup procedure, 
you can set up a DFDSS job to run periodically. 

For more details on planning for backup of SMS-managed data, see SML: 
Managing Data Sets. 
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, ·. . · ' Non-SMS-Managed Data: 1 ffypically, non-SMS-manage~ data is data that SMS does 
not.support or data that is in transition from non-SMS to SMS management .. If it is 
data that SMS does not support, you can probably still use DFDSS to back it up 
;and recover it, because DFDSS supports many kinds of data that SMS does. not. If 
it is data in transition to SMS management, you can use DFHSM or DFDSS to 
back up and recover it until it)s placed under SMS management. 

~--' "\"". . .,,, ·"'j 

Backup and Recovery in ·a Non-SMS Environmen.i' · · .... ' 
If you do not have MVS/DFP Version 3 Release 1 or if you do have it but SMS is 
not active, then you are in a non-SMS environment. For availability management, 
the data in this environment can be treated much the same as the non-SMS-managed 
data in a SMS environment. DFDSS can be used to back up and recover it at the 
data set and volume level. 

Disaster Recovery 
Disaster recovery backups are made specifically for recovering data and applications 
following a disaster. Never rely on your regular backup data sets (for instance, 
DFHSM or DFDSS incremental backups) fo~ disaster recovery. Disaster re<;overy 

. backups require some vecy special considerations that normally do not appiy 'to~·'._; .. , 
other types of backups. 

Store at a Remote Site: A basic difference between regular backups and ~~~~~, " .. : 
recovery backups is that disaster recovery backups must be transported to a different 
site. How remote the recovery site is depends upon the type of disaster you are 
preparing for. (in the case of a fire, the recovery site can be around the comer; in the 
case of an earthquake or flood, it should be many miles away). The fact that the 
backups must be taken to another site means that they must be on a portable media: 
tape. 

Note: It is also possible to transmit backups to another site. 

Use Logical Data Set DUMP: Because the environment at the remote site might 
differ from your environment, you should ensure that your disaster recovery backups 
can be restored in a different environment. In general, it is recommended that you 
use logical data set DUMP and filter on data set name to make disaster recovery 
backups. Logical data set DUMP allows you to back up only your critical data sets 
and restore to unlike devices. 

Making logical data set dumps for disaster recovery backup requires a naming 
convention or some other method to identify your critical data sets. If, for example, 
you establish the convention of having the letters CRlT as the first four characters in 
the first qualifier of critical data sets, you can back them up for disaster recovery as 
follows: 

DUMP -
DATASET(INCLUDE(CRIT*.**) -

BY(MGMTCLAS,EQ,MCNAME)) 
OUTODNAME(TAPE) 
COMPRESS 

If for some reason you must do volume dumps for disaster recovery, you should at 
least do logical volume dumps instead of physical volume dumps. This allows you 
to restore the backups to unlike devices. You can perform logical volume dumps by 
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, ''"' •. ~· /'..'···'·using the LOGINDDNA¥E pr ,LOG~YNAM keyword with the DUMP 

Vital Records 

. command. ;{"· 

Only Back Up Critical Data Sets: You should back up otily data sets that are 
critical to your operation. For example: 

Critica1 aipplication. data. sets · . 
DFHsM' contiol 1dafa''~ts' . ' ' 
RACF inventory data sets 
System data sets 
Catalogs. 

Because you normally back up only critical data sets for disaster recovery, the 
amount of data you have to back up is only a smaHpercentage of all your data. To · 
identify those data sets you want backed up for disaster recovery, you should create 
a unique naming convention. 

To maintain versions of your disaster recovery backups, you can use generation data 
group (GDG) ct.ump'"data sets .. 

-··'._·'!'~ 

For more information on disaster recovery, see SML: Managing Data Sets. 

Vital records are maintained to meet external retention requirements (such as legal 
requirements). 

Like disaster recovery backups, vital records are kept at a remote site and therefore 
shodd reside on tape. Vital records are usually an even smaller percentage of all 
data than disaster recovery backups. Unlike disaster recovery backups, vital records 
are rarely necessary for normal processing. 

Vital records are usually kept for long periods of time. As a result, the device they 
originally resided on may no longer be in use at the time of recovery. In that case, 
you will need to restore them to unlike devices. For this reason, vital records should 
be dumped :ogically so they can be restored to unlike devices. As with disaster 
recovery, using logical data set DUMP requires a naming convention or some other 
method to identify data sets for dumping. 

If, for example. you establish the convention of having the letters VR as the first two 
characters in the first qualifier of data sets to be backed up for vital records 
purposes, you can dump them as follows: 

DUMP -
DATASET(INCLUDE(VR*.**) -

BY(MGMTCLAS,EQ,MCNAME)) 
OUTDO NAME (TAPE) 
COMPRESS 

For more details on vital records, see SML: Managing Data Sets. 
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Archiving··· 
Archived data sets are data sets created. to remove data from active status. This 
data is placed on alternate storage media because it is not currently being used but 
may be used in the future. Archived 'data sets ·are usually Used for long-term 
retention. 

You ain.·:hse ·nFriss to' .. archiv~ data.stts hfperl~dically filtering·on'lasf referenced 
date and then dumping and deleting data sets that have gone unreferenced for long 
periods of time. This frees up space for data that is being accessed more frequently 
and requires the faster access time of DASD. Because archived data sets might not 
be recovered for a long period of time, they should be dumped logically so they can 
be restored to unlike devices. 

- • T••.-

For example, the following logical DUMP command results in the archiving of all 
data sets in management class MCNAMEI that have not been referred to since 
April 10, 1986: 

\ ,..1, 

DUMP - ·r: .... 

DATASET(BY((REFDT LT 86100)(MGMTCLAS EQ MCNAMEl))) -
OUTDO NAME (TAP El) 
DELETE -
COMPRESS -
PURGE 

For more details on archiving, see SML: J.tf anaging Data Sets. 

Backing Up Data Sets 
\Vith the DUMP command, you can dump DASD data to a sequential data set. 
The storage medium for the sequential data set can be tape, DASD, or mass storage 
virtual volume. 

DFDSS can dump data sets both logically and physically. Data sets are located by 
searching either the catalog or the VTOC. 

You can select data sets for DUMP and RESTORE processing based on data set 
names and numerous data attributes, as discussed in "Choosing Data Sets for 
Processing-Filtering" on page 13. If you \.Vant to perform incremental backups 
with DFDSS, you can filter with BY(DSCHA.EQ.l) to dump only data sets that 
have changed since the last dump was taken. If you also code the RESET keyword, 
DFDSS changes the data-set-changed (DSCHA) bit after successfully dumping the 
data set. 

~otes: 

1. If you are using DFDSS on data sets that DFHSM is also backing up, you 
should not use the RESET keyword because it might cause confusion as to 
which backup is the most current. 

2. DFDSS does not preserve candidate volumes during DUMP processing. 
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The data-set-changed bit and the last-referenced date (REFDT) are supported for: . 

·• Non-VSAM data sets. · 

. • .VSAM data sets in the DFP environment if you: 

- Have DFHSM, or 
- Replace the instaJlati9n exitIDAT¥SJJ>.\\',itl.t pne thats~tsJlC =.A . 

. <.; 1 ~~/±i~,,,~~~'7.:in~ 'Y: ~:;c:,~/;:J~:~4,,ctf.:' ·-'~\~ ~ · I:r~;If'.\~t·fi:.;":'f-t;:r :-:~~~e:rrx-1~k:e ~:~:e 7 
:-. :~; j ,· ~~-. :;- 't:'<fi·:~:,;y,. . ; · ·· · · , 

Temporary data sets that are created and deleted by other jobs running at the same 
time DFDSS is running might be included in the data set list at the beginning of a 
DFDSS job, and might disappear at a later time before DFDSS finishes. DFDSS 
can issue a message informing the user what happened only at the time DFDSS tries 
to access the data set. If the user wants to hold all the data sets in a volume for the 

_entire DFDSS execution then the user must write an enqueue installation exit to 
enqueue the volume for the entire job. 

When you create backups of data sets with DUMP, you can make multiple (up to 
255) dump copies with a single DUMP command. This is done by specifying 
multiple ddnames on the OUTDDNAME parameter. To specify multipl~ dqp.ames 
ori the OUTDDNAME parameter, you -might code: - · 

DUMP - -
DATASET(INCLUOE(**) 

BY(MGMTCLAS,EQ,MCNAMEl)) -
OUTODNAME(TAPE1,TAPE2,TAPE3) 
COMPRESS 

This technique can be helpful if you want to create several backup copies to be used 
for different purposes. 

Unless overridden by the installation options exit routine, DFDSS continues 
dumping while at least one output copy does not have an output error. 

Logical Data Set DUMP 
If you specify DATASET with the DUMP command and do not specify input 
volumes, DFDSS performs a logical data set DUMP using information in the 
catalog(s) to select data sets. For instance, the following DUMP command results in 
a logical data set dump: 

DUMP -
DATASET( INCLUDE(**) 

BY(DSCHA,EQ,YES)) 
OUTDDNAME(TAPEl) 
COMPRESS 

If you specify DATASET and either LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM, 
DFDSS performs a logical data set DUMP using information in the VTOC(s) to 
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select data sets. ~.or .exan;iple~.~e.foll..e>~ing DlJM;I:>.,command results in a logical 
data set dump of all the data.sets on volume 338001: 

DUMP -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 

•. 'I LOGINDYNAM(3~~001) -~ · · ·1· :~- ·.:·"""- "~~.,. ,;_,~:'r·':-':::~~L,:t~,.~.: 
OUTDDNAME{TAPE) 
COMPRESS 

DFDSS logical DUMP processing cannot be used to process PAM data sets 
containing location-dependent information that does not reside in note lists or the 
directory. As an example, PDS load libraries that contain overlay modules are not
supported during logical DUMP processing. 

As already discussed, logical processing offers the advantage of device independence. 
A logical data set backup can be restored to both like and unlike devices. 

Physical Data Set DUMP 
If you specify DATASET and INDDNAME or INDYNAM. DFDSS performs a 
physical data set dump. For instance, the following DUMP command results in a 
physical data set dump: · - - - · - - -

DUMP -
INDDNAME(DASDl) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 
COMPRESS -
OPTIMIZE(4) 

When multiple input volumes are specified for a physical data set DUMP, multiple 
logical files (logical volumes) are created for each physical DASD source volume. 

DFDSS facilitates backup and recovery procedures for physical data set dumps by 
printing the names of data sets dumped, and the serial and data set sequence 
numbers of the backup tape volumes on which the dump of a DASD volume begins 
and ends. 

Note: DFDSS does not support any physical dump processing of a KSDS with key 
ranges. Logical processing should be used for this type of data set. 

A Backup Scenario 
As discussed under "Backup and Recovery" on page 42. you should consider using a 
combination of incremental and volume backup to fulfill your general availability 
requirements. One possible way of implementing this strategy is: 

1. Dump a full volume at a given interval-perhaps once a week. You should use 
the RESET keyword to reset the data-set-changed flag. To do full volume 
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d~ps o~ t~() Y<:?!W,!l~S .at: on9~,.{i!J. para~M" \Vlµch i~,.p;iqst effective if tapes .. are on .~ 
separate channels), code the following: 

PARALLEL 
DUMP INDYNAM(llllll) OUTDD(TAPEl) RESET OPTIMIZE(!) 

, . .DUMP. JNDYNAM(222222)_"0UTDD{JAPE2),+RESEl~OPJIMIZ~(2). 
·. :.-,.":7"4:.':~:··<~:~·'.- '"· ,. ·f·,.·~ ·· · ~.·.·· ,· :_~~.i'.,~ .. ~··:/~:.}i'. ":~ <:: ·:·.~-~·~~:&:.--:-~;. .... ~.c.··..;....:~';j' ....... ·,·~ ~:<i:··.:-..r:·.st-'·,,'":. 

2. Dump only changed data sets at a shorter interval-perhaps every day. 

DUMP LOGINDY((llllll),(222222)) OUTDD(TAPE3) RESET -
OPTIMIZE(3) OATASET(INCLUDE(**) - -

BY((DSCHA,EQ,YES))) 

3. Use data set naming conventions to set up a dumping scheme that takes account 
of the relative importance of the data. For example;.,·include CRIT"in the 
first-level qualifier of all your critical data sets: Witl1 this convention in place, 
you can back up your critical data sets as follows: 

DUMP LOGINDY ( (111111), (222222)) OUTDO(TAPE4) RESET -
OPTIMIZE(4) -DATASET(INCLUDE(CRIT*. **) -- . 

BY(DSCHA,EQ,YES)) 

Other naming conventions can also be used to identify groups of data sets. For 
instance, you can use department numbers, charge numbers, user initials, or 
project codes to identify data sets you want to dump together. For more 
information on naming conventions, see SM L: 1vf anaging Data Sets. 

SYSPRINT contains the names of all the data sets that were dumped for each run. 
You will have to keep them for reference if you have to restore a data set and you 
want it to be at the latest level. If you misplace the previous dump SYSPRJNT, you 
can discover what data sets are on a particular dump tape by executing a RESTORE 
operation with the NORUN parameter on the EXEC statement and 
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)). 

This prints a listing of all the data set names on the restore tape, and you can now 
find the latest dumped version of a particular data set. 

Backing Up Data Sets with Special Requirements 
Some data sets require special processing when they are backed up. The sections 
below discuss backing up multivolume data sets and integrated catalog facility user 
catalogs. 
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Dumping Multivolume Data Sets . . . . . . . 
· · An important. advantage ·or DFDSS.as a b~ckup .. iool'is thai"itcan back up 

,, t..i\~ ·~ ..... /.• .... : ·' 

multivolume data sets without having to specify any or all of the input volumes. 
The catalogs are scanned to select an entire data set; that is, the data set is processed 
in its entirety from all the volumes it resides on. Logical proces.sing consolidates the 
extents of the data set in one dump data set for you. 

,:. ·:· .J. :' 1:. i> .• ., •••• ii../<1·..,<ili~~~J".",;,,:\t:4'.•,.·._ ~', .:; .... ~j~'>·;» /::~1;,::;,:7~:,;.-~: ··;,".11;.~9·~~~~'.:.' ·• ,...::;;i)IJ\.'~ ... :· ·c..i.·•• ,.-" 1/,Pti.'1:.,, .. , ··.·· :,..~, .. ,, 
If you specify the ALLMULTI·keyword and'input~voli.unes: DFDSS·driiiips the .! 

entire multivolwne data set even if you do not specify all the volumes on which the 
data set resides. To use ALLMUL TI, the data set must be cataloged and at least 
one primary volume must be specified on the LOGINDDNAME or 
LOGINDYNAM volume list. 

Following is an example of the DUMP command w~th ALLMULTI specified: 

DUMP -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 
ALLM~l,,lJ..-.,.-::- . . .,, ............. ~, .. ·" .. 
LOGINDYNAM{338001) ~ ·;.; 
OUTODNAME(TAPE) 
COMPRESS 

Note that ALLMULTI works only for logical data set dumps. If you dump a 
multivolume data set physically, you must make sure the segments from all 'the 
volumes are dumped together. If you dump a multivolume data set physically, it is 
dumped from all the volumes that are passed. The output dumped data contains a 
logical file for each selected voiume. 

A multivolume data set standard user label is not supported. 

Dumping Integrated Catalog Facility User Catalogs 
Another important use of DFDSS as a backup tool is the backing up of integrated 
catalog facility user catalogs and their aliases. The user catalog name must be 
fully-qualified with the INCL UDE keyword on the DUMP command. With 
MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 3 and later releases, the LOCK attribute of an 
integrated catalog facility user catalog is dumped. The LOCK status is preserved if 
the catalog does not exist at restore time. Otherwise, the LOCK status of the 
existing catalog is used. See Catalog Administration Guide for a description of the 
LOCK attribute. 

The following example shows the JCL used to dump an integrated catalog facility 
user catalog. The master password is required to dump the catalog. Passwords are 
not required if you have RACF DASDVOL update access or if the installation 
authorization exit bypasses authorization checking. 
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Figure 24 shows printed output produced by the dump 

PAGE ee&l OFOSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES v2RS·.e· 89.069 18:58 

DUMP OUTDD(TAPE) -
DS(INCL(TEST.CAT.USERCAT)) -
PSWD{TEST.CAT.USERCAT/) 

ADR101I RI01 (01), TASKID 001 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COfottAND 'DUMP ' 
ADR109I RI01 (01), 89046 10:30:38 INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL STATEMENTS COMPLETED. 
AOR006I (001)-SETUP(01), 89046 10:30:38 EXECUTION BEGINS 
ADR4541 (00,1).-0TOSC(01L THE FOLLOWING OATA:<SETS WERE SUCCESSFULLY: PROCESSED. "'· ·. 

. . TEST.CAT.USERCAT· .).,; ··di.: . .,,,-,. · - • ... . . 

AOR013I (001)-CLTSK(01), 89046 10:32:24 TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000 
AOR012I OSSU (01), 89046 10:32:25 OFOSS PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000 

Figure 24. Output F:om a .I:)~ped ~~grate~ Catalog Facility U:ser Catal_og . 

Note: 

• A logical data set dump cannot be used to dump the master catalog unless the 
master catalog is first redefined as a user catalog. 

• Data set passwords are suppressed and do not appear in the output. 

Dumping VSAM Spheres 
With DFDSS Version 2 Release 4, it is possible to dump an entire VSAM sphere 
(base cluster and all associated alternate index clusters and paths). The SPHERE 
keyword causes DFDSS to dump the entire VSAM sphere. To dump the base 
cluster and the other components, all you need to specify is the base cluster name. 

An example of the DUMP command with the SPHERE keyword is: 

DUMP -
OUTDONAME(TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(PARTS.VSAMl)) 
SPHERE -
PSWD(PARTS.VSAMl/MASTUPWl) 
COMPRESS 

Note: You should be aware that you cannot restore a sphere unless it is dumped as 
a sphere with the SPHERE keyword. 

The PDSE cannot be dumped on a system using releases prior to DFDSS Version 2 
Release 5, nor can they be dumped on a system using releases prior to MVS/DFP 
Version 3 Release 2 and MVS/SP Version 3 Release I.OE. 
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Dumping SYS1 System Data Sets, ·-.:. . . .. -; .,.,. ~--

. ·~· 
-1 • ,·,. I 

.... >-~_. ~,· .. . ··.'~;,·, _. 

With the PROCESS keyword in conjunction with the ~YSl subkeyword, you can 
delete datasets~ except for a VVDS or a VTOCIX, when performing a iogical or a 
physical data set dump. 

To limit the use of PROCESS, you need to set up a RACF f':lcility class profile . 

:,. ·.~·;;,/,:-,, ~ 

Backing Up SMS-Managed Data Sets 
When backing up data sets in an SMS environment, you need to think about some 
special conditions in addition to those discussed under "Backing Up Data Sets" on 
page 45. The following sections discuss how you can back up SMS-managed data 
sets in an SMS environment. 

In most cases, you should let DFHSM back up SMS-managed data sets for you. 
However, if you do not have DFHSM or you prefer not to rely on it for all your 
backup requirements, you can use DFDSS to back up your SMS-managed data sets. 

Filler on Class Names: DFDSS can seleet data' ~etifor DUMP procesSirig"based on - . 
their storage, management, and data class names. Because management class is the 
construct that contains a data set's availability attributes, you might want to filter on 
it wh~~ sel_~i:ing <l;ata ~!8 for p_uMP p~ocessing· . -..... _ 

If you wish to back UJ> data sets in a particular management class, you can filter on 
the manage~ent class name. -For example, if you ~ant to perform incremental 
backup on data sets in management classes MCNAMEl and MCNAME2, specify 
the DUMP command as follows: 

DUMP 
DATASET(INCLUDE(**) 

BY((MGMTCLAS,EQ,(MCNAME1,MCNAME2)) (DSCHA,EQ,YES))) -
OUTOONAME(OUTVOLl) 

Class Names Saved: DFDSS saves the class names of the data sets it dumps. 
These names are then used as input to ACS routines when the data set is -restored. 

Backing Up Volumes 
With DFDSS, you can back up volumes either logically or physically. If the volume 
is to be restored to an unlike device, you must dump it logically. 

Logical Volume DUMP 
To perform a logical volume dump, you specify DAT ASET(INCLUDE(**)) and 
either LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM. LOGINDDNAME identifies the 
input volume that contains the data set(s) to be dumped. LOGINDYNAM specifies 
that the volume(s) containing data sets to be dumped be dynamically allocated. 
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' ..,.·~ -.. H~re is an e~ample 9f,4ow you speci;fy theDUMB:com.mand~t,~~··perfoi:ni ~·,logi.~ ~ --~'·: 
volume dump: · · · · ·- · · · · · ... _ . 

-· 

DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) -
LOGINDDNAME (DASDl) -

-;-~~~{g~~~J;f I~~9:}~1.:·~,::·c.' 

Note: Certain data sets can be restored only to like devices even though they were 
dumped logically. 

Physical Volume DUMP 
· To perform a physical vol~me dump, specify the DUMP.command with 

INDDNAME or INDYNAM and OUTDDNAME. Because FULL is the default 
for DUMP, you need not specify it. Unallocated tracks are not dumped. The 
following example shows how you can specify the DUMP command to physically 
back up a volume: 

DUMP INDDNAME(DASDl) OUTDDNAME(TAPE) 

If you plan to use stand".'alone DFDSS restore to restore a volume (with no -
operating system), the volume must be dumped physically. In addition, when doing 
a full physical volume dump to back up a system residence volume, you must use 
JCL to invoke DFDSS. 

Efficiency Considerations for Dumping Data 
When backing up data, you can specify both the OPTIMIZE and COMPRESS 
keywords to improve performance and save dump space. The two keywords can be 
used together; they are no longer mutually exclusive. 

Doing a selective data set DUMP saves space, but performance is slower than a full 
volume DUMP. The same applies to the COMPRESS parameter. It saves dump 
space, but involves some processing overhead. In general, if you are dumping to 
tape, saving space is probably less of a concern than performance. Space savings is 
usually important only when it results in using fewer tapes to store the data because 
that, in turn. reduces the number of tape mounts necessary to recover the data. 

Space Considerations 
Using larger block sizes saves dump space and improves performance by minimizing 
the number of I/0 operations performed during a DUMP operation. 

~ote: If you have a 3480 tape drive with the Improved Data Recording Capability 
(IDRC) and you want to use hardware data compaction, you do not need to use the _ 
COMPRESS keyword with the DUMP command. If you want software 
compression, specify the COMPRESS keyword, but do not specify 
DCB= TR TCH =COMP in the JCL. 

The default block size for output records written to tape is 65 520 bytes (65 520 is 
also a maximum). You can change this default to 32 760 bytes by turning on the 
UFOBK32K bit in the ADRUFO macro when the installation exit is called. For 
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· , . ' . output records written to DASD, the. block size is the track length of the output. 
volume. for devices who~e .·track length is less than 32K bytes, or one half the track 
length for devices whose track length is greater than 32K bytes. You can select a 
different block size by coding_DCB=:=BLKSIZE=block size in the corresponding DD 
statement. The minimum block size you can select is 7892 bytes; the maximum is 
32760 bytes. 

· ~-,,. :- ,·Notet ·,To have~ the: bioek ·filZe ~fication inCludeCi inTthe'ttpe ]abel,"'you miist>'.. 
specify the BLKSIZE parameter in the DD statement for the tape. 

You can also save dump space by doing the following: 

• Dump only the used space (the default), instead of all allocated space, in SAM 
and PAM data sets or in data sets with a null DSORG field. 

• Use the COMPRESS parameter. 

• Perform incremental data set backup instead of volume backup. This reduces 
the amount of data dumped and decreases processing time. 

Performance Considerations··' · ·· 
( ... ' 

You can improve performance by doing the following: 

• Dump to tape, where the larger block size reduces the number of I/O operations. 

• Use OPTIMIZE(2), (3), or (4) to read a number of tracks per read operation, 
equal to two tracks, five tracks, or a full cylinder, respectively. The default, 
OPTIMIZE(l), reads one track at a time. OPTIMIZE(2), (3), or (4) results in 
less elapsed time and fewer EXCPs on the DASD device, provided: 

The names of track overflow data sets not flagged as such in the VTOC's 
Format 1 DSCB are specified with the TRACKOVERFLOW keyword and 

The load on the tape channel is low enough and the tape speed high enough 
to keep pace with the data being read from the DASD volume. 

Shared DASO Considerations 
Shared DA.SD presents volume and data set serialization problems not encountered 
in nonshared DASD environments. Care should be taken when you do d~ta set 
operations if programs operating in another processor might be accessing the data 
sets at the same time. 

A data set can be dumped from one processor while being processed from another. 
The dumped version may be partially updated on JES2 systems. This is the same 
exposure that is present on a full DUMP. 

Restoring Data Sets 
With the RESTORE command, you canrestore data to DASD volumes from 
DFDSS-produced dump volumes. The dump volume to be restored is identified 
with the INDDNAME keyword. 

The RESTORE is logical or physical depending upon the dump tape. If the dump 
tape was made physically, a physical RESTORE is done. If it was made logically, a 
logical RESTORE is done. If the data was compressed when it was dumped, it is 
automatically expanded to its original form during the RESTORE operation. 
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As with a data set DUMP command,¥OU:can use fJ.Jtering to select data sets for 
RESTORE processing. See "Choosing 'Data Sets for Processing-Filtering" on 
page 13, -ro:r more inforniation on filtering. ' >,, . ' •• '-

.Note: Ftilly~qualified names' are requir~d to· restore the following data sets: 

VVDS 

_f,_~,:;~:~!;;:~-?~;f 0 mfj~~~~1:j!':.~~i:~:;,:~:'~'\~~-~:~>4!.$:::.~.~~,·J:::·'.f > :~;~'isi~)51~1',;ia;~~~r::;;; 
Integrated catalog facility catalogs 
OS catalog 
VSAM read-only data sets (temporarily exported with the INHIBITSOURCE 
parameter). 

Logical Data Set Restore 
A logical data set RESTORE is done if you are restoring from a logical dump tape 
(a tape created with logical DUMP) and you specify the DATASET keyword. For 
instance, the following RESTORE command generates a logical data set RESTORE 
if the tape was created by a logical DUMP. 

;;_-..1 

RESTORE INDDNAME(TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USERl.OLDDS}} 
REPLACE 

DFDSS logical RESTORE processing cannot be used to process PAM data sets 
containing location-dependent information that does not reside in note lists or the 
directory. As an example, PDS load libraries that contain overlay modules are not 
supported during logical RESTORE processing. 

You can restore to unlike devices \vith logical RESTORE. 

Output Volume Selection 
In most cases, specifying output volumes is optional for logical data set RESTORE. 
Output volume specification is required only if the data set: 

• Exists and is to be restored to a volume that is different from the current 
location or 

• Does not exist and is to be restored to a volume that is different from the source 
volume. 

Specify output volumes with the OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM keywords. An 
example of a logical data set RESTORE with OUTDDNAME is: 

RESTORE -
INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 

When not specified, the volume on which the data set currently resides is found from 
the catalog and dynamically allocated. This is particularly useful on a data set 
RESTORE from a data-set-selection-by-catalog dump because you need not know 
where the data sets resided at dump time. 
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•,' ~·-:. 

~.~.. . ..... ·'· . 

You can specify mul!ip~e output DAS.[) volume,s
0 
on a logical data set RESTORE. 

This is reqtifrecfwheil"ait the' data se'ts'to ~~restored.cannot fit on a single ·volume. 
An example of a logical data set RESTORE with a spill volume specified is: 

RESTORE -
:'. -~-'.J.J~-~ INDDNAME{TAPE) OUTDX~~((33800l),_(~3,.8002)) .. ··. 
.,, .... ,, ; "'.-·oATASET(INCLUDE(PARTSJ**ff··~-- - > :\-..-'.¢ >·'i'··r· .. :;' .:~··, 

PCTU(80) 

Note the use of PERCENTUTILIZED (PCTU) in the above example. With 
PERCENTUTILIZED, you can set a limit on the amount of space DFDSS can fill 
on the volume. When this limit is reached, subsequent data sets are allocated to 
other volumes. In the above example, PERCENTUTILIZED is used to specify that 
only 80% of the first target volume be filled. This leaves 20% free space for the 
data sets to extend, if necessary. 

PERCENTUTILIZED is ignored for SMS volumes. 
•. :·. ': r •• ~ ... ·,:···.,.11~ ._:."I~~~"' -f-·"" r:_· . ~ "·'!:!.. ''.• ·~ .... ,:;,•~···-~· :· ...-.... J • . • . . • ··-;-. .:; \ ·;·: ~:~ """'.·~' . •. 11·1'!1~'4-. . ;, . . . ';...'"''', ':; :'!·~···~·~·v.- .... ' 

Note: User data-set labels. on DA.SDvof{;iiie~ are.supported durlng'a data ·set 
RESTORE operation. However, either the data set on both the source and target 
volume must have these labels or neither must have them. 

Restoring to Preallocated Target Data Sets 
In some instances, you might want to control the placement of a data set on a 
volume when you restore it. Some data sets (such as data sets allocated by absolute 
track) have location-dependent data and must be preallocated. Others (such as 
catalogs) should be placed for performance reasons. For details on restoring such 
data sets, see ''Restoring ISAM, Unmovable, DAM. and Absolute Track Data Sets" 
on page 61 and "Restoring Integrated Catalog Facility Catalogs" on page 60. 

If a target data set is preallocated on either a like or unlike device, it is scratched 
and reallocated if it is not large enough to contain the dumped data set. VSAM 
preallocated target data sets are also scratched and reallocated when: 

• Any of the following source and target data set attributes do not match: 

CI size 
Record length 
I'Y!BED (KSDS and key range data sets only) 
Key length (KSDS and key range data sets only) 
REPLICATE (KSDS and key range data sets only) 
SPANNED. 

• The preallocated target is multivolume and the space of the target data set on 
the first volume is not large enough to contain all of the dumped data. 

• The data set was not defined as reusable and the high-used relative byte address 
(RBA) of a target VSAM KSDS is not 0. 

In logical restore, partitioned data sets are restored to both like and unlike devices in 
a compressed format. If the partitioned data set is being restored to an unlike 
device, the device-dependent information (such as TTR pointers and note lists) are in 
an usable form after the restore. DFDSS is unable to resolve device-dependent 
information for all other data set types being restored to unlike devices. 
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I . The NOPACK.ING keyword is effective only for parti9oned data;sets. If... " 
I ··~· ,..... . "· ""<NOPACKJN'Cf1s specified .for preaifocate,d partitioned data sets, the preallocated 
I target must reside on a same or like device. · Processing is stopped for the data 'set if 
I the target resides on an unlike device. The target is not dele.ted and realloca:ted. · 

:• ....... > • 

Cataloging Data Sets During Logical RESTORE 

.};;·~.·.~-' :· .. ·~~h~f~~~f;g~i~~'t'~~~~i~~I~~~~41~~~~~~~·~$~t&~:b~t~~~~icf[e: · ·.~. 
data set in the standard order of search. The RECATALOG(*) keyword catalogs it 
in the same catalog that points to the source data set. 

When a data set is restored as an SMS data set, it is cataloged using the standard 
order of search. The RECAT ALOG keyword is ignored. 

Examples of the CATALOG and RECATALOG keywords in a logical data set 
RESTORE follow. 

RESTO~E ... - .·:-::11;';~!1" ·~.- ..... :···<" ~·:· 
INDONAME (TAPE) ·..: . 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USERl.**)) 
CATALOG 

RESTORE -
INDONAME (TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USERl.**)) 
RECATALOG(*) 

\Vhen a VSA:Yf KSDS or key range data set is being restored to an unlike device. 
the data set must be cataloged in the standard order of search. You should also 
note that a YSA:Yf KSDS or key range data set that has had CA splits and is being 
restored to an unlike device, will take significantly longer to restore. 

Renaming Data Sets During Logical RESTORE 
In addition to cataloging data sets when they are restored, you can also rename 
restored data sets by using the RENAME keyword. For instance. you can code the 
following to rename a data set you are restoring: 

RESTORE -
INODNAME (TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USER2.0LODS)) 
RENAME(*.OLDDS,*.NEWDS) 

Note: RENAME will work only if the data set exists on the output DASD with the 
old name. If you really want to unconditionally rename a data set, use RENAMED. 
Both VSAM and non-VSAM data sets can be renamed. The rules for renaming 
VSAM clusters are the same as for non-VSAM data sets. You can only rename 
clusters. DFDSS assigns a new name for the components of VSAM clusters. If the 
old component names were assigned by the system, the new component names are 
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assigned by using a similar mechamsin:' If the component riames were''assigned ·by'. 
using the cluster name (such as clustemame.data or clustemame.index), the new 
com~onent names are similarly ass~gned. 

Logical RESTORE of RACF-Protected Data Sets 
,Forlogical ,dat~ set RESTORE of. data sets that .were,RACF-protected during the 

··"'';~ .. :.,· · nuMl>; yriitffiust'have··~l'date"adcess fothe urrgehta\a ·seC rrtlie'datii1etis':oong' 
renamed, you must have read access to the source data set as well as update access 
to the target data set. If a profile no longer exists for non-VSAM data sets that 
were protected under a discrete profile at DUMP time, you will need to predefine a 
new discrete profile or preallocate the data set with a discrete profile. These 
conditions do not apply if authorization checking is bypassed in any way. 

DFDSS tries to define renamed data sets to RACF during a data set RESTORE "if 
they were RACF-protected during the DUMP. If the high-level qualifier of the data 
set is replaced with the user-supplied RENAME parameter, this new group of 
first-level qualifiers of newname must have been defined to RACF. If you restore a 

\ : ;. . ·-, 
U"\' 

RA CF-protected data set to a volume other than the one from which the dump was 
"'~. ·: takeii ·and .,do· iiofus~'the RENAME parameter, the restored data.., set ~oines a-;·~::~ ~ ... ,,.T -

unprotected source 
at DUMP time 

Generically 
protected source at 
DUMP time 

Discretely protected 
source at DUtvlP 
time 

duplicate-named data set. DFDSS does not create password entries for renamed 
password-protected data sets. 

The following table sho~s ho~ DFDSS treats RACF-protected data sets .for a 
logical RESTORE when the user has sufficient data set access authority. 

No RENAME- No RENAME- RENAME- RENAME-
Preallocated D FD SS-a Hoc a ted Preallocated DFDSS-allocated 

~ o profile to No profile to No profile to No profile to 
define. define. define. define. 

If already If already If already If already 
generically or generically generically or generically 
discretely protected, no discretely protected, no 
protected, no profile to define; protected, no profile to define; 
profile to define: else. define a profile to define: else, define a 
else. define a discrete profile. else, define a discrete profile. 
discrete profile. discrete profile. 

If already Define a discrete If already Define a discrete 
discretely profile. discretely profile. 
protected, no protected, no 
profile to define; profile to define: 
else. define a else. define a 
discrete profile. discrete profile. 

Figure 25. RACF-Protected Data Sets in a Logical Data Set RESTORE 

~otes to Figure 25: 

• Data sets protected by both generic and discrete profiles at DUMP time are 
considered to be discretely protected. 

• If MENTITY is not specified when DFDSS defines discrete profiles, default 
discrete profiles are defined. The default discrete profiles give ALTER authority 
to the user ID specified on the JOB statement. 
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Physicaf'oatit.seflle$tore ···:: ,-. ; .. ~~vr.:. ·· 

· ... Aphysical"data set RESTORE is done if you' are restoring from a tape created by 
physic~l DUMP and you specify the DATi\SET keyword. If the dump volumes. 
resulted from a physical data set D'tJMP operation, you must do a physical data set 
RESTORE or a tracks RESTORE. A tracks RESTORE can consist of a subset of 

,,.,.,~,,_,;,;.,,"f5 ..... · ~e~~~~·~{~JfJ;~lJi~C~~~~:f~:L 
Notes: 

• When you perform a physical restore of many data sets, there is an initial delay 
while DFDSS allocates the target data sets. 

• To prevent index components from being restored inadvertently, you must 
specify the fully-qualified name of the cluster. 

On a physical data set RESTORE, data sets from one or more logical volumes can 
be restored to a single DASD volume. If you want to restore data sets from specific 
source DASO volumes, use the LOGICALVOLUME keyword to specify the volume 
serial numbers _of.the source DASD volumes_you want to restore. For example:. _ ~ 

: ' ~ -~L- '• :,, :_~_. • ~:':~'.·''!'~·:~~ • •;.··~~<~--~~.,~:: _., 0 
: •••• ' ' - • ~-. '• '•,, ··~.· ~~»:<-~· ~-~ ':-' ~ ~>,. .. ··~;~,:-~ -' • .. t~ 

RESTORE -
-INDDNAME(TAPE) OUTDDNAME(DASDl) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) LOGICALVOLUME(llllll) 
REPLACE 

Note: Data from a specific volume can be restored only to a DASD volume of like 
device type. 

Output Volume Selection 
For physical data set RESTORE. you must specify an output volume with the 
OUTDDNA:\IE or OUTDYNAM keyword. A physical data set RESTORE 
restores only the first volume in a list passed in the OUTDDNAME or 
OlffDYNAM parameter. Selection of target volumes in an SMS environment is 
considerably different. See "Restoring SMS-Managed Data Sets Physically" on 
page 67 for more details. · 

Cataloging Data Sets During Physical RESTORE 
If you specify CATALOG on a physical data set RESTORE. DFDSS creates catalog 
entries for single volume non-VSAM data sets that were allocated by DFDSS. The 
cataloging is done immediately after successful allocation of a data set. Failure in 
cataloging, however. does not prevent the data set from being restored. Any data set 
that was allocated and cataloged but encounters errors during the RESTORE 
operation is neither uncataloged nor scratched by DFDSS. You must not specify 
the RECAT ALOG key\.vord for physical RESTORE. 

The catalog that DFDSS uses to catalog a data set is determined as follows: 
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• The catalog specified by a STEPCAT or JOBCAT (but not both) DD statement. 

• If the STEPCAT or JOBCAT DD statement specifies concatenated catalogs, 
only the first catalog in the concatenation is used. 



• If no STEPCAT or JOBCAT DD .. stateme~t is provid~<l~~4 .. ~e.first qW:l,lifier:s>f 
the data set name is an ·alias for a user catafog or for a cVOL, the catalog 
pointed to is used for that data set. . . 

• Otherwise, the master catalog is used . 

. You should use the IDCAMS DEFINE RECATALOG command to catalog VSAM 
.. · . " ·'· . ..,,.. . . ·. ... ·'.'-' .. '""'~.> ..... · "' .,. -~ , . ·-" .... 
·data sets· that were alloeated by'DFDSS (not preallocated). . :' ·:·, .. ~.. .~ 

Physical RESTORE of RACF-Protected Data Sets 
For physical data set RESTORE of RACF-protected data sets, you must have 
update access to the target data set. To rename non-VSAM data sets during 
RESTORE, you must have read access to the source data set and update access to 

. the target data set. If a non-VSAM data set was protected under a discrete profile 
and the profile no longer exists, a new discrete profile must be defined before the 
RESTORE, or the data set must be preallocated with a discrete profile. These 
conditions do not apply if authorization checking is bypassed in any way~ 

The protection status of data sets that are restored by way of physical data set 
. RESTORE is llliprediclable if:'. .. ;,. ~ ,,,,<. • . ' '''"' 

• RACF profiles (generic or discrete) of the data sets have been changed between 
DUMP and RESTORE 

• . The dump was produced chi a sys·t~m (that supports RACF generic profiles) 
other than the one used for the restore. 

Restoring Data Sets with Special Requirements 
Some data sets have special requirements for being restored. The sections that 
follmv describe some of the special cases you might encounter when you restore data 
sets. 

Restoring Multivolume Data Sets 
Y!ultivolume data sets from a logical data set dump tape can be restored either to a 
single volume or to multiple volumes. When they are not preallocated and the 
specified output volumes are different from the input volumes, multivolume data sets 
are restored to a single volume, space permitting. When multiple target volumes are 
specified, DFDSS selects target volumes as follows: 

• If a target volume that has the same volume serial as the source volume is 
available and has adequate space, it is chosen. 

• If a volume of the same device type is available, and if it has adequate space, it 
is selected. 

• A volume of a like device type is selected if it has adequate space. 

• A volume of an unlike device type is selected if it has adequate space. 

Note: To catalog multivolume non-VSAM data sets, use IEHPROGM. 

If you are restoring a multivolume data set from a physical dump, be sure the 
segments from all volumes are restored with successive RESTORE commands. 
Restoring a portion of a multivolume non-VSAM data set is allowed only if the 
volume sequence numbers of the source and target volumes are the same. A 
preallocated data set is required on the target volume. 
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·::~':'~~~~;s::.::.;:~~~~:.~·.::~~~;::;,'iEJ,z.2t!Sf,:1J'2.;}:;~:-:::.~1:1W'~3G~~11~~1!!W~~:zy7gzi::~~~;,:rttr~~~~~~~~it;.f~:~ 
Resto~i~g lntegra,ted Catalog· Facility Catalogs··~\1•• 

Integrated catalog facility user catalogs can be restored only to the same volumes 
from which they were dumped. The component names of the source and target user 
catalog must be the same. · In addition, you must specify the fully.;qualified name to 
restore a catalog. 

Logicat:RESTQiB;·1s~!elirranj.fuie"~Y~~1io$&itore'~~!:~fui~g l:cause it~st~;~·:.: 
user catalog aliases if they are present in the logical dump data set. For logical 
RESTORE, user catalog aliases are restored as follows: 

• If DFDSS allocated the user catalog, aliases are restored if the catalog is 
successfully restored. 

• If the target catalog wa~ preallocated and is not e!llpty, aliases are not restored. 

• If the target catalog was preallocated and empty, aliases are restored. 

Physical RESTORE does not restore aliases, and physically dumped catalogs cannot 
be restored if they are open. In addition, if the entries in the catalog during DUMP 

i,.·f· ... ~, 

do not match the entries during the physical RESTORE, some of the data: sets may ·· . , · 
become inaccessibi~:"·· : · · · ·· ~ .. }.~ ~ .... · · · · '1 · • • • ·"" • 

With MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 3 or later release, an integrated catalog 
facility user catalog can be restored dynamically. Catalog recovery jobs should be 
modified to include the IDCAMS ALTER LOCK command to lock the existing 
catalog before the DFDSS RESTORE. After the recovery is complete, unlock the 
catalog using IDCAMS ALTER UNLOCK. The LOCK attribute on the dump tape 
is used if the catalog does not exist. For information on the LOCK attribute and 
the access authority, see Catalog Administration Guide. 

The following example shows the JCL used to restore an integrated catalog facility 
user catalog. The master password of the master catalog is required. Passwords are 
not required if you have DASDVOL update access or if the installation 
authorization exit bypasses authorization checking. 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//TAPE DD UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=TAPE01, 
II LABEL=(,Nl), DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSNAME=USER2.BACKUP 
//DASO DD UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=338001,DISP=OLD 
//SYSIN DD * 

/* 

RESTORE OUTDO(DASD) INDD(TAPE) -
DS(INCL(TEST.CAT.USERCAT)) REPLACE -
PSWD(TEST.CAT.USERCAT/USERMPWl) 

Figure 26 on page 61 shows the printed output produced by the RESTORE. 

Note: Data set passwords are suppressed and do not appear in the printed output. 
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PAGE 0001 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R5.0 89.046 10:36 

RESTORE OUTDD(DASD) INDD(TAPE) -
OS(INCL(TEST.CAT.USERCAT)) REPLACE -
PSWD(TEST.CAT.USERCAT/) 

ADR101I RI01 (01), iAS<:J 001 HAS 3~~N ASSIGNED TO :OMMAND 'RESTCRE' 
ADR109I RI01 (01), 88014 10:36:34 INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL STATEMENTS COMPLETED. 
ADR006I (001)-SETUP(01), 88014 10:36:36 EXECUTION BEGINS 
AOR780I (001)-TDDS (01), THE INPUT DUMP DATA SET BEING PROCESSED IS IN LOGICAL DATA SET FORMAT 
AOR396I (001)-NEWOS(01), DATA SET TEST.CAT.USERCAT ALLOCATED, IN CATALOG ICFMASTI, ON VOLUME(S): .080020 
ADR489I (001)-TDLOG(02), CLUSTER TEST.CAT.USERCAT WAS RESTORED 

ADR393I 
ADR393I 
ADR393I 
ADR393I 
ADR393I 
AOR393I 
ADR393I 
ADR393I 
ADR393I 
AOR393I 
ADR013I 
ADR012I 

CATALOG ICFMASTl 
cc~~CNENT TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
cc~~ONENT CATINDEX.T71FCDB4.VID88014.T9DEBBB0 

(001)-TDNVS(Ol), ALIAS USERl RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(Ol), ALIAS USER2 RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(01), ALIA.S USER3 RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(01), ALIAS USER4 RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(01), ALIAS USERS RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(Ol), ALIAS USER6 RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(01), ALI.~S USER? RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(01), ALIAS USERS RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(01), ALIAS USER9 RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-TDNVS(Ol), ALIAS USERO RESTORED FOR USER CATALOG TEST.CAT.USERCAT 
(001)-CLTSK(Ol), 88014 10:37:13 TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000 

DSSU (01), 88014 10:37:15 DFDSS PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000 

Figure 26. Output from Restored Inteirated Catalog Facility User Catalog 

Restoring ISAM, Unmovable, DAM, and Absolute Track Data Sets 
One important use of DFDSS is restoring data sets that contain device-dependent 
information. In some cases, such data sets can be restored without preallocating the 
target data sets. In other cases, however, you must preallocate the target in order to 
restore the data set. 

Restoring wi1hou1 Preallocated Targets: If you have MVS/XA DFP Version 2 
Release l (or any later release), you can use logical data set RESTORE to restore an 
ISAM data set without preallocating it if the tracks on which it is to be restored are 
:10t occupied and the ·iolume has an indexed VTOC. If an ISA~! or unmovable 
c.~na set is not preallocated and the system is running in the MVS.XA DFP Version 
.: Release l environment, DADSM is called to allocate the data set. If DADSM 
:·_1ils or ::· c~:e system does nor run in the \-!VS XA DFP Version 2 Release 1 
e:l.vironment. the data sets are allocated to any available location if FORCE is 
specified. 

When you specify FORCE and some of the data sets have truly location-dependent 
data. you should prevent DFDSS from restoring them by specifying their names in 
:~~e EXCL CDE parameter. Subsequently, you must either free up the area of the 
DASD where these data sets vvere located on the source volume and rerun the 
RESTORE operation or restore the data set onto a scratch volume. 

If you do not have MVS,·XA DFP Version 2 Release 1 (or later release), you can 
::-:store an unmovable or an ISA\-! data set without preallocating it by doing the 
follovving: 

i. Restore track 0 and the VTOC from the dump tape to a scratch volume. 

' Restore the desired unmovable data set to the scratch volume from the dump 
tape. 

3. Either scratch all unwanted data sets from the scratch volume and use the 
unmovable data set that is kfl. or use an appropriate utility such as IEBISAM, 
IEBCOPY. or IEHMOVE to move this data set to the desired volume. 
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Restoring to Preallocated Targets:. If you are restoring any of these types of data 
sets by preallocating them, the size and location of the extents on the dump volume 
and on the restore volume should match. 

For unmovable data sets (those allocated as ABSTR. PSU, POU, or DAU), a 
preallocated data set is restored if the extents match and REPLACE is specified. 
Even if the extents do not match, the data set is restored if you specify both 
REPLACE and FORCE. When an unmovable data set cannot be restored, the 
extents of the data set on the source volume are listed so that you can take action to 
restore it. 

Note: ISAM data sets and CVOL data sets cannot be restored to unlike devices. 

Restoring DAM Data Sets: When DFDSS restores Direct Access Method (DAM) 
data sets, the following apply: 

• If the receiving volume track capacity is equal to or greater than the source 
volume track capacity, the DAM data set is allocated on the receiving volume 
with the same allocation as the source contained. The restore yields an usable 
data set; however, some unused space might remain on each track of the target 
data set. 

• If the receiving volume track capacity is smaller than the source, FORCE DJ.ust 
be specified. This forces the DAM data set to be restored on any available 
space by track packing. DFDSS updates the relative byte address (RBA) 
information contained in fixed-length data sets so these will still be usable after 
the restore; variable- and undefined-length TTR-organized BDAM data sets 
might be unusable. 

Restoring an Undefined DSORG Data Set 
The PROCESS(UNDEFINEDSORG) keyword permits logical data set RESTORE 
of an undefined DSORG data set to an unlike device of larger track capacity. The 
restore yields an usable data set; however, some unused space might remain on each 
track of the target data set. 

Restoring a VSAM Sphere 
\Vith DFDSS Version 2 Release 4, you can restore an entire VSAM sphere (base 
cluster and all associated alternate index clusters and paths). The SPHERE keyword 
causes DFDSS to restore the entire VSAM sphere. Provided the dump was also 
taken with the SPHERE keyword specified, all you need to specify is the base cluster 
name to restore the base cluster and the other components. 

When you restore a SPHERE to a preallocated target, all components (base clusters. 
alternate indexes. and paths) of the sphere must be preallocated. DFDSS does not 
restore a sphere if only some parts of the sphere are preallocated. 

An example of the RESTORE command with the SPHERE keyword is: 
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RESTORE -
INDDNAME(TAPE) 
OATASET(INCLUDE(PARTS.VSAMl)) 
SPHERE -
REPLACE -
PSWD(PARTS.VSAMl/MASTUPWl) 



"Restrictions for RESTORE" on page 115 lists considerations for restoring VSAM 
spheres. 

Restoring a VSAM Cluster: Restoring a VSAM cluster is allowed if the following 
are the s<::.me on the source and destination volumes: 

The number of components on the volume 
The beginning relative byte address (RBA) 
The component names 
Catalog names. 

If a cluster is preallocated, its size must be equal to or greater than that on the 
source volume. (Only the tracks that were dumped are restored.) 

If you preallocate a VSAM data set before restoring the data set via DFDSS, you 
should ensure that the control interval size, allocation unit, and secondary allocation 
quantity are the same as in the initial definition. 

Note: VSAM data sets residing on DFDSS data set dump tapes created in an 
MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 2 (or later release) environment cannot be restored 
in an MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release I or an MVS/370 DFP Version 1 
environment without certain VSAM N*512 toleration PTFs. 

Restoring the WDS and the VTOCIX 
To restore a VVDS or VTOCIX data set, you must specify the fully-qualified data 
set name. The VVDS and the VTOCIX data set cannot be restored with other data 
sets in the same RESTORE command. VVDS and VTOCIX data sets should not be 
restored by data set as a normal recovery procedure. The VTOCIX data set is an 
cx:ension of the VTOC and can be rebuilt using IBM's Device Support Facilities 
program (I CKDSF). 

The VVDS is an extension of the VTOC and of the catalogs for the VSAM data sets 
on the \ ol;.:me. If it is restored by a data set RESTORE. it is possible that some of 
(hese dau sets can become unusable because of a mismatch between the catalog, 
VVDS. and the VTOC. If this occurs. run the diagnose function of Access Method 
Services co determine the extrnt oi the probiem <.i.nd take appropriate corrective 
action. 

Restoring a POSE 
\Vith DFDSS Version 2 Release 5 it is possible to restore a PDSE. The PDSE 
c~mnot be restored by using releases prior to DFDSS Version 2 Release 5. nor can 
they b~ restored on a system using releases pri1._1r t0 ~IVS DFP Version 3 Release 2 
and MVS SP Version 3 Release l .OE. The target volume must be SMS-managed. 

Restoring a Damaged PDS 
A PDS is monitored by DFDSS during track packing for conditions that are not 
normal. The following conditions are detected and reported: 

• Missing high key entry in the PDS directory. 

• Missing directory EOF. 

• Im·alid member start TTR 

- TTR points bdore directory EOF 
TTR points after end of data set. 
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• Missing member EOF. (Each member of a partitioned data set is normally 
terminated by an EOF record.) 

• Invalid note or notelist TTR. 

Note pointing before the start of member data 
Note pointing after the member EOF 
Note pointing past the last valid record on a track 
Note pointing to record 0 of a track. 

All of these conditions are noted by DFDSS with a message. 

During track packing, DFDSS repairs missing high key directory entry, missing 
directory EOF, and missing member EOFs. 

Invalid start TTRs prevent DFDSS from track packing data for that member. 
DFDSS translates all valid note and notelist TTRs during track packing. 

Damaged partitioned data sets can be restored to same or like device target volumes 
by using the NOPACKL.NG keyword. This results in an exact track-for-track image 
of the source data set. Obviously, no compression is performed in this case. 

Restoring Data Sets in an SMS Environment 
Use the RESTORE command to recover data sets in an SMS environment. If the 
data set was dumped logically, it is recovered logically. If it was dumped physically, 
it is recovered physically. 

As discussed earlier. an SMS environment can contain both SMS-managed and 
non-SMS-managed data. The following sections discuss how you ca.n use the 
RESTORE command to recover these data sets. 

Restoring SMS-Managed Data Sets 
\\.2.en you use the RESTORE command in an S:\IS environment. . ..\utomatic Class 
Selection (ACS) routines are invoked. 

When you use RESTORE you are in the ACS RECOVER environment 
(&ACSENVIR = 1 RECOVER'). The storage class ACS routine is executed first. If 
the storage class assigned is not nulL the management class ACS routine and then 
the storage group ACS routine are executed. (See ··ACS Variables Available during 
RESTORE and CONVERTV"' on page 110 for a list of variables aYailable to ACS 
nJurines during RESTORE processing.) 

D FDSS passes a data sef s classes to ACS as input. and the ACS rot!tines can assign 
1J:· override these input classes. 

If :he source data set is non-SMS managed and has no class names. DFDSS passe~ 
null classes to ACS. If the source data set is SMS managed and you do not specify 
otherwise. DFDSS passes ACS the source data set's classes. If you specify what you 
want passed to ACS with the STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, NULLSTORCLAS. or 
~CLLMG.\:ITCLAS keywords, DFDSS passes ACS what you specify. In all cases, 
the ACS routines ultimately decide the classes assigned to the data set. 

Y ~)u can, however, force the storage and; or management class you specify to be 
assigned to a data set by using the BYPASSACS keyword with the RESTORE 
command. 
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The following RESTORE command results in ACS routines determining the target 
classes, using the source classes as input: 

I RESTORE 
INDONAME(TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USER12.**)) 

For details about using RESTORE to convert data to and from S~IS management, 
see Chapter 9, "Converting Data to and from SMS Management" on page 91. 

Changing Storage Class with RESTORE 
In some c3.ses, you might want to pass ACS a storage class that is different from 
that of the source data set. You can specify RESTORE with STORCLAS to pass 
ACS a storage class name as follows: 

RESTORE 
INDDNAME(TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUC~~JSER12.~~)) 

STORCLAS(SCNAMEl) 
REPLACE 

However. using STORCLAS does not guarantee that the data set is assigned the 
s;:oragi:; cLtss you sr<:ci'.'y. I: :nea;is only :hJ.t the storage cl~i..ss you specified is passed 
~~ the ~-\c·s n~L~:1~::~. LJ:~"::-:>~in:; ·--'~-: hci..'- ~~~ ~-\C~S :~t!utincs ~:.re \vrittcn, the storage 
cbss ~Cl~ speci t\ c~t:: [;e i:;~-:.o;·ed .. 1ssigned :.::: ;:he J<Li set. o;_· :.1sed in combination 
\vith otheI" input variables to determine a ne\.v storage class for the data set. 

<..Lua se'L \\ i:i1 the gi\::n ST•,)RCL\.S. Er:s:..:·e rh<L the RESO\VNER of t:-i.e data set 

To make certain that the ,,;:orage class yi"1 l: specify is assigned to the data set, you 
can use BYPASSACS as :~ollows: 

RESTC~.:: 

STORCLAS(SCNj~:::\ 

BYPASS,i\CS ( *"') 
REPU\CE 

In this c;_1se. ACS is noc it:'. '-~ked. and the:-ef1..;re the data set is assigned whatever you 
have spe...:ified with STORCLAS er. if y1..1:_: do not use STORCLAS. the source data 
set"s st1..>r<-1ge class. Ho\\ c\ el". \vhen you use BYPASSACS. you should make certain 
that the s~,1rage cbss ~-1J~~ s;-·ecif:- is \etlid. It y1..)u use BYPASSACS and assign an 
ir:-.~ilid :-;:,1rage clas-::. ycit: :;;;.'r ar: error. 
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To limit the use of BYPASSACS, you need to set up a RACF facility class profile. 

You can use the NULLSTORCLAS keyword in conjunction with BYP ASSA CS to 
make a data set non-SMS managed. For example, the following specification of 
RESTORE causes the specified data sets not to be SMS managed: 

RESTORE -
INDDNAME(TAPE) 
OATASET(INCLUDE(USER12.**)) 
NULLSTORCLAS -
BYPASSACS(**) 

Changing Management Class with RESTORE 
In addition to influencing a data set's storage class when you restore it, you can also 
give ACS input for assigning or overriding the data set's managem~nt class. By 
specifying MGMTCLAS, you can pass a management class name to ACS and, as 
with STORCLAS, ACS may ignore it. assign it to the data set, or use it in 
combinatior. 'xith other input variables to determine the data set's management cJass. 
By specifying NULLMGMTCLAS, you can pass a null management class to ACS, 
which may or may not assign a management class. 

An example of RESTORE with the MGMTCLAS keyword is: 

~.ES TORE 
I ~CJ NAME (TAPE) 
OATASET(INCLUDE(USER12.**)) 
~G~~CLAS(MCNAMEl) 
RE:::'._.Ll.CE 

Like STORCLAS, RACF checks if the RESO\VNER of a given data set is 
authorized to define the data set with the given .MGMTCLAS. Ensure that the 
RESOWNER of the data set has the proper authority to use the indicated 
management class . 

. \ls0 just as ;. ,=1U can vvith STORCL-\S. you can use _MGMTCLAS \Vi th 
BYP.-\.SSACS ~o make certain that the data set is assigned the management class you 
specify. Fc1r i::stance: 

RESTORE 
INDDNAME(TAPE) 
DATASET(INCLUDE(USER12.**)) 
MGMTCLAS(MCNAMEl) 
B'fP.~SSACS (**) 
REP'....ACE 

If you use BYPASSACS with MGMTCLAS. you should be certain that you are 
assigning a \·alid management class to the data set. If the management class is not 
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valid, the data set is not restored. Remember that BYPASSACS skips both the 
STORCLAS and MGMTCLAS ACS routines. 

To limit the use of BYPASSACS, you need to set up a RACF facility class profile. 

When you influence or assign the management class of a data set, you also need to 
be careful that the data set resides in a storage group capable of providing for the 
management class attributes associated with the management class you specify. For 
instance. if a data set has a management class that makes it eligible for migration, it 
needs to reside in a storage group on which DFHSM does migration. Otherwise, the 
data set will never migrate. For this reason, you might have to change the storage 
class along with the management class to ensure the data set resides on volumes that 
can accommodate its management class. 

Restoring SMS-Managed Data Sets Physically 
In general. it is recommended that you use logical data set RESTORE in a SMS 
environment. If you use physical data set RESTORE, you should be aware of the 
special rules for volume and construct selection. 

When restoring a non-SMS user catalog on an SMS-managed volume or an 
SMS-managed user catalog on a non-SMS volume. physical restore does not convert 
the catalog. Instead, DFDSS physical restore ensures that the user catalog looks 
exactly like the source catalog (SMS or non-SMS) and then piaces the output 
volume in INITIAL status. 

DFDSS physical RESTORE is sensitive to the number of logical volumes in a dump 
data set. A DFDSS physical dump tape can contain multiple logical volumes. 
Because il physical dump operates at the track-image level, every volume from \Vhich 
data \\ :.~s Jumped is on the tape in the form of a logical \ olum::. The foilo\ving 
example shows hmv a dump tape can contain more than one logical volume: 

DUMP 
D4TASET(INCLUDE(**)) 
:~DYNAM((338001),(338002)) 
ClJTDD (TAPE) 
COMPRESS 

If data s.=:s are dumped from both volumes. two logical volumes are on the dump 
tape. 

DLLring ::'hysical RESTORE. the pr·Jcess is as fol!O\\S t'1Jr each logical volume: 

• Determine the SMS constructs of each data set to be restored from that logical 
volL:me. 

• Determine the target volume for the RESTORE. In a physical RESTORE. you 
can have only one target volume per logical volume. 
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The following process is used to select the target data set's SMS constructs: 

1. If a data set is preallocated and REPLACE is specified, the constructs of the 
preallocated data set are used. 

2. For data sets that are preallocated and have RENAME or RENAMEU 
specified and data sets that are not preallocated: 

a. If BYPASSACS is specified for the data set, the constructs from the data set 
on the dump tape are used (unless overridden by STORCLAS, 
MGY1TCLAS, NULLSTORCLAS, and/or NULLMGMTCLAS). 

b. If BYP ASSA CS is not specified for the data set, the ACS routines are 
invoked to determine the data set's constructs. The constructs from the data 
set on the dump tape are passed to ACS as input (unless overridden by 
STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, NULLSTORCLAS, and/or 
NULLMGMTCLAS). 

The following process is used to select a target volume. The process continues until 
a volume is selected. 

1. If any input data set is preallocated on the user-specified volume and REPLACE 
or RENAMEU is specified, the user-specified volume is the target volume for 
the entire logical volume. 

2. If any input data set is non-VSAM and multivolume with a sequence number 
greater than one, the user-specified volume is the target volume for the entire 
logical volume. 

3. Repeat the following steps until a data set is successfully allocated. Once a data 
set is allocated. all other data sets from the logical volume are restored on the 
same volt:me: 

a. If the data set is to be SMS managed. call VTOC Data Set Services to select 
a volume to restore the entire logical volume to. 

b. If the data set is to be non-SMS managed and the user-specified output 
voluoe is also not SMS managed, select the user-specified volume for the 
e!1tire '.ogical volume. 

c. If the data set is non-SMS managed and the user-specified volume is SMS 
managed, continue with the next data set. 

Once a target volume is selected, all data sets from the logical volume are restored to 
it with the follmving exceptions: 

• If the TGTGDS keyword is specified. the appropriate status is assigned to the 
data set. 

• The requested target status does not violate rules of the generation data group. 

• The default status of logical and physical data set RESTORE is DEFERRED. 

Restoring GOG Data Sets 
For generation data group (GDG) data sets, filtering on generations is supported. 
Generation names in relative generation number. dsn(n). can be specified in the 
I~CLUDE and EXCLUDE parameters. 
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Restoring SMS-Managed GDG Data Sets 
SMS-managed GDG data sets can be in any one of the following states: 

DEFERRED 
ACTIVE 
ROLLED-OFF. 

When restoring a GDG data set to SMS-managed storage, DFDSS does one of the 
following: 

• Preallocated RESTORE retains the status of the preallocated generation data set 
(GDS). 

• Physical data set RESTORE ensures that the non-VSAM volume records 
(NVRs) it builds for GDG data sets contain the correct status. 

• Logical RESTORE places the GDS in DEFERRED status, if the TGTGDS 
keyword is not specified. DFDSS leaves the GDS in DEFERRED status to 
enable you to (1) roll it back as an ACTIVE generation or (2) leave it as 
DEFERRED. 

Restoring Non-SMS-Managed Data Sets 
If you \.Vant to restore a data set to a non-S'\-fS-managed target volume, you can use 
the NULLSTORCLAS and BYP ASSA CS keywords on the RESTORE command. 
If you use these keywords, the data set is placed on a non-SMS-managed volume, 
regardless of whether or not the source data set was SMS managed. 

Restoring Volumes 
You can recover a volume or ranges of tra~ks from a full-volume DUMP. If the 
dump volumes resulted from a full DUMP operation, you can do a full or a tracks 
RESTORE (that is. ranges of tracks) or a darn set RESTORE. If the dump volumes 
resulted from a tracks DUMP operation I th~H is. ranges of tracks). you must do a 
tracks RESTORE. \.vhich can consist of a st:.bset of the dump data. 

A.n example of a full-volume RESTORE is: 

RESTORE -
INDDNAME(TAPE) 
OUTDDNAME(DASDl) 
?URGE 

With the RESTORE operation, you can copy the volume serial number to the 
~)utput D.-\.SD with the COPYVOLID key\\-ord. For exam.pk: 

RESTORE -
INDDNAME(TAPE) 
OUTDDNAME(DASDl) 
COPYVOLID -
PURGE 
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COPYVOLID is required if you are restoring an SMS volume, unless the source and 
target volume serial numbers match. 

You must consider several factors when restoring volumes in an SMS environment. 
Before you start to restore a full volume, you must ensure that the status of the 
target volume is synchronized with its environment. For example, if the target 
volume is a non-SMS volume, the volume must not be defined in a storage group. 
Conversely, if the target volume is an SMS volume, the volume must be defined in a 
storage group. Finally. if the target volume is SMS-managed, then SMS must be 
active for the full-volume restore operation. 

Output Volume Specification 
For a full or tracks RESTORE, you must specify an output volume by using the 
OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM keywords. 

The device type of the source volume used in the DUMP and the device type of the 
target volume used in the RESTORE must be the same. However, the following 
exceptions are possible: 

• Data from an IBM 3330 Model 1 can be restored to an IBM 3330 Model i I. 

• Data from an IBM 3340 with 35-megabyte capacity can be restored to an IBM 
3340 with 70-megabyte capacity or to an IBM 3344. 

• Data from a smaller capacity IBM 3380 model can be restored to a larger 
capacity IBM 3380 model. 

• Data from a minivolume or a virtual volume can be restored to a real volume of 
like device type, and vice versa, device capacity permitting. 

• Dato. fr0rn ai-;. IBM 3330 \cfodel 11 can be restored to an tB:VI 3330 Model 1. 
from a ...,0-megabyte 3340 to a 35-megabyte 3340, or from a larger capacity IBM 
3380 model to a smaller capacity IBM 3380 model, provided the range of data 
to be processed falls \vithin the capacity of the output de,:ice. 

~ote: Whe:: you perform a full-volume restore to a DASD that is shared between 
multiple systems. the DASD should be offline to all systems except the one 
performing ~he restore. 

When doing a full-volume restore to a larger-capacity DASD from a tape dumped 
from a smaller-capacity DASD with equivalent track lengths. you used to have to 
allocate a temporary data set in order to correct the free space chain. With DFDSS 
Version 2 Release 3 and later releases. DFDSS updates the free-space DSCB and 
calls ICKDSF to rebuild indexed VTOCs. ICKDSF Release S and prior releases 
prompt t.he opera tor for permission to do this. 

As a result. you might want to determine if the ot:tput volurn_e is allocated before 
performing the full-volume restore. This can be done with the following operator 
command: 

D U,DASD,ALLOC,cuu,1 

This command displays a list of currently allocated volumes and the names of the 
jobs enqueued on them. 
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If CATALOG has enqueued on the output volume, you can take the following steps: 

1. Use the following catalog modify command to display a list of all open catalogs: 

MODIFY CATALOG,LIST 

" Use the following catalog modify command to make CAS unallocate the 
catalog: 

F CATALOG,UNALLOCATE(catname) 

If there are no other allocated catalogs on the volume and the volume is not 
allocated by any other users, you can proceed with your full-volume restore. 

For more information on CAS allocatio~ see Catalog Administration Guide. 

Processing RACF-Protected Data Sets 
On a physical RESTORE, DFDSS does not delete the profiles of RACF-protected 
data sets on the volume before a full RESTORE. After a full RESTORE, RACF 
profiles are not built for RACF-indicated data sets on the restored volume. If 
RACF data set profiles do not exist for these data sets, these data sets are 
inaccessible until RACF profiles are built for them. 

\Vhen you !.tse the COPYVOLID keyword to change the volume serial number or if 
the voiume serial for the dump volume and the restored volume are different, 
profiles are not built for the RACF-protected data sets on the restored volume or for 
the RACF DASDVOL for RACF-protected DASD volume. 

The protection status of data sets that are restored through a full RESTORE is 
unpredictable if: 

• RACF profiles (generic or discrete) of the data sets were changed between 
DUMP and RESTORE 

• The dump was produced on a system (that supports RACF generic profiles) 
other than the one used for the restore. 

Recovering System Volumes 
You can use stand-alone DFDSS restore to perform either a full or a tracks restore 
from the first data set of DFDSS-produced dump tape(s), without the use of a host 
system enYironment. Using stand-alone DFDSS restore, you can recover system 
volumes in order to bring up the host environment. 

You can also use stand-alone DFDSS restore in a VM environment. Stand-alone 
DFDSS restore operates in Enterprise Systems Architecture (ESA)/370 mode, 
System!.3 70 extended-architecture mode or System/370 mode. Refer to Data Facilit_1: 
Data Ser Savices: Refaence for instructions on how to do the restore. 
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Chapter 8. Managing Data Movement with DFDSS 

Data movement is necessary when you are doing the following tasks: 

Replacing devices 

Adding devices 

Maintaining devices 

Tuning performance 

When you remove devices to be replaced with other ones, you 
must move the data off the devices you are removing. 

If you add new devices at your site, you must move data onto 
them to take advantage of the added capacity. 

When you are servicing a volume, you might need to move 
data off the volume so users can continue to access the data. 

If a volume is performing poorly, it might be because a data 
set(s) on the volume is being frequently accessed and causing 
an I/O bottleneck. In this case, you might move that data 
set(s) to another volume(s) that is better able to handle it 
(either because it is less full or because it is cached). 

You can use the DFDSS COPY command to move data between volumes. 

This chapter is organized as follows: 

• "Preparing for Data Movement" discusses some things you should do prior to 
moving data. 

• "Moving Data Sets" on page 74 describes how to use DFDSS to move data sets. 

• "Moving to Preallocated Data Sets" on page 76 describes how to use DFDSS to 
move to preallocated target data sets. 

• ·•Defining RA.CF Profiles" on page 78 explains b.o\V profiles shouid be defined. 

• ""Moving Data Sets with Special Requirements .. on page 79 describes how to use 
DFDSS to move data sets with special require:nents. 

• "'Moving Yolumes" on page 84 describes how to use DFDSS to mo\·e volumes. 

• "Considerations for Moving Data Sets in an S'IS Environment" on page 86 
explains some of the special considerations for moving data sets in an SMS 
environmem. 

• "Considerations for Moving Volumes in an S\IS Environment'· on page 89 
explains some of the special considerations for moving volumes in an SMS 
environment. 

Preparing for Data Movement 
In addition to the actual movement of data. you can do a number of things to 
effectively move your data. 

Before moving your data, you should determine the amount of space the data 
requires. You can determine this by building a data set or volume list with ISMF. 
:\ data set list indicates how· much space is allocated for each data set and how 
much space it actually uses. A volume list indicates how much free space there is on 
each volume in the list. You can use this information to calculate how much space 
the data to be moved requires and to ensure that enough free space exists on the 
t:uget volume(s). This calculation is especially important when combining multiple 
devices onto one larger capacity device. 
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Note: However, in an SMS environment, this calculation is unnecessary because the 
system finds the necessary free space and places the data for you. 

In addition to ensuring that enough free space exists to contain the data, you should 
back up the data before moving it to guard against its loss during the movement. 
You can use the DFDSS DUMP command to back up volumes or data sets. See 
Chapter 7, "Managing Availability with DFDSS" and Data Facility Data Set 
Services: Reference for more information on backing up data and the DUMP 
command. 

Evaluating the Use of Logical and Physical COPY 
As previously stated, you can use the COPY command to perform the actual data 
movement. However, you must determine whether to use logical or physical COPY 
to move the data. Physical COPY gives you better performance, but logical COPY 
allows you to move data to unlike devices. 

Because physical volume COPY enqueues on the volume, you should do it only at a 
time of low activity. Logical data set COPY enqueues at the data set level, and, as a 
result, it is less critical that you perform the COPY at a time of low activity. You 
should, however, seriously consider doing so because DFDSS cannot move data sets 
that are in use. In addition, because logical processing takes more time than 
physical processing, you should do it at a time of low activity, especially if you are 
moving a large number of data sets. 

Note: It is best not to specify TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) when moving data 
with COPY. Moving data while it is being updated can result in the loss of the 
updates . 

. .\:":er DFDSS has finished processing, you can verify chat the data has moved by 
looking at the ISMF data set or volume iist. 

What DFDSS Copies 
DFDSS copies only used space for SAM or PAM data sets and data sets with null 
DSORG fields (X 10000 1

). unless overridden by ALLDATA or ALLEXCP. Use the 
. .\LLDAT . .\( *) and ALLEXCP parameters to process allocated space if: 

• You are not sure of the data set organization (DSORG) of a data set on a 
volume when doing a full-volume COPY. 

• There are SAM, PAM, or data sets with null DSORG fields (X 1 0000 1 ) that are 
not accessed using SAM or P A),f. 

:'\ote: The COPY command requires temporary \VOrk space. Be sure public or 
storage volumes are available. Some temporary data sets are allocated to 
no::specific devices by referring to SYSDA and/or SYSALLDA generic groups. If 
D FDSS is to function, these allocations must be allowed by the installation. 
A:location \alidation exits to SVC 99 must not restrict DFDSS allocations. 

Moving Data Sets 
l-sing the COPY command with the DATASET key\\·ord, you can copy one or more 
data sets from one DASD volume to another of like or unlike device type. If you 
specify the DELETE keyword with COPY, the data set on the source volume is 
deleted when it has been successfully copied to the target volume. In this way, you 
can perform a data set move. 
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Specifying Input Volumes 
For DATASET COPY, input volume specification is not required. If you do not 
specify input volumes, data sets are selected from all the data sets cataloged in the 
standard search order. 

If you do specify input volumes (but not ALLMUL TI), catalogs are used to select 
only data sets that reside in their entirety on the volumes you specify with 
INDDNA.ME, INDYNAM, LOGINDDNAME, or LOGINDYNAM. 

If you specify input volumes, a data set is selected if any of the following apply: 

• Its volume sequence number is 1, its last volume flag is off, and it is cataloged in 
the standard catalog search order. 

• Its volume sequence number is 1, and its last volume flag is on. 

• It is a multivolume non-VSAM data set, all the volumes on which it resides are 
specified in the INDDNAME, INDYNAM, LOGINDDNAME, or 
LOGINDYNAM parameter, and it is cataloged in the standard catalog search 
order. 

• It is a VSAM cluster and all volumes for all components are specified. 

If a data set is found on more than one specified input volume and the volume 
sequence numbers match, DFDSS cannot determine which data set is to be selected 
for processing. 

Output Volume Selection 
Specifying: output volumes is required for DAT A.SET COPY in a non-SMS 
en':iro=:.:n.ent. (For ~ discussion of SYIS conside:.-~:.~'.,:::s for moving data, see 
.. ConsiJerations for \-loving Data Sets in an SMS E::vironment" on page 86.) 

\Vi:h rl:e OCTDD:\-.-\::V1E or OGTDYNA~f key\\ ':::ds. you can specify multiple 
target 1, 1:l:imes. This allo'vvs you co specify spill \"O '.:...:.:::es. These spill volumes are 
used if the data sets you are moving require more space than is available on your 

If the output volume has unexpired data sets, you c:J.n either not process the data 
sets or write over them. 

Renaming Data Sets 
You G:.::. rename data sets by using the RENA:\fE C keyword of the COPY 
commai1d. For VS,'-\:\! data sets. you can rename 0nly clusters. The new name for 
the con:p0nents of VSA.:Vf clusters is derived by DFDSS. If the old component 
names \\ e:.-e derived by the system, the new comp1..,::e:1t names are derived by using a 
similar mechanism. If the component names were derived by using the cluster name 
(such as dustername.data or clustername.index). the new component names are 
similarly derived: however, if the new component name exceeds 44 characters, then 
the new component names are derived by using the naming convention of the 
system. 
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Moving to Preallocated Data Sets 
In some cases, you might want to COPY data sets to preallocated targets. Note, 
however, that CVOLs, integrated catalog facility catalogs and system data sets that 
are named SYSl. * cannot be copied to preallocated data sets unless the 
PROCESS(SYS 1) keyword is specified. 

Rules for Moving to Preallocated Target Data Sets 

VSAM Preallocation 

The rules for moving VSAM and non-VSAM data sets to preallocated data sets 
follow. 

An existing data set qualifies as a preallocated target for data set COPY if the 
cluster name matches and the complete cluster is available on target volumes. 

The preallocated data set is usable if: 

• The user is authorized to update the target data set. 

• The cluster types match. 

• The number of components match. 

• The key length and offset match. 

• The KEYRANGES match. 

• None of the components are multivolume. 

• Sufficie:it space is available for each component. 

• KSDS data sets are re·.lsa1Jle or empty. 

• Key range data sets are empty. 

• The da:a set is in the catalog strucmre, if required for the COPY. 

• The da:a set has no alternate indexes (AIXs) or paths defined over it (except for 
a sing'.e path defined directly over the base cluster). 

Non-VSAM Preallocation 
An existing data set qualifies as a preallocated target for data set COPY if the 
Format 1 DSCB names match, the complete data set is available on target volumes. 
and: 

• For si::gle volume target qualification. the DSORG is PAM or the DSl VOLSQ 
is 1 ar.J. che last volume nag is on. 

• For m:..:1:ivolume target or single \·olume target with the last volume flag off, the 
data set is cataloged in the standard order of search. All volume serial numbers 
returned by a LOCATE on the data set are in the output volume list. 
(Candidate volumes for vvhich no Format 1 DSCBs exist are acceptable.) 

The preallocated data set is usable if: 
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• For unmovable data sets, extents match exactly when you copy to a like device 
without specifying the FORCE keyword. 

• For movable data sets or unmovable data sets with FORCE, sufficient space is 
present in the target data set. 

• For PAM data sets, the target directory can contain all source members and 
aliases. 

• For preallocated standard user label data sets, the target has more than one 
extent when the source data set has more than one extent. 

If a VSA.M or non-VSAM preallocated data set is determined to be unusable, 
message ADR439E is issued, and the COPY is stopped for that data set only. No 
attempt is made to clear or alter the target data set if: 

• The source data set is empty. 

• The DSORG is not supported. 

• The target is preallocated but not empty. 

Message ADR363E is issued to inform the user. 

Specifying Multiple Target Volumes 
When muitipie target volumes and REPLACE are specified, more than one existing 
data set may qualify as a preallocated target. The first existing data set that 
qualifies as a preallocated target when you use the OUTDDNAME/OUTDYNAM 
list order is used as the target data set. For non-VSAM data sets that require 
catalog verification, the catalog standard order of search determines the data set 
11sed as the preallocated target. 

The de\ ice selection criteria used for data set COPY (like. same, then unlike device 
preference) is not observed if a preallocated data set target is used. 

How Keywords Work with Preallocated Targets 
\Vhen you use preallocated data sets with COPY. some keywords have a different 
er'frct and others have no effect at a'.'.. 

ALLEXCP and ALLDATA: If ALLEXCP or ALLDATA is specified and the target is 
a like de\ ice. the data in the source data set is moved to the target. 

CATALOG and RECATALOG: Da :<.~ set COPY cannot change the catalog or the 
c<.~taiog s:J.tus (cataloged or uncatal0ged) of the preallocated target data set. As a 
result. the CATALOG and RECA T:\LOG keywords have no effect on preallocated 
:~::-get d;.LL sets. (Similarly, passwords and expiration dates of preallocated data sets 
cannot be changed.) 

NOPACKING: The NOPACKING keyword is effective only for partitioned data 
sets. If :\OPACKING is specified for preallocated partitioned data sets, the 
preallocated target must reside on the same or like device. Processing is stopped for 
the data set if the target resides on an unlike device. The target is not deleted and 
reallocated. 

PROCESS(SYS1 ): Data set COPY permits moving SYS 1 data sets to a preallocated 
urger. 
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PERCENTUTILIZED: The PERCENTUTILIZED keyword also has no effect when 
the target data set is preallocated. 

REBLOCK: If a data set qualifies for reblocking when REBLOCK is specified 
(SA:'.'YI and P.--\.:.r only) and a preallocated target is used. the target block size is 
overwritten '.••ith one of the following values: 

• The source data set block size 
• A DFDSS-selected block size 
• A user-sc:ected block size passed by the installation reblock exit 
• . .\ systerr:-determined block size. · 

The block siz~ used is determined by the installation reblock exit return code and the 
reblockable i::dicator in the Format 1 DSCB. 

If RE BLOCK is not specified, the target BLKSIZE of a non-VSAM data set is 
OYenvritten with the source BLKSIZE. 

If a partitioned data set is specified with both NOPACKING and REBLOCK 
keywords, the data set is not re blocked. 

RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL: RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL has no effect for 
preailocated :.arget data sets. 

Note: Data set COPY does not scratch and reallocate preallocated data sets. 

Defining RACF Profiles 

Unprotected source 

Generic profile for source 

Discrete profile for 
source 

Fig·_1re 27 s:-..:-r.\s hmv profiles should be defined. when you m:;ve data 'Nithout 
spc~ifying :\l.=:>:TITY with COPY and have R.--\.CF Release 1.5 or later installed. 

:'\"o RE:'\"A'-!E 'o RE,_.\:\IE RE~AME RE~A:\lE 
"'\,' . 0 DELETE DELETE :'\"o DELETE DELETE 

~o profile :o ?'-io profile to ~ o profile to No profile to define. 
,_:::t: nc. define. 1.iefine. 

Leave so:.::- ~e Leave source Leave source Leave source 
profile. "'" - :arget profile. No target profile. 7 profile. 

.., 
- '-

profile to ~dine. profile to define. 

Leave SO'.::- :e Delete source Leave source Delete source 
profile. De::::e profile. Define profile. Define a profile. Define a 
;.iiscrete .. -:: - -~!' discrete ta rne t discrete target discrete target 
;-rof:le. ; profile. 8 profile. s profile. s 

Figure Defining Profile::>--with RA.C :=-- l .5 or Later InstJ.lled 

F l"f a prealk'..::.ited target data set. the RACF status is checked. If the source is 
pr0:ected b~:: :i1e target is not, DFDSS protects the target data set with a discrete 
R.--\.CF profL:. 

- Issue R:-\CHECK to detcr:11ine if a fe::eric or discrete profile already exists for the renamed target. If so. there is 
no profile to define. If not. a discrete ;:-rnfile is defined. 

s When a discrete profile exists for a pre...lllocated target data set, that profile is not deleted and no new profile is 
defined. 
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Moving Data Sets with Special Requirements 
Some data sets require special treatment when they are moved. The following 
sections discuss some considerations for moving these special data sets. 

Moving Undefined DSORG and Empty Data Sets 
To copy a data set with undefined DSORG, ensure that the 
PROCESS(UNDEFINEDSORG) keyword is specified. In addition, the selected 
target volume must be of like-device type or of an unlike-device type with equal or 
greater track capacity. 

To copy an empty data set (DSlLSTAR=O, DSlEXTl-, =0, DSVLSEQ= 1), an 
EOF record must exist in the first track of the source data set. To copy an empty 
data set, use ALLDAT A or ALLEXCP to force a copy of all allocated space in the 
data set. Ensure that the selected target volume is of like-device type, and the data 
is not being reblocked. 

Moving System Data Sets 
· Some system data sets do not require movement, either because they are allocated 

during system generation or because they are built at IPL time. Other system data 
sets. however, can be moved by DFDSS for various reasons. 

Unless excluded, system data sets are copied. However, they generally remain open 
while the system is running and cannot be scratched or uncataloged because 
DELETE and UNCATALOG apply only to data sets not in use. 

Frequently system data sets are prefixed with a high-level qualifier of SYS 1. 
Previously. DFDSS placed rest1ictiorn on the processing of SYSl data sets. hmvever. 
DFDSS \'ersion 2 Release 5.0 removes some of these restrictions by using the 
PROCESS(SYSl) keyw·ord. The PROCESS(SYSl) keyword can be used for a data 
set COPY of a SYS 1 data set to move it to a preallocated target or to copy it with 
the DELETE option. PROCESS( SYS l) does not apply to VTOCIX or VVDS. 

To limit the use of PROCESS. you need to set up a RACF facility class profile. 
Refer to Resource Access Comrol Fuci!ity (RA CF; Security .-!drninistrator 's Guide for 
more information on RACF facility class profiles. 

:\"ote: The PROCESS(SYS 1) option does not lift the restrictions on the processing 
of volume VVDSs or VTOC indexes. 

\Vhen the PROCESS(SYSl) keyword is nor specified, you cannot move sysrem data 
sets the way you normally move data sets with DFDSS. In order for DFDSS to 
move system data sets. you must do one of the folk"J\ving: 

• Dump the data sets, and then resture them to a different volume. 
• Copy the data sets to a different rnlume and then catalog them in a different 

catalog. 

~ote: When a data set COPY is used to copy the following data sets, space is 
defined for the target data set but no data is copied: 

Model DSCBs 
Page and swap data sets 
SYSl .STGINDEX. 
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Moving User Catalogs 
When you copy an integrated catalog facility user catalog, DELETE must be 
specified, and an input volume and the RENAMED keyword must not be specified. 
You must specify the fully-qualified name of the user catalog in the INCLUDE 
parameter. In any processor in the complex. there should be no other jobs executing 
that access the user catalog being moved; otherwise, the COPY operation might fail 
or the copied catalog might contain errors. 

The operator is prompted to enter the password for the system's master catalog. If 
the master catalog was defined with ATTEMPTS=O. you must RACF-protect the 
master catalog so that password prompting is bypassed. 

For integrated catalog facility clusters that will be copied using the IDCAMS utility, 
a preallocared target data set will be renamed using a DFDSS generated temporary 
name. This allows dynamic allocation and IDCAMS REPRO to work, because both 
are currently undirected in catalog usage. 

An integrated catalog facility cluster with AIX and path associations does not use a 
preallocated target if DELETE is specified. No search is made for existing data sets 
in this case. An integrated catalog facility AIX cannot use a preallocated target. No 
search is made for existing data sets when copying an AIX. 

With MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 3 or a later reiease, user catalog aliases are 
automatically redefined after the copy. The LOCK attribute of an integrated catalog 
facility user catalog is preserved during the copy. See Catalog Administration Guide 
for a description of the LOCK attribute and the proper access authority. 

Mo\'ing CVOLs: \\.he:; you mo\·e a CVOL. DELETE must be specified and 
Ri::>:.-\_\IEL.- r:_~Ls: not cc )pt:»:i1l.eG.. The CATALOG p2.rameter is :.ised as a default. 
\-0u rn.ust rebuild c~1:alog aliases J.ftenvard. 

:'<otc·: DFDSS c:.::L>:'t ':-e '.~:::->~ ~'."' r:1ov~ a:: ~1ctiY:: \"S.\..'v! :naster catalog, the VVDS. 
or :l;e VTOCIX 

Moving MultivoJume Data Sers 
\\'hen moving :-nultirnlume data set.s. you should use the ALLYIUL TI keyword on 
the COPY command. ALLMUL TI allows you to move multivolume data sets in 
their entirety. ewn if you do not specify all the volumes on which the data set 
:e.;;ides. To use ALL.'vIUL TL however. you must specify at least one primary input 
\'-"'lu;:.1e 0:1 the LOGI>:DD>J.~\'vlE 1.:;r LOGI~D'r7-:--:A\1 volume lists. The data set 

:-\ ~;.:uitivi.._·<!_;n:~~ ·~L1::t set ~ctn he ~.:~_·!ricd tc (l ~in~lc \·'-<~:n1c or to tnultiple volu1nes. 
F\_,:· a rn:_;lti\c~l'.:r:::: .:..:<.t~~L sc: 1,\ich. s::~r:;..b;d u::::cr Lt~'e'.. c·t:ly the standard user label on 
the first volume is copied w the target volu~11es. 

Moving VSAM Data Sets 
When you move a VSA\11 data set. DELETE. RE"'.\"A.'vIEU. or RECATALOG (to a 
differ~nt catalog cha:1 t>.e scHtrce -.:~ttalog) rnu:-:>t be specified if REPLACE is not 
:-:recified. ff REPL\CE is specified .rnd a prealll•'-'•l:d target is not found. then 
DELETE. RE"N . ..\\fEL. ur RECATALOG (tc1 a different catalog chan the source 
Cl ~a!ogl rn :.:st be speci t'i,:J ['l~r the d~l ta set to be pn.•cessed. 
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Moving a POSE 

You can move the base cluster, all associated alternate index clusters, and paths by 
using the SPHERE keyword with the COPY command. "Restrictions for COPY" 
on page 114 lists considerations for moving VSAM spheres. 

If you do not use the SPHERE keyword and the base cluster has associated alternate 
index clusters, only the base cluster is moved as follows: 

• If you specify DELETE, only the base cluster is moved, but the alternate index 
cluster continues to be related to the base cluster. 

• If DELETE is not specified, a second copy of the base cluster is created, and the 
alternate index cluster continues to be related to the original base cluster. 

To move an alternate index cluster, DELETE must be specified on the COPY 
command. Only the alternate index cluster is moved and it continues to relate to its 
base cluster. An AIX cannot be moved by itself to or from an SMS-managed 
volume. 

For an empty VSAM data set (zero data relative block address or zero record 
count), the data set is defined on the target volume but is not copied. Message 
ADR474W is issued for the data set. 

During COPY, you can specify the password of the catalog instead of the password 
of each data set. If you specify the passwords of both the data set and the catalog, 
the data set password is used to check authorization. 

Note: DFDSS does not preserve candidate volumes during COPY processing. 

In D:::-DSS Version 2 Release 5. the COPY command can be used to move a PDSE. 
The new CONVERT key\.\··ord along with the new POSE and PDS subkeywords can 
be used with COPY to convert a PDS to a PDSE and vice versa. 

The PDSE cannot be moved by using releases prior to DFDSS Version 2 Release 5. 
nor can they be moved on a system using releases prior to MVS; DFP Version 3 
Relerrse 2 and \fVS SP Versicr. 3 Release I.OE. 

Moving a Damaged PDS 
Partitioned data sets are monitored by DFDSS during track packing for conditions 
that are not normal. The following conditions are detected and reported: 

• Missing high key entry in the PDS director~ 

• \lissing directory EOF 

• Invalid member start TTR 

- TTR points before directory EOF 
- TTR points after end of data set. 

• Missing member EOF (each member of a partitioned data set is normally ended 
by an EOF record) 

• Invalid note or notdist TTR 

Note pointing before the start of member data 
- Note pointing after the member EOF 

Note pointing past the last valid record on a track 
Note pointing to record 0 of a track. 
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DFDSS notes all these conditions with a message. 

During track packing, DFDSS repairs missing high key directory entry, missing 
directory EOF, and missing member EOFs. 

Invalid sta:t TTRs prevent DFDSS from track packing data for that member. 
DFDSS translates all valid note and notelist TTRs during track packing. 

Damaged partitioned data sets can be moved to same or like device target volumes 
by using the NOPACKING keyword. This results in an exact track-for-track image 
of the source data set. Obviously, no compression is performed in this case. 

Moving Unmovable Data Sets 
When copying unmovable data sets to like devices, DFDSS places them at the same 
track locations on the target volume under the following conditions: 

• The operating system is MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 1 or later release. 
• The target volume has an indexed VTOC. 
• The space where the unmovable data would be placed is available. 

If any of :nese conditions do not exist. you must specify the FORCE keyword to 
move tl:e jara set. FORCE enables DFDSS to treat the unmovable data set as 
movable and also move it to an unlike device. Because DFDSS places the data set 
in any a"·ailable location when FORCE is specified, use FORCE with caution. 

If some data sets have CCHHR (cylinder. cylinder. head, head, record) 
location-dependent data and you are using FORCE, you should exclude these data 
sets with ~:--~EXCLUDE keyword to pre\·ent DFDSS from moving 
location-.:~;-enderJ.L data sets. 

Another 1.vay to position data sets in a specific location on a volume is to allocate all 
space o:: ~:-~ target volume excep[ where you plan to pi<1ce the unmovable data sets. 
Then ffiC''- ~ :he unmovable data sets with FORCE and <.lftenvards scratch the 
dummy s;:.:..:e allocation. 

Moving ISAM Data Sets 
When an ISAM data set is being moved. the target data set has the prime, index, 
and overflow areas combined into one allocated area. except when the target data set 
can be allccated to the same location as the source data set. You must move an 
ISAM d~~ ~..:. set to a volume with an indexed VTOC. To guarantee a successful 
allocatio::. you should muke cenain that there is no other activity on this volume. 

For a sir:{::-\olume ISA.YI data set to he selected. either the last-volume indicator 
must be l':: ·,'f the data set must be c<.nak)geJ. 

Moving BDAM Data Sets 
When TTR-organized BDA:VI data sets are copied to unlike devices, the target 
device mt:s: have a larger track capacity than the source. and the target data sets 
must not ':-e preallocated. 

DFDSS L:;-liates BDAM data sets organized by relative byte address (RBA) when 
copying r::e::1. The only other kind of dau set with location-dependent data that 
DFDSS c:.::1 copy to an unlike device is a PAM data set with NOTE lists. Also, 
DFDSS ~::.::not be used to copy any data sets containing location-dependent data to 
like devices unless they are defined as unmovable and FORCE keyword criteria are 
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met. DFDSS updates the block reference count of dummy records contained within 
RBA-organized BDAM data sets when copying them to unlike devices of smaller 
track capacity. 

Moving GOG Data Sets 
For generation data group (GDG) data sets, filtering on generations is supported. 
You can specify generation names in relative generation number, dsn(n), with the 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE keywords. During COPY, if you catalog the GDGs in 
a different catalog or you rename them, you must define ahead of time the target 
GDG base name because the source GDG base name is unusable. 

Moving Generation Data Sets to SMS Volumes 

I 

l 
! 

An SMS-managed generation data set (GDS) can be in one of three states: 

• DEFERRED 
• ACTIVE 
• ROLLED-OFF. 

When copying a GDS to an SMS-managed volume and the data set is not 
preallocated, DFDSS allocates the target GDS as follows: 

• If DELETE is specified and RENAMED is not specified, the target GDS is 
allocated with the same state as the source GDS. 

• If the TGTGDS keyword is specified, the appropriate status is assigned to the 
data set. The requested target status must not violate rules of the generation 
data group. 

The following chart describes the default situation for DFDSS to allocate the 
S:VIS-ma::aged GDG data set (MOVE refers to COPY with the DELETE keyword 
specifiedJ: 

Target 
Environment 

S:\fS 

Source 
Environment 

Non-SMS 

SMS 

I 

l 

Source 
Status 

Cataloged 

Not cataloged 

ACTIVE 

DEFERRED 

ROLLEDOFF 

! 

I 

l 
I 
L 
I 
I 
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DFDSS 
Function 

COPY 

:\fOVE 

COPY 

:\IOVE 

COPY 

:\IOVE 

COPY 

Y10VE 

COPY 

MOVE 

i 

l 
I 
j 

i 
i 

I 
i 

I 

! 

TGTGDS 
Default 

DEFERRED 

ACTIVE 

DEFERRED 

DEFERRED 

DEFERRED 

ACTIVE 

DEFERRED 

DEFERRED 

DEFERRED 

ROLLEDOFF 

If the data set is preallocated, the state of the target GDS is not altered .. During a 
move operation, you can use the TGTGDS keyword to alter the target status only if 
the data set is also being renamed. 
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Moving Generation Data Sets to Non-SMS Volumes 
A non-SMS-managed generation data set (GOS) can be in one of two states: 

• Cataloged 
• Uncataloged. 

When you copy a GOS to a non-SMS volume, the state of the GDS is determined 
only by the CATALOG or RECAT ALOG keywords. 

Moving Volumes 
You can move volumes logically or physically with DFDSS. 

As with moving data sets, if the output volume has unexpired data sets, you can stop 
the COPY operation or write over the unexpired data sets. 

Logical Volume COPY 
To move a volume logically, use the DATASET keyword, specify input volumes 
with LOGINDDNAME, LOGINDYNAM, INDDNAME, or INDYNAM, and use 
INCLUDE(**). This method of moving volumes allows you to move data between 
unlike devices (for example from a 3350 to a 3380). 

Some data sets require special processing when you move them (see also "Moving 
Data Sets with Special Requirements" on page 79). For example: 

Unmovable data sets 
Multivolume data sets 
Integrated catalog facility catalogs 
Data sets beginning with SYSl 
Data sets used by device-dependent application programs. 

If you use DATASET COPY to move a volume and the volume contains such data 
sets, you must move them in the proper sequence to achieve the expected results. 

You may want to process unmovable data sets first so you can place them at the 
same track location on the target device. User catalogs should be moved only when 
quiesced. In addition, you should not move catalogs together with the data sets 
cataloged in them. 

:·\ote: Some data sets are not eligible for movement by DFDSS (for example, 
VSA~I data sets not cataloged in integrated catalog facility catalogs). Others might 
require special parameters (for exampie. unmovable data sets). 

Physical Volume COPY 
If you do not specify DATASET or TRACKS on the COPY command, the COPY 
defaults to FULL and moves the volume physically. You must also specify 
INDDNAME or INDYNAM to indicate the source volume and OUTDDNAME or 
OUTD"YNAM to indicate the target volume. FULL volume COPY can move data 
only between like devices of equal or greater capacity (for example. from a double 
capacity 3380 model to a double or triple capacity 3380 model). 
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Notes: 

While it is true that in most cases you can physically move volumes only 
between like devices, you can move: 

1. From an IBM 3330 Model 1 to an IBM 3330 Model 11 

2. From an IBM 3340 with 35-megabyte capacity to an IBM 3340 with 
70-megabyte capacity or to an IBM 3344 

3. From a smaller capacity IBM 3380 model to a larger capacity IBM 3380 model 

4. From a minivolume or virtual volume to a real volume of like device type, and 
vice versa, device capacity permitting. 

With tracks COPY you can move data: 

5. From an IBM 3330 Model 11 to an IBM 3330 Model 1 

6. From a 70-megabyte 3340 to a 35-megabyte 3340 

7. From a larger capacity IBM 3380 model to a smaller capacity IBM 3380 model, 
provided the range of data to be processed falls within the capacity of the output 
device. 

When you perform a full-volume copy to a DASD that is shared between multiple 
systems, the DASD should be offline to all systems except the one performing the 
copy. 

When you use physical volume COPY, you can specify COPYVOLID (see 
"Considerations for Moving Volumes in an SMS Environment" on page 89 for SMS 
considerations). If you specify COPYVOLID, the volume serial number of the 
source volume is copied to the target vobme. Tbjs ensures that RACF profiles and 
catalog entries for the data sets on the volume have the correct volume serial 
number. 

Note: However, changing the volume serial number of a. volume causes the 
operating system to demount the target volume at the end of the COPY operation. 
To use the target volume. you must demount the source volume and mount the 
target volume. 

VTOC Considerations 
When moving volumes, you need to make certain that the VTOC on the source 
volume is large enough to hold entries for all the data sets to be placed on it. A 
DFDSS physical voiume COPY copies the VTOC from the source to the target 
volume. If you determine that this VTOC is too smali for the target volume (for 
example. if you are moving from a standard capacity .3380 model to a double 
capacity 3380 model). use ICKDSF to reinitialize the target volume with a larger 
VTOC. Then use DATASET COPY to move the data sets to the target volume. 

If you use DFDSS Version 2 Release 3 or a later release to perform a physical 
volume COPY from a smaller capacity to a larger _capacity volume on a like device. 
the Format 5 DSCB is updated to reflect the size and number of the allocated/free 
DSCBs of the target volume. DFDSS sets a bit on in the Format 4 DSCB of the 
target volume that indicates that the associated Format 5 DSCB needs an update. 
This update occurs the next time a data set is allocated to the volume. If the source 
volume has an indexed VTOC, the target volume's corresponding Format 4 
indexed-VTOC bit is turned off. The actual VTOC index data set is copied. 
DFDSS Version 2 Release 3.0 causes the Format 5 DSCB to be updated and calls 
ICKDSF to rebuild the indexed VTOC. 
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Moving Volumes to Like Devices of Equal Capacity 
When you move volumes to like devices of equal capacity, you can use logical or 
physical COPY. 

Moving Volumes to Like Devices of Greater Capacity 
If you allocate a VTOC on a larger capacity volume, it is preserved when moving 
from a smaller capacity volume of a like device. DFDSS uses this VTOC when 
copying the source data sets. When the full-volume COPY is complete, additional 
data sets can be placed on the target volume. 

Moving Volumes to Unlike Devices 
When moving data between unlike devices, you must use logical processing. If you 
specify DATASET with COPY, DFDSS does a logical COPY. To copy all the data 
on a volume logically, you also need to specify input volumes with 
LOGINDDNAME, LOGINDYNA~1, INDDNAME, or INDYNAM. 
(LOGINDDNAME or LOGINDYNAM is required if you are also using 
ALLMULTI.) 

Considerations for Moving Data Sets in an SMS Environment 
\Vhen moving data sets and volumes in an SMS environment, there are some special 
considerations. 

As discussed earlier, volumes within an SMS enviroTu.--nent may or may not be 
managed by SMS. The following sections discuss how you can use the COPY 
co:::man.d to move these data se~s. 

Moving SMS-Managed Data Sets 
As with the RESTORE command. COPY invokes :he Automatic Class Selection 
t ACS) routines. which in turn assign or override a data set's classes. 

w::en you use the COPY command. you are in the ACS ALLOC environment 
( &ACSENVIR = 1 ALLOC' ). The storage class . ..\CS routine is executed first. If the 
storage class assigned is not null, the management class ACS routine and then the 
storage group ACS routine are executed. (See "ACS Variables Available during 
COPY" on page 109 for a list of variables available to ACS routines during COPY 
processing.) 

E you do not specify otherwise, DFDSS passes the source data set's class names as 
input to ACS. If you vvant to specify storage and management class names to be 
p~:ssed to ACS, you can use the STORCLAS and :.\fGYfTCLAS keywords. You can 
use the NULLSTORCLAS and NVLLMGMTCL..\S keywords to pass null storage 
and management classes to the ACS routines. 

If you do not want a data set to be S::VfS managed. you should specify BYPASSACS 
and NULLSTORCLAS. 

All of these keywords work the same for COPY as rhey do for RESTORE (see 
··changing Storage Class with RESTORE" on page 65 and ''Changing Management 
Class with RESTORE'' on page 66). 
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Target Volume Selection 
In some cases, you might want to move data sets off some volumes and onto others 
(for example, because of performance problems or because you want to put data sets 
on some new, empty volumes you have just added to a storage group). However, in 
an S:VfS environment you generally allow the system to place data sets for you. If 
for some reason you want to control the placement of the data sets, you must take 
special steps. 

If you use OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM to specify a volume list, the volume 
serial numbers are passed as input to the ACS routines. Depending on how your 
ACS routines are written, this input might or might not be used in determining 
where to place the data set. 

One way to guarantee that data sets go to particular volumes is to write your storage 
group ACS routine such that data sets are moved to the volumes you select. 

Alternatively, if a data set's storage class has the guaranteed space attribute, the data 
set is placed on .the user-specified volumes if the volumes reside in the same storage 
group and ACS selects that storage group for the data set. By using BYPASSACS 
and STORCLAS, you can ensure that the storage group selected contains the 
volumes you specify with OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM. However. for this 
procedure to work, your storage group ACS routine must use storage class to 
determine the storage group for a data set. Tnis ailows you to determine which 
storage class to specify with STORCLAS to ensure that the storage group containing 
the volumes specified with OUTDDNAME or OUTDYNAM is selected. 

Changing Storage Class with COPY 
You can use the STORCLAS keyword to specify c.. s;:orage class name for DFDSS to 

pass to ACS. You can specify NULLSTORCLAS i~- you \Vant DFDSS to pass a 
null storage class to ACS. 

:\ote: RACF checks if the RESOWNER of a gi\'er: data set is authorized to define 
the data set with the specified STORCLAS. Ensure r:-:at the RESOWNER of the 
data set has the proper authority to use the indica:cd storage class. 

C sing STORCLAS does not guarantee that the data set is assigned the storage class 
you specify. To be certain that the storage class you specify is assigned to the data 
set. you must specify BYPASSACS. In this case. using BYPASSACS causes the 
storage class and management class ACS routines to be bypassed, so the data set is 
assigned whatever you have specified with STORCL\S or, if you don't use 
STORCLAS, whatever the source data set's storage class is. Howe\·er_ when you use 
BYPASSACS. you should make certain that the stc:-~1ge class you specify is valid or 
you \Vill get an error. 
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You can also use STORCLAS and BYP ASSA CS to move data sets into a newly 
defined storage class. For example, suppose you want to combine all your storage 
classes except two into one new, large storage class. You can code the following: 

COPY 
DATASET(INCLUDE(**) 

BY(STORCLAS,NE,(SCNAME1,SCNAME2))) 
STORCLAS(SCNAME3) 
BYPASSACS(**) 
DELETE 

If you specify NULLSTORCLAS and BYPASSACS together, the target data set is 
non-SMS managed. 

Changing Management Class with COPY 
In addition to influencing a data set's storage class with COPY. you can also give 
ACS input for assigning or overriding the data set's management class. By 
specifying MGMTCLAS, you can pass a management class name to ACS and, as 
with STORCLAS. ACS ignores it. assigns it to the data set. or uses it in 
combination with other things to determine the data set's management class. By 
specifying NULLMGMTCLAS, you can pass null management class to ACS, which 
might or might not assign a management class to the data set. 

Note: RACF checks if the RESOWNER of a given data set is authorized to define 
the data set with the specified MGMTCLAS. Ensure that the RESOWNER of the 
data set has the proper authority to use the indicated management class. 

Aiso just as with STORCLAS. you can use MG:\HCL\S with BYPASSACS to 
make certain thal the data set is assigned the management class you specify. If you 
use BYPASSACS, you should be certain that the mam:.ge::ie:1t class y\L are giving 
the data se: is valid. If it is not. the data set is not mo\·ed. You must be authorized 
to use BYP_-\SSACS and the management class you specify \Vith MG.\ITCLAS. 

\Vhen you '..:.Se COPY to influence or assign a management class. you also need to be 
careful that the data set resides in a storage group capabk of providing for the 
management class attributes associated with the management class you specify. For 
instance, if a. data set has a management class that makes it eligible for migration, it 
needs to reside in a storage group on which DFHSM does migration. Otherwise. the 
data set \\i~i ::.ever be migrated. For this reason, you might have to change the 
storage class ;.ilong v.:ith the man<.lgement class to ensure Ihat the data se[ resides on 
volumes thJ.t can accommodate its management class. 

Moving Non-SMS-Managed Data Sets 
If the data set you are moYing is to be non-SMS managed. you should use the 
1\ULLSTORCLAS and BYPASSACS keywords on the COPY command. By using 
these keywords, you can make an SMS-managed data ser non-SMS man'1ged. Using 
Nl'LLSTORCLAS and BYPASSACS also prevents a non-S\JS-managed data set 
from becon:ing SMS managed. 
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Considerations for Moving Volumes in an SMS Environment 
When you move volumes physically, you must specify COPYVOLID if the source is 
an SMS volume. 

You must consider several factors when copying volumes in an SMS environment. 
Before you start to copy a full volume, you must ensure that the status of the target 
volume is synchronized with its environment. For example, if the target volume is a 
non-S~IS volume, then the volume must not be defined in a storage group. 
Conversely, if the target volume is an SYIS volume. then the volume must be defined 
in a storage group. Finally, if the target volume is SMS, then SMS must be active 
for the full-volume copy operation. 
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Chapter 9. Converting Data to and from SMS Management 

DFDSS is the primary tool for converting data to and from SMS management. 
Conversion can be done with or without data movement. 

This chapter is organized as follows: 

• "Evaluating Conversion to SMS Management" discusses the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two types of conversion. 

• "Conversion by Data Movement" on page 92 describes how to use DFDSS to 
convert data sets to SMS management with the COPY and DUMP/RESTORE 
commands. 

• "Conversion Without Data Movement" on page 93 describes how to use DFDSS 
to convert volumes to SMS management with the CONVERTV command. 

• "Special Data Set Requirements for Conversion to SMS" on page 96 describes 
some of the data sets that have special requirements for conversion to SMS 
management. 

• "Converting from SMS Management without Data Movement" on page 98 
describes how to use the CONVERTV command to convert volumes from SMS 
management. 

• "Special Data Set Requirements for Conversion from SMS" on page 98 describes 
some of the data sets that have special requirements for conversion from SMS 
management. 

Evaluating Conversion to SMS Management 
One of the first things to consider when you convert data to SMS management is 
whether to convert data sets with or without data movement. If you have SMS 
\·olumes 1.\·ith sufficient free space. you can convert data sets by simply moving them 
from non-SMS volumes to SMS volumes. The same is also true if you are 
-.:onverting data from SMS-management. Converting data sets to S.YIS management 
by data movement is often preferable because it allmvs the system to place the data 
sets for you. This ensures that the data sets are placed on volumes in st~rage groups 
that can meet the availability and performance requirements of the data set. 

ff. ho\Ve\·er. you do not have sufficient free space on your S~fS volumes to convert 
oy data movement. you might have to conven data sets without data movement. 
The dra\\ back to this method of conversion is that it does not allow the system to 
;'lace da t~~ sets for you. You mus[ ensure cha;: ~he availability and performance 
::equireme:1ts of the data sets can be met by the storage group in \vhich you place the 
\·olume. 

Regardless of how you convert to SMS management, you must determine the 
eligibility for conversion of your data sets and volumes prior to conversion. 
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Data Sets Ineligible for Conversion to SMS 
The following data sets cannot be converted to SMS management: 

ISAM data sets 
Absolute track allocation data sets 
Unmovable data sets 
Model DSCBs 
CVOLs 
Non-integrated catalog facility VSAM catalogs 
VSAM data sets not cataloged in an integrated catalog facility catalog 
Uncataloged, multivolume data sets 
SYSI storage index data sets (SYSI.STGINDEX) 
Page and swap data sets 
BDAM with OPTCD=A 
VVDS/VTOCIX9. 

(llsing CONVERTV with the SMS and TEST keywords identifies ineligible data sets 
without actually converting any data.) 

Volume Eligibility for Conversion to SMS 
A volume is eligible for conversion if it meets the following conditions: 

It is a DASD volume. 
It is permanently mounted and accessible online. 
It has an indexed VTOC. 
It is defined in an SMS storage group in an active configuration. 

Conversion by Data Movement 
B:. using logical data set COPY or DUMP/RESTORE, you can move data sets 
bc .. veen non-SMS and SMS volumes. When moving data sets to SMS volumes, 
COPY and RESTORE invoke ACS to assign classes to the data sets. This type of 
cc=·--ersion to S"\fS allows the data sets to be placed on the most appropriate SMS 
\-0 ~:..:me. 

Converting to SMS Management by Data Movement 
W2en moving data sets to SMS-managed volumes, you can use the COPY or 
RESTORE commands. You can specify storage and management class names with 
the STORCLAS and MGMTCLAS keywords. You can also specify output volumes 
\\-: :::-: OUTDDNA\IE and OUTDYNA1VI. DFDSS passes the class names and 
h"< :.:.me serial numbers to ACS, which might use them in determining the classes and 
r<.:....:ement of the data set. 

T:....:s method of converting data sets to SMS management is similar to moving data 
se:s in a SMS environment as described in '·Considerations for Moving Data Sets in 
J.:-. S\IS Environment"' on page 86. 

If:· 0u use COPY or RESTORE on a data set that is ineligible for SMS 
m.::_=:.igement. DFDSS puts it on a non-SMS volume. However. if you specify 
STORCLAS and BYPASSACS with COPY or RESTORE for a data set that is 
ine:igible for SMS management, the COPY or RESTORE fails. 

9 VVDS/VTOCIX data sets .:..:.n be S~IS managed. but DFDSS cannot be used to convert them. 
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JOBCAT and STEPCAT are not allowed when you process SMS-managed data sets. 
For data sets cataloged outside the standard order of search, use the INCAT 
keyword on COPY or DUMP to identify what catalog to search. Use the 
ALLMUL TI keyword on COPY or RESTORE to convert multivolume data sets. 
This allows you to specify only the volume with the primary component on the 
LOGINDD or LOGINDY parameter. You can use the SPHERE keyword on 
COPY or RESTORE to convert entire VSAM spheres. 

Converting from SMS Management by Data Movement 
To take a data set out of SMS management with COPY or DUMP/RESTORE, you 
should specify the BYP ASSA CS and NULLSTORCLAS keywords. This forces 
DFDSS to make the data set non-SMS managed. 

Conversion Without Data Movement 
Conversion without data movement is divided into two phases: conversion of data 
sets and conversion of volumes. Convert data sets and the volumes they reside on 
without moving data by using the DFDSS CONVERTV command. You need to set 
up RACF facility class authorization to limit the people who can use the 
CONVERTV command. When you use the CONVERTV command to perform 
conversion, it attempts to convert all the data sets on the volume. After all the data 
sets are processed, the volume is placed in one of the following three states: 

• CONVERTED-the volume and its data sets are converted to SMS 
management. A volume can be placed in this state with the CONVERTV 
command and the SMS keyword. 

• INITIAL-new allocations ca:mot be made to the volume and~ although users 
can access their data sets. the data sets cannot be extended to other volumes. A 
volume may be placed in this state because you have used the CONVERTV 
command with the PREPARE keyword to reduce activity to the volume prior to 
conversion. A volume may also be placed in this state if you are attempting to 
conven it and it contains data sets that are not eligible for conYersion. 

• NO"NSv1S-the volume and its data sets were taken out of the CONVERTED or 
the INITIAL state and are non-SMS managed. A volume can be placed in this 
state with the CONVERTV command and the NONSMS key'>vord. 

Simulating Conversion 
Before you convert a volume to S.\-'!S management. you should simulate the 
conversion to ensure that all the data sets on the volume are eligible for conversion 
~'~ SMS. In addition. simulating conversion sho\VS you the classes ACS would assign 
~,~' the data sets eligible for conversion. 

You can simulate conversion by using the CONVERTV command with the SMS 
:.rn.d TEST keywords. If the volume is ineligible '.'or conversion, the data sets on the 
rnlume are still examined to determine their eligibility for conversion (provided the 
Yolume is permanently mounted and online). 

When you use CONVERTV SMS TEST. you are in the ACS CONVERT 
environment (&ACSENVIR = 

1 CONVERT 1 
). Only the storage class ACS routine is 

e~ecuted. (See ·'ACS Variables Available during RESTORE and CONVERTV., on 
page 110 for a list of variables available to ACS routines during CONVERTV 
processing.) 
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Simulated conversion creates a report that identifies data sets ineligible for 
conversion. For a sample of this report, see "SMS Report" on page 95. Note that 
this report indicates the management, data, and storage class that would be assigned 
to each data set. Careful analysis of this report allows you to determine if your ACS 
routines \vi!l assign appropriate classes to the data sets before doing the actl!al 
conversion. 

Data sets unsupported by SMS should be moved off the volume prior to actual 
conversion. Other data sets (for example, uncataloged data sets) can be made 
eligible for conversion by taking some action (for example, using the CATALOG 
keyword to catalog uncataloged data sets). 

If you have ineligible data sets on a volume and you run CONVERTV with SMS, 
DFDSS still converts the eligible data sets on the volume. It then puts the volume in 
the INITIAL state. You must then take action to make the ineligible data sets 
eligible for conversion or move them off the volume. Once all the ineligible data sets 
are dealt with, you can run CONVERTV again to complete the conversion. 

Preparing a Volume for Conversion 
Before you convert a volume to SMS management, you should reduce the amount of 
activity to the volume being converted. CONVERTV with the SMS keyword 
automatically places the volume in a state of reduced activity before doing the actual 
conversion. You might, however, want to reduce activity without doing the actual 
conversion \for example, if you want to simulate conversion). This is done by 
specifying the PREPARE keyword on the CONVERTV command. 

Specifying PREPARE prevents data sets from extending onto other volumes and 
nev; alloca:ions from bdng made on the volume. However. users can still access the 
data on the volume from either the S:MS system or a system sharing the volume. 

When you use PREPARE. a report is generated that tells you the volumes that have 
been placed in the INITIAL state. If any of the volumes are ineligible to be placed 
in the INITIAL state, the report also lists them and the reason they were ineligible 
(for example. they did not have an indexed VTOC or were offline). 

If you use the TEST keyword with PREPARE. you still get the report indicating 
which volumes would and would not be placed in the INITIAL state, but the 
PREPARE is not actually performed. You can then take some action to make those 
volumes eligible or simply not run PREPARE against those volumes. 

CONVER TV with the NONSMS keyword reverses the effect of PREPARE and 
takes a volume out of the INITIAL state. 

Converting to SMS Management without Data Movement 
To convert data to SMS management, use the CONVERTV command with the SMS 
keyword. (Because SMS is the default for CONVER TV. you can simply specify 
CONVER TV.) Of course, the volume and all its data sets must be eligible for 
conversion to run CONVERTV with SMS successfully. 

If the volume is eligible for conversion, the INITIAL indicator on the volume is set. 
This means the volume is in the same state as when you specify CONVERTV with 
the PREP . .\RE keyword. Once a volume has its INITIAL indicator set on. DFDSS 
begins processing the data sets on the volume. 
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SMS Report 

If a data set is eligible for conversion, ACS is called to assign SMS classes to the 
data set. When you usi:! CONVERTV with SMS, you are in the ACS CONVERT 
environment (&ACSENVIR = 1 CONVERT 1 

). The storage class ACS routine is 
executed first. If the storage class assigned is not null, the management class ACS 
routine is executed. (See "ACS Variables Available during RESTORE and 
CONVERTV" on page 110 for a list of variables available to ACS routines during 
CONVERTV processing.) 

RACF checks if the RESOWNER of a given data set is authorized to define the 
data set with the given STORCLAS and/or MGMTCLAS. Ensure that the 
RESOWNER of the data set has the proper authority to use the indicated storage 
class and/or the indicated management class. 

If no errors occur, the catalog entry for the data set is updated to include the classes. 
For VSAM data sets, the VVDS entry is updated to indicate that it is SMS 
managed. For non-VSAM data sets, a VVDS entry is added that indicates the data 
set is SMS managed. After the catalog and VVDS updates and additions are 
successfully made, the data set's VTOC entry is updated to indicate it is SMS 
managed. 

If a VSAY1 data set has the guaranteed space attribute, a check is done to verify the 
eligibiiity of its candidate volumes. If this check fails, the data set is not converted 
to SMS management. Non-VSAM data sets have candidate volumes in their catalog 
entries made non-specific. 

When DFDSS encounters a data set that is not eligible for conversion, it does not 
process the data set and it continues to process other data sets on the volume. The 
only time conversion of data sets stops is when an error prevents ACS from 
:-eturning class information for any daLa set. 

DFDSS does not mark a volume as SMS managed until all the data sets on the 
\vlume are S-:VIS manageJ. If a \Olume contains data sets that are ineligible for 
conversi('t1. you must take some action to make them eligible or move them off the 
volume. You can then resubmit the CONVERT\" command to convert any data 
sc[S noL ~t:rcaJy converted and ~L:.rk :he volume ~is an S~IS volume. 

On subsequent invocations of CO)[VERTV, DFDSS processes only those data sets 
not yet converted unless you specify the REDETERMINE keyword. If 
REDETERMINE is specified, all the data sets. including those already converted. 
~1:-e reprocessed. You may wish to do this if your ACS routines changed since the 
Lt::it time :- '-1u ran CONVER TV on the volume. REDETER~IINE causes DFDSS to 
reprocess ctll the data sets on the \ olume. even the ones that were previously 
..:onverted. 

Figure 2S on page 96 shows a sample report gec.erated by DFDSS during 
CONVERTV SMS processing. 
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!PAGE 0001 DFDSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R4.0 88.140 10:23 

CONV Sl'!S 
ADRHlll RI01 (01), TASKID 001 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO CO~ND 'CONY ' 

DDN(DASD52) • 
CAT 

' :.cR109i ~::n (01), 88140 18:24:07 INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL STATEMENTS C~MPLETED. 

' :ADR006I (001)-SETUP(01), 88140 10:24:07 EXECUTION BEGINS 
0ADR860I (0el)-KVSMS(01), PROCESSING BEGINS ON VOLUME D5B065 
0ADR873I (e&l)-KVSMS(01), VOLUME 058005 IN STORAGE GROUP SG58 IS ELIGIBLE FOR CONVERSION TO SMS MANAGEMENT 
0AOR877I (eel)-KYSMS(01), THE FOLLOWING DATA SETS ON VOLUME ossees WERE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED 
9 OSCV. DDS. ESNVRS10 CATALOG: TEST. CAT. DSCV 

STORCLAS: SC50 MGMTCLAS: MCCV 
DSCV. DDS. KSNVRSHl CATALOG: TEST.CAT. OSCV 

STORCLAS: SC50 MGMT CLAS: MCCV 
AIX: DSCV .AIX.KSNVRSlO 
PATH: DSCV.PATH.KSNVRSHJ 

TEST.CAT .DSCV 
STORCLAS: SC50 

DSCV. DOS. SSNNRSlO 

CATALOG: TEST. CAT. OSCV 
MGMTCLAS: MCCV 
CATALOG: TEST.CAT.DSCV 

STORCLAS: SC50 MGMTCLAS: MCCV 
OSCV.DOS.BDNNRS10 CATALOG: TEST.CAT.OSCV 

STORCLAS: SC50 MG"°"CLAS: MCCV 
:'ADR885I (001)-<VSMS(01), VOLUME D58005 HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY CONVERTED TO SMS MANAGEMENT 
lPAGE 00$2 DFQSS 5665-327 DATA FACILITY DATA SET SERVICES V2R4.8 88.140 10:23 
-ADR892! (001)-l(VRPT(Ol). THE STATUS OF EACH VOLUME IS AS FOLLOWS 
9 VOLUME FINAL STATUS REASON FOR FAILURE 

e 058005 - CONVERTED SMS 
SAOR013I (ee1)-CLTSK(Sl). 88140 10:25:$7 TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000 
tll\DRG12I DSSU (01), 88140 10:25: 12 DFDSS PROCESSING COMPLETE. HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000 

Figure 28. SMS Report 

Special Data Set Requirements for Conversion to SMS 
Some data sets have special requirements for conversion to SMS management. The 
sections below describe the special considerations for converting these data sets to 
S\IS management. 

VSAM Sphere Eligibility 
A VSA:V! sphere is considered to be a single data set by the CONVERTV command . 
. -\s a result. either all the data sets of the sphere are converted or none of them are. 

If any of the following parts are ineligible for conversion, then all the components 
comprising 'Lhe sphere are ineligible for conversion: 

• Any part of the VSAM base cluster 
• Components of a base cluster 

AIXs related to the base cluster 
• AIX components 

Paths relating AIXs to the base cluster. 

You must direct all parts of a VSAM sphere (the base cluster, base cluster 
cl1:nponents. AIXs. AIX components, and paths) to the same catalog by using an 
alias. If they are not directed to the same catalog. the sphere cannot be converted to 
S\IS management. To correct this problem you can either rename the data sets in 
the sphere or add or delete catalog aliases and rerun the CONVERTV command. 
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Multivolume Data Sets 

GOG Data Sets 

If you do not specify ALLMULTI, all volumes must be included in DDNAME or 
DYNAM volume lists . 

.\lultivolume data sets are not eligible for conversion if any part of the data set 
resides on volumes that: 

• Do not have indexed VTOCs 
• Are not defined in a SMS storage group 
• Are defined to a different storage group 
• Are not permanently mounted and on.line. 

In addition, if the first volume on which a data set resides is not in the volume list, 
the data set is ineligible for conversion. 

When DFDSS encounters an extent of a multivolume data set, it processes the entire 
data set at that time. even though the extent might not be on the first volume of the 
data set. 

If you specify ALLMUL TI, you need to specify only the volume containing the first 
extent of a non-VSAM data set. For VSAM data sets with ALLMUL TI specified, 
the first extent of each data component. index component. key range. AIX data 
component, AIX index component, and AIX key range must be on a volume being 
converted. Otherwise, no part of the sphere can be converted. 

If these requirements are satisfied, DFDSS verifies that all the volumes on which the 
data set resides: 

• Are permanently mounted and online 
• Have indexed VTOCs 
• Are defined to the same storage group. 

If all these criteria are met. the data set is converted to SMS management. 

.'\ote: Volumes not specified in the DDNA\IE or DYNA.\! volume lists will not 
:rnve the INITIAL indicator set on. 

If you do not specify ALLMUL TL DFDSS determines if all the extents of the data 
set reside on volumes in the DDNAME or DYNAM volume list. If an extent 
resides on a volume not in the list, the data set is not converted and DFDSS begins 
processing the next data set. If all the extents reside on volumes in the volume list. 
DFDSS determines the eligibility of the volumes. If the volumes are all eligible, 
DFDSS conn~rts the data set to SMS management. Note in this case. the INITIAL 
indicator is set on for each volume containing an extent of the data set. 

Generation data groups (GDGs) require special consideration with cataloging and 
'..lncataloging during S~'!S conversion. Uncataloged GDGs are converted to SMS 
management. but are left uncataloged. Messages ADR8i7I and ADR879I indicate 
:'.'IOT CATALOG ED for the catalog name in the data set name lists for SMS 
processing. 
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Temporary Data Sets 

VTOC and VVDS 

Format I DSCBs of temporary data sets are updated to indicate uncataloged SMS 
status. 

Format I DSCBs of the VTOC and VVDS are updated to indicate SMS 
management. 

Converting from SMS Management without Data Movement 
If you want to take volumes out of SMS management, you can use CONVERTV 
with the NONSMS keyword. All data sets on all volumes are eligible for NONSMS 
processing. After you execute this command, the volume indicators that designate 
the volume as a SMS volume are turned off. From then on, only 
non-SMS-managed data sets can be allocated to the volume. 

As with the SMS keyword, you can specify the TEST keyword with NONSMS. No 
conversion is actually done, but a report is generated that identifies the data sets that 
are and are not eligible for conversion from SMS management. The report also 
indicates whei:her the volume as a whole is eligible for conversion from SMS 
management. 

To convert a data set from SMS management, the data set's classes are deleted from 
its catalog entry. Non-specific volumes also are deleted from the catalog entry. For 
a VSAM data set, the SMS-related items are deleted from the VVDS entry. For a 
non-VSAM data set, the VVDS entries are deleted. After the catalog and VVDS 
updates and deletions are made. the VTOC entry is updated to be non-SMS 
managed. 

Notes: 

l. You cannot specify the CATALOG and REDETER:VIINE keywords with 
NONS:\IS. 

' :\ PDSE is not supported in a non-SMS environment, therefore. a volume 
containing a PDSE cannot be converted to non-S:YfS. 

Special Data Set Requirements for Conversion from SMS 
\Vhen being converted from S:YIS management. some data sets require special 
consideration. The following sections discuss some of the special requirements for 
converting data sets from SMS management. 

Multivolume Data Sets 
All pieces of a multivolume data set must be converted from SMS management at 
the same time. You can do this by using the ALLMUL TI keyword. For NONSMS 
processing. you do not have to specify the volume on which the first extent resides 
when you use ALLMUL TI. You need only identify one of the volumes on which 
the data set resides in the DDNAME or DYNAM volume list and the entire data set 
is converted. Those volumes not included in the volume list have their 
CONVERTED bits turned off, but their INITIAL bits are left on. Having the 
INITIAL bit on locks all allocations to the volume until all data sets residing on it 
are converted. 
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GOG Data Sets 

If you do not specify ALLMUL TI, then you must specify all the volumes on which 
the data set resides in the DDNAME or DYNAM volume list. 

\Vhen you convert from SMS management, generation data group (GDG) data sets 
require special consideration with regard to cataloging. Data sets marked as 
''deferred roll in and rolled out" are uncataloged. 

Temporary Data Sets 
Format 1 DSCBs of temporary data sets are updated to non-SMS status. 

VTOC, VTOCIX, and VVDS 
Format 1 DSCBs of the VTOC, VTOCIX, and vvDS are updated to non-SMS 
status. 
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Chapter 10. Managing Space with DFDSS 

You can use DFDSS to help manage your DASD space. This chapter is organized 
as follows: 

• "Reclaiming DASD Space" discusses how to use DFDSS to reclaim DASO 
space. 

• "Consolidating Free Space on Volumes" on page 104 discusses how to use the 
DEFRAG command to reduce fragmentation on volumes. 

Reclaiming DASO Space 
You can reclaim DASD space with DFDSS in the following ways: 

Releasing unused space in data sets. 

Compressing partitioned data sets to consolidate unused space at the end of the 
data sets and then releasing the unused space. 

Deleting unwanted data sets. 

Combining data set extents. 

Releasing Unused Space in Data Sets 
The RELEASE command releases, on specified volumes, allocated but unused space 
from all sequential and partitioned data sets that you select with INCLUDE, 
EXCLUDE. and or BY criteria. For an explanation of these criteria, see "Choosing 
Data Sets for P:-ocessing-Filtering" on page 13. DFDSS selects only data sets that 
have releasable space. You can also use ISMF to build a list of data sets based on 
the amount of unused space and invoke DFDSS to release the unused space in them. 

The RELEASE :·:.mction requires :MVS 1XA DFP Version 2 Release 1 or later 
release. (ISMF requires MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 2 or later release.) 

You should excl:ide, by using the EXCLUDE keyword, data sets whose DSlLSTAR 
(last block pointer in the Format 1 DSCB) field is not maintained in the VTOC. 
This can occur if you use an access method other than BSAM, QSAM, or BPAM. 
DFDSS does not release space for data sets whose DSlLSTAR field is 0. 

The following options can help you use RELEASE more effectively: 

\II:'.'.'SECQTY(n) Allows you to specify that space not be released unless 
the user"s secondary allocation is greater than or equal to 

n. In this way, you ensure that the user can still add to 
the data set after the RELEASE. 

\II~TRACKSC\LSED(n) Allows you to specify that space not be released unless 
the number of unused tracks is greater than or equal to 
n. Without MINTRACKSUNUSED, space is released if 
there is one or more unused tracks in the data set. 
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To protect the user, DFDSS does not release any space in a data set if: 

• The data set has 16 allocated extents. 

• The cylinder-allocated data set has unused tracks but not an entire unused 
cylinder. 

• The data set's name begins with SYSI, unless the PROCESS(SYSl) keyword is 
specified. To limit the use of PROCESS, you need to set up a RACF facility 
class profile. 

Compressing a PDS 
The COMPRESS command compresses a PDS on a specified volume. Compression 
removes unused space between members in a partitioned data set. This recovered 
space is then available for reuse at the end of the data set. Depending on the 
filtering criteria you specify, you can compress all the partitioned data sets or only 
some of the data sets. This command is useful for compressing system partitioned 
data sets before applying maintenance (thus avoiding certain space-related abends). 
You must not compress the data sets that contain DFDSS or IEBCOPY executable 
code. 

The actual PDS compression is done in place by using the IEBCOPY utility. To 
prevent loss of data if the system or IEBCOPY abnormaliy ends during processing, 
you should back up your volume or data sets that meet the filtering criteria before 
using this command. 

COMPRESS does not support processing partitioned data sets that: 

Are unmovable 
Contain track overflmv records 
Have no directory. 

Deleting Unwanted Data Sets 
When used \\ith the DELETE and PURGE keywords and data set filtering. a 
physical data set DUMP is a useful tool to delete unwanted data sets from DA.SD. 
This does no~ apply to VSA:\-1 data sets or to multivolume non-VSA:\-I data sets. 

On a logical data set DUMP. when using the DELETE keyword, VSAM, 
non-VSAM. and multivolume data sets are deleted. 

~ote: For a ph_vsical data set DUMP. cataloged VSAM data sets are not deleted 
\\·ith the DELETE function. 

The foilov.:ing steps show how to delete (scratch and uncatalog) all expired data sets 
and all data sets that have not been referred to in the last year. The data sets are 
not actually moved to a dump volume. 

1. JCL requirement: 

//NOTAPE DD DUMMY 

The above prevents moving any data sets. 
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2. Control statements to delete (scratch and uncatalog) all data sets not referred to 
in the last year: 

DUMP INDD(llllll) OUTDD(NOTAPE) 
DATASET(BY(REFDT,LE,*,-366)) -
DELETE PURGE 

3. Control statements to delete all expired data sets: 

DUMP INOO(llllll) OUTDD(NOTAPE) -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**) -
BY(EXPDT,LT,*)) -
DELETE 

Note: You can modify the above example to apply to VSAM and multivolume data 
sets by omitting the INDD statement or specifying LOGINDD. This results in a 
logical data set DUMP operation. 

Combining Data Set Extents 
The DUMP command used with the DELETE and PURGE keywords scratches and 
uncatalogs the data sets from DASD after they are dumped. If you restore those 
data sets to the same DASD, allocation attempts to get the space for the entire data 
set. If the DASD volume has sufficient contiguous unused space, the allocated space 
\\ill most likely be in one contiguous extent. Because unmovable data sets are not 
deleted, however. the volume might be fragmented. preventing a complete 
RESTORE for all data sets. 

r~- you COPY those data sets to the same DASD. allocation attempts to get the 
space for the entire data set. If the DASD volume has sufficient contiguous unused 
space. the allocated space 1,vill most likely be in o::e contiguous extent. If you do not 
specify ALLDAT A and ALLEXCP for sequential and partitioned data sets, only 
used spaces are allocated. 

:\"ote: Do not use this technique for unmovable data sets such as ABSTR allocated 
or ISA~. 

The following steps show how to dump and dck[c (scratch and uncatalog) all 
movable non-VSAM data sets, defragment VS.-\.:\f data sets. and restore all movable 
non-VSA~f data sets. 

l. Control statements to dump and delete all mornble single-volume non-VSAM 
data sets: 

DUMP INDD(DASDl) OUTDD(TAPEl) OPTIMIZE(3) -
DATASET(BY((DSORG,NE,VSAM),(ALLOC,EQ,MOV) ,(MULTI,EQ,NO))) -
DELETE PURGE 
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2. Control statements to defragment the volume: 

DEFRAG INDD(DASDl) 

3. Control statements to restore all dumped data sets: 

RESTORE INDD(TAPEl) OUTDD(DASDl) -
DATASET(INCLUOE(**)) -
CATALOG 

Consolidating Free Space on Volumes 
Because of the nature of allocation algorithms and the frequent creation, extension, 
and deletion of data sets. free space on DA.SD volumes becomes fragmented. This 
res'..llts in: 

• Inefficient use of DASD storage space 

• An increase in space-related abends (abnormal endings) 

• Performance degradation caused by excessive DASD arm movement 

• An incre:::se in the time required for direct access device space management 
1 D.-\DS\I l-reluted functions. 

B: using the DEFRAG command. you can consolidate the free space on volumes 
ar:ct a-.·c"'id t~is problem. The DEFRAG comm<.i.::d relocates data set extents on a 
D . ..\SD H\1 1.t:ne (including IBM 3330 virtual volu:nes) to reduce or eliminate 
f.::·ee-space :·::-:J.gmentation. and prints a report a bout free space and other volume 
sutistics .. -\'.so. you can specify \\·hich data sets. if any. are to be excluded from 
\.:Lt :~>se~·c\. ~e::: relocation. 

When to Run DEFRAG 
Although the DEFRAG function can be run at any time on a volume. it does lock 
the VTOC ('.·ia RESERVE) and VVDS if it exists on the volume. The DEFRAG 
fo:'..-::i0r. ;..dso serializes on data sets via ENQ or dynamic allocation. These activities 
rr1i:;'.-'tt caLLs<: -:\.cessive w~1it time for other jobs tl'l update the VTOC. Therefore. 
tir::es of !0 1

\ system acfr,ity are best for DEFRAG runs. 

Data Sets Excluded from DEFRAG Processing 
DFDSS d(Jcs not relocate the following types of data sets in a DEFRAG operation: 
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User-specified data sets (EXCLUDE) 
Data sets that do not satisfy all BY criteria 
I SA\-[ da ra sets 
VSA.\1 data sets not cataloged in an integrated catalog facility catalog 
Key rnnge VS,'-\M data sets 
Catalogs (System. user. and CVOLs) 
The VTOC index data set 
Page. S\\ap. and SYSl.STGINDEX data sets 
VSA.\1 rnlume data sets (VVDS) 



DEFRAG Options 

General Hints 

Serialization 

Unmovable data sets 
Data sets allocated by absolute track 
Data sets that it cannot serialize for exclusive access. 

Because DEFRAG does not relocate these data sets. the effectiveness of a DEFRAG 
run is affected by their presence. 

You can use the following keywords to make more efficient use of the DEFRAG 
command. 

DYNALLOC 

FRAGI(n) 

MAXMOVE(n) 

WAIT(s.r) 

Use dynamic allocation, rather than enqueue, to serialize the use 
of data sets. This allows cross-system serialization in an 
MVS/JES3 environment. 

Perform a DEFRAG operation only if the fragmentation indeJ( is 
more than n. 

Stop the defragmentation run when n contiguous free tracks are 
assembled. If n contiguous free tracks already exist~ rro 
defragmentation is performed. 

If the velum~ or data set is umnaibble. waits seconds before 
retrying to obtain control of it and retry only r times. 

To determine the fragmentation index of a volume without actually performing the 
DEFRAG operation. code the NOR UN parameter on the EXEC statement in your 
JCL. 

1. If you want DEFRAG to perform in the shoccest period of time and;'or create 
the iargest single free space extent, you should perform the first pass only. This 
car:. be controiled by coding the MAX:VIOVE\:1) p<l::-ameter. using a very high 
rnlt:e (9999) for n. When the value is higher th~n DEFRAG can assemble. the 
DEFRAG run stops at the end of the first pass. For example: 

DEF RAG DY~AMi 3~~0021 :VIAX..\[OVE( 99lj91 

' Experimenting with the DEFRAG FR . ..\GI and :'v1AXMOVE parameters will 
allo\\. you to compare results when you operate on DASD with different 
fragmentation characteristics. The fragmentation index represents a number 
bet\\een 0 and l and can be one to three digits long. (FRAGI(333) represents 
lU.3.3 and FRAGIU) represe:1ts 0.3. The recorr.rn.ended basic DEFRAG 
panmcrers are to let :VIAX:\fOVE default and use FRAGI(3). To DEFRAG 
DASO volume 38800 l. the following could be Ltsed: 

DEFRAG DYNA\'1(388001 I FRAGI(J) 

The DEFRAG command serializes access to the VTOC by issuing a RESERVE on 
the VTOC. This serialization must be ended via the DEQ macro before generating 
the ending statistics provided by message ADR.2 UI. Therefore, another job may 
allocate or delete data sets on the processed volume between the time the DEQ 
macro is issued and the ending statistics are obtained. See Data Facility Data Ser 
St!rrices: Re_f~rl'ncl' for a description of the serializ~llii__)n scheme. 

DEFRAG also serializes access ti,) each data set before relocating a data set's extent. 
You wiil notice that LINKLIST data sets <.lild other system data sets might remain 
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open but not enqueued. When defragmenting a volume with LINKLIST data sets, 
put them in the EXCLUDE list of DEFRAG to prevent them from being relocated. 

The enqueue scheme used by DEFRAG ensures integrity for data sets on a single 
processor but not for data sets on DASD shared between processors (due to the use 
of an ENQ scope of SYSTEM). To ensure the integrity of data sets on a shared 
DASD, you must do one of the following: 

• Vary the volume offline from all processors except the one on which DEFRAG 
runs. After DEFRAG finishes, you can vary the volume back online for the 
other processors. 

For systems requiring continuous availability, this solution is not viable. The 
following solutions offer alternatives to varying volumes offline. 

• Use GRS or a GRS equivalent to convert the scope of all enqueues with a major 
name of SYSDSN from SYSTEM to SYSTEMS (place SYSDSN in the GRS 
SYSTEM Inclusion RNL). In addition, GRS must not be allowed to convert 
any of DEFRAG's SYSTEMS enqueues to SYSTEM (GRS SYSTEMS 
Exclusion RNL), nor may it convert any of D~FRAG's RESERVEs to simple 
enqueues (GRS RESERVE Conversion RNL). 

• If you are running on a system using JES3 with MDS enabled, you can use the 
DEFRAG keyword DYNALLOC to guarantee integrity for data sets on shared 
DASD. 

You can ensure successful DEFRAG processing of volumes having a significant 
number of free or allocated extents by specifying appropriate SIZE and REGION 
parameters in the EXEC statement. If you receive a message that the region size is 
no~ hrge enough. specify a larger region size in the EXEC or JOB statement and 
rerun your job. 

~ote: During DEFRAG processing, a Format 1 DSCB with the unique name 
.. SYSl.DFDSS.DEFRAG.xxxxxxxx.volser.DUMMY'' is used by DEFRAG to keep 
trnck of an extent when it is being relocated. This DSCB is not cataloged and 
automatically deleted after a successful run. If a job is cancelled or abnormally 
ends. this DSCB remains on the volume. After the restart. DADS::VI functions might 
fail with message IEC602. To correct this problem or to delete the 
"SYSl.DFDSS.DEFRAG.xxxxxxxx.volser.DUMMY" entry, rerun DEFRAG on the 
volume. 

Maximizing Track Utilization by Reblocking Data Sets 
DFDSS provides a REBLOCK keyword that allows users to maximize the track 
usage by data sets during COPY and RESTORE. \Vhen REBLOCK is specified on 
a fully- or partially-qualified name(s) of a SAM or PAM data set during COPY or 
RESTORE. DFDSS reblocks the specified data sets using a block size determined 
by: 

• A combination of the return code supplied by the installation reblock exit 
Routine (if there is any) and 

• The block size selected by DFDSS. 
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The following types of data sets are not eligible for reblocking: 

• PAM data sets with NOTELISTs 
• Load modules 
• SAY! and PA:\1 data sets with a variable spanned record format or with 

RECFM=U. 

DFDSS calculates the ne\v block size to be used using either: (1) DASD Calculation 
Services if YIVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 2 or a later release is installed, or (2) by 
the reblocking scheme of DFDSS. This new block size is then passed to the 
installation reblock exit if the exit has not been disabled. DFDSS determines the 
target block size based on the return code set by the exit. 

If MVS!DFP Version 3 Release I or a later release is installed, the reblockable 
indicator (DSlREBLK) in the Format I DSCB also determines whether a data set is 
to be reblocked or not. When the indicator is on, the data set is always reblocked to 
the system-determined, optimal block size. A new return code has been added in the 
installation reblock exit routine to turn this indicator on when requested. 

See Chapter 5 of Data Facility Data Set Services: Reference guide for a more 
detailed description of the operations of the installation exit. 

Security Considerations 
For security purposes, the data set tracks used before the relocation are erased after 
relocation under these conditions: 

• RACF Version 1 Release 6 (or earlier release) is installed and either: 

TG.e data set is RACF-protected. 
The VSA.\tI data set has the ERASE attribute. 
The data set is password-protected. 

• When RA.CF Version l Release 7 and MVS XA DFP Version 2 Release I (or a 
later release) are installed and either: 

- The data set 1,vas defined to RACF with the RACF ERASE option, 

The VSA:\-1 data set has the ERASE attribute~ 

The data set is password-protected. (In this case, if the data set is also 
defined to RACF. the RACF ERASE option is taken. Figure 29 on 
page I 08 provides more detail. 
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Password Defined RACF Erased on 
Protected ERASE Protected Scratch 

User Install Exit No No No No 
! = ERASE 

Yes No No Yes (default) 
Yes No Yes 

No No Yes (=ERASE) Yes 

No No Yes (=NO ERASE) No 

No Yes Yes (=ERASE) Yes 

No Yes Yes (=NO ERASE) Yes 

Yes Yes Yes (=ERASE) Yes 

Yes Yes Yes (=NO ERASE) Yes 

User Install Exit No No No No 
= NOERASE 

Figure 29. Data Set Erase Table for DEFRAG (with RACF Version l Release 7) 

Note to Figure 29: 

The catalog entry contains the ERASE attribute specified when the data set was 
defined (VSAM only). 

You can prevent the tracks from being erased by using a user installation options 
exit routine. See the UFOERASE field in the ADRlJFO data area in Data Facility 
Data Set Services: Reference. 

DEFRAG does not relocate protected data sets unless: 

• You have RACF DASDVOL update access to the volume. 

• You have RACF DATASET read access to the data sets on the volume. 

• You specify the read or update password for password-protected data sets, or 
the authorization exit routine supplied with DFDSS is changed to allow 
relocation of protected data sets. 

When RACF DASDVOL class is active and a profile exists for the volume, a 
DASDVOL authorization failure causes the DEFRAG task to abend with a system 
code 913. This happens regardless of RACF data set access authority. 
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Appendix A. ACS Routine Variables 

This appendix lists the variables available to Automatic Class Selection (ACS) 
routines during DFDSS COPY, RESTORE, and CONVERTV. For details on 
writing ACS routines, see Storage Administration Reference. 

ACS Variables Available during COPY 
When Automatic Class Selection (ACS) is invoked during DFDSS COPY, the 
following variables are passed to the ACS routines: 

Variable ~ame 

&ACCT_JOB 

&ACCT_STEP 

&ALL VOL 

&ANYVOL 

&APPLIC 

&ACSE~VIR 

&DD 

&DEF _DATACLAS 

&DEF _\-f GMTCLAS 

&DEF _STORCLAS 

&DSN 

&DSORG 

&DSOW:'.'iER 

&DSTYPE 

&EXPDT 

&GROCP 

&HLQ 

&JOB 

&LLQ 

&MAXSIZE 

&MSVGP 

&NQUAL 

Description 

Accounting information from the JOB statement. 

Accounting information on the EXEC statement. 

Output volume serial numbers. References the same volume 
list as &ANYVOL, but, when used in a comparison, returns 
true only if all volume serial numbers satisfy the condition. 

Output volume serial numbers. References the same volume 
list as &ALLVOL, but, when used in a comparison, returns 
true if any volume serial numbers satisfy the condition. 

Application identifier associated with the data set (available 
only if RACF is installed). 

Envir0nment in which ACS was invoked. Set to 'ALLOC. 1 

Ddname 

Default data class name (availabie only if RACF is 
installed). 

Default management class name (available only if RACF is 
installed). 

Default storag;: .:lass name (available only if RA.CF is 
installed). 

Data set name. 

Data set organization. 

RACF owner or group that is considered the data set owner 
(available only if RA.CF is installed). 

Data set type (for example, GDS. PERM, or TEMP). 

Expiration dac-:. 

Group identifier from the JOB statement. 

High-level qu:ilifier of the data set name. 

Job name, started task name. or TSO user ID from the JOB 
statement. 

Low-level qualifier of the data set name. 

Maximum size of data set in kilobytes. For non-VSAM data 
sets, the primary value plus 15 extents. For VSAM data 
sets, the prim:iry value plus 123 extents. 

Mass storage CMSS) volume names. 

Number of qualifias in the data set name . 
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Variable Name 

&~V'OL 

&PGM 

&RECORG 

&RETPD 

&SIZE 

&UNIT 

&USER 

&XMODE 

Description 

Number of output volumes specified by the user. 

Program name from the EXEC card. 

Data set record organization. 

Retention period. 

Size of the data set in kilobytes. 

Unit name. 

User ID from the JOB statement or the user ID propagated 
from the environment. 

Execution mode (for example, TSO, BATCH, or TASK). 

Figure 30. Variables Passed to ACS Routines during DFDSS COPY. 

l'Cote: The following variables are not available to the storage group ACS routine: 
&ACCT_JOB, &ACCT_STEP, &DD, &JOB, &MSVGP, &PGM, and &XMODE. 

ACS Variables Available during RESTORE and CONVERTV 
When ACS is invoked during DFDSS RESTORE or CONVERTV, the following 
variables are passed to the ACS routines: 

Variable Name 

&ALL VOL 

&.-\>fYVOL 

&APPLIC 

&...\CSE~VIR 

&DEF _DAT.-\CL...\S 

&DEF _MGMTCLAS 

&DEF _STORCLAS 

&DSN 

&DSORG 

&DSOWNER 

&DSTYPE 

&EXPDT 
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Description 

For RESTORE. the output volume serial numbers. For 
CONVERTV. the volu:nes on which the data set resides. 
References the same volume list a3 &ANYVOL. but. \vhen 
used in a comparison. returns true only if all volume serial 
numbers satisfy the condition. 

For RESTORE. the output volume serial numbers. For 
CO~VERTV. the volumes on which the data set resides. 
References the same volume list as &ALL VOL, but, when 
used in a comparison. returns true if any volume serial 
numbers satisfy the condition. 

Application identifier associated with the data set (available 
only if RACF is installed). 

Environment in which ACS was invoked. Set to 
1 RECOVER' for RESTORE. Set to 1 CONVER TV 1 for 
CONVER TV. 

Default data class name (available only if RACF is 
installed). 

Default management class name (available only if RACF is 
installed). 

Default storage class name (available only if RACF is 
installed). 

Data set name. 

Data set organization. 

RACF lYWner or group that is considered the data set owner 
(available only if RACF is installed). 

Data set type (for example, GDS, PERM, or TEMP). 

Expiration date. 



Variable Name 

&HLQ 

&LLQ 

&MAXSIZE 

&NQUAL 

&NVOL 

&RECORG 

&RETPD 

&SIZE 

&UNIT 

Description 

High-level qualifier of the data set name. 

Low-level qualifier of the data set name. 

Maximum size of data set in kilobytes. For non-VSAM data 
sets, the primary value plus 15 extents. For VSAM data 
sets, the primary value plus 123 extents. 

Number of qualifiers in the data set name. 

For RESTORE, number of volumes specified by the user. 
For CONVERTV, the number of volumes (including 
candidate volumes) on which the data set resides. 

Data set record organization. 

Retention period. 

Size of data set in kilobytes. 

Unit name. 

Figure 31. Variables Passed to ACS Routines during DFDSS RESTORE and 
CONVER TV. . 
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Appendix B. Changing Command Specifications for DFDSS 
Version 2 Release 4 

The following sections briefly explain what the new keywords were for Version 2 
Release 4 and how they affect DFDSS processing. 

Volume Specification 

Cataloging 

Because the system places data sets in an SMS environment, you need not know on 
what volume a particular data set resides. As a result, when you move data sets 
within an SMS environment, you should avoid specifying output volumes. You 
should specify commands without OUTDD and OUTDYNAM. For example: 

COPY -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 
LOGINDYNAM((338001),(338002)) 
DELETE 

You can specify output volumes in an SMS environment, but, depending upon how 
your ACS routines are written, the volume serial numbers you specify might or 
might not be used to determine where the data is placed. 

Only data sets with the guaranteed space attribu~e in their storage class are 
guaranteed to go on a volume you specify. However, the volumes you specify must 
J.11 be S:\-fS volumes in the same storage group. ACS must assign to the data set(s) 
the storage group that contains all the volumes. If these conditions are not met, the 
J.llocation of the data set fails. 

I.:i an S:\-1S environment. all data sets must be cataloged. You cannot use JOBCA T 
and STEPCAT. To find data sets outside the standard order of search with DFDSS, 
you must use the INCAT keyword and specify the catalog name as in the following 
example: 

DUMP -
DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) 
INCAT(SYSl.PAYROLL.ICFCAT, PAYROLL.ADMIN.ICFCAT) -
DELETE -
COMPRESS 

In addition, because SMS-managed data sets must be cataloged in the standard 
0rder of search, the RECA T ALOG keyword is ignored for these data sets. 
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JCL Changes 
The main change to the job control language (JCL) is that JOBCAT and STEPCAT 
are prohibited in an SMS environment. Therefore, to find data sets cataloged 
outside the standard order of search. you must use the DFDSS INCAT keyv . .:ord. 

Processing VSAM Spheres 
If you want to process an entire VSAM sphere with COPY, DUMP, or RESTORE, 
you should use the SPHERE keyword. This keyword causes DFDSS to COPY, 
DUMP, or RESTORE the base cluster and all associated alternate index clusters 
and paths of a VSAM data set. For instance, if you want to restore a VSAM 
sphere, code the RESTORE command as shown in the following example. 

Note: You can RESTORE an entire VSAM sphere only if the input volume was 
also dumped using the SPHERE keyword. 

RESTORE -
DATASET(INCLUDE(T01729.ACCOUNTS.JAN88)) -
INDD(TAPEl) 
SPHERE 

All parts of a target sphere must be directed through the standard order of search to 
the same carnlog. This includes the base cluster, all of its related AIXs, and all of its 
paths. 

DFDSS normally processes data sets on an individual basis. Use of the SPHERE 
keyv,:ord. however, causes DFDSS to consider a VSAM SPHERE as a collection of 
individual data sets and associated catalog information. 

Although DFDSS will consider the sphere as one entity for movement purposes. 
other key\vords will still operate on the indi\·idual components of the sphere. The 
most important example of this is the RENA . .\1E and REN_-\:\'f EU keywords. 

To rename all of a SPHERE, you must either rename each of the individual sphere 
components. or if all of your sphere components start with the same high level 
qualifier. you can rename by specifying a new high level prefix for the sphere. 

Considerations for Processing VSAM Spheres 
There are certain restrictions to bear in mind when processing VSA\.! spheres with 
COPY. DU\.'fP. or RESTORE. 

Restrictions for COPY 
• The copying of a sphere is permitted only if all parts of the sphere resolve to the 

same catalog. 

• To logically COPY a sphere without the DELETE or RECAT keyword. you 
must rename every data set in the sphere. This includes all paths. all AIXs. and 
the base cluster. If the target sphere is t1...• be SMS managed. the data sets must 
be renamed even if RECATALOG is specified because REC A TALOG is ignored 
for S~1S-managed data sets. 
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• When copying with DELETE between SMS and non-SMS environments or 
between different storage groups in SMS, you must include all parts of the 
sphere. You can do this by specifying SPHERE and naming the base cluster. 

Restrictions for RESTORE 
• You can restore a sphere only if all parts of the sphere resolve to the same 

catalog. 

• Unlike the COPY function, you may not need to rename all of the parts in the 
VSAY! sphere as you would with COPY. 

• When restoring a sphere that has one or more AIXs missing from the dump 
tape, DFDSS issues a message to indicate that the sphere was incompletely 
restored. 

Restrictions for DUMP 
You should be aware that you cannot restore a sphere unless it is dumped as a 
sphere with the SPHERE keyword. 

Reblocking Data Sets with RESTORE 
You can re block one or more of the data sets you are restoring by specifying the 
REBLOCK keyword with the RESTORE command .. REBLOCK processing for 
RESTORE operates in the same way as it does for the COPY command. 
Reblocking is done only if the new block size is more efficient than the existing one. 

The following RESTORE job stream reblocks data set T01729.ACCOUNTS.JAN88 
(if the new block size is more efficient than the existing one): 

RESTORE -
DATASET(INCLUDE(*.ACCOUNTS.JAN88)) -
INDD(T . .;PEl) 
REBLOCK(T01729.ACCOUNTS.JAN88) 

:'.\ote: If PAM data sets are specified with both REBLOCK and NOPACKING 
keywords. the data set will not be reblocked. 
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Appendix C. Stand-Alone Restore Program 

Storage Devices 

Other Devices 

This chapter describes the hardware and software requirements for DFDSS and 
stand-alone DFDSS restore. 

Stand-alone DFDSS restore must operate in engineering change (EC) mode. 

You can use stand-alone DFDSS restore with the following IBM direct access 
storage devices: 

Direct access storage 
devices: 

Tape devices: 

2305 Fixed Head Storage Model 2 
3330 Disk Storage Models 1 and 11 
3340 Direct Access Storage Facility 
3344 Direct Access Storage 
3350 Direct Access Storage (in native mode and in 

3330 Models 1 and 11 compatibility mode) 
3375 Direct Access Storage 
3380 Direct Access Storage (all models) 
3330 Virtual volumes residing in a 3850 Mass 

Storage System 

2400 series Magnetic Tape Units 
3420 series Magnetic Tape Units 
3430 Magnetic Tape Unit 
3480 Magnetic Tape Subsystem (all models) 

You can '.:se stand-alone DFDSS restore with the follo\ving IBM devices: 

System co:-:soles: 

Printers: 

1052 Printer-Keyboard \fodel 7 
3036 Console 
3056 Remote System Console 
3138 Processing Unit Console 
3148 Processing Unit Console 
3158 Processing Unit Display Console Keyboard 
32 l 0 Console Printer-Keyboard Models 1 and 2 
3215 Console Printer-Keyboard wfodel l 
3270 Information Display System 
3277 Display Station ~fodel 2 
3278 Display Station Model 2A 

1403 Printer 
1443 Printer 
3203 Printer 
3211 Printer 
3262 Line Printer Model 5 
3800 Printing Subsystem 
4245 Printer 
4248 Printer 
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Restrictions 

Card readers: 250 l Card Reader 
2520 Card Read Punch 
2540 Card Read Punch 
3505 Card Reader 

You can use the appropriate generic name (CNSL, PRNT, CARD, or TAPE) to 
access these devices. 

The following restrictions apply to stand-alone DFDSS restore: 

• Stand-alone DFDSS restore can restore from tape volumes created by full or 
tracks DUMP, or it can restore a track or tracks from the first logical volume of 
a physical data set DUMP. It cannot restore from tapes created by a logical 
DUMP operation. 

• DASD volumes that are to be restored must be initialized. 

• Stand-alone DFDSS restore can only restort! from the first physical tape file of 
tape volumes. 

• There must be a match between the device type of the source volume used in a 
(system DFDSS) DUMP and the device type of the receiving volume used in a 
stand-alone DFDSS restore. However, you can do the following: 

Dump data from an IBM 3330 Model 1 can be restore to an IBM 3330 
Mode 

Dump data from an IBM 3340 with 35-megabyte capacity can be restored 
an IB\1 3340 with 70-megabytc capacit:v or to an 1B:\f 3344. 

Dump data from a smaller capacity IB\I 3380 model can be restored to a 
larger capacity IBM 3380 model. 

~ote: When you restore data from a smaller device to a larger device. the 
freespace information becomes invalid. The freespace information in the 
VTOC is rebuilt \.vhen you allocate a data set on the rnlume. 

• The follo\ving system consoles are not supported by stand-alone DFDSS restore: 

- System/370 Model 115/125 Operator Console 
- IB:Vf 3066 System Console (System/3 70 :Vfodel 168) 

• Stand-alone DFDSS restore has no function other than restore. 

• Stand-alone restore requires exclusive control of all input output devices. 

• Stand-alone restore in System;370 extended-architecture mode requires your 
source tape on a different tape drive than the IPL device. 

• Neither mass storage virtual volumes nor minivolumes can be restored. 

• Stand-alone DFDSS restore cannot restore from dump tapes produced by other 
utilities. 

• Stand-alone DFDSS restore can only restore from the first logical volume of a 
dump tape produced from multiple source volumes. 

• The devices used to do a stand-alone restore in System/3 70 mode must be 
attached to the processor you are restoring (where there are two or more 
processors). 
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Compatibility with DFDSS 
Stand-alone DFDSS restore can restore any physical full-volume dump made by 
DFDSS as long as the physical dump is the first data set on the tape volume. 
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 

This glossary includes definitions of some terms found 
in this document. Some of the terms defined below are 
from: 

• The American National Dictionary for Information 
Processing Systems. copyright 1982 by the 
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association. Copies may be purchased from the 
American National Standards Institute at 1430 
Broadway, New York, New York 10018. These 
definitions are identified by an asterisk (*). 

• The ISO Vocabulary - Information Processing, and 
the ISO Vocabulary - Office Machines, developed by 
the International Standards Organization, Technical 
Committee 97, Subcommittee 1. Definitions from 
published sections of this vocabulary are identified 
by the symbol "(ISO)" preceding the definition. 
Definitions from draft proposals and working 
papers under development by the ISO/TC97 
vocabulary subcommittee are identified by the 
symbol ''(TC97)," indicating that final agreement 
has not yet been reached among its participating 
members. 

A 

ABE::\D. .-\bnor:11al end of task. E:-id of a task, a job. 
or a subsystem because of an error condition that 
can;h)\: be :·esoi 1;t:J oy reco\·ery faci'.\\'.es 1,vhile the task is 
perforrneJ. 

ABE::\Dx:xx. The keyword that ide:: :ifies the abnor:n::d 
end ot' DFDSS because of a system-Jetected error. 

ABSTR. A subparameter of the SP.-\CE parameter in a 
DD statement. It indicates that specified tracks be 
assigned to a data set. 

ACCEPT processing. ...\n S\!P. E ~:-.x~ss necessary for 
insulling the F\[IDs. S\!P E ACCEPT processing 1Jses 
JCL t1J accept the m1Jdules and mac:-os necessary to run 
the F\f iD:>. The F.\I IDs ~ire accep::;;::J. into the DUBs 
from Lhe temporary data sets. 

Access method senices. .-\ multifunction service 
pnJgram that is used to manage both VSAM and 
non-VSA\.f data sets and integrated catalog facility or 
VS.-\ \I catalogs. [t is used to define Jata sets and 
allocate space for them. convert inde'\ed-sequential data 
sets to key-sequenced data sets. illl)di t\ data set 
attrihutes in the catalog. reorganize data sets. facilitate 
data portability hct\\·een operating :'ystems. create 
backup copies of data sets. data set records and catalog 

entries. help make inaccessible data sets accessible, list 
the records of data sets and catalogs, define and build 
alternate indexes; and convert OS CVOLs and VSAM 
catalogs to integrated catalog facility catalogs. 

ACDS. Active control data set. 

ACS. Automatic class selection. 

AIX. Alternate index. 

alias. An alternate name for a member of a partitioned 
data set. 

ALLOC. A space allocation parameter that indicates 
type, such as cylinders or tracks. 

alternate index (AIX). In systems with VSAM, a 
key-sequenced data set containing index entries 
organized by the alternate keys of its associated base 
data records. It provides an alternate means of locating 
records in the data component of a cluster on which the 
alternate ~ndex is based. 

alternate index cluster. In VSAM, the data and index 
components of an alternate index. 

APAR. Authorized Program Analysis Report. 

Authorized Program Analysis Report (APAR). A 
request for correction of a problem caused by a 
suspected defect in a current unaltered release of a 
program. 

APF. Authorized program facility. 

Application Interface. An interface used to invoke 
D FDSS from another program. 

Apply processing. In SMP and SMP.,E. the process. 
initiated by the APPLY command. that places system 
modifications (SYSMODS) into the target system 
libraries. 

attach. In programming, to create a task that can be 
performed asynchronously with the performance of the 
mainiine code. 

authorization. (I) (TC97) The right granted to a user to 
communicate with or make use of a computer system. 
(2) The process of giving a user either complete or 
restricted access to an object, resource, or function. 

automatic class selection (ACS). A mechanism for 
assigning SMS classes and storage groups. 
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B 
base cluster. In systems with VSAM, a key-sequenced 
or entry-sequenced data set over which one or more 
alternate indexes are built. 

basic catalog structure (BCS). The name of the catalog 
structure in the integrated catalog facility environment. 
An integrated catalog facilitv catalog consists of a BCS 
and its ;elated VSAM volu~e data ;ets (VVDSs). 

basic direct access method (BDAM). An access method 
used to directly retrieve or update particular blocks of a 
data set on a direct access device. 

basic partitioned access method (BP AM). An access 
method that can be applied to create program libraries 
in direct access storage for convenient storage and 
retrieval of programs. 

basic sequential access method (BSAM). An access 
method for storing or retrieving data blocks in a 
continuous sequence, using either a seq uemial access or 
a direct access device. 

BCS. Basic catalog structure. 

BDAM. Basic direct access method. 

BLK. .-\ subparameter of the SPACE pa:a:neter in a 
DD statement. It specifies that space '.s a.llocated by 
blocks. 

block length. Syr.ony:n for block size. 

block size. (1) (TC97) The number of C.ata elements in 
a block. 12) * A measure of the size of a block. usually 
specified in units such as records, worcs . .:omputer 
words. or characters. (3) Synonymous .,,ith block 
length. 

BPAM. Basic partitioned access method. 

bpi. bits per inch. 

BSA.\l. Basic sequential access methoc. 

c 
call. (ISO) * The action of bringing ;,i computer 
program. a routine. or a subroutine into effect, usually 
by specifying the entry conditions and jumping to an 
entry point. 

card image. * A one-to-one representation of the hole 
patterns of a punched card: for example. a matrix in 
which a Lme represents a punch and a zero represents 
the absence of a punch. 
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CCHHR. Cylinder, cylinder, head, head, record. 

CCW. Channel command word. 

CDE. Contents directory entry. 

CDS. Control data set. 

channel command word (CCW). A doubleword at the 
location in main storage specified by the channel 
address word. One or more CCW s make up the channel 
program that directs data channel operations. 

Cl. Control interval. 

CLIST. Command list. 

component identification keyword. The first keyword, 
represented as a number, in a set of keywords used to 
describe a DFDSS program failure. 

COMPRESS command. The DFDSS function that 
' reduces partitioned data sets by taking unused space and 

consolidating it at the end of the data set. 

concatenation. An operation that joins two characters 
or strings in the order specified, forming one string 
whose length is equal to the sum of the lengths of the 
two characters or strings. 

control interval (CI). A fixed-length area of auxiliary 
storage space in which VSAi'vl stores records. It is the 
unit of information transmitted to or from auxiliary file. 
storage by VSAM. 

control rnlume (CVOL). A volume that contains one or 
more indexes of the catalog. 

constructs. A collective name for data class, storage 
class, management class, and storage group. 

CONVERTV command. The DFDSS function that 
converts volumes to and from Storage Management 
Subsystem management without data movement. 

COPY command. The DFDSS function that performs 
data sets. volumes. and tracks movement. 

CREOT. Creation date. 

CSW. Channel status word. 

CVAF. Common VTOC access facility. 

CVOL. Control volume. 

CVT. Communication vector table. 

CYL. A subparameter of the SPACE parameter in a 
DD statement. It specifies that space is allocated by 
cylinders. 



D 
DADSM. The direct access space management 
program that maintains the VTOC. VTOCIX. and space 
on a volume. 

DAM. Direct access method. 

DASD. Direct access storage device. 

DASD ERP. DASD error recovery procedure. 

data class. A list of data set allocation parameters and 
their values that are used when allocating a new 
SMS-managed data set. 

data compression (run-length). A method of encoding 
repetitive series of identical characters so that they 
occupy less space on a dump tape. Data compression is 
supported by both physical dump and logical dump 
processing. 

Data Facilit" Data Se~ Senices (DFDSS). A DA.SD 
data and sp~ce management tool for backup and 
recovery, space management functions. and copying 
data between like and unlike devices. DFDSS is the 
primary data mover of the Data Facility family. 

Data Facility family. A family of products, consisting 
of DFP. DFDSS. DFHSM. and DFSORT, that 
performs key datJ. ,;.::d storage m;rnagement functions. 

Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM). 
-\ f::1cilitv that aur,.':-:-:::.ttes soace and aY:.li!ability 
~anage~ent by 'o~:.c~ing u~ and migracing data within a 
hierarchy of storage. 

Data Facility Product {OFP). The key architectural 
component of the S:~:rage Management and 
non-Storage Man:.ig:e:nent Subsystem environments. 
DFP manages programs, data. and deYices in the MYS 
environment. 

Data Facilitv Sort i DFSORT). A dau :rnd storage 
managernen~ tool :h..::t handles sorting. :nerging. and 
copying appllcati'->r,~. 

Data Facility Stor:ige \lanagement Subsystem 
(DFSMS). The c1..>:;;plementary functions of MVS/DFP 
and other individ~:-~: rroducts of the Data Facility 
familv. which, to~e:her with RACF provide a 
syste~-managed.-2c:ninistrator-controlled storage 
environment. 

data set backup. R1ckup to protect ~1gainst the loss of 
individual data set:'. 

data set change indicator. Bit 6 of the DS I DSIND field 
in the Format 1 DSCB. It is set by OPEN when the 
data set is opened t1.H processing other than input. This 

flag is supported on MVS systems that have 
data-set-changed flag support installed. 

DAU. Direct access unmovable. 

082. IBM DATABASE 2. 

DCB. Data control block. 

DEFRAG command. The DFDSS function that 
consolidates the free space on a volume to help prevent 
out-of-space abends on new allocations. 

DEQ. An Assembler language macro instruction used 
to remove control of one or more serially reusable 
resources from the active task. 

DFDSS. Data Facility Data Set Services. 

DFHSM. Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager. 

DFP. Data Facility Product. 

DFS:\IS. Data Facility Storage Management 
Subsystem 

DFSORT. Data Facility Sort. 

DGTHIX50. The panel identification number for the 
DFDSS Help Index. It is used to verify that 
DFDSS IS?vff is inst2lled correctly. 

DIAG.:\OSE. An access method services command that 
scans an integrated cataiog facility basic catalog 
structure (BCS) or :i VVDS to validate the data 
structure. 

DIRF. DA DSM interrupt recording facility. If a 
svstem fails. or a per:nanent LO error occurs during 
a

0

llocation of space or during performance of a routine 
that updates the VTOC, the VTOC may be in error. To 
ensure that an error is recorded, the DADSM routines 
turn on a bit in the VTOC upon entry to a DADSM 
function. and, if no errors occur during processing, turn 
off that bit upon exiting from that function. This DIRF 
bit is bit 5 of the DS-+VTOCI field 0f the Format 4 
DSCB. 

distribution libraries. IBM-supplied partitioned data 
sets on tape containing one or more components that 
the user restores to disk for subsequent inclusion in a 
new system. 

DUB. Distribution library. 

DOC. In diagnosing program failures. the keyword 
that identifies an error in the documentation of a 
program. 

DOS. Disk Operating System. 
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DOS bit. On a volume without an indexed VTOC a bit 
that indicates that the free space map (Format 5 DSCB) 
is invalid. 

DOS/VSE. DOS/Virtual Storage Extended. 

DSCB. Data set control block. 

DSCHA. Data-set-changed flag 

dsn. Data set name 

DSORG. Data set organization. It is specified in the 
JCL as "DSORG= ." It is indicated in a field in the 
Format 1 DSCB control block in the VTOC. 

DSlLSTAR. A field in the Format 1 DSCB in the 
VTOC that indicates the last-used track and last block 
on that track, in the form of a relative track and record 
number (TTR). 

DUMP command. The DFDSS function used to back 
up data sets, tracks. and volumes. 

dynamic allocation. Assignment of system resources to 
a program when the program is performed rather than 
when it is loaded main storage. 

E 
Early \Yarning System (EWS). A microfiche copy of 
the information contained in the Software Support 
Facility tSSF), organized by component identification 
number and indexed by APA R symptom code. EWS is 
published monthly and available to customers of IBM 
licensed programs. 

ECB. [\:ent controi block. 

EC mode. Engineering change mode. 

ENQ. An Assembler language macro instruction that 
requests the control program to assign control of one or 
more serialiy reusable resources to the active task. It is 
also used to deter:nine the s u tus of a resource; that is, 
whether it is immediately a\·ailable or in use. and 
vvhether control has been pre\·iously requested for the 
active usk in another E:\'Q :nacro inst~uction. 

entry-sequenced data set (ESDS). In VSAM. a data set 
whose records are loaded without respect to their 
contents and whose RBAs cannot change. Records are 
retrieved and stored by addressed access, and new 
records are added at the end of the data set. 

EOF. End-of-file. 

EOJ. End of job. 

ESDS. Entry-sequenced dau set. 
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ESTAE. Extended specify task abnormal exit. 

EQ. Equal to. 

EWS. Early Warning System. 

EXCP. Execute channel program. 

Execute channel program (EXCP). A macro used to 
access a data set without specifying the organization. 

EXPDT. Expiration date. 

Extended specify task abnormal exit (ESTAE). A task 
recovery routine that provides recovery for those 
programs that run enabled, unlocked, and in task mode. 

extent. A continuous space on a DASD volume 
occupied by a data set or portion of a data set. An 
extent of a data set contains a whole number of control 
areas. 

F 

FC. CV AF function code. 

FCEC. CV AF function-error code. 

filtering. The process of selecting data sets based on 
specified criteria. These criteria consist of fully- or 
partially-qualified data set names and/or of certain data 
set characteristics. 

FMID. Function modification identifier. 

Format 1 DSCB (Fl DSCB). An identifier DSCB that 
describes a data set or VSAM data space and its first 
three extents. See the appropriate system data areas 
manual. 

Format 2 DSCB (F2 DSCB). An index DSCB that 
describes the indexes of an ISAM data set. See the 
appropriate system data areas manual. 

Format 3 DSCB (F3 DSCB). An extension DSCB that 
describes the 4th through 16th extents of a data set or 
VSAM data space. See the appropriate system data 
areas manual. 

Format 4 DSCB (F4 DSCB). A VTOC DSCB that 
describes the extent and contents of the VTOC and 
volume and device characteristics. See the appropriate 
system data areas manual. 

Format 5 DSCB (F5 DSCB). A free space DSCB that 
describes the space on a volume that has not been 
allocated to a data set or to a VSAM data space 
(available space). See the appropriate system data areas 
manual. 



fully-qualified data set name. A data set in which all the 
qualifiers are completely spelled out. 

function modification identifier (FMID). A code that 
identifies the release levels of a program product. 

FVL. function vector list. 

G 

GDG. Generation data group. 

GOS. Generation data set. 

Generation data group (GDG). A collection of 
historically related non-VSAM data sets that are 
arranged in chronological order; each data set is a 
generation data set. 

Generation data set .• One generation of a generation 
data group. 

GT. Greater than. 

ICKDSF. Device Support Facilities. 

TOCA.MS. Access ~,f ethod Services. 

IMS/VS. Information Management SystemiVirtual 
Storage. 

I.'\CORROLT. In diagnosing program failures, the 
key\vord :hat idemifies incorrect or missing program 
output. 

incremental backup. _-\ process in vvhich data sets are 
backed up only if they have changed since their last 
backup. 

integrated catalog facility. A facility by which VSAM 
data set \'Ollllne-related fields are separated from the 
catalog ~rnd maintained in the VVDS on the volume on 
which the data set resides. 

lnteracthe Storage .\Ianagement Facility (ISMF). A 
DFP component that provides an interactive interface to 
DFDSS and DFHSl\L ISMF uses menu-driven panels 
to build jobs streams for most DFDSS functions. 
DFDSS IS~lF performs the following functions: 
COi\lPRESS. CO~VERTV. COPY. DEFRAG. DUMP. 
RELEASE. and RESTORE. 

Interacfae System Producth·ity Facility (ISPF). An 
IBM licensed program used to develop. test, and run 
application programs interactively. ISPF is the 
interactive interface for all storage management 
functions. 

1/0. Input/output. 

IPL. Initial program load. 

ISMF. Interactive Storage Management Facility. 

ISAM. Indexed sequential access method. 

ISMF. Interactive Storage Management Facility. 

ISPF. Interactive Systems Productivity Facility. 

ISPF/PDF. Interactive Systems Productivity 
Facility/Program Development Facility. 

J 
JCL. Job control language. 

JES. Job entry subsystem. 

JES2. An MVS subsystem that receives jobs into the 
system, converts them to internal format. selects them 
for operation, processes their output, and purges them 
from the system. In an installation site with more than 
one processor, each JES2 processor independently 
controls its job input, scheduling, and output processing. 

JES3. An MVS subsystem that receives jobs into the 
system, converts them to internal format, selects them 
for operation. processes their output. and purges them 
from the system. In complexes that have several 
loosely-coupied processing units, the JES3 program 
manages processors so that the global processor 
exercises centralized control over the local processors 
and distributes jobs to them via a common job queue. 

JFCB. Job file control block. 

job control language (JCL). A problem-oriented 
language used to identify the job or describe its 
requirements to an operating system. 

job entry subsystem (JES). A system facility for 
spooling, job queuing. and managing I 0. 

JSCB. Job step control block. 

K 
key-sequenced data set. A VSAM file or data set whose 
records are loaded in ascending key sequence and 
controlled by an index.. Records are retrieved and 
stored by keyed access or by addressed access, and new 
records are inserted in key sequence by means of 
distributed free space. Relative byte addresses can 
change because of control interval or control area splits. 

keyword. A symptom that describes one aspect of a 
program failure. 
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KSDS. Key-sequenced data set. 

L 
IjASTCC. Last condition code. 

LDS. Linear data set. 

like devices. Devices that have the same track capacity 
and number of tracks per cylinder (for example, 3380 
Standard and 3380 Model J or K). 

LINK. An Assembler language macro instruction that 
causes control to be passed to a specified entry point. 
The linkage relationship established is the same as that 
created by a BAL instruction. 

link-pack area (LPA). An area of virtual storage that 
contains re-enterable routines that are loaded at IPL 
(initial program load) time and can be used concurrently 
by all tasks in the system. 

load module. (TC97) A computer program in a form 
suitable for loading int() main storage for operation. 

. . -

load module library. A partitioned data set used to 
store and retrieve load modules. 

logical (data set) DL'MP operation. A DUMP 
operation in which logical processing is performed. 

logical (data set) processing. Processing that treats each 
data set and its associated information as a logical 
entity. As an example. DFDSS processes an entire data 
set before beginning with the next one. 

logical (data set) RESTORE operation. A RESTORE 
oper:.ition that uses as inpLH :.i data set produced by a 
logical DUMP operation. 

logical volume. The output produced from a physical 
DUNlP operation. for which all data is derived from a 
single DASO volume. 

LOOP. In diagnosing program failures. the keyword 
th:.lt identifies a program failure in which some part of 
the program repeats endlessly. 

LPA. link-pack area. 

LT. Less than 

LRECL. Logical record length. 

L VOL. logical volume. 
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M 
maintenance-level keyword. In diagnosing program 
failures, a keyword that identifies the maintenance level 
of DFDSS. 

management class. A list of the migration, backup and 
retention parameters and their values for an 
SMS-managed data set. 

map record. The record that maps the tracks that were 
dumped by DFDSS. 

MAXCC. Maximum condition code. 

MCS. Multiple Console Support. 

MENTITY. Model entity. 

minivolume. In an MYS system running on VM/370, an 
OS/VS-formatted VM/370 minidisk whose size is equal 
to or less than that of the real volume. DFDSS uses the 
device size specified in ~he Format 4 DSCB in their 
VTOC. Minivolumes are supported only by the system 
version of DFDSS. 

MSGADRnnt. In diagnosing program .failures, the 
DFDSS message keyword that tells of an error, or 
seems itself to be in error. 

.VISS. Mass storage system. 

MVS. Multiple virtual storage. 

N 

~VR. ?'<"on-VSA:Vr volume record. 

0 
Operating System (OS). Software that controls the 
execution of programs: an operating system may 
provide services such resource allocation, scheduling, 
input/output control. and data management. 

OS. Operating System. 

OS/VS2. Operating System/Virtual Storage 2. 

p 

pageable link-pack area (PLPA). Link-pack area. 

PAM. Partitioned access method. 

partially-qualified data set name. A data set name in 
which the qualifiers are not spelled out. Asterisks and 



percent signs are used in place of the undefined 
qualifier(s). 

partitioned data set (PDS). A data set in direct access 
storage that is divided into partitions, ca!Ied members, 
each of which can contain a program, part of a 
program, or data. 

partitioned data set extended (PDSE). A 
SMS-managed. page-formatted data set on direct access 
storage. A POSE contains an indexed directory and 
members similar to the directory and members of 
partitioned data sets. A POSE can be used instead of a 
partitioned data set. 

PDS. Partitioned data set. 

PDSE. Partitioned data set extended. 

PERFM. In diagnosing program failures, the keyword 
that identifies degradation in program performance .. 

physical (data set) DVMP operation. A DUMP 
operation in which physical processing is performed. 

physical (data set) processing. Processing that moves 
data at the track-image level and can operate against 
volumes. tracks, and data sets. As an example, DFDSS 
may only process one volume of a multivolume data set. 

PLPA. Pageable link-pack :uea. 

POL Partitioned organization unmo\·able. 

PRB. Program r;:;quest block. 

priYate librar}. ...\ user-owned library that is separate 
and distinct fro:n the syste:::: library. 

PSL. Physical sequential unmovable. 

PSW. Program status \vord. 

PTF. Program te:nporary fix. 

a 
QSA:\I. Queued sequential access method. 

qualified name. ...\ data set name consisting of a string 
of names separated by periods; for example, 
.. TREE.FRcIT.APPLE" is a qualified name. 

qualifier. Each component name in a qualified name 
other than the rightmost n;1me. For e.\ample, '"TREE'' 
and "FRUIT" are qualifiers in 
'"TREE. FR l'IT.APPLE ... 

Queued sequential access method (QSAM). An 
extended version of the basic sequential access method 

(BSAM). Input data blocks awaiting processing or 
output data blocks awaiting transfer to auxiliary storage 
are queued on the system to minimize delays in I/O 
operations. 

R 
RACF. Resource Access Control Facility. 

RB. Request block. 

RBA. Relative byte address. 

RDJFCB. Read job file control block. 

RECEIVE processing. An SMP /E process necessary to 
install new product libraries. During this process, the 
code, organized as unloaded partition data sets, is 
loaded into temporary SMPTLIB data sets. SMP/E 
RECEIVE processing automatically allocates the 
temporary partitioned data sets that correspond to the 
files on the tape, and loads them from the tape. 

RECFM.. Record format. 

REFDT. Last-referenced date. 

relative byte address (RBA). The displacement 
(expressed as a fullword binary integer) of a data record 
or a control interval from the beginning of the data set 
to which it belongs. independent of the manner in which 
the data set is stored. 

Relative record data set (RRDS). A VSAM data set 
\vhose records are loaded into fixed-length slots. 

RELEASE command. The DFDSS function that 
releases the unused space in sequential and partitioned 
data sets for use hy other data sets. 

RESERVE. A method of serializing DADSM update 
accesses to the VTOC. It is also a method of serializing 
processor accesses to a shared DASD volume. 

Resource Access Control Facility (RACF). An IBM 
program product that provides for access control by 
identifying and verifying users to the system, 
authorizing access to DASO data sets. logging the 
detected unauthorized attempts to enter the system, and 
logging the detected accesses to protected data sets. 

RESTORE command. The DFDSS function used to 
recover data sets, tracks. and volumes. 

RIVUD. Replacement module identifier. 

RRDS. Relative record data set. 

run-length data compression. Data compression 
(run-length). 
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s 
SAF. System Authorization Facility. 

SAM. Sequential access method. 

scheduler task. A DFDSS subtask that interprets and 
schedules commands. 

SCP. System control program. 

SEQ. Sequential or sequential processing 

SEREP. System environmental recording, editing, and 

storage group. A named collection of DASD volumes 
that have been grouped to meet a defined service 
strategy. 

storage management. The task of managing auxiliary 
storage resources for an installation. 

Storage Management Subsystem (SMS). An MVS 
subsystem that helps automate and centralize the 
management of storage. To manage storage, the 
storage management subsystem provides the storage 
administrator with control over data class, storage class, 
management class, storage group, and automatic class 
selection routine definitions. 

printing subtask. A task initiated and ended by a higher order 
task. 

SMF. System management facilities. 

SMP. System Modification Program. 

SMP/E. System Modification Program/Extended. 

Sl\IPE. A cataloged procedure that includes the 
required DD statements for running SMP/E and is used 
in the RECEIVE. APPLY. and ACCEPT steps of 
SMP /E processing. 

SMS. Storage Management Subsystem. 

Software Support Facility (SSF). An IBM online data 
base th<.lt allows for storJ.ge and retrie\·al of information 
about all current APARs and PTFs. 

SP. System Product. 

sphere. .-\ VSA~l cluster with one or ::nore associated 
alternate indexes and paths. The VSA.\1 cluster 
(sometimes called the base duster), alternate indexes 
(AIXs). and paths are sometimes referred to as sphere 
components. 

SSF. Software Support Facility. 

stand-alone DFDSS restore program. One of two 
DFDSS programs. Stand-alone DFDSS restore runs 
independently of the \1VS system environment and is 
limited t\J one function-J full or parfr1! I tracks) 
RESTORE from a dump tape. 

storage class. A named list of data set storage 
attributes that SMS uses to identify performance and 
availability requirements. 

storage constructs. The group of predefined models 
(data class. management class. storage class, and storage 
group) that are used to classify storage management 
needs and procedures for data sets under the Storage 
Management Subsystem. L1ch data set has construct 
names associated with it by explicit specification or 
defaulting. 
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SVC. Supervisor call instruction. 

SVRB. Supervisor request block. 

SYSRES. System residence disk. 

system library. A collection· of data sets or files in 
which the parts of an operating system are stored. 

system link library. System library. 

System Modification Program (SMP). A program used 
to install software and software changes on the MVS 
system. 

System Modification Program Extended (SMP /E). An 
IBM licensed program used to install software and 
software changes on the MYS system. In addition to 
providing the services of SMP, SMP, E consolidates 
installation data, allows more flexibility in selecting 
changes to be installed. provides a dialog interface, and 
supports dynamic allocation of data sets. 

T 
TCB. Task control block. 

Time sharing option (TSO). An option on the operating 
system for a System 3 70 that provides interactive time 
sharing from remote terminals. 

TIOT. Task input output table. 

TLIBs. Target data sets. 

track packing. A technique used by DFDSS that builds 
target tracks for any DASO device using input physical 
record information. 

TRK. A subparameter of the SPACE parameter in a 
DD statement. It specifies that space is to be allocated 
by tracks. 



TSO. Time-sharing option. 

TSO/E. TSO/Extensions. 

TTR. track-track-record. 

type-of-failure keyword. In diagnosing program failures, 
a keyword that identifies the type of program failure 
that has occurred in D FDSS. 

u 
UACC. Universal access authority. 

UCB. Unit control block. 

UIM. User interaction module. 

unlike devices. Devices that have different track 
capacities, for example, 3350 and 3380. 

used tracks. Tracks from the beginning of data sets to 
the las(-used track (as indical:ed in the DS l LSTAR field 
of the Format 1 DSCB). 

v 
VDRL. Volume restore limits. 

VOSS. VTOC Data Set Services. 

"·irtual storage access method (VSA.\1). An access 
method for direct or sequential processing of fixed and 
variable-length records on direct access devices. The 
records in a VS.-\:\1 data set or file can be organized in 
logical sequence by a key field (key sequence), in the 
physical sequence m \\ hich they are ''ritten on the data 
set or file (entry-sequence). or by the relative-record 
number. 

V:\I. Virtual machine. 

VOLID. v\)lume ID. 

YOLSER. VL1lu:ne serial number. 

volume backup. Backup of an entire volume to protect 
against the loss of the volume. 

volume header record. The record in the DFDSS dump 
tape that identifies and contains data pertinent to the 
whole volume, and identifies the type of operation that 
created a dump. 

volume trailer record. The record in the DFDSS dump 
tape that identifies the end of the data for a DA.SD 
volume. 

VSAM. Virtual storage access method. 

VSAM volume data set (VVDS). A data set that 
desc_ribes the VSAM and SMS-managed non-VSAM 
data sets on a volume. The name of the data set is 
SYS 1. VVDS. Vvolser. 

VSE. Virtual storage extended. 

VTOC. Volume table of contents. 

VTOCIX. The da~a set on which the locution of the 
Format 1 DSCBs of the VTOC are kept in an index for 
quick access by DA.DSM. The name of the data set is 
SYS 1. VTOCIX. Vvolser. 

VVDS. VSAM volume data st.!t. 

YYR. VSAM ,·olume record. 

w 
WAIT. In diagnosing program failures. the keyword 
that identifies DFDSS suspended activity, w"hile \Vaiting 
for some condition to be satisfied. DFDSS does not 
issue a message to tell 1.vh~ it is waiting. 

WTO. Write to operator 

x 
XA. Extended .-\rchitecture. 
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